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scent, which terminates in the anarchy of 
the savage state.

From the constitution of society, then, at 
\ the foundation of the world, we see that law 

Man, in the history of his race, presents j was an essential element of the social 
himself to our notice in two states—the j state ; and that social liberty is freedom re- 
social and the savage. The social is his j strained by law. Absolute liberty, or freedom 
original condition; the savage, that into J unrestrained by law which defines “order” 
which he has sunk as a consequence of 
licentiousness. At his formation, Man, who 
y; s made male and female, was pronounced 

ry good and appointed to live in so
oty, because it was “ not good for him to 

ue alone.” The primeval society of Eden 
was constituted of divine and human ele
ments—of God, the Elohim, man and4woman: 
of God, “ whom no man hath seen of 
the Elohim, whom he hath often seen ; and 
of man and woman, the perfection of flesh 
and blood. This social state was free and 
devoid of evil; yet was its liberty not abso- 
ute, but restrained and regulated by law.
Though “ very good” and undefiled by sin, 
man was not permitted to do as he pleased requirements of the divine law would be 
without restriction. A* law was given to sufficient. They would know and do. But 
him by his Creator, expressive of the divine j flesh is sinful, very sinful; and all men in 
sovereignty over society, and his position in < society have not intelligence, nor faith suf- 
the social state. Hence, society is a divine J ficient to walk by, nor wisdom, nor a love of 
institution, originally characterized by intel- < order, nor a sense of decency ; therefore, a 
ligence, goodness, law, and liberty. Woman < simple knowledge of what God requires in 
belonged to man, because she was his own < society, or a simple reference to what the 
flesh and bone, and given to him of God ; j law says, is not enough to answer the ne- 
and they both belonged to God, because He < cessities of the case. Law cannot apply 
had formed them for himself. Society, j itself, it must, therefore, be placed in the 
therefore, belongs to God; so that whoso- l hands of an administration, that lawlessness 
ever hath the honor of membership therein j may be restrained, and decency and order 
is free to do whatever he pleases that is not maintained in society, 
contrary to the letter and spirit of His law. The savage state is the opposite to the 
This is the liberty God permits in society, social in every particular. The “ philosophy” 
which is his. Beyond thiBman mustnofgo of the Gentiles, “ falsely so called," teaches 
if he would continue in the divine favor. > that the savage is the original condition of 
Law is the boundary line between liberty j man ; and that society has grown up out of 
and licentiousness. He that crosses it di- > it as a result of necessity. One who be- 
abolizes, and takes the first step in the de- i lieves the Bible, however, discards this as

MAN IN SOCIETY,4 .1
BY THE EDITOR.

and “ decency,” has no place in the divine 
plan. Man aimed at this. He virtually as
serted, that he had a right to do what he 
pleased with the Tree of Knowledge as with 
all other trees; but experience at length 
proved to him that he had no unconditional 
rights; but a right only to do according to 
the law. He did as he pleased, and in con
sequence lost the favor of God, as 'will all 
others who pursue a similar course.

The existence of society depending upon 
the maintenance of law, it behooves all intel
ligent and wise people to cooperate to that 
end. If flesh were not sinful, or if all men 
were wise and good, the knowledge of the
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mere foolishness. Divinely constituted so
ciety is the primeval state; and savage life 
the extreme consequence of a departure' 
from its laws. It originated in transgres
sion of God’s law, or sin, which, before the 
flood, acquired such force as entirely to cor
rupt the way of the Lord, and to fill the 
whole earth with violence. Its career was 
similaraftor that catastrophe; and where it 
was not antagonized by divine interference, 
but allowed in its fleshly inworking and 
manifestation to acquire absolute sway in 
portions of the human race, it reduced them 
to the condition of the natives of New Hol
land and the Feejees. Th£ “liberty” of 
these aborigines is absolute. They do what 
is right, in their own eyes upon the principles 
of “ liberty and equality” in the abstract. 
They are without law to God, and know no 
rule but the necessity of their own lusts. 
They are nature’s freemen,democrats of the

that which condemns “ what they have no 
mind to.” Still we see in these barbarisms 
the liberty, or rather licentiousness of the 
savage state considerably retrenched. Law 
and legal administration are recognized and 
obeyed ; for experience has proved that with
out these human society cannot exist.

The practices tolerated in the ecclesias
tical organizations of the world, cannot be 
permitted in a society constituted of God. 
Variance, jealousies, strifes, envyings, and 
so forth, must be abstained from. No mem
ber of such a society is at liberty to indulge 
in these, or in any thing tending to them.
The law of love that proceeds forth of Zion 
positively and absolutely forbids them. The 
savage, the barbarian, the Papist, the Protes
tant, are free to servo sin; but not so the 
Christian; he is freo only to serve right
eousness, as a humble and faithful servant, 
to God, who esteems that man most highly * 

largest liberty, who, under the impulse of who is the least subservient to the lusts, 
desire, edify themselves without regard to passions, and instincts of the flesh. There- 
the sensibilities and wishes of the unfortu
nates who fall into their hands.

This is the extremity arrived at by the un-! 
controlled working of that principle called !
“sin in the flesh.” Cannibalism, however, 
is but the extreme manifestation of that 
“liberty” contended for by some, which 
impels them to a gratification of their own 
selfishness and vanity at the expense of the 
order and decency of the social state. The 
latter is sin modified in its display by circum
stances, which restrain it by present conse
quences from murder and theft; but leave it evii 0f no man ; be no brawlers, but gentle, 
rampant in the manifestation of “ hatred, showing all meekness with all menand 
variance, jealousies, wraths,strifes, divisions, « all things be done unto edifying.” 
sects, envyings,” which,though thought little Absolute liberty, which is licentiousness, 
of by the carnally-minded, as effectually ex-!. does not belong to God’s society. The mem- 
clude from the Kingdom of God.* j: bers of it surrender some of their individu-

Now, by comparing the savage and social a]jty for the benefit of the whole, of which • 
conditions of man, it will be perceived that, each person is a very small part. This is a/ 
in his transition from the savage to the social first principle, and there can be no society 
state, he sacrifices, as he ascends the scale without it. Now, that portion of individu- 
of being, more and more of what the natu- a]ity which each foregoes, he transfers from 
ral man calls “ his liberty.” The nearer his himself to the functionaries of society in 
approximation to primeval excellence, the assenting to their appointment, or in apply- 
more is the liberty of the flesh restrained, ing for admission, and in being received, into 
and reduced to a minimum. Between 60- a community where they exist; so that he 
ciety divinely constituted, and the purely consents that he has no right todo individu- 
savage state, there are many intermediate ai|y what pertains to them officially. Func- 
social conditions. Greek, Mohammedan, tionaries, then, are the acting members of 
Papal, and Protestant Socialisms, are sin, or the body, administering to its social require- 
the flesh, variously displayed—incorpora- ments—its eyes, ears, mouth, hands, and 
tions, in other words, of “ the lust of the feet; while the body in which they are 
flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of placed itself is constituted of the generality 
life,” in which the works of .the flesh are|0f its constituents.
manifested with little rebuke. It is for tbit ; These things being understood, there will 
cause that they are glorified by the multi- be no difficulty in comprehending those 
tude which is religiously tolerant only of which more especially pertain to what is

commonly termed “ a church.”
A church is a society constituted upon
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fore it is written: “ Mortify [or put to death] 
your members which are upon the earth ;” 
“ present your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, 
and acceptable unto God, which is your 
reasonable service”. “Let all. bitterness# 
and wrath, and anger, and clamor, and evil 
speaking, be put away from you, with all 
malice ; and be ye kind one to another, ten
der-hearted, forgiving one another.” “Walk 
circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, re
deeming the time, because the days are 
evil.

:I

Be ready to e.very good work; speak» M
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• Galatians v. 19-21..
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principles divinely revealed. It is a com- ;churches, “ prophets,” “ evangelists,” “ pas- 
pany of believers organized for the worship tors,” and “ teachers.” They were all el- 
of God, the support of the truth, and ttair ders, but of different orders. Apostles ranked 
mutual benefit. Union is strength ; but j first; the prophets next; then the teachers; 
there must be union in fact, or associa- j and after them, the helps and governors ; so 
tion is incorporate weakness. It is not that the ruling elder3 occupied the lowest 
good for Christians to be alone; therefore j rank in the eldership, and acting, therefore,

- it is a privilege and a blessing for those who > under the direction of the ministers of the 
are partakers of the divine nature to be to- j word; yet, though these diversities obtained, 
gether in society. They afford the truth a j they were exhorted to have the 6ame care 
local standing ; they give it utterance, min- j one for another.
ister to its necessities, encourage one'anoth- > It was the function of these elderships to 
er, and assist the poor. > edify the body of Christ. In other words, the

Baptism organizes believers of the gospel / body edified itself through these “ members 
of the kingdom into the One Body of the ) in particular,” who constituted in each 60- 
Lord. In the beginning, this consisted of j ciety the branched candlestick ofthe church. 
120 persons, with the twelve apostles as ^ The "unction of the Spirit burned in them, 
their eyes, ears, mouth, hands and feet; J shining as lights, holding forth the “ word 
their eldership, in short, which comprehend- i of truth.” All these gifts worked that one 
ed all their office-bearers, who attended to j and the self-same Spirit,“ dividing to every 
the ministry of the Word, and to the serving \ man severally as He willed.” The gift most 
of tables. When the 3,000 were added to j to be desired was that of “ prophecy,” or the 
this Church, they continued under theapos-j faculty of speaking by inspiration to the edi- 
tles’ sole administration of things spiritual fication, exhortation, and comfort of the 
and# temporal, until the seven assistants were j hearers. The eldership had a plurality of 
added to the twelve, to relieve them of the i prophets, who might all prophesy in the 
secular concerns. Deacons, therefore, were £ meeting, provided they did so without confu- 
not essential to primitive church organiza- J sion. The Corinthians were desirous of 
tion, seeing that they were only added to J “ spirits,” that is, of spiritual gifts, by which 
meet the exigences of the case which arose ? they might be distinguished. They appear- 
some time after the day of Pentecost. The > ed to have desired the gift of longues above 
apostolic eldership was infallible, having ? all others ; but the Apostle exhorts them to 
been imbued with the Spirit from on high, \ desire that of prophecy : and whatever 
which guided them into all truth, and made ' they acquired, to seek the acquisition of 
them what they were. Their administration it, that they might excel to the edifying of 
was, therefore, the “ ministration of the Spi-1 the church. \
rit,” by which each of them was endowed From this brief outline, it is evident that 
with the “ word of wisdom,” “ the word of democracy had no place in the apostolic 
knowledge,” “ faith,” “ the gifts of healing,” ! churches ofthe saints. The Holy Spirit 
“the working of miracles,” “prophecy,” constituted certain of the saints overseers, 
“ discerning of spirits,” “kinds of tongues,” 1; that they might feed the flock of God, and- 
and “ the interpretations of tongues.” This ' minister to all its necessitiesjsas the pillar 
was the Model Church, which was of one and support of the truth. As the prophets 
heart and one soul, and great grace was up- and teachers were ministering in the church 
on them all. !; at Antioch, the Holy Spirit said to them :

The churches among the Gentiles were “ Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the 
formed after this model; that is, with an el- work whereunto I have called them. And 
dership or presbytery embodying the spirit- !; when they had fasted and prayed, and 
ual gifts. These gifts were not common to laid their hands on them, they sent them 
all the baptized, but to those only which con- away.” In this way the rulers and in
stituted the eldership; and, perhaps, the dea- structors of the body were appointed by the 
cons, who may be indicated as the “ helps.” < Spirit,and not by the brethren at large. The 
Those who had the spiritual gifts were the j Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit, the elder- 
spiritual men, or “ members” of the body “zn j ship, and the brethren in general, were the 
'particular." The elderships of the churches, j elements of God’s society in apostolic times, 
however, differed from the Jerusalem church, j The Father and the Son, by the Holy Spirit, 
in that each particular elder did not possess through the eldership, was the authority 
all the nine gifts, as did each apostle; but established in the church. Democratic re- 
only some of them. The gifts were distribut- publicanism would have^been subversive of 
ed among several for the profit of the whole this; and, if tolerated, would have produced 
body. These supernaturally endowed per- ■, confusion and every evil work. The authority 
sons, by the particular gifts they had re- \ of the people and the authority of God cannot 
ceived,- were constituted “ apostles” of \ coexist. All things of God, and as little as

5
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\ possible of man, is a principle characteristic j subject to law, which is an essential element 

of the social state originating from heaven, j of society.
in Eden, in Israel, and in the church. De- j Third, that social liberty is defined by law, 
cency and order can only be maintained by by which it is prevented from degenerating 
the authority divinely appointed and sustain- into licentiousness, which is liberty unre
ed by the wise and good. This cooperation strained by law.
suppressed turbulence, and put to silence the \Fburth, that as law cannot apply itself, 
foolish talking of the wise in their own con- an administration must necessarily exist, 
ceits, who thought more highly of them- j Fifth, that man in society must needs sur- 
selves than they were entitled to. render some of his natural or individual lib-

The respect and consideration that was \ erty for social protection from those who 
due to the elders is clearly set forth in the j may be stronger than he, and for the general 
Epistles. “We beseech you, brethren,” says \ good.
Paul, “that ye know them which labors Sixth, that office-bearers constituting the 
among you, and are over you in the Lord,i. administration are representative of that por- 
and admonish you; and that ye esteem them j'tion of each member’s individuality 
very highly in love for their work’s sake.” dered for social need.
“Let the elders that rule w°ll be counted j Seventh, that these principles were incor- 
worthy of double honor, especially they who ' porated in the churches of the saints cstab- 
labor in the word and doctrine.” Again : j fished by the apostles.
“ Remember them which have the rule over j Eighth, that the churches of the primitive 
you, who have spoken unto you the word of j age were constituted by the apostles and 
God. Obey them, and submit yourselves ; \ evangelists, who, having gathered the bap- 
for they watch for your souls, as they that < tized believers of the kingdom’s gospel into 
must give account, that they may do it with i distinct societies, ordained elders in th^m, 
joy, and not with grief; for that is unpro- j who being qualified for the discharge of their 
fitable for you. Salute them all.” j several duties of teaching; feeding, ruling,

On the other hand, the elders are exhort- j and serving, by spiritual gifts, were therefore 
cd to “ feed the flock of God, taking the constituted by the Holy Spirit, 
oversight thereof, not by constraint, but will- Ninth, that the elderships were the many 
ingly; nor for filthy lucre, but of a ready branched lamps in which the holy oil, or 
mind; neither as being lords over the herit-, spirit, burned for the illumination and well- 
age, but being ensamples to the flock. And being of the generality, 
when the Chief Shepherd shall appear, ye Tenth, that the existence of these spiritual 
shall receive a crown of glory that fadeth elderships necessarily excluded from the 
not away. Likewise, ye younger, submit church what, in modern times, is styled 
yourselves unto the elder; yea, all of you democratic republicanism, 
be subject one to another, and be clothed Eleventh, that the principle upon which 
with humility; for God resisteth the proud, all church affairs were conducted is 6x- 
and giveth grace to the humble.” ' pressed in the sayings, “ let all things be

After the manner of these exhortations done to edifying;” and, “let all things be 
were dcceney and order maintained in the; done decently and in order;” and “let all 
churches of the saints; yet even with this your things be done with love.” And, 
divinely constituted authority, the heady and Twelfth, that the churches edified th’bm- 
highminded could scarcely be restrained, selves through their elderships, which were 
It°was the ministration of the Spirit, not in composed of “ members in particular;” that 
word only, but in power; yet evil found ad- is, of members selected from the “multi
mission, and became “the Mystery of Ini- tude,” according to specified conditions, 
quity, secretly working.” The power could One thing, then, is evident, from a review 
punish, and did punish, even unto the in- of the premises before us, and that is, that 
fliction of disease and death, and could also there is no ecclesiastical organization extant 
pardon and heal the penitent. It was evi- like that which we see existed in the apostolic 
dently, however, not exercised to the full, age, and that of the elders who outlived the 
but with considerable lon-j-suffering and apostles. And, furthermore, that however 
forbearance; though, in many instances, it: intelligent and excellent of purpose and cha- 
was pushed to extremities, as a terror to the racier certain Christian professors may be, 
evilly disposed. j they could not by any unanimity establish

Now, to this point I have endeavored to one. The reason of this is, that the gift of 
show : / . the Holy Spirit Is a wanting: then, the

First, that the social was the original con- Spirit called believers, and qualified them 
dition of man, on the principle that it is not for the eldership, and through it instruct- 
good for him to be alone. ed and ruled the body ; but now, the Holy

Second, that in this state he was free, yet Spirit is neither in elderships nor peo-
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pie; at all events, neither of them afford any < in doing so, we find the times vastly changed 
evidence of the fact, being more conspicuous j We are here and there companies, who 
for want of wisdom, and knowledge, and un- < profess to believe the same gospel as Paul 
derstanding, than for the possession of them. < preached, and, like him and his associates, 

But, because we cannot have the ancient to have obeyed it. We desire to be organ- 
order which existed in the infancy and child- ized, but the Holy Spirit neither calls any of 
hood of Christianity, (for which, indeed/it us to office, nor bestows on us any special 
was specially designed,) is that any reason gifts. If he prescribe to us no organization 
why, when ‘^a measure of an age of the for modern times, and he have cut us off 
fulness of Christ” has been attained, and the < from access to the ancient one, it is mani- 
ancient order discontinued, believers in so- fest that, if we are to organize at all, we 
ciety should have no order at all; but that must do as Moses did at Jethro’s suggestion,
A. B. and C., however incompetent in the and organize ourselves, if God command us 
estimation of all but themselves, should be so; and we infer he does, as he has not told 
at unrestrained liberty to violate all the prin- us how to organize, yet exhorts through the 
ciples embodied in that ancient order, and to < apostle “ not to forsake the -assembling of 
set all the rules of courtesy and good breed- \ ourselves together, as the manner of some 
ing at defiance 7 Certainly not. This is < is.”
anarchy, and utterly disruptive and subvers- j It might be objected here that this reason- 
ive of the social state. Men cannot live in ! ing would sanctify all the ecclesiastical or- 
society, literary, political, domestic, or Chris- j ganizations of Christendom. But I say, no; 
tian, where such licentiousness prevails. \ because, in the first place, they are not organ- ■ 
There must be system, and such an one, \ izations of Christians, their members never 
too, as shall be a restraint upon the pre- \ having obeyed the gospel, so that they are 
sumptuous, and a praise to them that do \ not Christian organizations; and, in the 
well. - | next place, the organizations do not embody

Seeing, then, that the divinely constituted ! the principles of the apostolic one. No or- 
order of things is not attainable, and som organization can he acceptable to God which 
organization must be established if believers < is not comprehensive of his children ; while, 
are to cooperate in society, it evidently fol-! on the other hand, l belidve he would not be 
lows, that the God of wisdom, knowledge s displeased at any system of rule and order 
and love, has left it to the most intelligent ! they might devise promotive of their own 
wisest, and best dispositioned of His sons, l improvement of heart and understanding, 
to devise a system embodying the principles \ and growth in faith, humbleness of mind,

* of His ancient order, through which may be j brotherly kindness and love ; and which 
carried out most effectually His benevolence ! would enable them to support the truth, and 
to His children and the world. The case 1 sound it out effectively in the world; all of 
of Moses and his father-in-law establishes s which premises that their system embody 
this. God had said nothing to Moses re- ! the principles inculcated in the word.
6pecling the daily judging of the people,! Who then should initiate the organization 
which all rested upon his shoulders, to the ! of unassociated believers? I should un
certain injury of his health. Jethro per-j swer, in view of Paul’s instructions to Titus,

, ceived this, and, though not an Israelite, j He or they who have been instrumental in 
suggested a division of labor, in the appoint-! opening their eyes, and in turning them from 
ment of “ able men, such cis fear God, men ! darkness to light, and from the power of Sa- 
of truth,hating covetousnesswho should be ! tan unto God. ,It is reasonable that he who 
rulers with him, to judge the people at all ! has been able to do this, is more competent 
seasons. “ If thou do this thing, and God j to “ set in order the things that are not done,

• command thee so, then thou shall be able to j and to ordain elders,” than any one or all of
endure.” Moses took the advice; and i the proselytes put together. He has in the 
though it is not written that God approved j nature of things more scriptural intelligence 
it, yet, as Moses was faithful in all his house £ than they, seeing that they had been blind 
as a servant, we are justified in concluding ! until he happily enabled them to see. The 
that he did; for Moses would have estab- j democratic mode of setting things in order, 
lished nothing contrary to His will, nor, if j and ordaining elders, has been abundantly 
established, would it have been permitted to ! tried, and found wanting. It results in every 
continue. We are in the wilderness stale, ! evil work, and in all presumption and con- 

. and in a somewhat similar position. God j fusion. The vote of the majority puts men
has removed the divinely constituted elder- into office who are unqualified in every par- 
ships, or branched candlesticks, and per- ticular; and history shows that wherever 
mitted his heritages to be despoiled and this principle has rule in church or world, it 
scattered. We are endeavoring to gather invariably introduces turbulence, contempt 

i the dispersed together in divers places; but, of authority, and corruption j so that at
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length reaction necessarily supervenes for which they of course who drew the lables 
the prevention of the disruption of society would he elected, not by the people, nor by 
which would otherwise certainly ensue. ; the scrutator, but by the lot. This appears » 

The things Titus had to “ set in order” to me to be as near as we can come to a 
were the prophets, teachers, helps, govern- scriptural election; and I cannot but think, 
ments, &c., which “ God had set in the that “ able men, such as fear God, men of 
churches” according to a certain order. See truth, hating covetousness,” so elected, would 
1 Cor. xii. 28. In doing this he constituted be approved by the Lord himself if present; 
an eldership for the edifying of the body in ! and would certainly be deserving of all that 
love. If it were necessary that these men respect and consideration the Scriptures 
should have certain natural, social, domestic,! claim for those who supervise the church, 
logical, and doctrinal prerequisite qualifica- Brethren who would not subipitto such men 
lions, in addition to the gifts of the Spirit, to in the Lord should seek society elsewhere, 
enable them to rule well, and to edify the A congregation’s spiritual affairs might bo 
body; how much more important in the ab- safely confided to them, for all their endeav- 
sence of those gifts, as in these times, that ors would be to promote the welfare of their 
the office-bearers now should be men ofwis- brethren, to diffuse the knowledge of the 
dom, knowledge, holiness of life and disposi- truth, to maintain order and decency, and to 
tion, courteous, and well bred ! Timothy was glorify the Father who is in heaven. .■ But, 
ordered “ not to lay hands suddenly upon any if any better mode could be devised, all rea- 
man;” and to let the deacons be tried before sonable and truthful men would be ready to 
they were made permanent. This must be adopt it.
attended to now. The best men and the In some churches there are few that can 
wisest must form the Wittenagemot of the speak; in others, there are many. As a 
church ; which indeed ought itself to be as a general rule, brethren should be “ swift to 
whole an assembly of wise men; but expe- hear, and slow to speak ;” for there are very 
rience unhappily proves that such a condi- .few who can speak to the edification of any 
tion is the rare exception to the rule. If all besides themselves. Some mistake talking 
the members of a church were intelligent, for prophesying or speaking to edification, 
wise, disinterested, and wholly devoted to the exhortation, and comfort. They talk at their 
truth, the elder, overseer, or bishop’s office brethren, to the greatest annoyance of those 
would be a ruling and teaching sinecure; who listen to them, who, after they have 
but this was not the case in tho apostles’ done, are thankful, and feel no disposition to 
day, and it is much farther from being the say, “Amen.”* These are “ unruly talkers, , 
case now. Men are more knowing than whose mouths must be stopped,” and it is the 
wise and prudent in all ages; and in pro- duty of the elders to do it; and to 6ee that 
portion to their untempered knowledge and the time and patience of their brethren and 
self-esteem, disposed to glorify and exalt the public are not unprofitably consumed by 
themselves. The folly and turbulence and such. There is no worship in talking; and 
conceit of this class, which abounds in all it should be remembered that a church con- 
communities, makes it particularly neces- venes for worship and instruction, not to lis- 
sary that the very best men a church can ten to unprofitable and random talk. James 
afford should be appointed to its oversight. ! says, “ be not many teachers (di&ztfxaXoi), % 

As all things, then, must have a beginning,; knowing that we shall receive a severer 
it appears to me that the names of brethren scrutiny. For we the whole miss many 
of the class indicated by Paul might be unani- things. If any man offend not in word, the 
mously inscribed on a list by the members same is a perfect man, able also to bridle the 
of the church, and be handed to him ,wbo whole body.” Let then those who desire to 
called them out of darkness, that he might hear their own voices, read the exhortations 
acquaint himself with them, and see which of the apostles, and add few words, if any, 
of them it would be advisable to leave upon of their own, unless they have prepared 
the list for election. If two elders were themselves as workmen rightly to divide the 
needed, four or more goodjapostolically cha- word of truth, when they who rejoice in the 
racterized men might be inscribed on the list truth will hear them gladly. He is a wise 
presented, which might bo reduced, Or not, man who, with a small intellectual and 
according to the judgment formed of their scriptural capital, speaks few words ; but 
eligibility by the scrutator who enlightened shallow waters make a great noise; and so 
them. He might perhaps reduce the list to it too often comes to pass, that they who 
three. Two pieces of paper might then be have the least depth are the most prolific of 
each labelled, “For Elder” and put into a wordiness and volubility. Speech seasoned 
receiver with a third piece which should be with salt is excellent; but if it have no 
blank. The three brethren should then sue- vor, it is fit only to be cast away as unprofit- 
cessiyely put in the hand, and take one, upon able and vain.
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In a word, then, decency and order must . every man also on the things of others. Let 
be maintained; and, as far as I am individ- ( this mind be in you, which was also in Christ 
ually concerned, I will identify myself with j Jesus.” “Let*your moderation be known 
no organization of believers in contending j unto all men.” “Puton, as the elect of God, 
for the faith once delivered to the saints that S holy and beloved, bowels of mercies, kind- 
does not purge itself from the licentiousness ) ness, humbleness of mind, meekness, long- 
wliich maintains the right of every man ( suffering; forbearing one another, and for
doing what is right in his own eyes, to the j giving one another, if any man have a corn- 
gratification of himself, at the expense of the l plaint against any ; even as Christ forgave 
inoffensive, and to the injury of the truth. ) you, so also do ye. And above all these

things put on love, which is the bond of per
fectness. And let the peace of God rule in 
your hearts, to the which (peace) also ye are 

In the preceding article I have shown, in ! calIe(1 in one body; and be thankful.” “ Be 
the first place, what was the divine order of ) at peace among yourselves.” “ Be all of 
things in the heritages of God planted by the \ mind, having compassion one of another: 
apostles, and ordained by them and the evan- ) l°ve as brethren, be pitiful, be courteous.’’ • 
gelists; and in the next place, how nearly ( “ Let love be without dissimulation. Be 
this might be approximated in the Nineteenth > kindly affectioned one to another with bro- 
Century. But it is much more easy to sketch ? therly love; in honor preferring one an- 
out the plan of a solid, and substantial, and i other.” And the great teacher, even Christ, 
elegant fabric, than to build it; much de- ) who, though the Lord of all, humbled him- 
pends upon the nature of the foundation, and < se^> and became the servant of the least, en- 
the materials to be used. If the edifice be ) stamps this doctrine with the seal of his au- 
not laid in rock, and the materials be more

ADDITIONAL REMARKS.

thority, saying, “ He that is greatest among 
effluent of the flesh than of the spirit, how- y°u shall be your servant. And whosoever 
ever admirable may be the plan, the struc- j shall exalt himself shall be abased; and he 
ture will prove like the apples in Milton’s s that shall humble himself shall be exalted.’ 
hell, beautiful to the eye, but ashes between ! A people imbued with such doctrine-as 
the teeth. (this would-make almost any organization

No organization, not even an apostolic one, i work well; and indeed would get along 
can work well, that is, scripturally, which is ? peaceably together without any written con- 
not composed of elements more zealous for J stitution at all; because peace, and righte- 
the advancement of the truth, and the pro- / ousness, and the law of the spirit of life, 
motion of the glory of its divine Author, than i would be written in their hearts and minds, 
of their own notions and exaltation. The j A people so disposed is the great want of 
first necessary thing is, that the members ( our af?e—a people who not only believe the 
shall have become as little children, having ) gospel of the kingdom, but manifest the fruit 
their old Adam subdued by faith, and Christ ) j1 their walk and conversation, to wit, 
substituted in his place by the same principle. S ** righteousness, and peace, and joy in the 
Without this disposition, which is “ peace- / Holy Spirit.” It is the extreme scarcity of 
able, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of ( suc.h that makes it almost impossible to plant 
mercy and good fruits, without partiality and ) heritages in the land with administrations 

•' without hypocrisy,” no organization could < even remotely approximating to the apostolic, 
work harmoniously and efficaciously, though $ An association of believers is better without 
framed and administered by the apostles Tan eldership, than to have one made up of 
themselves. Even a bad organization with ) persons destitute of the qualifications indi
good materials would work better than a ( eated in Paul’s letters to Timothy and Titus, 
good one with a self-willed, heady, factious, s All who have obeyed the gospel are not 
and self-glorifying people. -The members > “ blameless,” “ watchful,” “ decorous,” 
must all respect the apostolic teaching if ( “ given to hospitality,” “ apt to teach,” “ of a 
they would have an organization that would ; well regulated mind”—cTcj^ova—“judicious 
be scriptural and satisfactory to all good men. c rulers of their own house,” and of good ex- 
This teaching says, “ By love serve one an- ) ternal report. These qualifications are as 
other.” “ Be not desirous of vainglory, pro- ) necessary as faith and obedience to the gos- 
voking one another, envying one another.” j pel; and in order that their aptness to teach 
“ Submit yourselves one to another in the j may be beneficially exercised, it is necessary 
fear of God.” “Stand fast in one spirit, with j that “ the word of'Christ dwellin them richly 
one mind striving together for the faith of the ) in all wisdom” Persons thus qualified would 
Gospel.” “Let nothing be done through ( preside over an association of believers with 
strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind j great advantage all to concerned. These 
let each esteem other better than themselves. ? were the sort of persons the apostles exhort 
Look not every tnan on his own things, but » us to obey; but before we can do what they
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require in the premises, the right persons j tend earnestly and valiantly for the faith 
must be manifested. They do not exhort us \ once for all delivered to the saints. Infin- 
to obey the incarnations of accident, or of \ itely more scriptural would it bo for such to 
majorities, or of party feeling; but only such l do this, than to consume their time and ener- 
as the Holy Spirit makes overseers—“ablejgies in striving against each other about 
men, such ns fear God; men of truth, hating j place and power. °A man thoroughly im- 
covetousness.” They should be wise, not in l bued with the truth would rather avoid these 
their own conceits ; this the apostle forbids: l in this age than seek them. The least in- 
but wise in the estimation of those that be trinsically deserving and qualified are, for 
wise, and disposed to avail themselves of j the most part, those who aspire after the 
their services. The greatest amount of the > petty distinction of place, being rarely capa- 
knowledge of divine things possessed in these i ble of illustrating their position by the fruit 
days is but little at best. How very minute, > of faith. They forget that we are placed 
then, that which is little compared with this! > here to learn obedience by the things we are 
and how little ability is there to use this small > called to suffer; not to “ learn how to rule;” 
amount aright! A little knowledge is a j though to obey with a good grace is the first 
dangerous thing. It puffs up, and u lifts up > step to the commanding righteously the obe- 
with pride,” or inordinate self-esteem. It is j dience of others. But, not to dilate more 
expedient, therefore, that a newly-formed l upon this point, which ought to be obvious 
ecclesiastical association should enter upon > to all, I proceed without further comment to 
such an arrangement as would give expres- j lay before the reader the 
sion probationally to the principles set forth; 
that being taught by experience they may be 
the better able to judge of measures and of 
the fitness of individuals to carry them into 
effect with permanence.
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CONSTITUTION

OF THE

ROYAL ASSOCIATION OF BELIEVERS
IN NEW YORK.

1.—The Name of the Association.

i

I
j In the age contemporary with the apostles 

■* > “ Christian” was a name unappropriated by
Now, a necessity, forced by circumstances j any religionists, other than the true believers 

upon certain believers of the gospel, has com- j who were “ first called Christians at Anti- 
pelled them to initiate an organization which och.” But in the nineteenth century, this 
shall favor, as they believe, the congrega- is not the case. Every ecclesiastical asso- 
lional worship of God in spirit and in truth, ciation in “ Christendom,” from “ the Mother 
and the dissemination of “ the word of the of Harlots” to Mormonism, the most recent 
kingdom” in the city of New York. They of her Babylonish and adulterous generation,- 
have entered upon this arduous enterprise ; now appropriates the once distinctive and 
without conference with flesh and blood, unblemished appellation to itself. For this 
They have seen and felt the necessity that reason, we conclude not to attempt to dis
exists, and have responded to it in the fear- tinguish our Association by a name so uni- 
lessness of faith, the love of peace, the ad- versally msapplied; differing also, as wc do, 
monition of the truth, and the fear of God. so essentially in faith and hope from all 
It is an olive branch to all who love the truth modern “ Christian” names, sects, and de- 
better than themselves, but affords no scope 1 nominations.
for the unhallowed ambitions of the flesh. ; The “ one faith” and “ hope” we confess 

, Approbating the principles set forth in the as •* the children of the kingdom” are royal. 
article entitled “i/an in Society” and these We believe in a Messiah, even Jesus, who 
“Additional Remarks,” they have agreed to shall subdue unto himself, and for his breth- 
the following constitution, as meeting the ; ren, a royalty, bounded only by “ the utter- 
demands of the probational situation in most parts of the earth;” in which royalty 
which they are placed. It is published here we hope to participate, when, as Micah testi- 
for the benefit of all who may be interested \ ties, The first dominion shall come to the 
in the subject of “ Church Organization,” stronghold of the daughter of Zion; and the 
which has been for many years a cause of kingdom to the daughter of Jerusalem.” 
much trouble to the professed friends of truth The apostle Peter, in writing to his Christian 
both in Britain and America. Unhappily, brethren dispersed through the provinces of 
in modern times, about the first thing neo- Asia Minor, who also believed in this royalty, 
phytes begin to do isto join battle with some- saith, “ Ye are a chosen generation, a royal 
body about church government, instead of priesthood, a holy nation,a purchased people; 
adding to their faith “ goodness, and know- that ye should publish the goodness of him 
ledge” of the divine testimony, that they may that hath called you out of darkness into his 
grow thereby, and become men, able to con- > wonderful light.” Besides this, the Apoc-
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5.—WnO HAVE THE PRIVILEGE OP CHRIS

TIAN Worship without Membership.
Being the Lord’s table, and not the table of 

the Association, all of good report within 
the city or without it, who, believing the gos
pel of the kingdom, have been immersed, 
are cordially invited to worship with ns ; the 
only privileges withheld being a participation 
in the direction of our affairs, and speech 
without previous invitation.

alypse affirms that the Lord Jesus has made 
such “ Icings and priests, for God to reign 
upon the earth and adds in another place, 
“ They sat upon thrones, and judgment was 
given unto them : and they lived, * * * and 
they shall be the priests of God and of Christ, 
and shall reign with him a thousand years.”

Seeing then that it is fit that a society, 
or association, of whatever kind, should have 
a designation; and deprecating strongly the 
imposition of a name by which we should 
be characterized as the adherents of any 
person, however esteemed; we agree that the 
title of our confederacy shall express the 
great subject-matter of the gospel, i. e. 
KOYALTr. Our decision, therefore, is that 
our ecclesiastical union shall be entitled 
“ The Royal Association of Believers’’* 
in New-Yorlt.

6. Who are inadmissible to Membership.
- “ The kingdom of God” believed being 
“ righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy 
Spirit,” we hereby disallow the membership 

.of our Association to any immersed believers 
who cannot prove that they walk as becomes 
the kingdom of God and of Christ.

7.—Admission to Membership.
Immersed believers of the gospel of the 

kingdom are admissible to membership by the 
unanimous consent of the Association, the ab
sence of any objection privately stated in the 
presence of the applicant, who wiii make his 
application for admission to a presiding bro
ther, or silence, being taken for consent.

The immersion of a believer of the gos
pel of the kingdom by a brother of our 
society, appointed to administer it, of itself 
constitutes the baptized person a member of 
our Association.

8.—The Executive of the Association.
Our Executive is for the maintenance of 

decency and order in the meetings of the 
Association ; the administration of the Sup
per and Baptism; attending to the admission ' •
of applicants to membership; the remov
al of any misunderstandings or difficulties 
that may arise to tiie hindrance of the ob
jects of the Association ; the disbursement 
of its contributions; and for whatever else 
needs to be attended to iu behalf of the so
ciety.

In the heritages of God, planted by {he 
apostles — xXygoi cou dsou — these func
tions, with teaching, were distributed to v 

Jesus, and the apostles, who are disposed “ apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, 
to illustrate this “wisdom from above” in ; teachers,” “ helps and directors,” endowed 
word and deed, to unite with the undersigned ; with certain specified natural qualifications,

5 and appropriate spiritual gifts, “ for the per-
_____  ; fecting of them for the work of the ministry,

, . , . _ . . i and the edifying of the body of Christ?*
fSffu. These saints, or holy ones per-

a Royal Order of Prvzu. “Royal” is a French word, > fected for the work^ we^e the many-branched
STb&S MSS ^£3 candlestick of the heritage to which they be-
the kingdom,” who are “sons oi God,” and therefore < longed. They were, collectively, the elder- 
brethren of Jesus Christ, Jehovah’s firstborn and is- 5 ship or presbytery of the association, and

classified by Paul, in his letter to the Phi- 
above. lippians, as “ the bishops and deacons, or, in

2.—The Association Defined.
The Association is an aggregation of per

sons who believe “the things” covenanted 
to Abraham and to David, “ concerning the 
kingdom of God and the Name of Jesus 
Christ,” and have therefore been “ immersed 
into the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.”

3.—Objects of the Association.
We, the Undersigned, whose scriptural 

position is defined in No. 2, do hereby con
federate ourselves into a visible association, 
for the weekly remembrance of the Lord 
Jesus in the breaking of bread ; for the cele
bration of the high praises of God; for the 
reading of the Scriptures; for the support 
and proclamation of the gospel of the king
dom ; and for mutual assistance in time of 
need.

4.—Who are invited to Membership.
“The wisdom from above being first pure, 

and then peaceable, gentle, easy to be en
treated, full of mercy and good fruits, with
out partiality and without hypocrisy”—we 
cordially invite all immersed believers of the 
gospel preached to Abraham, Israel, and the 
Gentiles, by the Angel of Jehovah, Moses,

for the purposes set forth in No. 3.
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another place, “ members in particular.'* We , 
acknowledge the desirableness of an exactly j 
similar institution as the Executive of the ' '
Association; and could we avail ourselves 
of brethren possessed of the natural qualifi
cations, specified by Paul to Timothy and 
Titus, in whom “ the word of Christ dwelt 
richly in all toisdomwe should be disposed 
to submit ourselves to them as “ over us in 
the Lordbut, seeing that at present such 
are not available, we agree that the execu
tive functions of our Association shall be
discharged as follows. ? to hear, and 6low to speak, slow to wrath.”

Three, four, or more, as the necessity of \ Yet it was said to certain of old time “ per* . 
circumstances may demand in the unani- \fccted for the work” by the Spirit: “Ye may 
mous estimation of the brethren, shall be 5 all prophesy, one by one, that all may learn, 
selected because of their scriptural intelli-- S and all maybe comforted." “He that 
pence, good qualities and report. These j prophesieth speaketh unto men to edifica- 
select brethren shall not be regarded as s'tion, and exhortation, and comfort.” • Ex- 
“ officers,” but simply as brethren in par- S hortation is, therefore, a part of prophesying, 
ticular, specially interested in promoting the S and, in being attempted, must be done with- 
objects and welfare of the Association. After rj out debate “ to the edifying of the Church,” • 
speaking of elders, called igxocroi—cpis- > or not at all. Hence, the Apostle saith, 
copoi, or bishops, i,e., overseers—Paul then speaking to the prophesiers,“ Seek that ye 
proceeds to speak of others, called diaxovoi s ,nay excel to the edifying of the Church ;”
—diakonoi, or deacons, i.e., overseers of the aLn,d t0 a11 members in particular, “ Let all 
poor, and of secular affairs, almoners, &c. < things be done unto edifying.

Of the latter, he says: “ Let these also . We understand from these and other por- 
first bo proved,” implying by “ also” that the ll0,ls of the Wr>rd, “ that it inculcates muh- 
episcopoi, or overlookers of the flock, should thought and few words. Exhortation is hor- 
be proved as well as the diakon(/i,oi su- \ ^ory instruction of a consoling character, 
perintendents of secular affairs. These se- founded on the testimony of God. We expect 
lect brethren of our Association may "there- therefore, that those who “exhort” will first 
fore be considered, not as “ bishops and dea- j call our attention to some portion of Scrip- 
cons,” but as probationers, who may or may ture by reading it, tnen show us the inter- 
not become official. \ Potation of what he has read, and after

wards bring it home to us in words of kind
ness, for our edification and comfort. To

9.—Exposition of tiie Word to the 
edification of the Association.

In Ecclesiastes it is written, “ Keep thy 
foot when thou goest to the house of God, 
and be more ready to hear than to give the 
sacrifice of fools ; for they consider not that 
they do evil. Be not rash with thy mouth, 
and let not thine heart be hasty to utter any 
thing before God ; for God is in heaven 
and thou upon earth ; therefore let thy words 
be few."

The Apostle James also saith : “ Be swift
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1T4. One of these brethren shall preside in

careful to see that “all things be done de- s(op immedfatelyi b/rising and politely
If any applies for admission to member ***“ g°°d manner^

ship, or for baptism, be made upon h,s day ]n consentin„; therefore, to suffer prophe- 
or during the ensuing wee , l W1 ; sying from uninspired men of ordinary ta-
d"ty t0 ascertain the candidate S lents and information, brethren will be cx-
the presence of one or more He will | pected to restrict Ibemselves to fifteen min- 
make report of such fitness to the Assoc.a- Jteg at m() un,e3s M [he di3crelion of lhe 
tion at its ordinary session, and during the )
„ contributionand, if there be no objec- { 
tion,-admission to membership shall be ex- ^ 10.—Of Difficulties among Members. 
pressed on the following Lord’s day, by the / If “ Christ dwell in our hearts by faith,” the 
presiding brother extending to the accepted j Spirit of Christ will be there; and “where 
the right hand of fellowship for the whole. J the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty,” or * 
]f the application be for baptism, then the < freedom from the dominion of the flesh, which 
subject’s fitness being ascertained, the pre- < \Q sin. Difficulties arise from the absence of 
siding brother shall administer it, or provide < this Spirit in one or both. It is the duty of 
for its administration. At the conclusion of < brethren not to burden others with their mis- 
the meeting, he will announce the brother \ understandings, but to settle them before 
whose turn it will be to preside at the next s sundown by themselves. But if this cannot 
assembly. i be effected, let them invite a brother to as-

I
“ Let thy words be few.”

\
brother who presides.
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sist them in a return to oneness of mind. If j now be occupied by expositions of the Word 
the matter can by no means be reconciled, to edification according to No. 9. When > 
the case may then be referred to one of the these are finished, the meeting may be con- 
select brethren, who, alone, or assisted by eluded with singing and praye”. This order 
the other select brethren, shall labor*to re- may be succinctly stated as follows:

K&TiSKa&ys. SS i s-’" •» *• »■*»
case may be reported to the Church, and we
agree to withdraw the privileges of our so- 3. Scripture-Reading: 
cicty from the party who shall be manifestly a. From Genesis to Job. 
in the wrong. b. From Psalms to Malachi.

11.-The Order of Worship. I' c; £rom Matthew to Acts
a. From Romans to Revelation.

After the custom of those instructed by the 
Apostles, the Association will convene for 
worship on the first day of the week. The 
members being assembled, the brother whose 
turn it is to preside will take the chair, and 
invite us to unite with him in invoking the 
blessing of the “ Father of Lights,” and his 
acceptance of our spiritual sacrifices in the 
name of Jesus Christ, the Apostle and High 
Priest of our confession. After this the pre
siding brother will invite us to sing a portion 
selected from the Psalms of David or the 
“ Paraphrases,” which may be proposed by 
himself, or by some other of the brethren, as 
he may prefer. The singing being ended,
Scripture-reading will commence. A por
tion should be read from each of these four 
divisions: First division, from Genesis to 
Job, inclusive; second, from Psalms to Mala
chi, inclusive; third, from Matthew to Acts, 
inclusive; and fourth, from Romans to Reve
lation, inclusive. The presiding brother 
may distribute the reading among the best 
readers,reading a portion also himself ac
cording to his discretion. The four divisions 
are each to be read continuously to the end, 
beginning with the first chapter of Genesis, 
the first Psalm, the first chapter of Matthew, 
and the first chapter of Romans. After the 
reading, singing as before. A contribution 
will then be taken up, to defray whatever 
expenses may be incurred in carrying out 
the objects of the Association. The admis
sion of members will be attended to at this 
juncture, according to Nos. 7, 8,1T 4.

The presiding brother will then proceed to 
the breaking of bread, any brother he may
call upon being the medium of its distribu- ___
tion. He will remind the brethren of what “NOTHING BUT PEACE AND PROSPERITY.” 
it celebrates—as, the love of God, the self- 

crifice of Jehovah’s King for the saints, and -a*st-a cuu«r.
’ for the world of which Abraham and He, and In Mark, the phrase 11 for my sake” is 

we with them, are all the heirs, &c. He will associated with “and the gospel's.” The 
then give thanks for the things memorialized two things, Jesus and the gospel, are insepa- 
by the bread, or invite some other so to do. rabie. He says that he was sent of God to 
After its distribution, he will proceed in like preach the gospel of • the kingdom ;* and 
manner with the wine. Jehovah Fhatn said concerning Jesus, “Hear

When the wine is returned to the table, ye him/”f and again, “Unto him ye shall • 
he will state how much time remains for the
continuance of the session, and that it can * Luke iv. 18, 43. Matt. iv. 23. fMatt-xyu. 5.

4. Singing.
5. ̂ Contributionjand Reception of Members,

if any. •
6. Breaking of Bread, &c.
7. Exposition of the W^rd to edification.
8. Singing.
9. Prayer.

Signed by
CHARLES HALYBURTON.*** 
HENRY 0. BENNETT.
JOHN THOMAS.
THOMAS BARKER. 
john McDonald.***
JAMES MERRY.*** 

^ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.*** 
WILLIAM TOWERT.

*** The four with this sign affixed to 
their names consented to act as “select 
brethren” to carry out the constitution they 
have subscribed.

FORM SUBSCRIBED BY MEMBERS ADMITTED 
SUBSEQUENTLY TO THE FORMATION OF THE 
ASSOCIATION.

We, the undersigned, having duly examin
ed the Constitution recorded in this book, in 
subscribing our names do thereby attest, 
that the position defined in No. 2 is ours; 
and that we approve and accept of its pro
visions, and are determined to abide by them, 
and to use our influence in causing them to 
be respected.

when
manner

men shall rovilo yon and persecute yon. 
of evil gainst yon, falsely, for my ea£e. ”

sa
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hearken. And I will put my words into his t count of the gospel of the kingdom which 
mouth : and he shall speak all that I shall \ he preached. Men will bear with you in any 
command him. And it shall come to pass, \ thing you may teach, provided you maintain 
that whosoever shall not hearken unto my j nothing offensive to their self-complacency, 
word which he shall speak in my name, I \ They profess to be pious, to be zealous for 
will require it of him.”* And Jesus saith, j God, to love the Lord Jesus, to believe the 
“ He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my s gospel, and to have obeyed it. Take care 
words, [the gospel of the kingdom which he \ then how you define Bible things; and 
preached,] hath that that judgeth him; the j that you do not come to conclusions incom- 
word [of the kingdom]! that I have spoken, patible with their piety, zeal, love, faith and 
the same shall judge him in the last day. practice. If you do, then farewell to your 
For I have not spoken of myself; but the good name and standing in the estimation of 
Father who sent me, he gave me a command- those under the malevolent influence of their 
ment what I should say, and what I should revilings. I speak from twenty years’ ex- • 
speak. And I know that his commandment perience of the like, and therefore know 
[when observed] is life everlasting; what-; truly whereof I affirm, 
soever I speak therefore, even as the Father Now the great practical question at issue 
said unto me, so I speak.” Again he saith, < between me and my contemporaries, is “ the 
“The words that I speak unto you I speak l gospel of the kingdom of God.” We have 
not of myself; but the Father that dwelleth < seen by our references that the Lord Jesus 
in me, he doth the miracles.” “If a man j preached it in obedience to the command of 
7ove me, Jic will keep my words. He that \ the Father. And besides this, he declared 
loveth me not, keepeth not .ay sayings: and j that the gospel which he preached before he 
the word [of the kingdom] which ye hear is j was crucified, should be preached for a tes- 
not mine, but the Father’s which sent me.” j timony to all nations. His words are, “And 
It is evident then, from these declarations, j this gospel of the kingdom shall be preach- 
that to be subject to any thing for Christ’s j ed in the wJl0je habitable—sv b\v\ rrj 
sake, is to be subject to it for the sake ofthe. 
gospel of the kingdom preached by him 
He judgeth of men's attachment and devo
tion to his person by their veneration end 
devotion to the gospel he preached. He 
associates the not receiving of his words 
with the rejection of himself, and tells us 
plainly that a man does not love him who 
does not keep his sayings. This intimate 
connection between
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that region. The same gospel then that 
Jesus preached to the house of Judah and 
to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, was to be 
preached to the nations of the then civilized 
world. This the apostles began to do in 
the name of Jesus, several years after they 
commenced operations in Jerusalem on Pen- 

- , j i • ( tecost. The difference between their preach-
, . . !^e Poacher and his ? ^ 0f the gospel and that of Jesus, was
doctrine is not surprising in view of his say- th|t betwee* ,;rornises unfulfilled and Pro
log that he is himself “-the truth am mises fu|fi|le(] 't0 a very ljmited extent. So
the truth, saith he, and says Peter, Yeijfar as the promises were fulfilled in the 
have purified your souls in the obeying of doatKi burial, and redirection of Jesus, as 
the truth sv tt] vtfaxon *rvis aXvjdsiag. j the Son and King anointed of Jehovah, the 
Hence, where the truth is, Christ is; there- accomplished facts became the foundation 
fore, Paul says, “ God grant that Christ may j or basis, of the conditions, by conformity to 
dwell in your hearts by faith.” He, then, which, Jews and Gentiles might become 
that believes “ the things concerning God heirs of the promises yet largely unfulfilled, 
and the name of Jesus Christ,” is the man l The facts and the doctrine or teaching pre
in whose heart Christ dwells; because the l dicated upon them, constitute “the mystery 
truth dwells there with full assurance of j0f the gospel,” or “things concerning the 
faith and hope. The Bible is the truth in a name of Jesus,” and therefore, “ the mys- 
book; Christ is the truth incarnate; and a tery of Christ,” which are not two mysteries, 
Christian is the truth in his heart lovingly but one. Jesus preached the gospel of the 
obeyed. It is nonsense for a man to tajk kingdom minus the mystery in his own name, 
of “ loving the Lord Jesus” while he re- because it was still a hidden mystery, and 
ceives not his words. The Lord thanks no l must have so continued until he was “ per* 
man for a mere lip-love—-a love that rejoiceth \ fected;” the apostles preached the same gos- 
not in the truth, believeth not all things, and < pel with its mystery, because it was no 
hopeth not all things. (longer hidden, but commanded to be pro-

Froin what hath been said, then, the read- \ claimed, 
er will see that to be spoken evil of for 
Christ’s sake, is to be spoken evil of on ac-
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Our contemporaries do not understand 
‘ $ this matter: they have lost sight of the gospel 

> of the kingdom ; and as a substitute for it,

j

* Deut. xvii. 15. 18, 19. t Matt. xiii. 19, 23.!
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“Nothing but Peace and Prosperity.” 15
preach a few items of the mystery imper
fectly, as the condition of the salvation of 
what they heathenishly style the immortal 
soul in kingdoms beyond the skies! Our 
pulpit orators, who learn their divinity in 
theological schools and colleges, preach 
every thing but the gospel of the kingdom.
With respect to this, they are in heathen 
darkness, knowing nothing as they ought to 
know. Their system of Gentilism is to 
blame for this. The systems make them 
what they are, and with grateful and de
voted hearts, they uphold and glorify their 
Alma}.Maters in return.

My courteous friend, the President of 
Bethany College, is of this class of orators 
and orator-makers. So ignorant of the 
gospel of the kingdom is he, that he can pen 
the.following rhapsody without a blush, as 
a specimen of the things that play not 
around the head, but come to the very heart 
itself!

“ Man,” says he, “ the most sublime and
awful object that man himself or angel ever Virtually denying these promises, the gospel 
saw, was predestined and created for a citi- of the kingdom is to him “ an opinion,” “ a 
zenship in the whole universe, and not for fable,” “ an hypothesis,” “ a fiction and 
any locality in the solar or material realms, j therefore no bond of union or term of com- 
God and his whole creation is the patrimoni-1 munion. 
al inheritance of man. God himself is his

the sons of men.” “The earth abideth 
: ever.” “ Blessed aTe the meek, for they 

shall inherit the earth.” “ Thou hast re- 
; deemed us by thy blood ; and hast made us 
; kings and priests for God; and we shall 
I reign upon the earth.” Do not these pass- 
; ages prove that man is created for terrestrial 
; locality for ever, when he shall have been 
freed from all present evil ? Mr. Campbell 
says he is not; the Scripture says he is: 
therefore let God be true, and every man a 

; liar that approves not His sayings.
Banishing man finally from this planet to 

I some transolar region, Mr. Campbell of 
; course has no great faith in God’s promise 
to Abraham in regard to his and his Seed’s 
everlasting possession of the Holy Land. 
He reduces all these to a deception practised 
upon the Friend of God, who died in hope of 
rising from the dead to possess the land in 
which he had been a wanderer and sojourn
er, dwelling in tents upon it, like his descend
ants, the Ishmaelites, with Isaac and Jacob.

I

:

The issue between Mr. Campbell, the 
portion. Therefore all things are man’s, be- j supervisor of 300,000 “ disciples,” and my- 
cause man is Christ’s, and Christ is God’s S self, is the gospel. I affirm that he is in 
Son, and the heir of all things.” heathen darkness concerning it, and utterly

Thus, Mr. Campbell gives the He point devoid of faith in the promises of God. He 
blank to God. I do not say he does so wil- does not even know what faith is, as appears 
fully; but in effect he does. He says, that from these words: “ It is a great point 
“ man is not created for any locality in the gained,” says he, “ to kuow and to appreciate 
solar or material realms.” Hear then what that faith is the belief of facts /” What a 
Jehovah hath decreed concerning Christ’s j wonderful attainment in College divinity! 
inheritance, to whom, according to Mr. C., \ and yet how unscriptural! But Paul denies 
man belongs. “Thou art my Son; this day ! the supervisor’s definition, and says, “ Faith 
[of thy resurrection] I have begotten thee. ia the assured expectation—ucocVao^— 
I will give thee the nations for thine inherit- 0f things hoped for, the conviction of things 
ance, and the uttermost parts of the earth S unseen.” Things hoped for are not facts, 
for thy possession.” These are the “ all s hut promises. A scriptural faith is there- 
things’ of which Jehovah's anointed King is j fore fa belief of promises. This was Abra- 
“the heir”—the nations and the earth, j ham’s faith, but not Mr. Campbell’s: his is 
And the saints, his brethren, being “joint 
heirs with him,” are heirs also of the same.
Are not these material realms ? “The king
doms of the world become our Lord and his 
Anointed’s, and he shall reign in the ages of 
the ages.” If these realms are not material 
and located in the solar system, they must be 
no where!

a belief of facts, and hence the difference 
between tHe Friend of God and him. Alat- 
ter-of-fact people are the children of the 
flesh, who are not the children of God ; 
“ but the children of the promise are counted 
for the seed.” The children of the promise 
are they who,'believing the promises cove
nanted to Abraham, are constituted “ in 

“Jehovah,” saith the Psalmist, “ built his Isaac,” by induction into Christ by baptism 
sanctuary like the earth which he hath estab- j into his name. “ In Isaac;shall thy seed be 
lished for ever.” “The righteous,” saith < called.” “ Now, we, brethren, as Isaac was, 
Solomon, “shall be recompensed in the \ are the children of the promise. But as 
earth : much more the wicked and the then he that was born after the flesh perse- 
sinner.” “ The righteous shall never be re- cuted him that \n 
moved; but the wicked shall not inherit the even so it is now.” 
earth.”
Jehovah’s: but the earth hath he given to ^ Ishmael of old, having neither reason nor tes-

was born after the spirit,
.... ------------ - ....---------- ------- - ... 1 Hence, Messrs. Camp-
“ The heaven, even the heavens are bell and Wallis, children of the flesh, like
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timony to adduce in defence of their posi- j jority had it all their own way. The con- 
tions, avenge their chafed and troubled souls j tention for the faith once delivered to the 
in speaking evil falsely of him who convicts j saints was silenced! and skykingdom glorifi- 
them of ignorance and sin against the truth, j cation of disembodied ghosts resumed its 
It is only occasionally.that I catch a glimpse < undisturbed sway over Matthew Tannehill 
of their periodicals; but when I do, I find \ and his co-religionists. “ I 'have been,” 
them still at their old work of slaying thrice j saith he, “ a member of the Paisley church 
the slain! No doubt they are gratified, and fifteen years, and at no period of its history 
their readers more strongly walled iu by the \ was it in a more flourishing state than at 
prejudice they have labored to create against | present, (Jan. 10,1853;) and for a considera- 
me. I read their foolishness*with a mingled j ble time past—ever since the disciples of Dr. 
feeling of pity and gratification. I pity the Thomas left us, or were separated—we have 
poor men for their folly; yet am I gratified j had nothing but peace and prosperity. 1 
that in reviling me, and saying all manner think the church has doubled its members, if 
of evil of me for the gospel’s sake, they are not more, since that lime.” Peace and 
preparing for me the blessedness promised in prosperity evinced by a dead silence respect- 
the text. ing the Word of the kingdom preached by

In the British Millennial Harbinger for Jesus and the apostles ; and the consequent 
May are two letters republished from the doubling of the numbers of the majority ! 
American Millennial Harbinger, with a few Suppress the truth, Matthew, and the multi
comments by editor Wallis. One is from an tude will crowd your meeting-house, and 
acquaintance, of mine in Paisley, Scotland, keep the water of your “ large pre-pulpit 
named Matthew Tannehill, a member of the baptistry, so exceedingly convenient,” in con- 
Baptist church in that town, to Dr. R. ! stant agitation! Evil and the foolish multi- 
Richardson, of Bethany College, Virginia, tude go hand in hand.
The other letter is from A. Campbell to The minority who were striving for intelli- 
what he styles the “ Church of Christ meet- gence in the “ one faith” became a dispersion ; 
ing in Paisley.” Matthew Tannehill, if I and Matthew Tannehill, not understanding 

. mistake'not the gentleman, is brother to the God’s dealings with the friends of his truth, 
Paisley poet of that name. While I sojourn- ‘‘thinks they are near their end.” Ilad 
ed in that town, he was quite friendly and Matthew lived in the days of the apostles, 
attentive, and very desirous that I should when the Jerusalem mother of all. apostolic 
correspond with them on my return to this churches was scattered to the four winds, 
country. He seemed to be quite interested < leaving only the apostles in the Holy City, 
in my lectures, and very gracious in his < he would have thought that the dispersed 
behavior. But the word preached seemed to were near their end likewise; for Matthew 
have its usual effect of disturbing the peace would have been the same Matthew then as 
of the carnally minded. Some appear to now—doubtless as profound a thinker after 
have received it, but with what degree the manner of men. But with all his depth, 
of intelligence I cannot say. There was he fails to discern from the examples or the 
no division, or talk of it, while I was Word, that it is no part of God's plan for be- 
there ; but from Matthew’s testimony to his lievers of the gospel of the kingdom to be living 
« dear brother Richardson,” it would seem in peaceful and prosperous communities. 
that trouble appeared in the camp which; When they got" rich, and increased in goods, 
was not allayed until a separation ensued, and said they had need of nothing,” or" in a 
Before the separation the congregation di- flourishing state,” as Matthew terms it, he 
vided upon the question of the gospel, some put an end to their ecclesiastical prosperity 
mantainincr this, others that, concerning it. and peace by scattering them abroad to 
The minority was in favor of its having re- preach the Word. The kingdom can only

be entered through much tribulation, and 
not through prosperity and peace. Have 
peace among yourselves, but in the world 
ye shall have tribulation. Peace and 
prosperity keep tribulation from Matthew’s 
door. He and his have found a new course 
to the kingdom. They have left the stormy 
regions for the trade-winds of peace and 
quietness. All sails are spread to the gentle 
breeze, and the crew of the Paisley bark 
are lazily extended on the deck, dreaming of 
" nothing but peace aud prosperity!”

The circumstances under which the minor- 
ma- ity separated were very unfavorable to peace
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lation to the kingdom hereafter to be estab
lished in the Holy /Land. The majority, 
ever opposed to the truth in all ages, was 
unconvincingly opposed to "the gospel of 
the kingdom of God” in the Paisley church. 
The minority, finding this, could not regret 
their exclusion from the Baptist church, 
styled" the Church of Christ” by Mr. Camp
bell. About thirty “ were separated.” As a 
consequence of this ejection from the syna
gogue, all agitation about the gospel ceased. 
So when Paul and his disciples were cast out, 
the synagogues reverted to their former 
peaceful ignorance of the truth. The
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"Nothing but Peace and Prosperity 17
among themselves in the outset. If they could j and benevolently arranged. To agitate the 
have had some one with them well instruct- j synagogues by introducing new things 
ed in tho truth to show them at once the among them, was God’s plan for “opening 
way in which they should walk, having the i their eyes, and turning them from dark- 
disposition to know and do the will of God, ness to light, and from°the power of Satan 
there would have’been no scope for disput- to God.” The result of the apostle’s stormy 
ings. But being only in the beginning of disputes was good. The honest and good 
things, and having none to help them, it was hearts of the bystanders received the king- * 
only by a mutual expression of their various dom, and were at length separated by the 
convictions that the truth could be more fully apostle from the rest who blasphemed the 
brought out. This collision of views would Word and reproached the speaker. Having 
naturally have a. winnowing effect on the accomplished this, the agitation died away, 
original thirty, so as to “ sift them as wheat” j and “ nothing but peace and prosperity” pre- 
till all the chaff would fly away. This sift- vailed among the unbelieving Jews, after 
ing process, if Matthew’s testimony be cor- they had expelled that “ unfortunate man,” 
rect, seems to have reduced their number Paul, and his disciples, 
considerably. But there is no help for this. It is said that “ History is ever reproduc- 
“ Many are called” (to God’s kingdom and j ing itself.” It seems to be so to some ex
glory,) but only the “few are chosen;” for tent in the history of my career for a few 
the few alone have faith enough to be saved, years past. Jesus sent Paul to agitate the 
The agitation so much deprecated by the peaceful synagogues; I am invited by 
lovers of “ smooth things,” is God’s agency peaceful societies to come and lay before 
for the taking out of the few for the name of them my views. I go, and expound to them 
Christ that may be for tho time being hid in what I see written in the Scriptures. I go 
the churches of the Gentiles. Where there ; to speak what I believe is the truth, not to 
is “nothing but peace and prosperity” there ascertain what they believe,aH then repeat 
are either none of “ the few” to bring out, or ; it. It matters not to me whut the society 
they have all been separated, and none but believes; I go to tell them what the Scrip- 

x the chaff or tares remain. Let a Baptist or tures teach. This is all that I or they need 
Campbellite, or other church, remain in “ no- care to know. I speak it without circumlo- 
thing but peace and prosperity” undisturbed, cution or apology, in an open and straight- 
and there is no chance of a soul of them forward manner, and leave it with them for 
coming to the knowledge of the gospel their consideration. It would be strange if 
preached by Jesus and his apostles. They the Word rightly divided in this cloudy and 
remain perfectly shut up in unbelief —shut dark day did not agitate men’s minds. It is 
up to the faith once revealed, but now gen- a good sign when such an effect is produced, 
erally lost sight of. Their pulpiters cannot Where it is not, it argues a hard-hearted 
teach them, being ignorant themselves; and insensibility to “ the deep things of God.” 
if their orators, and editors, and college pro- Intelligent, thoughtful minds must be agi- 
fessors, be in outer darkness, what can the tated when they find that God’s way is not 
people do? Their case is hopeless. They theirs. They express their views of what 
have the Bible, indeed, but they say the pro- has been shown them. They begin to think 
phets are unintelligible; and if these cannot it must be so. Their brethren are alarmed 
be understood, it is impossible to understand for the old creed, and become suddenly filled 
the apostles; for these only “ preached the with zeal, and speak evil of the “ new doc- 
gospel of God which he had promised before trine.” Finding their position unsustainable 
by his prophets in the Holy Scriptures.” ! by Scripture, they resort to clamor, to re- 
The parallel between the Jewish synagogue proach, to the exercise of authority, and at 
of old time, and the modern churches of the length to expulsion of the “ perverted.” 
Gentiles, in regard to their being “ shut'up to Their peace has been disturbed, indeed, but 
the faith,” is exact It was only by sending the agitation has proved a benefit—it has 
a “ pestilent fellow” like Paul among them separated the wheat from the chaff, which 
to agitate their minds, that they could be having been thoroughly cleaned, is pre
brought to see into the meaning of the pro-; served until the time arrives to remove the 
phets. What ho preached threw them into chaff out of the way. Like the “pestilent” 
an uproar, turned them into debating so- Paul, I have the honor to be reproached by 
cieties, caused them to devour each other, and the enemy, who naturally entertains no good 
to proceed to the greatest extremities, so that will towards the disturber of his peace. He 
he was himself oftentimes in jeopardy and speaks “ all manner of evil of me falsely^'l 
sore afraid. He “ necessarily became repel- am happy to know, and charges me with 
lant” to the unbelieving, who resolved all his views and practices which have no exist- 
reasoning from the Scriptures into mere ence save in the malevolence of his own 

. opinion and speculation. Still it was wisely fleshly mind. The following tirade is a
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k specimen of this sort of thing from the pen \ others who oppose. This is not one of his 
of President Campbell. It forms three para- j “ facts,” and therefore rejected ns an opinion, 
graphs of his letter “ to the Church of Christ' What he calls my opinions and speculative 
in Paisley, with its bishops and deacons' views, I am prepared to show are things re- 
which appears to have been elicited by Mat- vealed in the Word of God for faith. My full 
thew Tannehill’s epistle to Dr. Richardson; assurance of their truth, and earnest expres- 
a morsel of gossip too precious not to be sion of it, he styles “ dogmatismand the 
magnified into a more formal condemnation gospel of the kingdom, the idol I have set up 
of myself and friends. The following are for all to worship! He perceives, however, 
his words:— ■ that any attempt on his part to reason suc-

“ Doctors of theology, as such—doctors of cessfully against the things I advocate, is 
medicine—doctors of philosophy—doctors of hopeless. It is; for he must bring not only 
opinions (to which learned class Doctor reason, but God’s testimony, to bear against 
Thomas belongs)—have no moral chairs or me. This he is incompetent to do, dwelling 
moral authority, no ecclesiastic power, no in outer darkness as far as intelligence in 
prescriptive rights over the understanding, the “ sure word of prophecy” is concerned, 
tho conscience, or the hearts of the citizens “This unfortunate man,” as he styles me, 
of Messiah’s spiritual empire. There is no “ is a monument” of strong men being pros- 
spiritual nourishment in mere opinion, or in < trated by God’s weakness in modern times, 
human science, falsely so called. These < God has ever chosen persons despised by 

round the head, but come not to the \ their contemporaries to brin^ to nothing the
theology of the schools. He does not 

“ Opinions and speculative views on any <; the wise in their own conceit, professors 
subject—human depravity, divine grace, and presidents of divinity establishments, to 
election, the fall of man, the millennium, the enlighten the people. He leaves them in 
essences of things, divine or human—flatter their solemn foolishness as blind to lead the 
pride, feed the imagination, centre in self- < blind ; and takes fishermen, and carpenters, 
esteem, and terminate in schism. < and tentmakers, and healers of the sick, &c.,

“The history of this unfortunate man is a j to reduce their “ wisdom” to absurdity, “ that 
monument of its fatal tendencies. With j no flesh should glory in his presence.” This 
respectable talents, a medium education, a | is very mortifying to the founder of Bethany 
decent diction,and many good opportunities, j College, who “desires to fit and furnish men 
he has only bewildered himself and a few \ for church and state, as well as for the physi- 
disciples; and by his own puffing, has puffed cal, the intellectual, the moral, the spiritual, 
them up into a bloated self-esteem, and a and the eternal universe.” But God will 
supreme contempt for all who will not do not accept his services in this work; for the 
6omage to the idol which he has set up. A ;! simple reason, that he is unqualified for it. 
hpeculative, self-confident neologist, on any One thing thou lackest—understanding and 
subject, with some fervor and fluency, may faith in the promises of God. Without this, 
bewilder a few unstable souls, and lead them thy desires a?e vanity and vexation of soul, 
captive at his will. But the spell soon When a great dog bays the moon, all the 
passes away. The human mind demands a little village curs must take a turn. This 
more substantial bill of fare. Ephraim be- is often annoying to the weary traveller, 
came lean while he fed upon the wind, but who would rather sleep than count the hours 
when joined to his idols, the oracle com- of the steeple clock. But experience tenches 
manded to let him alone. To reason against ;! the expediency of letting®the dotp bark until 
dogmatism, is as hopeless as to reason with they perceive that the great dog 
a spiritual rapper of the present day, or aS it more in the moon to bay. It is no U6e giv- 
was with a second adventist in the year ing chase to them with wrath. The exer- 
forty-seven. It is a wise and benevolent lion would be too fatiguing, and bootless 
arrangement,that such theorists necessarily withal; for bark they will until there is no 
become repellant, and like some of the pests more bark in them. Paul appears to have 
of ancient times, devour each other and an- been a good deal annoyed by dogs; therefore 
nihilate themselves.” he cautions all who follow his track to “ be-

This extract is a sketch of the original as ware of dogs.” I apprehend it was not the 
it appears to the limner through the haze of! barking dogs he cared so much for, as about 
his own prejudices and misconceptions. All ! those sneaking, grinning, snarling curs, 
things with friend Campbell are “opinions which Isaiah describes as “dumb dogs that 
and speculative views,” which are not com- cannot bark; sleeping, lying down, loving 
prehended in his limited matter-of-fact creed, to slumber; greedy dogs that can never 
He very carefully keeps out of sight “ the have enough,” and when they come upon 
gospel of the kingdom,” which is the real you they would as soon “ bite and devour’ 
ground of difference between me and all you, as seize upon a bone. " Give not
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things holy unto dogs,” saith Jesus; for “ it > is composed of people who have intelligently 
is not fit to take the children’s meat and to j obeyed the gospel of the kingdom ; ana such 
throw it unto dogs.” There are no dogs in j are not to be turned about by every wind of 
the Holy City. This is constituted of Christ’s doctrine that happens to blow. The mem- 
sheep; and all “the dogs are without.” I bers of such a church have “ full assurance 

But to return from this digression about of faith and hope,” and are not to be turned 
the dogs, or “ blind and ignorant watchmen,” from their steadfastness by “ any theory of 
to editor Wallis of the Brit. Mill. Ilarb., j religion, or speculation of the human mind.” 
by a reference to whom I was about to j The divisions I am accused of making have 
conclude this article. His great exemplar, ] been produced by some embracing “ the 
my friend the Bethanian President, having j testimony of God” declared. Mr. °Wallis 
bayed “ this unfortunate man,” whom he j errs in stating that “ those” he refers to “ are 
styles “ moon-stricken,” to his heart’s con-j united together in Christian fellowship on 
tent, the small gentleman of Peck Lane i the principles of ” the unities he quotes from 
seizes the opportunity of bow-wowing appro-j Paul. The Campbellite body is not the 
bation of the great growl generated by Mat- j “One Body.” It is infidel of the “One hope 
thew Tannehill’s piquant allusion to “Dr. j of the calling.” Its faith is not the “One 
Thomas’s disciples,”and echoed in the epis- j Faith,” but a mere belief of facts; and its 
tolary extract above recited. “ Elder” James i immersion is not the “ One Baptism,” be- 
Wallis thus delivers himself in a note ap- cause.it is not predicated on the one faith of 
pended to the president-professor’s letter to the things hoped for and unseen. From the 
the Paisley “Church of Christ.” j one faith, hope, and baptism, it is as alien

“Any theory of religion, or speculation of J as any of its sister sects. Campbellite 
the human mind, that causes division among churches profess indeed to be united to- 
those who are united together in Christian J gether on the principles indicated; but we 
fellowship, on the principles of one body, j have learned to know that “profession is 
one spirit, one hope—one Lord, one faith, not principle” in this world of hypocrisy 
one immersion—one God and Father of all, and sham. Paul was “ bound with a chain”

. who is above all, through all, and in all dis- for the one hope, which he tells us is
“ Israel’s hope,” but one which the Camp
bellite “disciples” ridicule as a mere carnal 
and Jewish idea, beneath the regard of a 
Christian! There is no “ indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit in the hearts of ” such believers ; 
for the Holy Spirit dwells not with scoffers

ciples of Christ—is not from God. The 
union produced by the indwelling of the 
Holy Spirit in the hearts of believers, is that 
which springs from love, joy, peace, long- 
suffering, gentleness, goodness, fidelity, 
meekness, temperance, for against such there
is no law. ‘And they that are Christ's have \ at “that good thing which Jehovah hath 
crucified the flesh, with the affections and ! promised to the house of Israel and the 
lusts.’ Since, then, we are made alive by j nouse of Judah:” he dwells not in hearts 
the Spirit, let us also walk in and by his di-1 which are strangers to the promises ; nor is 
reckons. Let us not be vainglorious, pro-s he the author of Campbellite “ union, love, 
voking one another, envying one another, j joy, peace, &c.” These result from mere 
because of the different gifts and temporal \ partisanship, as I know by hard-earned ex
blessings conferred upon any, and of which 1 perience. Cease to glorify the president of 
we may not ourselves be partakers. So far \ Bethany College; show that he and hispreach- 
as our knowledge and observation extend, j ing. associates are now and have been for 
no novel theorist or bold materialist has j years constituting themselves transgressors 
caused more divisions and unfruitfulness of \ by building up again the things they labored 
soul among his associates, than the cele- j to destroy ; testify in behalf of the neglected - 
brated Dr. Thomas, to whom the above letter ! and despised prophetic writings; plead for 
refers.” j the gospel of the kingdom of God, &c., and

The writer of the above assumes for an \ you will soon hear the cry raised, “ This 
acknowledged truth, what he, or any one \ fellow is not one of us ! He is a sower of 
else connected with him, has never proved, j discord amonq brethren, a dogmatist, a 
namely, that those communities he styles j schismatic, a disturber of the peace where- 
churches of Christ are congregations of true j ever he goes, a bold materialist;” with many 
believers. Nothing is from God that divides j other epithets of a like complimentary char- 
a genuine Christian church; and that is an \ acter. All their love, joy, peace, and gen- 
offenco of which I am entirely guiltless. S tleness are gone; but every evil work re- 
The things I have brought out from the $ mains. . They condemn in others what they 
prophets and apostles have divided churches j glorify in themselves. Look at their Su- 
of Campbellite and Millerite “ disciples ;” I pervisor ! He writes to the Baptist church 
but never a church of Christ. A church of \ in Paisley, styling it “ the Church of Christ” 
Christ is not so easily divided ; because it * there. Now, if that be a church of Christ,
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so are all the others of that denomination in ) and unable to see, not afar off, but objects 
fellowship with it. Where, I ask, is the (nan near at hand ! He is laboring to endow a 
that has created more schisms in such ? college for his sect, that shall continue for 
churches of Christ than A. Campbell? He J ages; and cannot see that the Judge is ac- 
acknowledges them to be churches of Christ, j tually standing at the door, and exclaiming, • 
and their members Christians; and yet has j “ Blesse&as lie that watcheth, and keepeth 
set them all by the ears, has destroyed many j his garment, that he walk not naked, and 
of them root and branch, and made them a l that they see not his shame !” A pretty ed- 
standing jest in word and deed ! Yet this is c ucator of youth for the church is this'! Can- y 
the man with his associates that speak evil j not discern the signs of the times; and yet 
of me; because, in “reasoning with the j pretends to “prescriptive rights over the 
people out of the Scriptures,” communities j understanding, the conscience, and the hearts 
which I do not acknowledge are Christ’s J of the citizens of Messiah’s spiritual em

pire;” of which he has no more scriptural 
conception than the tiara adorned prophet of 
“ Eternal Rome !” We must look beyond 
the examples found in Messrs. Campbell and 
Wallis, for those who have “ crucified the 
flesh with the affections and lusts.” Enjoy-

L.~ !>

are agitated, and sometimes divided by the 
majority casting out the few who may re
spond to the testimony presented ! But why 
is Mr. Campbell so changed as by his pre
sent practice to convict himself of sin, of 
defiling the temple of God, and therefore
himself obnoxious to destruction ? Why j ing the fat things of the present evil world, 
does he now condemn others for doing what J and as much of its honors and -wealth as 
he once gloried to do? In answer to the .j they can grasp, they are the last men who 
former inquiry, I reply that he has grown > should taunt me with neglect of this Chris- 
vainglorious in his old age. He seeks that j tian duty. They have been laboring for 
sort of glory in which other men of the j years for what this world affords, and they 
world delight—that of being the founder of j have obtained it. They are rich in this 
a college, which, being endowed, shall place j world’s stuff'. They can count up their • 
him in the estimation of posterity among the j thousands of mammon; their flocks and , 
great men of their antiquity ! When en- j herds; their broad acres and coal fields; en
gaged in creating schisms among the Pres- J dowments and houses, and fashionable goods, 
byterians and Baptists of former years, and | But of all these things “ the unfortunate 
denouncing schools and colleges, Bible and 1 man” they revile and speak evil of falsely 
Missionary Societies, he was small in his j is almost as destitute of as the Great Foun- 
own eyes ; had not then been puffed up by j der of Christianity himself. I have not la
the fulsome flattery of the ignorant multi- bored for these things, and therefore have 
tude; and had not apostatized from the j not acquired them. While they have been 
mottoes of his “ Christian Baptist,” to the < covering themselves with fatness, I have 
imposition of his own presidential and pro- been laboring without hire, and trusting to 
fessional authority upon a confederacy of | Providence for supplies, in the work of open- 
churches from a theological throne. Hav- < ing the blind eyes, and of turning men from 
ing matured his sectarian and collegiate j Gentilism to the intelligent belief of the 
speculations, and incurred heavy responsi-< knowledge of God as revealed in the old and 
bilities in carrying them out, the mammon | new Scriptures. The things set forth in 
of unrighteousness is greatly in demand ; j these writings are doubtless “ novel theories” 
and more is needed than can be extracted j to Mr. Wallis, whose mental vision is bound- 
from his own flock. He finds it necessary j ed by the horizon of the Bethanian theology, 
therefore to milk the goats; and as the \ The greater part of God’s word is a novelty 
Baptists were once goats and treated as to this: as much as perhaps the “ new 
such, it became necessary to propitiate them !> doctrine” introduced into Athens was to 
His policy is to cajole them now, and to j the Epicureans and Stoics of old. I must 
preach up union and communion for the not therefore be angry with Mr. Wallis for 
sake of the loaves and fishes they may be j styling me “a novel theorist;” bnt rather 
persuaded to contribute to the carrying out j accept it as a compliment to my industry 
of his schemes. In reply to the latter in-j and independence of research, that not- 
quiry, he condemns others for being remote ? withstanding so many thousands are pro
causes of divisions, because it disturbs his fessedly studying the Scriptures with all the 
schemas. Having worked things up to their aids that college learning can afford them, 
present stagnation, he deprecates all agita- and fail to bring out any thing more than a 
tion of his waters, lest they should be lashed fancied demonstration of the articles of 
into a storm, and mar his*pride of life, j faith bequeathed by th§ fathers of Protestant- 
Foolish and blind Is lie! .Sowing to the ism; I, under no obligation to their theolo- 
wind with the certainty, if he live long j gies, have become celebrated for the new 
enough, of reaping the whirlwind. Blind, i things I have extracted from the divine
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Out Visit to Holland. 21
treasury, causing less of the soul-fruitful- j Clyde, the fine scenery of the Tay, Loch 
ness approved by the world’s wise men, than J Lomond, Loch Catherine, the Trosachs, 
any other. But Mr. W. does not intend j Bridge of Allan, Stirling Castle, &c., &c. 
the epithet as a compliment. I will not, The weather being fine°on all these occa- 
however, quarrel with him for this. I plead j sions, I need scarcely say, that the excursions 
guilty to the indictment. .1 have theorized were highly interesting and agreeable. I 
new things from God’s Word. That is, I might say much of what I saw in all this 
have brought out God’s theory, which is new beautiful scenery, and of the impressions 
to my contemporaries. It is the divine plan made upon my mind by the sublime and 
or system yet subsisting only in the mind of picturesque; but the story has been so often 
Jehovah, revealed-in the Bible—a purpose, told by tourists, and my feelings in the case 
not yet an accomplished fact, but a matter are of so little consequence to other people, 
of promise, and propounded to the heirs of j that I deem it best to dismiss the subject by 
promise, for their faith. In bringing out saying, that I have seen enough of the sur- 
this novelty to Messrs. Campbell, YVallis, l face of our globe to satisfy me, that when 
and Co., I have done no more than every \ finished it will make a sufficiently splendid 
student of the Word ought to do, though it \ and magnificent inheritance for intelligences 
has, indeed, been very offensive to them, j of the largest capacities and most scriptu- 
who have proved themselves incompetent to j ral aspirations. It needs only that develop- 
do likewise. Be not angry at me, my friends, ment of which. it is capable by the hand of 
for this thing; for it is commendable before God, to make it a heavenly world. Substi- 
God. “ Every Scribe,” saith Jesus, “ in- j tute righteousness for sin, and perfect what 
structed for the kingdom of the heavens— \ remains unfinished in its wastes and barrens, 
Big <r/]v fiatfikziav rwv ou^avwv—is like to a j and no better heaven need be sought than 
man who is master of a house, that bringeth j our earth, when the Lord is there, 
forth out of his-treasure things new and old.” j I saw two relics of the past, in Stirling 
Ye style me “ a novel theorist and bold Castle, -which, it may be interesting to the 
materialist” for this; but Jesus, you per- reader to know, have an existence. If he 
ceive, regards the bringer-forth of new things be a Presbyterian and rich, he would per- 
as one “ instructed for the kingdom.” How haps give as much for the one as a very fool- 
different this judgment to yours ! The soul- ish person gave for the coal-hcaver’s chair ;* 
unfruitfulness of my associates consists in j and if a son of the old Puritan church mili- 
their not yielding fruit agreable to your de- S itant, he might not fall far short of his “ true 
praved tastes. But who in their right mind blue” companion in his bid for the other, 
would care to be approved by you° seeing These were Oliver Cromwell’s hat, and John 
that your judgment is so diverse from His \ Knox’s pulpit. The hat was made of black 
who spake not as man, but as the oracle of \ leather, and was large, heavy, and of very 
God ? Suffer ye then this word of reproof; ample brim. It was made to fit upon an or- 
and be ye awakened by it to the conviction, dinary hat; and, I should think, rendered 
that it is high time to awake from our day- : the head and shoulders beneath them safe 
dreams to the stern realities of that great from sabre-cuts. If the Scotch pulpits were 
and terrible day which is stealing upon the \ generally like that in Stirling Castle, they 
world. EDITOR. \ were inferior to some I could name in our

American wilderness, their “ whittlings” 
nevertheless. It is John Knox’s pulpit, the 
narrow square box in which the disciple of 
John Calvin stood when he thundered forth 

I propose in the following pages to begin \ his denunciations against the Pope and 
the conclusion of the narrative of my visit to Mary, the Scottish Queen. This has 
Europe. During my absence from America I j tided the wood in the “ Covenant” heart, and 
had but little leisure for recreation, my travels s to this present saved it from the flames of 
generally terminating in interviews with the \ devouring fire.
public, the anticipation of which necessarily l My labors in Britain having been aC length 
prevented that unbending of the mind so j brought to a close, I conduced on a visifto 
essential to the free and easy, by which our \ ‘‘the Continent” before leaving Europe for 
constitutional energies are recruited. $ the United States. Two friends agreed to

Some of my friends very kindly invited me f accompany me. Accordingly, on September 
to accompany them to various notable places \
!" 'heir several vioililiesssucll as Keddles- j . Summon, a*yI*rcalvini,. or Ammomioncclcbriry 

irark, Dovedale, and Matlock, in Derby- \ Qf the last century, and originally a coal-heaver, who 
. shire; Ivuaresboro’ Castle in Yorkshire ; \ wrote a book styled “The Bank of Faith,” and used

Newstead Abbey, the late Lord Byron’s seat, j OTwSre'So dcTOieifto'lm memory'ihat onc'oMheni 
rn Nottinghamshire; Holyrood, the balls Ofl gave £300, or $1461, for hts old arra-chair.
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6th, 1850, we waited upon the Prussian j them again. They informed us that the 
Consul-General for Great Britain and Ireland j documents would be quite safe, and that wo 
to obtain permission to travel in foreign parts, j could obtain them next morning at the Bu- 
or, as our facetious friend expressed it, “to j reau de Police in the Stadt Huis; where the 
visit our foreign relations.” We obtained e “ Signalement des Pass Inhabers,” or the 
three documents called “ passports,” one for j particulars of the passports, are noted in a 
each, in which were noted down our ages, j book, together with the name of the place to 
heights, color of our hair, eyebrows, and l which you may be bound. Having surren- 
eyes; shape of our noses and mouth; beard J dered upon this explanation, we passed on ; 
or no beard, and divers other particulars by J and having no more baggage than we could 
which we might be known to the gens d'arm- conveniently carry in hartd. we escaped de- 
crie of Europe as true and loyal persons, tention by custom-house officials. Cabmen 
upon whom constables and jailers had no and “ touters” crowded the pier, clamoring 
legal claim. In the left corner of the pass at j for “ fares” and boarders with as much ob- 
the foot, we signed our names under the .streperousness as in New York itself, only 
words “ undershrift des Pass Inhabers and j that the police will not allow them to rush 
in the right, opposite the green consular on board as they do when steamers make 
seal, “2?. HMer" signed his. not forgetting j fast to our piers. They rush upon you, how
to demand of usten shillings sterling J ever, as if they would “ bag you” for them- 
a piece, for his “Koniglich Preussische” per-j selves at all hazards. A traveller landing at 
mission to cross the sea without being for- j the same place, says, “ After delivering my 
bidden to go ashore. < passport, a custom-house officer cried ‘ halt!’

Being thus royally provided, we left Lon-j but, on seeing my modest equipment, bade 
don on September 7th, at eleven a.m. in the j me pass on without examination. A few 
steamer “ Rhine’’ for Rotterdam, the birth- < paces farther, at the verge of the quay, I 
place of the renowned Erasmus. We were j was again arrested by a group of men who 
at sea all that day and until 10 a.m. of the l insisted upon my going to the custom-house, 
next day, being a tolerably pleasant voyage J In vain I represented that my baggage had 
of twenty-three hours. It might have been ? been * passedwhether or no, they would 
shorter; but not being able to cross “the j bar my passage. I made a feint of yield- 
Brille” because of the lowness of the tide, j ing, and doubling round a vigilante, as the 
we had to make a detour of several miles to j cabs are named, made off towards the Berli- 
get at the city. At 4 a.m. we were off Hel- J ner Hof, the hotel to which I had been com- 
voetslnys, where we “ lay-to” for a short j mended. The party had perhaps watched 
time ; anil by way of settling the stomach j my movements, for they rushed after me, and 
(and not being in good health, mine was very j were about to renew their clamor, when a 
infirm) after the qualms of the preceding j tall man came up and dispersed them, after 
voyage, we occupied the time in drinking, j inquiring in English if the officer had passed 
not Holland gin, but some muddy-looking j me. I afterwards found that the stoppage 
and ill-flavored coffee. During the next six < was ‘ a dodge ’ on the part of the cab driv- • 
hours we passed Williamstadt, Dordrecht, j ers, their object being to compel their vic- 
and several other old-fashioned Dutch towns, j tints to escape from the difficulty by a ride.” 
The natural aspect of the country presented The “ touters” beset us more than the driv- 
but few attractions. It is low and flat, and j ers, recommending their several hotels to 
but little above the water-level, and in many j our favorable regards. But we were deaf 
parts below it. Nothing but a pressure from j to their appeals, being determined on peripa- 
without could have induced its original set- $ tesis, not being burdened with more luggage 
tiers to set up their habitations in so swampy < than each could conveniently carry ; and on 
and unpicturesque a region. The fens of \ the agreeable novelty of making discoveries 
Lincolnshire, or the extended marsh lands of J for ourselves in a strange city, where the 
other low countries in America, are a fair < language of the people was “ all Dutch to 
representation of this part of Holland. . j us,” and therefore as unintelligible as could

Rotterdam was a cheering sight after j be wished. We pushed on, therefore, through 
steaming.six hours among these flats. On the crowd, not knowing whither we went, 
landing at the Stoomboot Maatschapij we After walking for some time, in directions 
were stopped by two ^ens d'armes in uni-, where hotels seemed to be remarkably scarce, 
form, with swords at their sides, who iriv I asked a boy about thirteen years old, in my 
good English very courteously demanded j own tongue of course, but under the suppo- 
our passports. After paying two dollars j sition that he might possibly be an Anglo- 
thirty-seven and a half cents apiece for them, i Saxon, if he could tell me where I could find 
and having use for them afar oft', we were a respectable hotel ? Whether my barbarian 
unwilling to comply. We desired to know i speech or my beard alarmed him, l cannot 
when, where, and how, we should meet with i say; but he stared at me with open mouth
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Our Visit to Holland. 23
for a few moments, and then by a strong ef- English, imperfectly understood by a man 
fort, as if to break the spell which bound who spoke a patois made up of his own 
him, he started off with the velocity of a Dutch and our Anglo-Saxon, we arranged 
hare, without answering me a word. Ob- to abide with him during our sojourn in 
serving the effect recently of my beard upon Rotterdam. Having consigned our “affaires” 
a negro boy in Virginia, who on catching a to his care, we 6etout in quest of the novel- 
glimpse of me bawled out his master’s mes- ties presented to foreigners in a Dutch town, 
sage some twenty yards off, and then retreat- Some one has remarked, that if you would 
ed to the top of a fence, ready to drop over be thoroughly taken out of your own coun- 
to the farther side and run at my approach;' try, you should not travel to Constantinople, 

* I suspect it was my appearance, and not my but to Rotterdam ; which, by those who 
speecli that made the miniature Dutchman ! have visited the former city, is said to be true 
increase the distance between us with all to a great extent; for in Rotterdam you see all 
dispatch. I suppose he had never seen a } in one, what can only be met with piece- 
beard before, for the Hollanders make their meal elsewhere. If.the streets in Philadel- 
faces as much like those of boys and women phia had canals running along their centres, 
as the keenness of a razor’s edge can accom-1 and on each side of them paved thorough4 
plish. I was very much struck with thedif- fares for carts and “ foetpaden,” anglice, 
ference in this respect between them and j footpads or passengers, and these were filled 
their former fellow-citizens, the Belgians, i with vessels, and vehicles, and rows of trees 
The latter, as well as the Prussians and Ger- on each side of the water-courses, the tout 
mans, wear enormous beards, unless the j ensemble would present a striking resem- 
fashion has changed since my visit. I attri- blance to Rotterdam. The canals, however, 
butothis to a political cause. The Belgians, J are wider thanChestnut and Walnut streets, 
who rebelled against the Dutch government j and, in some parts of the city, afford havens 
in 1830, are a revolutionary population, for ships of the largest size. The descrip- 
sympathizing with the progressistas of all tion of Rotterdam in Hood’s poem is very 
other European countries. The Hollanders exact. He writes:— 
are content to follow the customs of their 
fathers, whose plodding industry, and sturdy 
assertion of their rights and freedom, has 
placed them, in their own esteem at least, 
in advance of all the world. Progress, 
except in the accumulation of ducats, 
has no charms for the Netherlander.
His fathers shaved; why, then, should he 
forbear ? But other nations groaning under 
the despotism of shaveling priests and royal 

• knaves, are not so contented with their lot

M Tall houses wilh quaint gables, 
Where frequent windows shine, 

And quays that lead to bridges, 
And trees in formal line,

And masts of spicy vessels 
From western Surinam,

All tell me you’re in England,
But I’m in Rotterdam.”

Hood further styles it“ a vulgar Venice;’’ 
and to a stranger the queen city of the Adri
atic can hardly present a more striking ap
pearance. Land and water are so strangely 
and picturesquely intermingled; the busy life 
that pervades both is so thoroughly in keep- 

the beard has become the symbol of “ad- ing with the scene, that to walk about, and 
vanced ideas;” and consequently obnoxious ! look on wfoli curious eye, is occupation 
to all partisans of “ old opinions,” be they enough. Turn your eye which way you will, 
civil, ecclesiastical, or social. For this cause, > you see a bridge, its strong pillars rising 
the Pope and his cardinals, bishops, priests, aloft, bearing the great cross-beams by which 
and deacons, “all shaven and shorn,” and each portion is counterpoised. The whole is 
the clergy of all sects in western painted white, and the wooden floor slopes 
“Christendom,” are hostile to the beard; gently upwards from each side to the cen- 
and wherever their influence is felt, cause tre. Presently, a tall-masted vessel floats 
it to be suppressed. This is preeminently the up; the two men always in attendance at 
case in Rome, where it is forbidden to be the little lodge erected close by, run out; 
worn; and though Holland is intensely ; they withdraw the iron wedges from the sta- 
Protestant, yet, on the principles, I suppose, pies, and then, with a slight pull at the chain 
of anti-Belgianism or extremes meeting, the suspended from the cross-beams, each half 
Dutch are in fellowship with the Pope in ; of the bridge begins slowly to rise: before 
the repudiation of the beard. they are at the perpendicular the schuit has

Getting no information from the boy, we passed ; a push at the cross-beams sends 
walked on, until at length we espied the Ho- them up again; the men spring to the cen- 
tel d’Elberfeld, at the Vlasmarket Hoek and tre to accelerate the descent, irppatient boys 
Speiger. Having introduced ourselves to scramble after them, the wedges are replaced, 
“mine host” us well as we could with our and the stream of traffic, which had been

as he. They cease to shave, as a testimony 
against smooth-faced hypocrisy, which they 
regard as the source of all their evils. Hence
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momentarily interrupted, resumes its course \ We were very much struck with the 
with no more delay than is caused by the j leaning of the fronts of the houses towards 
issuing of a dray from one of the side j the streets in numerous instances. We 
streets of a crowded avenue. J concluded that it was the subsidence of the

A tourist visiting this city says, “ My j foundations that caused it. This is said to 
valks up and down in Rotterdam gave me be a mistake. It is admitted that it may be 

‘he key to several matters that had puzzled 5 true in a few cases; but that generally it is 
me when living in New York. The Amer-1 to be attributed to the original formation of 
ican farmer drives to market with two horses j the houses. Whole streets are said to have 
at a fast trot, harnessed to a light narrow \ been originally built-in a sloping position : 
wagon, with side rails rising high behind j the backs of the houses present no such 
at a sharp curve. The Dutch farmer does j deviation from the perpendicular; neither is 
the same. The New York milkman goes \ the roof line altered. Modern builders avoid 
his round in a similar wagon, supplying his \ this overtopping, which, however picturesque, 
customers from two bright cans placed in S looks dangerous; and new houses are now 
front of his seat. The Dutchman does the j erected as perpendicular as elsewhere, 
same. New York builders frequently erect > The appearance of the vessels, coasters 
whole rows of houses, side, back, and mid- and inland traders, which crowd the havens, 
die, leaving the entire front to be built up is very remarkable. So clean, so bright, ^ 
last. I saw the same process in Rotterdam, so polished : no scratches, no bruises, no 
where many new houses were ‘ going up.’ marks of rough usage. The fenders sus- 
Here, too, was the original of the clumsy pended from the bulwarks are curved to fit
truck or dray which the carmen of New the protuberant side, and strengthened at
York drive about the streets by hundreds, either end by polished brass ferules ; the 
Here, too, the reason why shopkeepers’ heel of the bowsprit, the bitts and wind-
names are so perseveringly painted on each lass, the rudder head, are similarly deco
door-post in Broadway, and other business rated, and painted with gay colors. The 
thoroughfares. Here, too, the frequent oc- little cabins are formal neatness itself, and 
currence of the announcements, Bakkerij, the vrouw and her family not less clean 
Bleckerif and Hoekij, sufficiently explained than the most precise residents on shore, 
why, in the over-sea city, a baker’s shop was The tubs for washing clothes are so con- 
called a bakery, a bleaching-ground a bleach- trived as to hang over the vessel’s side by 
erg, a cake-shop a cooky-store ; and the ex- means of a bracket, so that the splashings 
posing of groceries in open barrels, ranged fall into the canal, and the slopping of the 

in the shops, also accounted for the j deck is avoided. Many of these crafts are 
similar practice still existing in New York, j floating shops for the sale of. matting, 
Who would have thought that the early \ crockery, brooms, firewood, &c., and on 
settlers at the mouth of the Hudson, whose | fine days the stock in trade is displayed 
town-council * met one day and smoked j partly on the quay and on the deck, 
their pipes,’ would have left such enduring j When business grows slack the owners 
traces behind them !” j cast off their moorings, and take up a new

The signboard literature of the Dutch j position in another street.
Venice is highly amusing to a foreigner. j (To be continued.)
Over the windows of the provision mer- j 
chants, they not only tell you that they have j 
boter and kaas, butter and cheese, but, lest j 
you should mistakenly suppose that they < 
distributed it gratuitously, they are careful to j 
tell you that they have it ts koop, that is, to j 
sell. This is common in the Hoog Straatas J
well as in the back lanes. In this street a \ so will he send Elijah, the restorer of all 
printed label on a basement door stated,
“ Hier is een kelder to huur ”—‘ Here is a 
cellar to let.’ A conveyancer could not wish 
for greater detail or exactness. In all the 
Dutch towns the houses are numbered in 
districts. Thus, Wyk 2. 250 signifies No.
250 in the third wyk or ward; an arrange
ment which in some respects is by no means 
•convenient. It is much easier to follow the 
numbers in a street than over a whole quar
ter, where you are ignorant of the direction 
of their beginning or ending. .,n
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MOSES AND ELIJAH.
As Jehovah “ sent Moses to be a ruler

and deliverer of Israel by the hand of the 
Angel that appeared to him in the bush;”•:! i;: t•fi I

| ; things, to deliver the same nation out of its 
present captivity, and to bring it “into the 
wilderness of the people,” by the hand of the 
Angel of the Abrahamic covenant—even by 
Jesus, whom “ He hath made both Lord and »j I 
Christ.”

;I .> i:i : J
! '■

•Editor. I: I r.i ' !!
“ Where there is no talebearer the strife 

ceaseth.”
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
“And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 

a dominion that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 
and itself shall stand for ever.”—Daniel. j '

!
: NEW YORK, FEBRUARY, 1854. [Vol. IV. No. 2.John Thomas, Ed.]■

i
“DURATION OF THE BEAST.”

TIIE AIOX—AlfiN—OF THE BEAST, 1260 J 
OR FORTY-TWO MONTHS OF SOLAR YEARS.

only 1242 solar years, and so to be inter
preted. But, at the same time, he success
fully shows that the author of “ The 
Struggle” has sadly miscalculated in stretch- 

The Aberdeen Herald, in a brief review j ing out the 1242 solar years to 1791 and 
of the celebrated pamphlet entitled “ The j 1866, instead of terminating them at 1773 
Coming Struggle,” as published in Edin- j and 18-18. Having convicted him of error, 
burgh, by a Mr. Pae near that city, says :> the writer of “ The Fallacies” observes, “YYre « 
‘‘According to the writer’s own interpreting j do not merely ask, Is there any faith to be 
‘key,’ all the political events he describes, > placed in him ? But. Is there no indignation 
instead of happening during the forthcom- > due towards him? I do not supcose him to 
ing fifteen years, ought to have happened in > be guilty of obtaining money on false pre- 
the fifteen years preceding 1848. In fact, j tences—procuring the sale of his pamphlet 
the author, by an arithmetical blunder, very > bv cunningly working on the natural fears , 
successfully divests his theory of its logic- j of the public through the' present political 
ality; for, when dating ‘The Duration of j aspect of the world. I rather believe him 
theBeast,’-he fails to recognize the differ- j to have been himself unaware of the gross 
ence between solar and lunar time in his j blunders and fallacious reasoning he has in

computation, at the same time that he j dulged in. But allowing him not to be a 
ridicules previous interpreters for a similar j knave, one cannot help one’s anger at being 
error. It is agreed that ‘ the duration of the j impudently imposed on even by a fool; anger 
Beast’ is 1260 lunar years. The commence- J at oneself, anger at the impostor, and anger 
ment of the period is generally dated A. D. J at all who have countenanced his uncon- 
606, and the end 1866;’ ‘but,’ says the j scions imposition.”
writer, ‘eighteen years must be subtracted, j It is evident from this that the author of 
being the difference between solar and lunar j “The Fallacies” imagines that he does well 
time!’ the period thus ending in 1848. But j to be angry; and that in having demon- 

anthor dates the 1 civil constitution of the < strated “The Struggle’s” wrong, he has 
Beast’ from 531; and the ecclesiastical from < proved his own position to be right, as ex- 
606, the former ending in 1791, and the J pressed in the words of SaurinL’Apoca- 
latter in 1866, by solar time,instead of 1773 j lypse,quicstun des plusmortifiantsouvrages, 

f and 1848 by lunar time. The great battle j pour un esprit avidc dc connaissance et de 
of Armageddon should, therefore, have been \ lumidre, est un des plus sutisfaisants pourun 
fought four or five years ago; and Louis s cceur avide ile maximes et de prdcoptes;” 
Napoleon and the author of this pamphlet \ that is, The Revilaiion, which is one of the 
ought now to be heroes of the Millennium.” j most mortifying works for a mind desirous of 

The above is a condensation of about two j knowledge and light, is one of the most satis- 
pages and a half of a pamphlet published in \fying for the heart desirous of max ms and 
Edinburgh, entitled, “The Fallacies, Absurd- j precepts. The Revelation a book of maxims 
ities, and Presumption of ‘ The/Coming > and precepts ! A book radiant only of ob- 
Struggle,’ and similar Millennarian Valid- j scurity ! Is no indignation due to such a 
nations.” The writer, also anonymous, seems j testifier as this? If “The Struggle” is to 
to agree with “The Coming Struggle” that \ be condemned as a fool for misconstruing its 
the 1260 years of the Beast's duration are j own premises, “ The Fallacies” is as con-

!
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demnable for a blasphemer in giving the lie other place, “ she is nourished in the wil- 
to God and his truth, which declares that the derness for a time, and times, and half a 
Apocalypse does not withhold knowledge time.1' It is clear, therefore, that 1260 days 
and light, but imparts both in revealing “ the are representative of a time, times, and half 
things that are, and the things that shall be a time. These were “ the days of the pro- 
hereafter.” The Apocalypse is not a dark phecy of the witnesses” against “the powers 
book, but ono that shines brightly on the per- that be and to which must be added their 
feet day. The darkness is in the mind of death-period, ending in their resurrection and 
Saurin*, and of those who respond to his ascension to power, by which we are brought 
dogma. It reveals the times with great pre- down to a first end of the indignation. Now, 
cision ; but nowhere justilies the conclusion forty-two months being interpreted in Daniel 
that its 1260 years are to be reckoned as 1242. by “a time, times, and the dividing of 

In this conclusion, the author of “ The timesand this by John as significative of 
Fallacies,” the Aberdeen Herald, and The 1260 days, it follows, that the forty-two 
Coming Struggle,” arc all wrong. The years months arc equal to the same period, 
of the°pr°P^et3 are s0'ar years, their whole “ Months” are a lunar symbol; and when 
number being reduced from a solar time to forty-two of them arc divided into “times,” 
i lunar lime of solar years as expressed by the solar years they represent are necessarily 
nonth3. If the whole number of the Beast’s > compressed into times of 360, instead of 365 

duration had been represented by a solar > solar years; for 360 +720 + 180 arc equal 
time of solar years, the figures would have i to 1260, and not to 1277^. 
deen 1277*,which would have been seventeen j It is a mistake to suppose that the years 
years and a half too long; for 365 + 730 j are lunar because the “ times” and “months”
+ I82lj arc equal to 1277A. Hence, to give j are lunar symbols. A lunar time of solar 
tne reader the precise number of solar years J years is 360 years; and a month of solar 
the Beast is to prevail, they are expressed in £ years is thirty, which, multiplied by twelve, 
months; as, “they [the Gentiles] shall tread gives the “year” or sviaurocr, thaiwk'.cJ: rc- 
bown the Holy City forty and two months.” turns upon itself—(Revelation ix.
This is written in licvelation xi. 2.' The circle of 360. But 360 common days' are 
“ Holy City” in this place represents “the not equivalent to a Bible or Mosaic year, 
saints,” who are to be trodden down so long This consists of 365 years, as appears from 
as Jerusalem is trodden under foot of the the enumeration of the days of the Deluge.. 
Gentiles. These Gentiles that tread them The Hebrew years had eleven months of 
down are represented in their political organ- thirty days, and the twelfth of thirty-five, 
ization in Revelation xiii., by “a Beast Three circles and a half of these years are 
having seven heads and ten horns,” whose < called for by the prophecy, neither more 
triumph over them is also stated at forty-two < less. The’first and last ends of the indig- 
monlhs' duration. Now, the “Holy City” \ nation are seventy-five years apart. The 
and the “saints” are of the same category <“arithmetical blunder” of “The Coming 

two olive trees,” < Struggle,” and the “indignation” of “ The 
“ two prophets,” \ Fallacy,” leave unimpaired the accuracy 

who were to exercise their mission in a < of the dates 1791 and 1866. The termin 
period of war between them and the Gentile j tion of the “ forty-two months” will not j 1 
governments. The saints of the Holy City s rive for thirteen years at least. This is ij 
are to be prevailed against until the Ancient j conviction from all the premises in view./1 I 
of Days come, when judgment against the j will extend to the fall of the Goliath seen’oi ’ 
enemy is given to them. This is at the end \ Nebuchadnezzar in his dream, smitten by 
of the Beast’s power to make successful j the descending Stone foreshadowed in that 
war upon them—that is, at the end of forty- j from David’s sling. Struck by this stone in 
two months, which, in Daniel, is styled “ a ( its head, the Russo-Assyrian power will fall v 
time, times, and the dividing of times.” j on the plains of Syria, to rise no more for a 
This is “the last end of the indignation,” j thousand years. Thus “ shall he come to his 
when the power of the holy people, now j end, and none shall help him;” Editor. 
scattered, shall be reconcentrated.

In Revelation xii., the two witnessing A NECESSITY,
prophets arc represented by a fugitive woman,!; The King of the North is to “come 
“the remnant” of whose seed is made up against” “Hie King” “with many ships;” 
of the saints of the Holy City, “ who keep while the Anglo-French fleet protects the 
the commandments of God, and have the Sultan, Russia cannot do this; it is therefore 
testimony of Jesus Christ.” Now, of the necessary for something to transpire that 
woman, it is said in one place, “ they should shall leave Constantinople exposed to the ..- . 
feed her in the wilderness a thousand two operation of the Czar’s fleet in the Black 
hundred and threescore days;” and in an-1 Sea.
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J Synopsis of a Lecture. 2

o/“ f/ie end,” “ The wise shall understand.” 
That in his interpretation of Nebuchad
nezzar’s dream, he showed him “ the things 
which should come to pass hereafter in the 
latter days.” That the saying of Jesus, that 
*• no man knoweth the day or the hour when 
the Son of man cometh,” was not contradic
tory to the above testimony, for no prophet 
has foretold and no sane man would under
take to name the day and hour of that event. 
That these words, however, were spoken in 

The lecturer commenced by saying that the present tense, and before the New Testa- 
he was not insensible to the criticism to ment had been written and its revelations 
which he exposed himself, by attempting the completed. That the Book of Revelation 
discussion of topics generally regarded as written afterwards is entitled, “TheRevela- 
obscure and difficult—the solution of which tion which God gave to Jesus Christ, to 
had called forth the efforts of the wisest and show unto his servants things which must 
most learned of mankind ; that if he relied shortly come to pass and that Paul’s les- 
on his own strength or wisdom, to guide him timony in 1 Thess. v. ought to be conclu- 
in such an investigation, he might well sive of all further controversy, as he says 
shrink from the task before him; but that in j; expressly of the day of the Lord’s coming, 
truth he claimed no peculiar qualifications that although he should come “ as a thief in 
for the work he had undertaken over any the night” to the world at large, yet “ ye, 
other ordinary man in the community ; that brethren, are not in darkness, that that day 
he had studied, however, with a good deal of should overtake you as a thief,”—a clear 

/ attention and diligence, the extraordinary proof that true Christians, being “ wise,” 
revelations of the Book before him—the should understand and be prepared for the 

! Bible—in reference to the portentous future event—which can only be by their expecting 
on which we were about to enter; and that it, and interpreting its approach by those 
it was because he believed his audience, as ; “signs of the times” to which Christ has 
intelligent and reflecting beings, capable of directed their attention, and which, if heeded, 
appreciating and admiring such majestic and ; would enable them to know when it was 
exalted themes, that he proposed to invite ; “nigh, even at the doors.” 
their attention to the wonderful crisis at Conceding then that what is to happen in 
hand, and awaken, if possible, a becoming the future has been disclosed to the diligent 
interest in the approaching solution of the student of the Scriptures, the question re
great problems which involved the destiny of curs, “ What are the signs of the times?” 
the race to which we belong and the planet What is the prospect before us ? 
we inhabit. It seems to be generally admitted that we

He held the Bible to be a full and com- are in the midst of an eventful era of the 
plete revelation from its Author of the past, world’s history: an intense and universal 
the present and the future, and that we may ! excitement in reference to the social, eccle- 
confide freely in its prophetic pictures of the siastical and political affairs of mankind, evi- 
future, because we have seen its exact: dently prevails. The whole continent of 

. truthfulness in its history of the present and Europe is a slumbering volcano : Asia too, 
the past. Dissenting in ioto from the com- with iter untold millions of human beings, is 
mon idea that we can know nothing of the passing at this moment through the throes 
future, that the prospect ahead is designedly ! and convulsions of a mighty struggle be- 
obscurc and impenetrable, he cited many pas- tween ancient and drivelling superstition on 
ngas of Holy Writ to prove the contrary. He the one hand and young and upheaving in- 
Hirj./.tired that what is to happen in thefu- novation on the other; and that our own 
t;;rc is plainly delineated in the writings of America, though far removed from the scene 
the prophets; that one of these—Amos iii.- of strife, is herself restless, ambitious, im- 
7—had said, “ Surely the Lord will do no- patient of restraint, and eager to rush forward 
thing, but ho revealeth his secret to his ser- in the path of her onward destiny. The 
vants, the prophets.” That David had said, conviction that such a state of tilings can- 
Ps. xxv. 14, “ The secret of the Lord is with not long endure, forces from every one the 
them that fear him, and lie will show them anxious inquiry, “What is about to happen?” 
his covenant.” That Isaiah said, xlii. 9, The lecturer maintained that this universal 
“ Behold, the former things are come to ; excitement of the social mind was the tiatu- 
pass, and new things do I declare; before ral result of the extraordinary posture of 
they spring forth, I tel! you of them.” That human affairs, especially in the old world. 
Daniel said, in reference to events “a* Vie time \ That the common observer no less than the

SYNOPSIS OF A LECTURE ON
u The Mission of the Russian Empire at the present 

juncture—Its extraordinary career of Conquest and 
Dominion in Europe and Asia—Its ultimate Catas
trophe and Extinction by the King of Israel, coining 
in the Clouds of Heaven and establishing his King
dom on Earth in great Power and Glory.”

I

Delii'crcd in the Town Halt, in Charlottesville, Fa., 
July '24th, by 

A. B. MAGRUDER.
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is to “ break in pieces and consume all these 
kingdoms,” it must first subdue and suppress 
these and all other opposing establishments, 
and plant itself on their ruins. This the
ocracy will then become the fifth monarchy, 
having sway over the whole world, and then 
will be fulfilled the prophecy in the Bible, 
that “ the kingdoms of this world are become 
the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ, 
and he shall reign for ever and ever.” The 
student of English history will remember 
the prominence given by the Fifth Monarchy 
men to the times of Charles I. and Crom
well. Many of the wisest of England’s 
statesmen (John Milton among (hem) be
lieved that Daniel’s prophecy of the setting 
up of the fifth monarchy or God’s kingdom 
was about to be fulfilled at that time.* The 
conditions of the prophecy, however, require 
that before “that'great and terrible day of 
the Lord” comes, the power representing the 
universal empire, symbolized by the great 
metal image, should appear, that the image- 
empire should be reconstructed;! for the 
stone of the 34th verse of Daniel ii. must 
strike the image upon its feet, as a conse
quence of which, the “iron, the brass, the 
silver and the gold are broken to pieces to
gether, and become as the dust of the sum
mer threshing-floor’’—and the stone becomes 
“a great mountain, anil fills the whole earth.” 
Now the question arises, Where in the latter 
days are we to find a dominion ruling over 
all the countries mainly comprehended in the 
limits of the successive empires of Babylon,

; Persia, Greece, and Rome ? Such a domi
nion must appear in order to its destruction 
by the stone-power, or kingdom of God, as 
already declared by the prophecy. The power 
destined to play this conspicuous part on the 
theatre of human affairs is Russia. It will 
overrun Turkey, subdue Persia, and convert 
the present independent kingdoms of modern 
continental Europe (not England) into tri
butary or vassal kingdoms, just ns Napoleon

rpractised statesman could discern nothing in 
the present or future aspect of human affairs 
.but change, insecurity and revolution ; that 
it seemed human wisdom was wholly un
equal to the task of providing for the public 
safety and happiness. That this conviction 
had naturally begotten an expectation that 
society must pass through some mighty 
crisis before it could reach the desired haven 
of peace beyond—what that crisis was, none 
could presume to say—and that this vague 
and indefinable future naturally produced 
and augmented those feelings of dread and 
apprehension which we beheld universally 
prevalent.

In such a crisis as this, divine wisdom was 
our only refuge for light, the Bible was our 
only safe guide to correct conclusions: and 
when we turn to its pages, we learn that 
mankind arc on the eve of that mighty revo
lution in human affairs which was indicated 
by the prophet Daniel, when he interpreted 
the Babylonian monarch’s vision of “ the 
things that were to come to pass in the litter 
days.” By turning to the 2d chapter of 
Daniel’s prophecy, we read at the 44th verse 
th;8 remarkable declaration: “And in the 
days of these kings shall the God of heaven 
set up a kingdom which shall never be de
stroyed ; and the kingdom shall not be left 
to other people, but it shall break in pieces 
and consume all these kingdoms, and it shall 
stand for ever.” The context explained to 
what kingdoms the prophet alluded, and 
showed that the kingdom to be set up 
by the God of heaven” had never been mani
fested as yet. The lecturer maintained, on 
the testimony of ancient history, the inter
pretations of Bishop Newton, Sir Isaac New
ton, and other commentators, as well as from 
the historical parts of the Holy Scriptures, 
that the great metal image seen by Nebu
chadnezzar in his dream and interpreted by 
Daniel, represented four great empires, 
which were to have dominion successively 
over the nations of the world. He enumer
ated tllCf-6 empires in the order of their ap* j * John Milton und his contemporaries were mnni- 
pearance, as the Assyrian or Babylonian feaiiy m error when ih*-y styled the kingdom of God 
empire under Nebuchadnezzar and Belshaz- tSTJA
zar; the Medo-l erstan empire, under Darius not knowing what was represented by 
and Cvrus; the Greco-Macedonian, under which is the fifth element, and must take up its pos 
♦ onrl Alnvomlnr ,u„ f" „ twi / upon the image domain he tore the kingdom ofthe Greeks and Alexander the Great, and com^. The five imperial dynastic elements of the as-
the Roman empire, under the Caesars and Syrian itnnge are, first, the Chaldean, gold ; second, the
the Popes. It was in reference to these j M^o-Pewun, silver; third .theMacedonian, brass;, . . *, • I . . 1 fourth, the Roman, iron; and fifth, the Russian, clay,
last, to the Kings or kingdoms now reigning j’riien appears Uie Slone kingdom, which demolishes the 
on the continent of Europe, upon the terri- A«syriun image ; and, having ground its elements to 
lory of the. western division of the Roman “ lhc °f Jul1'1'
empire, which kingdoms correspond to the -j- ‘‘Reconstructed:” that is, appear as represented 
ten toes of the image, and represent the ex- 10 Nebuchadnezzar in his dream. No image-empire 

' isting kingdoms of modern Europe, that the 
prophet speaks, when he declares that “ in the gold, the silver, the bras?, nnd the iron, a* shown 
the days of th*se kings, the God of heaven to the King of Babylon. What he saw was 
7 1.* 7 ■ »• I ’» J •. 7 . live ol what is to exist in our day,shall set up his kingdom; and as its mission J tcr days.”—Editor of the Herald.
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subdued Spain, Italy, Holland, &c. When piro is an aggregate of three grand divisions 
it'shall have attained this mighty conquest, —Russia proper, Muscovy, and Siberia or 
it will itself be smitten by ihe stone-power Tobolski: of these, the respective capitals 
of the prophecy, be precipitated into the j are St. Petersburg, Moscow, and Tobolsk, 
abyss, and give place to a divine govern- So that the description in the prophecy an- 
ment, under Christ as Abraham’s seed, “in j ewers with almost literal accuracy to the 
whom all the nations of the earth will be j present modern titles and empire of the Au- 
blessed." . j tocrat, Gog. The power here described is

The power which is to play this conspicu- j represented, us in the latter days, invading 
ous part in the world’s history is described > the land of Israel with a great army,and for 
in Scripture under various names. By j certain objects set forth in the prophecy. 
Daniel he is called ‘‘the king of the north” j Among the nations or people from whom 
—chap. xi. 40. By Isaiah, “the Assyri- > this great host is recruited are mentioned, 
an”—xxx. 31; xxxi. 8 ; and by Ezekiel, > Gomer and all his bands, the house of To- 
xxxviii., xxxix., “ Gog of the land of J garmah of the north quarters, and all his 
Magog.” If we can identify the power l bands,” &c. By turning to Genesis, ch. x., 
symbolized under these names as the > we find that these were European nations; 
Russian, we shall be prepared to read, in the > for the* sons of Japheth, to whom Europe 
prophecies themselves, the extraordinary j was given, are mentioned as “ Gomer, and 
events which are to mark his history, and to > Magog, and Madai, and Javan, [or Ivan, the 
see that his wonderful career is immediately J name of the reigning house of Russiu,] and 
to precede the coming of Christ, the resur- > Tubal, and Mcshech, and Tirasand amoDg 
rection of the dead, &c. > the eons of Gomer, we read the name of

Now, let us inquire what power “at the > “Togarmah.” This testimony proves these 
time of the end” (see Daniel xi. 40) so well j invaders of the land of Israel “in the latter 
answers the description of ** the king of the j years” to be of European origin ; and no 
north” as the great northern autocrat, who, J other kingdom or country in Europe presents 
like a mighty Colossus, at this moment is j the necessary points of identity with the pro
holding the civilized world in wondering sus- > phecy but Russia.
pense, if not apprehension, as to his move-) If the question be asked, Why should Rus- 
ments? What other “king of the north” j sia invade Palestine? the answer is, It is a . 
does the world expect to undertake a cam-j necessary step to her acquisition of an em- 
paign against “the king,” [or Turkey,] and > pire in the East, by which alone she can 
come against him like a whirlwind, with ) hope successfully to antagonize England, 
chariots, and with horsemen, and with many > and found that universal "domain to which 
ships, who shall enter r[or invade] his coun- j she aspires. The capture of Constantinople 
tries, [or provinces,] and shall overflow and ? by Russia—an event inevitable, however it 
pass over.” If any power at present exists j may be postponed by temporizing diplomacy 
on earth answering this description, every or a hollow truce on the part of the “Allied 
candid man must admit that it is only the of Russian conquest and dominion. Na- 
Russian. Powers”—will inaugurate the splendid career

As “ the Assyrian ” of Isaiah, he will be poleon truly said, of the sovereigns of Eu- 
recognized when he has conquered Turkey rope, “ he who holds Constantinople is the 
and thereby become the masterof Assyria, at j real master of the world ” for a time. On 
present a captured province of Turkey in j that account, in his conferences with Alex- 
Asia, and so will stand forth us the succes- j under at Tilsit and Erfurth, he invariably 
sor of Nebuchadnezzar and the represents- j resisted with all his power the intense 
tive of the “ head of gold ” in the vision— j ety of the Russian monarch to obtain Con- 
q. v. Ezekiel’s description of him as “ Gog” j stantinople.
is very significant.and striking. He styles j In the coining struggle among the nations, 
him (xxxviii.) “Gog, the land of Magog,the j the lecturer contended that while Britain 
chief prince of Meshech and Tubal.” King j would retain her supremacy on the ocean,

Russia would be the ruler of the European 
continent, and having successfully subdued 
Turkey and Persia, would attempt to strike 
a decisive blow at the only exposed and vul
nerable point of the British dominion, her 
empire in the East Indies. To effect this 

of original Russia, or the Grand Duchy of end, the Autocrat, crossing the Bosphorus 
Russia, and the separate provinces or king- j; into Asia, would lead an immense army 
doms of Meshech, modern Moscow, or Mus- down the shores of the Levant through Syria 
covy, and of Tubal, or modern Tobolsk or and Palestine, endeavoring to reach Ilin- 
Tobolski. It is known that tbe Russian em- dostan. That by way of interposing a bar-

29

anxi-

James’ translators give us the above trans
lation from the Latin Vulgate, but the Greek 
Septuagint version renders the original He
brew, “Gogue, of the land of Magoguc, 
Prince of Rosse, Meshech and Tubal.” The 
Czar is the Autocrat of all the Russias, i. e.,
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rier against the progress of the Russian l originally published in the French Courrierf 
arms in the East, England will invite the in New York, purporting to be “ the secret * 
Jews to return to their land, to colonize, plan of European supremacy left by Peter 
cultivate and possess it under her protector- the Great to his successors on the Russian 
ate. That this will bring on the mightiest throne,” recommending a policy which his 
struggle between the most powerful nations successors have uniformly pursued, with a 
of modern times, the scene of which will be view to the ultimate conquest of Europe and 
the valley of Jehosaphat near Jerusalem, the the founding of a universal empire, the 
grandywa/e of which will be the coming of j fruits of which, devised in profound sagacity 
Jesus Christ, as the Lord of Hosts, to the i and pursued with untiring energy, are now 
Mount of Olives, whence he ascended, and ? visible in the wonderful aggrandizement of 
whither, it is predicted, he will return. Russia, and her conceded superiority over 
(Acts i., 11, 12. Zech. xiv. 4.) That he— her contemporaries in Europe, in all the 
Christ—as Lord of Hosts, mighty in battle, elements of strength, wisdom and power 
will take part in the pending struggle; and which, in human estimation, go to make up 
that the great battle, called in Scripture the a nation’s grandeur.
“ battle of the great day of Almighty God,” As auxiliary to the same line of argument,
will then be fought, which is to decide the the lecturer adverted to the conviction on 
destiny of the world for the millennial period the mind of the Russian sovereign and peo- 
of one thousand years. The scries of events pie, that they had a “ sacred mission” to 
introductory of and consequent on this ■ fulfil in saving Europe from the whirlpool of 
mighty conflict, is set forth in Zechariah xiv; democratic anarchy and confusion, by the 
Revelation xix.; Micah .iv.; Zech. viii., conquest of Turkey, and the capacity thence 
ix., xii.; Ps. Ixxii.; Joel ii., iii.; Daniel xii.; derived, to govern the world in harmony 9 
Isaiah ii., ix., xi., xxiv., li., Iii., lv., lix , lx., with Russian ideas of liberty. He cited 
to end of Isaiah; Ezek. xxxviii., xxxix. the fact, also, that the Turks, who are all 

In confirmation of these conclusions, be- fatalists, looked upon themselves as doomed 
sides much Scripture testimony not here J to be driven by the Russians out of Europe, 
adduced for want of room, the lecturer cited l where they are foreigners-and intruders, 
the historical evidence of the ancient and !, They show the gate by which their old ene- 
orthodox belief among the first Christians, mies, the Greeks, are to enter their city as 
that Christ, with his saints as kings under conquerors in the guise and in the name of 
him, should reign personally on the earth, j; the Russians. It is underthe same conviction 
over all its inhabitants. On this point he of their coming banishment from Europe, 
quoted the testimony of Bishop Newton ; of that for years past they have been burying 
Gibbon, in his “ Decline and Fall,” &c.; of their dead on the eastern shores of the Idcl°
T. B. Macaulay, and of eminent clergymen lespont in Asia. They tell an ancient pro
in the Scottish and English Church. He phecy too, which says that their capital is to 
cited such familiar passages as the Lord’s to be taken by a prince bearing the same 
prayer—“ Thy kingdom come ; thy will be name ; and it is not the least source of their 
done on earth, as it is in heaven.” “ Blessed uneasiness at present that the commander 
are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.” of that column of the Russian army destined 
The song of the redeemed, in Rev. v., j; for the conquest of the ancient Byzantium 
“Thou hast made us unto our God kings is the Grand Duke Constantine. Whether 
and priests, and we shall reign rmthe earth." true or false, the influence of»such ideas is 
“ To him that overcometh will 1 give power '| paralyzing on an ignorant and superstitious 
over the nationsand many kindred pas- j people, and prepares them for the very des- 
sages, such as Daniel vii., 9, 13, 14, 18, I tiny they dread.
21,22, 27; Rev. iv., xx.; Malt. xix. 28 ; j The Czar, as the head of the Greek Church,
Luke xix. 11, 16; xxii. 16, 18, 29, 30, < is impeded, too, by certain motives of super-
&c. | stition and of real or supposed state necessity,

In support of the views advanced in rela- j to fix his capitol in the city of the C'::ars or 
lion to the present attitude and future destiny j Cajsars. lie deems himself entitled by here
of Russia, the lecturer read and com-| ditary right to succeed to the sceptre of the 
mented on the opinions of Napoldhn, his con- j Ctesars, and a war with Turkey at this day 
fercnces and correspondence with Alexander < would be regarded by his subjects and by the 
of Russia, his prediction at St. Helena as to j ten millions of Greeks out of the fourteen 
Europe’s be.ingeither Republican orCossack < millions which form the entire population of 
about this time. He read also, in full, a very Turkey in Europe, as a holy war—a crusade 
remarkable document which has lately been of Christians against infidels, for the re
published in the papers, and which heJield covery of the holy sepulchre and of the 
to be supported by sufficient marks of au- ' ancient rites and institutions of the primitive 
thenticity to be received as genuine—a paper church. The influence of such feelings on
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empire is become effete and drivelling—has \ Torment
been wasting away rapidly for years, and Is the punishment of the wicked unending 
possesses no vitality for reaction. Its pre- torment in a subterrene pit of fire and brim- 
sent condition is significantly expressed by stone ? In other words—Have they, as a 
the Scripture symbolography as “the drying constituent of their nature, undying souls, 
up of the great river Euphrates’’—the coun- derived hereditarily from Adam, capable of 
try watered by the Euphrates being the origi- post mortem disembodied existence; and are 
nal seat of the Turkish people. This dry■ these souls precipitated into a subterranean 
ing up or extinction of the Turkish empire cavern burning with fire and brimstone, to 
is declared expressly to be “that the way of writhe there in intellectual and physical (?) 
the kings of the east might be prepared.” anguish continuously with the years of their 
Rev. xvi. 12. For centuries past, “west- everlasting Creator? This is an inquiry 
ward the star of empire takes its way.” first announced for public discussion in this 
But the scene is to be reversed. The origi- country by me in the Apostolic Advocate 
nal seats of civilization, science, and the arts, for 1834. Some of the readers of the Herald 
are to be restored. As the “ wise men from j well remember that a hue and cry was raised 
the east” came to herald the birth of the j by the Rev. Alexander Campbell, President 
Messiah at his first advent, so, at his second j of Bethany College, and Professor of Sa- 
appearing,itis“ the kings of the east”—“The j cred History, together with all, or most, of 
kings from the rising of the sun,” as it is j the little ambitions that looked up to him as 
better translated—who are to greet the com- j the colossal incarnation of their opinions, 
ing of the King of kings and Lord of lords; j against me, for even proposing such an in- 
and with loud hosannas proclaim their ado- j quiry ; and that, too, before they were aware 

4 ration, saying : “Great and marvellous are < of what my real views were upon the sub- 
thy wo: ks, Lord God Almighty : just and j ject. By appeals" to passion, prejudice, and 
true arc thy ways, thou King of saints. Whp j bigotry ; by sophistry and slanderous attacks 
shall not fear thee, O Lord, and glorify thy j upon character ; and by every meanness pe- 
name? for thou only art holy: for all nations ! culiar to “orthodoxy,” and the stereotyped 
shall come and worship before thee; for thy j littleness that breathes it, they labored to 
judgments are made manifest.”—Rev. xv. j suppress the agitation of it in the extinction 
3, 4. # of the periodical and myself. But, though

The lecturer concluded by saying, that! this system of attack continued for years, all 
the signs of the tijnes seem to indicate the their efforts to extinguish the truth have 
rapid approach of that great crisis in human proved notably abortive. Their leader and 
affairs long foretold in Scripture, when three themselves, though multitudinous as the 
great champions were about to enter the giant of Gath and his Philistines, exist as 
lists and strive for the government and do- our monuments of victory and their own 
minion of the world. These were DEsroT- miserable defeat. Their contempt of 44 the 
ism, Democracy, and Omnipotence. The ! Stripling,” as they used to style me, and 
struggle between the first two would be their denunciations of his “ speculations and 
fearful but brief—Democracy would, be untaught questions,” have resulted in their 
forced to succumb to the power of standing conviction of spermolcgism—mere retailers 
armies, to the force of organization which of the babblory of paganism, 
would be hurled against it; that Despotism, This is the certain fate of all who, by 
proud of its conquest, would fondly indulge their “learning.” stultify the truth—they 
its dream of universal sovereignty. Its make void the Word of God by their tradi- 
delusion will be brief, and its catastrophe tions, ar.d expose themselves to open shame, 
overwhelming, for it is not for mortal man No set-of men are so ignorant of God’s truth 
to grasp the sceptre of universal dominion, as “ the learned;” and as they are the leaders 
That is an inheritance that God has re- of the people, these are, therefore, dark 
served for his King at his right hand in the twice intensified. This theological obscu- 
heavens. Hence it is written, “All kings rity in the brightest realms of civilization is 
shall bow down before him—all nations shall a great sign of the limes. It marks the ap- 
servo him—His name^shall endure forever, proaching overthrow of Gentilism in all its 
and men shall be blessed in him—all nations diversity of creed and symbol: for, as the 
shall call him blessed,” for he is King of Scriptures teach, when Jerusalem, is about 
kings and Lord of lords—Governor of the to “ arise and shine, 
nations upon earth, and 44 Prince of the kings earth, and gross darkness the people.” This 
of the earth.—Ps. Ixxii.; Rev. i. 5. is the helpless and hopeless condition of all

ecclesiastical establishments, whether for the 
education of priests and clergy, or for the
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eligious instruction of the people, through-j It seems that Dr. Jelf has spent the college 

out “Christendom.” Establishments na- j vacation in examining into Mr. Maurice's 
tional and Nonconformist, schools and col-j productions; and has°discovered that they 
leges, principals and presidents, professors j contain opinions which he deems to be con- 
and divines, all are dense embodiments of j trary to the teaching of the Established 
earth’s universal fog. So that unless the Church. On the meeting of the college for 
Lord coine, and say, xlLet there be light!” j the winter term, a Council was summoned, 
chaos must reign. j and the result is, that Mr. Maurice has been

President Campbell’s zeal for the fire-and- J forbidden to continue his lectures to the 6tu- 
brimstone conflagration of ghosts in undying j dents, on the ground that his teaching is dan- 
torments, has seized upon Dr. Jelf, Princi- j gerous, unsettling, and liable to misinter- 
pal of King’s College, London. This is a j pretation. It is said, however, that this 
Church of England institution, under the j judgment of the Council has not been made 
patronage of the throne and its bishops, got without calling forth an emphatic protest 
up by bigotry to offset the <! godless and infi- j from church dignitaries infinitely higher 
del” London University, which favored no par-< in rank and influence than Dr. Jelf; and 
ticular church, or sectarian theology. Dr. out of doors, the friends of the Church who 
Jelf is intensely orthodox in Church of Eng- do not belong to the “ Low” party deeply 
landism; that is, his opinions are in strict regret a manifestation which implies that 
accordance with those who have the dispo- the Church must repel from itself the ser- 
sal of tho loaves and fishes of the Church, vices of its most eminent divines. “ Here,” 
Among the Faculty over which he presides, says the Leader, “is one of the lights of the 
was a divine yclept “the Reverend” Fre- Church, one of the foremost men practically 
derick Maurice, who occupied the chair of considered an unsound teacher of youth. 
Thirty-nine-Article Theology. Of this gen- Here is private society already agitated with 
tleman it is written in a London weekly, the rising tempest; here are the vindication 
“ Those who do not agree with him, respect of Mr. Maurice, and the justification of the 
and admire him. So subtle, so profound, so Council, issuing from the press ; here is the 
eloquent have been his expositions of divin- pugnacious Record rubbing its fat palms 
ity, that bishops are proud to acknowledge with glee, and predicting, more suo, ‘ a 
how much they owe to him. High Church- fierce and lengthened controversy.’ 
men consider him ‘ one of the most original for us to propneRy ; but, noting that the con- 
and independent thinkers of the day.’ He < troversy will rage over the doctrine of eter- 
is the favorite aversion of the lowest of Low nal punishment—something to contend for— 
Church papers—the Record.” Here, then, j we shall stand by and look on, keeping a 
was High-Church divinity in a Low-Church j record of the progress of the battle, and 
chair, which when discovered became linen- j handing it now and then to our readers.” 
durable to the Low-Church principal. Early j The British Quarterly, speaking of the 
in the summer, Professor Maurice published j treatment Professor Maurice ha3 received at 
a volume of “ Theological Essays” addressed j the hands of certain “ religious newspapers,” 
to Unitarians, which were originally deli- ( such as the Record, says: 
vered in the shape of sermons. He under- j “ When religious truth is not embraced to 
took to show them that, however erroneous its proper end, it is not unnatural that the 
on particular points, they might still regard \ moral state in which it leaves men should 
themselves, as essentially belonging to the < sometimes be a worse state than that in which 
Church of England. The central fact, how- j it found them. Mr. Maurice may feel as- 
ever, around which is grouped divers other j sured that he has hardly a worse opinion 
subsidiary ones, and against which the great- \ than we have of irreligious spirits often to 
est outcry is raised is the Professor’s denia 1 \ he found in whutis called the religious world. 
of endless torment. Dr. Jelf upholds this j It is any thing but agreeable to be obliged 
on the authority of certain Scripture expres- to observe the subtleties, the frauds, the slan- 
sions he does not understand ; and believes dors, the cruelties, to which such spirits will 
that “ the fear of hell”—“by God’s grace”— often commit themselves. They are good 
turns men from sin. Mr. Maurice does not < haters—and the strength of that feeling is too 
believe this; but “ professes the most abso- < often, in their estimation, the best evidence of 
lute trust” in “ the love of God”—“ without f their spirituality and-enlightenment. This 
any limitation ;” he calls a knowledge of j hatred has reference to something accounted 
this love “ eternal life,” and the want of it the contrary of religion, and it is therefore 
“eternal death;” and says that whoever regarded as religious; and the zeal allied 
“ has not the Son of God has not life;” but with it has reference to something accounted 
will not say whether all will be raised out religious, and therefore the feeling is regarded 
of eternal death, “ because he does not as religious. Nolionp, dogmas, commonly 
know.” supply their watchwords to such people.
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Echo these, and your praise will be upon 
their longues; fail to pronounce their shib
boleth, and you have to lay your account 
with all the possible forms of persecution.
On these grounds we look with a degree of 
sympathy on any man who diverges from 
the beaten path, however much we may 
think him mistaken. For we are obliged to 
remember, that in the case of not a few who 

4 pour their censures upon him, the great re
commendation of orthodoxy, as of a thou
sand things beside, has been> that it does not 
EXPOSE A MAN TO ANY SORT OF COST OR IN
CONVENIENCE.’*

How true are these words of the British 
Quarterly! For nearly twenty years they 
have found a practical demonstration in my 
experience. The worst spirits are the de
mons of the “ religious world,” falsely so 
called. They are good haters, breathing out 
curses upon all who do not echo the watch
words of their foolishness. This is all the 
religion they have—a zeal for the notions 
and dogmas of their sects and lenders, irre
spective of their relation to the divine Word, 
which has their approbation no further than
it is supposed to harmonize with them. The j go into that court and ask Sir Herbert Fust 
most zealous supporters of “orthodoxy” are j what was the doctrine of his Church on the 
always the least intelligent in the Scriptures; j subject of Baptismal Regeneration; and we 
and always on the side of majorities and j can imagine the archbishops and bishops 
power. Hence, it is never subjected to per- j trooping to Sir John Dodson, imploring him 
secution ; because “on the side of the op- j to state authoritatively what the Church 
pressor is power;” and it is only with the really predicates respecting eternal punish- 
weak and the few that the truth ubides. ment. Formerly Sir Herbert Fust had to 
“ Orthodoxy’’ pever suffers; for it is rich, play the part of Mother Church, and the ju- 
and makes rich with all that the flesh de- dicial committee of the Privy Council that 
sires. It has no practical appreciation of 
the saying, “ If we suffer, we shall also 
reign *4 all that will live godly in Christ
Jesus shall be persecuted ;” and, “ It is < can take his case into the Arches Court, or 
through much tribulation we must enter the whether there is in the Church any compe- 
kingdom of God.” Suffering, persecution, tent authority whatever to decide the ques- 
and tribulation, belong only to those who are tion. The fact is, there is no such authority, 
struggling to free themselves from human “ The case itself is extremely intricate, 
authority in religious matters. “ Orthodoxy” \ As far as we can make out, from the papers : 
has no fellowship with these ; therefore, to published on both sides, Dr. Jelf upholds, on 
profess it does not expose such gentlemen as the authority of the Scripture, that the 
the Rev. Messieurs Jelf, Campbell, and their damned are damned to 4 never-ending’ tor- 
associates, “to any sort of cost or inconve-; ments. He believes in a real substantial pit 
nience.” * ; of hell, where the impenitent are ‘ tormented

The following remarks upon the case be- with fire and brimstone, in the presence of 
fore us appeared in the columns of a Lon- the holy angels, and in the presence of the 
don weekly, under the caption of : Lamb;’ while ‘the smoke of their torment

; ascendeth up for ever and ever.’ He speaks “ DR. JELF AND professor MAURICE.” of the PlaUing everIasting 4 vengeance’
“ No man can predict the end of the theo- on the wicked; and he believes that the 

logical contest now raging throughout the; ‘fear of hell’—‘by God’s grace’—turns 
Church respecting the eternal or everlasting men from sin. Mr. Maurice does not be- 
punishment of the damned. Dr. Jelf and lieve this ; what he believes we are at a loss 
the Council of King’s College have deposed to say. We can only make out that he pro- 
Professor Maurice, and both parties have fesses the most absolute trust in 4 the love 
appealed to the public. Thus an immense of God’—‘without any limitation;’ that he 
discussion is raised, permeating through all calls a knowledge of this love ‘eternal life/

religious circles, and having peculiar fasci
nations for two classes of minds—the refined 
and the controversial; and thus the great 
dogma of utter damnation will have to bear 
the severest test of modem times—public 
examination. But although this is the cen
tral fact in the contest, there are other and 
subsidiary facts not less liable to damage 
the Church of England.

“For instance, where is lodged the author
ity which shall determine what is and what 
is not the doctrine of the Church ? Has 
there arisen a Sorbonne in the halls of 
King’s College ? Does Dr. Jelf play the 
part of Pope in this matter, and is the Coun
cil a,College of Cardinals? The Bishop of 
London is a member of the Council, and the 
superior of Mr. Maurice. What is his func
tion in the matter? He concurred in the 
decision of the Council; will he take away 
Mr. Maurice’s license, and prevent him from 
preaching unsound and unsettling doctrine 
in Lincoln’s Inn Chapel, as well as in the 
lecture-rooms in Somerset House? Then 
there is the Court of Arches. Once we saw 
a high dignitary of the Church compelled to

of the hyper-church. Nobcdy 
to know whether King’s College is 
tribunal of heresy; or whether Mr. Maurice

now seems 
a new
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ization on the basis of belief in the Church ; 
only an organization on the basis of property 
and social convenience. The sects cast away 
unity and consistency when they cast away 
the Catholic system ; and these struggles 
are the night-mare evidences of the per- . 
turbed conscience of Protestantism.”

and the want of it‘eternal deaththat who
ever ‘has not the Son of God has not life ;’ 
and that he will not say whether all will be 
raised, out of eternal death, ‘ because he 
does not know.1 YVe have carefully read 
Mr. Maurice’s letters, and we must honestly 
say that his belief is too subtle, too refined, 
for our comprehension. In this Dr. Jelf has 
an advantage over his opponent, because 
lie sets forth a gross, an inhuman belief, in 
the existence of a hell of fire. Such, he 
says, is the doctrine of the Church of Eng
land.

Leader.

IMMORTAL-SOUL RELIGION. • ' S

m :4 i
The grand error that underlies all the spe

culations of “ divines” is the assumption that 
there exists in universal man an essence 
they term “ the immort/l soul” capable of 
performing all the functions of the individual 
when separated from the body by death ; and, 
as “ immortal” implies, of an indestructible 
or imperishable nature. With them, all 
have “ immortal souls,” whether righteous 
or wicked ; so that the one class of mankind 
is as immonal as the other; and being pos
sessed as aught else is inherently possessed, 
and derived hereditarily from their common 
ancestry, immortality is not in their systems 
to be hoped for, or sought after: for “hope 
that is seen,” says Paul, “ is not hope; for 
what a man sees [or hath] why doth he yet 
hope for it? But if we hope for that we 
see [or have] not, then do we with pa
tience wait for it.”

It is about the destiny of this immortal 
essence that theolooists preach and dispute. 
Their religion is contrived to save this thing 
from the pit into which they 
ferred the *• fire and brimstone” from-the ter
ritory <f the Beast and False Frofhet. This 
is their •‘hell,” theologically hocus-pocussed 
by worldly-wise men out of Scripture phrases 
used in prophecies foreshowing iho judg
ments to fall on “the powers that be,” 
and the armies and peoples that sustain 
them. The “ great salvation which began 
to be preached by the Lord and his apostles,” 
is nol with them the deliverance, first, of the 
saints from the evils of the present state, 
and death ; secondly, the salvation of the 
twelve tribes of Israel from all that hate 
them ; thirdly, the emancipation of the na- 

assume lions from their oppressors, and their enlight
enment in the glory of Jehovah; and, 

vealed’ to man respecting his spiritual rela- fourthly, the total and final abreption of sin 
tions—all that is necessary to save him from and death from human nature, and the ren- 
the torments of llmt hell which Dr. Jelf be- ovation of all things terrestrial. No, they 
lieves to exist—vet, as we have shown, four have but little conception that such things 
men, all accepting the standard test, shall are treated of in the gospel. The “great 
put incompatible interpretations upon the ; salvation" with them is the saving of “ im- 
toclrines embodied in that test! mortal souls” from the awful destiny that

“All these conflicts show tliat the Church awaits the impenitent in their bottomless pit 
is not content with its creeds, its articles, of eternally flaming brimstone, the natural 
and its formularies; and what we really be- clement of the theological “Devil and his 
hold is the strife of a sect to reconcile itself angels.” Their ‘•divinity” can rise no higher 
to truth. There is no unity ; the Act oi than this. Its loftiest flight is to snatch dis- . 
Uniformity is a mockery ; there is no organ- embodied essences from eternal agony by

“ Which is right ? Mr. Maurice appeals 
to the formularies and the Scriptures; Dr. 
Jelf appeals to the same authorities; and 
each obtains a different interpretation !

“ It inay bo useful here to tell a few plain 
truths about the Church of England. All 

know that she has certain documents, 
articles, creeds, and what not. These form 
a fixed standard of belief; a fixed test of 
faith. Every person who subscribes to 
them, or accepts them, is a member of the 
Church. But although the standard is fixed, 
the interpreiaiion is the chance of the hour! 
In the present case, Mr. Maurice says, This 
sepms to me to be the interpretation; Dr. 
Jelf says, That seems to me to be the inter
pretation. Is it not obvious that, if Mr. 
Maurice had been Principal of King’s Col
lege, and Dr. Jelf Theological Profe.-sor, Mr. 
Maurice might have dismissed Dr. Jell ? 
Again, Mr. Gorham said, 1 believe this to be 
the doctrine of baptismal regeneration; the 
Bishop of Exeter said, I believe that to be. 
the doctrine. Ail the lime the standard 
remains the same, and each of the gentle
men is u member of the Church of England.

“What is a creed? A provisional con
vention, to enable those who arrree to declare 
their sentiments in common. The same 
rough definition applies to articles and for
mularies. Those of the Church of England 
were framed avowedly to comprise the largest 
possible number of persons. They are the 
results of an elaborate compromise, therefore 
as capable now, as when they were adopted, 
of different interpretations. They 
to be the expression of the whole "truth 4 re-
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faith in their traditions, and so to give them J of Gentilism. The “divines” of all Gentile 
“viaticum” or a carte blanche for a passage j “ Christendom,” in one oecumenical council, 
to kingdoms beyond the skies, on the down j could not produce an inkling of testimony 
of an angel’s wing. This “salvation by from the Bible in proof of the existence of 
grace,” as they style it, is not an eternal an immortal soul in human flesh. The bilr- 
process. When the Calvinistic elect are ail den of proof lies upon them ; and, failing to 
saved by grace, the work of human salvation do this, of course, their dogma of its endless 
will be finished; and the time will have ar- torture in flames of sulphur, and all their 
rived for “the wreck of matter, and the twaddle about its intermediate state, and its 
crash of worlds.” This is what they call j translation beyond the skies—is thequintes- 
“ the consummation of things;” which be- j sence of absurdity. Messieurs Jelf and 
ing interpreted signifies, the consummation j Maurice may “ dispute, change hands, and 
of theological foolishness. ! still dispute” indefinitely about eternal pun-

By grace are ye saved through faith alone. j ishment, and arrive at no practical result in 
This is the theological prescription for the j aid of truth, until they have disposed of the 
salvation of immortal essences, familiarly j question concerning immortality. If there 
styled “ ghosts.” The faith which saves j be no immortal essence to be tortured or 
may be put into a nut-shell, with room to j saved from torment, there can be no such 
spare. A poor, ignorant sinner, who, for j places for its reception as “ orthodoxy” pro- 
nearly threescore years and ten, has devoted j vides. The truth is, their immortal essence, 
himself to the service of Mammon, body, > religion, heaven, and hell,are mere theologi- 
soul and spirit, comes at last to be stared in j cal chimeras of brain “spoiled by philoso- 
the face by the King of Terrors. He knows j phy and vain deceit,” unprofitable vanities 
nothing of “ religion” but roasting eternally > having no place in the Word of God. 
in hell-fire. His horror is naturally extreme, j But, while we testify these things, let it 
He hears of Dr. Jelf, and sends for him, that j not be supposed that we deny immortality to 
he may administer to his soul “ the consola- j man,or *• eternal punishment” to the wicked, 
tionsof religion,” as if the doctrine of Christ j The regular readers of my writings are too

well informed for this. Immortality is a 
good thing—loo good for the wicked. It is 
defiued in the Bible as incorruptibility and 
life, having relation to body ; so that lift 
manifested through an incorruptible bedy is 
the immortality revealed in the Bible. This 
immortality is a matter of promise to the 
righteous only; and the righteous are they 
who believe what God promises, and what

had any consolations for such a wretch as 
he! “ Ye cannot serve God and Mammon.”
He asks the doctor if eternal torment be 
true? “Verily,” quoth he, “ for Professor 
Maurice was expelled King’s College for 
denying it. It is true; and God hath or
dained it in terrorem for sinners.” “ And is 
there no escape, Doctor?” “ Ye*; for the 
vilest: Jesus Christ made a complete satis
faction on the cross for the sins of the whole j lie has done, and who do what he requires, 
world. His merit is as infinite as the de- j Hence, immortality is one of the good things 
merits of mankind- Believe that this is the j set before them in the gospel o! the king- 
case, and that he died for you, and you shall j dom “ Glory, honor, incorruptibility, and 
be saved from hell, now yawning to receive > life” in the kingdom arc evangelized to them, 
you,” “ But, Doctor, how am 1 to believe j and promised, on condition of their believing 
what you say is true?” “ Pray to God for the gospel of the kingdom, being immersed, 
faith.” “All, Doctor. I never prayed *, do > nnd patiently continuing in well-doing. Ful- 
yon pray for me !” Upon this Dr. Jelf, as a j filling this condition is styled “ seek ng for” 
Church of England “divine,” taking the them. Thus sought for, they are found at 
man’s wish as an evidence of repentance, 5 the resurrection of the just, which is termed 
draws forth from his pocket a splendidly- \ “ the adoption, the redemption of the body.” 
bound l'Book of Commt.n Prayerand j The body redeemed from death is the only 
reading from “the Visitation of the Sick,” immortal soul spoken of in the Bible ; and 
in the tone peculiar to Low Church piety, j stands there in contrast with the mortal soul, 
soothes the immortal essence of the hoary l called “living soul” by Moses, formed from 
sinner, who, being thus clerically magnet- j the dust. The body, redeemed from death, 
ized, imagines that the tranquiliization of his | is, consequently, thenceforth deathless, or 
fears is the fruit of faith, and the Holy Spi- \ ever-living. It is indestructible and imper

ishable. Fire and brimstonefit's assurance of peace and joy eternal!
But what becomes of all this superstition j Nebuchadnezzar’s furnace cannot scorch 

and foolery, if they fail to prove, or if it be j a hair, or leave their smell upon it. It can 
demonstrated, that there is no such immortal \ dwell with everlasting burnings unsinged ; 
essence in man to be operated upon ? It j and as secure from internal decay as from 
vanishes like a dream. Immortal-sonlism is i destruction by violence from without. Such 
the foundation-corner laid in the quicksand' is the testimony of the Bible concerning the

as torrid as
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body, which is spirit, because it is begotten unable, however willing, to conceal the 
, of the Spirit, when born from the grave. truth. “The Spirit of God shall make alive 

But when .the intelligent wicked are your mortal bodies" says Paul: their iin- 
raised from the dead, they are not redeemed mortalization will be by transformation in 
from death. The destiny marked out for the twinkling of an eye, and subsequently 
them by Paul is expressed in the words, “ He to their post-resurrectional appearance at 
that soweth to his flesh shall of the flesh Christ’s tribunal “ in the air,” where the sen- 
reap corruption ; for whatsoever a man sow- tence of blessedness will be consequent on 
eth, that shall he also reap.” Now, as all their presentation as “ holy, unblamable, and 
classes of the living die and corrupt, the cor- unreprovable in God’s sight;” otherwise, 
ruption to which he refers must be taken in. they will retain their terminable nature,and, 
a special sense—a corruption subsequently like Cain, as exiles from the Divine presence, 
to the resurrection of such sowers to give become “ cursed from the earth ; and fugi- 
an account of themselves to Christ at his j tives and vagabonds” in the dominions of the 
tribunal. But death of the body precedes j Beast, and the False Prophet, and of the 
its corruption; parts of it may corrupt be- j Kings of the earth, styled by Jesus, “the 
fore death of the whole; but then the organi-j Devil and his angels.” They will be in- 
zation of those parts is broken down, or j volved in the fire and brimstone, sword and 
death-stricken, first, and corruption follows; < pestilence, famine, hailstorm, and earth- 
so that the saying is unexceptionable, that < quake judgment, to be visited upon these 
death, precedes corruption. When, therefore, j when the Lord Jesus and the Saints shall 
the apostle saith that such persons shall make war upon them and overcome them, 
“reap corruption,” it is, in effect, saying, Death having overtaken them a second 
that he who sows to hisJlesh shall become Jlesh time, and by these means, will they ever be 
again at his resurrection, after which he shall redeemed from its power? The answer is, 
die a second lime, and turn into corruption, No; for it is written, “The unrighteous 
as before. Beyond the evil that is in the shall not inherit the kingdom of God,” which 
world on account of its introduction through is “for ever and ever.” There is no salva- . 
sin, there is no punishment for sin till after tion out of this kingdom ; and exclusion from 
resurrection. It is then “ we must all ap- this will be a cause of great anguish : for 
pear before the tribunal of Christ, that every the King himself hath said. “There shall be 
one may receive again the things of the weeping and gnashing of teeth, when ye shall 
body according to what he hath done, whe- see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the 
ther good or bad.” To “ receive again the s prophets, in the kingdom of God, and you 
things of the body,” is the reason of re- s yourselves cast out." To be exiled with 
surrection; in other words, that a man may j shame into the land of the enemy, and there 
reap what he sows. The things we do now j to be subject to poverty, pain, vagabondism, 
are the body's deeds ; not the doings of an j hunger, pestilence, and death, without hope 
immortal essence. If they were an immor- j of deliverance, will doubtless extort from 
tal soul’s deeds, the apostle would have ne- \ each one the lamentation imputed to Cain, 
nessitated our appearing at Christ’s tribunal \ “ My punishment is greater than I can bear, 
that we might receive again the things of j Behold, thou hast driven me out this day 
the immortal soul or mind. In this case j from the face of the earth, and from thy face 
resurrection would have been unnecessary, < shall I be hid ; and I shall be a fugitive and 
because, on the hypothesis of such a soul’s j a vagabond on the earth; and it shall come 
disembodied existence, it might reap what it j to pass that every one that findeth me shall 
sows without reembodiment at all. But j slay me.” Thus, “the wicked and the sin- 
this piece of silliness never entered the apos- J ner shall be recompensed in the earth; but 
tie’s inind when ho wrote the fifth chapter of \ shall not inhabit it;” “the righteous shall 
the second of Corinthians. The mortal body 1 never be removed.” m
that does the things is responsible for lohal is j “ The meek shall inherit the eartlibut 
done. It must, therefore, give an account of ( “the wicked shall not inhabit it.” Tins is 
itself to Christ; and to do this, its dust must j the divine sentence upon the two classes; 
become body again — animal body again. j and as the wicked do now inhabit and possess 
The 6ame dust, once living, then demolished, j it, it is clear that the sentence has relation10 
and afterwards built up again as before, is a future period of the earth’s history. When- 
the same person, though a thousand years that period arrives, it will bo said, “the wicked 
may have intervened between the demolition are no more." As the whirlwind passeth, so 
and rebuilding. U is the same person with will they—with a terrible sweep, to oppress 
his old habits of thought and action revived ; and annoy our race no more. Their exter- 
so that when he comes to give an account J mination from the earth will be final—'‘‘an 
of himself, he will be like Adam before the j everlasting destruction from the presence o 
Lord God, a faithful witness against himself;» the Lord, and from the glory of his power,
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Thoughts Concerning Adventual Affairs, fyc. 37
* gree of restoration as described in Ezek. 

xxxviii. 11, 12, will be effected previous to 
the Advent? Are we not rather to expect, 
that Gog will not come against the land of 
Israel, but to a limited degree, before the 
possession of Palestine by all the saints 
after the Advent ? If so, the destruction of 
all but “ the sixth part” is an event of the 
millennial period only—chap, xxxix. 1-4.

I would distinguish between threatened 
judgments in the present dispensation, and 
those of the age following. 0 
inent to cause men to learn righteousness ; 
and the other the opposite—the great battle.

I ani a believer in the doctrine of God’s

when he shall come to be glorified in his 
saints,” will make their ruin complete. The 
destruction is aionian, rendered “everlast
ing.” It is a destruction pertaining to the 
axon of the wicked—one peculiar to their 
“ course,” which is “ the course of this 
world.” They are preeminently mortal, 
having no right to eternal life; so that de
struction is to them “ death unto death," and 
needs no adjective to inform us that it is 
eternal.

This then is the “ everlasting punishment”
“ into” which the wicked “ go away.” Being 
mortal, they reap corruption from which they 
are never redeemed. This is the consumma
tion of their punishment which endures; their restored favor to the Jews, previous to the 
consciousness of it precedes this consumma- Advent; but expect that such favor is to be 
lion, and dates from the sentence pronounced manifested in special efforts for their con- 
upon them in the court of heaven till death i version principally, together with a Divine 
seizesupon them the second time. How long i attempt only to establish them in Palestine, 
in each individual case this consciousness rather than that they will all be converted, 
may continue, depends upon “the things of and also be reinstated in Palestine, to the 
the body;” for “ stripes” will be “ many” and degree you and others expect, previous to the 
“few,” according to its deeds of offence. Advent. I cannot find a single instance in 
The aion of judgment is about forty years, the whole Bible, where God has ever accom- 
The punishment of great offenders will doubt- plislied any purpose respecting his people’s 
less exceed in duration and intensity that in- deliverance by the destruction of his ene- 
flicted upon those who have been less; for mies, until he had first tested them, or in 
“ every man shall be judged according to their other words, attempted to effect that purpose 
works" It is the prerogative of the Judge by merciful and peaceable means* And as 
to enter into details as to whether A shall be the deliverance of His people is synchron- 
subjected to death with shame and contempt ous with the termination of the times of the 
in the land of the enemy for ten years pre- Gentiles, I must, in harmony with the above- 
vious; or B to death with twenty years of mentioned truth, look for a certain degree of 
suffering preceding his final obliteration from effort to gather his people, the Jews, to their 
the universe of God. These are particulars ancient land—Rom. ii. 9, 10. — but to no 
beyond ourability to define. The least amount greater degree than the gradual termination 
of punishment will be agony to the condemn- of the times of the Gentiles, which times 
ed ; for “ it is a fearful thing to fall into the will not fully terminate till the complete de
hands of the living God, who is a consuming liverance of all God’s people, at the coming 
fire.” Be it then ours, O reader, to believe of Christ. But the standing up of Michael 
the gospel of the kingdom, and to obey it; —T>an. xii. 1—is synchronous with the ter- 
and by a patient continuance in well-doing, mination of the Gentile times, with respect 
to-walk worthy of that kingdom and glory to them as nations / for an effort to deliver

one people in a national point of view, argues 
the casting away of an opposite people as 
nations.

I think it can be demonstrated from Scrip
ture, that we may consistently expect the 
Advent every moment. I have elsewhere 
shown, I think conclusively, that the advent 
should be expected between this time and 
1860. Yours, &c.,

ne is a judg-

to which it calls us. We need fear no pun
ishment then; for the “ terrors of the Lord” 
are only for them who are contentious against 
the truth, disobedient to its commands, and 
sow to themselves in gratifying their pas
sions and lusts to the crucifixion of the truth 
before the world. Editor.

THOUGHTS CONCERNING ADVENTUAL 
AFFAIRS.

Brother Thomas:—I have just read the 
article styled the “Coming Struggle among 

. the Nations of the Earth" in its revised 
form, published in the Lover of Zion. Allow 
me to suggest a thought respecting the 
degree of restoration of the Jews to Pales
tine, predicted. Are you sure that the Scrip
ture gives us to understand that such a de-

H. Barringer.
Troy, N. 7., Nov. 2,1853.

V
Restoration of Israel—" Special Efforts”—First 

Angel Proclamation.

The invasion of the Holy Land by Gog is 
to be “ in the latter years," which are also
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stvled by the same prophet the “ latter days;”* slaughter that I do sacrifice for you, a great 
which are both preiidventual and contem- sacrifice upon the mountains of Israel.” 
porary with the appearing of Jesus Christ, This he terms, “My hand that is laid upon 
and continue forty years subsequently to that the nations.” Isaiah calls this, “The day 
event. They are also premillennial; that is, of the great slaughter, when the towers, 
they end before the thousand-years period! fall”—“The day that the Lord bindeth up 
begins. The primary and partial, and the the breach of his people, and healeth the 
ultimate and complete, restoration of the stroke of their wound—the day when he 
Twelve Tribes of Israel, is effected during shall “ cause his glorious voice to be heard, 
these latter days. The beginning of restora and shall show the lighting down of his arm, 
tion, in the extent of it, is defined by the with the indignation of his anger, and with 
prophet in the words, “the land brought back j the flame of a devouring fire, with scatter- 
from the sword, and gathered out of many ing, and tempest, and hailstones. For 
people; and brought forth out of the nations, through the voice of the Lord shall the Assy
dwelling safely all of them,” “without walls, rian [GogJ be beaten down, who smote 
and having neither bars nor gates;’’ and [Israel] with a tod.* This will be a dread- 
therefore, styled “the land of unwalled vil- t'ul day upon the invaders of Israel’s land, 
lages,” “in the midst of the land.” This even “ the day of vengeance of their God;” 
immigration and settlement is therefore not but at the same time “the year of his re- 
spread over the whole land ; but principally deemed.” When these things have come to 
confined to the midst or navel of the land ; pass, the words of Jehovah by Ezekiel will 
to that part, in other words, styled by Isaiah be accomplished, saying, “ It is come, and 
“a tenth.” His words are, “a great for- It is done: this is the day [the day of Christ] 
saking in the midst of the land. But yet in whereof I have spoken”—the day of Gog, 
it a tenth, and it shall return and be eaten. ”f the Assyrian-Clay’s, destruction, and of the 
By reference to this passage the reader will deliverance of his people Israel—the day of 
see that it is part of a prophecy concerning the “great voice” of the Seventh Vial, 
the desolation and subsequent restoration of “issuing from the throne, saying, It is 
the people and laud of Israel. It predicts done!” ° Having predicted the events of this 
that in the midst of the widespread ruin a ; day of judgment upon Gog and bis forces, in 
tenth part should escape utter desolation; his thirty-ninth chapter, Ezekiel then says, 
and that the people should return and occupy “So the house of Israel shall know that I 
it, and browse it with their cattle, which is [Jesus] am the Lord their God from that day 
implied by the phrase, “ and shall return, and and forward.” This terrible overthrow of their 
shall be eaten.” This is restoration in a enemy proclaims Jesus Jehovah’s servant, 
limited degree—a restoration of a tenth part and their deliverer. Having smitten the 
of the land, in the midst of it. What pro- Assyrian image, it remains for him to pro
portion of the nation will occupy this tenth Ceed in the woik of “ planting the heavens, 
part is not revealed; but of this we are j and laying the foundations of the earth, and 
informed, namely, that be it large or small j saying unto Zion, Thou art my people”—a 
only “one third part” will survive the cala- j work equivalent to ‘‘raising up the tribes of 
mities inflicted upon them by God’s invasion j Jacob, and restoring the desolations of 
of the country, and siege and capture of j Israel:”.and one to which Jehovah refers, 
Jerusalem: for, “ thus saith Jehovah, it shall j when he says by Ezekiel, “Wow,” after the 
come to pass in all the land, that two parts j overthrow of Gog, “ will I bring again the 
therein shall he cut off’and die; but the j captivity of Jacob,” which “the north” 
third shall be left therein. And I will bring \ hitherto refuses to “give up,” and “the south 
the third part through the fire, and will refine | beeps back;*’ “and have mercy upon the 
them as silver is refined, and will try them s whole house of Israel; and will be jealous 
as gold is tried: they shall call on my name, j for my holy name.” This is the final and 
and I will hear them: l will say, ft is my 5 complete restoration of the nation, which 
people : and they shall say, The Lord is my | can only be effected by the invincible prow- 
God 'X—that is, Jesus, “ whom Jehovah that 
made both Lord and Christ. ”$

• After Gog’s power is broken on the moun
tains of Israel, the work of restoring “the 
whole house of Jacob” begins. The destruc
tion of the Czar’s “mighty army” made up 
of the contingents, supplied from all Ins 
subject nations, is styled of God, “My
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It is not very apparent what is meant by 

Gog going against Palestine “ to a limited 
degree.” He either invades the land, or he 
does not. If he invade it, it is not a question 
of degree, bat of fact. He invades it for a 
purpose—to take possession of the Holy 
Places, and to convert the country into a 
province of Lis empire, then fitly represented

l!
I*■1^ • Ezek. xxxviii. 8, 10. 

t Zech. xiii. 8. \ Isa. vi. 13. 
Acts u. 36.Pi « Isa. xxx. 26, 20, 30, 31.
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by the image Nebuchadnezzar paw in his believe this, God’s power for conversion can- 
dream. He only accomplishes his purpose j not operate through them. None can con- 
in pari. He captures the Holy City ; but fails > vert Israel but God. He alone can give 
to subdue the country. The post-millennial ( them a new heart and renew a right spirit 
Gog aims at both, but succeeds in effecting j wiihin them. He has promised to do this; 
neither. ( not through the special efforts of Gentiles,

Our correspondent does not seem to be { however pious, according to their sectarian 
acquainted with my views of the restoration ) standards; but through the special efforts of 
of Israel before and after tl e Advent. If j his Servant, and the system of means he 
he read what I have written o.i the “ Second j comes ift power and glory to execute. 
Exodus,” in Elpis Israel, he will see that l j I can, however, conceive of the possibility 
do not teach the conversion of the Jews be- j of a Jew being converted, through the aid 
fore they settle in the land, previous to ( of pious Gentiles. Generally speaking, there 
Christ’s appearing; nor the conversion of j are more Jews to be found who believe the 
all Israel who are gathered int > “ the wilder- ) Hope of Israel, for which Paul was bound 
ness of the people,” after the Advent. The j in chains, than sectarian Gentiles: now, if 
ten thousand Jews now dwell ng in Jcrusa- j these Gentiles could convince such Jews 
lem are “ unconverted,” in the Gentile sense, ( that Jesus was their Messiah, and that the 
and have no faith in Jesus. Y ?t they inhabit j serpent was condemned in his flesh when he 
the land, with several thousands besides ( was lifted up, and that lie was raised from 
having as little faith as they. Let this nuin- > the dead for their justification, they would 

. , her be’ increased by British oi other policy, j be made what their Gentile teachers are not, 
and you have the character of the prradven- S and that is, believers of the kingdom’s gos- 
tual colonization of the “tenth? whose people / pel in the name of Jesns. But in Paul’s 
are to return, and browse it with their cattle, j day the Jews were enemies of the gospel, 
But, before “ the captivity" he'd in bondage j which was turned by the favor of God to the 
by “ the north” and by 4,rhe south” can get ( advantage of the Gentiles ; and soil is now, 
back to Palestine, they have to pass through j only reversed: the Gentiles are enemies of 
“the wilderness of the peop e,” as, in the j the gospel for Israel’s sake. Hence, the 
days of Mo>es, their fathers pissed through \ Great Eastern Question, whose solution will 
‘•the wilderness of the laid o’ Egypt.” In j result in breaking off the Gentiles, and the 
that wilderness Elijah will bring them to the < rungraflment of Israel into their own olive 
acknowledgment of that *ame Jesus whom ) tree.
he saw in majesty-on the Mount of Trans- ( Our friend H. B. is right enough in sup- 
figuration, as Son of God end King of Israel posing that before the destruction of all 
and at the same time, all the sons of Belial / Israel’s enemies, there will be an effort to 
among them, “ children in whom there is no S eflect their deliverance by merciful and 
faith, will be purged out <>f the host, and be ) peaceable means. But the institution of 
for ever excluded from Is.-ael's land, as un- ( these means will not precede the overthrow 
woTlhy of the national sabbatism promised j of Gog’s mighty army. This host will fall 
of Jehovah in the covenant made of old ( like Sennacherib’s, without warning or pro- 
with their fathers, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, j monition. Being in possession of “the city 

H. B. believes that “G»«d*s restored favor ) of the great King,” he will be summarily 
is to be manifested in special eflorts for s ejected, and terribly discomfited in Edom. 
Israel’s conversion princip; II}.” By whom ? > But the Image being shattered by the Czar’s 
it may be asked, if it be answered,By the ( irreparable defeat, Jerusalem delivered, and 

• special efforts of pious Trolestants, wo lift S Judea freed from the presence of the spoiler, 
up our hands in astonishment at any one t the first angel proclamation after the Advent 
professing intelligence in the Word of the ) is sounded throughout the world. The Age- 
kingdom, supposing that there would be any j gospel is once more announced by divinely 
divine favor manifested in such special S commissioned messengers. It is not pro- 
efforts ! Pious Protestants do themselves / claimed to be believed as the ground of for- 
need special efforts for their o»vn conversion. ( givenessof sins, and exultation to the posses- 
To set them to work con erting the Jews, j sion of the kingdom in its glory, honor, 
is like setting a man with :: beam in his eye, J power, riches, and dominion, which areeter- 
to pull out a moto in the eye of another; j nal; but as a ground of escape from the 
or appointing a blind mat; to lead another j judgment then about to be executed by Jesus 
across a precipice! Protestants know not \ of Nazareth,and the saints, upon those who 
the gospel, and therefore bfiieve it not; how j rule the nations. Those in Egypt who 
then can they by special-eflbrting convert the j desired to escape the plagues inflicted upon 
Jews? The gospel of the kingdom is the > it by Moses, associated with the Israelites; 
power of Gud for the salvs tion of everyone j and left the country with them, “a mixed 
that believes. As, therelore, they do not t multitude of men and womenso, when
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the symbolic angel flies through the apoca
lyptic heaven, if any would escape the judg
ment upon Babylon, and upon the worship
pers of the Beast and of his image, whose 
dominion-area is “ spiritually” or figura
tively, “ called Sodom and Egypt;” which 
judgment is the burden of the Second and 
Third post-ad ventual proclamations,—they 
must ‘‘give glory to God” and “worship 
him:” that is, they must renounce their 
allegiance to “ the powers that be,” and 
consort with Israel in their exodus, or goings OUR VISIT TO HOLLAND,
out, from “ tho land of the enemy,” accord- continued,™PaSc24.
mg to the commands of Jehovah s King,
then in Jerusalem, awaiting the result of the For a commercial town and port, Rotter- 
First Angelicism, before he proceeds to re- j: dam is remarkably clean ; far superipr, I 
duce the fragments of the shattered Image ihink, to Amsterdam in this respect. The 
to the likeness of “ the chaff of tho summer paving, however, is objectionable to pedes- 
threshing-floors.” For the powers that resist trians. The portion of the street which 
there is no more mercy than for Pharoah and answers to the sidewalks of American and 
his army, that were swallowed up in the Red English towns, in the cities of Holland is 
Sea. The nations inhabiting the earth to generally occupied by short posts or stone 
its utmost bounds are the promised inherit- pillars, with an ornamental chain stretched 
ance of Jesus; therefore, the kings, and; from one to another. Immediately outside 
nobles, and judges, or rulers, of the earth, ot this is the gutter—a square drain nearly 
that would retain power over them, are his a. foot in depth, covered by a hinged 
enemies, and doomed to destruction by fire wooden flap, which forms part of the fool- 

. and sword. way; and the latter, being on the
If by “all God’s people” is meant the same level as the roadway, is all alike 

Twelve Tribes of Israel, and all believers of flirty in wet weather. Rotterdam is subject 
the gospel of the kingdom, Jews and Gen- to inundations; and that part of the city 
tiles, living and dead, H. B.’s notion of their ; beyond the dam upon which the Hoog 
“ complete deliverance at the coming of Siraat is built, is overflowed by high tides 
Christ” cannot be sustained by the testimony ten or twelve times a year, and often axle- 
of God. The dead in Christ will be raised, deep above the pavement. Notwithstand- 
and the living saints transformed, and Jerusa-; ing this inconvenience, the natives say 
lem and Judea wrested from the spoiler, at; that Rotterdam is spreading itself too much 
his coming: their deliverance will be com-; over the turf—that is, too far from the 
plete. But it will take the subsequent forty river; and no true Dutchman likes to live 
years, according to the plan revealed, to without water at his very door- It has 
complete the deliverance of the Twelve therefore been proposed to build a new 
Tribes, and mixed multitude consorting with quarter upon the low meadows beyond the 
them. The complete deliverance these will; Maese, and to connect it by a suspension 
experience will be civil and ecclesiastical; bridge across the river, 
but not a deliverance from mortality. In We learned from our host that the 
their case, this will be postponed for a thou- Dutch were grievously oppressed with
6and years. There may be multitudes of taxes. Every window and chimney in a
them that will never attain to that deliver- house is taxed. One chimney is charged 
ance at all; as there were, doubtless, many ; three florins a year; two five florins; 
that obtained settlement in Canaan under three seven florins; and so on. For each 
Joshua, who will have no part in eternal life maid-servant you pay nine florins yearly, 
and glory. ; Two carriage-horses are charged fifty flo-

An expectation of the Advent every mo- rins a year. An impost is also placed on 
ment is doomed to disappointment every household furniture, varied according to style 
moment. There are certain events to be and class.
developed before Christ comes that cannot ; In our morning stroll we turned into “a 
be accomplished in a moment. The great; church,” expecting to hear a sermon in 
Roman city has to be divided into three Dutch ; but, to our surprise, our ears were
imperial parts before the advent This is not saluted with the accustomed sounds of our
the work of a moment; but of many hard- own vernacular. An Episcopal “predikant” 
fought campaigns, connected with the pre- was holding forth in English to a small and 
sent war. Let those who are watching the remarkably heavy - looking congregation, 
•signs of the times “ examine themselves and The best attribute of his discourse was its

see if they be in the faith.” Let them ascer
tain whether they are naked or not—-if they 
have any garments on worth preserving ; for 
let them remember, that the blessing is not 
only on the watchful, but on the watchful 
who keep their garments, and walk not in 
nakedness. The soul must be purified in 
the obeying of the truth, and continuance in •

Editor.
! ^

it to the end.
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Our Visit to Holland. 41

brevity. What he said, or rather read, was to be just and true. He is the Messiah, and 
the commonplace ordinarily current in Pro- you need look for no other, 
testant conventicles, parochial and uon-con- Boy. No, Jesus is not Christ. When 
formist — many generalities, but nothing Christ comes, he will restore Israel, and make ^ 
scripturally to the point. His darkness being all nations Jews. Jesus did not do this, 
very visible, I thought no harm could come Editor. Simply because the time had 
of attempting his illumination: so when I not then come. Israel will be restored as 
returned to the Vlasmarkt Hoek, I sent him you say, and will become the greatest of all 
a copy of the pamphlet entitled, “ The Wis- nations. God will do this; but he will also 

, dom of the Clergy proved to be Folly,” do it by Jesus Christ, and—
through the post, directed to Heer Mark, Much of this conversation occurred in the 
Engelsch Predileant, te Rotterdam.” cathedral while the people were collecting

After dinner we renewed our walk; and for their observances. On the clergyman 
finding that the Bureau de Police opened at j rising to begin, the boy interrupted me by 
6 P. M., we determined to recover our pass- j saying, “ We must go, or we shall be 6hut 
ports at that hour, if possible, as we wished] in; for there he is just going, to begin his 
to set out by nine on Monday morning. liar /”—he meant “ his lying.” 9
riving at the bureau too early, I proposed a j We returned to the police office, where l 
visit to the Protestant cathedral hard by. j rejoined my companions. The boy led us 
My companions, however, did not like to into the bureau, in which we found a bureau- 
accompany me to these places, so I went j crat of not very prepossessing appearance or 
alone. On the way thither, the boy we had j demeanor. He curtly demanded our names, 
seen at the police office, a sort of interpreter We .gave them ; and from a bundle of like 
there, overtook me, and offered to show me documents handed ours, enstamped with the 
the cathedral. Not being in need of his words, “ Gezicn en gcregistreed ter directie 
services, l declined them* He then proposed j v*an policie te Rotterdam den 8 Septemb. 
to sell me some cigars. But I did not wish \ 1850—gaande naar Ruilers van wege den 
to buy. Perceiving that he was a Jew, I j directeur van policie.” We were now free 
turned his attention from trade to the subject 5 to go when and where we pleased in the little 
of Messiah, by asking him if he were not an ( kingdom of Holland, none having the right 
Israelite. At first he denied his nation: j to impede our way.
but when I declared my certainty that he j From the police office I returned to the 
was, he confessed it- I told him that I was J cathedral. There may have been some 
also a Jew, but not in Moses, though I be- \ 3,000 people there. The voorzanger, styled 
lieved in that great prophet.. This sounded < in Scotland the -precentor, or anglice, the 
strangely in his ears, and gave rise to the \ foresinger, gave out a hymn. The qualities 
following conversation: ! of the organ came out effectively in thepre-

Boy. Are you not a Christian ? j liminary air, and he who heard it could
Editor. Yes; but neither a Protestant j never forget the burst of sound when the 

nor a Papist—(Having arrived at the cathe- j singing began ! The whole congrega- 
dral, I continued,)—I do not believe in cathe- \ tion seemed to sing with a spirit and hearti- 
dral religion. s ness that I never heard equalled. We lis-

Boy. But you believe in the Bible, don’t \ tened to the pealing and sonorous harmony 
you ? . 1 with delight. It was sounding as the roar

Editor. Yes ; and for that very reason T ! of many waters falling upon the ear in grand 
do not believe in the religion of Europe; for j accord. It alone was wpfl worth a voyage 
neither Protestantism nor Romanism are \ across the German Ocean, to listen to. It 
taught there. s was beyond all praise. Jjiiring singing and

Boy. The Jews believe in Moses. j prayer, hats were removed from all heads; 
Editor. Not do, or they would believe in j but when the “ predikant” proceeded to ser- 

Jesus, for Moses wrote concerning him. \ monize, many replaced them. ’
Boy. Ah, but we look for Messiah who \ Bonnets seem to be a scarce article among 

will be a God. Jesus was nothing but a s the Hollanders. They are worn by some, 
man, whom our people hanged. Jesus is though comparatively few. The generality 
not Christ. go either bareheaded, or with broad-bordered

Editor. Yes, Messiah must be a God in caps nicely stiffened and fluted. TheFries- 
•the sense of being the Son of God, and con- landers have a singular taste for headplates 
sequently more than an ordinary man. Jesus as large as the hand, and formed of gold or 
was this, and more. He was also Son of silver. They are worn on each side of the 
David, as your own genealogies prove, and head, sometimes under a cap, and at others 
is therefore the King of Israel. ' Your fa- on the bare head covering the hair. They 
thers hanged their king ; but God raised him seem to be generally fond of trinkets, with- 
from the dead, and by this proved his claims out being very choice respecting the quality
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fi of the gold. Caps, too, are the almost uni- j once." The great canal of north Holland, ex- 

veraal headgear of the men—a practice i tending from the Helder, terminates at Am- 
greatly to be commended, when it is con- sterdam, deep enough along its whole course 

- sidered that the alternative is a hat—that to float a ship of the line. Among the nu- 
cylindrical contrivance with which civilized : merous public edifices, the most remarkable 
people afflict their heads, to please others, is the King’s palace, formerly the City Hall, 
not themselves. j which was rear'd between 16-18 and 1655,

Having made ourselves sufficiently ac- at the cost of 18.000,000 of floiins. It has 
quainted with Rotterdam, we left by rail for h frontage of 282 feet, a breadth of 285, and 
s Graavenhaag, known commonly as "the 116 in height, wh lc its magnificent cupola 
Hague.” This town, also intersected by (containing the finest chimes of bells in the 
canals, is the capital of the little kingdom of < Netherlands) rises 41 feet above the roof. 
Holland, and a royal residence near the It is built of freefone, and rests upon a 
N.<rth Sea, 28 miles south-west by south of; foundation of 13,659 piles driven into the 
Amsterdam, with 66,000 inhabitants. On : ground.
landing from the cars we were much beset**.. In the neighborhood of the city is Zaar- 
by “commissionaireswho importuned to uam, noted for upwards of 700 windmills, 
cirry our baggage, and to show us the lions ; and docks, where the Russian emperor, 
of the place. But these favors we politely ; Peter I., in 1697, suffered himself to be 
declined, having determined, on leaving Lon- : bound apprentice, in order to get a practical 
don, to put “our foreign relations” to as! knowledge of ship-building. The suburbal 
little trouble as possible. We accordingly j residence of the rich, retired merchants of 
deposited our “affaires' at the first de'cent- Amsterdam is the village of Brock in't 
looking “ tapyery" we came to, and then sal- ; Watcrland, and is noted for the remarkable 
lied forth without incumbrance to pedestri- ! cleanliness of its houses and streets. No 
anizc the city, which is one of the most re- : stranger is allowed to enter any house there 
guiurly and best built in Europe, and con- without having previously pulled off his boots 
tains many handsome buildings. As I am ; and put on clean slippers, 
not writing a guide-book for travellers,it is We “footed it’’ all over Amsterdam, 
not necessary for me to transfer what has through it and round about. We liked Rot- 
been printed a thousand times for their ad- terdum and the Hague better; and concluded 
vantage, to these columns. 1 have neither that it was about the last city we should 
time nor space to describe iudetail the King's ; over select as a place to dwell in. The 
palace, public edifices,and private mansions, streets where no canals are for the most 
were iny memory retentive enough to do it. part are very narrow, and from the altitude 
Suffice it to say, that we perambulated the of the buildings very confined. We re- 
streets until we/\vere tired of all we saw, mained in the place about sixteen hours, and 
and longed for the arrival of the train to then ticketed ourselves via Utrecht to Arn- 
whirl us on to Amsterdam. ! heiin, the capital of Guclderland, on the

We arrived at. this city, the chief empori- Rhine, 57 miles front Amsterdam. The coun- 
unt of Holland, at the usual hour. My notes try is a level, with scarcely an undulation 
remind me, that it is literally standing in the until you c«>me to Utrecht, the capital of tho 
water. Water everywhere, and the canals province of the same name, situated on a 
numerous and magnificent. It is 52 miles branch of the Rhine. Here the country 
soulh-south-west of Rotterdam, the second improves somewhat in appearance,'but ere 
commercial emporium of the kingdom, found- long is succeeded by heather, peat, pines, 
ed in the twe 1(1)) century on the Amstel and sand-barrens in rapid succession as we 
river, which here disembogues into the Y, steamed along. The traveller is glad when 
as a branch of the Zuyder Zee is styled, and he arrives at Arnheim. It is a neat, clean, 
contains 225,000 people. The canal inter- and beautiful town, 37 miles east-south-east 
section of the city may be imagined from the ; of Utrecht. It is strongly fortified, has 
fact of its being crossed by 290 bridges—a; 15,000 inhabitants, and was anciently the 
perfect net-work of canals, which are mostly residence of the earls and dukes of Guelder- 
bordered by rows of trees. The houses and land. The Rhine skirls it on the south. On 
streets are said to be kept remarkably clean; the east and north it is surrounded by a moat 
this, however, was not according to my ex- filled with water. On each side walks and 
perience. In my notes, it is written, “the ! roads arc laid oat, and planted with rows of 
bad smells in this Amsterdam are most of- trees after the fashion of a park. On the 
fensive, and, in the warm season, well cal- south-west side of the town the land is high, 
culated to diffuse fever on every side. I was and from, the top commands a beautiful and 
disordered here, and have no doubt it was extended prospect of the Rhine, and country 
owing to the effluvium. I fell sick Rt stom- beyond it. Arnheim is the terminus of the . 
ach, and was nearly cascading more than railway from Rotterdam. It abounds with
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Analecta Epistolaria. in
hotels, which indicates that it is a place of j dinary old age, we may yet see His face 
considerable resort fortourists, for its citizens j without death, and live; and “sit down 
are far too few to sustain them. We put \ with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,” and 
up at the Hotel de Holland, where the table j all those “ who have washed their robes and 
d’hote was good, the lodging comfortable, S made them white in the blood of the Lamb.” 
and the domestics attentive and polite. After j l never felt so desirous to live to a good old 
supper, a police paper was handed us to fill j age as now.
up with our answers to a number of imper- With grateful recollection of the priceless 
tinent questions, such as, “Where do you truths we have learned of you, I subscribe 
come from?” “ Where are you going to ?”
“What is your business?” as though any 
one had any thing to do with these matters 
besides ourselves. Wishing, however, to 
leave a favorable impression upon our foreign 
relations, we civilly gratified their curiosity 
in all things. According to our custom, we 
occupied our time in walking about the town, 
which we surveyed in all its parts. The 
signs over the stores lmd not yet lost their 
novelty. An invitation under one was par
ticularly amusing. It was over a “ tapperij” 
door, where people assembled to smoke, and 
to drink “ bier en wijn.” The words were,
“ inde valk.” Here was the classical original 

, of what is generally regarded as a genuine 
Cockneyism. The costermonger English is 
“ Valk in!” So that when a London donkey- 
driver says, “ Valk in, an’t please yer honor,” 
he is only quoting Holland Dutch as more 
polished people do the classics in discourse!
" Editor.

myself,
Most devotedly yours, in the One Hope, 

W. A. Oatman, M.D. 
Cedar Creek, Bastrop, Texas,

Oct. 4, 1853.

THE HERALD APPROVED.
Dear Sir :—Enclosed I forward you five 

dollars in payment for the Herald for the 
past year, and for 1854; and deem three 
dollars little enough for a monthly magazine 
of the character and ability of yours. I am 
free to acknowledge that I believe it the 
truest exponent of the world’s prophetic his
tory, past and future, extant; and the only 
correct guide in connection with revelation 
for our fallen fellow-men.

I have been led to these conclusions by 
being somewhat conversant with your writ
ing for the last five or six years; and the 
forcible evidence of your arguments and con
clusions in connection with the testimony* 
itself, leaves no room for distrust or doubt 
in the minds of any free from the bias of 
sectarian systems so characteristic of our 
age. That the advocate and standard-bearer 
of the immutable principles of truth will 
meet with that support necessary for its con
tinued promulgation, is the earnest wish of 

Yours respectfully, 
Henry McKay.

Jimtlerta (Bgistolark.
LETTER FROM TEXAS.

Dear Brother :—The “ Word of Truth” 
lias but few advocates in this country. Cat
tle, cotton, and the various works of Mam
mon have a stronger hold upon their minds 
than the “sure word of prophecy,” to which 

- they tike but little Ived ‘ig
A few honestly-disposed people Appear to 

feel soine interest, and aro trying to learn ; 
yet to the majority in this region, the sub
ject of the gospel.is as obscure as midnight. Dear Sir:-—The usual toil of the week 
You may talk to them, and endeavor to in-; being ended, I sit down to pen a few lines 
struct them, and even if they listen, their; to express my thanks for the knowledge I 
minds are so imbued,with sectarian mystery have received through your instrumentality, 
that they do not, and seem as if they could Although I feel that my view is limited, yet 
not, comprehend it. But E'pis Israel is I thank God that notwithstanding the pres- 
abroad among them. What few copies we sure of my worldly pursuits, which are ar- 
have are all loaned out, and have been most duous, I have turned from that state of un- 
of the lime since we received them ; and belief so generally prevalent in what is 
there is no telling what may be the result. called “ the Church.” 1 used to think, with 

We feel a lively interest in “the great the majority of professors, that the things in 
Eastern Question.” It does, indeed, ap- j the Bible might or might not be true. This 
pear as though the purpose of the Lord, as was about the amount of my faith. But 
revealed in his Word, were fast maturing to since I have studied your writings, I could 
its consummation in “ the latter days;” and as easily doubt my own existence as that 

are led to Impp, that should we, who are the Bible testimony is the truth of God ; and 
not past the meridian of life, live to an or- although I am at a loss in regard to details

Joe Davis, III, Nov. 6, 1853.

“WHAT SHALL I DO?”

we
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Herald of the. Kingdom and Age to Come.i 44ill "J respecting the course of future events, yet j to put it to the proof, that, not failing, it may 
the general outline I see distinctly. be perfected.—Editor. '

I am still striving to add “to faith, good-
. ,f|

ft'
ness and knowledge,” &c., but find it a very 
difficult thing to do. Though I am one of 
the poor who appear to be most favored by 
the gospel, yet I am so oppressed with the 
sinful nature we have all inherited, that I 
can hardly, bring myself into subjection to 
all the requirements of the gospel; and even 
when I do, some unholy influence throws 
me off my guard. What shall I do? I 
have no stay nor support, but the little know
ledge I have obtained; and am hedged in on 
every side by the hostility of hypocrisy and 
self-righteousness, which is truly fierce. 1 
feel that solitude or the grave would be pre
ferable to my present situation.

The news from the East is full of interest 
to me. I see that the Emperor of Russia is 
taking the track you have foreshown he 
would. This encourages me greatly in the 
hope that the work will be cut short in right
eousness. I desire to see a righteous go
vernment established in the earth, with the 
people all enlightened and blessed.

As vour columns are too valuable to be 
occupied with much political news, can you 
inform us which of all your Eastern journals 
will give us the earliest accounts of all that 
is going on in the Old World ? We are in a 
barren land here; for although our papers 
are filled with news, yet it is of no interest 
to those who are looking afar off.

That your abilities may be preserved, and 
your labors abundantly prospered till Christ 
appears in his glory, is the prayer of your 
friend and brother in tribulation,

EFFECTS OF THE GOSPEL OF THE
KINGDOM AS A MORAL POWER.
My Dear and respected Brother:— 

The receipt of the December number of the 
Herald will allow me to procrastinate no 
longer in writing you ; any delay being quite 
unnecessary.

For some time after your departure wo 
expecting to hear from you, which is 

the principal reason, I believe, that I delayed 
writing, and giving you any news that might 
be interesting.

ElpisIsrael and your good self were, for 
several Lord’s days after you left, handled 
without gloves by the Rev. — Gekie, of the 
Congregationalist body ; and his exposures of 
the “ absurdities,” blasphemies,” &c., con
tained in Elj.is Israel, proved quite attractive 
to numbers of all the isms in the city. He 
had “E. I.” in the pulpit, and read extracts 
here and there, and commented lheron,show- ' 
ing the “ perfect absurdity” of the author’s 
views ; the rank infidelity and awful blas
phemies contained therein, and declaring it 
os his opinion that Dr. Thomas “ could no' 
be a Christian !" Your old acquaintance-of- 
a-night, Mr. McLean, too, from the pulpit 
in Granville street Chapel, gave poor Elpis 
a sad time of it; according to him, it was 
“a combination of all the errors extant/” 
“ according to it, there was no heaven, no 
hell, no Devil, and Christ was only a good 
man !” I regretted afterwards that l had 
not made it a point to attend and hear these 
unfortunate people, so that I might have 
known what they really did say, and per
haps been enabled to show them that ll.\*y 
were ridiculing and condemning God’s truih. 
But anj- portion of the Lord’s day cannot 
well be spared for the purpose of listening to 
such harangues ; and Mr. G. and McL. may 
be spared to answer in your presence for 
their cowardly attacks on your book, the 
moment your back was turned.

The Lord’s day after you left, some of 
the brethren who had been in the habit of 
worshipping in the Harmonic Hall, feeling 
the necessity of having the church organ
ized, and as nearly as possible upon scrip
tural principles, and the time being most ap
propriate for doing so, seeing so many had 
just been baptized, and others about to be, 
Brethren Creed, Huxtable, Jenkins, and 
Willoughby, met at our house in the morn
ing, before the hour of meeting, and we all 
agreed that the attempt should be made, and 
that, if possible, the names of persons who 
had believed the gospel, and had been bap
tized, should be obtained, for the purpose of

were
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Enos Jacobs.I Ogle, III., Nov. 12,1853.

ANSWER.
QCJ- Our correspondent’s experience of his 

Adamic nature is that of all true believers. 
Paul says of that portion of the nature that 
went by his name, “ I know that in me, 
that is, in my flesh, dwells no good thing; 
for to will is present with me; but to per
form that which is good I (that is, my flesh) 
find not. . . because of sin that dwelleth 
in me,” or my flesh. Read about “ the two 
principles,” in Elpis Isi'ael. In answer to 
brother Jacobs’ inquiry, “ What shall Ido ?” 
the advice is, “ Keep your mind on the ex
ceeding great and precious promises given 
in the knowledge of God and the Lord Je
sus,” and it will become strengthened, and 
a partaker of the divine nature. These are 
stay and support enough; for God’s com
forting and sustaining power is in his Word 
assuredly believed. “This is the victory 
that overcomes the world, even our faith.” 
All surrounding discouragement just serves
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organizing a church; accordingly, it was would appear every thing has turned out for 
proposed; but parties wished time to think the best. YVe number about thirty. We 
about it, and it was postponed until the next are organized pretty nearly as you are in 
Lord’s day. Next Lord’s day brother Wil- New York, as appears by your printed pa- 
loughby, who was to have’presided over the per, of which you kindly sent some copies; 
meeting, and who had the church book, was and I trust in all our proceedings we will be 
not present; and besides, it was wet, and blessed with the favor and approbation of 
but few attended; so it was again postponed our Heavenly Father. Brother J.’s opposi- 
unlil the next Lord’s day. On that day tion, which was the cause of all the strife, 
there was a pretty full attendance : brother was to me most unexpected. 1 had no idea 
Willoughby was in the chair, and I was j then that he had been warning brethren 
secretary, both appointed by unanimous re- j against appointing me a brother deacon; I 
quest of the meeting. The object we had ? did not suspect that his pride had been 
in view was then stated, and a resolution to ? wounded because I had opposed warmly his 
the following effect was moved, seconded, unscriptural notions that the Lord’s Supper 
and passed, nem. con.: “ That the names of was for the remission of believers’ sins, and 
persons uho had believed the gospel and been that Matthias was .not an apost'e; and, in- 
baptized, and who were desirous of forming deed, any thing that I believed was errone- 
themselves into one body for the purpose of ous. I little thought, then, that because his 
cooperating as ‘ the pillar and support of the influence was somewhat diminished since I 
truth,’ by word and deed, should give in their met with the church, (which, by the way, 
names for the purpose of being recorded in I was mainly through his persuasions,) that he 
a book to be provided for the use of the was anxious to get rid of me, and of others, 
church.” On the names of parties being whom he thought might interfere with his 
called for, a young brother intimated that he little ambition. However, on this head 
did not see the necessity of the church being enough—too much, I fear you will say—has
reorganized ; and brother J------, much ex- been said ; and, as I perceive my sheet is get-
cited, declared that an attempt was about ting filled, I will conclude by giving a list of 
being made to trample upon the church, and subscribers to the Herald fur ’54, which you 
to exclude certain individuals; that the will please send under cover to me. 
church had been organized as much as it; I remain yours affectionately,
ever could or would be; and strongly insin- J. R. L.
uated that parties had come in among them Halifax, N. S.t 12<ft Dec., 1853.
who wished to break up their body. He
was met by brethren Wilson, Huxtable, __, T.. j .
Willoughby, and others, as old, and some L,ke ca,,ses produce similar results,
older members than he, declaring that the whe,her °Pera!"'S ,n Halifax, New York, 
church never had been organised; there °r any other place. The truth is sure to 
were no records, no list of members; per- dlslurb \he scbemas "f little ambitions which 
sons communed with them and belonged to bave ordinarily much cunning but little pru- 
the Baptists; it was not known whS were dence- 1 hcf ihomselvcs in fleshly cp- 
members, or who were not, and, consequent- position, as clearly appears from their v,o- 
ly, no discipline could be exercised or main- lence and virulence. Passion swamps their 
mined; and it was necessary and desirable reas""j wbon trl,lh; ev.er caln) and lrust,n5 
that the church should be organized, as was "> G°d’ adva"c,;s ,0. lls, ?°al *,,h fi™ and 
intended. But brother J—, most unduly p<l"al. ,read- Jelhroning high thoughts and 
impassioned, was determined it should nm imaginations, and plants its victorious en- 
be done if he could help it; and a scene of “K"» m purity and peace. The gospel of 
strife, contention, and tumult was manifested lha k,nSd°m ls a coal of fire to Diolrephes

wherever he appears.—Editor.such as I sincerely hope never to witness 
again. His voice could be heard outside 
.the hall, and proved attractive to passers-by ; 
indeed, it was most disgraceful. The names 
of persons favorable to the resolution were 
taken down, and we decided to leave the hall
to brother J------and the two or three who j much indisposed to meet you at Temper-
sided with him, and endeavor to procure a j ance. I should be gratified if we could 
room to meet in which would prevent us j often see each other, especially in view 
from being longer identified with such a dis-j of the exciting events transpiring in the 
graceful scene; and I am glad to say we \ East. I am informed that some are as- 
succeeded in getting a nice mom in Haw’s j cribing what you have published concern- 
Bnildings, opposite the Province Building, j ing the shaking of nations, to political specu- 
where we have since met: and, after all, it > lalion on your part, and not to your acquaint-

APPRECIATION OF THE WORD.
Dear Brother Thomas : — I was too
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if Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.46•• fft ance with the prophets. This is awarding Having been resurrected and reconstituted, 
to you a very eminent position amongst the surely they will possess the kingdom, and

all it possesses in glory, honor, incorrupti
bility, etc., etc., etc. Well, you may say 
you know all this, and more besides; well, I 
reply, This is one reason. 1 say it to you, 
believing that you appreciate the gratifica- 

most tion of intercommunication. This social ■ 
organization drinks in oceans of pleasure.

Accept my best wishes for yourself and 
yours, and believe me, as ever,

•'
great men of the earth.

I was in Lunenburg on the fourth and 
fifth Lord’s day in October, and the first in 
November. Some of the congregations were 
large and encouraging. Two persons were 
immersed. I think Lunenburg is the 
inviting field of gospel labor within the 
range of my acquaintance.

If we be accounted worthy of the king- 
. dom, it is a gratifying thought that we shall 

be associated with Abraham, and Isaac, and 
Jacob; also, with the prophets and the apos
tles; and most of all, it is gratifying that we 
shall be associated with the Messiah, and be
come more profoundly acquainted with God.
Possessed of immortality and incorruptibility
of coistrtntio", wo shall appreciateiu», and Dear Brother Thomas . _ The HeraU
developing himm his intelligent creature”. .,he A7n?*”? af fV '°thC'ome. hap
This train of thought is in*j,arinony with {ust „come t0 ,hand- clostng the volume 
what Jesus expresses ns recorded in the f?r «>» ™P°rt{L"t year of the limes of 

■ seventeenth of John: “This is life eternal, fbc| Gent.lea. We are glad to receive it 
to KNOW thf.e, the only true God, and Jesus th«f Par's- and “PPrecate tts visits more 
Christ, whom thou hast sent.” Surelv, lban lhose S day.
this is giving great imporlance to the said . Y.°f r,ePor'of TJ'e Lfors the ,T“r 
knowledge. This also' agrees with what '*• lndeed,’ mteresUng. Mount Har- 
Peter sajs: “Grace and peace be multiplied m°nY"d Union, I think, hardly re- 
to yon through the knowledge of God and of\ fe,fvedaS mucb credl‘ as the>' were entitled 
Jesus our Lird." An enlarged contempla- !" for ,he numbers that came Pul ° ,ear' 
tion of the Divine character, as presented in ,rhe, seas°n wa3 ,bus-',! seemg that: the
the Holy Scriptures, enables is better t0 was th e« emng to cut down the lobac- 
understand and estimate "The gospel of the coj,f *e planters did not cut it for them-
kingtbm of God." Our appreciation of the aclTes- D° >'°u Pot rec,°" .ect,wb!U anaUen' 
kingdom is in the ratio of our knowledge of Uv® conSregat.on you had at Free Union,
God, and of his only-begotten Son. The and a hr?? one’ t0(°- “™d®"' ? 11

r r- i ,i , . . < was Tuesday after court? Mount Mar-kingdom of God must be correspondent, in w!>3 hl but we||.behnved,
the scale of valuation, to the estimate we (excJ , the chi|dren, tho would be betted
himsO,nf. ‘’'L S “ —> a"d ««“*>" 10 »bat
dom of God must be as faP superior to the ‘PB'r0 Magrnder addressed a full house at 
kingdoms of men, as God himself is superior I pr(Je unj0n ]a3t Sunday. The Bapiists 
to men. We may conclude, then, that all a inted a’ mee;i„„ there on Tueiday, 
good things will be in the kingdom widely circulating how many preachers .

h.s seems in accordance with ihe precis- be ent;l0 ind,lce tfae multitude to
mation of the kingdom by John the Baptist come B[0 M;,„nldcr, of collrsc, appeared 
by Jesus and the apostles, and with all that; and oke but mTinyof the Baptists declined 
is taught concerning Ihe kingdom. Surely, ; en|'pr |he house, which was no disadvan- 
the kingdom is as Ihe pear of great price to ; , as their bigotry enlisted the sympathy 
every one thru understands Every gift or of“l|;0 n0n.pr0f^0rs on our side, causing 
God falls the place which he designs; there-; the[n dja ie „ lin5t them. Though 
Pare, every girt of God is perfecl in its place. Ride(J by ,he avilj-lirc of modern Methodism, 
Food is Ins gift I and how good is .1 to a „ effected no,;,;„g. Tbeir great feting 
hungry man . YVator is his gift, and well ssed a, „ shadow, the two-edged sword in 
suited to the Bursty man. The kingdom is i g Marmider’s hand having laid the spirit 
Ins gift, and, dven in prospect, presents us f h c“ Ul;W j wish vou cou|d have 
with every motive in ihe way of glory and 
honor and incorruptibility, etc., which we 
need to prompt us to action. Sometimes, 
in order to bring the subject home, I ask the 
question, What will Abraliam and all those 
in the kingdom find themselves possessed of ?

t ■'
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Yours in the gospel, 

Albert Anderson.\
Caroline, Fa., Nov. 22, 1853.

BIGOTRY DEFEATED.
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i-t been there l

Your Brother in Christ,KIi* R. J. Duke,
i .t Mountain Glen, Albermarle, Va., 

Nov. 25, 1»53.' Ik;
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The Russian Church. 47

invents martyrs as she wants them for 6a1e, 
retail or wholesale, to the different countries 
who are her customers, the worst result is, 
only to make the early history of Christianity 
a perfect martyrology of Christians. Russia, 
on the contrary, is poor in martyrs—ex
cepting those slain by the Tartars or the 
Mongols: and so, whenever the Govern
ment stands in need of a new manufactured 
saint, it-has to resort to a different source. 
Thus, to enrich the province of Voronej, as 
well as to renew the memory of Peter I., 
Nicholas has made a saint of Mitrophanes!

The Russian Patriarchs have never as
sumed the consequence of the Popes. Hav
ing originally been subordinate to the Pa
triarch of Constantinople, they would never 
submit? to the Czars, even in temporal mat
ters ; and as the Church under their orders 
thus formed a species of state within the 
slate, Peter I. abolished the Patriarchate, 
and replaced it by the Synod, which until 
the present reign was an institution of con
siderable importance. Nicholas, who is the 
soldier in every thing, has given the Synod

THE EUSSIAH CHURCH.

[The Morning Advertiser says: “ The fol
lowing article, from the pen of a distin
guished Russian correspondent, resident in 
London, will be read at the present time 
with much interest, as the question of the 

_ Russian Church is so often mixed up with 
~ the Eastern question, now convulsing all 

Europe.”]
We hear a good deal about the religious 

fanaticism of the Russians, which at the 
present is threatening the peace of Europe, 
which burns to reestablish its worship in 
the church of St. Sophia, and which sum
mons the Christians of Eastern Europe to a 
new crusade against Islamism. Let us 
shortly examine it, and see on what it is 
based.

The Lower Empire was atready tottering 
to its fall when Russia borrowed from it her 
religious creed, not being able to foresee that, 
in inoculating her people with the forms of 
the Greek faith, she was only warming in 
her bosom the serpent destined to devour
her. The dissensions abo it images, and the j one of his generals for a president, who 
empty theological disputes in which the j conducts the.proceedings as he would drill a 
Greek emperors played such foolish parts, j regiment. There is not much virtue .in the 
together with the disso'ute manners of the Russian clergy, Sind their convents are only 
clergy, all went to contribute, in no slight j refuges for the lazy and ill-disposed, which 
degree, to the final fall of the Byzantine j might .be converted into barracks without 
Empire. But the Greek faith sanctioned j doing much harm; but the head of the State 
the marriage of priests and the use of wine; j and of the Church ought rather to purify 
it spoke to the senses ;(trough the pomp of their morals than try to coerce them by hu- 
its rites ; and it was for that reason, through milimion.
the will of one prince, the Grand Duke! The instruction which the Russian priests 
Vladimir, Russia embraced the Greek reli- receive in their seminaries is wholly insuffi- 
^rion. At the command of that prince, the cieut. Latin is of no use to them, and it is 
idols were thrown into the Dnieper, and the only in practical life,and in intercourse with 
whole population of Kiev plunged into the the nobles, that they ever learn any thing, 
river in a body, to be baptized. The Rus- Even their theological studies have so little 
sians repudiated their o«d gods, and adopted solidity, that the most superficial Voltairean 
a new one, at the bidding of a prince who j c.m discomfit them on the most essential 
was not yet Czar! In Russia, idolatry of questions.
the Czar goes far beyond every other species Their pecuniary situation is the disgrace 
of idolatry. . ; of the Russian Church. The priests have

The old idols of the Russians became the no salaries, and their parishes have to main- 
images of the new faith, and they now adore tain them. The rural priests receive an al- 
their various saints, as before they worship- lotment of land, which they cultivate them- 
ped their different gods. Job is their ancient selves as well as they can. Very few land- 
Peroun, the god of thunder: Yurrui, the god owners pay them a fixed sum. In the towns 
of fire, became St. Nicholas, the patron they cdllect what they can from the contri- 
saint of Russia. The adoration of images butions of the pious, and the dues for the 
is next door to idolatry among the Russians, ; performance of the various holy offices—a 
for they embrace them on the smallest occa- state of things which, as may readily be 
sion, prostrate themselves before them, offer imagined, gives rise to*all sorts of mendicity, 
wax candles to them : or, if women, rib- extortion, and petty cheating, vffiich it would 
bons; if soldiers, military medals. Relics, occupy us too long to detail mow, but of 
however, are objects of even higher worship, i which the reader may form an idea. Con- 
and the abuse to which t le practice is car- fession has become a ridiculous formality, 
ried is certainly far worse than any thing to which only serves to fill the plate always 
be found in the Church or Rome. The lat- religiously placed beside the priest’s chair, 
ter makes a regular trade of it; and, if she With the rich it is merely a bit of gossip,
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► Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.48• ir •fti & more or less agreeable, and in which the , ferent localities. The consequence is, that 
priest often contrives to glide in a word on j the official list of baptisms is greater than 
behalf of his own interests, rendered the I the whole number of inhabitants, which does 
more needful, sometimes, by the cares of j not, however, prevent them from still be- 
supporting a numerous family. longing to their old faith. Not a single Os-

The Russian priest cannot marry a second setinian has ever been seen in the Christian 
time. St. Andrew says he is to have only : church of Kasbeck !
one wife, and this passage has been inter- The children of mixed marriages in Rus- - 
prcted to mean that he is forbidden to marry sia follow the religion of the father if they 
a widow, or to marry a second time himself, are boys, of the mother if they are girls.

What has been done to remedy this low 1 This division continues thus in the family, 
state of education, and the precarious finan- unless it is set aside by some contrivance, 
cial condition of the Russian clergy ? By Prayers for the imperial family occupy 
doing what was never done, either in the two-thirds of the. time in the Russian ritual, 
darkest or in the most dangerous times, and, though the statement may seem incredi- 
Under Ivan the Terrible, at the time of the ble to some, the priest, when he divides the 
Polish invasion, and in 1812, the beljs were bread, blesses the offering in seven portions; 
taken from the churches to be cast into can- ' the first of these is in honor of the imperial 
non. It was left for Nicholas to empty the family—Christ, the Virgin Mary, ana the 
treasuries of the churches! At first, as is j whole saintly hierarchy follow after, 
usual in such cases, a committee was formed The idolatry of the%Czar—and I do assert 
for the purpose of providing for the support it unequivocally—is carried in Russia further 
of the clergy ; from the Synod this commit- than the worship of God ; and if I should be 
tee passed under the presidency of General tempted to define an Englishman as “ a 
Proiossoff, and the money of the Church, ; constitutional animal,” and a Frenchman as 
originally intended for the instruction and a “monarchical animal,” I should be corn- 
assistance of the clergy, passed into the cof- pelled to classify a Russian as a “ despotic 
fers of the Czar. It served to defray the animal.”
expenses of the visit of the Emperor and As regards the fanaticism of the Russian, 
Empress to Sicily! As an excuse for this ! I do not believe in it. He observes fast- 
measure, we are told that this money was days, lie goes to church, where he hears a 
lying idle in the Church chests, without mass, but he does not believe in the priest, 
usance and without interest. Does not this whose hand he finds so often in his pocket, 
remind us of the arguments employed by The noble himself is a Voltairien and an 
robbers in certain cases? The money in unbeliever. As to the Russian soldier, he 
the Turkish mosques is also lying idle, but dies, pressing the cross which is suspended 
it will not be seized for the Sultan’s travel- ' from his neck to his expiring lips: but he 
Jing expenses, but to be employed in defend- fights only because he has a taste for a mill
ing his people against the Russians. tary life, and therefore does not much care,

if the Russo-Greek Church was tolerant when once in for it, how or when it ends; 
under Catherine II., it has ceased to be so and to the priest, who says to him, “ My 
under Nicholas. He has forced the United children, you suffer here, but in another 
Greeks to separate themselves from the world the nobles will bum on a huge pile of 
Pope, and to re-enter the bosom of the Rus- lire, and you will have to throw on the fag- 
sian Church. In Poland he has erected a gots,” he replies—“■ We shall be sent a long 
Russian altar by the side of every Catholic : way, then, to fetch the wood.” 
altar. The Armenians of the Gregorian In the time of Luther they believed that 
sect are under process of conversion. The the Turks were about to overrun the world: 
Patriarch of Echmiadzin, by way of paying now they believe that the Russians have the 
court to the Czar, has gradually obliterated, 1 same destiny. The Turks are in articulo 
one after another, the differences that used mortis, and if the Russians do not infuse 
to exist between the Greco-Russian form of ' more intelligence into their administration 
worship and the Armenian. There is not a ! of affairs, mere fanaticism for the Czar will 
single sect, down even to the Lutheran not suffice to subjugate the world; and un
peasants of the Esthonia, that has not been ; loss they extend themselves by conquest, 
tried to be convertecl to the Greek faith by they will grow weaker and weaker, 
the bait of grants of land and enlarged privi
leges. This bait has led to some ridiculobs 
results in the Caucasus among the Osseti- 
nians, who, receiving a shirt and a silver 
rouble for each conversion, have managed to 
get the reward three or four times over, by 
being converted over and over again,'in dif-
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anger ought to be only the emotions of truth; 
they are frequently the mere outbreaks of 
temper.
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“_,lnd in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up a ktngpom which shall never perish, and 
A dominion f/ia£ shall noi be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these lcingdcms, 
and t'lscl/ shall stand for ever.”—Daniel. i8

?■.[Vol. IV. No. 3.NEW YORK, MARCH, 1854.John Thomas, Ed.] B'
“THE HOUSE OF TOGARMAH OF THE $ dissolved, after the illustration of iron not 

NORTH PARTS, AND ALL HIS HOSTS.1'
BY THE EDITOR.

'hbeing permanently miscible with miry clay. 
Togarmah was son of Gomer, grandson of

In the thirty-eighth chapter of Ezekiel is j ££ but liufe^slidln'the Scribes

styled <731111 pa Win RW J1J3H pR JU. j that his "house ” occupies "partsof the 
Gog eretz ham-Mabgog, nesi Rosh Me- «ortA.” In a northerly direction, then, from 
shech, we-Thuvahl; that is, Gog of the land the j unction of the T.gr ts and Euphrates we 
of the Magog. Prince of Russia, Muscovy and ™st opk for the territory occupied by IV 
Siberia. Having designated the Power by this ©"”»'> 3 hoase\ .Th,a faring points us to 
title, repeating it* with the omission of eretz aU lbat country lying between the Caspian, 
Aam.J/u/W to show that Gog is not the name Persia, Affghanistan and the Chinese Em- 
of the land of the Magogians, or European : pne with Russian Siberia on the north, as 
Scythians, but indicative of the Agagf who $?. dwelling-place of Togarmah s hosts, 
shall be the Prince of all the Russias, particu-1 Tt»f region is called Tartana or Indepen- 
larized in the title contemporary with “the lat- Tartarr- 11 human 1”™. from winch
ter days”-the Spirit goes on to advertise the : have lssu,ed immense swarms of cavalry in

compose Ins army and fight against Israel un- » the eastP Togarmah’s country
der his ensigns. They are ranged under cer- , bcen celebrated for its numerous
tain principals,as'“Persia,Khush,and Phut; ofyhor3C3 and for its horsemen. In
Corner and all his hosts ; the House oj To- d of T,.re's commercial prosperity, 
gomaA, parts of the north, and ali bis hosts Jthe hol/30 of Togarmah irAded in its
Pe.rsta, Khusb- a!?d P lu,| balonbr fairs with Itorses, and Imrsemen, and mules,
and silver parts of Nebuchadnezzar s .mage; B h Khiva bamarcand, etc., are princi- 
Gomer and hts hosts to the iron and brass, of thJs Mon olian' anj Kirgesian
and Magog, Rosh, Mesl.cch Timbal and P’ ; u s cytl,ia within the ima us,” as,he
t?bfrmmrng!:d^h Gom:frnddbirsei!™,f i»*> 10 ^ These'’are the
by a brittle union, soon to be preternaturally
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tribes of the buckler, of the shield, of the 
bow, of the arrow, of the javelin, of the 
spear, the horse and the sword, so that these 
Tartar auxiliaries, added to the forces of the 
west, would constitute an army such as that 
described by Ezekiel, being “ equipped with 
all sorts of armor,” whose overthrow on the 
mountains of Israel would leave the land 
strewed with “ the shields and the bucklers, 
the bows and the arrows, and the javelins 
and the spears.5’*

* Ezck. 
t AGAG

x^xviii. 3.
I suspect is the ancient form of Go?. a word lof the same class as Pharaoh, Shah, Czar, Emperor, 

Sultan, Autocrat, Khan, etc. • not the family name of a 
man, but the national title of lam who is for the time 
being the enthroned chief of the slate. Agag was the 
greatest of the powers of the time oflsrncl’s exodc from 
Egypt, and their most inveterate enemy. He was re
lated to them much as Gog will be at the crisis of their 
future exodus from the “Spiritual Egypt,” and their 
fate will be the same—utter obliteration from under 
heaven. Balaam’s prediction will then be fulfilled, 
saying of Israel, “ His king shall be higher than A 
and his kingdom shall be exalted.”—JYumb. xxiv. * Ezck. xxxvili. 4 ; xxxix. 9.
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£ Having enumerated the rar.es that are to j tung, curious developments are coming to 
confederated under Gog as the clay-ele-! light which indicate that Russia lias long 

ment of the Latter-day Image dominion, j been preparing for the present crisis. A
be

V
Adoni Jehovah addresses the Prince of all the j large expedition has been secretly organiz- 
Scythians, saying: “Be thou prepared, and j ing under pretence of a campaign against 
prepare for thyself thou and all thy multi- j the Khan of Khiva. For fifteen years past, 
tude assembled unto thee, and be thou to j Russian agents have been busied in organ- 
them for a mishmahr, or guardian.” It is j izing the Mongolian and Kirghesian hordes, 
evident from this, that before the invasion of j supplying them with money and arms, and 
the land of Israel by this power, the Dynastic J teaching them to act in concert. From this 
Chief will pursue such a policy as will, in t source it is asserted that Russia may obtain 
its full manifestation, bring these races to ! the aid of 200,000 irregulars, mostly horse- 
submit to him as their shepherd or sovereign \ men, so that if war does break out in earnest 
director. The period during which he is J between Russia and the Western Powers, 
working out this policy is the period of pre- j the war will rage along the entire line of 
paration indicated in the prophecy—a period j Europe and Asia.”
thus foretold by the prophet Joel, saying, j The plot evidently thickens. The Auto- 
“ Prepare war, wake up the mighty men, let j crat is very successfully fulfilling his mis- 
all the men of war draw near; let them | sion,and will ere long falsify all the vaticina- 

up: beat your ploughshares into swords J tions of that particular school of political 
and your scythes into spears; let the weak j prophets of which the London Peace So- 
say, I am strong. Assemble yourselves and J ciety and the Stock Exchange Moneycrats 
come, all yc nations, and gather yourselves of all nations are the most far-seeing, “wise 
together round about.” This is the war and prudent” examples! The Autocrat 
preparation preceding the actual invasion must fulfil the destiny marked out for him ; 
of Palestine and final investment of Jerusa- and where he would seem unequal to an 
lem by the confederated hosts of the Auto- emergency, the blundering diplomacy of 
crat, who is the waker-up of the nations to those who would keep him in check will be 
the war of the great day of God the Al- sure to help him. Pie is Gulliver in Lilliput,

a perfect whale among the minnows. Ha- 
bakkuk’s description of him is to the life. 
“ He is a proud man,” says the prophet, 
“ keeping not at home, who enlargeth his 
soul as the grave and as death, and cannot 
be satisfied, but gathereth unto him all the 
nations, and heapeth unto him all the peo
ples : shall not all these take up a parable 
against him, and a taunting proverb against 
him, and say,‘PIo to him that increaseth 
that which is not his ! How long? to him 
that ladeth himself with thick clay !’ ” The 
“nations” and “peoples” are the “thick clay” 
with which he loads himself; and now is 
the time that this proud Lucifer has left his 
own home, or proper dominion, to begin the 
work of “ the End” in loading himself with 
the guardianship of many Asiatic and Euro
pean races. He has left his own home, and 
broken into the Sultan’s, like a robber. But 
this is only the beginning of his depreda
tions ; and the prophet says, “ He cannot be 
satisfied.” The powers that be have there
fore fearful limes before them. A gigantic 
burglar has appeared among them, who is 
taking measures to break into their houses, 
and to spoil them of the populations by the 
sweat of whose faces they have their wealth. 
As a whirlwind from the north, he is prepar
ing to sweep over many countries of the Go- 
merian race, and to overthrow them. In 
these conquests he will mix up the iron and 
the clay, and mould them into the Feet and
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mighty.
The nations of the prophetic earth have 

evidently entered this period of preparation. 
As I have shown many years ago from the 
prophets, so it has come to pass, namely, 
that in the latter-day gathering of the hosts 
of the nations for their last struggle preced
ing the advent of Christ, Persia would side 
with Russia, British counsels losing all their 
influence there. Now, behold the verifica
tion of the interpretation, ye that say pro
phecy cannot be understood till after it be 
fulfilled. The news by the “Baltic,” which 
sailed from England Dec. 29, 1853, states 
that “ accounts had been received from Vi
enna, that the Persians and Russians had 
opened a direct communication, and that 
the Russian General Yermilolf is to com
mand the Persian forces. The overland In
dian mail brings confirmation tnat the Shah 
of Persia had left Teheran with 
numbering 30,000 horsemen, with 1000 
pieces of cannon, and 3000 camel-loads of 
ammunition, to cooperate with Russia. At 
latest accounts the army had passed Ta- 
breez. The Shah had also sent an envoy to 
Dost Mahommed to point out the advantages 
of his siding with Persia and the Russians.”, 

In relation to the tribes of Togarmah’s 
house as confederates of the Czar, the 
ateamer brings the following information, 
which may be accepted as a sign of the 
times: “ According to the Kolnische Zei-
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Repentance. 51

Toes of the Image-dominion of the Latter- 
days. The Assyrian Colossus being com
plete, and being within forty years of the 
terminus of its existence, which terminus 
will be the end of the seven times, or 2520 
years, destined to pass over the Assyrian 
Tree, it will march its forces into ‘‘the Glo
rious Land,” and plant its royal encamp
ment between the seas before the holy moun
tain of glory. Behold it there, like Rabsha- 
keh defying Israel at the wall of the Holy 
City, whose confidence will then be in the

orthodox Baptist church, and Dr. Shepard, 
being its pastor, as a feeder of sheep in a 
good and wholesome pasture, sufficiently 
well watered, and free from all noxious 
weeds that would be likely to endanger the 
flock or any sheep of other pastures that 
might happen to stray in thither.

Our friend has two articles in this number 
of The Chronicle, one on liRepentance,” and 
the other op “Hades” I like that on Re
pentance better than the criticism on Hades. 
Yet I cannot accept all he says about re

power possessed of Egypt, that is, the Brit- pentance. He objects rightly enough to the 
ish. They may take up a parable and a theological definition of metanoia, which 
taunting proverb against him, saying “ How j makes it “ a godly sorrow for sinbecause 
long ?” etc. ; but Anglo-Egypt cannot save j Paul says, that “ godly sorrow produces re- 
them, for “the land of Egypt shall not es- j pentance,” and cannot therefore be repent- 
cape” him. The Holy City with its shrines, j ance itself.
which now stir up the fanaticism and covet- j He dissents also from the Campbells, who 
ousness of the Czar, will fall into his hands, < define repentance as reformation, because it 
and the vengeance of his fury will scatter j is not in accordance with John, the supposed 
death and violence in the land and city, founder of the Baptist denomination, who 
Will not Israel then cry to heaven, saying, said, “Bring forth fruits meet for repent- 
“ How long, Lord ? Wilt thou hide thyself ance;” so that reformation, which is made up 
for ever ? Shall thy wrath burn like fire ?” of the “fruits meet farcannot be metanoia, 
But Israel knoweth not the voices of their J or repentance.
own prophets. They know not the oracle of Rejecting the orthodox and Campbellite 
the Lord addressed to their Assyrian spoiler views, he reveals his agreement with the 
of the latter days, indicating from whence Greek Lexicon, which defines metanoia as 
his destruction and their deliverance shall “a change of mind and purpose.” Hence, 
proceed. Oar “bones are dried and our he renders the saying, “Repent, for the 
hope is lost,” say they, “ and we are cut off kingdom of heaven is at hand,” by “ Change 
from our parts.”* But help comes to them your minds, because the kingdom of the 
from the right hand of power,” and from heavens is at hand.” 
the dust of earth ; for, says the prophet, ad- ;! Now, as the result of what had gone before 
dressing the Power laden with thick clay, or ; concerning godly sorrow, repentance, and 
in other words, the thickly-laden clay -power, reformation, he tells the reader that “ the 
“ Shall they not rise up suddenly that shall metaphysical consanguinity of these words 
bite thee, and awake that shall vex thee, and is this:—Godly sorrow is the parent of re- 
thou shalt be for booties unto them ? Be- pentance, and repentance is the parent of 
cause thou hast spoiled many nations, all the reformation.” Thus, repentance with Dr. 
remnant of the people shall spoil thee ; be- Shepard is something between “ godly sor- 
cause of men’s blood,and the violence of the row” and “reformation.” Therefore he 
Land, of the City, and of all that dwell there- asks, “What is this which lies between 
in.” Christ from heaven and the resurrected godly sorrow and reformation ?” Pie then 
saints shall be their deliverers. $ answers the question, saying, “It is an

item of ‘Christian experience’ — a deter
mination to forsake sin and obey God. Re
pentance, or metanoia, has reference to the 
state of the mind or heart; and more partic- 

REPENTANCE.' *° ")'nd with regard to purpose or
determination. All of which is quite in 

The following criticism is from the pen of accordance with the Lexicon, 
our worthy friend, Silas E. Shepard, who, I But Dr. Shepard’s metaphysics do not 
perceive, is advertised in the list of “ Baptist satisfy my mind upon this subject. Godly 
Churches” in this city, published in the New sorrow, change of mind and purpose, and 
York Chronicle of Dec. 31,1853, from which j reformation-fruits, are all effects produced by 
I copy it, as “ Pastor,” that is, Shepherd, of j some cause operating upon the intellect and 
the “Disciples',” which name being in the affections. That cause, which is one, the 
possessive case, s\gx\\?iesThe Disciples'Baptist j Doctor does not reveal to us. He says, in- 
Church. Thus, the Campbellite church < deed, that “John the Baptist had but 
formerly of Green street, but now of Seven- < gospel fer the righteous and the wicked, and 
teentli street, is officially recognized as an that gospel required them ail to change their

* Ezek. xxxvii. 11.

one
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minds.” This makes John’s preaching the 
commander of a change of mind, but not 
the cause of “ godly soirow” which works 
out metanoia,” or "change of mind and pur
pose ; for John preached to the righteous, 
who needed not to be made the subjects of

52• i,
•’

ft and love a woman who has no attractions, or 
is positively disagreeable to him, and expect 
obedience, as to command a man to repent 
by virtue of that command. The feelings 
are not to be captivated in that way. All- 
who come to God are drawn of him ; for of 
his children it is testified, “They shall be all 
taught of God.” “ No man can come unto 
me,” said Jesus, “except the Father who 
hath sent me draw him.” It is by teaching 
that the Father draws men to Jesus; so that 
“ every man that hath heard, and hath learn
ed of the Father, cometh unto Jesus.”* 
These principles reveal to us the truth, that 
it is God who “gives repentance” by leading 
men into it; as it is written, “Of his own 
will begat he us by the word of truth ;” and 
every one that is begotten of him by that 
word comes to be baptized into Jesus for 
repentance in his name.

There is no gospel-repentance out of 
Christ. Repentance in his name is “ repent- ■ 
ance unto life;” while repentance out of his • 
name is the sorrow of the world (the pro
fessing world) which works death. There 
is no repentance out of Christ, no remission 
of sins or justification out of Christ, no im
mortality out of Christ, there is nothing 
worth having out of him; and the only way 
of getting into him, is to believe with the 
heart the gospel of the kingdom unto right
eousness, and to confess with the mouth tho 
Lord Jesus unto salvation, and to be baptized 
into the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit. He that hath done 
this is “complete in him."

The order then of the “ metaphysical con
sanguinities,” as our friend styles them, 
presented to us in the Word, is, first, the 
Father, who is “ The Word,” by whom all 
things were made;f secondly, the Word of 
the truth of the gospel of the kingdom which 
proceeds from Him, and is submitted to the 
human mind in the Bible ; thirdly, the mind 
enlightened by its testimonies, and as a con- 
quence its views and feelings changed or 
transformed into a harmony with the mind 
of God; fourthly, union to the name of 
Christ by immersion, in the act of *which, 
styled by Peter “in the obeying of the truth," 
the views and feelings assuredly believed 
and felt are counted to the sinner for repent
ance and remission of sins, or justification ; 
fifthly, the fruits meet for or evidential of re
pentance, or of the dwelling of Christ in the 
heart by faith that works by love. There is 
no other order than this, harmonizing, as it 
does, both with the Bible and tho human

rv :
i.• ;

godly sorrow by the preaching. It is evi
dent that my friend’s “ metaphysical con
sanguinity” is a metaphysical impossibility.
He makes godly sorrow the parent of change 
of mind, instead of change of mind the parent 
of godly sorrow. It is contrary to the con
stitution of the human mind for a man to 
have sorrow of any kind unless his mind 
have been previously so affected as to 
change its view of things. So long as a 

believes he has done well, he h 
sorrow ; but convince him that his well-doing 
is really evil in God’s sight—this change of 
mind, or view, it is that makes him sorry 
after a godly sort. Hence, my friend’s con
sanguinities must suffer reverse, and he 
must acknowledge that he has mistaken a 
father for the son. His proposition, then, 
should be, Change of mind, or of views and 
feelings, begets godly sorroiu, and godly sor
row begets repentance.

Incontrovertibly true. But what is the 
begetter of the whole family ? Let Paul 
answer the question. Paul, then, what 
sayest thou? I say that “The goodness of 
Qod loadeth thee into repentance* — sig 
[isravoiav. But -where is that good
ness set forth ? “ In the word which is 
nigh thee — the word of faith which we 
preach.” There can be no godly sorrow 
without faith in that word, for “without 
faith it is impossible to please God.” The 
goodness of God, understood and believed 
Abrahamically, leads men into repentance.
This is tantamount to saying that the under
standing of the gospel, or word, of the king- 
domf leads men to repentance in the name 
of Jesus Christ;! that is, to a change of views 
and feelings, which results in their being 
immersed in his name, that being in him, 
their correct view of the truth may be counted 
to them for remission of sins, and their Abra- 
hamic feelings, or disposition, be granted $ to 
them for repentance. When such a changed, 
or renewed, sinner is baptized into Christ, he 
is baptized “ into repentance;” because re
pentance, as well as remission of sins, was 
to be preached “in his name.”||
- Dr. Shepard says that the gospel John 
preached required all men to change their 
minds, as if it wero in the power of men to 
chango their minds in obedience to a com-. 
mand! You may as well tell a man to go m>n^» as God, lh0 author of the Bible, has
_____  constituted it.

The “ godly sorrow” which figures ii*
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J Acts ii. 38. t Mott xiii. 19, 23. 

t) Acts xi. 18.
(j Luke xxiv. 47. f John i. 1, 3.* John vi. 44, 46.
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Our Visit to Prussia and Germany. 53

theological systems, springs up like mush
rooms after a shower of rain, as the result of 
pulpit excitation, which every one intelligent Precisely as the doubled-towered church 
in the Word knows has little more to do with of Arnheim struck six on Thursday morn- 
the Scriptures than the quotation of the text. ing,Sept. 11,1850, the Graf de Paris put on 
God has no hand in producing it; for he her steam, and wc left the Dampfschiffahrt 
leads sinners to repentance by a scriptural for the Upper Rhine. The river was low, so - 
exhibition of his goodness, of that promised that we could not obtain as satisfactory a 
blessedness in store for the world through view of the country as if our deck had been 
Abraham and his seed, and of what he hath on a level with the top of the banks. Enough, 
already done through his Son Jesus as the however, was visible to certify us that from 
earnest of the certainty of the fulfilment of Arnheim to Duisbourg,where we left the river 
what remains. The “’repentance” excited for a time, (others say to Dusseldorp, 32 miles 
by a camp-meeting or revival furor, or by ■ below Cologne,) the natural scenery is unin
exhibition of fabulous scenes in heaven, teresting and monotonous. Nothing strictly 
earth, or hell, has no affinity with that re- modern appears but the steamers. The towns 
pentance which John and Jesus and the on the lower Rhine are old and apparently 
apostles were empowered to preach to sin- ruinous, and belong to an order of things 

. ners. They exhorted the people to come to shaking to its foundation, and soon to pass 
the baptism of repentance, because the ma- away, to paralyze the energies, and to mar the 

• jesty of the heavens was nigh. They happiness of mankind, no more.
preached the gospel of the kingdom for seven The Rhine is a river of great political im- 
years before the death of Jesus, to move portance. It rises on the east side of Mount 
them to a compliance with this exhortation. St. Gothard, in the canton of Grisons, and 
Judgment was denounced against the incor- forms the boundary between Switzerland, the 
rigible, not to bring them to repentance, but Roman Helvetia, and Tyrol, the ancient 
because they put the gospel of the kingdom, Rhcetia, Vindelicia and Noricum in part 
and the claims of Jesus to its throne, away Afterwards it flows through the LakeofCon- 
from them. “ Come unto me, all ye that are stance, and divides a portion of Bavaria, the 
weary and heavy-laden, and I will give you two Alsatian departments of France, and 
rest: take my yoke upon you. for my yoke : the Rhenish province of Prussia, from Ger- 
is easy, and my burden light.” This was many. It then flows through the Nether- 
the style-of preaching to bring men to re- lands, called the Pays Bas, where it divides 
pentance, and the Lord’s sheep among the !; into several branches, called Waal, Yssel, 

xpeople responded to it; for he said, “My Lech, and Old Rhine, by which it empties 
sheep hear my voice;” and again, “Every itself into the German Ocean. For the slu- 
one that is of the truth heareth my voice” dent of prophecy it is interesting and import- 
That voice, alas, is but little heard, and less ant to know, that the Rhine was the north- 
heeded, now-a-days; and therefore, very east boundary between the Pagan Roman 
few come to repentance because the king- empire and Germany. Hence, as the Ten 
dom or the majesty of the heavens is at the Toe-kingdoms were to be divisions of the 
door. Fourth Dominion represented to Daniel,

which is the Roman, they must be sought 
for as existing in the latter days upon its ter
ritory. I say, in the latter days, or “ time of 
the end,’’ because they belong to the Assy
rian Image, which was representative of what 
shall be in the latter days;* and because 
when Jehovah Shua {He who is powerful, i.e., 
Jesus) shall come, their kings will make war 
upon Him to their own destruction.! A line 
running north-east from the right angle form
ed by the Rhine below the Lake of Constance, 
to Ratisbon, the Regina of the Romans, and 
Regensburg of the Bavarians ; and from 
thence along the Danube to Carnuntum, 
called Altenburg, brings us to the south-west 
angle of the Roman province of Dacia, which 
comprehended Hungary, the Turkish princi
palities of Moldavia and Wallachia, and the

OUR VISIT TO PRUSSIA AND GERMANY.

But I have been farther led into this sub
ject than 1 intended at this time. The sub
ject, however, is very important, and but lit
tle understood. I hope the Doctor will look 
deeper into it than I perceive he has yet 
done. I cannot but think that he will con
sent to rearrange the “ metaphysical con
sanguinities,” and favor the New York 
Chronicle public with a genealogy of a di
viner nature, by which his theological pro- 
leges, “godly sorrow, repentance, and reform
ation,” may appear to have some relationship 
to the covenants of promiso which pertain to 
Abraham and hia seed. May repentance 
unto life be to the Doctor through a timely 
obedience to the gospel of the kingdom in 
the name of Jesus. We would “ crowd ” him 
upon this point; for without it no man can 
see the Lord. • Dan. ii. 28. 

t Rev. xvii. 14.Editor.
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.' 54\mv Russian province of Bessarabia to the Tyras to see the city. Soldiers abounded in every 

or Dniester. This Dacia, but imperfectly direction among the crowd, an evidence that 
subdued by the Romans,was divided from Sar- the eyes of the government were watchful of 
matia, or European Russia, by a part of the the people. The Rhine is here fifty feet 
Carpathian Mountains, and the Dniester, \ deep. The city contains twenty-eight thou- 
which falls into the Black Sea. Thus the j sand inhabitants, carries on a considerable 
Rhine, the Danube, Carpathians, and the j trade, especially with Holland, has a great 
Dniester, divided the Roman nations in Eu- j number of various and important manufac- 
rope from the Germanian and Sarmatian <-hires, and is famed for its literary and art- 
tribes of the land of Magog, comprehending j istic institutions. The chateau and garden of 
the “ Rosh, Mosc, and Tobl,” f.e., “ all the the Prince of Prussia are at Dusseldorf, being 
Russias.” at present the capital of a governmental dis-

About 9 a. m. we arrived'at Emmerich, a trict of the same name, 
town of the Rhenish province of Prussia, on \ It was quite dark when we arrived at 
the right bank of the river, and close by the Deutz, so that we could see nothing of the 
Netherlandish frontier, with rather important < place. It is situated on the right bank of tlie 
manufactures, and eight thousand inhabit- < Rhine, opposite to Cologne. It contains the 
ants. A league from this place is the moun-1 Hotel de Bellevue, which is said to be the 
tainof Ellenberg, celebrated by the Wells of J grandest establishment of the kind, with a 
Drusus, and the fine view from the summit, fine garden, frequented of an evening by the 
which commands all the surrounding conn- distinguished beau monde of Cologne. Deutz 
tries. When we were made fast to the wharf, is connected to Cologne, or Coin, as it is 
the custom-house officials boarded us, having ' called in German, by a bridge of boats ; this 
first stationed one of their number with a we crossed, and, with a sharpened appetite, 
drawn sword to keep the gangway. Many made the best of our way to the Hotel der 
seemed troubled in spirit at the overhauling Dom, our quarters forthe night, 
of their affaires. Much baggage, much trou- Cologne is one of the most famous and 
ble, vexation, and delay, in European travel; ancient cities on the Rhine. It forms a grand 
but we escaped all this, having condensed our j semicircle of about two leagues and a half 
wardrobes into the smallest possible dimen- in circumference. The segment is turned 
sions. We were detained at Emmerich about towards the Rhine on a breadth of four thou- 
two hours. The officers having dismissed us, j sand three hundred and eighty paces. The 
we continued to ascend the Rhine to Duis- j Baienthurm is the upper point,and theThiirm- 
bourrr. Rees, Zanten, and Wesel, are the j chen the lower. In the days of Constantine 
principal towns of interest between Emme- j the Great, Cologne, then called Colonia 
rich and Duisbourg. Rees, on the right bank, j Agrippina by the Romans, became the throne 
has three thousand seven hundred inhabit- of one of his bishops named Maternus ; and 
ants, who are largely engaged in agricultur-; in 745 was raised to the dignity of an arch- 
al business. Anciently it was noted for its bishopric. Ileribert, its ecclesiastical prince, 
fortress, and now for a Gothic church. Xan- (997-1021,) was invested with electoral pri- 
ten is on the left bank—has three thousand vileges, and, in the course of time, consider- 
two hundred inhabitants. Its environs are able dominions were acquired. Since 1263 
rich and picturesque, and its manufacturesof the archiepiscopal electors resided usually in 
cloth, cassimere, &c., flourishing. It is re- Bonn, on account of altercations with Co- 
markable for its Gothic collegiate church,and ; logne, which relied upon its privileges as an 
Roman antiquities. Wesel, on the right bank, imperial city, and was not willing to be 
is a strongly fortified city at. the junction of unconditionally subjected to the authority of 
the Lippe with the Rhine. It has sixteen the archbishop. In the period of 1577-83, 
thousand inhabitants, numerous manufac- Archbishop Guebhard, of Waldburg, turned 
tures, and considerable commerce. Having Protestant, being, not convinced of its truth, 
arrived at the mouth of the Ruhr, about 4 > but enamored of the fair Countess, Agnes of 
f.m., we landed, and pursued our way on foot > Mansfeld, whom he married. The city is 
two miles and a half to Duisbourg on the j strongly fortified, and contains ninety-five 
Ruhr. This city has a population of eight thousand inhabitants, and two hundred and 
thousand, with a large trade in coal, and is j twenty-seven public edifices, of which twen- 
said to construct the best steamboats that j ty-five are churches, and eight chapels. It 
float upon the Rhine. The Bahnhof, or station, j is the spring-head of the celebrated Eau dt 
on the road from Hanover to Dusseldorf,from j Cologne, and gives a name to many hogs- 
which we had to take the train, is here. The > heads of earth’s water that never mingled 
cars came up at six, and we were soon on > with the Rhine. Among the monuments of 
the way for Deutz, via the capital of the j Gothic architecture, the Dom, or cathedral, 
ancient duchy of Berg. Wc arrived here > stands preeminent. This was hard by our 
before dark. There was r.o time, however,> hotel, from which, as it was nearly opposite,
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we could view it at leisure. It is styled a rejoiced in. Their hair was coarse, like the 
“sublime edifice but for myself, I never dry, uncombed stubble of newly-fledged jail- 
saw a human fabric yet, whose aspect excited birds. Their garb was a long black gown 
in my brain the idea or feeling of sublimity, which covered the whole person, from the 
Its association with the Papal superstition, neck to the feet, encircled at the waist by a 
which is my abhorrence, creates such strong genteel imitation of a rope, a white silk tas- 
feelings of another kind, that all rising sense selled cord, loosely tied in front. I do not 
of the sublime would be speedily smothered i say that this garb indicated that they were 
in the smoke of my burning indignation at \ devilish, because their master, the Devil, 
the cathedral-craft which has so long en- j wears such an one. Having no acquaint- 
chained and brutalized the minds of men. ance with him, I cannot testify on this point.

The cathedral of Cologne was founded in t Ills worshippers say that he is black; in so 
1248, and since the days of the Lutheran far, then, as color is a criterion of affinity, we 
reform, left unfinished, though at present may regard the relationship as established; 
the work is going on, and its completion in- j but I do not argue the devilishness of these 
tended ; but the saying is, that “ the world friars upon that ground. Their garb is a regi- 
will come to an end before the purpose is > mental of the odious Papacy, a system of 
accomplished.” In the middle ages Cologne knavery, superstition, falsehood, and foolery, 
was a powerful and far-renowned commer- j: such as the world never knew before, and 
cial and manufacturing city, could array thir- never will again, after it shall have been ter- 
ty thousand warriors, and had a population of rifically destroyed by the enemy of all wick- 
more than one hundred and fifty thousand edness, the Mighty One from heaven. No 
inhabitants ; but now it is simply the largest <■ one can wear the badge of this power as the 
city of Rhenish Prussia. \ doers of its will, and be pure of heart, and

The weather being very pleasant, we were ■ have clean hands. Men who 
desirous of availing ourselves of it, for the 1 that has risen in the world by the energy of 
purpose of‘‘viewing the beauties of the j Satan, “with all deceivableness of unright- 
Rhine,” which begin to show themselves at j eousness in them tiiat perish,” can only be of 

■ • Bonn. Next morning, therefore, we left the \ devilish disposition. Their proximity was to 
little baggage we had in the care of our host, i me the nearness of serpents. Though pro- 
and without waiting for breakfast, we tick-! tected from the machinations of their order 
eted ourselves by rail for Bonn. Between by my nationality, and had therefore nothing 
Cologne and Bonn the Rhine is exceedingly \ to apprehend from them, still I felt a loath- 
serpentine, and presents nothing of suffi- j ing which I could not forbear expressing to 
cient interest to induce the traveller to incur my companions in travel. But in matters 
the tediousness of the navigation. By rail j ecclesiastical on the Continent, they seemed 
we passed rapidly through a pleasant and I afraid of their own shadows. They declined 
well-cultivated country. Bonn, celebrated \ conversing about friars even in English, so 
for its University, the former palace of the ) that I was left to my own reflections upon 
Electors of Cologne, at which Prince Albert ! the magnitude of the evil which had cursed 
received his education, is situated on the gen- j Europe for ages, and on the romantic chival- 
tle slope of a hill, near the river, in view ofj ry °f the men who, in the 16th century, con- 
superb mountains on the right bank of the j fronted the whole power of the Papacy to 
“ majestic Rhine.” Its population is esti- j diminish it, when to protest against it was 
mated at eighteen thousand inhabitants. Its } 10 infcur the certainty almost of imprisonment 
most interesting buildings are the University; \ a,1(f torment, or death. How necessary it is, 
the Cathedral; the new Church of St. Renii, \ even where faith exists, to add to it courage ! 
formerly the church of the Minorites; the I A faith without courage can never overcome 
Hotel de Ville, commenced in 1737 ; the \ the world ; and they who fail in this conflict, 
Hotel of the Direction of the Mines of Rhen- \ can have no part in the kingdom of God.* 
ish Prussia, formerly the property of the Elec-j Having partaken of a very refreshing 
tor, and the Theatre. \ breakfast below, we spent our time on deck,

By 8 a. M. we were on board the Dampf- > enjoying the castellated mountain scenery of 
schiff, or steamer, bound for Mayence, or > the Rhine. Opposite to Bonn is the Sie- 
Mainz, where “the beauties of the Rhine” j bengebirge. This name, signifying the Se. 
are said to end. My attention was soon \ Hills, is bestowed upon a number of lofty 
arrested by two curious-looking creatures, j Peaks which extend from llonnef toDollen- 
called “friars.” The shape of 'their heads : d?rf» al?no the course of the river. The 
indicated that they were animal and sensual; \ highest is the Loewenberg or Lion Mountain, 
and their garb, that they were devilish. Their | R r‘scs 1796 feet above the Rhine. The 
heads were all shaved and shorn, but the steepest is the Drachenfels, or Dragon-rock
bare crown-scalp was covered by a silk skull- i--------  .
cap, which made up all the head-gear they

serve a power

ven

\ * Rev. xxi. 8.
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which towers from the border of the river as as the Bruder und Schwestern haus der 
a colossal wall, with the ruins of an ancient' Herrenhutter, (House of the Moravian Bro- 
burgh upon the summit. While the differ- thers and Sisters,) are said to deserve the 
ent charming points of view upon the seven attention of visitors, 
mountains are being enjoyed, the tourist may Ten miles above Neuwied we arrived at 
also observe on the left bank the town of the union of the “blue Moselle” with “Father 
Godesberg, with the fine ruins of an old Ro- Rhine.” On the triangle formed by these 
man fort. Above Godesberg, and half a rivers at their junction, Coblenz is situated, 
league below Remagen, the pretty town of fifty-four miles below Mayence. In the days 
Unkel is situated in a picturesque country, of the Romans it was called Confluens, from 
From this a series of villages extends to the which its present name is derived. It is a 
Siebengebirge. Opposite to Unkel is the fortified city, and formerly the residence of 
famous little Unkelstein, formed by frag- the Elector-archbishop of Treves; and under 
ments of basalt, some of which being scat- the French it was the capital of the Depart- 
tered in the Tiver, render the navigation ment of the Rhine and Moselle. The latter 
somewhat insecure. In the environs of Rem- is crossed by a‘beautiful Gothic bridge, reared 
agen are a great number of ancient Roman in the middle of the fourteenth century, and 
monuments; and some hundreds of paces thoroughly built of freestone; while a bridge 
behind the town is the mount of the Romish of boats eleven hundred feet long across the 
St. Apollinarius, whose head is said to be Rhine connects the city with Ehrenbreitstein 
preserved in the ancient Gothic church. The on the opposite bank, in the valley and at the 
view from the top of this mountain must be base of the mountain of that name. Cob- 
delightful. - lenz is at present the capital of the Rhenish

Opposite to Linz is the embouchure of the ; province of Prussia. It contains 23,000 in- 
Ahr, which crosses the highway from Cob- habitants, and is noted for various and im- 
lenz to Bonn, a short distance below Sinzig, portant manufactures, considerable trade, 
before it falls into the Rhine. The old Ro- several literary institutions, the former elec- 
man castle called Sentiacum occupied this toral palace, several t remarkable ancient 
position. The church of Sinzig is a pretty churches, and for its* fortifications, among 
Gothic building, consisting entirely of tufa, which ranks first the very strong fortress of 
There is a little chapel at this place, which Ehrenbreitstein, standing on a towering rock 
contains a very remarkable natural mummy, i of considerable altitude. This strong place 
which is preserved and venerated by the during the war of the revolution experienced 
superstition of the town as the body of a all sorts of misfortunes. After the first pas- 
saint named Vogt. Saints have, no doubt, sage of the Rhine in September, 1795, by 
been always very scarce in these parts; hence the French, General Marceau blockaded it 
the supposed necessity of carefully conserv- for a month. It experienced the same fate 
ing the head of one, and the toe of another, twice during the campaign of 1796. After 
as “ salt” to preserve them from being cast the fall of Napoleon it was assigned to Prussia 
out and trodden under foot of men. at the partition of Europe by the Powers.

Fourteen miles below Coblenz we came In 1816, its repair was commenced, and con- 
abreast of Andernach, with its walls, and tinued at great expenditure of means. The 
sullen and sombre towers. This very ancient construction of the new works is remarkably 
town, known to very remote antiquity under solid, and excites the admiration of all who 
the name of Antenacum, was a citadel on behold them.
the Roman frontier. All its streets are nar- Passing through a draw in the bridge of 
row,angular,and gloomy; and all the houses, boats, we left Coblenz, which continued in 
with few exceptions, small, sombre, low, and sight, however, till we entered the bend of 
of a construction as ill as they are antique, the river beyond the mouth of the Lahn. On 
Four miles above this fortress of the old Iron the left of this river are seen the ruins of the 
Monarchy, we came to Neuwied, the capital ancient castle of Lahneck, reared in the 
of the dependent principality or earldom of beginning of the fourteenth century on the 
VVied. It extends itself in a smiling plain top of a mountain by the Electors of Mentz; 
along the right bank of the Rhine. It con- and on the right bank near its mouth, the 
tains about 6000 souls, and is distinguished town of Niederlahnstein. On the left of the 
by the great regularity of its position The j Lahn, and quite near the Rhine on its right 
most beautiful building of this agreeable bank, is Oberlahnstein, in the duchy of Nas- 
town is the chateau where the Prince resides, sau. Opposite to this place, or rather a little 
In the building of the pheasantry in the gar- below it, is Capellen, a village leaning against 
den of the chateau there is a rich and inter- a rock; and behind and above it are seen 
esting collection of natural objects collected the ruins of Stolzenfels, a remarkable Gothic 
by Prince Maximilian during his tw.o years’ mountain castle, with many sculptures and 
sojourn in Brazil. The two houses, known Roman antiquities. Stolzenfels has been
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5?Our Visit to Prussia and Germany.

converted into a royal chateau by the King < ing piece of Rhine scenery which begins 
of Prussia, to whom it was presented by the t below Oberwesel. Here the valley becomes 
city of Coblenz in 1825. It was here he j narrow ; the banks arc uncultivated; on both 
entertained the Queen of England on her j sides, two walls of rocks rise up without 

' visit to the Rhine. ? soil or verdure from the water, and spread
Above Oberlahnstein is the little town of j their dark shadows over the stream. The 

Braubach in Nassau, which is noted for its J convulsions of nature must have been tre- 
slrong castle of Marxburg, reared at an early inendous to rend a passage for the Rhine at 
period of the middle ages. It is the only for- this part of its course. A little below the 
tress of that time in preservation upon the Prussian town of Oberwesel arc the imposing 
Rhine. It is in good condition, and worthy j ruins of the castle of Schonburg; and 
of examination as a specimen of the strong- opposite to it the pretty little town of Caub 
holds of a barbarous and iron age. The lit- in Nassau, of 1350 inhabitants, whose prin- 
tle town of Braubach at the foot of the cipal resources are the cultivation of the 
mountain is very ancient, being named in a l vine, and the navigation. The ruins upon 
title-deed extant, dated a. d. 933. Several j the high mountain below Caub are those of 
miles above this in Nassau is Bornhofen, hav- ! the ancient fortress of Gutenfels. Opposite 
ing a convent considered fine. High up j to Caub, upon an island of rocks in the Rhine 

bove a vine-plot are the ruins of Licbcnstein j nearer the le ft bank, is a massive structure 
and Sternberg Castles, or “The Brothers.” J of a somewhat singular form, call the Pfalz 
Beyond these in the same duchy is Welmich, i or Palatinate. This little castle was reared 
with its Gothic tower and picturesque envir- j at an early period of the middle ages, and 
on3. It was once overawed by the castle of l from the position near the channel, would 
Thurmberg, named also the Maus, of which j seem to have been placed there to compel 
only the ruins remain upon a lofty and pre- ltribute of all that passed by. At a little dis- 
cipitous rock. A short distance above this J lance it appears like a bastion having a prin- 
we came to St. Goarshausen, opposite the ( cipal tower in the midst, and at the angles 
Prussian town of St. Goar, and twenty-seven J several small ones. Above Bacharach on 
miles west-north-west of Wiesbaden. Close j the left bank is the ruin of Stahlech. This 
by on a steep hill stands the ancient castle < castle was besieged in the Thirty Years’War, 
of Katz, which was reared in 1393, by John and taken eight times from 1620 to 1640, and 
III., Earl of Katzcncilnbogen, whose line be- at last destroyed. The Elector Charles Louis 
came extinct in 1479. Below St. Goar the rebuilt it in 1666, but soon after in the war 
Rhine forms a lake surrounded by walls of i of Orleans it was ravaged again. On ap- 
rocks which contains excellent salmon. St. j punching the mouth of the Nahe river is a 
Goar owes its origin and its name to a her- \ little island in the midst of the Rhine opposite 
mit who, having established his cell in this < to Ehrenfels,with a ruined tower upon it, well- 
place, applied himself to the instruction of l known by the name of Mausethurm, or the 
the poor fishermen. St. Goar, which had j Tower of Mice. A ridiculous legend relates 
already experienced great misfortunes in the j that Hatto II., Archbishop of Mayence, was 
Thirty Years’ War, was more lately severely j devoured there alive by mice. Before we 
treated by the French. The Lutheran church, < arrived at this Mice Tower we passed the 
finished about 1465, contains many tombs of j castle of Rheinstein on the left bank as you 
the Princes of Hesse, and fine paintings upon \ descend the river; which is the course in 
glass. The Popish church, where the image \ relation to which the banks are named “ right 
in stone of the hermit who founded it is seen, j and left.” Rheinstein is a modern chateau 
possesses some well-executed sculptures, j with Gothic towers, recently built by Frederick 
which serve to sustain the superstition of its , Prince of Prussia. Above Mausethurm the 
ignorant devotees. \ Nahe river presents itself, crossed by a bridge

After passing St. Goar, your attention is l which establishes a connection between the 
arrested by Lurleifelsen, a remarkable rock j Rhenish province of Prussia and the Grand 
on the right bank. On the opposite side of j Duchy of Hesse Darmstadt. In the corner 
the river, as tourists ascend the Rhine, they \ formed by the two rivers is situated the little 
are saluted by the crack of a rifle fired for j town of Bingen, with 5000 inhabitants, 
the sake of the echoes produced in this region \ opposite to Riidoshcim, formerly fortified, and 
of rocks. The shout of the passers-by is now celebrated for its excellent wine. On 
said to be repeated fifteen times by echo. < the right the steep mount of Kiidesheim rises 
The reverberations of the rifle were many, < to the clouds, and there, where the river turns 
but how many 1 did not think to count, j the mountain, the old castle of Ehrenfcls 
Tradition says, that this rock was inhabited j appears projecting from the rocks. On the . 
formerly by one who by his cries allured j other side of Bingen is the Bingerloch, where 
navigators into the whirlpool. Lurleifelsen \ the Rhine breaks upon a wall of rocks now 
is the terminus of a very savage and impos-$ rent asunder. It is said, and no doubt truly,

a
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from what is seen below, that the lover of 
the grand and picturesque will experience 
gTeat delight if, conducted by a guide, he 
ascends the mountain called Niederwald, 
near to Rudesheim. On the way that winds 
across a forest, you arrive at first at a little 
round temple from which is obtained “ a 
ravishing view upon the Rhine.” In front 
is Bingen. The view from the temple re
sembles that from the height of Klopp near 
Bingen; but that of Rossel is unique. Like 
the nest of a bird of prey, the ruins of the 
castle of Khrenfels are set upon the rocks. 
At Rudesheim there are always to be found

connects here by a short track with the Castel 
and Wiesbaden road. VVe proceeded about 
three miles farther up the river to Castel, a 
strongly-fortified town at the embouchure of 
the Mayne, and opposite to Mainz, with 
which it is connected by a bridge of boats 
1666 feet long. Here we left the steamer be
fore dark, after a very pleasant and interest
ing trip of ninety-seven miles from Bonn to 
Castel. At Castel we ticketed ourselves 
for 11 The Free City of Frankfurt ,” situated 
towards the centre of Germany, on the 
Mayne, about eighteen miles from its junc
tion with the Rhine, surrounded by Hessian 

vehicles and donkeys fora convenient ascent territories, and bordering on the duchy of 
to the summit of Niederwald. The forester Nassau. Arrived in this city, we followed 
who resides near the chateau has for several j the road from the station, not knowing exactly 
years past established a good restaurant, j whither. We found ourselves at length in 
where all sorts of refreshments may be ob- j the Platz, in the vicinity of the Prussian guns, 
tained—a very important consideration for j ready loaded for any emergency in these 
all who in the flesh would ascend so high j troublous times. Hard-by we found the 
towards heaven. j Hotel de Paris and excellent quarters. I

Next above Rudesheim is Gersenheim, and < never ate a mutton-chop with mealy potatoes, 
then Lange Winkel,from whence the ascent < overlaid with French bread, and the sweetest 
of Johannisberg is commenced. The Johan-j fresh butter and aromatic coffee, with such 
nisberg is very celebrated for the good wine \ a relish before. This was our supper, pre- 
and beautiful chateau of Prince Metternich, j pared as French cooks only know how. In 
one of the most unpopular men in the world, \ a reasonable time we retired to bed, where, 
because in high repute with the dynastic < in the heart of Germany, I wish the reader 
conspirators against the liberty and enlight- good-night “till we meet again.” 
enment of mankind. The magnificent castle 
of Johannisberg became his property in 1816.
From Winkel to Bieberich there are about 
half a dozen towns and villages, all prettily 
situated on the right bank. This district
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From the New York Chronicle. 
"AAHZ—HADES.

along the Rhine, of which Eltville was the! “The derivation of this woni, like all other 
capital, is known as the Rheingau. From 'yords’ bec0™es "nP°rta"t °nly as.“ reS?™3 
Rudesheim to Castel a little beyond Bieberich tbe reaS0Q °f,,ls or,6ln?> *!se ,or Pnmeval aF 
there are about twenty inlands, which pro- Phcatl10n- Tl,.° etymological meaning was 
dnee a picturesque effect. Everywhere from ** “"ty ““"'“S at fiFst' rIts,.usaSe must 
Bonn to Castel the cultivation of the vine de ,ts m“n,nB.ln aflcr;tlmes'
seems to bo the favorite pursuit. Opposite . ?*13 denved fr°m the Greek “> "eSat,"e’ 
to Bingen the sides of the mountain are ter- s,8mvine not, and sidu, to see. Ltymolo- 
raced with rock to increase its surface and to gically, therefore, it means an invisible place. 
prevent the washing away of the soil. On 1° Pagan mythology it comprehends all the 
these mountain terraces the vine is planted fabulous mansions of the dead. Among the 
from base to summit. Great labor must have Jews who used it, it signified the regional- 
been expended upon these works. They are ;! lotted to the souls of men after the death of 
solid, and no doubt a source of great profit to their bodies and prior to their resurrection. 
the growers of Rhenish wines. I could not It is in this sense the Messiah and the apos- 
but think, on viewing the natural sterility of ties employ it. The word is not expressive 
the rocks, that German agriculturists grow s °f either a place of happiness or misery, 
rich where Americans would starve. ? The condition of its inhabitants is revealed

Bieberich is the summer residence of the J by other words ; for it is the region of all the 
Duke of Nassau. Fronting upon the Rhine j departed, good and bad; and happiness and 
is a fine chateau in a beautiful garden, the < misery depend on the character of the beings 
property of the Duke. Bieberich is a mar- themselves.
ket town, and contains 3,100 inhabitants. “It has been thought by some that it some- 
At this landing those of our fellow-voyagers times signifies the grave. After a careful 
bound for Wiesbaden, three and a half miles examination of all the places of its occur- 
distant, (the capital of the duchy, highly fence 
renowned and very much frequented as a that in that volume it never has that signifi- 
watering-place,) left us to take the rail which cation. In Acts ii. 27 we read, 'On oux
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syxarcikei^sig r*jv fwv sig atiov, ovSe
Swdetg tov otfiov dov iSeiv biay&ogay—Thou 
wilt not leave my soul in the invisible slate, 
neither tcill thou suffer thy Holy One to see 
corruption.” Here hades is regarded as the 
place, not of the body, which goes to corrup
tion, but as the place of the soul. The body 
for the grave, the soul for hades till the re
surrection.”

any thing not 'perceived by our organs of vi
sion : so that the unseen, the invisible, or in
visibility, fully express the import of the 
name.

It may be seen from this, that an elephant 
may be in Hades as much as a man; for 
when both are dead and buried, or put out 
of sight, they are in invisibility, or the un
seen, and therefore sig aSov, in Hades, hav
ing entered sig, eis, that is, into it.

Having told the reader the derivation of 
this substantive noun, he proceeds to treat it 
as an adjective, making it express some 
quality respecting another noun, such as,

1 have been requested by one of Doctor toPos> that is>^acc‘in the sens0 of
Shepard’s friends, and, while 1 pen this, a region, etc. Ilis words are, “Etymologi- 
member of the flock he undertakes to feed cally, therefore, hades means an invisible 
in green pastures and to lead beside still place." Now, from what we have seen of 
waters, to examine the above for the benefit its etymology in his analysis and mine, the 
of the unlearned, that they may know if the Idea of place or region has no existence 
Doctor—who has been appointed revising j in the etymon or root. Hence, his aflirma- 
critic, or something like it, to the now-pre- i tion that “ it means an invisible place" is an 
paring, or to-be-prepared, forthcoming new j assertion without proof, and therefore, inad- 
translation of the Bible Unionists—have the < missible as a critical definition of the term, 
mind of the Spirit, as the result of his cty- But it appears to me, that my friend does 
mological divinations over hades, one of the not weigh his words in a well-adjusted bal- 
chief of the opprobria of the spiritualism of ance ere they trickle from his pen. He not 
the Gentiles, familiarly styled theology. So only casts invisibility (hades) into his cruci- 
reasonable a request it was impossible to;! blc,and brings it out rotfog aopurog, iopos 
eschew. The Baptist Chronicle containing 
the article was procured, the criticism read, 
considered, and rejected as untenable, and 
at variance with the teaching of the Word.

The Doctor begins by telling us the deri
vation of the word. It is derived from the 
Greek alpha, a, which in composition has 
the force of our un, which gives a negative 
import to words, and is equivalent to not 
Being preceded by the aspirate, which rep
resents our h, the first syllable of the word is 
spelled and pronounced ha. The second 
syllable, des, is derived from the infinitive of 
the verb eido, which is iSsiv, idein, and found 
as the last word but one in the Doctor’s quo
tation from Acts vi. 27, and signifies to see.
Hence, when ha is prefixed to idein, it makes 
haidein, that is, not lo see. Out of this nega
tive infinitive, a noun or name has been 
formed by subscribing the first j or iota un
der the a, and writing it a, pronounced hay; 
and by changing the eiv, cm, into ygt es, pro
nounced aes, or for the whole word uSrig,

S. E. Shepard.

hades and sheohl for bodies, dust and
ASHES, NOT FOR GHOSTS.

aoratos, that is, an invisible place; but he 
translates place into no place, and then uses 
place as signifying the same thing as state. 
Taking his definition of hades for the word 
itself, he says,“ The word, an invisible place, 
is not expressive of either a place of happi
ness or misery.” This is as near to no 
place as words can approach, when a place 
is the subject of criticism in relation to in
telligent beings. “ Happiness and misery,” 
he says, “ depend on the characters of the 
beings themselves;” who, whether good or 
bad, all alike inhabit this invisible place, or 
region. Now, I suspect, if one were to visit 
the Doctor’s invisible place, and to converse 
with some of the miserable characters there, 
we should find that to them it was a miser
able place; it certainly would be a misera
ble place to the good, if what the Doctor says 
be true: that “ it is the region of all the de
parted, good and bad.’’ The most elegant 
mansion above ground, filled with all that 
the pleasure-loving could conceive of and 
desire, would be hell to good people if they - 

liaydays. Now, these transformations do were shut up with and compelled to endure 
not at all affect the radical meaning of the the company or presenco of miserable char- 
verb : they only convert a verb into a noun, < acters such as thieves, adulterers, murderers, 
with the simple difference that, whereas a < drunkards, and vulgar, beastly, and obscene 
verb signifies to be, to do, or to suffer, a \ rowdies of all sorts. What then must Dr. 
noun is the name of any thing that exists or \ Shepard’s invisible place be to the right- 
of which we have any notion. Hades, there- ous, with all the rapscallion souls of the dis- 
fore, retaining the idea of notseen, or invisi- embodied wicked there who have been put 
bility, becomes a name for the hiddenness of under ground since Cain sent Abel to the
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I then unpeopled and dismal solitude ! The s their last—corruptible. Place has regard to 
“ enmity” which God has put between the s the space this corrupting body would occupy, 
seed of the serpent and the seed of the wo- State also applies to the living. A sinner 
man would be as rampant in the Doctor's is a man or woman of a certain quality. He 
under-ground, invisible place, as in all places is sinful. Ho is pervaded by the sin-quality 
above the sod. The popes, the priests, and which reigns over him, and reduces him to 
the kings—a formidable host when collected the worst kind of slavery, which is to work- 
together in the same place with the right- all uncleanness with greediness. This be- 
eous, which arc few, would be as devilish j inghis character, or nature and practice, he 

‘ against them as ever. My friend’s soul- j lives as a felon under sentence of death; 
receptacle must be a horrible place for both > and consequently, in a slate of sin and death. 
parlies—Pandemonium in an uproar—the j A saint is in a different state. A saint is 
righteous and the wicked wailing and gnash-j one whose transgressions have been blotted 
ing their teeth at being shut up together !; out,and who is therefore no longer under 
with society so uncongenial to each. sentence of death, but under a sentence of

But my friend says that his soul-receptacle life eternal; and consequently, in a state of 
(the soul for hades, are his words) is a place i obedience and life. Here are two spiritual 
neither of happiness nor misery. But hap- \ or moral states or conditions, with a some- 
diness is the state of being happy. A happy i thing between them as a dividing line, or as 
soul is a soul in happy existence, or a happy | a gate which must be passed through in 
tiling. Now, a thing occupies space which leaving the sin-state and entering the holy- 
becomes to it its place, for something must state. But does this doctrine concerning 
be somewhere or in some place; the place, slate teach anything in regard to place? 
therefore, of a soul in happiness, or the re- \ Man being the subject of both states, we in
verse, must be a place of happiness or the fer that they exist upon earth, because it is 
contrary. The Doctor admits that the souls < his dwelling-place; but what are their geo- 
are happy or miserable in themselves as de- j graphical boundaries, if any, do not appear, 
pendent on their characters ; it is inevitable, J Now hades expresses a quality from which 
therefore, that if his invisible place contain j the idea of place cannot be extracted. If I 
disembodied ghosts of the two classes, it must j am told that an elephant or a man is in tu
be a place of happiness or misery, being the 1 visibility, sig uSou, eis hadou, and nothing 
abode of happy and miserable ghosts. But \ more be said, I cannot tell whether they be 
he says it is neither. Then what is it the \ living or dead, for they may be invisible in 
place of? If souls are neither happy nor j relation to me, but seen of multitudes be- 
miserable, what conceivable condition are \ sides. My friend has therefore no right to 
they in? I know of no other possible con-j add the word place to invisible, nor is it 
elusion than that they are in a state of stu- j necessary to postfix stale thereto, for unseen 
por in which they are unconscious of all expresses the condition or circumstance as 
possible impressions, which excludes dream- \ far as signified by the word, 
ing as well as all wide-awake mentality—a j Having then stripped this word hades of 
stupor of soul which is death itself. A place j the Gentile mysticism with which it has 
which, in relation to human beings, is said j been invested by Romish and Protestant 
to be neither a place of happiness nor mis-j philosophy, I proceed to notice my friend’s 
ery, is either no place at ail, or it is a place quotation from the Acts. It is perfectly 
of the unconscious dead. These are the true that hades is not the Greek word for 
two horns of the Doctor’s dilemma, by either j grave, though by implication it is so ren- 
of which he can be tossed ad aslra as his j dered properly enough. When a dead man 
critical or theological sensitiveness may sug-j is covered up in the ground, he is invisible, 
gest as most agreeable to tho inner man. i or in invisibility, sig aSov. Now, if it is said 

I have said that he uses state and place as 0f one we know to be dead and buried, he is 
synonymous. This appears, first, by his tell- {n invisibility, we associate the phrase with 
ing us that Hades means an invisible place, 5 the grave ; so that the idea of the grave is 
und then translating sig p$ou, eis hadou, by j mingled with the idea of invisibility; and 
“in the invisible state/” and second, by re- < thus, in relation to the dead, the grave im- 
ferring to his translation and saying con- j plies invisibility, and invisibility implies the 
cerning it, “ Here hades is regarded a6 the j grave; the one implies the other, which is 
place of the soul.” So little precise is my what lexicographers mean by a word that 
friend in the use of words. has radically or etymologically no relation

State has relation to condition, quality, to a thing, coming to represent that thing 
circumstances, etc.; place, to space, local \ ilby implication.” 
relation. The state of a body without life My proposition, then, is, that ctymologi- 
is a death-state; its quaJity is that which is cally hades signifies neither place nor grave, 
peculiar to all animals that have breathed / but that by implication it does. Dr. Sliep-
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Hades. G1
ard, in effect, denies this. Ho says, “After 
a careful examination of all the places where 
hades occurs in the New Testament, I am 
satisfied that, in that volume, it never has 
the signification of grave.” This is an un
qualified statement. As a critic of the forth
coming translation, such a declaration ought 
never to have appeared from the Doctor’s 
pen. Surely he is acquainted with the fact 
that words have meanings by implication 
which are not found in their roots; but in 
the declaration quoted he seems to have no 
idea of the existence of such an ordinary 
feature of human speech.

The example he selects from the New 
Testament to prove that hades doc3 not re
fer to the grave, is most unfortunate. In 
the first place, it is not an original New 
Testament passage, but a Greek version, 
made about 250 years before Christ, of the 
original Hebrew, penned by David some 
750 years before the time of Plotemy Phila- 
delphus, and quoted by Luke from the Sep- 
tuagint into the Acts. A critic would 
therefore no more refer to it as a correct 
expression of the original idea penned by 
David, than he would refer to the English 
version as an authority in any question of 
verbal criticism. The Doctor should have 
given us a literal translation from David, 
and not a loose version of a Greek version 
of the original. In the next place, the quo
tation is most unfortunate, because it was 
cited by Peter as a reason why David’s son 
could not remain in Joseph’s sepulchre, and 
see corruption like other men, because Da
vid had predicted that Messiah’s “flesh 
should rest in hope.” What was the 
ground of this hope of Christ ? The ques
tion is answered in the Doctor’s quotation, 
which with its context would be better ren
dered,—
“Moreover, my flesh shall dwell in hope,
Seeing that thou wilt not leave my soul in invisibility. 
Nor will thou permit thine Holy One to sec corruption.”

he meant Jesus, who was the Word’s flesh. 
When God forsook him on the cross, the 
flesh or body in which God had manifested 
himself to Israel, was left in the hands of 
Joseph of Arimathea, who laid it in a tomb, 
which was afterwards walled up and sealed. 
Where was God’s flesh then? In invisi
bility, eig ddov. If it had been left there, 
what would have been the consequence ?} 
It would have seen corruption. The flesh’ 
named Jesus, was the soul in invisibility. 
The Spirit of the Father returned to it, and 
Jesus left the sepulchre. Before crucifixion 
he said he had power to take up his life 
again. These were the words of the Father 
spoken through him, and found their fulfil
ment in God raising him from the dead. By 
not leaving. Jesus in invisibility after this 
manner, the Holy One of God was not per
mitted to see corruption. The Jlcsh dwelling 
in 1iog>e is a phrase indicating that when the 
flesh was dying it was approaching the term 
of its existence, in hope of a resurrection 
without experiencing the common lot of hu
manity—destruction, or a return to the dust 
through coiruplion. The reason of that hope 
is in the second parallel. To see corrup
tion in invisibility is evidential of the soul 
referred to being a corruptible substance. 
Such is the teaching of the text.

But, to get still more conclusively at the 
mind of the Spirit, we must consult the very 
words of David, and not merely a translation, 
or version, of them made nearly eight centu
ries after he penned them. What he wrote 
was this,

">1123 b^n nfcb *pb
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ibaebath lirobth ebaaidekab Io-tbitbUin

Here is a parallelism, or the correspond
ence of one line with another. The first 
line contains a declared truth; the second 
line gives the reason why the thing declared 
shall be; and the third line, being equiva
lent to the second in sense, explains the 
meaning of the terms in which the reason is 
expressed. There are synonymous parallel 
lines containing parallel terms, which ex
press the same sense in different but equiva
lent terms. Thus,“flesh,”“soul,” and “holy In the above, the terms in English con- 
one,” are parallel equivalents; that is, flesh sisting of several words are connected by 
is soul, and soul is holy one ; therefore holy hyphens, to show that they answer to single 
one is flesh and capable of corruption, as the words in the Hebrew text, 
third parallel line intimates. Jesus, it is The apostle Peter informs us that “ David 
admitted, is the subject of the parallelism, being a prophet, and knowing that God had 
When the Spirit by David said, “ my flesh,” sworn with an oath to him, that of the fruit

The following is a literal translation :
Therefore my heart was-glnd, and my-mind rejoiced ; 
My-flesh also slmll-lay-down-to-rcst in-conhdence,
That myself thou-wilt-not-allow-to-rcmam m-a-cave, 
Thou-wilt not deliver-over thine Holy One to-expcrience 

destruction.
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of his loins according to the flesh, he would therefore provide a place or region for them 
Raise up the Christ to sit upon His throne; to eat, drink, sleep, and exercise in; be- 
foreseeing this, he speaks concerning the cause, assuming that his souls have length, 
resurrection of the Christ, that his soul breadth and thickness, they will necessarily 
should not be left in invisibility, nor his flesh require space, or elbow-room, to dwell in ! 
see corruption. This Jesus God raised up.” The orthodoxy of the N. Y. B. Churches, 
In this comment he tells us, in effect, that among whose shepherds he is enrolled, re- 
the Hebrew text was not a prophecy about quires that he should hold on to some dog- 
a disembodied ghost in “ the spirit-world,” ma of the kind ; for they would be convulsed 
but about the resurrection of the dead body j out of their propriety if they should find in 
laid in Joseph’s cavc,il hewn out of a rock,” \ Dr. Shepard one who denied the existence 
named Jesus; for he says, it was Jesus that of an “ immortal soul” in sinful flesh 1 And 
was raised. lie also informs us why the to have a revising critic, too, who should 
dead Jesus was not left to destruction in strip Hades, SheoT, Nephesh, Psyche, and 
invisibility; it was that he might at some Pneuma of all the mystery thrown around 
future time sit upon the throne of his father them by theological versionists, and present 
David, and rule over the house of Jacob dur- them to the compositor in their etymological 
ing the age. Had he experienced destruc- simplicity and truth; to have such a revisor 
.tion in the cave, the Abrahamic covenant in the company, side by side with Alexan- 
would have remained a dead letter; and der Campbell, craftily (as some sensitive 
there would consequently have been no re- Baptists already intimate) giving a turn to 
pentance and remission of sins in the name texts to make them breathe out his baptismal 
of Jesus; no obtaining a right to eat of a regeneration, would certainly set the whole 
tree of life in a Paradise of God ; no restitu- establishment in a blaze! Dr. Shepard’s
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tion of all things connected with the Hebrew j criticism on hades defines his position in 
nation ; no kingdom of God with its David- j soulology, and quiets all their apprehensions 
ian throne; no blessedness of all nations in l upon that score. “ The body for the grave” 
Abraham and his seed; no destruction of saith he, and “ the soul for hades till the 
the last enemy, Death; no establishing of our resurrection;” while the Spirit by David and 
planet in eternal glory and perfection. “If Peter saith, that Hades and Sheol are for 
Christ be not risen, then is our faith vain, both, 
and we are yet in our sins; and they also But, if what the Doctor styles “ soul” have 
who are fallen asleep in Christ are perished.” ] no existence save in the brains of those who 

The soft place in the Doctor’s etymolo-j are learnedly ignorant of Moses and the pro- 
gism, the quagmire in which all his astute-1 phets, (and in that case their crania will an- 
ness is engulfed, is his theology. This is j swer for hades,) what becomes of his, and our 
not peculiar to him. It is a weakness- he J friend President Campbell’s, soul-receptacle? 
shares with all the critics and translators of j Before his assertion that hades is for incor- 
the professing world. They are too learned; j poreal ghosts can be admitted, he must prove 
too learnedly indoctrinated in school-divinity, I that souls exist in sin-flesh capable of a dis
and too ignorant of Moses and the Prophets | embodied occupancy of any place, region, 
to discern “ the deep things of God” in sim- j or country, good, bad, or indifferent, after 
plicity and truth. There is no hope there- \ breathing finally slops. He muse do this, 
fore of a respectable critical translation from \ and prove their existence, too, by plain, di- 
such hands. Their brains are all addled by j rect testimony from the Bible; for they who 
apostate theology, which pervades all their are taught of God will admit no other proof 
thoughts and ratiocinations. The spirit and in the question of immortality than this, 
traditions of old pagan Plato and his papisti- Will the Doctor undertake to prove immor- 
cal disciples so pervert their naturally good tal-soulism from Moses and the prophets ac- 
perceptions, that, like inebriates in mania cording to this rule? If he say he cannot 
potu, they see ghosts and hobgoblins, blue from the Old Testament, then I say. if he 
flames, and sky-kingdom glories on the sa- find it not there, neither can he find it in the 
cred page wherever they see “ soul,” “hea- New; for the writers of this declare, that 
ven,” “spirits,” hades, sheol, “ hell,” and so they taught no other doctrine than what 
forth. This hallucination comes neither might be already found in the Old. The 
from etymology, syntax, nor Scripture, but Doctor would gain nothing but an unpro- 
from the theology, “the philosophy and vain fitable consumption of time, were he to 
deceit” with which they are so helplessly plunge into metaphysics, which the wisest of 
and hopelessly spoiled. My amiable friend the world’s wise men have come to confess 
the Doctor forms no happy exception to this cannot untie the knot; Macaulay truly 
rule. He has theologized into his head a says (Miscell. iii. 322) concerning this mat- 
theory about souls capable of some sort of ter, “ As to the great question—What be
au existence separate from body. He must comes of man after death ?—we do not see
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Hades.
that a highly-educated European, left to his ; of the effect of being shut up in a sheohl, 
unassisted reason, is more likely to be in the j which would be to make one invisible. The 
right than a Blackfoot Indian. Not a single? particle Z’—that is, in—they rendered by 
one of the many sciences in which we sur- \ eig, eis, in English, into, to indicate that for 
pass the Blackfoot Indians throws the small- j Messiah to be invisible when dead, he must 
est light on the state of the soul after animal j enter into some place to be in invisibility; 
life is extinct. In truth, all the philosophers, j s0 that tig adou, eis hadou, is literally into 
ancient and modern, who have attempted,? invisibility—“thou wilt not leave my soul 
without the help of revelation, to prove the jnt0 invisibility,” which, though not elegant 
immortality of man, from Plato down to English, is good Greek, and doubtless quite 
Franklin, appear to us to have failed deplor- intelligible to Ptolemy and his people, 
ably.” There is no solving this question Lisheohl is the Hebrew interpretation, 
but by the law and the testimony. The ex- then, of eis hadou. It explains to us in what 
istence of an incorporeal, immortal, human sensc we are to understand the invisibility, 
ghost, has never been demonstrated yet from I have rendered the phrase in a cave; be- 
these. Will Dr. Shepard eternalize his cause s/,co/,z jg derived from the verb shahal, 
name by the feat ? Until he do, his criti- t|iat is, to dig, to excavate, to hollow'out; 
cism upon Hades can only be regarded as a hence the noun signifies a cavity, hollow 
toy for the amusement of the feeble-minded, p]ace> a hole, cavern, &c. From the idea of 
whose intellects have become attenuated and digging comes readily that of searching out, 
impoverished by the pseudo-philosophy of inquiring, &c. The usual derivation of 
the schools. sheohl has been from the notion of asking,

The phrase, “my soul,” in the English searching or inquiring. Thus Abraham 
Bible, is a version, not a translation, of the was iajd°in a cave with Sarah his wife. 
Greek and Hebrew. The Greek sign for jn procesg 0f time one looks in and searches 
soul is +VX7!* psuche,(rom ^vxeiv> 2)SUChein, them out, but not finding them, because 
to breathe, to cool, refrigerate; in the pas- reduced to powder, he inquires, “Where 
sive, to grow cold. Any thing, therefore, are they?” The answer to the question 
that is foi'med for breathing is a soul, whe- js lisheohl, or in demand: a dead body laid 
ther it be warm or cold, living or dead. The ? jn a cave, dissolved, searched for, but not 
body Jehovah prepared of Mary’s substance, found, is not only in sheohl, but lisheohl 
through which to manifest himself in Israel, techtiyah, in the lowest part of the cave; 
was a soul or breathing-frame for that pur- jn the common version rendered the lowest 
pose: therefore, he styles it in David “ my foil
soul.” When he forsook it, it became cold, The formula liroth shachath was rendered 
inanimate, dead; and was laid in a cave or by the Seventy idsiv diaqjdopav, idtin diaph- 
hollow place in a rock. The Greek noun : glcran, that is, in the English version, to see 
fairly represents the Hebrew nsphesh—that corrUpti0n. In relation to this word sha- 
is, breath—from the verb nahphash, to chath, Gesenius says, “The Seventy often 
breathe, respire. Hence the word is applied ren(jer shachath by <5ia<p<W, as if from 
to animals of all kinds, including men, be- s}iailCflath ftiam&eipu, to corrupt; not, how- 
cause they are capable of breathmg ; and as /ense corruption, putridity,
they cannot five .ndependen y of th.s pro- ^ 'f dalniclion The GJk wo;/is inde»,
spirit Tn the forma a al-neJLsh maill, “ to i ™fcd ^lke fhe se"*e of 
Kd body,” nepbesh signifies body; and in | '"Acts..- ?.7 ; g?',11 'V0U“ a
Levxxib 4 nepLh alone is used for a dead show that the Hebron- shachath has this
tody. With the yod suffixed, as in the text f „a *!nSle Pas,sa?e “ demBed
before us, where it is written naphshi, it is fromtshahcMh Thenoun shockath s.gn.fies 
VC y frequently me, myself. I have so ren- °P“; °r K/f. f?r ‘he destruct.on of wild 
dered it; though it would have been as well heasts; o astern hav.ng m,re at he bottom ; 
rendered my dead body. The reader can ; « subterranean pnson; &c. It e.gmhes 
take which he pleasesffor both harmonize tlungs

Wl11 c ’ Niphil, to be destroyed by putridity. A body
allowed to remain in a pit in which it has 
been entrapped would in process of time dis
appear by the corrupting process; which is 
the destruction indicated by the phrases, 
“ going down into the pit;” the pit “ shutting 
her mouth upon” one; the “lowest pit;” 
a “bringing down to the sides of the pit ;” 
“death feeding upon them,” and so forth.

63

Lisheohl, some two hundred years ago, 
was properly enough rendered “ hell;” be- 

this, from the German hollc, or holds, 
“ Thou wilt

cause
signified a hole or hollow place. 
not leave my soul in hell” when our English 
version was made, signified, “thou wilt not 
leave my body in a hole.” The King of 
Egypt’s translators did not translate sheohl, 
but substituted the word hades, as expressive
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Such a pit is styled “ a horrible pit“ the 
pit of destruction “ the pit of corruption,”
&c. Hence, to deliver one over to see the 
pit, is more than remaining three days in a 
cave; it is to perish in that cave by a reso
lution into dust, which is to experience 
destruction. Had the nephesh, or “ soul,” 
named Jesus, been allowed of God to remain 
in Joseph’s cave, it would have perished 
through corruption. The questions in Psalm 
XXX. 9, in view of such a result, are very < only, as a part of the recompense of reward, 
appropriate. The Spirit, under such a sup- This great doctrine is fatal to mythological 
position in relation to Messiah, saith for soulology; and consequently, utterly subver- 
him, “ What profit in my blood, if I go down sive of my friend’s receptacle for the depart- 
to the pit? Can the dust praise thee? Can : ed spirits of his creed. When he learns the 
it declare thy truth ?” The answer is, that gospel, and becomes obedient to the faith, he 
if Christ had gone to dust like other men, will be astonished that he could ever have 
his blood would have been no more profita- penned a criticism so unscriptural and vain, 
ble than Abel’s; and he would have been Editor.
unable to praise God, or to declare his truth, 
in going forth with the apostles, cooperating 
with them, and confirming the Word by signs 
following. “To see a pit,” then,or “ to ex
perience destruction,” are the correct render
ing of the formula of our text,lirolkshachath.
The reader can take which he pleases; for 
to deliver over the “soul,” or “holy one,” 
named Jesus, to see a pit, would have been 
for him “ to experience destruction.”

Because dead bodies shut up in caves, 
holes, graves, tombs, sepulchres, &c., go to 
dust, “Hell and Destruction” are associated 
together. The words are, “ sheohl wa-abad- 
dofin are before Jehovah and “ they are 
never full.” This hell is a something that 
may be entered by digging. Thus, in Amos 
ix. 2: “ Though they dig into hell — vish- 
sheohl—thence shall mine hand take them.”
After they had finished digging, they would 
be in a cave or hollow, where they might 
become invisible—aoparoi—and be in invis
ibility—sis aOov—to mortal eyes; still, they Our friend’s testimony is encouraging to 
were not hidden from the eyes of Jehovah, the friends of the Herald on both sides of 
whose Spirit pervades every atom that exists, the Atlantic. Our career in “the good 
Hence, sheohl and hades are for corporeal fight” has been like heaping Ben Lomond 
souls, be they living or be they dead: if j upon Ben Nevis, an almost hopeless enter- 
dead, and they be left* there, destruction fol- J prise. The “ new things” brought out of 
lows; but if they be taken thence by resur- the treasury, and spread before its readers 
rection before decomposition, as in the case upon its tablets, are so much at variance 
of Jesus, the words of the psalmist are ful- with Gentile philosophy, styled “ orthodox 
filled concerning him, lf I laid me down and theology,” with which the people’s minds 
slept; I awaked; for Jehovah sustained me.” are imbued and perverted, that we find pre- 
It is so also in relation to the brethren of j judice, and bigotry, and superstition, and 
Jesus, the difference being in the duration of j stereotyped “ piety,” as well as unbelief, ar- 
the sleep, and their sleep being in dust, < rayed against them. Now, it is no mere 
which his was not. But those who wake pastime, to overcome these. It requires a 
not to endless life, dust is their serpent-meat continual dropping to wear them away. I 
for evermore. am therefore indeed glad to hear that British

With Pagan mythology, and the Jewish \ rocks are softening, and that the gospel of 
opinions about hades, to which Dr. Shepard j the kingdom is making an impression upon 
refers, we have nothing to do. With “ the \ them. It is truly encouraging to the la- 
taught of God” they are of no more value s borer who looks for his reward in the Age 
than the opinions of Gentile theologists of > to Come; for it is very disheartening to on-

K; the present age. The Jews had made void 
the word of God by tradition, and fables bor
rowed from the Greeks, with whose my
thology they wore perverted long before 
Jesus brought life and incorruptibility to 
light in the gospel of the kingdom which 
he preached. Life manifested through an in
corruptible body is the immortality offered in 
this gospel to those who become the right
eousness of God in Christ Jesus: and to them
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if r THE HERALD’S USEFULNESS.
My Dear Friend: — I continue to re

ceive the most gratifying intelligence of the 
extensive usefulness of the “ Herald” as a 
recruiting officer in mustering heirs for the 
kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ at hand, who, doubtless, will hereaf
ter add their testimony to the divine truth, 
“ He that winnelh souls is wise and that 
you may then shine as a glorious star in the 
heavenly hemisphere, is the heartfelt prayer 
of

Yours very faithfully in Israel’s Hope, 
Richard Robertson.

London, England, Dec. 9, 1353.
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counter insurmountable opposition with rigid 
self denial, and to have no adorning jewels 
in the presence of the Lord. I am happy 
in being so placed that I can labor for dis
tinction in the kingdom of God without ab
solute despair. These are such faithless 
times, times in which indifferentism, or 
fleshly feeling, or tradition, supersede the 
Word, that testimony and reason are almost 
without effect upon the public mind, so that 
the hope of doing much on a grand, extended, 
and imposing scale, is entirely excluded.
Bat happily for us, something may be done, 
which affords us scope for proving our faith 
by our works. The Bride has to be prepared 
for meeting the Lord without rejection or re
buke. This is the work of our time that in
vites the cooperation of believers in word 
and deed. The Herald, which is the editor’s
representative in places inaccessible, is an j prayer that has ascended to heaven on your 
humble contribution to this, which they behalf as a diligent and faithful servant of 
who not merely read (for that is a benefit ab- j ‘ the Gospel of the Kingdom of God.’ ” 
sorbed in self) but of their penury endeavor The donation is indeed a gratifying inci- 
to sustain and circulate it, have the honor j dent, and all the more acceptable as being 
and privilege to share in. And the honor of spontaneous. Two and sixpence is a large 
sending from America to Australia and New sum to a poor man in the north of Scotland; 
Zealand, and from Britain to California, a and from its being contributed anonymously, 
herald to preach the glad tidings of that j it is good evidence that the demonstrations 
glorious kingdom which is to rule over all \ of the Herald have touched his heart, 
in the Age to Come, and to teach the things Though subjected to much misrepresenta- 
concerning it, especially in a dark day like lion and reproach by the adherents of a 
this, characterized by the profound ignorance profitable “ orthodoxy,” I shall work on, en- 
of “ the wise and prudent,” is great indeed, couraged by the good wishes, the prayers, 
It is marvellous that comparatively so few and the substantial contributions of the poor, 
appreciate it. Let us be glad, however, that whose privilege it has been from the begin- 
some do. May their number be greatly in- ning to support the proclamation of the gos- 
creased; and what they do, may they do pel, and to have it preached to them as the 
it as unto the Lord, and not to man, and heirs of the kingdom which it reveals, 
they will be sure not to lose their reward. Editor.

The following extract is of a later date in 
the same month, from the hand of Mr. R., 
to whom, on behalf of myself and the friends 
of the Herald in America who desire its 
circulation in Britain, as well as of its well- 
wishers there, who by his agency obtain it 
as easily as if published in London or Edin
burgh, I return sincere and unfeigned 
thanks for his business-like punctuality and 
disinterested kindness in its affairs. May. 
we all come to uniformity of vision in the 
great salvation, and rejoice together in the 
kingdom of God ! My readers like to know 
what influence is being exerted by the cur
rency of our ideas in divers parts of the 
world, and therefore wish from time to time 
to find an “Analecta Epistolaria” in the 
Herald, which, like the lace of a watch, in
dicates the working of our principles in the 
public mind. It is to gratify this laudable 
curiosity that I introduce it now and then; 
and that they may be encouraged to exert 
themselves more than hitherto for the exten

sion of the Herald’s circulation, which, from 
our extracts, they will perceive is not an af
fair terminating in the profit of its editor and 
the printer, but which operates to the cast
ing of the minds of intelligent men and wo
men into that mould which we believe to be 
the truth confessed by the Lord Jesus before 
Pontius Pilate, and to bear witness unto 
which, in the face of death, he came into 
the world.

Mr. R. says, “Among my receipts for the 
Herald, there is an anonymous donation of 
two shillings and sixpence from a poor man 
in Aberdeen to assist the editor of the 
Herald in its publication. Such an item is 
indeed more gratifying than all the vain ap
plause of the multitude; and in addition to 
which, I could extract from the abundance 
of my correspondence, a volume of heartfelt

■¥

WORD FROM CANADA.

Dear Brother Thomas:—The mena
cing position of all parties in Europe, and 
the Turkish war, have produced a very 
general interest in Canada. Two editions 
of “The Coining Struggle” have been sold 
out, and the demand is still unsatisfied. One 
of them was the revise published by you in 
the Herald. Still there are very, very few, 
who will go the whole length, and embrace 
“ the Gospel of the Kingdom” by obeying it 
—only here and there one.

During the year that is now closing, three- 
have become obedient to the faith in Paris 
one of whom has since “ fallen asleep,” her 
“ flesh resting in hope” assured that she will 
not be lelt in the grave; but when “ the 
Hope of his people” shall appear,«she will 
arise to share in the glory, honor, and im
mortality of the kingdom of God. Her sister 
intends to sojourn in New York for a sea-
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tion of it—the minds of the great mass of the 
people have been turned to the attention and 
examination of the “ good time coming.” 
Also, not a few of the clergy, seeing th 
way the wind is blowing, have taken up the 
tune, and discourse ineloquent music—but 
it is mixed up with a great deal of nonsen
sical stuff. Still, I think the people in this 
question are considerably wiser than their 
teachers. But I must make a notable ex
ception in the person of James Inglis, 
lately of Detroit, but now minister to the 
Baptist church in Hamilton. I am some
what convinced that he understands the 
Gospel of the Kingdom—is enthusiastic 
about it, and proclaims it with its obedience 
daily. Then again, there is his brother Da
vid Inglis, of the Free Church in Montreal, 
who very well understands the jiropheiic 
Word, and longs for the realization of the 
promises made to the fathers, but of course 
he is immersed in the destructive notions of 
baby-sprinkling, &c. Altogether, I am 
happy to intimate that the soil in Canada is 
being well prepared, and the “ good seed of 
the Word” may germinate and bring forth 
not many days hence. And what you ask 
has been particularly done in the sowing 
department. Besides Mr. Inglis’ prelections 
as aforesaid, he has a pamphlet in the press 
on the “ Great Salvation,” a copy of which 
you will receive in due time. He is also 
projecting a monthly journal to be devoted 
to the subject. Under considerable opposi
tion, brother Scott has been holding forth at 
Paris. Your humble servant too has been 
doing a little. For sounding forth the Gos
pel of the Kingdom and its obedience within 
the holy precincts of the Campbellistic sanc
tum in Toronto, he was “ cast out;” never
theless, the truth laid hold of not a few, and 
some submitted to its influence. I may 
state that the old gentleman who presides 
over its destinies (not Mr. James Leslie, 
for he presides over the disciples of the old 
stamp) is one of our Canadian nabobs, and 
is presently aspiring to the honors of an M. 
P. P. He is mad against the proclamation 
that the “ Lord Jesus is coming soon with 
ten thousand of his saints to execute judg
ment” and “ reign in Mount Sion—in Jeru
salem, and before his ancients, gloriously.” 
In fact, he by no means relishes the idea 
that his large tracts of land lying around the 
basin of Lake Huron are not worth any 
more than a dozen years’ purchase. I have 
also been sounding forth the proclamation of 
the blessed gospel in many of the towns 
and villages of this promising “province of 
the British empire.” Although the folks ge
nerally are very obtuse, by reason of the er
roneous teaching to which they have all 
along been subjected, yet I am pleased to

son, when she will in all probability attend 
the meetings in Convention Hall * where I 
trust she will be received by brethren having, 
the same faith and hope. It may be inter
esting to you to know that, tired of the life
less religion of Protestantism, she was a 
short time ago almost an avowed infidel, 
until, meeting with Elpis Israel, she began to 
understand the true meaning of the Scrip
tures, and the glorious destiny they hold out 
to the human race. After a careful investi
gation of the subject, she was convinced of « 
itstruth, and‘; gladly” descended beneath the ; 
wave; and so being “buried with Christ in ; 
baptism,” she arose in the similitude of his ; 
resurrection to newness of life.

The Herald still maintains its interest. ; 
Indeed, as the course of events develop ; 
themselves in accordance with the exposi
tions of prophecy given in its pages, it 
grows more and more interesting. We are 
now evidently upon the eve of most impor
tant changes and revolutions. No one can 
tell what may be the state of the world by 
the end of the present winter. Even Britain, 
with all its boasted prosperity, may be the 
scene of famine and wretchedness, any thing 
but pleasing to contemplate. The demands 
of her millions of unrepresented yet intelli
gent people cannot much longer be evaded; 
starvation and insult will lend the energy of 
desperation to their cry for justice, which, 
if not conceded, will produce terrible ven
geance. But how can they get justice! A 
little while will prove to them that the help 
of man is vain; and that no system of go
vernment devisable by the ingenuity of men 
will insure a “ Liberty, Equality, and Fra
ternity,” promotive of the general good. 
Jesus Christ, the real emancipator of the 
race, can alone speak peace to the nations, 
and still the turbulence of human passions. 
Till he appears, may you be preserved to di
rect the minds of many to the knowledge of 
“ the things of the kingdom of God, and of 
the name of Jesus Christ.”

Yours in the hope of immortality,
George L. Scott.
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;. Paris, C. W., Dec. 27, 1853.!
PROSPECTS IN CANADA.

Brother Thomas — Dear Sir : — I em
brace the opportunity of Brother Scott’s let
ter to send you a few common-place obser
vations and experiences.

In a word, the great cause progresses in 
Canada West slowly, but surely. By the 
circulation of some twenty thousands of the 
“ Coming Struggle”—principally your edi-
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Analecta JSpistolaria. 67
state they listen to me and others similarly 
engaged, patiently, attentively, and some
times absorbingly. Still I am aware that it 
is the novelty of the statements which at
tracts their ear; but the mnneycrats amongst 
them, when, like our would-be M. P. P., of 
Toronto, they find out they must give up 
their lease of this world’s goods, gear and 
property, and take up their cross and follow 
the meek and lowly Jesus from the cross to 
the crown, they don’t like it, but bellow 
forth, “ Heresy and heretics.” But the truth, 
notwithstanding, shall search out the pre
cious gems which will dazzle in the courts 
of the heavenly Jerusalem!

Dear Brother, 1 see no reason why you 
should permit MacLean of Toronto, and a 
host of 6ther publishers, here, there, and 
everywhere, to manufacture their bread and 
butter out of your brains. Permit me to 
suggest at this juncture, that if you could 
yourself get up a quarter’s worth of valua
ble matter for the use of the 'people as such, 
I could assure you, that in Canada at least 
(where Dr. Thomas is beginning to be gene^ 
rally and favorably known) it would meet 
with most extensive circulation; and as a 
consequence, your Elpis Israel and Herald 
will be more sought for by and by.

May God our Father bless and protect 
you in the great work in which you are en
gaged, till the day of Christ.

Yours, in the patience and kingdom of 
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

W. M. Wilson.

give thanks to God, seeing that he” has yet 
some honest and faithful witnesses, who are 
“ rightly dividing the Word of truth.” Are 
not these of the “ Olive Trees” furnishing 
oil for the lamps or candlesticks that they 
may see the darkness which surrounds ?

The light we had thus obtained made our 
former darkness visible, and a conviction was 
produced that our immersion in our igno
rance did not introduce lis into Christ. 
Our feelings were therefore troubled until 

were immersed into him, confessing 
faith in the Hope of Israel, or the kingdom 
of God, and the things concerning the name 
of Jesus as Lord and Christ. Because of 
this second immersion, and of the breaking 
of bread at my house by a few who, like 
myself, are waiting for the consolation of 
Israel, I was excluded from a little church 
here also professing to be looking for the 
kingdom of God. It now comports with 
their views of Christian propriety to laugh 
at me, and to bestow upon me the con
temptuous and reproachful epithets usually 
conferred on those who reject the stereo
typed opinions of the day. But I am not to 
be moved or troubled by nicknames and 
hard speeches. There is a glorious triumph 
near for those who prove faithful to the 
end.

we

Being poor in this world’s goods, I am 
unable to gratify my desire to do something 
extra for the support of the cause which 
ought to lie nearest to the heart. Accept 
of our thanks for the benefit we have re
ceived from your studies, pursued closely 
through many years of reproach and self- 
denial, and which your readers obtain for 
the inconsiderable amount of two dollars a

Paris, C. IE, Dec. 26, 1853.

* THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM 
OBEYED. year.

Yours, in the hope of Israel,
Benjamin G. Chase, 

jDetroit, Mich., Jan. 2, 1854.
Dear Sir : — By the perusal of your 

writings, I am happy in being able to tes
tify, myself and wife have been enlightened 
in the gospel of the kingdom of God. As 
the result of ihis, trouble came upon us 
about baptism; not in regard to the mode, 
for concerning that we were satisfied; but 
as to whether the immersion we had been There is no conviction more reasonable 
before subjected to in our ignorance of the or scriptural than that the immersion of an 
gospel of the kingdom, would be accepted individual ignorant of ‘' the gospel of the 
by the Father as the “ One Baptism” of His kingdom” cannot unite him to the name of 
appointment. We had been immersed on j the Lord Jesus. Some reason as though 
the usual profession by the Baptist church there were two gospels—one the Gospel of 
of this city, under the preaching of Edwards, the Kingdom ; and the other, the Gospel of 
“ the converted sailor,” as he is styled. Our the Name of Jesus. The former, though 
convictions, as far as they went, were hon- j true, they regard as a non-essential, vainly 
est. A few months afterwards we became $ supposing that a man may be saved by faith 
acquainted with the views of the Advent- J in the personal history of Jesus, though he 
ists, and finally we obtained your Elpis Is- j may never have heard of the Kingdom of 
rael—a book that has been the means of j God! These non-essentialists can never 
opening our understandings to the Scrip- get beyond the scene of the crucifixion, and 
tures, so that the Bible appears like a new j the “eternal sonship” of Jesus, where tn.ey 
book to tis. For this cause we rejoico and lose themselves in the maze of Athanasian

BUT ONE TRUE GOSPEL IN THE 
BIBLE.
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perplexities. All that is essential with * of Nazareth, as the Christ discoursed of by 
them is, that Jesus is the Son of God; that j Moses and the Prophets. These are im- 
he died to make satisfaction for the sins of« portant and essential incidents, and neces- 
the whole world; was raised from the dead, J sary constituents of a justifying faith ; but 
and ascended to heaven, where he will re- j a person may believe them, and yet be igno- 
main until he returns to destroy the earth, j rant, and consequently faithless, of the gos- 
These are the principles of the faith-alone j pel. Gospel is glad tidings of great joy, 
system—all-sufficient for the salvation from j which shall be to all the people”— era vri ru 
sin and its punishment—eternal agony and | \acg — i. e., to all Israelis tribes ; “ for there 
liquid fire—of those who believe them! With \ is born to you* this day in the city of David 
some, the number of these principles may j [Bethlehem] a Saviour, who is Christ the 
be still further reduced without jeopardy of Lord.”t Now take this angelic definition of 
soul. Repent of your sins, and believe that j the heavenly message indicated in the word 
Jesus died for you, and thou shalt be saved, j “gospel,” and say, What glad tidings of 
This is called “believing in Jesus!” Only j great joy were there to all Israel in the 
believe this in the popular sense of belief—(death, burial, resurrection, and sonship of 
that is, ilfecl like it's so”—and you have the j Jesus, as now exhibited by “ converted sail- 
theological minimum ofsalvation by grace!” j ors,”and other oratorical thumpers of velvet 
Such is the molecule to which the Apostasy ? cushions and “ sacred desks ?” A disputant 
has reduced tl1he gospel of God which he j would reply, that, “as the eternal divine 
had promised before by his prophets in the j Son of God, he died to propitiate the Father’s 
Holy Scriptures,”* under the morbid exci- J wrath against all mankind, and so to pro- 
tation of cautiousness feeling like it's true / $ cure for them who believe this, forgiveness 
Interpreting the creed of the Non-essential- j of sins, and a consequent escape from end- 
ists by their practice and its practical re- < less torment in fire and brimstone, which is 
suits, the understanding of the prophets in j glad tidings of great joy enough.” But, 
which the gospel is promised (a promise still ? granting that this is the salvation procured, 
unfulfilled) is of no importance, being, in ? what glad tidings is there in this “ to all 
their view, unnecessary to salvation. How J the people,” seeing that so infinitesimal a 
many of those whom they despatch to glory j portion of Israel has accepted Jesus ? This 
on angels’ wings through their “ consola- j is a question the dieputers of this world can- 
tionsof religion,” know anything about the not answer. Remission of ]wst sins, and 
gospel of God exhibited in the word of pro- J a hope of eternal life, as the line of a man’s 
phecy, “to which,” Peter says, “ men do spiritual horizon, is but a meagre gospel, as 
well to take heed, as to a light shining in a j is everywhere proved by the meagre effects 
dark place?” Nay, where are the preachers j the belief of it produces. What does God 
who can define the gospel of God which he j propose to raise righteous men to eternal 
hath promised in Daniel, or in Ezekiel, or in j life for ? In what sense was the birth of 
Isaiah? But what is the use of further Jesus glad tidings of great joy to all the peo- 
question ? They know nothing about it, for j pie of Israel ? Bible answers to these ques- 
their systems ignore the prophets in the j tions will bring out from the prophets, like 
case: and bping themselves ignorant and the action of light, a daguerreotype image, 
blind, they who are led of them can only re- j the subject-matter of the gospel of the king- 
peat the foolishness they hear. j doin of God, promised in the sacred writings

There is but one gospel. There never has j of the Hebrews. In answer to the latter 
been more than one true gospel from the j inquiry, read what Micah says the man born 
pronouncing of the sentence upon the Ser- j in Bethlehem is to do for Israel also in 
pent to the present time, in which the Ser- j Isaiah,§ according to the references below: 
pent is rising to great preeminence prepara- i and in reply to the former, see the answer 
tory to his being bound by the YVoman’s \ on record in Daniel,|| and repeated by Jesus 
Seed. Hence, the gospel promised in the i in Matthew.1T The righteous arc raised to 
prophets is the gospel Jesus preached ; and < eternal life, to possess, in all the Age, the 
the same that was preached by the apostles j Kingdom of God restored again to Israel, 
in his name after his ascension; and the i with the government of all nations {hereunto 
same that has been confessed by all true j annexed. The possession of this universal 
believers for the past 1800 years. It com- j dominion implies also the possession of the 
prehends what the Scriptures teach con- j world, with all its riches and glory.** This 
cerning the Sonship of Christ, the death of i inherited for 1000 years, is a foretaste of 
Christ, the blood of Christ, the burial of i what is to come when the 1000 years shall
Christ, the resurrection of Christ, and the J-----
ascension of Christ; and concerning Jesus
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have passed away. This is a great inherit-; I think with you that baptism to be valid 
ance for earthborns; and he that is not sa- j and true must bo preceded by faith in the 
tisfied with this in conjunction with the > gospel. But you yourself admit that the 
Lord Jesus, does not deserve to be consi- J gospel in all its details is more than the gos- 
dered. It will be a noble inheritance, and j pel in its grand outlines. All our growth 
all that shall be honored to share in it are j in divine knowledge through life, is but an 
required to believe what God has promised j increase in the knowledge of the details of 
concerning it—i. e., the Gospel of the King- j the gospel; yet a knowledge of the gospel in 
dom—and to obey it: for “though Jesus > its great, strongly-marked outlines, is abso- 
were a Son, yet learned he obedience by the lutely necessary to a man’s becoming a 
things that he suffered; and being made j Christian. The only difference between us is, 
perfect, he became the author of eternal j What is embraced in those things necessary 
salvation unto all them that obey him* Yea, > to be understood and believed in order to 
verily; for to obey is better than sacrifice, j justifying faith ? I cannot yet see that Je- 
and to hearken than the fat of rams: for re- j sus’ reigning in Jerusalem for one thousand 
bellion (disobedience) is as the sin of witch- > years over men in the flesh is an item of the 
craft, and stubbornness as iniquity and idol- j gospel necessary for a son of Adam to un- 
atry,”f which are all punishable with death i derstand and believe in order to have riglu-
by the law of God. Men impose upon j eousness imputed to him. It appears to me
themselves, with their sacrifices of prayer, J as a part of the details, or filling in, to be
and praise, and pious talk, as a substitute j learned as we add to our faith courage, and
for obeying the truth. Thus, like Saul, they i to courage knowledge, 
reject the word of the Lord; therefore he j Excuse more at present, and believe me,

Yours truly, Francis B. Scott. 
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1853.

will reject them from being kings over his 
realm in the age to come.

Brother Chase has done well in obeying 
the gospel of the kingdom; let him now 
continue in well-doing, fearing nothing.
The Lord’s people are known to him by
their childlike obedience to his word. All j It is a great thing in these latter days for 
is mere talk that falls short of this. The | men to arrive at the conviction that a belief 
obedience of faith is God’s test by which he | of the gospel is indispensably necessary to 
tries the professions of the children of men, s salvation. It is another great step in ad- 
who are generally so perverse that, like \ vance for the same persons to aver, that im- 
Naaman, the Syrian, they are ready to do j mersion must be preceded by faith in the 
any great thing he does not require, but j gospel to constitute it the “one baptism;” 
stubbornly refuse to submit to the simple ac- \ and a still greater for such to admit that a 
tion he prescribes. Editor.

THE MILLENNIAL RETGN THE GRAND 
TOPIC OP THE GOSPEL.

knowledge of the gospel in its great, strong
ly-marked outlines, is absolutely necessary 
to a man’s becoming a Christian. My worthy 
friend and correspondent has arrived at these 
conclusions, so that there is no issue be
tween us on these vital questions. There 

faithful, although I have so long neglected iSj |10u*ever, still a difference which prevents 
you. I have always regularly received your us seein(r eye to eve in all things. The m- 
periodical, and I rejoice in Us late improve- mersed are justified by faith in the great, 
ments. It is decidedly a superior paper. >ir0nnly.mark?d gospel outlines acquired be- 
Little ot tne credit is mine, however; for \fore bnptism. This is a great principle, and 
you have not heard from me these last two rone which no man can overturn. But then, 
years, either as “ a sympathizer, or as ren- Whni is ihat gospd uhich is so indispensable 
dering “material aid. > to salvation? This is a question which The

I agree with you that a man must believe Heraid 0f the Kingdom and Age to Cme 
the gospel to be saved; but whether the > does noi answer satisfactorily to my friend, 
one thousand years rei^n be embraced in the > j(s definition he cannot as yet assent to—a 
elements, first principles, or rudiments, or j definition of the go-pel which makes the 
that gospel, is with me a query. 1 think S grround it occupies uuique, and contraposi- 
there is something to learn after we become Uonal to all the world> The Heraid’s defi- 
Christians, and that the one thousand years nition of the { ]aces it on tfoachic 
reign is of that nature. The hope of that Uround> upon which the truth has stood 
which is incorruptible, undefiled, and will dauntless jn all ages; and there it w.ll stand, 
never fade away, is the hope to which we are however feebly sustained, unfraternally with 
begotten. 5 any system or doctrine which fails to teach

the indispensable necessity of obeying the gos-

IMPORTANT ADMISSIONS.
Dear Brother: — You have remained

* Hcb. vi. S, 9. f 1 Sam. xv. 22.
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pel of the kingdom in order to the possession Paul’s preaching at Ephesus than the above, 
of the same. ; what would we say was the great subject-

It is with my intelligent correspondent a matter that pervaded all his discourses and 
query, whether the one thousand years’ disputations? Unquestionably, the king- 
reign of Christ and his brethren over Israel dom and the things corncerning it. He 
and the nations.be embraced in the first preached the things concerning the kingdom 
principles of the gospel. In reply, I should of God, and about nothing else. But, says an 
say, it would be passing strange if it did objector, he preached about the Lord Jesus; 
not; for the gospel is the glad tidings of the for “ all Asia heard the Word of the Lord 
reign of God’s kingdom in the possession of Jesus.” True; and “the Word of the Lord 
Christ and the saints over all nations—“His Jesus” is “ the Word of the kingdom,” which 
kingdom rulelk over all." This gospel was he himself scattered broadcast in Israel, 
preached to Abraham, saying, “In thee and ? which honest and good hearts received with 
in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth J abiding joy. But the objector means, he 
be blessed.”* Would it not have been strange ) preached “Christ crucified.” So he did, for 
if Isaac had asked his father Abraham, say-j this was one of the things of the kingdom 
ing, “ Is the blessedness of all nations cm- j Israel could not receive. A crucified in- 
braced among the first principles of the gos-) heritor of David’s throne, whose resurrec- 
pel preached to you by the angel of El-Shad- > tion they denied, was to the Jews a stum- 
dai ?”—and Abraham had replied, “ No, my j bling-block and to the Greeks foolishness, 
son?” Isaac would have been confounded, j They diu not understand that the Covenant 
The b!essedn?ss of all nations in him was j of the kingdom could have no force, and 
the thing promised, and without which there j consequently that there could be no ever- 
was no gospel or good news for the nations. ? lasting kingdom, without the death of its 
It is the embodiment of all the principles from ? Royal Testator. Jehovah had testified to 
first to last. The one thousand years’ reign j David that his Son and Lord should be raised 
of Abraham’s Seed overall nations confed- j up from the dead to sit upon the throne;* 
orated in him, is their blessedness in him. so that the death and resurrection of the 
Abolish this reign and the principles it em- Christ, and therefore of Jesus as that Christ, 
bodies, and the glad tidings are dissipated !; are things pertaining to the kingdom, which, 
into thin air. There is then no kingdom for however, is not perceived by those who are 
the saints, and consequently no recompense ignorant thereof. His blood is the blood of 
of reward; for all that the gospel evangelizes !; the Covenant of the kingdom by which it is 
to them is concentrated in, and inseparably dedicated; and being dedicated by so pre
connected with, the kingdom. If there be cious a principle, none but those who believe 
no kingdom for Christ and his brethren on j the gospel, or things of that kingdom he 
earth, there is no blessedness in store for the < preached, and yield the intelligent obedience 
nations. Their case is hopeless; and the j ho commands, can be cleansed thereby, and 
future of the world is damnation and ruin— j as a consequence, with him share in its joy. 
sin triumphant over a howling wilderness. < There is, doubtless, something for men to 

The kingdom is the very A B C of the j learn after they become Christians; but it is
saying little for the intelligence of a pre
tender to that much-abused name to plead 
the necessity of his adding to his faith a 
knowledge of the covenants made with Abra
ham and David, as a legitimate increase to 
his post-baptismal acquisitions! These cov
enants must be understood before baptism,
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gospel—no kingdom, no gospel; hence the 
phrase, "the gospel of the kingdom of God.”
This is equivalent to the glad tidings of God's 
one thousand years' reign. So unquestion
ably is this king-dominion the, not a, first 
principle, that it sometimes stands for every 
thing connected with the gospel. Hence,
while Jesus was preaching the gospel of the $ for they contain the gospel. They are not 
kingdom, he said to one, “Go thou and preach ) difficult of comprehension. A man who be- 
the kingdom of God.” And in the Acts it is j lieves what God Almighty has promised in 
recorded of Paul that “ He spake boldly in j them, and tho things testified of Jesus, be* 
the synagogue at Ephesus for the space of > lieves the gospel of the kingdom. The 
three months, disputing and persuading the 5 details are the amplifications of the things 
things concerning the kingdom of God.”f ! covenanted, with revelations showing how 
He afterwards took his stand in the school ! they are to be established on the earth, 
of Tyrannus.and disputed there daily for two > Here is scope for post-baptismal increase of 
years, doubtless about theso same things of i knowledge which will keep a man engaged 
the kingdom. Now, I would ask, suppose for life.
we had no more testimony in the Bible about Our friend says truly enough, that “ the

hope of that which is incorruptible, un-
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defiled, and will never fade away, is that to 
which we (that is, true Christians) are be
gotten.” In saying this he has the words of 
Peter before his mind, which I will quote in 
order that our friend’s demonstrative pro
noun “ that,” which he uses twice, may be 
apostolically interpreted. The apostle says 
to those who are “ elect unto obedience and 
sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ— 
elected through sanctification of the Spirit:— 
Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, who hath begotten us again 
unto a living hope through the resurrection 
of Jesus Christ from among the dead, (even) 
to an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, 
and. that fadeth not away, reserved in hea
vens for you, who are kept by the power of 
God through faith unto a salvation prepared 
to be .revealed in the last time. In which 
ye greatly rejoice.”* From this it appears 
that our friend’s “ thatM is a hope of living 
again by resurrection to the possession of an 
incorruptible, und°filed and undecaying in
heritance. Peter’s contemporary brethren 
were begotten to this by the annunciation of 
glad tidings to them. His words are, “be
gotten again through the Word of God, liv
ing and abiding to the Age; and this is the 
word which as glad tidings is announced to 
you.” The hope Peter defines as above 
made the Word announced glad tidings, or 
gospel, to them. They were begotten to 
this hope, so that in order to become heirs of 
it—heirs of the incorruptible inheritance— 
they became obedient, that “ in the obeying" 
they might be sprinkled with the blood of 
Jesus Christ, which is the blood of the Cove
nant of the Inheritance made with Abraham.

Whatever is possessed by an heir through 
his father’s will is an inheritance. All who 
believe and obey the gospel of the kingdom 
with honest and good hearts become breth
ren to Jesus, and consequently, as he is Son 
of God, children of GocH and says Paul, “If 
children, then heirs of God, and joint-heirs 
with Christ; if so be that we suffer with 
him, that we may be also glorified together." j 
This proves that Christ and his breihren are 
all heirs of the same inheritance. Would it 
not be passing strange if they who are be
gotten to a living hope of an inheritance by 
the gospel should continue ignorant of it, 
not only at their baptism, but for years after 
it; and some even, who are esteemed as very 
pious by their brethren in darkness, die with
out suspecting what the “that” is to which 
they are supposed to be begotten ?! Paul 
writes in a plain and straightforward manner 
to them whom he had begotten by the gos
pel : “ We, “says he, “ preached to you the 
gospel of God without charge; and charged 
you to walk worthy of God, who hath called

you [in the gospel he preached] unto his 
kingdom and glory.”'* This was the inherit
ance to which they were begotten—they 
were called to “ inherit the kingdom.” King
dom and Inheritance in gospel style are sy
nonyms. The gospel of the kingdom is the 
gospel of the inheritance, and concerning 
them Paul thus speaks: “To Abraham and 
his Seed were the promises made. God 
saith not, And to Seeds, [in the plural,] as 
of many [persons,] but as of one [person,] 
saying, And to thy Seed, who is Christ. 
And this 1 say, that the Covenant before 
confirmed by God concerning Christ, the 
Law [of Moses,] which was 430 years after 
[the confirmation of the Covenant,] cannot 
disannul, that it should make the promise 
[covenanted] of none effect. For if [the 
right to] the inheritance be from law, it is 
no more from promise: but God gave it to 
Abrahain by promise. The law was added 
because of the transgressions until the Seed 
[Christ] should come, to whom the promise 
[of the inheritance] was made.”f It is easy 
to see what the inheritance covenanted to 
Abraham and his Seed is, by reading his 
biography by Moses. When Abraham was 
in Canaan after Lot had separated from him, 
the angel of the Lord met him with a mes
sage from El-Shaddai, saying, “All the land 
which thou seest, to thee will I give it, and 
to thy Seed [Christ] during the Age. Walk 
through the land in the length of it, and in 
the breadth of it; for I will give it unto 
thee.”t The confirmation of this promise 
is related in the fifteenth of Genesis. The 
Land of Canaan is the royal domain—the 
place of the kingdom; and therefore syno
nymous with it, so that he who obtains a 
covenant-right to the land also obtains a 
right to all the things to be manifested upon 
it in the Age to Come.

This royal inheritance announced in the 
gospel is *• incorruptible, undefiled, and un
fading,” because it is not 10 be left to other 
people,) as other royalties are. It is the 
Saints’ encampment for 1000 years; and as 
fresh and glorious at “ the end” as at the be
ginning. The land is where it was in Abra
ham’s time; but the royalty to be annexed 
to it is ilrescrvel in heavens." Peter did not 
say “ in the heavens,” because the elements 
which constituted the civil and ecclesiastical 
heavens of the world in his day, were not to 
form the royalty of Jesus and his brethren. 
Jesus declared this plainly in his confession 
before Pilate when he said, “My kingdom is 
not of this world," or constitution of things 
upon the Roman earth. As if he had said, 
“1 am a priest as well as a king; and so long 
as the Mosaic heavens continue,! cannot be

* 1 Thess. ii. 12. 
t Gen. xiii. 14-17.

t Gal. iii. 16-1*.
§ Dan. u. 44.t Bom. viil 17.• 1 Pet. 1. 3.
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High Priest in Israel, not being of Aaron’s j said he will do, as Abraham did; and to be- 
order.” There being a change of the priest- j lieve on Jesus, or “in” him, is to believe the 
hood, there must of necessity be a change of j gospel of the kingdom he preached, and 
the law; hence the necessity of the passing J illustrated in his parables. An assent to 
away of the heavens contemporary with j creed-facts is the “ faith” (pardon me, reader, 
Peter and Pilate, to make way for other j for such a prostitution of that eminently sig- 
heavens, Jewish and Gentile, the elements j nificative scriptural term) of the Apostasy, 
of which may be incorporated into a royalty J Greek, Latin, and Protestant; which ignores 
for Jesus and the saints. These heavens, { certainty in any thing, but that Jesus Christ 
which did not exist in Peter and Pilate’s j was the “eternal son” of God, “was cruci- 
day, do exist now; for they are the king- ( fied, dead and buried,” “rose again on the 
doms of this latter-day world that are to be- j third day, and ascended to heaven, whence he 
come the kingdoms of Jehovah and of his J shall come again to judge the quick and the 
Anointed.* Hence, this divine royalty is \ dead,” in some way about which pulpit ora- 
styled, “The Kingdom of the Heavens." It j tors and professors entertain a multiplicity 
is in reservation there. Democracy cannot ( of contrarious suppositions ! A declared 
destroy these heavens, or kingdoms, by con- j assent to these “facts,” mixed up with the 
verting them into republics; because they ( stereotyped phraseology of humanly-excited 
are reserved for the saints ; as it is written, j Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, Venera- 
“The kingdom and dominion, and the great- j tion, Marvellousness, indicative of “ piety” 
ness of the kingdom under the whole heaven ^ of the old pharisaic stamp, is the ordinary 
shall be given to the people of the saints of ; profession of faith" which precedes immer- 
the Most High, whose kingdom is an ever- < sion, or admission into a Gentile church, 
lasting kingdom, and all dominions [or hea- $ Now, I have no hesitation in saying under 
vens] shall serve and obey him.”f “Flesh ) the instruction of the Scriptures, that such a 
and blood,” says Paul, “cannot inherit the s profession was never counted to a man for 
kingdom of God.” It is an inheritance then, j righteousness before, at, or after baptism; 
Therefore James says, “God hath chosen the \ and that a subsequent understanding of the 
poor of this world, rich in faith, as heirs j doctrine of the Covenanted Inheritance is 
of that kingom which he hath promised to j not adequate to the patching up of such an 
them that love him ” The reason Paul gives > old tindery garment, so as to cover the 
for his saying about flesh and blood, is be- ) wearer’s nakedness and to hide him from 
cause “ corruption cannot inherit incorrupt-j future shame. He must throw away his 
ibility.” Flesh and blood are corruption, / rags, and wash his flesh in water, and so 
and the kingdom incorruptibility. It is ( put on the wedding-robe, which is woven 
therefore an incorruptible inheritance, and > without a seam in the beauties of a holiness 
consequently “ undetiled and unfading,” as J which is the result of an intelligent obedi- 
characterized by Peter. ) enccto the faith of the covenants made with

Such, then, is the definition of our friend’s ) Abraham and David, and brought into force 
demonstrative pronoun “ that,” to which he s by the death and resurrection of their Son 
truly says “-we" (by which I understand him ) and God’s, who is the Lord Jesus Christ, 
to mean Christians of the old apostolic stamp) \ Editor.
are begotten by the gospel as our living hope.
Let him not forget that these were “rich in
faith," and “ through faith ’ kept by God s j ^ church of Christ is an association of 
power unto a salvation prepared to be reveal- men and women wh0i frorn thc heart, have 
ed in “the last time, or latter days. They s bejjevecj the good news concerning the 
were not such poverty-stricken professors as Kingdom of God and the Name of Christ; 
we are familiar with in these times who have a„d wilh the mouth have confessed that the 
not got faith enough to be justified, much Lord| even JesuS! js he and have therefore, 
less have they enough to enable them to be6,n immersed into the name of the Father, 
“overcome the world,” that they may “in- and of ,he Soni and of the HoI Spirit) that 
herit glory. Men come to be immersed in llie ac[ of immersion their previous/aiU 
with a mere belief of creed-fac's, having no S may he counted to them for righteousness (d 
faith in the covenanted promises, being igno- remission 0f sins, and their antecedent faith- 
rant if God have promised any thing de- Sfui faying, and self-denying disposition may 
mandmg their conviction of its truth ! Jus- be granled to them of G(fd for repentance, 
tifying faith is belief of what God has prom- Such an association is an “ heritage of God,” 
ised concerning the inheritance, or “ things 1 
hoped for and, unseen To “ believe on 
God” is .to know and believe what he has
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even though “ false brethren may have crept 
in unawares.” Can any one give a more 
scriptural definition of a Christian church 
than this? Editor.
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HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
“And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 

x dominion that shall not U left to another people. It shall grind to ponder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 
and itself shall stand for ever. ’ ’—Daniel.

John Thomas, Ed.] NEW YORK, APRIL, 1854. [Vol. IY. No. 4

ation with him. The Bible expressly de
clares that the rulers of the world shall then 

The purpose of God in fitting up the j be immortal kings and priests, (Rev. i. 5, 6; 
earth, as described by Moses, and in bringing j v. 9, 10; ii. 26, 27; xxii. o;) and however 
the world to its present political constitu- j sectarian or religious infidelity may cry out 
tion, by checking arid restraining the full j against tho idea of mortal and immortal men 
manifestation of the evil that exists, is that living contemporaneously upon the earth, 
he may found a kingdom and empire, lite-j truth is more plainly and abundantly revealed 
rally ‘‘universal,” (Dan. ii. 44; vii. 14,) j in the Bible. This family of “many na- 
under the government of which, all nations j tions,” of which God has constituted Abra- 

• may be blessed. (Gen. xii. 3; Ps. lxxii. 11.) ham the “father,” (Gen. xvii. 5; Rom. iv. 
The Hebrew nation established in the Iioly \ 13,) will continue under one and the same

constitution a thousand years, at the expira
tion of which there will be a change. (Rev. 
xx. 6, 7 ; 1 Cor. xv. 24-26.) Sin, and, by 
consequence, religion, priesthood, and death, 
will be universally abolished ; and the earth 
wili be inhabited by immortals only; for, it 
is written, “The wicked shall not jn-

Biblc Solution of tlic Eastern Question.

no

Land will be the kingdom, (Ex. xix. 5, 6;
Mic. iv. 6-8; v. 2; Ezck. xxxvii. 21-28,) 
and all other nations the empire attached to 
that kingdom. The Jewish and other na
tions will constitute a family of nations, of 
which Israel will be the firstborn ; Abraham, 
the federal patriarch; and Christ, his seed, 
the King. This divine family of nations \ habit the earth ;” but, on the contrary, 
will be so highly civilized, that the present j “The meek shall inherit the earth.” Hence, 
state of society will be regarded as intensely the final state of things upon our planet will 
dark and barbarous; for then “the know- be a divine monarchy of everlasting conlinu- 
ledge of the glory of the Lord shall cover j ance, under which there will be but one na- 
the earth, as the waters cover the sea.” j tion, (Jcr. xlvi. 28.) and that nation holy, 
The blessedness of this divine civilization is j immortal, and comprehensive of all redeemed 
detailed in “the gospel,” which is therefore j from among the descendants of the First 
styled “ the glad tidings,” or “gospel of the Human Pair. When this consummation 
kingdom of God,” (Matt. iv. 23;) while the obtains, the purpose of God in terrestrial 
divine civilization itself is “The economy of creation will be accomplished, even the pco- 
ihe fulness of the appointed times,” (Eph. i. pling of the earth with an immortal race 
10, 21.) or “world to come;” styled also which shall have attained to immortality on 
“the Age to Come” The Bible is full of the principle of believing what God hath pro- 
the glorious things pertaining to this, the ;! mised, and doing what he hath commanded. 
real “golden age” of the world. In the gospel there is an invitation to all

The government of the nations in that who believe what God has promised, to share 
period, which will continue a thousand years s with Christ in his kingdom, glory, and joy, 
without change, will be such as their neces-j on certain conditions well defined. (1 Thess. 
sities demand—just laws and institutions, j ih 12; 1 Cor. vi. 9-11; Matt. xxv. 21.) 
civil and ecclesiastical; and pcrfict and j 7 hese are, faith in the things covenanted to 
righteous men to administer them. To fulfil j Abraham and David, and in those taught 
these requirements, the government of man- j concerning Jesus, in the Old and New Tes- 
kind will be committed to Christ, and to j laments; immersion into the name of the 
those whom he may account worthy of associ• j Father, Son, and Holy Spirit; and thence-
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forth a life of “ holiness to the Lord,” with- > Bible solution of “ The Great Eastern 
out which none will be approved and pro- j Question” now pending, and which causes 
moted to the honor and glory of the kingdom, so much anxiety to the rowers, and excites 
(Col. i. 21-23.) so much hope in the revolutionary heart of

Now, it is evident, that the establishment the world. I have proved in Elpis Israel, 
of this divine civilization among the nations that the “secret diplomacy” which has, 
necessitates the abolition of the present contrary to its own wish, created an imbrog- 
civil, ecclesiastical, and social constitution lio from which there is no issue but a war 
of the world-. The nations and the earth to that shall change the face of the world—that 
its utmost bounds arc “ deeded” to Christ; the Diplomatic Imbroglio is the apparent 
they are an inheritance and possession made “ sign of the Son of Man in the heaven,” 
his, by a deed registered in the Bible, (Ps. ii. which indicates to the intelligent believer 
8,) but, for the time being, in the hands of that he is about to “come as a thief.” (Matt, 
regal, imperial, republican, and ccclesiasti- xxiv. 30 ; Rev. xvi. 13-15.) Before it came 
cal thieves and robbers. This patent fact to pass, even five years before, I showed by 
and Bible truth makes a contest between the interpretation of the remarkable pro- 
Christ and “ the Powers that be,” variously phecy of the Eastern Question contained in 
symbolized in the Scriptures by Beasts, the prediction of the ‘‘Three unclean Spirits 
Horns, Frogs, Dragon, Rivers, &c., the he- like Frogs,” that a policy emanating from the 
raldry of the Bible—an unavoidable neces- Frog-Power, or Imperial Military Demo- 
sity. The divine oracle is, “These shall cracy of France, would operate upon the 
make war upon the Lamb, and the Lamb | Constantinopolitan uDragon,” whose pre- 
(Jesus, ‘ the Lamb of God') shall over-J sent “mouth” is the Sultan; upon the 
come them; in other words, “7/c shall j Germano - Roman “Beast,” whose mouth is 
destroy them that destroy the earth.” (Rev. j the Austrian Emperor; and upon the papal 
xvii. 12-14; xix. 11-16, 19,21 ; xi. 16, 18.) j Pseudo-Prophet, whose mouth is the Pope— 
This is the doom of the world’s tyrants— j and cause to issue forth from each of them 
destruction, not by popular fury, which is an unclean spirit, a belligerent spirit—which 
merely an embarrassment, but by the mili- j three spirits, in their combined working 
tary power of Jehovah’s Servant, even of j upon the governments of the whole Roman- 
Jesus, the future Lord of armies, whom he ized world, should involve them in a general 
has prepared, and whom he will send into war,-which shall continue, with dreadful and 
the world again for this very purpose. He truly wonderful efleet, till the furtive in- 
wiil take possession of the kingdoms, em- coming of the much-to-be-desired of all na- 
pires, and republics of the nations “under tions, (Hag. ii. 6, 7.) who will roll back the 
the whole heaven,and blend them into one tide of devastation and death from the Holy 
universal empire, which will constitute the Land upon the peoples of the papal west, 
secondary dominion, “ the first dominion” Now, as far as this sign has manifested it- 
consisting of the “ kingdom restored again self, it has come to pass according to my 
to Israel,” in the Holy Land. (Mic. iv. 8 ; interpretation. The policy of Napoleon III. 
Acts i. 6.) with respect to the Holy Places in Jerusa-

For a man, though a Divine Man, to take lem, originated the present Eastern Ques- 
possession of the civil, military, naval, and tion. The Sultan granted the firman he 
ecclesiastical power, commerce and riches sought for, by which France and the Papacy 
of the world, implies cooperation. The gained, as was thought, an advantage in the 
Bible teaches emphatically that this coupe- Holy Land over the Hellenistic superstition, 
ration for the wresting of Christ’s inherit- that excited the jealousy of Russia and the 
ance from “ the Powers that be,” appropri- Greeks. This brought the audacious Mcns- 
ately and summarily styled by Jesus, “The \ chikoff against the Sultan, with all his de- 
Devil and his Angels,” will consist of “ the j mands incompatible with the sovereignty of 
called, and chosen, and faithful,” (Rev. xvii. | the Porte. The issue is war between the 
14; xix. 14; xiv. 4,) raised from the dead, Sultan and the Czar. The next stage of tho 
or, if living at the crisis, “transformed in the matter, into which diplomacy has already 
twinkling of an eye;” these will be “with entered, is the excitation of a belligerent 
him” as his “ joint-heirs,” and companions in spirit in the Dcemon of Austria. This power 
arms, commanding the operations of the professes a neutrality, which is believed to 
armies of Israel, whose mission will bo, like be dishonest; and doubtless it is; for honesty 
that of their fathers under Joshua, to subdue has never been an element of Austrian po- 
“ the Powers” combined to prevent their licy. The French ruler has initiated an 
restoration, and the establishing of the new endeavor to make the Austrian Horn declare 
and divine order of things. (Jer. Ii. 19, 20; itself definitively on the side of the West, as 
Isai. xli. 8-16.) now most exceptionally, and but provision-

The accomplishment of this mission is the ally constitutor). The result is not yet
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The things presented in 
Between France and Russia, Austria will be bo regarded with incredulity by those who 
forced to abandon her “armed neutrality,” know not the gospel of the kingdom, or who 
and ultimately declare war on the side of imagine that nothing can be known of the 
Russia. French imperial policy will stir up future till it has become the past. In other 
the False Prophet-power to the same result, words, as this notion has taken such deep 
The Pope will preach war, and so all Eu-; root in the theological mind as to be almost 
rope will be in flames. universal, and the gospel is known to so

In this wide-spread conflagration, Europe ; very few, scarcely any will believe what is 
and Asia, from the German and Atlantic herein exhibited. Who is there believes 
oceans to the eastern confines of Persia, that the Bible contains a revelation of God’s 
will be Russianized. (Ezelc. xxxviii. 2-7.) \ purposes to mankind ? That it is a sure 
The Russian empire will become a colossus, \ word of prophecy to which we do well to 
and bestride the world. Its head will be of j take heed, as to a light shining in a dark 
gold, its breast and arms of silver, jts belly j place ? Let him examine the references 
and thighs of brass, its two legs of iron, and see if any thing else can be fairly and 
and its feet and toes part of iron and part of reasonably made to shine out of the pre- 
clay. When it attains to the magnitude of; phetic word. If this word be unintelligible 
this image, its last Czar will be the last re- till after the events predicted, it cannot be 
presentative of the power styled “The kin;-- “ a light,” neither can any one “ take heed” 
of a fierce countenance, doing according to j by its assistance. But the “gospel" is itself a 
his will,” (Dan. viii. 9, 23; xi. 36-39.) hence \ great prophecy of what shall be in the Age to 
autocratic. The last object of his ambition $ Come. To deny the intelligibility of pro
in the extension of his dominion, will be the I phecy is therefore to deny the possibility of 
conquest of Jerusalem and the Holy Land, j understanding the gospel. God says, “My 
which will be the last field of battle for “ the j purpose is;” “ I will do;” “ It shall come to 
Powers,” among themselves, for the domi- \ pass that.” This is his mode of speech; 
nion of the Old World. The invasion of < yet mankind arc so stupid, that when lie says 
Palestine will bring Russia and Britain face what he will do, in the plainest language, 
to face, as the last principals in the war. j they say they cannot understand him! The 
Ere this, the French empire will have va- j fact is, that they do understand the words, 
nished, and France again Bourbonized under ( and the ideas the words convey, but they 
Russia. In the end, Russia will overrun \ treat God as if he were like themselves,

manifested. The end, however, is certain. this outline will

Egypt and Syria, and take Jerusalem. (Dan. j who speak so as to conceal their thoughts, 
xi. 42 ; Zech. xiv. 2.) The Holy City will < If God were to speak according to this rule, 
be her last conquest. She will have ac- it would bo absurd to say that the Bible con- 
quired the Holy Places her ambition veiled tains a revelation of things to come; for 
by her superstition now prompts her to there is no concealment in revelation. I 
covet, while Britain will slill hold the ; hope my readers are not of this class, but 
countries anciently styled “Edom, Moab, that they have faith in God, and in his word, 
and the chief of the children of Ammon,” and will lake heed thereto. The sign of the 
on the west and south of Jordan, and the appearing of the Son of Man in power is in 
Dead Sea. The relative position of Russia the heaven, and may bo discerned by every 
and Britain in the Holy Land forms the pre- one not blinded by the foolishness of the 
pared situation of affairs recorded in the worldly-wise. It is the sign of the Sixth 
Bible by Moses and the Prophets. The Vial, concurrent with the drying up of the 
crisis soon follows. This crisis is the de- Euphratean power, preparatory to Christ’s 
stvuction of the Russian and British hosts, coming as a thief. Look then to your gar- 
which “ cover the land as a cloud,” by pes-| ments. If you have upon you only the 
tilence, hail, fire, and sword, after the exam- i filthy old rags of immersed sectarianism— 
plo of Sennacherib’s ; so that of the Russian baptized human tradition—get quit of it, I 
forces only “one-sixth part" escapes to pro- j beseech you. Faith in College Divinity, or 
claim its mysterious disaster. This extra- in Milleristn, or in Campbellism, is not jus- 
ordinary overthrow is the shattering of the j tifying. No matter how much they talk 
colossus by the stone of Israel, as set forth j about Jesus, they do not believe what Jesus 
in Dan. ii. 34, 44, 45. Jerusalem and the j p>reachedy and he predicates justification, or 
Holy Land being thus delivered by the j salvation, on the belief of his word and im- 
breaking of the military power of the Dra- j mersiou—and the word he preached for 
gon, Christ and his associates proceed with < three years and a half was “ the gospel of 
the work before them, of setting up the j the kingdom of God.” If you would invest 
kingdom of God in the restoration of Israel, j yourself with “ the wedding garmentyou 
the annihilation of the Papacy, and the sub- j must be immersed in the belief of this. A 
version of “ the Powers that bo.” ‘ gospel that delivers a tradition which makes
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Persons generally laugh at the idea, of 
Russia being victorious, and outmanoeuvring 
the Anglo-French league; but all that sur
prised me was, that Nicholas did not seize 
Constantinople when Menschikoff left.

It is a gratification to all authors to know 
whether their works arc read, and how 
prized. I must therefore tell you that I have 
read uElpis Israel” through three times; 
and though I do not endorse all it contains, 
still, I believe it to be the best exposition of 
the Bible extant; and if I could not obtain 
another copy of it, I would not accept a 
hundred dollars for the one I possess.

With sincere wish for the prosperity and 
advancement of the word you aro teaching, I 
remain, Dear Sir,

the kingdom impossible, such as that it is 
beyond the skies ; or that the Lord has cast 
away his people Israel, and will therefore 
never restore them ; or that the nations are 
to be wholly destroyed at Christ’s coming; 
or that the earth is to be burned up, is a gos
pel not worth a pinch of snuff, because it 
nullifies and stultifies the truth. There is a 
harmony and consistency in the truth, which 
makes it the truth; and where those are 
wanting, it reduces it to an error which is 
neither purifying nor justifying. The mar
riage ceremony will not unite two men or 
two women in the bonds of matrimony. 
And why ? Because one of the parlies is 
an unfit subject, not answering the require
ments of the law and institution. Now, im
mersion into the Divine Name (pouring and 
sprinkling, the subterfuges of ignorance and 
disobedience, are out of the question) is the 
marriage rite which unites a constituent of 
the Bride to Christ. But it does not unite a 
Latin, or a Greek, or a Mohammedan, or a 
Protestant to him, though all these may be 
immersed, and the Divine Name invoked over 
them. And why? The Latin, Greek, and 
Protestant all profess to believe that he is 
the Son of God ! Because Christ does not 
dwell in their hearts by faith in what he 
preached. They are unfit subjects, not an
swering the requirements of the baptismal 
institution. This demands and will be satis
fied with nothing short of a believer of the 
gospel of the kingdom of God. Christ was 
sent to preach to Israel. Be honest, then, 
in vour practice, 0 ye who accept the theory 
of the kingdom’s gospel as the truth—be 
honest to yourselves, and do honor to God in 
obeying from the heart that mould of doc
trine into which the apostles delivered those 
whom they enlightened. There is no other 
way of putting on the wedding-garment. 
Adorn yourselves with this, and then “ watch 
and keep your garments, lest you walk na
ked, and you be exposed to shame,” for he 
that cometh is certainly at the door.

K • r
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Very faithfully yours,
R. W. Nelson, JV1. D.

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb., 1854.
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INTERPRETATION CONFIRMED.
The confirmation of my interpretations of 

the “sure word of prophecy” by current 
events in the Old World, is demonstration 
strong, that prophetic Scripture is intelligi
ble ; that the future may be known before it 
comes to pass, and that the principles of in
terpretation by which I expound the word 
are correct. Alexander Campbell, William 
Miller, Dr. Cummings, John Wesley, ct id 
genus omne, with the innumerable crowd who 
have adopted their religious opinions, have 
never been able to appeal to such a test, 
confirmatory of the scripturality of their po
sitions. Six years ago in my lectures, and 
four years since in my Elpis Israel, I showed 
by interpretation of the prophecy of The 
Frogs in Rev. xvi.,what has actually evented 
in the Orient, and the part France, Turkey, 
Austria, and the Pope were to play in the 
affair. It is therefore no presumption to say 
that the interpretation given by me is the only 
true one. No other writer on the Apocalypse 
ever caught a glimpse of its signification. 
It is the great Sign in the Heaven fore- 
shadowing the appearing of the Son of Man 
as a thief. The evolution of the Sign is 
continuous with existing diplomatic work
ings until they have involved all the Powers 
of ‘'the habitable” in war. When this re
sult is consummated, “the Sign,” or symbol, 
will no longer be seen “in HeavenMani
festations from Austria and the Pope are 
yet wanting to complete the Sign. Austria 
will prove treacherous to the Western 
Powers; for with France she must como 
into collision at last. The Pope will not be 
an idle and indifferent spectator of events. 
I-lis policy will expedite hostilities between 
the French and Austrian Horns of the Lamb-
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. THE FUTURE PENETRABLE.
Dr. Thomas—Dear Sir:—This “Great 

Eastern Question ” seems to be an insoluble 
conundrum to many ; but for myself, I 
perfectly prepared for its solution from the 
beginning, consequent upon the perusal of 
your deeply-wrought work, “Elpis Israel,” 
some two years ago, and which is now en
dorsed by the celebrated Dr. Cummings of 
London, Eng., in respect to the fulfilment 
of prophecy.
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Horned and Dragon-speaking dominion; and I branches the natives have reclined for ages 
then “the House that Jack built” will be \ before us. There are, however, a few at- 
wrapped in flames. “ Seeing then we know s tending to the cultivation of the coil. In 
these things before,” let us be mindful of > short, in a country where there is so much 
the exhortation which says, “ Beware lest j gold, we cannot expect that there will be 
ye, being led away with the error of the < much inquiry after the things relating to 
wicked, fill from your own steadfastness.” j the Kingdom of God ; gold and worldly pos- 
(2 Pet. iii. 17.) “Blessed is he that watcheth,” \ sessions being the things lusted after by the 
and prepares for what is sure to follow soon > carnal mind.
—prepares, by belief of the gospel of the j With respect to myself, I can say, that 
kingdom, and obeying it in love of the Lord’s < for the last twenty years I have been inquir- 
appearing. Editor. j ing after truth. I was for many years a

' Secedcr; then an Independent; after that a 
Morrisonian ; and then a Campbellite. I 
was immersed in the name of Jesus early 
in 1848. In that year, I emigrated to this 
country. Throughout all these phases of 

Beloved Brother :—Grace, mercy, and > opinion, I held to a sky-kingdom ; (he imme- 
peace be multiplied unto you. I received with ? diate ascent into it of all righteous souls at 
joy the first two volumes of the Herald, and j death ; and the descent of the souls of the 
the May number of the third volume, a few < wicked into everlasting torments at the same 
days before the date of this letter. I com- j crisis. I continued a strong Campbellite 
menced at once with this number, and read > till I read the first nine numbers of the 
it all with the deepest interest; and on doing l Herald and Elpis Israel. The first thing 
so remarked to several, that your translation < that my attention was directed to by brother 
of the prophecy contained in Isaiah xvii. 12, \ Paterson, was the promise made, or cove
to the end of chapter xviii., was worth more > nanted, to Abraham. I had never turned 
to me than all I had paid for the volumes, j my attention particularly to this before. I 
I cannot now express my sense of the value i soon perceived that the promise had as yet 
of a right understanding of so precious a j never been enjoyed by Abraham or his seed, 
portion of the prophecies. After reading \ hereditary or adopted. The promise of the 
this, I began upon the second volume, for I ] land by Moses was conditional and temporal, 
had read the first nine numbers of the first ? 1 was then led to see that Jesus, “the Lord 
volume before. I read it through with much j our righteousness,” is not now upon the 
delight. I have also read with the deepest t throne cf his father David; but sits on the 
interest your ‘1 Elpis Israeland I can tru- \ right hand of the throne of the Father in the 
ly say, that your writings are like living j heavens; and that we are nowhere taught 
waters in a dry and barren land. I obtained ? in the word, that the Saints will sit with 
the loan of it, and the nine numbers, from a < Him on the Father’s throne of the universe, 
brother, George Paterson from Scotland. He \ On the contrary, I perceived that it teaches, 
wishes to do good. Mr. Allan from Linlith- S that when our Lord returns to sit upon the 
gow has lately arrived out here, with whom j throne of his father David, which ho shall 
I was well acquainted at home. But at j have reestablished consequent upon his hav- 
present, I know of no others in this country < ing overcome the enemy, he will grant to 
even inquiring after the truth. I have lent j sit with him on that throne which is His, as 
the first four numbers of the first volume of l well as David’s and Jehovah’s. So I learned 
the Herald to a well-disposed man to read; j that our blessed Lord will return again in 
and I hope he will be benefited by them. j person, and “ reign in Mount Zion and in Je- 

This is a wonderful country. Very many j rusalcm.and before his ancients gloriously.” 
have been attracted to it in the last two yearsI was then led to see that it is all delu- 
by its reputation for gold. Naturally, I re- ) sion, the notions that our Lord will reign 
gard it as one of the finest countries in the j “spiritually,” that is, personally and visibly 
world ; but the minds of its people arc nearly < absent from earth, a thousand years ; that 
all intoxicated with “ the gold that perisheth.” \ “ the soul ” lives in a state of consciousness 
Many thousands here do nothing else but \ in heaven or hell, between the death of the 
hang about the diggings searching for gold, > body and its resurrection; and that the souls 
marring the face of the land with pits and j and bodies of the wicked shall be reunited 
mounds, so that none can pass in the night, < after disembodied torment, to be cast bodily 
and in the day the diggings are disgusting < into subterranean fire and brimstone, thereto 
to behold. Instead of cultivating the fields < remain forever. I now believe these things 
for the production of food for man and beast, j to be altogether the delusions of pricstcralt. 
the generality allow the shrub and wattle to \ I may mention here, that shortly before I 
grow with the gum tree, under whose read Elpis Israel, I found that, through the

THE GOSPEL OF THE KINGDOM 
DESTRUCTIVE OF SCHOOL- 

DIVINITIES.
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loving-kindness of our heavenly Father, I ^ be glad, indeed, for such to be the case, had 
could3 afford to lay out a little money in < you a fellow-laborer to carry on the Herald. 
books, which, not being available in Mel- j But I have not heard of your having one as 
bourne, f sent for, to a beloved brother in j yet. I think, therefore, there is a little selfish- 
Linlithgow. I requested him to send me J ness in those who would draw you away 
all the writings of Mr. Alexander Campbell < from the great work you are engaged in. 
he could find. Shortly after remitting this \ Those who wish you, can purchase some 
order, brother Paterson, as I have said, lent volumes of the Herald, and diligently seek 
mo your writings; so that my attention was 
soon turned to the gospel of God’s kingdom 
and glory to be manifested ere long in the 
land promised to Abraham and his seed.
My mind being thus enlightened, I wrote to 
my friend in Linlithgow that if any balance 
remained in his hand, he should procure 
for me ns many of your works as he could.
In this way, I came to receive the Heralds 
before mentionedj besides which, JBlpis 
Israel is on its voyage hither. I have now 
a great many of Alexander Campbell’s writ
ings, and more on their way. Besides 
these, I have a good many more bolonging to 
other schools of divinity. But I cannot read 
them now; and to put them into the hands 
of others is out of the question; and to 
circulate them by sale would be equally 
objectionable. What do you think should 
be done with them ? They are now mere 
lumber. I think they will all be destroyed 
with other rubbish when the Kingdom comes, 
and “the Gentiles come to the Lord from 
the ends of the earth, and shall say, ‘ Surely 
our fathers have inherited lies, vanity, and 
things wherein there is no profit.”’ (Jer. 
xvi. 19.)

to obtain for it all the readers they can. 
Those who will not take the trouble to read, 
will do very little good, although they heard 
your living voice. I hope, dear brother, you 
will go on. Your work is great, but our Lord 
is greater still. My fervent prayer is, that his 
grace may be sufficient for you ; and that he 
may perfect strength in your weakness; and 
when Pie, our glorious Lord, shall return, 
may he give you a crown that shall never 
fade away ! I intend to keep in mind that you 
need your family wants supplied. I hope 1 
shall be enabled to communicate with you 
again; and that the Mighty God of Jacob 
may be your strength.

I remain your brother, in the hope of 
a joyous meeting in the Paradise of God.

David Leishman.
Penlridge, near Melbourne, Victoria, Aus., 

Ocl. IS, 1853—Received Feb. 28,1854.
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A SUGGESTIVE PENOGRAPH.
Dr. Thomas — Dear Sir: — By your 

Herald which I receive, I find you will still 
contend for a de facto Kingdom of Christ and 

Dear brother, I sympathize with you, not His Saints here on earth. But the people
in this country hate the very name of 
“Kings” too much for this doctrine to go 
down. They might be willing for Christ 
to reign universally, if he would reign in
visibly in “a spiritual” way—not interfer- 

this; for even in the days of Paul himself, ing with our money and Democracy. And 
he testifies that “ all sought their own, and as for the kingdoms of the world, their cry 
not the things that were Jesus Christ’s.” is, “ We will have no king but Caesar!’* So 
But cheer up, my brother: “It is through that you will have to go on as heretofore, 
much tribulation we must enter the king- rowing against wind and tide. Why, even 
dom of God. But soon now will our glori- the prefix “ royal ” to your “ association,” is 
ous Lord appear, and break in pieces the enough to sink a common craft !”* 
oppressor; and then shall the joyful wel- But to be serious. You are digging up 
come sound upon our ears, “Come, ye blessed the deepest question in the world; that is, 
of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared What shall we be? And that depends upon 
for you from the foundation of the world.” “what we are now!” Some say dying 

Enclosed you will find an order for £2 mortals ; while others say, dying immortals. 
on Dennistoun, Wood & Co., of New York, If we have a principle within us that cannot 
for which send me four copies of the Herald die, then away goes the resurrection ; for 
for 1854. I hope I shall fall in with some the living cannot be resurrected! If the 
well-disposed persons who will read them, entire man die at death, then if he live again 
The person above referred to says he will 
become a subscriber; for he never heard the * “*°yal!’ j.n th« in whic,‘ Pc‘cr .ays to be- 
Scriptures explained in such sort before. Ue^nothing'caSinkthe Etcmldbmmy^vnvoluntary 

I see that some are very anxious for you discontinuance of it, or its ceasing boldly and uncom- 
to come over to Britain on a visit,and others 
want you to labor among them. I should J bic at times.—Editor.

:
:•
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i ‘ ■'

only because of the opposition you meet 
with in the world, but for what is often worst 
of all, the indifference and lukewarmness of 
those who profess to be “ the children of the 
Kingdom.” But we need not wonder atr.
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it is not a resurrection, but a creation de 
novo, as much as Adam’s! The sects have 
to face the first difficulty, and you the last. 
But to a thinking mind it is the great re
ligious question of the day.

For my own part, I am inclined to think 
(at times) that man is gifted with a speck of 
immortality by creation, and will go on pro
gressing till he become perfect, through 
many ascending states of probation ! But 
then, what becomes of that great gospel 
doctrine, the resurrection? For surely, if 
man’s spirit grow up and mature with his 
body, and burst from it at death, as a butter
fly from its chrysalis, it will never again be 
forced back into its grub state; but go on 
in continual progression.

But if we hold, with you, that the entire 
man dies, mind and body, how can he arise 
from the dead again? You know that both 
the matter and mind that constitute him 
are in continual change. Will he rise with 
the mind and body of youth, mature man
hood, or drivelling old age? And if he do 
rise again, must he not rise a new creature, 
in every sense of the word ?

The idea of a “ Sky-kingdom” is very 
intangible, and that of an earthly one very 
gross! 1 wish you and the spiritualist
would come up close to the question, for it 
is « great one. In the meantime, as the 
present material world is little understood, 
the future and unseen world must and will 
always remain a matter of doubt and debate 
—merely a matter of faith, or opinion. One 
thing, however, we all feel; that to do good 
and to avoid evil is pleasing to God, and 
profitable to man. And to contend earnestly 
for what one believes to be the truth, is 
right For this reason, I think, I shall con
tinue my subscription while you publish.

I am, Dear Sir,

suppose, it seems to him best to let me have 
my way in the matter. Well, I don’t see 
what else can be done. I can’t help believing 
in such a kingdom, because I believe the 
Bible testimony, and have not the least faith 
in the divinities of the schools. There is no 
other than such a kingdom promised in Mo
ses, the prophets, and apostles, from one 
end of their testimony to the other. If there 
is to be no kingdom for Christ and his Breth
ren in the Holy Land, with the dominion of 
the Gentile YVorld annexed to it, as the 
pseudorthodoxy of the day affirms, then there 
is no kingdom for them anywhere, and 
consequently the gospel 
tion. Why should such a kingdom be es
teemed as “very gross?” Is a theocracy 
on earth a grosser idea than a theocracy 
in the Sun, Moon, or any other of the 
planets of our system, or beyond it? That 
God should have a visible government on 
earth — ruling over its inhabitants — is as 
necessary, as that the same system of rule 
should obtain in all other globes ; and how
ever gross it may be considered, if by “gross’’ 
is to be understood material and practical, it 
is both reasonable and scriptural ; and there
fore, I should say, preeminently a refined, 
intellectual, and spiritual idea. But, if the 
speculations of unenlightened brains—theo
logical-school brains, ignorant of the prophets 
—be taken as the standard of seemliness, 
refinement, elegance, and spirituality, I do 
then indeed admit that it is “ very gross,” 
and rejoice and glory in its coarseness. But 
theological brainology is of no authority 
with one who understands the gospel of the 
Kingdom. Its pious metaphysics are of no 
account with such; its standards are mere 
optical illusions — its spiritualities, vain 
imaginations and absurdity. All “the deep 
things of God '* are truly spiritual; because 
they are incorruptible materialities—corpo
real substances that will not decay; insti
tutions of divine origin, perfect and inde
structible. Pious feeling, resulting from 
pulpit impressions on cautiousness, consci
entiousness, veneration, and marvellousness, 
with a baseless expectation of meeting blood- 
relations and acquaintances in realms of 
ether, is the highest attainment of sky-king- 
domers in spirituality. To this sort of ecsta- 
cism, or intangibility, an indestructible king
dom in the land promised and covenanted 
to Abraham is no doubt gross, very gross 
indeed. But I am glad to discern that our 
friend has little faith, if an>% in the ambrosial 
realms of blueairia. However certain he 
may have once been of the tioreal delights 
of the aerial vales and mountains of blue, I 
think from the ponograph before me, that he 
has descended from those towering heights, 
which turn the brain, and taken up his stand

is a mere fabrica-

Yours respectfully,
Robert Mack.

Columbia, Maury, Tciin., Jan. 28, 1854.

AN INVETERATE HABIT—'‘VERY GROSS»» HATRED 
OF KINGS—THE “ SPIRITUALISTS”—THE WORLD’S 
CONQUERORS—RESURRECTION —IT IS FLESH 
THAT THINKS —NO DOUBT CONCERNING THE 
FUTURE.

If our friend pronounco sentence upon 
prisoners at the bar (for I am told he is a 
Judge among the people) in the style of his 

pondence, they no doubt forget for the 
he evil he awards, in their admiration

corres 
time t
of the good-humored and facetious originality 
of his discourse. He finds that I will still 
contend for a de facto kingdom of Christ and 
the Saints here on earth; and therefore, I
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upon earth’s “everlasting hills” to view the ; a Sin-Power, and must be abolished as one 
landscape o’er. At least, I hope so. of the works of sin. The prospect of this

I know the people of this republic, and j may be very unpalatable to republican de- 
of the West particularly, hate the very name j mocracy; yet to an heir of the kingdom it 
of kings. I don’t wonder at this. They j is a desirable and joyous anticipation; for 
have good reason to do so. All the kings j all his hopes are wrapped up in the univer- 
and queens they know any thing about, are j sal kingship of Jesus and the Saints, 
the incarnations of the lust of the flesh, the j It is indeed true, that the doctrine which 
lust of the eye, and the pride of life, now > teaches the ruling of the world in righteous- 
occupying the thrones of the Kingdom of j ness by an association of kings and priests, 
Sin, styled in Scripture “The Kingdom of “ will not go down ” with this generation. 
Men” and “The Kingdom of Babylon.” This is a great truth,and therefore a great 
These kings are just a specimen of what sign of the times. It proves that the people, 
republicans would be if they occupied the with all their vain boasting about their piety 
same position. The reason is, that republi- and nineteenth century enlightenment, are 
cans are not therefore saints, and are as faithless of the gospel of the Kingdom, which 
much under the dominion of sin as the kings; js the only gospel in the Bible. They have no 
take Louis Napoleon, that republican of faith in the goodness of God as exhibited by 
republicans, and Prince Napoleon Jerome, his Spirit in the gospel. They are blind to it; 
the heir apparent of the French Empire, for and therefore sold into slavery to work un- 
whom no republicanism could be loo exalted,der Sin’s lash for death, which is their hire, 
or too “ red,” as bright and burning exam- This is the wretched condition to which 
pies! King People rejoices in his royalty, theological foolishness has reduced them, 
though born, cradled, and nurtured in de- They are past feeling, being irresponsive to 
mocracy. The truth is, the people are not the great substantial, practical, and glorious 
so much opposed to kingship and its attri- truths of the gospel. A few unintelligible 
butes, as they are to their own exclusion phenomena resulting from the operation of 
from its glory, honor, power, and riches, a hidden natural element upon sensitive 
Make them all kings, and kingliness would vous organizations, is infinitely moredemon- 
be highly popular in more senses than one; stralive to their minds of the constitution of 
but in the old world this cannot be, therefore the unseen world, and the nature of “the 
they hate the kings as monopolists of the soul,” than any thing God has testified in 
loaves and fishes; who, as “ victors,” being Moses and the Prophets. A simple fellow 
sincerely devoted to “the spoils” of office, in Hartford, Ct., who is a star of the first 
(and that “ to the victors belong the spoils,” is magnitude among “ the spiritualists,” is said 
a democratic sentiment,) are determined to to have remarked, that not more than about 
hold on to them until a superior force shall twenty per cent, of the Bible is true; and 

' compel them to let go. For myself, I have that this portion is communicated by “ the 
not a spice of admiration for the kings and spirits!” The inference from this is, that 
other rulers of the Gentiles in my con*ti- the most direct means of acquiring Bible 
tution. It matters not by what official name truth is to consult the spirits, who will not 
the sinner who rules is designated. Being a perplex you with the eighty parts of error 
sinner, he is sinflesh, and placed in office bv by which the twenty per cent, is obscured, or 
his fellow-sinners, to carry out their sinful rendered unintelligible ! Hence, the Bible is 
purposes and policy upon sin - principles, useless to the spirit- worldists, who held tele- 
Style him king, emperor, autocrat, sultan, graphic intercourse with “ immortal souls!” 
shah, pope, or president, he is a sinner still, ! Nervous-system phenomena originated the 
and to be trusted no farther than you can see immortal-soulism of Gentile philosophy, to 
him. Sin i3 concrete in him ; and in this con- ; the truth of which, the Bible stubbornly re- 

~ crete form we have principally to do with sin fuses to testify. Hence, the natural hostility 
in our sin-stricken world. My sympathies not subsisting between it and the credulous 
being with sin, nor the works of sin, I have spiritists. The Bible pronounces their mes- 
no enthusiasm nor admiration for what sets sages from the “ spirit world ” to be a mere 
the people roaring with delight and ecstasy, tissue of lies; (Isai. viii. 19, 20;) and as a 
I rejoice in the certainty of the subversion part of this tissue, the conscious existence 
of all Gentile dominions before long,' by of man in any form, between death and re- 
whatever name distinguished. The least surrection. This point being well established 
oppressive government on earth is that of in the Bible, the explanation of all ghostolo- 
the United States, because life, liberty, and i gical phenomena must be sought for among 
property are amply protected, at a cost so the natural laws, few of which, as pertaining 
trifling as to be scarcely felt; with un- to living flesh, are known to the most sci- 
bounded scope for the energies of the people entific of mankind. So utterly destitute are 
in any direction they may please. Still it is spiritualists of scripturally spiritual ideas,
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that when they observe an unusual physical fulness thereof; (1 Cor. iii. 21, 22 ;) and at 
phenomenon—a more fleshly manifestation— the time appointed, they will lake their own, 
they seize hold of it at once as an immortal in spite of all the Powers, imperial, regal, 
manifestation from heaven, purgatory,or hell! priestly, or republican, that now divide their 
VVith such cracked - brain sciolists, Sky- divine royalty and inheritance among them, 
lcingdomism is a demonstration of the Spirit! (Ps. ii. 8, 9 ; Rev. ii. 26, 27.) There is some- 
Thcy know that their grandmothers, and thing magnificent in this arrangement— 
Aunt Silkies, and little babies, and particu- an association of poor and despised people, 
lar favorites, who were so kind to them, and taken from all the generations of the race, 
made them feel so good, when here, “have upon the principle of obedience resulting 
kingdoms gained beyond the skies !” They from the belief of the things promised them ; 
know it; for have they not received messages that such a people of divinely-approved cha- 
froin them direct, to tell them that all they racter, now struggling with adversity, un- 
hoped was true? What chance has a doc- dcr which they are sustained by the belief 
trine such as I advocate of “going down ” that they are the heirs, with Christ, of the 
with such shallow fleshly thinkers as these ? earth and world with all their riches, and 
—people whose thoughts cannot transcend dying in that hope; that they should be raised 
the vagaries of their own day-dreams! None! from the dead, and that God should say to 
They are a law to themselves, having placed them, with the Lord Jesus at their head as 
themselves beyond the sphere of the divine the Commander-in-chief of their forces, 
influence of the word of God. They walk by “ There is the world before you, which six 
sight, which the apostles did not; and doing thousand years ago I promised unto you as 
60, they impose upon themselves fictions j the Woman’s Seed ; the Serpent holds it by 
for realities, pertaining to a world which I his power, which is great; but there are Israel 
has no more present existence than 1855! j and Judah, my two-edged sword (Zech. ix. 
No, there is no hope of such a generation. 13) and weapons of war, (Jer. ]. 20.) who 
They are but a sign of the end, in which under your command shall become strong; 
the Gentiles are to be cut off from Israel’s for one of them shall chase a thousand Gen- 
Olive as a sapless and rotten branch. lex- tiles, and two put ten thousand to flight; 
pect, however, that as there wa^a remnant (Deut. xxxii. 30;) therefore, go up against 
in Elijah’s day, so there may be “a remnant” the nations, subdue them, and take posses- 
among the Gentiles “according to the elec- sion of their glory under the whole heaven, 
tion of grace”—some honest and good hearts (Dan. vii. 18,22,27.) The world is yours; go, 
into which the word of the Kingdom shall be conquer for yourselves, and l will give you 
underslandingly and lovingly received, to the rest.” Who would not rejoice in tribulation 
praise, and honor, and glory of God’s great now, with a scriptural assurance of being 
name; and to the preparation of the people an approved and recognized associate of 
who shall be accepted of Him at the appear- such a valiant company as this ? What are 
ing of Christ in the majesty and power of the honors, and riches, and power, and do- 
the Kingdom. minion of the present world, or constitution

In that great day, the question will not of things, in comparison of this? Many have 
be, whether the doctrine will go down, or aimed at the conquest of the world, that 
whether the people will be willing for Christ they might gratify the lusts of their sin- 
to reign universally ; that day will be “the flesh ; but they have invariably failed. But 
Hour of Judgment,” when the sentence will Christ and the Saints, as commanders of 
go forth, saying, “Those mine enemies who Israel and Judah, will accomplish it for 
would not that I should reign over them, higher and nobler ends—that they may es- 
bring hither, and slay before me.” (Luke xix. tablish righteousness and peace on the ruins 
27.) This will be the practical settlement of of ignorance, superstition, and the despot- 
the controversy, in-spite of money and de- ism of sin ; and cause the will of God to be 
mocracy, which will enable no man to stand done upon the earth as it is in heaven. This 
against The Stone. The peoples of all ranks will be a glorious conquest, though certain- 
and tongues will be compelled to submit ly a sanguinary one. But that cannot be 
themselves with tribute (Ps. lxviii. 30) to avoided. The power of sin must be broken ; 
the Kingdom of the Saints, under the terror and if men will range themselves under its 
of fire and 6Word. This is unavoidable. The standards against Him whose mission it is to 
past has proved that mankind cannot be destroy the works ol sin, they must take the 
brought into subjection to God by testimony consequences. Democracy and millionaires 
and reason ; they must therefore be subdued will be but pipe-stems; brittle as clay, and 
before they can be regenerated and blessed mere dust of the balance in the calculation, 
in Abraham and his Seed according to the Unquestionably, resurrection is “creation 
gospel. Christ and the Saints ask no favors de novo ; but with this difference as respects 
of the world. The earth is theirs and the Adam’s : The resurrected are created again
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from materials previously existing in a for- 5 manifested, as in the case of calves, babies, 

body; while Adam was created from &c.; and when stimulated to action by ideas 
materials that had constituted no part of a from without, “ reason ” is developed in pro
former man. Now the question is this: “Has portion to the higher or lower order of the 
God wisdom-, knowledge, and poiver enough j mechanism of that particular kind of flesh. 
to take a few particles of a previously exist- j Mind is a noun of multitude, and stands for 
ing being, and to ci'eate from them a new > brain-manifestations. Press upon the brain, 
being, having the saiyie consciousness as the j and there is no mind; remove the pressure, 
former being to whom the particles belonged? j and thought and the expression of it return. 
Agrippa, and many others in his day,' as j If the creature die, the brain ceases to act, 
in ours, thought this incredible. This caused l and mind ceases; renew his life, and its 
the apostle to inquire of him, “ Why should action is renewed, and mind is again mani- 
it be thought incredible with you that God | Tested. Take the dust of Abraham, and in 
should raise the dead ?” Vea, why should ) building him up again, let his new brain be 
it? We admit that He made Adam from i formed exactly like the old one, and his new 
dust, and Eve from one of his ribs; is it J brain will have the old recollections, and 
more difficult to build up Judge Mack from j think in the old faithful manner; (Rom. iv. 
his ashes, with the consciousness that he l 18—22;) in other words, Abraham willreap- 
dwelt in Tennessee, and wrote the suggest- > pear as ho was over three thousand years 
ivc penograph before me? Does he require > ago. After rebuilding him thus, transform 
greater power to rebuild a man from his > him “in the twinkling of an eye,” and you 
dust, however small in quantity, than to in- > have Abraham as he will be for ever, 
crease five loaves and two fishes to a suffi- > The order, then, is this : First, to be born 
ciency for four thousand, with a surplus of j in the usual way. If, after this, the subject 
twelve basketfuls ? Paul says that “ God j grow up under ordinary influences, his brain- 
shall make alive our mortal bodies by Jesu3 \ flesh will manifest only the phenomena corn- 
through the Spirit.” (Rom. viii. 11; 2 Cor. \ mon to the pious metaphysics of the schools ; 
iv. 14.) This is conclusive with me on the j or those characteristic of mere non-sectari- 
point of corporeal identity. The resurrected j anism. But we are tracking a man into the 
are to be created anew out of their mortal j kingdom of God; therefore we shall not 
remains. I have nothing to do with the i trouble ourselves now about the metaphysi- 
difficulties of the work. He that has de- j cians, pious or positive. “ Train up a child 
dared he will accomplish the work, is abun- > in the way he should go, and when he is old 
dantly able to encounter and overcome all > he will not depart from it.” I— 
the difficulties pertaining to it. When, how-i of the brainflesh, when conducted upon 
ever, it is understood, that it is not all the j scriptural principles, moulds it to a conform- 
individuals of Adam’s race that have died ? ity with the ideas of the Bible. It thinks 
who are to rise again, a host of imaginary ) scripturally, and, therefore, spiritually; and 
difficulties are removed. Among these, are \ its scriptural thinking is styled <ro (pgovnfxa 
such as different parts of a man being in <r0u ^veupwros, to phronema ton pneumatos, 
divers parts of the earth; others being burned, the thinking of the Spirit. Brainflesh thus 
and their ashes thrown into rivers; and so ^ trained thinks in a direction diametrically 
forth. All that are to be raised arc in safe
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i opposite to brainflesh trained under popular 
keeping for the purpose; for as to the right- ? influences. The former is a spiritually- 
ous, it is written, “Precious in the eyes of thinking, and the latter a fleshly-thinking 
Jehovah is the death of Ill’s Saints;” and ? brain: They are contrary one to another, 
as He was watchful that not a bone of ? Every “ heir of the kingdom” has had theso 
Christ should be broken; eo are His eyes two kinds of brainflesh. Before his enlight- 
upon the mortal bodies, or remains, of His enmcnt and subjection to the obedience of 
Brethren, to bring them forth at the appoint-) faith, he lias a fleshly-thinking brain, which 
edtime. _ J is the sport of all sorts of crotchets and va-

If the entire man die, mind and body, how > garies, and always leaves its owner on the 
can he arise from the dead again? Easily < disobedient side of “ the Law of Faith.” 
enough. The personal pronoun “/ic” is de- j But in the process of enlightenment this 
fined by Paul to be “flesh.” Ilis words are, l crotchelty_ brain becomes exorcised of the 
“In me, that is, in my flesh;” (Rom. vii. ) demons that possessed it; and it becomes tho 
18 ;) and when this “me ” thinks, he styles abode of the gospel of the kingdom, which 
the thinking, to (ppov'/jp-a rqg tfapxog, to phro- j being heartily believed, Christ therefore 
noma tes sarkos, the thinking of the flesh, j dwells there, and it becomes a spiritual 
No flesh, no thinking. This is the law of j brain. Its spirituality increases in the ratio 
our nature. Quadrupeds think because they j of its increasing understanding of the word 
have brain-flesh. When this flesh operates < of the kingdom. In the ratio of this is its 
under ventricular excitation, “ instinct ” is ' participation of the divino nature. No man,
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however “ pious,” or fervent, or devoted to derstood, delivers a man from all doubt about 
“ the Church,” is spiritual, who is ignorant “ the future and unseen world.” It is no 
of the meaning of the word. A brain indoc- matter of “opinion” with him. He knows 
trinated with the truth is a spiritual brain; of a literary certainty, that the future and 
and just such a brain as a man must possess < unseen world has no present existence more 
who would enter the kingdom of God. It is ' than next week has. He knows that it is 
a brain taught of God, and prepared by the coming as 1866 or 1910 are coming; and 
operation of his word to awake from death j that when it arrives, it will be “ the Economy 
in his image. Such an one, then, dies the \ of the Fulness of Times”—a constitution of 
death of the righteous; and the eyes of Je-j things in which Israel and Judah will be a 
hovah rest upon his ashes, as upon all such. \ united nation in Palestine under Christ and 
“7/c” dies, and “ returns to his dust.” When j the Saints, constituting the kingdom of God, 
that same dust is refashioned into a man by j to which the dominion over all nations to 
the Spirit of God, which pervades every atom | earth’s utmost bounds will be annexed, 
of the earth’s substance, “ /tc” rises from the j They have no doubt about this. But to 
dust again freed from “ the law' of sin and 1 others who believe not, of course all is dark- 
death,” called by the Gentiles “the law of \ ness and debate, and ever will be till the 
nature.” His new brain being like the old > reality opens upon their astonished ignorance

with terrible and appalling effect. May my 
readers escape this catastrophe, by a diligent 
and faithful preparation for the event!

Editor.

(only freed from said law) when it begins to 
think, it thinks where it left off* when it fell 
asleep in death. It cannot think after any 
other fashion ; for it was never any one else 
than itself, and if it recollect at all, its remi-
another’s3 Z^o'he^ompTnythafawakes “SOLEMN REVEALMENTS OF THE 
from the dust are represented as singing
recollections of their past history, saying, Dear Doctor:—Will you please send 
“ Thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to ! your bill and discontinue my subscription to 
God by thy blood out of every kindred, and the Herald ? I regret the reasons which 
tongue,and people, and nation.” (Rev. v. 9.) impel me to this step. The principal one is 
They remember that they arc a redeemed your teaching in reference to the future life; 
people, and that they were inhabitants of i and your apparent contempt for the truths, 
earth before they died and rose again: and facts, and solemn revealments of “ the 
they know also for what they rise; for they Spirits.”
say, “ Thou hast made us kings and priests You are certainly, as a journalist, at liberty 
for God ; and we shall reign on earth.” to give your candid convictions in reference 

Such beings rise new creatures in every to any question of the kind; but surely, 
sense of the word, with the reminiscences of when a formidable array of facts, substan- 
their new creature-condition in Christ before tiated by an amount of testimony perfectly 
they died. We must be “ renewed by know- overwhelming, has to be met, it is hardly 
ledge after the image of Him that hath ere- consistent with my ideas of candor and 
ated us” in this mortal stale; that is, become courtesy to set the whole aside as “a spectral 
new creatures in Christ, or we shall not illusion,” and as the sportive pranks of 
become new creatures by resurrection from ; “Od;” simply because the legitimate and 
the dead. The moral new creaturcship must irresistible deductions to be drawn from 
precede the physical; as the future physical these facts would be hostile to a favorite 
condition of a man will be based upon his ; interpretation of a series of revelations made 
present moral. ; through theself-samechannelin former ages.

Dust and ashes are unaffected by youth,man- The exhortation of the apostle was to
hood, or drivelling old age. These are states “Try the Spirits,” not to reject their testi- 
predicablc only of corruptible organizations. 1 mony without a trial! uEvery Spirit that 
Were the magic wand of the Spirit of God confesseth that Jesus Christ is come in the 
to touch the trembling body of second child- Jlesh is of God.” Let this text be applied 
hood, it would as soon stand erect and firm ; and I have no fear as to the result, 
in the vigor of manhood, as did the dead body Doctor, I once believed with you, and as 
of Lazarus after four days of greater pros- firmly as yon now can, that life beyond the 
tration in the grave. The saints rise incor- grave depended on a resurrection of the body; 
ruptiblc; and after ten thousand years will but “the Spirits” have taught me better; as 
be as vigorous as when they heard the voice ! they will teach you, and any other man of 
of Jesus calling to them to awake from intelligence and honesty, who will give them 
their long death-sleep, and to coinc forili to an opportunity.
glory, honor, and renown. Will you try it? Dare you risk your

In conclusion, the Bible, believed and un- hobby against a careful, and impartial, and
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thorough investigation of the facts? Hav- one be miracle, so is the other, and vice 
ing done this, dare you give to the world 
your sincere and heartfelt convictions, as 
drawn from the facts elicited ?

Believing you to be a lover of truth, and 
knowing you to be capable of making sacri
fices for its propagation, allow me to suggest 
that you call on Mrs. Brown, 78 West 26th
street, at 3 or 8 P. M.—Fee $1.00; or on j mony? Not in the Bible. You say, that 
Mrs. Coan, 60 White street; or on Mrs. | those who appeared to Abraham, Daniel, 
Long, 416 Sixth Avenue—Fee 50 cents j Lot, and at the tomb of Jesus, were angels, 
each: and that you exchange with The > and not the spirits of men. The Bible is 
Spiritual Telegraph, which will give you an j against you ; for it calls them all men! In 
accumulation of facts drawn from ail parts j the latter case, too, there is such a discre- 
of the country, such as “speaking with j pancy as to number, position, &c., as to de
tongues,” “ interpretation of tongues,” j stroy the claim of infallibility urged in favor 
“ opening the eyes of the blind,” “ healing j of those writings.
the sick,” (by the laying on of hands.) “ pro- \ In your adoration of old revelation, don’t 
phesying,” “ visions,” &c., &c., &.C., in ex-1 be afraid to open your eyes and mind to the 
act accordance with the promise of Jesus— new ; for, be assured, you are wrong, and 
“He that belicvclii on me, the works that I do every convert you make must, sooner or 
shall he do also, and greater works than later, be unmade.—Fraternally yours, 
these” &c. D. Cory, M. D.

These things are not done in a corner; Waukegan, Illinois, Dec. 24, 1853.
but are occurring all over the land. The P. S. Send your bill, and I will pay up to
Bible, so far from contradicting them, is from \ Jan. 1, 1854. 
beginning to end but a history of spiritual
manifestations occurring among the Jews, sPiRiTAiRrA-i»ur.riTOLOGY the parent ok po- 
nmi in ih* M»l.. »PI.« ® '• PILAU FOOLISHNESS—“THE SriRlIb'’ TRIEDand in the earJj Uiurcli. Ihe xvsvfM ayiov, and found wanting—believing on jesus-;-
pneuma hagion. which passed from one to PHILOSOPHY of fanaticism—miracle DF.FIN- 
another by The laying on of hands, was but ^-ancels, not ghosts, dot uuiobtal >ii.v 
spiritual magnetism, and the operation of In 1841, or thereabouts, I had the pleasure 
imparting the magnetic impressibility (or of an interview with Dr. Cory at Little Port 
mediumship) from one to another, the same 0,1 Lake Michigan, now styled, I belie\c, 
as is daily and hourly witnessed in modern Waukegan. He was then a member of the 
spiritual circles.—Query : Can God be thus Campbellite “ brotherhood,” as it is styled by 
imparted at the fimrer’s ends ?—The pro- tbe Chief 5 but be was in advance of that 
phets were mediums^-some for impressions, “ divine,” then as now a great friend of 
as Isaiah and Ezekiel; others, perhaps, “the spirits,” or of the doctrine concerning 
writing mediums; others, clairvoyants, as ^iem' termed by Paul “the doctrine of de- 
Daniel and John. Jesus was a "real me- ! wtons”—inasmuch as the Doctor then be- 
dium, or Mediator. So was Moses. You !ieved the important truth, as he confesses 

Wiiat is a mira- \ *n lbe above, that life beyond the grave de- 
cle ? Someth ing that never occurred. There Tcnds nPon a resurrection of the body. This 
is a philosophy at the bottom of this thin* invulnerable truth, it appears, Dr. Cory has 
that shows them all to be as natural as entirely abandoned ; and we now find him 
breathing—the result of natural law, by sidc by Slde with the Prince of the Brother- 
which the spirits of the dead (so called) have, hooiJ» in the regions of midnight, and in 
can, and do manifest their living presence telegraphic communication with gassy spi- 
to men in the body. I know °lhis. The j rit.s\and transparent ghosts, demons all in 
same philosophy which can explain how < spmt-land ! .
spiritual beings could make themselves ma- L'nl11 tbc dale of the epistle before us, 
nifest to Daniel and John, Abraham and Lot, nothin? ever reached me from the Doctor or 
will explain how the same thing occurs now. his famillar spirits, informing me whether 
Jf one be miracle, so is the other* and ifi hc were dead> al|ve, or both at once; for, 
one is natural, so is the other. Account for stranSe as k may aPPear’ »n spirilology, when 
the visions of Daniel, John, and Paul and a man ,s a,lvc he is al,ve; but whcn he 13 
you account for those of Andrew Jackson dead ,,e 1S not dead ; but dead and al,v0 at 
Davis* Swedenborg, and Edmonds.! jf once, being dead in this world and alive in 
------  J the other, which is, as it were, somewhere

versa.
You say that the spirit or an^el who ap

peared to John was Enoch or Elijah. IIow 
do you know ? Moses and Elijah appeared 
to Jesus and his three disciples. How came 
Moses there? You say, he must have been 
raised from the dead! Where is the testi-
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* The man at Hanford, Ci., who u reported there io < next door to this ! I am glad, however, to
“the* spirits*” revcafnlM^ contains of‘truth*—SnoR01 ,ind tbat hf *? h?re> and not there—that he 
t One of our New York judges.—Ed. ’ / is still a wliole live man; a,nd that he is not: Pi 1£
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a dead and alive man in both worlds at once. | operations, heaven, hell, purgatory, saints in 
Though I don’t know why I should be glad, glory, and so forth ; all of which the Bible 
Perhaps he does not thank me for my glad- j has as much to do with as with table-moving 
ness; for upon spiritological principles a j and spirit-raps! When one enters an ec- 
man both dead and alive at the same time j clesiastical conventicle, and listens to the 
must be better off; seeing that he has shuf- < speechificalion of the pulpit occupant, what 
fled off all the troubles and vexations of use is he observed to make of Moses and the 
this world with his mortal coil; and, as a (Prophets? Literally none! The Bible is 
“ spirit,” “ ghost,” or “ <5aip.wv, daimon,” in-1 not expounded. It has fallen into desuetude 
stead of refreshing bone and muscle in Lake in that respect; and referred to only for tho 
Michigan, doth ° j text, or the pro forma reading of a chapter.

The people have been brought to this by the 
incompctency of the clergy, who know not 
how rightly to divide the word; nor dare 
they if they did; for a right division would 
destroy their creeds,expressed or understood. 

But, as our friend Mack says, “ to be se- \ The people now like to have it so; and the 
rious,” I am sorrv to find by the letter before j clergy, who live upon them, are obliged to 
me, that the Doctor has read seven volumes J do their pleasure. So true is it, that “ like 
of the Herald to so little purpose. But this ; priest like people,” and vice versa. 
is not difficult to explain, and the explanation The people thus bedrugged have unscrip- 
only deepens my regret; for while he con- tural views of every thing. There is no 
siders me as an adorer of the old revelation, topic, however, upon which they make such 
he assumes the position of infidelity, which egregious blunders as that of “ spiritual ope- 
can sec in Moses and the Prophets only dis- j rations.” They are unable to distinguish 
crepancies, fallibility, and spiritual magnet- j between the spirit of their own brain and 
ism. With a brain so perverted the Herald [ nervous system in its workings, and the ope- 
can do nothing; because all its statements j ration of the Holy Spirit of God. All the 
and reasonings are to show what doctrine < workings of their brainllesh on theologico- 
the Bible reveals for faith : but if, when this \ metaphysical topics, they most erroneously 
is brought out, it is met by a virtual rejec- \ ascribe to the Spirit of God. By this as- 
tion of the Scriptures, all demonstration from | cription they heap upon God all the utier 
them is rendered null and void. This is the j foolishness they detail in what they call their 
Doctor’s case. He prefers to walk by sight j experiences, or God’s dealings with their 
to walking by faith. He has seen certain j souls! I have impatiently listened to ac- 
phenomena which he and spiritists interpret < counts of such dealings with souls, which, if 
as it pleases them. Their interpretation, as j they had been attributed to the operation of 
might be expected, i3 at variance with the j my spirit upon the narrator, would have made 
Bible, which none of them understand; and j mo highly indignant at the idea that I could 
as their own opinions are “the idols of their < have been supposed fool enough to deal with 
den,” they bow down to them and worship \ any man’s soul after such a fashion. Oh 
them, tolerating the Bible only so far as it j that the people did but know themselves! 
can be twisted to the glorification of their l But of his own constitution and the laws to

(which it is subjected, man is profoundly 
But after all,this is not to bo wondered at. \ ignorant; and add to this his ignorance of 

In the Doctor’s case, Campbellism prepared \ God’s prophetic and apostolic teaching, and 
him for his present disregard of the Scrip- \ we have as wild a beast as any that roams 
lures. That system of Gentile philosophy is s the woods. Solomon’s wish may still be 
notorious for its disregard of Moses and the j appropriately expressed, saying, “Would 
Prophets. Its prince is remarkable for the j that the sons of men might see that they 
slight he puts upon them, styling them 11 an j themselves are beasts!”—for assuredly on 
old Jewish almanac.” If the Hierophant of J religious topics they manifest as little scrip- 
Campbellism speak thus disparagingly of s tural reason and sagacity.
God’s 11 sure word of prophecywhat need s Shall we forsake the Word’s teaching for 
be expected from those whose conscience he j the “revealments of the spirits,” or for the 
directs, but a higher veneration for “ reveal- s brainflesh workings of the nervous fluid, 
ments of the spirits,” than for the revelations j which arc identical ? Nay, Doctor dear, I 
of the Spirit of God to the prophets. j tell thee,iYay / I see prophecies recorded in

Other spiritists have been prepared for j the Bible thousands of years ago, fulfilling 
their present excesses and illogical conclu- \ at this time upon the earth; I sec a whole 
sions by indoctrination with the doublc-dis- ^ nation scattered abroad, existing, and having 
tilled foolishness preached by the pulpiters > existed for ages, under the precise circum- 
of tho land about souls, experiences, spiritual stances the One Spirit, speaking by Moses,

Bathe in gassy realms his airy soul,
In ethcrous seas of heavenly blue ; 

Where no muddy wave of waters roll, 
But all’s transparent to the view 1

own crotchets.
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Isaiah, Daniel, Ezekiel, Jesus, Paul, John, \ it. Some who received spirits, or spiritual 
&c., declared they should; I see a civil and j gifts, after baptism, (Acts viii. 16 ; v. 32,) 
ecclesiastical constitution of the nations in J fell into grievous errors of doctrine; and 
the Old World in actual manifestation ac- ) prostituted the gifts, or spirits, subjected to 
cording to a word penned at the dictation of ) them, to the confirmation of their teaching. 
God’s Spirit, hundreds of years before it had j Among these errors was the denial of 
a beginning: I see all these things, and in- ) Christ’s having come in the flesh. These 
numerable others that have come to pass < were “ false prophets,” or teachers having 
exactly as foretold in the Bible from end to ) the gift of prophecy, (1 Cor. xii. 10,) by 
end.—Shall I abandon such a revelation, j which they could speak to edification, ex- 
or admit the “revealments of the spirits” \ hortation, and comfort; (1 Cor. xiv. 3;) or, 
through Madams Long, Brown, and Coan, / by misusing it, to the perversion of their 
to an equality with it, for the vagaries of < brethren. They went out from the churches 
Andrew Jackson Davis, Emanuel Sweden-) of Christ; John styles them, also, “anti- 
borg, and Judge Edmonds?! Perish the ( christs;” who, he says, “went out from us, 
thought for ever and ever, that I should be | but they were not of ns; for if they had been 
such an egregious fool! No; give me the ) of us, they would have continued with us ; 
book of Daniel or the Apocalypse, and take S but they went out that they, might be made 
who will all the dollar or fifiy-cent reveal- ) manifest that they were not all of us.” In 
ments these three women’s familiar spirits ( another place ho calls these antichrists, or 
may rap out to them for their especial bene- j false prophets, deceivers, and spirits, because 
fit from the spirit-world, where, I suspect, ) they were of the spiritual men, or of the 
they arc as knavish as many of their votaries \ class having spiritual gifts; for these were 
in this. I want none of them; being abun- ) not common to all the members of the 
dantly furnished with the most reliable reve- j churches. John warned his brethren against 
lations in the Scriptures of truth. ) these Nicolailans, saying, “If there come

Dr. Cory bids us follow the apostolic ex- ( any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, 
hortation to “Try the Spirits.” The advice > (that Christ has come in the flesh,) receive 
is very good when taken in its proper sense. ) him not into your house, neither bid him God- 
The apostle, however, does not mean, “Go \ speed ; for he that biddeth him God-speed is 
to Madams Long, Brown, and Coan, and try ) a partaker of his evil deeds.” 
their familiar spirits.” To one who under- < Now, in order to ascertain whether these 
stands the word, such an exhortation would ; spirits should be admitted to Christian hos- 
be a self-evident absurdity; because no en- ( piiality and good wishes, they were to be 
lightened man would expect to find spirits S tried. Those exhorted to try them 
worthy of the least respect in familiarity ) not ordered to run after them with fifty cents 
with Gentile women, ignorant, and conse- ( or a dollar in hand to feo every witch report- 
quenlly faithless and disobedient to the gos- } ed to have familiar spirits ; but to examine 
pel of the kingdom of God. In the apostle’s ( the pretenders who presented themselves 
day, the “ spirits” he speaks of were “sjririt- ) as claimants of your Christian courtesy, 
mil gifts” received by men and women who < before you opened your house and heart to 
had previously become obedient to the faith, s them. The test question was, “ Do you be- 
and imparted to them by the laying on of jlieve that Jesus Christ has come in the flesh?” 
apostolic hands with prayer. (Acts viii. s If he said, “Ido,” then the spirit was known 
15-17.) These “spirits,” or gifts, were > to be a prophet of the right stamp; but, if he 
subject to those who possessed them; for ( replied, “/ do not” he was known to be a 
Paul says, “The spirits of the prophets are ; Nicolaitan or Gnostic, “ whose deeds,” says 
subject to the prophets.” These gifts were ( Jesus, “ I hate.” (Rev. ii. 6, 15.) 
styled spirits, because they were manifesto- j But this test-question is no longer equal to 
tions, not of so many different spirits, but of) the detection of fictitious spirits, false pro- 
ihe One Spirit of God, which divided the j phets, antichrists, and deceivers. These 
gifts to every recipient severally as lie willed, j troublers have shifted their ground. They 
(1 Cor. xiv. 32; xii. 7, 11.) There is no J aim at the 6amc result as their evil genera- 
instancc of the Spirit willing spirits to Gen- ; tion did in the days of the apostles, only 
tiles ignorant of the gospel of the kingdom <| they propose to attain to it by different expe- 
since the Lord Jesus received gifts for men. ) dients. Their aim is to draw away disciples 
(Ephes. iv. 8, 11.) Those who now profess j after themselves for their own advantage, 
to be intimate with “ the spirits” are disobe- ) and in doing this, they find it necessary to 
dient unbelievers, to whom God does not \ get quit of Moses and the Prophets, with the 
grant his Holy Spirit. Before men can re- i testimony and teaching of the Apostles, 
ceive this, granting it to be given in these \ They admit that Christ came in the flesh, 
days, (of which I have seen no evidence as < and therefore died, was buried, and rose 
vet,) men must believe the gospel and obey ' again; but they refuse to confess the law
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told me that it mattered not what I believed, . 
so that I was sincere in my errors, and were 
immersed into the name of Jesus; and to 
prove that this was a message direct from 
Jesus Christ, should convert stones into 
bread, raise the dead, or hurl Staten Island 
into the Atlantic, 1 would not receive it. 
Wonders have been performed to establish 
lies of old time ; and they are permitted now 
to put our faith in God's tvord to the proof.

Misapplication of Scripture is as fatal as 
ignorance of it, or unbelief. The Pope’s 
throne was established and is sustained by 
misapplied Scripture; and from the same 
source arose the Mormon imposture of the 
West. I am sorry to see that Doctor Cory has 
fallen into the same bottomless pit. He would 
have us believe that the Spiritual Telegraph's 
array of facts is an illustration of the saying 
of Jesus, that “ He who believeth on me, the 
works that I do shall lie do also; and greater 
works than these shall he do: because I 
go to my Father.” This was fulfilled in the 
apostles and in those “spiritual men” who

and the testimony as the sufficient rule of 
faith and practice. Hence they abandon 
“ the word that lives and abides to the age,” 
and seek for the living to “ the dead,” who, as 
the Scripture saith, “ Know not any thing.”

The testimony of the Rapping-Spirits is 
not worth a pinch of snuff; for the theology 
they teach is contrary to and subversive of 
the Bible’s. We need not run all over New 
York to consult the witches to ascertain 
this; for they pronounce “ departed spirits” 
blessed in heaven, who while embodied were 
as ignorant and faithless of the gospel of 
the Kingdom as New Hollanders. The 
Lord Jesus has decreed, that he who believes 
not the gospel {And there is no other in the 
Bible) shall be condemned. Ile, therefore, 
and the spirits are at issue. John, speaking 
for himself and the rest of the apostles, says,
“We are of God; he that knoweth God 
heareth us; he that is not of God heareth 
not us. Hereby know we the Spirit of Truth 
and the Spirit of Error.Here is a test 
the Rapping Spirits cannot stand. If they
testify the same things as the apostles, their j believed on Jesus through their teaching. It 
testimony is superfluous; if they testify to the ? cannot be proved by theologists or “ spirits,” 
contrary, their testimony is false. Their vota- that the power to do such works as Jesus 
ries have no escape from this, but to reject did a6 the result of “ believing on him” was 
the apostles as liars, which they virtually do. to continue until the Nineteenth Century, or

The consulting of familiar spirits was one till his return. No man who has any re- 
of the Jewish vices of old that brought gard to his reputation for critical accuracy 
down upon them the destruction of their will quote Matt, xxviii. 20 in proof; because 
commonwealth. Instead of seeking wisdom, he knows that “world" in that text signifies 
and knowledge, and counsel of the priests age, or dispensation, being aiwv, aidn, and not 
and prophets whom God raised up for them, kosmos, in a universal sense. But
they consulted the dead through mediums there are many who do wonderful things 
who pretended to hold intercourse with them, that do not believe on Jesus; this text from 
Referring to this absurd abomination, Jehovah j0j,n js therefore not applicable to them, 
said to Isaiah, “ When they shall say unto They do their works, not as the result and 
you, Seek unto them that have familiar spirits evidence of faith, but by the energy of their 
and unto wizards that peep and that mut* own wills, operating upon the nervous sys- 
ter say unto them, “Should not a people tems 0f the patients. The promise of Jesus 
seek unto their God?” Should a people js not to them ; hence its fulfilment is not 
seek “ for the living to the dead ?” He then to bc found in their mesmeric doings, 
gives a rule by which the people may save Nay, more than this. I would ask where 
themselves from imposition by the pretended are t|ic disciples of “ the spirits” to be found 
answers of the dead, saying, “To the Law who believe on Jesus? The Doctor may point 
and to the Testimony: if they [the spirits] us to the many clergymen and pious profes- 
speak not according to this word, it is because sors who believe and consult the spirits as 
there is no light in them.” (Isaiah viii. 19, abundant examples! But we reject them 
20.) This rule, like John’s, upsets all the H\\ a8 counterfeit. To believe cn Jesus is the 
“ revealments of the Spirits,” from one end same thing as to “ believe on God;" and to 
of Witchdom to the other. believe on them both is to believe what they

% Seeing, then, that these spirits are by these promise and preach. Paul shows this clearlv. 
divine tests condemned as convicted liars, He quotes the testimony of Moses, and say's, 
what is it to us, if those who arc possessed Abraham believed God, and it [his failhj was 
of them, or demonized, should speak with counted to him for righteousness; and this 
tongues, open the eyes of the blind, or raise paying, Paul explains by these words, to wit: 
the dead ? Paul tells us not to believe an “Abraham was fully persuaded that what God 
angel from heaven if he preach any other had promised he was also able to perform: and 
gospel than the gospel of the Kingdom ho therefore it was imputed to him for rightcous- 
prcached. If I saw an angel descending ness.’’ For Abraham, then, to be fully per- 
from heaven, and on conversing with him he suaded that what God had promised he was
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able to perform, was for him to believe God. j speaking or looking at the man, I have com- 
•**Now/adds the apostle, “ it was not written j pelled actions that he could not success
or his sake alone, that it [faith] was imputed j fully resist; and which appeared wonderful 
to him ; but for our sakes also, to whom it j to all who beheld them. Now, had I been a 
[belief of God’s promise] shall be imputed, j religious knave, I might have played off 
if we believe on him who raised up Jesus j Simon Magus before the company, giving 
from the dead.” To believe on God, then, out that I was “the great power of God,” 
is not merely to believe that he exists, (none j having a prophet-mission to the world ! I 
but a fool would deny that,) but to believe might have declared that these wonders 
what ho promises; “ against hope to believe were proofs of my divine character, and have 
in hope.” set up for as great an ambassador of Heaven

T(i believe on Jesus, I repeat, is to believe as any of the clergy, the Archbishop of 
what he preached. Not simply that there Canterbury, or the Pope himself! Had I 
was, and is, such a person. A man would concealed from the subject my operation on 
be set down for an ignoramus who did not j his system, and had he been fanatically in- 
admit this ; and deservedly so. He that has j ciined, he might have attributed the influence 

faith in Jesus than that he exists, j he felt to the Spirit of God dealing with his 
or died and rose again, does not believe on > soul; especially if I had willed religious i in- 
Jesus. He may believe the same thing of > pressions upon his sensorium instead of the 
Lazarus; but he does not therefore believe j secular commonplaces I did. This explains 
on Lazarus. To believe on a man, in the j to my mind the origin of “ religious experi- 
Scripture sense, you must believe what that j ences;” such, all such, I mean, as do not 
man presents to you for faith. This is the j result from searching the Scriptures for 
great thing; for if you receive the man’s j the truth. People in families and societies 
doctrine, you receive him; if you reject that, j mesmerize one another unconsciously. Their 
you reject him also. “ He rejecting me,” j brains and nervous systems arc acted upon 
says Jesus, “and not receiving my words—the j by the ideas willed, evolving and expressed, 
word which I have spoken—the same shall j among them. The preaching, praying, talk- 
condemn him in the last day.” This is con- ing,and silent wishingsof some concerning 
elusive. others, create a halo of influences, which

Now,who of the Spirit-Rappists receive the invests the community in its family and asso- 
words of Jesus—the word that he has spoken ? ciational relations, like a fog. Individuals 
In other words, who among them believe the are pervaded by it as by the atmosphere—an 
gospel of the Kingdom which he preached? atmosphere of spirituality, as it were. If 
(Matt. iv. 23.) Alas, if they have ever heard < the preaching, and so forth, be the vain im- 
of such a gospel, infinitesimal is their concep- j aginations of brain sinflesh, as it is with so 
tion of its import! Now, mark this—Jesus, < few exceptions that we may say it isuniver- 
nor any other Scripture authority, ever pro- pally, the spiritual atmosphere i3 infectious, 
raised the Holy Spirit, or Us powers, to any j and generative of fanatical experiences, wild- 
persons who did not believe on him in believ- fire excitements,“awakenings,” “miraculous 
ing the gospel of the Kingdom he preached, dealings of God with souls,” witchcraftry, 
Hence, whatever spirit it may be that spirit- ecstasies, dreams, prophesying.-?, visions, 
ists rejoice in, it is not the Holy Spirit of “spirits,” and a thousand other things de- 
God ; but some other, it may be of Ceelze- tailed in the annals of fanatical religionism, 
bub, or some other representative of evil; And it may be noted, that where the Scrip- 
but beyond all doubt or question, it is not of iures arc least accurately understood, these 
God. lie gives not his Holy Spirit to the nervous-system manifestations most prevail. 
unholy, faithless, and disobedient, to play No man who is not enlightened in the gos- 
Iricks with in moving tables, &c.; or to con- pel of the Kingdom is safe from the influ- 
firm the theological fooleries of Andrew J. ; cnee of this sectarian mesmerism. All who 
Davis and Emanuel Swedenborg; or to en- are seized with it, not being able to account 
dorse the scholastic divinities in the miracu- for it upon any principles known to them, 
lous soul-dealings which preoccupy the minds ! call it miraculous, or the operation of the 
of professors to the exclusion of the word. \ Holy Spirit. There is nothing, however, 

I have no controversy with Spiritists miraculous in it, or holy. It is the natural 
about their “facts;" what 1 reject in ioto is result of the operation of the flesh-spirit of 
their explanation of them. I have done the community upon it own members. It 
several wonderful things myself, and seen j begins in the flesh and ends in the flesh, and 
more remarkable ones performed by others, j always leaves its victims in disobedience, (for 
As far as my experiments have gone, the j joining a church is not obeying the gospel.) 
phenomena have all resulted from the energy | and as ignorant of the Bible, and vastly 
of my own will operating on the brains and j more sclf-conceited, than when it originally 
nervous systems acted upon. Without' demonized them.
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" Speaking with tongues” is no proof of ? The apostolic miracles were also his, for 

the existence of “the spirits,” nor is the l “ The Lord worked with them, and confirmed 
faculty necessarily a fulfilment of the pro-j the word they preached with signs follow- 
mise of Jesus. J have heard an illiterate j ing.” (Mark xvi. 20.) The time has not yet 
girl sing French and Italian songs who five l come to do greater works than his. The 
seconds before and the instant after the sing- < dead who have believed on him will arise 
ing knew not a word in either tongue. It and do them when he returns. Mesmeric 
was done by first mesmerizing her, and then manipulations, however surprising to this 
placing her cn rapport with an educated generation, are not miracles. They are 
lady who could perform. By this process j mere physical phenomena. Cause the rag- 
the nervosity of the two became as one—as ing elements to cease their billowy strife by 
it were, mesmeric Siamese twins. Their > a liPeace, be still!” or feed your hungry 
two brains were a closed circle, the lady l thousands with five barley-loaves and two 
who played the guitar and sang being the \ fishes by the power of your “ spirits,” ye 
positive brain-pole from which the will-influ- \ mesmerizers, and ye may then talk to us 
ence passed to the negative brain-pole of \ with some show of reason of the co-medium- 
the girl, causing her unconsciously to sing j ship of your writing-mediums and clair- 
wilh tongues. j voyants with Jesus and the Prophets ! Till

Jesus rested his claims, not upon the j then, hide your diminished heads with shame, 
ground of his exclusive performance of mir- j and face confusion.

upon that of doing such miracles j I have nowhere said that “ the spirit or 
“If 11 angel who appeared to John was Enoch and 

had not done among them the works which > Elijah.” If Dr. Cory says this under the 
none other man did, they had not had sin” j inspiration of his familiar spirits, they have 
in rejecting me. He admitted that his ad- ? misled him. My words were, “A prophet, 
versaries cast out demons, for lie said to ? one

acles, but 
as no one had ever done before him.

of the apostle John’s brethren, (perhaps 
them, “ If I by Beelzebub cast out demons, £ Enoch or Elijah,) was sent as an angel 
(or spirits,) by whom do your children cast J to him in Patinos.” I need not therefore 
them cut?” The casting out of demons by ) answer his question, “ How do you know ?” 
the Jews was “the healing the sick” by l I do not know, having only supposed it. The 
exorcism, or mesmerism, practised with re- j prophet may have been Moses. But be he 
ligious ceremony. Finding that Paul was [ whom he may, the supposition is vastly 
so successful in casting out spirits (a Bible < more scriptural than the affirmation, that 
phrase for curing insanity, deafness, dumb- \ the prophet was the ghost of a dead man, 
ness, epilepsy, and such like) bv the Spirit j or a familiar spirit to John, 
of God in the name of Jesus, the sons of \ In the absence of direct testimony, scrip- 
Sceva undertook to mesmerize in his name, j lurally-enlighlened reason teaches that Moses 
The operation of the Holy Spirit in the j must have been raised from the dead, 
name of Jesus was irresistible, but mes- \ Spiritists have neither reason nor testimony 
merism in the same name was uncertain, \ against it. All they can say is, they are 
and dangerous to the operators, exciting the j not convinced ; and we may add, while they 
fury of the maniac against them. Modern J are beguiled by “the spirits” they never 
mesmerists, though they believe not on Jesus, l will.
do wonderful things even in his name to 5 Yes. I say that those who appeared to 
confirm their vagaries, but do not meet with j Abraham, Daniel, Lot, and at the tomb of 
the same fate. The reason, however, is, Jesus, were angels, and not human ghosts, 
because their patients are as ignorant of > Dr. Cory thinks that the Bible is against 
Jesus and Paul as themselves. They can- > me, because it styles them all “men.” It 
not say, 11 Jesus I know, and Paul I know: J does; and therefore they are not ghosts, 
but who are ye ?” Not knowing Jesus and / They were angel-men ; that is, men sent of 
Paul, they do not perceive that the mesmer- j God : for angel defines office, not nature, 
izers in his name are impostors, however j signifying one sent. They were men, but 
effectual the cure; therefore they escape, and ( differing from Abraham, Daniel, &.C., in this, 
delusion rests upon all. j that they were immortal men, which earth-

In answer to the Doctor’s question, What < boms arc not. An angel may be cither an 
is a miracle ? I should say, A work essen- j immortal man sent of God, or a mortal man 
tially more wonderful in power than any thing < sent by the same authority. The angels in 
that had preceded it. This was the character j question were of the former class ; while 
of most of the works of Jesus ; therefore the Lord Jesus,u the Angel of the Covenant,” 
they were miracles. They were essentially \ (Mai. iii. 1,) was of the latter, though now 

wonderful demonstrations of power \ exalted far above all immortals, 
than any thing performed since his day of s I believe I have now noticed all the no- 
which we have any authentic account, j ticeable points in Dr. Cory’s epistle. What

more
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I have written will, no doubt, find its way to J having investigated the subject, to give your 
him, as the Herald still visits the house of opinion, even if such opinion should conflict 
one well known to him in Waukegan. I j with what you. have previously contended 
have written with no intentional disrespect j for:—these things being believed, your views 
to him, though freely and plainly, neverthe- j on the following question are most respect
less, I confess, with profound contempt for > fully, but earnestly solicited:—Will the 
his familiar spirits. I regard these as mere wicked, when they arc resurrected, (Rev. xx. 
spectra of the highly-excited sensoria ofinedi- 12,) he animate or inanimate ? 
urns, reflected, as from a mirror, upon their That they will be lifeless is zealously con- 
perceplivc organs, as in dreams. The medi- tended for by some, and I would say, that 
urns see the spectra; but those who “ seek to the zeal manifested in trying to establish 
the dead” through them do not, unless them- j their lifelessness from the Bible, is absolute 
selves,not sirpcrnaturally, but preternatural ly > infatuation ; for the whole tenor of the Scrip- 
excited. The believers in “the spirits” are not tures goes to abundantly prove the contrary, 
sufficiently skilled in science to explain the In Rev. xx. 5, we read, “ But the rest of 
phenomena they observe. Generally speak-1 the dead lived not again until the thousand 
ing, they are ignorant of the little science J years were finished.” Now, that life (that 
yet embraced in “ the circle of the sciences> is, animal life) is manifestly implied in this 
and still more notably ignorant of the true i verse, even a mere smatterer in philology, it 
import of the Bible. Such observers are | is conceived, would not attempt to deny, 
sure to err in their conclusions. When the j Your view of this matter will very much 
things belonging to flesh and blood are better oblige your humble servant, 
understood, the ghost-religious opinions of i An Inquirer.
the Spiritists of 1854 will be as much a subject 
of merriment as those of the pious murder
ers of “Salem witches” in limes bygone.
They will then have come to know, that the 
spirit pertaining to flesh and blood, and the
Holy Spirit of God given to prophets and . . . . . „ ,
obedient believers of the gospel, are entirely .Thc des,S,n °f resurrection is, not only to 
distinct. The former is the fleshly spirit of reorganize the dead, but to reorganize and 
the world ; and thc latter, “ the Comforter, "iake them alive again ; and the reason why 
thc Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot j 1 hey arc to be thus reushered into ife is, that 
receive." (John xiv. 17.) Thc Davises,! lhe/ may stand before the tribunal of Christ, 
Swcdenborgians, and Edmondses of the and 6,VG account ofthemselves to God, (Rom. 
world cannot see this, because the spirit of < x,v:lhatthey may rece,v?l,,clU,1,nS 
the flesh is blinding. It exhales from thc i "? body accordingly, be they good or bad. (3 
blood like a mist befogging the brain. No 1 Por* .v: 10->, Pesc testimonies stand side 
wonder such persons see sights, and, los-1 ^ s,de W1*b ^ev‘ xx* I^. The dead re
ingall control of themselves, are seized upon Trred t0 must of course become living, or 
by the effluence of their own organization, and \ they cannot 5ive an account of themselves, 
made io perform thc gymnastics which J or receive recompense good or bad. If those 
astonish the gaping multitude equally with j sP°^n °f lho fiflh verse lived not again 
themselves. For myself, I have ceased to f “"f1 th<; tho“silnl1 years werc finished, it 
wonder at any thing sl.ortof men becoming f?Hows that when that lime expires, they will 
rational and intelligent believers and obey- lu*°9am> h"1 w|th a terminable life, 
ers of the truth. In the midst of the univer- „ The tenth verse of the chapter, cited by- 
sal foolishness and ignorance of the Bible completes the prediction of the
that prevails, this is wonderful indeed ! destruction of thc postmillemual Gog and

Editor ^aS°S power, styled “ the Devil, which 
? will be exterminated on the same territories, 

and by similar means, as “ the Powers,” 
AN EXTRAORDINARY QUESTION represented by “the Beast and the False 

^ ’ Prophet, were a thousand years before.
Dr. Thomas—Dear Sir:—Believing lhat j (Rev. xix. 20; xiv. 10.) The eleventh 

you are qualified by research, and that your / verse presents a new scene. Its descrip- 
knowledge of the Word of God—a know- j tion carries us back to the beginning of the 
ledge resulting from profound investigation— j i1 Tillennium, when the “ Great White Throne 
renders you capable of giving a fair exposi- i the throne of Datfid, is established, “the earth 
tion of the more intricate sentences of the ) ant the heaven,” or present Gentile constitu- 
Bible; besides, judging from your past I tion of the world, having “fled away," and the 
actions that you will by no means prevaricate j glory of Jehovah pervading the earth as the 
about the truth, or hesitate a moment after \ waters do the sea. Jesus reigns upon this
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throne until ho has put down all enemiesunder choked professors. These are “ the unjust,” 
his feet, when the last enemy, Death, shall who with “ the just” rise at Christ’s coming, 
be destroyed ; an idea which is symbolically but to the shame and contempt of the 
described as the casting of Death and Invisi- Age. (Dan. xii. 2.) They arc driven by the 
bility (adTjg) into the Lake of Fire. ver. 14. decree of the King into the territories of the 
(1 Cor. xv. 25,26.) The prophecy then cm- Beast and False Prophot, and Kings of the 
braced in Rev. xx. 11-15, is descriptive of Earth, styled “ the Devil and his angels 
resurrection matters, pertaining to the be- (Matt. xxv. 41;) where they are tormented 
ginning and ending of the thousand years. \ with fire and brimstone, in the premillenmal 
The dead who are raised are those who lake of fire, (Rev. xix. 20.) in the presence of 
stand related to the opened books-persons the Holy Angels, (the saints,) and of the 
who have died under times of knowledge, Lamb, (2 Tlicss. i. 7-10,) [the Lord Jesus;] 
and whose works, therefore, will be adjudged who give them no rest day nor night to ages 
as good or bad, according to the light re- of ages, eig uiuvug aiwvc.iv, ev> aivnas aivndn, 
vealed from heaven, as°it is written in (Rev. xiv. 10, 11,) that is, till the destruc- 
John iii. 19. They all live again who rise;; tion of those dominions is completed, which 
but all mankind are not raised, because all ensues before the thousand years begins. If 
mankind have not lived under times of these things are understood, there is no scope 
knowledge, or in relation to the books. for such a dispute as is implied injhe ques- 

Divine knowledge classifies mankind. ; tion of “An Inquirer.”
One class is composed of those who have March 6th, 1854. 
lived under times of ignorance, which God 
winks at. (Aclsxvii. 30.) This is compre
hensive of those whose ignorance is invoi.n- 
tary and helpless. They are born and die

“Out Day, of .
unto the dust shall thou return.” This is the Judgment, The Resurrection and the Att 
orn} of their beginning. “They remain in T'^n'ed in a New Light— rhe
the congregation of the dead,”’being help- ^possession of Palestine by the Jews and 
lcssly sinners by constitution. I lh.c'.r Conversion to Christ as their Mee

ts second class includes those to whom God *!ah- ln tw0 v°^";esu 12m°- JP- 725--
sends the light, but who shut their eyes I pN“NV':',10us- Publisher, E. French, 12
against it, loving darkness rather than light,! ~ ible House, N. \., 1Sd3. Price, $- 50. 
because their deeds arc evil. These are Sucii is the title of a work reprinted in 
not only sinners by constitution, but wiclccd j this city from an English copy. Its me- 
sinners, who refuse to come under a con- chanicul execution is respectable, the paper 
stitution of righteousness to God. These being white, clear, and of good body, and 
are “the rest of the dead who live not again ij the type new or nearly so. The binding 
till the thousand years arc finished.” At the is cloth-boards, and lettered on the back 
end of that period they rise, and, commingled “Apocalypse Unveiled;” which without dis- 
with the Gog and Magog rebels, are with pute is an exceedingly attractive title to all 
them “tormented day and night to the ages of interested in the interpretation of that ex- 
thc ages,” sig roug aiwvas cwv aiwvwv, cis tous traordinary and hitherto uninlerpretcd book. 
aivnas ion aivnvn, in the poslmillennial; The two volumes contain 725 pages of long 
“ lake of fire” which “devours” those ad- primer type, with leads between the lines; 
versaries. which, if all were placed together in a body,

The third class of the dead is comprehen- would leave about one fourth of each page 
sive of those who when previously living a blank. That the reader may have some 
came under a constitution of righteousness, idea of the quantity of print contained in the 
and are therefore “saints” Sinners who two volumes, 1 would say that, set up after 
have intelligently obeyed the gospel of the the form of Elpis Israel, the 725 pages would 
kingdom, by so doing become saints. Thus ; make a book of the size of that work. If 
they begin to do well, and for a patient con-; then our readers desire to purchase two 
linuancc in well-doing they receive glory, dollars and fifty cents’ worth of printed pa- 
honor, incorruptibility, and life at the first per with the publisher’s fifty or seventy-live 
resurrection as the first-fuits unto God per cent, added to the original mechanical 
and to the Lamb. These are “the just” or “ getting-up” cost, let him procure the 

, who rise to the life of the Age, and pos- ; “Apocalypse Unveiled.” No book can suit 
scs8 the Kingdom. such a buyer of publishers’ wares better.

The fourth class includes those saints who Plenty of paper, plenty of print, and respect- 
did run well, but did not continue in well- able binding—two nice duodecimo volumes 
doing ; way-side, stony-ground, and thorn- for his table—what more can he want ?

Editor.

|ffltifts gffjirfis.
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But I have been requested by some, who j an unveiling of the future to those who 
judge of the value of books, not by their j not his servants—to tho wise, the prudent, 
length, breadth, and thickness, but by the j the scribes, the princes, the disputers of this 
thoughts, ideas, arguments, valuable infor- j world*—who have been almost exclusively 
mation they may contain, to let them know j the baffled expositors of apocalyptic truth, 
through (ho Herald what I think of the These are not Christ’s servants, not having 
“Apocalypse Unveiled,” concerning which a j the seal of God in their foreheads.! They
very “ taking” notice had appeared in the j neither understand, believe, nor have obeyed,
National Intelligencer before its publication. j the gospel of the kingdom ; and therefore 
They desire this, that they may not *• throw j their foreheads arc unstamped with the 
away” two dollars and fifty cents for what seal of God. How can men ignorant of the 
might turn out to be a mere bookseller’s j gospel of the kingdom expound a revelation 
speculation. To gratify these friends, I have j which unfolds the formation of a situation of 
procured the loan (fortunately only the loan) j human affairs, the predicted resolution of 
of the “Apocalyspe Unveiled” from a wor- j which is the reestablishment of the Twelve 
thy brother whose property it is. “Keep it," j Tribes of Israel in the Holy Land under the 
said he, “as long as you please;" a lease which j government of “ The Kings of the East,” 
impressed me with the idea that the author j or Christ and the Saints, with dominion over 
in drawing aside the veil had exposed no- j all nations to earth's utmost bounds? They 
thing very admirable to view, at least to 5 who do not understand and believe this, and 
him; or he would have desired it for fre- j the manner in which the setting up of thi3 
quent contemplation at much shorter inter- theocracy is to be effected, and who can- 
vals than, if left to my own convenience, I j not scripturally define “the Saints,” are 
might have pleased to afford him. j utterly incapable of giving a scriptural, ra-

Sotne readers may not know what the j tional, demonstrative, or intelligible e.vpla- 
Apocalypse is, not finding any such title in j nation of The Apocalypse. The Hengsten- 
the English version of the Bible, nor being \ bergs, the Tregellcses, the Elliotts, the 
acquainted with Greek. For their informa- Cummingses, the Bickersteths, the Fabers, 
lion, then, it may be remarked, that apoca- j the Cunninghames, the Bp. Newtons, the 
lypsis is the first word of the Greek copy j Keiths, the lords, and all the commons, 
of the book styled The Revelation of St. j who have written upon it, too numerous to 
John," and signifies a revelation. Hence, j mention, can no more interpret the vision, 
many have adopted the Greek word as the < than could all the wise men, the astrologers, 
title of the twenty-two chapters into which j the magicians, and the soothsayers, of 
John’s book is divided, to distinguish it from j Nebuchadnezzar’s court, his dream of the 
other parts of Scripture which are revela- < latter-day catastrophe of the Kingdom of 
tions also. The English title does not ex- j Babylon. “ The secret of the Lord is with 
press the truth. The Apocalypse is not j them that fear him”—with them “ who keep 
John’s Revelation; but “A Revelation of\ his commandments, and have the testimony 
Jesus Christ, which God gave to him to show j of Jesus Christ.”:}: _ __
unto his servants things which must shortly j This is the reason of such universal fail- 
come to pass." This is the title given to the j ure. All these writers occupy theological 
book by John, to whom Jesus sent and sig- j stand-points from which the revealed future 
nilied it through his messenger. | cannot be seen. How can a man possibly

Revelation is the unveiling of hidden j expound correctly the seventeenth and nine- 
things. “The Apocalypse Unveiled,” then, \ leentli chapters, whose theology inculcates 
is a very objectionable title, signifying “The ; the introduction of the Millennium by the 
Unveiling Unveiled.” The unveiling was ; influence of “ the benevolent institutions of 
performed by God when he gave the revela- | the day” upon the governments and peoples? 
tion to Jesus Christ. God unveiled the fu- Or a peace-society man who dreams of war 
ture to him; and He unveiled the future to ceasing from the earth before Christ comes ? 
his servants by showing what had been Or one who believes in the triumph of re
made manifest to him.° How is it, then, publicanism over monarchy ? Or how could 
that this book is not understood ? It is the divines of the Church of England, or of Scot- 
Fulure Unveiled; yet it baffles all the learn- land, or of their sectarian offshoots, expound 
ed, all “tho divines of Christendom,” and the saying concerning God’s servants, “These 
all their disciples who rush into print upon j are they which were not defiled with women; 
the subject, to form even a rational conjee- for they are virgins seeing that they 
ture upon coming events ! The enigma is all defiled by these “ Women," being ininis- 
not difficult to solve; nay, the question is i ters of the “Harlots," which recognize 
answered in John’s title, which inlorms us, j “Babylon the Great” as the “Holy Mother
that the Apocalypse is a revelation to Christ’s j----
servants, to show them the future. It is not
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Church,” though corrupt in many things ? winds of the earth are the Powers that 
The author of “The Apocalypse Unveiled" ; formed the Holy Alliance of 1815! The 
truly remarks, “ It is strange that Protestant sealed out of the Twelve Tribes are “ the 
Divines should claim descent from this wo- dissenting and varying forms of Christian 
man. If any such connection does exist, it denominations !” “The duration of the si- 
would be more discreet to conceal it than to : lence in heaven for half an hour is of no 
boast of it.” consequence!” An easy way of getting

But, what shall we say of this same rid of the difficulty of explaining it! The 
“Apocalypse Unveiled ?” Divines say that angel of ch. x is “ the present age of stcam- 
the Apocalypse is a dark book. If then you power and the magnetic telegraph !” The 
put a veil over a da^k book, what do you woman clothed with the sun and a crown of 
accomplish? You make it darker! Sup- twelve stars upon her head, is the union of 
pose then you afterwards unveiled it, what the English Church and State, “ guided and 
is the result? You make darkness visible! < governed by the light and teachings of the 
That is very true. If therefore I were < twelve apostles!” This is a climax of ab
ashed to amplify the title, I would write it, < surdity with which we may well dismiss the 
“The Apocalypse Unveiled, or Darkness j “Apocalypse Unveiled” to the waste-paper 
made Visible ;” and instead of saying, s basket for candle-lighters, and so forth. 
l’Prcscnicd in a New Light,” I would render > Editor.
it, “ With Former Shadows intensely Deep
ened.” I, never took a book into my hand 
upon the subject it treats of, whose intrinsic 
value is of so little worth. I would not give 
it shelf-room. The authorship is a disgrace 
to any man outside a lunatic asylum. The 
writer has withheld his name, which is good 
policy; for one would hardly think it possi
ble for another work on prophecy with his 
name afiixed to find an intelligent purchaser 
for a single copy. This may he thought 
severe censure; it may be, but it is just, 
and in my judgment richly deserved. It is 
such trashy books as these that have dark
ened, and brought into disrepute, one of the 
most interesting and important portions of 
the Scriptures. An exposition of the Apoc
alypse is still a desideratum, which can only 
be fulfilled by one unspoiled by schola tic 
theology, independent of authority, intelli
gent in the political constitution of the Gen
tiles, and who understands the gospel of the 
kingdom, and has obeyed it.

A citation or so from “The Apocalypse 
Unveiled” I doubt not, will satisfy the reader 
that we have naught extenuated in the case.
“ I believe,” says he, “ that heathen Rome 
has nothing at all to do with the book after 
it leaves the seven churches.” “The Four 
Beasts (with six wings, ch. iv. 6-8) are in
tended to represent the four grand divisions 
of the earth!!” “The Lion is the appro
priate symbol of Africa: the Ox is the em
blem of Asia: the beast with a man’s face 
is obviously intended to represent Europe: 
the flying eagle is America!” “The Sun 
becoming black as sackcloth of hair, (ch. vi.
12,) — This is the first direct reference to 
England yet met with in the Apocalypse!”
The blackening the Sun was the execu
tion of Charles I., “ the head of the na
tion and head of the Church.” “ France 
is represented under the metaphor of the 
moon !” The Four Angels holding the four

A Debate on the State of the Dead be
tween Rev. Thomas P. Connelly, A.B., an 
Evangelist of the Christian Church, and 
Nathaniel Field, M. D., Pastor of the 
Church of God, meeting at the Christian 
Tabernacle in the city of Jeffersonville, 
Indiana. Held at Old Union Meeting- 
house, in the vicinity of Indianapolis, in 
the.summer of 1852. Reported by J. G. 
Gordon, Esq., Attorney at Law, and re
vised by the Parties. Published by Dr. 
Field at Jeffersonville, la. 12mo. pp. 
308. Price §1 00, postage included.
The above is the title of a work recently 

forwarded to me by my friend Dr. Field. 
On reading it, it may occur to the reader to 
inquire,* What ground of debate can possibly 
exist between “An Evangelist of the Chris
tian Church” and a “Pastor of the Church 
of God?” To, this question it may be re
plied, that if the ecclesiastical words and 
phrases of this century were representative 
of the spiritual ideas of the apostolic age, 
there could be no ground of debate. But 
there is nothing more distinct than Bible 
things and modern phrases. The language 
and ideas of Scripture are inseparable as 
sign and thing signified. Not so, however, 
with the dialect of the schools and systems 
of this expiring age—it expresses one thing, 
but really means another. Thomas P. Con
nelly, the Reverend Bachelor of Arts, styles 
himself “ an Evangelist of the Christian 
Church.” In Paul’s day, an evangelist 
(zvayye'kidrr]g, from zb,good, and a.yyz'khu, 
to deliver a message) was one who an
nounced glad tidings, or good news,and had 
received a spiritual gift, or gifts, by the lav
ing on of the hands of the eldership, by 
which the gospel he announced was con
firmed. Mr. Connolly has the official 
of such an one, but without the qualification.

*
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But, he claims to bo an evangelist of “The \ hope, therefore, that the Doctor’s work will 
Christian Church;” not of a Christian have free course to that end. All wishing 
church, but of the simon-pure community! to purchase can send him an order as above, 
Dr. Field, I should think, will hardly admit prepaid, and enclosing the price, and in a 
this claim ; because, as their churches are few days he will enable them to judge of the 
in opposition, the recognition of Mr. Con- endeavor for themselves. Editor.
nelly’s church as the true one, would be to 
surrender the claim of his to be “ the Church 
of God.” The Christian Church and the 
Church of God are scripturally identical; 
but here we have them in our day rival and 
antagonistic.

But, what is this Christian Church ? From 
things exhibited in the debate we are able to 
strip it of all phraseological disguise. It is 
nothing more nor less than the Campbellite 
Brotherhood; so that Mr. Connelly is not 
“an evangelist of the Christian Churchbut, 
one who is commissioned by the Campbellite A kind friend in Nottinghamshire has for- 
communily to announce to the people as warded me a copy of the above. It contains 
gospel, the opinions inculcated by the Pro- nothing new to those who possess copies of 
fessor of Sacred History at Bethany College. ! Elpis Israel. What Mr. Pae says about 
Among these opinions is the purely carnal the Two Witnesses is a faithful transcrip- 
nolion, (so carnal that the old pagans, who tion from its pages; save that he mistakenly 
were utterly ignorant of the things of the j attributes their defeat in 1572—1685 to 
Spirit of God, entertained it,) that when man ? “ the Dragon and the Beast,” which I do not. 
dies, he is not only conscious, but boatifically It was the Beast “that ascendeth out of the 
glorious beyond the skies! This is the Bottomless Pit that makes war against them, 
bright side of the conceit; the dark one is, and overcomes them, and kills them;” not 
that if he have been wicked before “shuf- j the Dragon, which is a distinct power, and 
fling ofF his mortal coil,” he descends into { not concerned in that Book, 
the bottomless pit burning with fire and j My calculation of their death-periods he 
brimstone, where he remains as fuel for the parades with lines of italic, without the 
burning to infinity. j slightest hint of his having no more to do

The preaching such foolishness as this j with it than copying it into his manuscript, 
destroys entirely Mr. Connelly’s claim to be j My calculation also of Ezekiel’s 430 years 
regarded as a scriptural evangelist. Every he treats in the same manner. Not satisfied 
student of the word, whose brain is not ad- j with this, he republishes a page of my chro- 
dled by pulpitology, knows very well that < nology as it stands in the English edition of 
Paul, Timothy, and Titus, never preached Elpis Israel, without discovering that there is 
any thing like it. They announced life and j a typographical error in regard to the reign 
incorruptibility in the kingdom of God to all j of Alexander the Great, which ought to be 
who believed the glad tidings concerning j eight years instead of seven ; and the age 
that royalty, and became obedient to the Law j of^Jesus at his crucifixion 35-i instead of 364, 
of Faitli in word and deed. They proclaimed as he has copied it.
the attainment of this on rising from the j Under the head of Britain he runs wild, 
dead; and hence their own anxiety to share i Upon this topic he has some original matter, 
in the resurrection. They taught immor- j which makes him very vulnerable. But 
ialily of body; that is, life endlessly mani- j fortunately for him, his contemporaries there 
fested through incorruptible body: so that! areas much in the dark as he. I have 
no body, no immortality, was the idea that stated, (and I believe I am the only one that 
stultified all the notions of the Greeks. has done so with proof,) that Britain is not

In the debate under notice, Dr. Field took one of the Ten Toes of the Image, or Ten 
up the scriptural position, which is invul- Horns of the Beast. 1 have many reasons 
nerable by the pointless shafts of orthodoxy for this. Mr. Pae has adopted the idea, and 
and spiritrappology. To enlighten the public given it as his own on page 19; but not 
mind on the state of the dead as revealed in understanding it aright, he has jumped to the 
Scripture is a useful work; and very much conclusion that England is not to be “in- 
needed at the present time, “ when,” as he volved in the approaching storm,” but will 
says, “ it is so much excited by the delusions have to “ battle for virtue, for morality, for 
and vagaries of modern spiritualism.” I knowledge, for religion, and for Christ; and 
wish success to every effort calculated to the struggle is against vice, ignorance, im- 
rationalize the people on religious topics ; I piety, and the Devil.” This is mere fal-lal.

? •

A SUTPLEMENT TO THE COMING STRUGGLE 
among the Nations of the Earth, con
taining Bep>lies to some Objections brought 
against the Pamphlet; with a Develop
ment of the Theory of the Two Witnesses 
and the 1260 years ; Also, additional rea
sons for asserting that Britain cannot be 
one of the Ten Horns. By TnE Author 
of the Coming Struggle. London, 
Tenth Thousand. 1853.
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Though the British Power is not an element The Coming Rest fok TnE Nations of the 
01 Gog s or Nebuchadnezzar s Image, she is 
a Gentile Power to be humbled by the Stone.
Her Church is a Harlot; and her whole eccle
siastical system mere sham-Christianity.
Mammon is her god, and her priests his
faithful votaries. There will no doubt be a \ This is a general view of the subject, faint- 
difference in the degree of her punishment < ly daguerreotyped, as it were, in pamphlet 
as compared with the papal nations; but that j form, from the first and second parts of Elpis 
she will escape the wrath of God is but the ( Israel, as The Coming Struggle was from the 
day-dream of speculative patriotism, which third. The design of the pamphleteer seems 
is at best but a very fleshly affair. to have been, to secure readers to the widest

On page 26, Mr. Pae has half a page of extent, which was certainly desirable; he 
my words, which ho attributes to “an therefore trims his sails and braces his yards 
American writer on Popery 1" This is cer- < so as not to run afoul of the majority, who 
tainly not particularly descriptive of myself, j believe in a Millennium of spiritual in- 
as I can hardly be styled a writer on Popery j fluence, in which Christ and the Saints 
more than on any other special formofabomi- \ (wherever they may be) are not to be found 
nation. His “Appendix No. 1” is also the j upon the earth.
dates given in Elpis Israel, thrown into a j It can be seen, however, that Mr. Pae 
tabular form without acknowledgment. \ does not believe in this; for lie states clearly 

In the circulation of the truth I rejoice, \ the position we occupy, even to an extent 
though I may not, as in the present instance, j beyond what he avows as his own conviction, 
be benefited a cent. I do not, however, like and shows its scripturality and reasonable- 
to sec a man work up ideas not his own, j ness; while he speaks hypothetically, so as 
and which, if left to himself, he never would j not to be committed to premillennialism, 
have thought of, and publish them to the s which is not popular. He says, “ In the 
world as if he were their author. In his s public discussion of this subject, the advo- 
“Coming Struggle” he makes as slight an j cates of the postmillennial theory reject the 
acknowledgment of the source they are de-j English translation of the Scriptures. Taken 
rived from as possible. I regret this, because, \ as it stands in our language, there can be 
had lie acted with literary candor and gene-1 no doubt that the Bible leaches the doctrine 
rosity, several editions of Elpis Israel might j of a premillennial advent.” He then shows, 
have been put in circulation in Britain, that I that the practical conclusion of the postmil- 
would have enabled the public to understand j lennial argument is, that “ the English Bible 
the gospel of the Kingdom, as well as the I is not to be trusted.” Yet he adds, “ We do 
coming struggle of the Powers; which his | not intend by these remarks to intimate our 
own limited means are incapable of doing, j dissent from the postmillennial theory, but 
The pamphlet has set the people to thinking j merely to press upon the notice of the Church 
and inquiring for more information ; which,; the existing difference, which all admit, be- 
from another pamphlet to be noticed here-: tween that theory and the English Bible.” 
after, I perceive he is unable to afford when “ While we neither assert nor deny a persou- 
he loses sight of Elpis Israel. He has ad- al advent, we consider that the government 
verlised two works of a clergyman upon or constitution of the Coming Rest will be 
Daniel and the Revelation, on his pamphlet essentially Messianic. It will be emphatically 
cover—works from which he has borrowed > Christ’s kingdom ; and if not personally or 
only eight lines; while of the existence of visibly present, he will send forth a pcrsoti- 
the Herald and Elpis Israel, from the latter of j ation of his Spirit so vividly, that a personal 
which he has plagiarized every thing that has j or bodily presence could not give any strong- 
given interest to° his pamphlets, he has left j er evidence of his assumption of universal 
his readers and the public in absolute and regal authority on earth.” Such is the non
total ignorance ! It is true, that orders for committal position he assumes. 11c conse- 
Elpis Israel could not have been supplied, qucntly says nothing about the First llesur- 
(there being now only twelve copies in j reclion, and the destruction of the Powers 
Britain unsold ;) still it would have given j that be by Christ and the Saints; but con- 
the works notoriety, and have created a dc- < fines his notice of resurrection to that at 
mand I should have endeavored to supply by the end of a thousand years. On reading 
reprinting the work. Mr. Pae has been what he says, my conviction is, that he 
over here, and republished; and caused believes more than he ventures to confess, 
some of the pamphlets to be exposed for sale But such an exhibition of truth, while it 
in Mott Haven, where I learned his name; saves a man’s popularity, will do little to 
yet my face he has never seen ! These facts advance the truth.
do not exalt my views of his proceeding ! <| Sin and Satan arc evidently stumbling-

Editor. blocks in his way. Not understanding the

Earth; or the Millennium described in 
accordance with Scripture Prophecy. By 
TnE Author of tiie Coming Struggle. 
London. Seventh Thousand. 1853.
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Scripture concerning these, or not willing ^ lington, Duncan,and Nelson, you would pre- 
to come out with what he may see, he is ; fer to see statues to the inventors of spin- 
sadly bothered with the binding of the Devil, j ning-jennies and railroads, or to Kant and 
He cannot see how the Devil can be bound, j Jeremy Bentham. You think a broad-brim 
and yet sin exist for a thousand years after. > in bronze more picturesque than a cocked 
He admits the existence of Death in the ( hat. You are severe upon Mars and Mo- 
Millennium ; but affirms that “ no sin will be j Joch, and prefer Mammon to both. Idolatry, 
committed during this period,” in the face of \ like statuary, is an affair of taste, but Mil- 
the saying, that “ the wages of sin is death.” j ton, who seems to know as much about dev- 

He imagines that only one language will \ ilsasyou do, tells us that Mammon was the 
be spoken in the Millennium, founded upon basest and meanest of all.”
Zeph. iii. 9. He forgets that Zechariah “ You state that * the flower and strength 
speaks of ten languages, at least, existing in of European manhood is living in coerced 
the day of Judah’s glory. These two prophe- idleness at the expense of the rest of the 
cies must be taken in connection, thus: “The community, in order that they may be ready 
Lord will turn to the people a pure language to fight;’ it would be more true if you had 
in that day, when ten men shall take hold > said, in order that the rest of the community 
out of all languages of the nations, even shall may be able to spin cotton and grow corn in 
take hold of the skirt of him that is a Jew, j quiet.”
saying, ‘ We will go with you, for we have “Agreeably to the cant of the age, you try 
heard that God is with you.’ ” Mr. Pae does to mix up some fragments of Holy Writ to 
not sec that the language is a pure religious sanctify your folly; and imagining that you 
language, by which these people of many are to be the means of introducing the Mil- 
tongues will be enabled to serve the Lord lenium, you ask ‘if there is nothing which 
“ with one consent.” He thinks that the Christian men can do towards that end V 
pure language is “ the old Saxon spoken by You want a universal peace without the 
Bunyan, Shakspeare, and Milton!” But j Prince of Peace; you want the world more 
where this is predicted, he testifieth not. j quiet, that men may be left more undisturbed 

In answering the question, When is the j in the enjoyment of selfish gratification ; and 
Millennium to begin ?—he again quotes from I you think that no one can penetrate the 
Elpis Israel without acknowledgment. Me \ darkness in which you have enveloped histo- 
plagiarizes the Second Exodus of forty j ry, both sacred and profane. Yes, you 
years; and the dale 1906 at its termina- j do something to bring in universal peace; 
tion, for its beginning; also the seven years jjoin together to beseech the Prince of Peace to 
as the duration of the “ little season ” at the \ come again, as He has promised to do, in the 
end, as exhibited in my chronology on the < same way as that in wliichhe was seen to go, 
last page of Elpis Israel. The success of j and He willcomc and bring peace with him; 
this pamphleteer is certainly unexampled. I > but without him ye shall do nothing. 
hope he has done much good, though his way * “At this moment every sovereign on Con- 
of doing it is far from being in good literary j linental Europe has usurped over the rights of 
and correct keeping. Editor. their nobles and of their people; the Einpe-

'\ rors of Russia and Austria, the Pope and
The Irviugitc AposIIc for Italy, and the j this

1 ca.CC oOCICiy. ; usurpation the people are vowing vengeance;
Henry Drummond, Esq., M. P., says to j and from England their leaders have issued 

the Peace Conference :— ] proclamations calling on all subjects not to
“You endeavor to cast obloquy on the j war with each other, but unite in warring 

profession of arms, and are indignant at ‘ sue- on all the reigning families, and put them to 
cessl'ul warriors occupying posts of distinc- \ death. If you have any honesty and sin- 
tion in courts and cabinets.’ Take the ar- j cerity amongst you, transfer your conference 
my and the navy as a class, and take any < to Moscow, Vienna, or Constantinople, in 
other class of men in this country—mer- j ail of which I can venture, though unau- 
ciiants. tradesmen, manufacturers, savants, thorized, to promise you a reception much 
lawyers—compare them together for talents, j more consonant with your deserts than the 
patriotism, honor, virtue, distinterestedness, > urbanity of the Scotch are likely to give you 
kindness, self-devotion—for, in short, every ’ in Edinburgh ; and when the inhabitants of 
quality that ennobles man—and I assert that , that city, and of Manchester, have been 
the military class is beyond measure superior : brought to dismiss their magistrates and po- 
to any oilier. You would prefer to see { lice,and to rely upon the pacific disposition 
statues erected to those who have been most \ of the rabble in those towns, it will be time 
eminent in the money-making arts of peace ; < enough to begin to think about what may be 
and instead of statues to Marlborough, Wei- ; done with the rest of Europe.”
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
11 And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish and 

a dominion that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these L-inndoms 
and itself shall stand for ever.”—Daniel. ’

John Thomas, Ed.] NEW YORK, MAY, 1854. [Vol. IV. No. 5.

<; the Doctor’s friendly inquiries I find I have 
in my remarks in our March number on the 

Dr. Thomas—Dear Sir: I am obliged to words in question. My strictures there have 
you for the notice you have been pleased to been accepted in the spirit in which they 
bestow on my two little articles on the above were tendered, at which I am glad. I am 
words. But I am not quite certain that I j encouraged therefore to add to them with 
understand your position as to the meaning j that plainness which is indispensable for 
of these words. Before I can consistently j truth, but with sincere esteem for my friend, 
reply to your strictures, therefore, I desire j whose position l am compelled to repudiate, 
to be better informed. By this means I j not from resentment at the treatment I have 
may be the better prepared to reply without j received from his denomination, but from 
“ multiplying words without knowledge.” < logical certainty and scriptural assurance of 

Will you please to state definitely—not pa- < the unshakable validity of my own. 
raphrasticaliy—what you take the meaning J First then as to (xsravoia, metanoia. It is 
of (Msravofa) meianoia to be? Give it, if you \ a word derived from p.sravocw, meianoed, 
please, in the form of a proposition, with a ;; which is itself compounded of p.sra, meta, and 
reference to proofs, and I will consider belli, voEU, notf-lhcas™ having IheforceofimYA

°r in the sense ofrm the earn? side with; also’Will vou do the same in relerence to , 7 ,4 . ;
VASrA Hades? I am bound to no creed but iowards: wh,le lras lls rnot voo5 or 
the Inspired Volume, and will be obliged to signifying W, under-
you for any information. standing,mtellecl; comprehensive of Estates

Will you also, as yon think I linvc not or affections. Hence the verb vosu is ex- 
believed “Abrahamically,” please inform me j pressive of the operations of the intellect, as, 
what you mean by that word; especially as \ thinking, considering, attending, pondering, 
you think such a belief so important, and s &c.: to think with is therefore the radical 

benevolence induces the desire of my pdea of fieravo&u so that if God, for instance,
present a proposition to the intellect, [xsravoscj

METANOIA and 'AAII.T.

your
salvation ?

It is several years since I have seen much l is to think with that proposition, or to approve 
of your writing, except “the Hope of Israel.” I as true what God affirms is true.
Will you be so kind, also, as to give me the j Now [xs-avoia, metanoia, being the verbal 
meaning which you attach to (suay-yeXiov) j dcrivative,cxprcssmg-it;/iai«ciVs,it signifies a 
euangelion, or gospel, as used in the com- j thinking in harmony with, say the thoughts 
mandment to the apostles, Mark xvi. 15: j 0f God, or with any other conversed with, 
“ Go and proclaim the gospel,” &c.

Very respectfully,
S. E. Shepard.

as the case may be.
exhorted to fisravota, a change of mind is 
implied; because the thoughts of a sinner 
and the thoughts of God are essentially 
antagonistic : but I do not find in the etymo
logical analysis the radical idea of change. 
These things being admitted, it follows that 

OUR MEANING DEFINITELY stated. ! no one is the subject of gospel metanoia 
It is with pleasure I proceed to endeavor whose thoughts arc not the thoughts of God 

to make myself belter understood than from revealed in the gospel of the kingdom.

When a sinner is

New- York, 18th March, 1854.
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I do not see that it is necessary to add any ) several years after Pentecost was' the same 
explanations to what are found in the article > Jesus "preached to Judah before he died. For 
on 'afag, hades. I may, however, repeat that j several years, as my friend knows, it was 
while the radical idea of a grave is not to be j preached only to the Jews for the obedience 
found in the word, yet by implication it does j of faith ; but when the time came that 
signify the grave. I have defined it at the ( Gentiles might be permitted to become heirs 
foot of column 1, p. 59. of the kingdom upon the same conditions as

By believing "Abrahamically" I mean, first,the Jews, the same gospel Jesus preached 
to believe the things promised to Abraham (and there is only one true gospel in the 
in their obvious sense ; and secondly, in the Bible) was preached to all the nations of the 
•manner he believed them as defined by Paul Roman Habitable, or “ to every creature,” as 
in Rom. iv. 13, 18, to the end. Jesus had commanded. See Col. i. 23.

As to evayysXiov, cuaggehon, I understand 
it to signify a good message, from su, eu, good, 
and a^yeXia, aggelia, a message. A good 
message implies a Sender of the message or 
word, and a B:arer of the message, who is 
therefore the angel or messenger, and styled 
in Scripture the Messenger of the Covenant, j he obeyed for salvation in the Kingdom of 
that is, of the Abrahamic and Davidian J Cod and of Christ?—is the question of the 
covenant. j first magnitude that eclipses and absorbs all

Salvation in Mark xvi. 15 is predicated the rest. As he knows. I advocated for some 
on believing the good message and being J time the views current in what Mr. C. styles 
baptized; and condemnation on not believing \ “ this reformation,” Bethany being the centre 
that good message. In Acts x. 36, Peter of communion, which views I understand in 
styles this message “ the icord which God sent j all their length, breadth, and thickness. But 
to the children of Israel, evangelizing— J during that lime and for the remnant of the 
fuayyeXi^o/LSvog— peace by Jesus Christ\ past 20 years, I have been studying Moses 
Id these lew words are indicated the sender, j ant| die Prophets as well as the Apostle?, 
the message, the messenger, and the party j which is a rare exception to the general 
to whom the peace-message was sent. Peter j practice of “ reformation-preachers, ’ as inv 
then reminds Cornelius and his friends that > 1 riend well knows. The instruction l derived 
they know that word, which is the reason from I hose neglected writers opened my eyes 
why he does not repeat it to them, lie 10 thc unscriptural nature of the views of 
reminds them also where that message to j * lb's reformation,” and compelled me in 
Judah began to be evangelized by Jesus j honesty and candor to renounce them ; and 
Christ; namelv, in all Judea, beginning fom j without qualification or compromise, firmly 
Oalilee, after'the baptism pnached by John. (but with none of the bitterness” of feeling 
By turning to Matt. iv. 23, this apostle tells j attributed to me) to testify against them as 
us that the message of peace gospellized to j an antiscriptural substitute for the gospel, 
Judah by Jesus in Galilee was “the gospel \ aild inadequate to the salvation of any one 
of the kingdom”—the Good Message con- immersed upon them as thc subject-matter 
cerning the Kingdom. Me preached peace j °f b's faith. My friend, the Doctor, is a
to Judah through thc establishment of the j preacher of that system ; but not sold to it
kingdom—a peace to them increasing with- j b°dy> 60ul> and spirit, for he says, “ I am 
out end when he should occupy the throne j hound to no creed but the inspired volume,
and wear the crown of his father David. ? ̂  am 8^ t° hear him say this. I hoped as
Read Isaiah ix. 6,7. Not“a wooden throne,” much J and therefore, believing what I have 
as some lightly suppose, nor the identical j stated as to the vanity of the system he 
golden crown David handled; but, beincr expounds, 1 expressed the sincere wish, 
David’s son and heir, (the only living heir which I reiterate, that repentance unto hfc 
known,) and ruling then over the same may be ^ him through a timely obedience 
nation, and reigning in the city where David t0 lhe gospel of the kingdom in the name of 
dw’elt, the throne he occupies inillennially, j Jesus.
and the diadem he then wears, are styled c * repeat then, that the euay^sXiov 
David’s. j (Ba.dikSiag, euaggelion tes basileius, “ Good

Now before Jesus died, and after he had j Message of the Kingdom,” is a stranger to 
been for over three years preaching the the “ Brotherhood” to which tho Doctor 
gospel of the kingdom, he said, “This gospel belongs. What it holds forth as the "ancient 
of the kingdi/m must be preached in all the gospel” is only an exhibition of a few historical 
habitable lor a testimony to all the nationsitems, called “facts,” pertaining to the Mystery 
Hence the gospel preached to the nations of the good message, styled “ the mystery of

L

: : Now the issue between me and the Doctor’s 
whole “ Brotherhood,” commonly designated 
after Mr. Alexander Campbell, is the gospel. 
We differ indeed upon details of minor con
sideration ; but they have become as nothing 
compared with this. What is the gospel to
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the gospel,” and “ the mystery of Christ,” in , The things of the kingdom are covenanted 
the epistles. From the testimonies quoted j things. They are set forth in the covenants 
the Doctor will see, that salvation is predi- s of promise, made with Abraham and David; 
cated, not merely upon the recognition of the \ and may be briefly indicated as the place of 
Messenger as Son of God, but on the belief \ the kingdom, its nation, its empire, its king, 
and obedience of the good message of the j its princes, its throne, its immortality, and 
kingdom which he announced. He did not < so forth. The things of the name are also 
preach the mystery; but the gospel, with | covenant things. The sacrifice and figurative 
only an incidental allusion to the mystery > resurrection of Isaac stand out as an illus- 
occasionally and obscurely. The preaching j tration of them. As Peter taught on the Day 
of the gospel of the kingdom and its Mystery l of Pentecost, so the Seed to be called in Isaac 
and Fellowship of the Mystery, was the work \ was to be raised up from the dead to sit on 
reserved for the apostles. The Mystery they \ the Davidian throne, when He, and all in him, 
preached reveals to the believer of the Peace- j should possess the gate of iheirenemies and 
Message sent to Judah, and to none else, on j the empire of the world. Jesus is that Seed 
what conditions such a believer may become < —the antitypical Isaac of the covenant—and 
an heir of peace in the kingdom—namely, j though raised, the things covenanted to him 
by also believing the things concerning j have never yet been fulfilled. Astherepre- 
the sonship, mediatorship, and sacrificial j sentativc testator, he has “confirmed the 
character of the Messenger-King of the J covenant for many,” bringing it into force 
Jews ; and baptism in his name. The Doc- < by dying and rising again ; so that believers 
tor’s, as well as all oilier theological sys- < in the Ihings covenanted, by being under- 
tems extant,are based upon the egregious and > standingly immersed into him, may hecome 
fatal error of substituting a mutilation of the j the justified heirs of the promises. Beyond 
mystery for the good message, or gospel,itself, j this nothing is accomplished ; therefore with 

Now, if my friend turn to Acts viii. 12. he \ patience we wait for their fulfilment, 
will sec that the SuayyeXiov, euaggtlion, j That I may be as definite as possible, I 
related to when “Philip 'preached Christ" ^ would remark further that the place of the 
to the Samaritans. It referred, in the order < kingdom is the land covenanted to Abraham, 
stated, first to the things of the kingdom s Isaac, and Jacob. Hence, faith in a king- 
of God ; then to the things of the name of < dom somewhere else is not faith in the king- 
Christ; and that Jesus was he. I know, and ] dom God has promised to all in Abraham 
my friend, the Doctor, also knows, that if a | and his Seed. The nation of the kingdom 
manat their meetings accept an invitation < is composed of the natural descendants of 
from one of the “reformation-preachers” to ; Abraham in the line of Jacob and his twelve 
“ come forward and confess the Lord,” as the j sons. Hence, to affirm that God hath cast 
phrase is, and he be asked, “Do you believe ? Israel away, or that the Israelites will never 
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ?”— l be restored to the Holy Land, is equivalent 
and he reply “Yes,” he is greeted with a \ to denying that the kingdom of God will ever 
“ thank the Lord,” and handed over for im- j exist. It is impossible that a person holding 
mersion ! This is called believing the gospel! j this dogma can believe, or even understand, 
But what good message is there expressed in j the good message of peace to the children of 
the question ? Such an one’s assent to that < Israel, that is, the gospel, 
question as it is popularly understood by j The kingdom’s empire is the world—all 
Gentile theologists is not belief of the gospel, j the nations inhabiting the earth to its utmost 
nor is that Gentile understanding of it the j bounds. Hence, those who believe and teach 
gospel. It is evident in the text upon what l the destruction of all the wicked at the ap- 
the immersion of the Samaritans was predi- < pearingof Jesus Christ, and the burning up of 
cated ; I would therefore ask the Doctor, if s the world ; or who sav they do not know what 
he advocate a return to first principles—to \ the future of nations is, are without intelli- 
New Testament faith and practice—which j genre in the truth. They arc not only 
he professes to do, why does he not believe j infidels, but evil speakers against God, who 
for himself, and inculcate upon others the j has said, “ all nations shall be blessed in 
same things, and the belief of them, as an Abraham,” who with his Seed shall possess 
indispensable prerequisite qualification for the world All nations are now wicked, and 
immersion? If he and his “Brotherhood” possessed by the wicked; so that if “all the 
were to do this, we should stand side by side, j wicked will God destroy” at Christs coming, 
and not vis a-vis, as at present. It is not j there would be no nations to be blessed, and 
agreeable to stand alone and opposed to all \ consequently no empire for Jesus and the 
“ Christendom ;” but it cannot be helped—a \ Saints.
Bible-taught man is necessarily insulated ; $ The king is Jesus of Nazareth, 
because‘‘'Christendom,” Protestant and Pa- < of the Jews" Aa t/tnmlnm is Gods 
pal, is apostate and faithless of its truth. ' T~u

As tho kingdom is God’s 
kingdom, Jehovah styles the king “my kingS
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and the nation "my nation,” and the land The immortality of the kingdom belongs 
“ my land” and the throne "my throne.” If, j only to the king and princes, who are incor- 
as some say, Jesus will come no more, then j ruptible and deathless. Being immortal, they 
there will be no kingdom. Hence they who J arc able to possess the honor and glory, and 
reject his coming are intidcl of the gospel oft power and riches, of the kingdom, without 
the kingdom. To call such believers of the ; leaving them to other people. They obtain 
gospel convicts him who acknowledges them a right to it by keeping the commandments 
of ignorance or unbelief. No personal advent, of God; and come into its possession at their 
no kingdom, no resurrection, no restitution resurrection, as Jesus did. 
of all things Israclitish, no blessing of the But here I must suspend for the present, 
nations in their enlightenment, and the I hope I have succeeded in stating my 
destruction of their oppressors. The land meaning so definitely that my friend, the 
covenanted to Abraham, and the kingdom, Doctor, and the reader, will be at no loss to 
being inseparable, it is impossible for King comprehend it. If the Doctor can point out 
Jesus to remain where he is when the time the way of truth more distinctly and scrip- 
arrives for the Saints to take the kingdom turally, he will lay me under great obligation, 
of tho fourth beast under the whole heaven. My interests are all on the side of the truth. 
He must come, that the words of God may Neither the editor of the Herald nor its 
be fulfilled. friends are afraid to look it boldly in the face.

Whatever the Word establishes we fear not 
to receive, though it might set “ all the world5’ 
against us, and “the Church” beside. 1 do not 
believe the Herald has a subscriber now 
who would discontinue it because a thing 
was stated, and testified to, which had not 
yet formed an article of his creed. Its 
missiou is to fish for pearls ; and to bring out 
of the divine treasury things new as well 
as old. Hence, we are neither afraid to 
produce nor to look at new things. If there
fore the Doctor have any pearls or any thing 
new, which he believes he can demonstrate 
from Moses and the prophets and from the 
apostles, let us have them with the proof, 
and we will try them ; and if when weighed 
in the balances they be not found wanting, 
we will seize upon them and take care not 
to let them slip.

i

! }
: j*

i

The princes of the kingdom are those 
Israelites and Gentiles who, to the lime of 
the -'Olting up of the kingdom, shall have 
“walked in the steps of the faith of Abraham,” 
whose faith was perfected in obedience. These 
princes are “ the saints,” of whom there are 
very few in this generation; so that, being 
almost destitute of salt, it has become 
unsavory and nigh to cursing. All the 
Gentiles, enlightened by Peter and Paul, 
believed the gospel of the kingdom first, 
and were immersed afterwards. Who will 
venture to deny this ? But now very few 
believe that gospel, and of those who do, 
very few are sufficiently assured of its divine 
totality and uncompromising exclusiveness 
to count all their former scholasticism and 
pulpit churchology as mered ross, to be washed 
into oblivion by the baptismal obedience the 
gospel of the kingdom demands. Obedience 
to the gospel is the stone of stumbling and 
rock of olFence to this generation. Theoretical 
believers do not like baptismal obedience.
They do not like to put off their old serpent 
pietism ; because in so doing they would
not only confess themselves to have been wfort_c„ », Matatz-Austruu, Cavolry-
deceivcci, but would in efiect pass sentence of; HorBc„[5h {m Di„ncr_Co!oir.c_Armc<l a, Bn..- 
condemnation upon their pious great-grand- ; M|B_Visit „1C Ficldof wawrloo-nougomoiu-Mcmi 
mothers and devout contemporaries ! O yc s, cndi in smotc-A,rival at
of little faith ! low poor, and miserable, and Par„_Ihc MagJclicnc—Voire Damc-Arriv. a. 
blind, and naked ! Even the salt hath noaiogaa-VU.l Dover Cattle-Arrival in London-
lost Its savor. It is because of this Laodi- Rcturn 10 Africa,
ceamsm of the times that the Oriental
Question, which is to end in the breaking off In our “Visit to Germany,” we bade the 
of the Gentiles as a sapless and rotten branch, reader good-night at the Hotel de Paris, in 
has been providentially created. The way ? the ancient city of Frankfurt am Main, 
is thus preparing for “ the kings of the east more commonly known as Frankfort on the 
at whose advent the princes of the kingdom Mayne. We were very agreeably aroused
will appear. in the morning by a band of strolling musi-

The throne of the kingdom is Jehovah’s cians on the Platz playing some of the 
Davidian throne At present without being, j delightful airs of their fatherland. I do not 
but hereafter to exist gloriously in Jerusalem j know if this is customary; but it is cer- 
when she shall cease to be trodden under i tainly a much more pleasant manner of 
foot of the Gentiles, and all nations shall be \ announcing that the sun has risen, and that 
gathered unto the Name of Jehovah there.
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pie, than by swinging a bell, or pounding a 
brazen gong, as in our hotels, which only 
stir up to resentment what musical faculties 
a man may possess. It is always better to 
begin the day with harmony than discord. 
At Arnheim, our fare at the Hotel de Hol
lande was excellent; but its relish was 
heightened by the dulcet strains of the voice 
and instrumental accompaniments. When 
mixed up with eating and waking, music 
imparts a charm to those processes which 
purifies them of their animality somewhat, 
and converts them into melodious and there
fore intellectual operations.

Frankfort is situated towards the centre

public libraries, (one of which contains 80, 
000 volumes.) a cabinet of natural curiosi
ties, a fine collection of paintings, &c. The 
most remarkable of the public edifices are 
the City J-Iall, styled Rdmer, where the 
Romano-German Emperors were elected, 
and which in substance was already extant 
in 90-1; and the ancient Gothic Bazaar 
dedicated to the Mahoz, called JSt. Bartholo
mew, where they were crowned. Frankfort 
is renowned for its extensive and comforta
ble hotels. The fare and accommodation 
are excellent, and the waiters attentive, 
obliging, and polite, if our experience at the 
Haiti de Paris may be taken in evidence for 

of Germany, on the river Wayne, about 18 the rest. Having attuned us to good feel- 
miles from its junction with the Rhine, sur- ! ing by the harmony of their musical retain- 
rounded by the Hessian territories, and ers, they set before us a breakfast of coffee 
bordering on the duchy of Nassau. The and its usual accompaniments, the choice 
majority of the population consists of Luther- ! flavor of whose tout ensemble may be relished 

- ans; there are, however, 6500 Papists, some but not described.
2000 Calvinists, and about 6500 Jews. The We had now attained to the outward limit 
government is a republic, the sovereign of our journey; and having nothing more 
power being vested in a senate and a legis- j to detain us in Frankfort, we turned our 
lative body. Frankfort is supposed to have < faces westward, proposing to reach England 
been founded by the Franks as early ns the < by way of Brussels, Paris, and Boulogne, 
fifth century. The Franconian dukes had a \ Our baggage being at Cologne, this city was 
palace here, which at a later period was fre- j the first we should have to . stop at after

taking steamer at Maintz. It was necessary 
in this case that we should retrace our steps 
to Castel, and to cross from thence over the 
bridge of boats to that city. We therefore 
took the train from Frankfort to Castel, 
about eighteen miles, which did not occupy 
much time, as the speed is generally good.

Waintz, Wentz, or Mavence, is one of the 
largest cities on the banks of the Rhine, 
containing about 38,000 inhabitants. It 

founded by the Romans shortly before 
the birth of Christ, and is situated opposite 
to the mouth of the Wayne. It is now the 
capital of the Grand-Duchy of Hesse Darm
stadt, and the strongest fortress in Germany. 
Its garrison is composed of 8000 Austrians 
and Prussians, thereby increasing the popu
lation to some 46.000. The fortifications 
belong to the Germanic Confederation, and 
the city to the Grand-Duke. The commerce 
in wine and grain is very considerable. 
From the bridge of boats there is a very 
pretty view of the city and the Rheingau as 
far as Bieberich. The Cathedral Bazaar, 
which had suffered much during the French 
war, is entirely restored. A view of the in
terior is very interesting to those who love 
to contemplate the relics of dark and barba
rous ages. It contains many tableaux and 
monuments. The house where Guttenburg, 
the inventor of the art of printing, was 
born, is still shown; also a monument to

quently the residence of Charlemagne, the 
founder of that dominion represented in the 
Apocalypse by “ a Beast coming up out of 
the earth, having two horns like a lamb, and 
speaking ns a dragon.” Mis son, Louis the 
Pious, and his grandson, Louis the German, 
had their residence for several years in 
Frankfort, which, in the ninth century, be
came an emporium of Austrasia,(nt I hat time 
comprising the north-east of Gaul and the 
southern half of Germany, between Tyrol 
and the forest of Thuringia, and between the 
Rhine and the Don rivers,) and in 1251, an 
imperial city. Since the year 1356,the empe
rors of the Holy Roman” or, as it is some
times styled, the “Roman German Empire,” 
were elected, and, since 1562, also crowned 
by the Archbishop and Elector of Wentz 
in Frankfort, which meanwhile had grown 
rich by its extensive inland trade and annual 
fairs, which, however, have lost their former 
importance since the construction of rail
roads throughout Germany. In the begin
ning of 1806, French troops occupied the 
city, and in 1810 it became the capital of 
the Grand-Duchy of Frankfort, created by 
Napoleon in 1807. In 1813, it was restored 
to its former independence, and was in the 
period from 1816 to 1848 the seat of the 
Diet of the German Confederation. Its 
present population is about 58,000 inhabit
ants. It carries on a considerable trade, 
and is much engaged in the banking busi- j his memory.

was

ness. Frankfort Is noted for its numerous j We occupied our time in Maintz princi- 
literary institutions, having among them two ' pally in viewing the fortifications and the
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city at different points. In our walk we . for beef, but certainly without the relish, 
fell in with some Austrian cavalry returning The idea was quite nauseating at first, 
to their barracks, which arc symbolized by j because of the knackers’ yards, and skewer* 
the gilded statue of a horse on the top of < ed cat’s meat, and deadhorse sausages, con- 
thc bell-tower. We turned after them to j nected with horseflesh in London, where 
note more particularly the physical charac- j all eatables are turned to some account! 
teristics of the men and horses. My compan- j Who would have suspected (certainly I 
ions refused to follow within the gateway; < did not) that in a civilized country horses 
but my curiosity led me to the stables. < would be turned into food ! Yet, if not worn 
They had dismounted and were busily en- l out nor diseased, why should they not be 
gaged in unharnessing. Compared with the j savory and good? A horse is cleaner than 
English Life-guards, all of whom are six feet < a cow in its feeding and general habits, 
and their horses a noble-looking breed, the j But then the high price of horses would 
specimen before me was any thing but im- j cause only the worthless to be turned into 
posing. The men had a dark, sour look, j food. This brings one back to the probability 
more like banditti than aught else. I sus- j that it was horseflesh fit only for buzzards 
pect they were Italians, the policy of their j that had found its way in. This was nau- 
rulers being to garrison German cities with j seating at last! It was clear that ideas and 
Italians, and Italian cities with Germans ; j reasoning were against the peace and quiet 
seeing that between them there are no race < of the stomach ! I therefore begged of my 
nor national sympathies, but rather the con- j friends, who seemed to regard it as quite a 
trary. Their horses were light, but perhaps joke at my expense, not to mention the 
active; though, I should think, scarce equal | matter any more until digestion was com- 
to field service. I do not regard it as an < pleted ; and then we could talk upon the 
astonishing feat of arms that the Magyars j subject without disturbing the balance of the 
fighting for independence should beat such j powers within!
troops as these. The armed slaves of des- < Soon after our return to London, I found 
potism, fighting for a pittance per diem, are < the following extract concerning horseflesh 
but a sorry match for a third of their num- j in a letter from one of the correspondents of 
ber struggling to be free. My inspection j The Times. Had I seen it before my visit 
did not excite great apprehension of the j to Germany, I should certainly have looked 
terror of their charges. If they arc to be j very suspiciously upon all kinds of meat 
taken as a fair specimen of the chivalry of < offered in the name of fieisch, before con- 
continental Europe, it appears to me to be j senting to accept it as good for food. The 
in a very degenerate condition, and very j writer says:
much to need an infusion of wild Cossack “ In Austria the Government some time 
blood to save it from extinction. since gave, or rather renewed a former per-

At half past twelve we left Mayence by mission for the sale of horseflesh as food, 
the dampfschiff “Manheim” for Cologne, j; Tn Berlin the sale is also legal; but in spite 
where we arrived at 10 P. M. At dinner of the efforts of unprejudiced philosophers, 
we partook of the viands provided as we j who can fall back on beef, and only patron- 
saw others do. The waiter asked me if I i ize the equine substitute on principle and 
would lake some Jleisch ? “Yah, mein herr.” j by way of example, the article docs not find 
He gave me some, and offered to oblige j its way, avowedly at least, into consumption, 
one of my friends in the same way ! But j Nothing seems to overcome the obstinacy 
on seeing the flesh he shook his head, and j of the public in this particular, and the phi- 
begged to be excused. Having no antece- I losophers eat and write in vain. They say, 
dents to trouble me, I ate on, though the e ‘ It is reserved for the nineteenth century 

Jleisch neither looked nor tasted like “ the <to root out a prejudice sanctioned by civiliza- 
roast beef of Old England.” It looked a \ tion, and to restore horseflesh to its true 
little bilious, its fibre was more dense, and j place as an article of consumption.* But 
its taste sugary ; still, suspecting nothing, I | the nineteenth century is in this matter 
finished the portion without accident, but j one crust of prejudices. The Berlin din- 
with a Rein Jleisch mehr on being invited to j ners, at which, from soup to roti, all is horse 
renew. Arrived on deck, my friend inquired, j under different modes of preparation, are 
“ Do you know what you have heen eat- j still confined to a very limited circle, and, it 
ing?” “Yes,” said I, “beef; though not so < is believed, are decreasing in frequency; 
savory as English Durham.” lie smiled j but the question seems to be agitated again 
significantly. “Beef!” said ho; “ horse-j in Austria. There, too, the public are averse 
flesh, you mean ! I was aware they cooked l to ‘strange flesh,’ and display a perverse 
that sort of Jleisch for food in Germany, and < preference for beef and mutton. More 
therefore refused to partake of the dish you practical in this as in other matters, it is to 
seemed to relish !” I had eaten horseflesh I be feared that London consumes more horse*
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flesh than Berlin and Vienna combined, temples it is styled “a sublime edifice.” The 
without any societies for the promotion of architecture is elaborate and fine ; but apart 
the taste of it; but it is in disguise and ! from this, it may be styled a great bazaar of 

. under other names. Here the example of old rubbish. The spiritual merchants who 
the Tartars and the ancient Germans is re- superintend it pretend that they have got 
peatedly cited, but in vain. The sceptics j the skulls of the three Wise Men of the 
reply that both those respectable races ate j East to whom the angel and the multitude 
their horses for the. same reasons that the of the heavenly host announced the birth 
French cavalry in retreating from Moscow j of Jesus, and the future blessedness of the 
cooked their steeds, because they had nothing l world ! They arc enshrined in a recess as 
better,and that misery makes men acquainted < the -“Three Kings of Cologne?' being the 
with strange food as well as strange bedfel- \ mahuzzim or guardians of the den. While 
lows. The error of the horse-eaters is, that j looking at this, a portly-looking fellow, ha- 
they recommend for consumption the old and \ bited in priest's costume, entered by a door 
worn-out animals who are relieved by age | near an idol as large as a full-sized man, 
from the shafts or the plough ; they regard s which they call “Christ,” to which he bowed 
every horse that escapes being eaten as so j his head and knee, and then passed on. 
much nutritive substance lost to society ; if j Yet they say they are not idolaters ! The 
they could bring into the market young and j divine law forbids the making of graven 
tender animals, with sinews unhardened by images and the bowing down to them ; but 

■“ years of toil and driving, they might make Papists do both. Protestants are not free 
more progress ; but a young horse is as ex- from tiic iniquity ; for, though they do not 
pensive to bring up to an eatable state as a bow down to them, they make them, and set 
bullock, so there is nothing gained. An old them on their “ churches,” as may be seen 
Berlin cab-horse, alive or dead, is not an in- j at St. Paul’s, London, and in this city, 
viting object; and except under the pressure j Though Cologne has only about 55,000 
of a Russian campaign, the most needy of a j inhabitants within the walls, it has a great 
city population would not consider him | many saint-bazaars, or ecclesiastical edifices 
eatable. Yet the societies go on, writing, j dedicated to guardian saints. There are St. 
memorializing ministers,and‘greatly daring,’ j Gereon’s, St. Marie au Capitol’s, St. Cuni- 
diningoff the food they recommend, without bert’s, St. Peter’s, St. Ursula’s, with the 
the slightest progress. They must pray for tomb of “ the saint,” and many more besides; 
some friendly siege or famine to make their j some twenty-five, I believe, besides eight 
doctrine practicable ; but it is some illustra- j chapels. Certainly, with all these saint- 
tion of the state of society that Ministers of j gods, and situated too on the left bank of the 
Slate publish formal edicts on such a sub- Rhine, the holy territory of Christ’s Vice- 
ject.” gerent in Rome, Cologne can have no need

In addition to the above, I afterwards met of walls and battlements! But, glowing as 
with the following notice in a New York Chrysostom’s eulogy on the omnipotence of 
paper: “ Butcher’s meat has become so < guardian saints may be, the Prussian govern- 
dear at Schaffhausen in Switzerland, that ment and the orator’s brethren, the priests, 
permission has been granted by the aulhori- j feel much more secure behind their fortifica- 
ties to expose for sale the flesh of horses, \ tions from the invasion of a French army, 
asses, and mules.” While in England, 1 than if the ghosts of all the saints of the 
heard of a dead ass being eaten by some popish calendar were concentrated around 
poor people at Bradford, in Yorkshire! but their city. They may have ere long an 
poverty and famine are great condiments, and opportunity of putting their walls and guar- 
creatc a relish for consumables of the most ;> dian demons to the proof, 
revolting kind. At Cologne we turned our backs upon the

Determined to eat no more on board the Rhine, and ticketed ourselves for Brussels 
damp ship “ Manheim,” we postponed our by way of Aix-la-Chapelle, Verviers, and 
supper till we should arrive at the Hotel der Malioes. The day was fine, and the coun- 
Dum, in Cologne. Arriving therefore at try highly cultivated and beautiful. After a 
this city, we hurried on to quarters, being run ot 43 miles we came to Aix-la-Chapelle. 
well appetized.by the cool air of the river This was once an imperial city, being foun- 
and fasting. The next day we visited the I; ded, or at least embellished by Charlemagne, 
Dom or Cathedral. It is built in the form and was for a long time considered as the 
of a cross, as are all the large church-bazaars capital of the Romano-German empire. In 
of the time. It was founded in 12-18, and the period from 813 to 1558, the emperors 
since the days of the Lutheran Reformation j; were usually crowned here. Towards the 
of Popery left unfinished, though at present j close of the last century, the city was occu- 
the completion of the work is projected. By pied by the French, and in 1801 formally 
the admirers of Gothic ecclesiastical saint- ceded to France. In 1815 Prussia became

!
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possessed of it. In Germany,Aix-la-Chapelle j up at the Grand Hotel de Saxe, in the 
is called Aachen, and is at present the capi- j Longue Rue Neuve, where we found the ac- 
tal of a governmental district of the same j commodations and fare as good as could be 
name near the frontier of the kingdom of [ desired. We occupied our time in seeing 
Belgium. It has about 49,000 inhabitants, j all we could. Brussels ranks among the 
and is renowned for its numerous and im- j finest cities of Europe. It is the metropo- 
portant manufactures of fine cloth, cassi- lis of Belgium, and the royal residence. It 
mere, pins,needles, and various other articles; is situated on the Senne, 99 miles distant 
for its mineral waters and baths, and finally from Aix-la-Chapelle. It contains 124,781 
for its numerous architectural monuments, j inhabitants, exclusive of the suburbs, whose 
among which ranks first the very ancient total population amounts to more than 40,000. 
Gothic cathedral, (founded A. D. 796 by j The morning after our arrival we sallied 
Charlemagne, who lies buried there.) witn j forth to seethe spectacles usually exhibited 
many historical curiosities; and next to it | in a Popish city on Sunday. The first thing 
the Gothic City Hall, reared in 1353, and \ that arrested our attention was the almost 
standing upon the same spot where the J total disregard to the outward observance of 
palace of Charlemagne previously stood. j the day. Numerous stores were open, large 

We were detained some time at Aachen, placards on the walls announcing theatricals 
When released, we were not long before we \ for the evening, workmen pulling down 
crossed the frontier into Belgium. After a s houses, and carts carrying off the rubbish, 
run of fourteen miles we reached Verviers, j &c. We visited the Chapel Royal and 
in the province of Liege, a town on the \ Cathedral, where awe witnessed the panto- 
Weze, with 21,000 inhabitants, and cele- mime usually practised in those Popish 
brated for its numerous and excellent cloth j theatres. In the Chapel Royal was an idol 
manufactures. Here we left the Prussian of the ordinary stature of a woman, gayly 
train, which stopped at one side of the sta- j tricked out in Belgian fashion, with a little
lion, while the Belgian started from the j image in her arms of a baby in color very
other; so that wd had to pass through the > much like an Indian or mulatto. They call
building to make a new start. Tnis ar- j it God and his Mother, and they bow down
rangement puts you in the power of the Bel- j before it as the special representative of the 
gian custom-house officers, who examine j ghost of the Queen of Heaven ! Prom this 
ttie baggage within on its transfer from one j we visited a temple they call Notre Dame de 
train to the other. Having as little as we j Victoire, our Lady of Victory, or the victori- 
could possibly do with, the examination of i ous goddess—the richest saint-bazaar in 
ours was a mere formality ; the general in- j Brussels. At one of the shrines dedicated 
spection, however,caused considerable delay, j to the ghost of a St. Joseph, I think, frag- 
At length we were oft' again through a j ments of his bones (or what are said to be 
very beautiful and apparently flourishing J his) are exhibited to the superstitious gaze 
country. It reminded me very much of l of those who seek his protection. A wooden 
Derbyshire in the vicinity of Matlock. The forearm and leg arc provided, and in the 
agriculture is in a high state of improve- | supposed place of the bones, pieces are 
ment; nevertheless, sufficient corn for home < morticed out, and a portion of the holy bones 
consumption cannot be raised, so that the \ set in, and then covered over with a piece of 
importation of it is very considerable. Bel
gium is the most thickly settled country in 
Europe, the ratio of population being 381 
inhabitants on a square mile, while Massa
chusetts, the most populous of the United 
{States, has only 98. The population of 
Belgium is 4,350,000, all of whom are j in Belgium, nay, in all the Romanized 
Rapists, except about 25,000 Protestants. \ world, to yield itself to the adoration, venc- 
Tltere are nearly 500 monasteries and nunne-1 ration, worship, or by whatever other soft- 
ries, that is, ecclesiastical houses of ill-fame, j ened epithets its regard for musty old bones, 
In point of origin, the majority of the people j ghosts, and idols or saint-images, may be 
belongs to the great Germanic tribe, and is j termed: but the fact is, as the Autocrat 
known by the name of Flemings, differing j truly said in one of his proclamations, “ the 
but little from the Dutch in language, cus- j people of the west have no faith.” 
toms, and manners. The people in the south, j despise the priests and their trumpery *, 
or the Walloons, arc, for tho most part, de- j continue to frequent their temples as Proles- 
scendants from the ancient Gauls, (Gomer’s j tants do their chapels, not lor instruction 
descendants,)and speak the French language, j and worship, but to exhibit their finery, hear 

We arrived at Brussels at 7 P. M., alter < some good singing, and meet their acquaint* 
a run of 142 miles from Cologne. We put < ances. Christianity in Brussels, there is
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glass; so that the demon-worshipper, on 
seeing the gilded wooden arm and leg, 
also pieces of real bones, which his ideality 
can easily transform into the real leg and 
arm of Ins patron saint! Alas! how pros
trate must the human mind be in Brussels,
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interesting an excursion. An American 
physician staying at the Grand Hotel de 
Saxe had just returned from Waterloo ; and, 
as the result of his experience, advised us to 
have nothing to do with the guides ; but to 
procure a map and plan of the battle, and 
ascending to the top of Mont St. Jean, 
trace out the corresponding points on the 
field for ourselves.

We started soon after breakfast, taking 
the road to Genappe and Charleroi, on which 
the village of Waterloo is situated. This 
was the general quarter of the British army, 
but not the site of the battle. It is said to 
contain about 1900 inhabitants, and is re
markable only for its connection with the 
fight. Arrived here, we purchased a map, 
and thankfully declined the services of 
Messieurs les Guides, of whom several press
ed their kind attentions upon us. We had 
indeed come from London; but we were not 

■ “cockneys” nor “ Johnnyraws,” for a’ that. 
Our conducteur evidently thought to deliver 
us as three fiats into their hands for a stroll 
over the field, while he made himself at home 
at the cabaret; but we reminded him that 
Hougomont was yet two miles distant, and 
that he must drive us there. This he did, 
taking the road to Nivelles, which turns oft* 
to the right from the Genappe road at the 
village of Mont St. Jean. But when we 
got out of the lane leading to the fariri, and 
he saw us fairly out of sight, he drove back 
to Waterloo, leaving us to return on foot.

We were now at the ruins of the chateau 
of Hougomont, the advanced post of the 
British on the memorable 18th June, 1815. 
The cannonade which commenced the battle 
was instantly followed by an attack from 
the French left upon the chateau, com
manded by Jerome Buonaparte. The troops 
of Nassau, which occupied the wood around 
the castle, were driven out, but the utmost 
efforts of the assailants were unable to force 
the house, gardens, and farm offices, which 
a party of the British Guards sustained with 
the greatest resolution. The French re
doubled their efforts, and precipitated them
selves in hundreds on the exterior hedge 
which screens the garden wall, indented 
in its whole length for musketry, not aware 
probably of the internal defence the wall 
afforded. The wall, which is of brick, still 
stands,well peppered with shot. The French 
fell in great numbers on this point by the 
fire of the defenders, to which they were 
exposed in every direction. The number of 
their troops, however, enabled them, by 
possession of the wood, to mask Hougomont 
for a time, and to push on with their cavalry 
and artillery against the British right, which 
formed in squares to receive them. The 
fire was incessant, but without apparent

none. It is truly a Kingdom of the Beast, 
stamped with his mark and number on every 
side.

At one o’clock the military bands assem
bled in the Park at the Kiosch to perform 
certain pieces of music according to a pub
lished programme, for the benefit of those 
who had suffered from recent inundations of 
the river. People gave what they pleased 
at the Park gates. The visitors were 
numerous, and the show of millinery very 
abundant; but whether the assembly were 
the fashion and the aristocracy of the city 
I could not tell. Military officers were 
abundant; but for the rest, I could dis
cern none but the most plebeian faces, and 
they of every degree of ugliness. I am 
satisfied that Poperv degenerates the human 
countenance. It gives activity to the pro
pensities, while it represses the intellect and 
moral sentiments. A poperized brain is an 
earthly, sensual and devilish brain, like the 
wisdom from beneath which prostrates it. 
The bones and muscles of the face and 
head are moulded into form and feature by 
the plastic influence of the brain. Hence a 
brain whose most active organs are the pro
pensities, will produce large jaws, broad 
faces, turnip-shaped heads, wide mouths, 
thick lips, short, ill-shaped noses,and so forth. 
These, in all their variety, more or less 
modified by descent from a superstitious and 
semi barbarous ancestry, I call the physical 
ugliness of sin. I saw much of this in 
Brussels. Indeed, in all my tour in conti
nental Europe, 1 did not set eyes upon what 
I regard as a handsome man or a beautiful 
woman. Perhaps I am difficult to please; 
muybe I am too much so. I speak, how
ever, of my impression, which is, that the 
present generation of European Papists is a 
degenerate race, and, like the effete Romans 
of the fifth and sixth centuries, at the hands 
of the more vigorous Goths, fit only for 
capture and destruction, leaving the survivors 
for amalgamation with the nomades of 
Scythia, who have been unspoiled by the 
debasing superstition of the Latins and the 
Greeks. The offspring of such a parentage 
trained in the knowledge of the Glory of 
the Lord, will doubtless produce a genera
tion that will do credit to humanity in the 
Age to Gome.

Being so near the field of the great battle 
that fixed the fate of Europe for upwards 
of thirty years, we determined to devote 
Monday to an excursion to Waterloo, which 
is about nine or ten miles from Brussels. 
We accordingly hired a carriage for the 
trip, specifying that we should be taken to 
Hougomont and back, a distance of 24 miles, 
for 20 francs, or 83.84, being $1.28 each ; a ; 
very moderate charge for so pleasant and
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and Valenciennes, Douai, Arras and Amiens, dently deaf, and we steamed on. 'There 
in France; Amiens being about 73 miles were no barricades thrown up, though things 
from Paris. From Brussels to Valenciennes appeared very threatening. The lady’s 
is 59 miles ; and from Brussels to Paris companion, guessing that the emeute was 
about ISO miles. Mona is the fortified about smoke, (for they were English,) aflord- 
capital of the province of Hainanll, noted j ed our party no little amusement in his 
for its coal mines, and has 24,000 inhabit- j efforts to allay the storm. Knowing nothing 
ants. In its vicinity is the village of Je- j of French, and not able to get at them with 
mappes,noted fora battle in 1792 between the | the Queen’s English, he seemed to think 
French and allied powers. Louis Philippe S that the only chance he had was to murder 
was at this battle in the French ranks. It) it with as much affability as possible, ex- 
was fought in the days of Sans Culottcism, \ claiming on the lady’s behalf, “IFe no mind 
and in courting popular favor became the j shmoke, we no mind shmokel” Neither did 
one idea of his military patriotism, according j they mind him, for the clatter continued till 
to the air— j the Red gave in. With no other incident

we arrived at the station, where we took 
omnibus to the Hotel lisle d'Albion in the 
Rue St. Honorc, where we passed what re
mained of Tuesday night, which to me was 

Valenciennes is a strongly-fortified town one of pain and sleeplessness, 
on the Scheldt, with celebrated lace manu- At length morning came, for to 
factures, and 21,000 inhabitants. At this j night had been very tedious. Before I rose, I 
station our passports were politely demanded, j was in so much pain in the region of the 
and the baggage inspected by the French j liver and right shoulder, that I could scarce- 
custom-house officers. Douai is a fortified j !y turn in bed without crying out. I was 
town on the Scarpe, with one of the largest j much afraid that I was about to be detained 
arsenals in France, numerous manufactures, j in Paris longer than would have been agree- 
and 20,000 inhabitants. Arras is the forti- j able or convenient; but on rising and stand- 
lied ancient capital of Artois, also on the j ing erect upon the lloor, all pain vanished 
Scarpe, in the Pas de Calais Department, j without return. After breakfast we went to
north-eastward, and 32 miles distant from the post office to see if there were any letters
Amiens, with a strong citadel, a remarkable j in the poste restanle for either of us. From 
Gothic cathedral, and over 24,000 inhabit- j thence we directed our way to the Hotel des 
ants. Amiens is the fortified ancient capi- < Princes, 109 Pus Richelieu, where a letter 
lal of Picardy, on the Somme, with a cathe- < informed us that three acquaintances from 
dral considered as a masterpiece of Gothic London would be glad to see us. Finding 
architecture, and 48,000 inhabitants. Its j them at home, we arranged to get our pass- 
manufactures of velvet, carpets, &c., are \ ports vised, and then to visit the principal 
important, and it has also considerable in- \ places in Paris. The former was a trouble- 
land trade. It was at this place that the j some affair to us who were unacquainted 
treaty of peace was concluded between I with the routine. We went to the prefecture 
France and Great Britain, March 25, 1802. | of police, which was quite a long walk from 
We arrived in Paris in eleven hours and a \ our hotel. There we were informed that 
half, at 12 P. M. There was a little emeute j we must get our passports signed at the 
in our car on the way, which did not, how- British Embassy before they could be stamp- 
ever, end in a revolution. A passenger j ed at the prefecture. We took them to the 
"blouse,” one of the Liberty, Fraternity, and j Ambassador’s, where we were told to leave 
Equality gentlemen, being very socially in- > them, and call again in two or three hours, 
dined, commenced to take comfort in a > Having received them at the expiration of 
cigar, which was not accepted as agreeable j that time, we again proceeded to the police 
by some others. These protested against it \ office, where the formality was at last per- 
as highly offensive to the lady present—that i fected. But even then we could not leave 
is, as they presumed. But he preferred his J France without permission. We could 
own gratification to hers, telling them, with j leave Paris, but would not be permitted to 
a theatrical exposure of an under-garment j go on board the steamer for England unless 
of blue, that he was a blouse, and should do 1 we could produce a consular authorization 
as he pleased, and that if they did not like i to do so at Boulogne. This obtained, and 
the smoke, they could go into another car. delivered to the policeman at the gangway, 
French tongues became very voluable at this j we breathed once more the air of that liberty 
red republican defiance, and soon after arriv- i which finds no more an asylum save in the 
ing at a station, called aloud for the station- j transoceanic regions of Britain and Anglo- 
master ; but his station-mastership was pru- £ Saxon America,
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The root of Paris is the little island in j eye; and interspersed with the foliage of 
the midst of the river Seine, known as La j the gardens and the Boulevards, the whole 

It was chosen as the site of a town > forms a prospect of great beauty, 
on account of the security aflorded by the j We not only viewed but inspected the 
river, which was then rapid and formidable, > Madeleine. This is an ecclesiastical bazaar, 
The city dates from a long period before j called by the papists “a church,” interesting 
Julius Cajsar; indeed, it is alleged that its to an anti-iconist because of its architecture 
first foundation may be traced to a period j and decorations, as works displaying the 
more remote than 830 years before Christ. It ? skill of the idolaters who finished it. The 
was originally called Luiecc, or Lutetia, but J first stone was laid by Louis XV., in 1764. 
the name was subsequently changed to \ Great changes were made in the plans 
Paris,'out of compliment, say some histories, ? originally proposed, and Napoleon intended 
to Priam. For a long time the old town j to convert the building into a Temple of 
was a miserable place to live in, but in the i Glory. On the accession of Louis XVIII., 
reign of Philip Augustus it became vastly j the original purpose of forming a magnifi- 
improved This king caused it to be paved, l cent church was adhered to. and enormous 
owing, it is said, to the annoyance caused to j expenses were incurred in pulling down and 
him one day while standing at the window \ altering parts of the building. It is formed 
of his palace by a carriage passing through < after an ancient temple,rectangular in form, 
a mass of filth, and emitting a most detest- \ and 326 feet long by 130 feet wide. It is 
able stench. The city was possessed by j raised on a basement 8 feet high, and sur- 
the Romans about 500 years. It was first j mounted with a peristyle of 52 Corinthian 
strengthened by them with walls for defence *, \ columns. The southern part is ornamented 
but generally was not deemed of much im-1 with a bas-relief 118 feet long and 22 high, 
portance, and till the time of Philip Augus- j composed of 19 figures representing Mag- 
tus, was greatly neglected by the kings of j dalenc at the feet of Jesus, praying for the 
Franco. Such was the little acorn from > salvation of sinners! On the left there are 
which the Parisian oak originally sprang. I some angels looking on a converted sinner, 
The superficies of the city to “the fortified j and Innocence is represented as approaching 
walls is now 65,678 acres ; and the popula-j Christ, supported by Faith and Hope. There 
tion when the census was la>t taken, was S is also an angel receiving the soul of a saint; 
1,200,459. By including the troops in j an avenging angel driving betore him 
garrison, and the average of strangers j Envy, Lewducss, Hypocrisy, and Avarice— 
making only a temporary stay in the town, > who then in Paris will escape him ?—and 
the amount of the inhabitants of Paris may j another angel thrusting the souls of the con- 
now be reckoned at about 1,300,000. j demned into everlasting flames. Around the

To view Paris and to see it, must not be j exterior of the building, in niches at regular 
regarded as the same thing. To see Paris ? intervals, arc idol-statues of some of the 
implies a visit to all “ the lions” of the j most distinguished hypocrites of the Rom- 
place—a visit of inspection; a being in the j isli calendar, called “saints.” The great 
great public buildings and minutely examin-j doors arc of bronze, 32 feet high by 13i feet 
ing the antiquities, works of art, and curi- t wide. The interior of this magnificent 
osities they contain. The time at our dis- j structure forms an immense hall without 
posal would not permit us to do this ; so that l any aisles. The light is admitted from 
we had to content ourselves with viewing ( domes. ~ Round the whole runs a marble 
Paris, and seeing two or three of its nota- < balustrade. The roof is ornamented with 
bilia. To accomplish this with despatch, i beautiful sculptures, which produce a fine 
our party, consisting now of six, hired a j effect, being splendidly gilt. On the walls 
carriage at two francs an hour, and ordered j are a number of paintings, the largest of 
the conducteur to drive us to the Louvre, \ which is on the high altar. Christ is sur- 
Tuileries, Elysee, Place de la Concorde, s rounded by the apostles, and at his feet Mary 
Barridre de l’Etoile, Hotel de Ville, Notre Magdalen. In other parts of the picture 
Dame, Church of the Madeleine, Piace de \ arc represented all the principal personages 
la Bastille, with its Column of July, &c., s who have maintained or extended the Rom
aic., &c., that we might view their exteriors, s ish superstition, which in Europe they style 
if no more. The best points for viewing 5 “ the Christian faith!”—as, the Emperor 
Paris are the towers of Notre Dame, the » Constantine, Peter the Hermit, Richard 
Pantheon, the Arc de Triomphe de l’Etoile, j Coeur de Lion, Charlemagne, several Popes, 
the dome of the Invalide3, or the heights of l Joan of Arc, Cardinal Richelieu, Louis 
Montmartre, when its panorama is complete. j XIII., and Napoleon le grand.
There is no indistinctness or confusion j The contrast between the Madeleine and 
in the prospect; every palace, church, or > Notre Dame is great. The interior of the
public edifice stands distinctly before the > latter is gloomy as a sepulchre, and remarka-
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the Spirit by the imposition of apostolic imports that the Name-bearer is one who 
hands and prayer. was, and is, and shall he, the Skua, or Pow-^

It was “in the name of Adoni-Yehov- erful. So that to be in the name of the" 
shua” that Peter commanded the three thou- Name-Bearer is to be in the Father and his 
sand believers of the gospel of the kingdom j Holy Spirit. But I shall treat of this more 
to repent and be baptized. Suppose”that < detail hereafter. What has been said 
one or more in five minutes after the com- ? will, I hope, help our correspondent out of 
mand had been immersed into the name of i his difficulty. Editor.

March 29, 1854.
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the God-manifestation, during that five mi
nutes their knowledge, faith, feeling, and 
disposition remaining the same as at the in- 
slant the command was given-daring this QUERIES CONCERNING THE AD- 
period they were the subjects neither of re- VENT
pentance. nor baptism in the name : but the ' 
moment they were immersed into the name 
of the God-manifestation their new position have been united to the Lord Jesus Christ 
is reckoned as repentance and baptism in the J hy belief of the gospel of the kingdom, and 
name, because they are then “m Christ,” \ baptism in his name. The brethren meet 
and for the first time. There is no gospel every Lord’s day at Geneva, and appear to 
repentance nor any baptism, any more than < be in a prospering condition. Last Lord’s 
any immortality,out (^Christ. A man may < day but one, there were three immersions of 
believe the one only true gospel of the king-1 believers in “ the Hope of Israel,” on account 
dom, and have the disposition and heart of j which Paul was bound in chains as the 
Abraham himself; still, so long as he has not < prisoner of Christ. Our congregation num- 
bcen immersed into the God-manifestation ) bers seventeen individuals, who are patiently 
he is not in the name of Adoni-Yehov-shua; < waiting for the day of their redemption, 
and not being in the name of Jesus, his faith < which drawelh nigh. True, the number is 
is not yet counted to him for righteousness, < small; yet it is written, that “ where two or 
nor his oneness of mind and heart with God \ three are met together in His name, there 
for repentance. Hence the reason why be- \ He will be in the midst.” 
lievors in the kingdom, whose hearts have \ We prosper also in knowledge. Almost 
been purified by faith working by love, are j every Lord’s day brings forth something bc- 
commanded to “ repent and be baptized in ( f°rc unseen. The Bible is truly a vast mine 
the name of the Lord Jesus”—all the present i of wealth ; and l fear we can never dig out 
blessings of the gospel are imparted in the j ah Its contents.
obeying of the truth of God, and to the obe- j There are two points on which some of 
dient only, as they will find when they meet us are at a loss, namely, the time and the 
the Lord Jesus face to face. < manner of Christ’s appearing. Will he ap-

Observe: ET It is only believers of the j P?aTr t°destroy Gog’s army on the mountains 
things of the kingdom of God and of the U™e\ a"d rvLil he 110,1 establish the 
name of Jesus Christ with a true heart, who km?d?m »n tho Holy Land ? If so, what a 
are commanded to repent and be baptized in \ cond,tion the .and and city must be in at 
the name of the Lord Jesus. It is a moral J ,k,s time—filled with dead bodies, the walls

thrown down, the land upheaved by earth
quakes, and the mount of Olives cleft in two. 

As to the manner: Will he come in the
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Dear Brother—Since I last wrote I
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impossibility for any others to obey the com
mand; for none can obey the truth who are
ignorant of it, or do not believe it—none can , , . . ,, . . .
repent in the name who have not previously > j oads beaven, attended by mightv thun- 
thc divine oneness of mind which results ( derings and lightnings and earthquakes, so 
from the truth believed. * that all nations can see him ? Or, will he

. , . , 5 come as a thief, unexpected, unseen, stealth-
A word upon nyp yebowah, commonly j ily? 0r, will he conic as stated in Acts, as

written Jehovah, and very incorrectly ren- { he went up ?
dered Lord in the English version. It sig- $ These are rather important questions, and 
nifies, I shall he; and is compounded of tfe j deserve attentive consideration. As to the 
three parts of the verb n*in hahyali, to he ; the i moment of his appearing, we are aware that
, Root the future, ^ y’’hi, /,« shaU he ; the | S

time.

4

j-f

t. KN! :4 
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in bo, from the present participle, nin ho- \
wehM <s; und the 0. ahh, from the preterite * A feW,WCe'!3 “8“ ^hanoed the order of
n,n hahyah, he wa,. Hence, when the ! our m?e!,ng,S( """k for lhe bcUer:. Il '.s 
nTv ; our opinion that wc are now nearer the pri-
compound word is appropriated as a name \ mitive order. It is as follows: On meeting
of God, or conferred by him upon his Son, it \ we first attend to the breaking of bread, &c.;
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then any brother who has a psalm or a hymn, to make the nations tremble, he will bring 
which he desires sung, we unite with him in ( 11 the things prepared for them that love him" 
singing it: the same with prayers. Thus j Isaiah’s words are these: “Since Ihe bc- 
we spend the whole forenoon, after attend- J ginning of the world they have not heard, 
ing to the ordinance, in singing praises, and ) nor perceived by the ear, neither hath the 
offering prayers and thanksgivings to our ( eye seen, 0 God, (or Messiah) beside thee, 
Creator through “ the Apostle and High j what lie (or Jehovah) hath prepared for him 
Priest of our confession.” If there should, J that waiteth for him" In commenting upon 
perchance, be a little spare time, it is fully S the phrase “ what Jehovah hath prepared" 
occupied by exhortation. This, I assure j Paul denominates it, “ the hidden wisdom of 
you, is far belter than the old plan of occu- j Qod in a mystery,"* which he says, “ we 
pying the chief part of the forenoon with > speak;” that is, he and Sosthenes : and 
speaking, and then hurrying through at the ( which, in his letter to the believers in Rome, 
close that important institution, to attend to j he styles, “ the gospel of Christ, the power 
which we profess to have met together. J of God for salvation to every one that be- 

But enough. Hoping that we may still S lieves”f—“ the things concerning the king- 
go on perfecting ourselves as the day of per-) dom of God,” which lie spake boldly of, de
fection draweth nigh, is the humble prayer j puting and persuading for three months in 
of, dear brother, yours in Christ Jesus, j the school of one Tyrannus at Ephesus. J

Thomas Wilson, s This shows that Isaiah’s “ what Jehovah 
Aurora, Kane, Illy Nov. 14, 1853. j hath prepared" refers to the thing expressed

THP. TIME AXD MAMNER OP CHRIST’S APPEAR,MG.

In relation to the question proposed by our ) sus, as well as Paul, preached the glad 
worthy correspondent concerning the time j tidings, or gospel of this kingdom; § and in 
of Christ’s appearing, 1 would reply, that he ) so doing proclaimed that “ When the Son 
will appear to destroy Gog’s army on the j of Man shall come in his glory, and all the 
mountains of Israel, and then to establish ) holy angels with him, then shall he sit upon 
the kingdom. < the throne of his glory.”|| He also asso-

That he will appear to destroy Gog’s army j ciated his coming in glory with his coming 
is manifest from Ezekiel’s testimony, which ) in power. Thus, in the twenty-fourth of 
says, “My fury shall come up into my face, s Matthew, “All the tribes of the land shall 
. . . and all the men that are upon the face j mourn, (see Zech. xii. 12) and they shall see 
of the land shall shake at my ptresence, and ( the Son of Man coming in the clouds of 
the mountains shall be thrown down, and the ) heaven with power and great glory.” 
towers shall fall, nnd every wall shall fall ( Before leaving the text from Isaiah, we 
to the ground. And I will call for a sword j may notice that Paul makes “ the princes of 
against him throughout all my mountains, ( this age,” that is, of the age, aiwv, he lived 
saith the Lord; every man’s sword shall be j in, the nominative to “have not heard nor 
against his brother.”* This is clearly an ) perceived;” for he says, “had they known, 
answer to the prayer of Israel prophetically j they would not have crucified the Lord of 
inscribed in the sixty-fourth of Isaiah, say- ? glory.” Then again, he omits the words 
ing, “We are thine, O Lord; thou never < “O God, beside thee; because when he 
barest rule over our adversaries; they were j quoted Isaiah’s words, “ what Jehovah hath 
not called by thy name. Oh that thou ? prepared” to be manifested when the nations 
wouldest rend the heavens, that thou would- £ tremble at the presence of his Son, was 
est come down, that the mountains might) known to very many beside the Lord Jesus, 
flow down at thy presence, as when the \ It was not so in the prophet’s time. The 
melting fire burncth, the fire causcth the ) “wisdom of God in a mystery" was known 
waters to boil, to make thy name known to ( neither to the prophets nor the angels; but 
thine adversaries, that the nations may trem-j in Paul’s age it was a subject well under- 
ble at thy presence!” The prophet then / stood by the saints in Christ Jesus: hence, 
refers to the great event of former years, s he says to those of them residing in Corinth, 
when the Lord did come down to Sinai, as > “ God hath revealed them unto us by his 
an illustration of his future descent to save ( Spirit. . . which we have received . . . that 
the nation, by making his Name known to > we might know the things . . . which we 
his adversaries. Then, in the fourth verse i speak in the words the Holy Spirit teacli- 
follows that notable passage, quoted by Paul i eth.” The things unknown to the princes 
in his letter to the Corinthians, showing that of the Mosaic economy, and revealed by the x 
when the Lord shall descend to throw down Spirit in the mystery, are on record in the 
the mountain-dominions of the Gentiles, and---------------------------------------------------------
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New Testament; so that if we do not under
stand them the fault is not God’s; but refer
able to our neglect of the Scriptures, or to 
our indoctrination into Gentile “ philosophy 
and vain deceit,” commonly called *s the- 
ology,” or to both.* Let us then “search 
the Scripturesand eschew the divinity of 
the schools, martextually distilled in the 
pulpit oratory of our day, as we would the 
poison of asps mingled in golden goblets of 
sparkling wine. It is mere “superfluity of 
naughtiness;” therefore abandon it, and 
“ receive with meekness the engrafted word 
which is able to save your souls !”t 

Another idea is worthy of note in connec
tion with this text in Isaiah. The prophet 
says that the things referred to, God “ hath 
prepared for him that wadeth for him but 
Paul renders it in his quotation, “ for them 
that love him.” It is evident, therefore, from 
this, that the apostle considers that they who 
love the Lord are waitingf,r him. Hence, 
in his writings he emphasizes much upon 
this point. “ The Lord,” says he, “ direct

gospel of the kingdom, and commanded those 
who believe it to be baptized, and thence
forth to walk worthy of the kingdom and 
glory the gospel calls them to. But who 
among “ the pious” who profess to love Jesus 
do this? They believe not the gospel he 
preached; like our friend Storrs, if they be
lieve it, they refuse to be immersed, and de
nounce immersion as sectarianism. Why 
then do they not hear Jesus? Do they think 
he is to be mocked with impunity? That 
he does not mean what he says when he 
affirms that they who keep not his sayings 
do not love him? How little do men appre
ciate the character of him with whom they 
have to do. They seem to consider him as 
one who has as little regard for his sayings 
as they have for theirs. But if they will lie, 
“ God cannot.” * What has been spoken by 
his command is irrevocable, and as living 
now as on the day it was spoken. His word 
changeth not; and is *• magnified of him 
above all his name.” Hence, says his Apos
tle, “If any man hear my words, and believe 
not, I judge him not: . . . the word that l 
have spoken, the same shall judge him in 
the last day.” f

He then who believes the gospel of the 
kingdom, and has therefore been immersed, 
and walks worthy of the kingdom and glory 

! to which he has been called, and is patiently 
| expecting the revelation of Jesus, is the per- 
! son who is waiting for, and loving him, in 
; the sense of Isaiah and Paul.

Having disposed for the present of this 
interesting passage of Isaiah, we will return 
to a more particular consideration of the 
question before us. The Lord descended to 
Sinai for the purpose <f setting up his king
dom under the Mosaic constitution. He or
ganized it in the midst of a hostile world, by 
first, delivering his nation from Egyptian 
bondage ; secondly, delivering to them a law 
in the wilderness; and thirdly, by driving 
out the seven nations of Canaan with fire 
and sword ; and the planting of his 
tion there in their stead. This was a great 
work that was not accomplished in a mo
ment. It was the work of a generation; 
beginning with the proclamation of the gos
pel to Israel, and the delivery of Jehovah’s 
message to Pharaoh, and ending with the 
rest from war procured for the nation by the 
victories of Joshua, a period of nearly fifty 
years.

In the first stage of this process, the con
dition of Egypt was awful. Moses, Jeho
vah’s servant and visible representative,and 
the great type of Israel’s future Deliverer, 
was in the midst of it all. Egypt, the resi
dence of Jehovah’s nation, was filled with

• * * •/*

your hearts into the love of God, and into the 
patient waiting for Christ.” Again, he says, 
“ Ye turned from idols to God, to serve the 
living and true God ; and to wait for his Son 
from heaven :” and in another place, he says, 
“ We through the Spirit wait for the hope of 
righteousness by faith:” and again, “The 
testimony of Christ was confirmed among 
you; so that ye come behind in no gift; 
waiting for the revelation of our Ix>rd Jesus 
Christ.” And Jesus himself commanded the 
apostles to “ Let their loins be girded about, 
and their lamps burning; and themselves 
like unto men that wait for their lord, when 
he shall return on account of the nuptials.” 
And lastly, Daniel says, “ Blessed is he that 
waitelh and cometh to the thirteen hundred 
and thirty-five days;” because when these 
years shall expire, Michael, the great prince 
of Israel, shall be revealed, and his waiting 
saints shall be made like their Lord.

But, it is not all who profess to believe in 
the personal and visible revelation of Jesus, 
that love or are waiting for him. No one 
loves him in a scriptural sense, who does not 
believe and do what he teaches : for, besides 
that “ love is the fulfilling of the law,”J Je
sus says, “If a man lote me he will keep my 
words. ... He that loveth me not keepelh not 
my sayings.” This is so much in point, that 
one would suppose that no man reading it 
would be able to impose upon himself the 
notion, that he loved the Lord, while he 
living in neglect, and, therefore, on the sup
position that he is intelligent in the word of 
the kingdom, in contempt of his doctrine and 
commandments. Now, Jesus preached the
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dead bodies, and its waters turned into blood ; < shan and Gilead, as in the days of old.” To 
fro^s, lice, and flies, swarmed in the land, j this prayer, Jehovah replies to the prophet 
and a grievous murrain destroyed their as the nation’s petitioner, in these words: 
beasts ; hail was thundered down, and fire j “According to the days of thy coming out of 
ran along the ground ; the land was darkened I the land of Egypt will I show unto him (the 
with locusts, so that the earth could not be j flock of mine heritage) marvellous things, 
seen; and three days’ darkness impended \ The nations shall see and be confounded at 
over the country, even a darkness that might all their (Israel’s) might: they shall lay their 
be felt. This was the way God operated hand upon their mouth, their ears shall be 
upon the hardened enemies of Israel through deaf. They shall lick thedust like a serpent, 
and in the presence of his servants. Nothing they shall move out of their holes like worms 
in Jerusalem and the Holy Land can be of the earth; they shall be afraid of the Lord 
worse than these plagues when the prophet our God, and shall fear because of thee.”* 
like unto Moses shall come as “Jehovah’6 The reader may learn how Israel fed in Ba- 
servant,” in power and great glory,to “ bring shan and Gilead “in the days of old” by 
the third part through the fire,” in the day reading the historical parts of the Bible, 
of his indignation upon Israel’s foes. | The prophet teaches in his intercession that

Isaiah has taught us to regard the Lord’s || the same thing shall be again : and in the 
descent to Sinai as representative of his answer to the petition we are instructed that, 
whose type was the angel in the blazing as the Gentile governments are the great 
bush, to Olivet on the east of the Holy City, obstacle to such a consummation, Jehovah 
Jesus, “ whom God hath made both Lord and will make Israel mighty with the Lord their 
Christ,” will descend for the purpose of setting j God as their commander, f and by their in- 
up Jehovah's kingdom again under the New vincible and wonderful prowess overthrow 
and Better Covenant* He will have to the barrier, and plant them there “as in the 
organize it in the midst of hostile nations, of days of old.” The reestablishment of Israel 
extreme sensibilities respecting “ the balance in Gilead and Bashan by “the Lord their 
of power,” which by such an event will be God,” or Messiah, is regarded by the prophet 
utterly destroyed. Though he comes with as connected with the fulfilment of the pro- 
power and great glorv, as the angels did to mise made to Abraham. Hence, he says, 
Sinai, the work of reestablishing the king- “God will turn again, he will have compas- 
doin will be as formidable an enterprise, and sion upon us; he will subdue our iniquities, 
require nearly as much time for its accom- and thou wilt cast all their sins into the 
plishment, as did its original institution, depths of the sea. Thou wilt perform the 
The reorganization of the kingdom demands truth to Jacob, the mercy to Abraham, which 
the deliverance of the Twelve Tribes from thou hast sworn unto our fathers from the 
bondage in the Roman Habitable, “pneuma- days of old.”
tically styled Snd>/m and Egypt :”f secondly, Now, the “ marvellous things” which Je-
the delivering to them of a law that shall go hovah says he will show to Israel in the 
forth from Zion to them sojourning in “the sight of the confounded and dismayed na- 
wilderness of the people;”! and thirdly, the tions, he says also shall be displayed during 
subjugation of the seven toe-kingdoms of a period equal to that occupied in the coming 
“iron unmixed with miry clay,” that they out of the nation from Egypt into Palestine, 
may be able to march into Canaan, and ob- This was a period of forty years. The work 
tain an everlasting national rest from all therefore which Messiah, the Angel of the 
their sorrows under Messiah, the prince of Abrahamic covenant,! and Jehovah’s ser- 
Israel, Joshua’s antitype, and the Ruler of vants,§ have to perform for Israel in restoring 
the World promised to Abraham and his ; the kingdom again to them, will consume at 
Seed.§ ; least forty years from and after his advent

These events will be the work of a gene- “in power and great glory.” The most 
ration, as were those which ultimated in the difficult part of this work is, not the making 
original establishment of Israel’s common- of the goat nations to lick the dust like a 
wealth and Jehovah’s kingdom, in the Holy serpent, but the regeneration of the under- 
Land. This appears from Micah’s testimony standings and affections of the Tribes of 
ns well as from the magnitude of the work j Israel. At present they are no more fit to 
to be accomplished. After stating that the.\ inherit the Holy Land under Messiah the 
land should be desolate, the prophet inter- j Prince, than were the bondmen of Egypt 
cedes in Israel’s behalf, and says to the Lord, I under Joshua. The rebellious must be 
“Feed thy people with thy rod;. . . the flock j purged out from among them.J as in the 
of thine heritage ... let them feed in Ba- \ wilderness under Moses; that, being re-
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newcd in heart and mind, the nation, as a to another, who possesses what does not be- 
righteous nation, which at present they are long to him, requiring the surrender of it to 
not, may be engrafted into its Olive* by the the rightful owner, under penalty of the 
delivering of the New, or Abrahamic Cove- sequences that may follow. It does not in- 
nant, which is to be made with the houses vite to eternal life; but to allegiance and 
of Judah and Israel.f submission to the King in Zion, and conse-

The reestablishment of the overturned J quently to the renunciation of fealty to “ the 
kingdom by Messiah, “whose right it is,” is ; powers that be.” It demands liberty for the 
a work then of the forty years succeeding captives, and the opening of the prison to 
the advent. It begins with the identification them that are bound, that they may return 
of him that comes as the person that was to their own land, and serve the Lord their 
crucified, some eighteen centuries before;§ God in the place where he hath installed his 
as the “ prophet like unto Moses,” by whose Name. Such is the nature of the proclama- 
hand their ancestors did not understand that tion to the nations and their rulers, which 
God would deliver the nation; it begins with precedes the manifestation of the “ marvel- 
that “third part’s” recognition which will Ions things” to be shown to scattered Israel 
then have been brought through the fire, that in the sight of the astonished nations, 
this is Jesus whom their fathers refused, Wherever there are Israelites to be sepa- 
saying, “ We will not have this man to reign rated from Gentiles, and to be gathered out, 
over us;” even the same whom God sends there the proclamation will be made,even to 
to be a ruler and a deliverer, not by the hand “ the outmost part of heaven.”* The class 
of an angel as in the case of Moses, but by of Jews engaged in making it known, call 
his own arm, as himself the antitypical an- them apostles, evangelists, angels, meesen- 
gel of the bush, to bring salvation for “his gers, or ambassadors, it matters not, they 
own.”|| are persons sent, qualified, and equipped, by

Jesus, recognized as ruler and deliverer by their government for the work; these are 
the surviving “ third part,” sends of this es- collectively emblematized in the Apocalypse 
caped portion of the nation, messengers to by “Another angel flying in the midst of the 
the nations to declare his glory among them.i heaven, having the Age-gospel to preach to 
These are Christ's apostles of“ the latter them that dwell upon the earth,. . . saying 
days.” Those we read of in the Acts were with a loud voice, Fear God and give glnry 
ChrisCs ajwstles of “the last days;” and to him; for the Hour of his Judgment is 
not to be confounded with the others. Their coME.”f That is, the time has at length 
missions have not the same end in view, arrived when “Judgment is given to the 
The apostles of “ the last days” of the Mosaic saints of the Most High, and they do take 
age, proclaimed that God would at some fu- possession of the kingdom, and dominion, 
lure time, unknown to them, set up a king- and the greatness of the kingdom under the 
dom, on the throne of which the crucified ; whole heaven ; and take away the dominion 
and risen Jesus should sit as ruler in Israel; of the Little Horn, to consume and destroy it 
but the apostles of “the latter days” of the unto the end.} This is the judgment-work 
Times of the Gentiles will proclaim that the to be executed by Jesus and the saints, the 
Lord Jesus is king, and actually enthroned commanders of the armies of Israel; who in 
in the Holy City; and that therefore, the the proclamation give the world fair warn- 
kingdom having come, the “ hour of judg- ing of what they intend to do. 
ment” was no longer in the future, but at God sets up the kingdom by his power 
length impending, as an electric cloud in the substantialized in Christ, the Saints, and the 
sultriness of harvest,** over the world. The Twelve Tribes of Israel. They cast down 
apostles of the last days preached the gospel the thrones of the Gentiles, seize upon their 
as an invitation to possess the glory, honor, kingdoms, and organize the Jews us a king- 
immortality, riches, power, and dominion, of dom in the Holy Land by reuniting the tribes 
the kingdom when established; but the apos- into one nation under Messiah the prince.§ 
ties of the latter days will preach the gospel j When this is fully accomplished the forty 
as an invitation to the nations and their > years will be ended ; and the gospel of the 
rulers to “Serve the Lord with fear, and S kingdom an accomplished fact.|f The king- 
rejoice with trembling. To kiss the Son,” i doms, empires, and republics, now existing 
as a warning, “lest he be angry, and they ! in the hands of the world’s rulers, will then 
perish from the way, when his wrath is kin- i be no more. The political system of the 
died but a little.”ff This latter-day invitation i earth will have been entirely changed, a 
is of the nature of a demand sent from one New Order of things being established,

con
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t Jer. xxxi. 31-34.
<) Zech. xii. 10 ; xiii. 6, 8, 9.
\ Isai. lxvi. 19 : Jer. xvi. 10. 
ft Pa. ii. 10-12.
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styled by Paul “ tiie Economy of the Ful- phets, in the kingdom of God, and you your- 
ness of Times,’5* which pertains to the Age selves cast out.” These will see him. The 
to Come, subject, not to the angels as the Tribes of the land of Israel will also sec him, 

“represent world, but to Jesus and the saints.f and mourn on account of him, as their fa-, 
f As to the manner of Christ’s appearing, I thers did, and for a like cause, in the pre- 

would reply, that he will come (p.sra) to the ; sence of Joseph at their second interview, 
clouds of heaven, which are “ the dust of his This is a national mourning, or lamentation, 
feet,” with angels of his power in fire of resulting from the discovery that they had 
flame, with a shout, with a voice of an arch- crucified their king in piercing Jesus ; and 
angel, and with a trumpet of God; but not that, though punished severely, they were 
so that all nations can see him. He will ; punished justly in their tribulation, for slay- 
come as a thief; not being expected; and ing the innocent, and imprecating upon 

j being in the city of the great King unknown ; themselves and their posterity the blood of 
i to any beyond the land until he shall cause the guiltless. “They shall look upon Me 
\ his presence there to be proclaimed by the whom they have pierced, and they shall 
|symbolical messenger flying in the midst of mourn for him, as one mourneth for his only 
;heaven. “ He shall so come in like manner son, and shall be in bitterness for him, as 
j as ye have seen him go into the heaven.” ; one that is in bitterness for his firstborn. In 
“ He went up, and a cloud received him out that day there shall be a great mourning in 

; of their sight.” He will therefore come to Jerusalem,. . . and the land (the tribes of 
the clouds which will receive him out of the the land) shall mourn.” Thus speaks Zecha- 
sight of the Russo-Assyrian-Clay forces on riah—a prophecy reproduced by the Spirit 

' the mountains and plains below. While in the Apocalypse of John.
. there, the transformed living believers of the Cut, he is not only to be received into 
i gospel of the kingdom, and the resurrected clouds whence will be displayed the local 

saints, shall be caught up among clouds for portents of the advent; but the purposes of ( 
I a meeting of the Lord upon air,*and so they J his obscuration being answered, he will come 

shall all be with the Lord. It was thus on j down to the mount of Olives,* whence he 
Mount Sinai. The angels, through whom j went up in the presence of his Galilean 
Moses rereived Jehovah’s law, were in the j friends. When in the clouds, he and his 
clouds and thick darkness on the mountain > companions are as “the Stone cut out of the 
top, which smoked like a furnace,and shook mountain not in hands”—the Power that 
exceedingly. The Lord descended upon it smites the Assyrian Image upon its Feet. It 
in fire, . .’. and the blast of the trumpet may then b9 said with David, “ His strength 
sounded long, and waxed louder and louder, is in the clouds.” How appropriate is this 
so that all the people in the camp trembled.” position of the power to the execution of the 
Thus “they met with God” in thunders, judgment recorded against Gog! “ I will, 
lightnings, and thick clouds; but the an-! saitli the Lord, rain upon him and upon his 
gelic trumpeters, and hint that spake to f bands, and upon the many people that arc 
Moses, they did not see. So, I apprehend, with him, an overflowing rain and great 
it will be with the armies of the Assyrian hailstones, fire, and brimstone.” This, with 
Image in Megiddo, the Valley of Jehosha- mutual slaughter, pestilence, and Judah’s 
phat, and Edom ; they will, like Saul’s com- sword, will destroy the military power of the 
panions on their way to Damascus, or Da- Image-Clay; so that the constituents of the 
niel’s on the banks of Hiddekel, “sec not Czar’s dominion,severed from his sovereignty 
the vision, but quake exceedingly, and flee ! by this worse than Moscow cr Waterloo de- 
to hide themselves.” * feat, will fall into other political combina-

But, says one, is it not written, that “ ev- tions, styled apocalyptically, “ the Beast and 
ery eye shall see him ?” how can this be, if the False Prophet, and the Kings of the 
all dwellers upon the globe do not see him ? earth,” to do battle against the powerf pre- 
It is so written ; but “ every eye” of whom? destined to grind them into powder, J light 
The next member of the sentence explains ! as the chafl’of the summer threshing-floors § 
to whom the “every eye” refers, namely, j The Assyrian power being broken by this 
xai oirives aurov s^exsvrrjo'av, even whosoever ! terrible overthrow, the Lord comes down to 
pierced him.% It is every eye of these that 0Iivet, and thence descends in triumph to 
shall seo him ; and not every eye of the in- the Holy City. Its gates are opened to him 
vaders below, or of their compatriots at l as the King of glory and Lord of armies, 
home. He said to some of those who after- strong and mighty in battle,H and he is re
wards pierced him, “ There shall be weeping ceived by the people with acclamations, say- 
and gnashing of teeth when ye shall see »og> “ Blessed be he that comes in the name
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the pro- : " . ~

!• * Zcch. xiv. 4. f Rev. xvn. 14 ; xix. 1®.
t Matt. xxi. 44. () Dan. ii. 35.
J Ps. xxiv.

s

* Eph. i. 10. t Hcb. «• 5 ; Ea". vii. 27 ; Rev. xx. 6. 
X Rev. i. 7.
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[ year’s volume, that you considered yourself 
settled in Mott Haven till the Lord comes, if 
spared so long. I had hoped that circum
stances might have induced you to come to 
England attain; for I feel persuaded that 
were you here you would be much more 
instrumental in doing good service for the 
truth than you can possibly be in the United 
States. Here everybody is interested in 
what is taking place on the Continent; and 
it does appear to me, were you in England, 
and could go through the length and breadth 
of the land, you would awaken among the 
intelligent and thinking such a spirit of 
inquiry after the truth, that you scarcely 
could have done when here before, as such 
minds are now more susceptible of im
pressions than they were four or five years 
ago. Your Elpis Israel and lectures, together, 
with several pamphlets ; as : The Coming 
Struggle, Destiny of Human Governments 
in the Light of Scripture, from your own 
pen, and other works, have been extensively 
circulated, and have stirred up such an 
inquiry after truth as you can scarcely con
ceive. Hence some of the clergy have begun 
to preach on these subjects; but what few 
I have heard as yet have made but a very 
sorry afFair of it; in fact, I should consider 
their effort worthless.

I have thought that as the present edition 
of Elpis Israel is all sold, it would be a good 
opportunity for you to pay another visit to 
England, when you might obtain a goodly 
number of subscribers for a reprint, and the

. htvYe^„RJl::T(fTIt,rW;0,etr°T { HV»^youTec^.;\gfoSp“„hfetiXw
i- P "t , Sj°*>i or . |° s,a,c Pub‘ | London News, in which you will perceive
“1. , a'e 'Mayed ihe Ilereld con- Tracis from [|le Blue Bioks,” now before- 

aP'r°''!'n 'ha window, placing it open at par|iamcnti tcsli(yjng t0 the truthfulness of
inrereutm il *** l0ns , fV?ur mosl your exposition of the prophecy concerning
interestme art e es on the aspect of European the Frog Power. I also send you another 
alia rs rcouid have sold the numbers so copy of V/,c Truth-Promoter, containing the 
forPi7e h? M t aga'a a •l7b-en only reply John Bowes has inserted to your 

foV e I not..succccdcd ln lnduc,ng article in the Herald. I may just add for
£22 6ubsC:,b"% . . . . your information that he is a sort of leader

asP“t of sITairs ,s auspicious among lhe i.lynl0,llb Brethren, devoting the
Kinudcm rr Th" 1,068 u;b<5|r ln.'I”5 greatest part' of his time in lecturing among 

orG.od-,.The s;gns o.17 the times [hem. and editing The Truth Promoter; 
fhe h *. and ."rm'Sl0 Rb'e 10 a nd is general ly considered a straight- forward,
S': r; Henca 1 oons^er ,t the duty honJj but Jdd,ing kind of . bu, in
(nr at te-ic, ti V° % now odge of the truth , my 0pjnj0n |,0 bas acted verv unfairly in not 
K»h i !S?. ° "S,"b0 Pr°res3t0,have) inserting your article in The Truth Promoter

mighTform their1 own
M iiC° ?. n0'0 hght 0n lt>s doing so for himself and them. It appears

. . , r ', sv lcr "0r^ known to me ! very mUch like an endeavor to make him-
w ™ I Kt tn.'’romote >ts welfare BC|f popular at your axpcn5c bv wi|fu]lv sup-
M. «oryrJ ,o .e! N^ pressing '™‘l> when he is unable to recite it.
I was sorry to see in Number One of last j 1 remain, Yours in hope of the kingdom,

George Hatfiedp.
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of Jehovah !”* It may then be said of Je
rusalem, “The Lord is there,”! as “an 
ensign upon the mountains,” about to “ blow 
the great trumpet” that shall make the na
tions tremble*! The trumpet to be blown is 
that of the symbolic angel flying in the midst 
of the heaven. While this proclamation is 
in progress, the land is being cleansed by the 
burial of the slain.§ When the rejection of 
it by the papal nations is announced at Jeru
salem, war is declared against them; and 
the postadventual missions of the second and 
third angels are executed upon Rome, and 
all who adhere to the fortunes of her kings. 
She sinks like Sodom, or a millstone in the 
sea; and is found upon the earth no more.|| 
The thrones of the Papal kings are then 
overthrown, and with them the European 
Imperially originally founded by Charle
magne upwards of a thousand years ago. 
The triumph of Jesus and the Saints is then 
complete. Not a vestige of the Image is 
left; and its territory occupied by the king
dom and empire of Israel’s King. This is 
the end of the matter; and may therefore 
now be fairly left with the reader for com
parison with what else is written in the tes
timony of God. Examine the Scriptures 
quoted, and sec if I have not herein correctly

Editor.
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methodized the truth.

A SPIRIT OF INQUIRY AWAKENED IN 
BRITAIN.
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) 67 Hill Street, Birmingham ; 
' March 13, 1854-

• Matt, xxiii. 39.
Isai. xxvii. 13; xviii. 3. 
Rev. xviii. 21.

t Eaci. xlviii. 35. 
$ F.zvk.; i»
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adopted by editors when they feel weak. If 
he could have rent my article to shreds and 
patches, it would have been paraded before 
his readers with a great flourish of trumpets; 
but its suppression is an admission that it 
is unanswerable, and that consequently “ the 
least said the soonest mended 1” My friend 
will please send me his Truth Promoter as 
often has lie sees fit. The Illustrated News 
has arrived, but not The Truth Promoter. I 
am much obliged. The “News” was very 
interesting and acceptable.

April 4, 1854.

REMARKS.
When in Britain, I stated that I proposed 

to myself to revisit England in about three 
years, as I expected by that time some of 
my interpretations would be notably verified ; 
and I could then lecture upon the gospel of 
the kingdom with more effect, being able 
to point to the verifications in evidence of 
my being entitled to grave and respectful 
attention, when I should undertake to prove 
from Scripture what a man must believe and 
do for salvation in opposition to all the em
pirical gospels of benighted “ Christendom.” 
The hearing I obtained in Britain was on a 
large scale; but the doctrine broached was 
so new, that the multitude listened with 
incredulity. I am aware that the truth would 
make a more lively impression now; yet I 
do not think iny time has come for a second 
visit. The people indeed are in high excite
ment ; but they are so bewitched with the 
idea of an ea

Editor.

BAPTISM REQUESTED.
Dear Sir:—A close examination of the 

Word has removed many difficulties which 
barred me from an union with Him whose 
servant I now sincerely desire to become. 
Will you visit Virginia soon, or shall I come 

sy and speedy overthrow of the toNew-York? for my desire is to be baptized; 
Autocrat that they would scarcely listen —and, O Lord, I pray that persecution, ' 
with patience to one who should undertake worldly ambition, nor prejudice, may be a 
to show them that the reverse of all their means of excluding me from thy kingdom ! 
expectations is decreed of heaven. I am convinced that the mission of the

The Frog-excited spirits are to u work Lord Jesus is not to root out the nations 
miraclesthat is, to bring about wonderful from the earth, but to destroy their govern
or unexpected belligerent and political ments and oppressors, and to enlighten, re- 
results. At present things do not appear generate, and bless them. Not to see this 
very propitious for the Czar. But appear- is to be ignorant of the truth concerning the 
ances are deceptive; and it will be found Christ, which is abundantly exhibited in the 
that he will become great and successful prophets; therefore to deny this, or to affirm 
above them all. What are the proud fleets something contrary to it, is to deny the truth 
of Tarshish before Jehovah’s whirlwind from concerning Jesus. Of what avail is it to 
the east? Maritime disasters would place admit that Jesus is the Christ, while we 
the sword of Germany in the mouth of Russia, deny or make of none effect the things 
The Anglo-French fleets are powerful, but revealed in the prophets concerning him ? 
not omnipotent; and my conviction* is, that To affirm of him what is contrary to Scripture 
more is expected of them than they will be is to believe in “ another Jesus” than he 
able to perform. The Ottoman empire can- whom Paul preached. That man is not 
not be preserved ; for it is an element of the “ taught of God” who does not believe 
1290 years, abomination which is doomed to what he has said concerning him in the 
be destroyed. The drying up then of the prophets; and if not taught of him, he is no 
Euphralean, whose integrity is guaranteed member of his family or household. It is 
by the West, must therefore end in the testified of the Christ, and therefore of Jesus 
failure of France and England. When whom God hath acknowledged, “He shall 
people see this, they may be still more dis- govern the nations upon earth”—“ He shall 
posed than at present to give attention to break them in pieces as a potter’s vessel”— 
what may be said; it is necessary therefore “ Jehovah girds him with strength for the 
still to abide the time. battle”—“ Subdues the people under him”—

In visiting England again, I shall be and “makes him the Head of the nations.” 
anxious to do so without hindrance to our Furthermore it is written, “ The Lord God 
endeavors here. The information conveyed shall give him the throne of his father David, 
by the Herald is the only aid received by a and he shall reign over the House of Jacob 
wide dispersion, enabling it to discern the in the ages; and of his kingdom there shall 
steadily advancing crisis of the world. It is be no end.”—•“ He shall sit and rule upon 
desirable, therefore, that it should not be his throne as a priest upon his throne, and 
suspended for their sakes. But I see no bear the glory ; He shall build the temple of 
prospect of visiting England this year; and the Lord,”—“and execute judgment and 
what maybe next, is more than any of us righteousness in the land.” These are things

affirmed of Christ, not one of which has 
Mr. John Bowes’ policy is that invariably received the least accomplishment in Jesus

tt

can tell.

i
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yet. He is indeed “ a priest over the House { that benighted region. He had been immersed, 
of God i. e. over them who “ hold fast the \ hut whether into Campbellistic Baptistism 
confidence and rejoicing of the hope firm \ or into its progenitrix “Old Baptistism,” 
unto the end.” But he is not yet a priest j I do not remember. It matters not however; 
upon his father David’s throne ; if he were, i for the shade of error is so indifferently dis* 
then the Saint3 would be sharing with him ; tinguished between them now, that immersion 
in the priesthood of that throne : for it is j into one form is regarded as valid ground of 
written, “ To him that overcometh will I ; admission into the other. “ The lust of the 
grant to sit with me on my throne, even as j flesh, the lust of the eye, and the pride of 
F also overcome, and sit down with my father t life” arc so common to all the ecclesiastical 
upon his throne that is, in Zion, the city ! forms of the little Essex “ Christendom,” 
where David dwelt and reigned over the \ lhat “ the church” can no longer cast the 
House of Jacob, which God has chosen for j Am* stone at the sinners of the world. Our 
the place of his throne on earth. ; correspondent partook in all this, breathing

Now all this is utterly at variance with the 1 the infected atmosphere, which has reduced 
burning up of the world; for in this event there ; “religion’ there to a dry and rattling skeleton, 
will be no governing of nations upon earth, \ was immersed on the ordinary ground of 
and ruling as a priest upon David’s throne. 1 an assent to what is preached by ecclesiastics 
I conclude therefore, that he who believes in i about Jesus. He then of course knew 
world-burning at the appearing of the Lord, j nothing about the kingdom ; and besides this 
does not believe the Gospel of the Kingdom, ignorance, he held traditions which make of 
but in traditions that make it of none effect, none effect the gospel, as he now perceives.

Without the restoration of Judah the king- \ believed in another Jesus and in “another 
domofthis gospel cannot be. If then the ' gospel,*7 which Paul did not preach; and 
Israelites were to remain in dispersion, though \ therefore, though immersed, the truth was 
Christ and his Brethren were in Jerusalem, \ not *n him,consequently he had not the “One 
there would exist no kingdom, even as the \ Faith” by which he might be justified, 
staff of an army is not the army—they would ' ^ut by the assistance furnished him 
be as a government without a nation. The ! through our instrumentality he has happily 
children of the kingdom are the government | acquired the laculty of reading the Bible in- 
and the people of Israel—the two classes of • diligently. This, and not I, has made him 
the kingdom, so styled by the Lord Jesus f “ wise ,0 salvation,” and the result is that 
according to Matthew, because collectively j he demands to be baptized. This is as it 
they are one nation. Deny then the restor- < ouffht to be. When a man learns ichal (he 
ationofthe Twelve Tribes to their fatherland j 8ospd w, and what (lie obedience it requires, 
—the land promised to Abraham and his j baptism ought to follow spontaneously as the 
Seed for an everlasting possession—and God \ eAcct of faith. The endeavor should be to 
is blasphemed, being made a liar; and the j enlighten the intellect and to purify the sen- 
gospel is converted into a mere invention j Aments. This work accomplished, and there 
of designing men. Such are some of the; 'yill be no difficulty about baptism—ail intel- 
particulars of my faith and hope, and my \ hgent believing man only requires to know 
convictions of the neutralizing effect of error ' what the disciples of the apostolic teachers 
upon my position in the past.° ! did who believed the truth, and straightway

I remain, Yours, he gives himself no rest until ho go and do
Wm. S. Croxton. j likewise.

j Our friend expresses his willingness to 
come 400 miles, or thereabouts, that is, to 

i this city, to be immersed. But though the 
a word ix EXPLANATION. j self-inconveniencing disposition isconunend-

I am glad to receive the information con- I able, I have informed him that it is not 
tamed in the above. The writer was formerly ; necessary, as there are brethren in a near 
a member of the Campbellite church, still j county, King William, who have themselves 
meeting in a house called The Rappa- j obeyed the gospel of the kingdom us well as 
AannocA;. For several years past, however, j !» and who will be happy to administer for 
he has been unconnected with any of the j him, and all others in their region who have 
for?ns of opinion lhat arc ecclesiastically ! scriptural intelligence and heart enough to 
organized around him. Till the gospel of: become Christians, 
the kingdom was sounded out in the woods, < April 20, 1854. 
divided by the road from the once “free >
house,” now appropriated by the disciples of “ The upright shall dwell in the land, and 
Mr. Campbell to their own special and ex- j the perfect shall remain in it. But the 
elusive use and purposes, his mind partook wicked shall be cut off from the face of the 
of the lethargy which has long reigned in I earth.”
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HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
11 And in their days, cxxn of those kings, the Oodof heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 

A dominion that shall not he left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 
and itself shall stand for ever.”—Daniel.

John Thomas, Ed.] NEW YORK, JUNE, 1854. [Vol. 1Y. No. 6.

Jesus as a man l We would not stone him 
for a good work, but “ that thou being a man 
maaest thyself equal with God.” Is it not 

In the loyal capital of Nova Scotia there here that the Jew stumblecJ-and ehall the 
la edited by the Rev. J. C. Cochran, and Gentile .tumble upon this rock of offence’
published bv W. Gossip, an organ of the a!60’ )V?re be Jc'v8,cf . °ut “f Gf* 
United Church of England and Ireland, vineyard for thu very d.sb'hefof bis Em- 
which rejoices in the headship of Queen manuelslnp and shall they in their turn w.t- 
Victoria, styled The Church Times. A friend : ness the fall of the Gentile into the self-same 
in Halifax has been kind enough to send "letnorable predicament of rum ? Can there 
me No. 8 of vol. vii., containing a comtnu- be lb'Ln at tbe Prcsfnt Juncture,,n ,l,e Chrls- 
nication from one Alumnus Vindesoriensis, ChurJch- a. subJcct .m0,r,e
in which, in the true sprit of Atl.anasianism, : a»lernnand anxious inquiry than this? Wha
he denounces me to all the admirers of Stale sba11 ™e„lio 10 bc aaved frT the 'vralh tha 
ecclesiaslicism for “ as decidedly an uncir- masl Lfa > “P°” the ungodly, and upon a 
cumcised and infidel Unitarian Jew, as ever !vbo bold “ tbf. lru,h ™ U"r'gHh[fTT.l 
were the men who reviled the Saviour upon Was . ‘•'“'""H ~and the r,r",h ,
the cross !» Now if such a sentence had -and “ lbal'fe ’ Ha ^Fossly informed 
been pronounced upon me by an apostle, or : lbe hat he *nd 11 5 Jus,as Pla‘" 
by one having any scriptural pretension to 1 ,al lbe Jews “nderslood him to say tins, and 
an understanding of the gospel the apos- : lbat lbey cr"c'f,ed h™ for so say.ng 1 be 
ties preached, Cshould indeed be much : fiame Jes'!s that waf s° c'uc‘fi?d address« 
grieved and take it much to heart; but see- l ~ ^ Z tube'way Ind Z 
ing that it is enunciated only by an alumnus, The UniIark.„ con.
^r ih'n'rAr.u , °ne 0 lh<; dauehter“ f onts him with the Jews’ denial and the 
of the Old Mother, it is no more than might j°™ ” , Jesus l0 ,)is Gen.
be expected; and therefore, I accept tt as > although a man after the

n: °ut'vard[et Irni;;n7nnGr°t:’
according to truth. The following is the

From The Church Times. that “ he and the Father are one/” And
„ _ . . . yet now again must “ the desptsers wonderFor a good work wc stone thee not: but for bias- J .__ . , __

pbcmy ; ami because that thou being a man makest and perish —here is the Unitarian Gentile 
thyseft equal with God.”—John x. 35. of the nineteenth century, after all the lignt,

Notwithstanding the plain and unavoidable warning and experience manifested in the 
testimony of the Jewish Scriptures, that the history of those ancient people—here is the 
Jews stoned the Lord of Life, and put him uncircumcised Unitarian denying “ the Lord 
to the ignominious death of the cross, for as- j that bought him”—reiterating the intidelity 
serling his equality with Jehovah, we still of those “ blind leaders of the blind”—those 
find this fatal root of Antichristian Rational- Unitarian scribes and pharisees who exas- 
ism putting forth its rank shoots most vigor- perated the people against him. Our Uni- 
ously with the other heresies of the age. tarian scribes still transmit, approve, and en- 
For the Unitarian still persists in regarding dorse the language and violence of their

AXGMMIIBERNIAN INDICTMENT AGAINST 
THE AUTHOR OF ELP1S ISRAEL.

=2
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\3 Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.
Jewish predecessors, the ancient Regicides: \ uel, There has been when he was not /—into 
—“ We stone thee not for a good work, but j this nut-shell it is, that, like a gnawing 
for blasphemy, and that them being a man J worm at the kernel, the arch-heresy of the 
makest thyself equal with God /” Much as ) Unitarian infidel lies, and which the eye of 
we have been struck with the originality of j faith, when taught by the simple letter of the 
the “ Elpis Israel”—its surprising subtlety S word, detects at a glance as the fatal point 
of thought—striking and ingenious, and in- ? where the Jew stumbled and fell. To which 
deed highly interesting exposition of prophe- J her no less simple yet truly majestic reply 
cy; it requires no very profound etymological j is : Man has sinned and God has suffered!

to detect the thoroughly Jewish Uni- J No sin-offering — no pardon. No lamb — 
tarianism pervading every line or passage j no sin-ojj'ering!—No God— no lamb!
having any emphatic reference to “ the Be- { ‘ --------
ing” or “ Divine Essence” of the Saviour.
Upon this all - momentous and fundamental 
“ key-stone” of the building not made with 
hands; upon this all-comprehensive and 
quickening, yet simple and resolvable “Alpha 
and Omega” of all that “ the Prophets have 
written and said”—“ the Lamb slain from 
the foundations of the world”—as the tres
pass-offering for all sin in all time ;—upon . 
this central point, the focal theme and touch- s & With denying the Lord that bought me.
stone of “Moses and the Lamb,” the song \ 6. With affirming that Jesus is but a pre
in heaven of “harpers harping with their l ferential, a Joshua select from the Elohim; 
harps;”—as for all that has been written ; nothing more, in short, than the Great Cap- 
with the sunbeam of Scripture by the finger ( fa'n and Commander-in-Chief of the Israel- 
of God in the light of “ his Suninto this ( iles, to load them on to temporal conflict and 
illuminated centre where all the divine rays ( victory; and,
of Revelation converge, the author of “Elpis s T With affirming that there has been a 
Israel” is as decidedly an uncircumcised and } ^me when he was not. 
infidel Unitarian Jew, as ever were the men 
who reviled the Saviour upon the cross, 
wagging their heads at him, aud saying, “If 
he be the Son of God, let him come down j> Put these all together and they make quite 
from the cross, and we will believe in him.” j a formidable indictment, to some of the 
It is to very little purpose indeed that Dr. j counts of which I respectfully beg leave to 
Thomas would tell us about the “Elohim” > plead “Not Guilty.” In relation to the first 
whom he makes “ creature delegates and j count I rejoin, that I admit the equality of 
messengers for the work of creation,”—to ; Jesus in the same sense in which he affirmed 
lay down the foundations of the world, and ) it. All he said and all he claimed was true 
then erect, build up, and put in order the i and only true, for he was “ the truth" incar- 
vast fabric. It is in vain that he teaches us, / nate. This admission, however, does not 
that Jesus was but a preferential, a Joshua l necessitate my assent to the unintelligible 
select from the Elohim—to take up the ; foolishness of the Athanasian creed, which is 
theme and purpose of Revelation, just where j the symbol of Romish and Church of Eng- 
the other Elohim and Moses and the prophets | land orthodoxy on the divinity of Christ, 
left it;—that the Saviour of mankind, in l Such a creed well became the times of its 
8hort,is nothing more than the great captain s origination—times in which the factions of 
and commander in chief of the Israelites, to ) Athanasius and Arius with their several 
lead them on to temporal conflict and to vie- < blind guides had forsaken the Word, and 
tory. It may be all very true that the Em- j given themselves over to the wild specula- 
peror and Empire of the Russe may be j tions of the carnal mind, 
about to be the Russo-Assyrian lever of ( Athanasian divines, like the old Scribes 
Providence, for the final development and > and Pharisees, “ err” in their ideas of Jesus, 
consummation, the closing scene of the stu- j “ not knowing the Scriptures.” Nor will 
pendous “ millennial” drama. But when ; they ever come to know them while as nurse- 
Dr. Thomas, in a deliberate and elaborate ( lings they receive the traditions of their 
exercise of his literary powers through the \ fathers, and, for the sake of the loaves and 
Press, gravely tells us that the Saviour of / fishes of “the Church,” blindly seek to prove 
mankind, in the full meaning of the words, < them by scraps of Scripture wrested from 
abstract and concrete, is, though in an en- j their appropriate contexts, 
larged sense, limited and circumscribed as a \ The Jews sought to kill Jesus because he 
creature, so that it may be said of Emman- ' made himself equal with God in saying that
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THE POINTS STATED.
In the above the writer in effect charges 

me with denying—
1. The equality of Jesus with God.
2. With regarding Jesus as a man.
3. With disbelieving in his Immanuelship.
4. With holding the truth in unrighteous

ness.
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THE AUTHOR’S DEFENCE. 
1. THE EQUALITY OF JESUS WITH GOD.
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123Anglo-Ribernian Indictment.
God was his Father.* He made himself; to terrestrials, who unveiled would be too
God in claiming to be the Son of God. “Thou ; intensely glorious for their beholding, 
bcin^ a man,’? said they/' makest thyself 2. JESUS As a man.
vxod. I hey called this blasphemy or evil
speaking. Jesus, however, rebutted the The second count charges me with re
charge, and argued, that in the Psalms Is- ; gard.ng Jesus as a man. To this I plead 
raelites are styled “ gods,” as, “J said, Ye ; ‘‘guilty.” B«t in pleading thus I do not af- 
orc gods;” now, said he, if the Spirit styled ULa[ .he.1S. “a ™re ma"‘ T 1 Wct the 
them gods unto whom the word of God came, ldfa of hls being the son of Joseph in any 
“ how say ye of him whom the Father hath ot„h^ sense than by adoption. He was Son 
sanctified and sent into the world, Thou of God by creation as was Adam the First; 
blasphemest: because I said, I am the Son ?nd therefore he is styled Adam the becond. 
of God ?”f ’ Luke styles Adam “ Son of God, and as to

The Spirit speaking through Jesus said.! ,be °rjsj,n °f tbe “ PrePared bod5f” il was 
“ I and the Father are one;» “He that seeth : S,on God ‘h? Eamc Ben?e- ,J.caus "'as 
me seeth him that sent me;” “ He that hall. als0 Son of God ,n a Eansc ln whl,?h Adam 
seen me hath seen the Father;” but when '™s not ; and that is by resurrection from
Jesus speaks as of himself alone he says,: lbe dead- ,as 'f 15 ™rl ten- “ 1 h™ ar,l ■
“ The words that I speak unto you, I speak to-day have I ego en ee.
not of myself: but the Father that dwelled,: believe w.lh Paul in the manhood of Jesus 
in me, he doeth the works”-" My Father is {°T lba| aP°st’° styles him the man Christ 
greater than I ” Jesus; and he styled himself the bon ot,

That which was born of Mary is styled in : AIan. bei,?g “ mado °f a won?,an> under tbe 
the Psalms, “a body prepared ;” and the law,” and therefore of necessity a man.
Spirit of God there says through David to 3. the immanuelsiiip of jesus acknow- 
the Father, “A body hast thou prepared me.” ledged.
This prepared body was the medium of God- After what I have said under the first 
manifestation, and divinely named “Jesus’ count> no one atall rationai win believe me 
or Joshua. It was the Cherub in which iIt of denying the Immanuclship of Jesus- 
the rather took up his temporary abode Certainly when in Judah, he was God with 
when he anointed it at its baptism in the them. and when he reigns upon the throne 
Jordan. At its crucifixion the Father for- of David in the Acre t0 Come, Israel will 
sook it, as was foretold.J It was laid in a lhen acknowledge him in the full scriptural 
cave. Ihe Father was not entombed in sense jmmanuel, or God with us; for then 
death; for lie is deathless. Tlie Father did God-manifestation through Jesus will be 
not suffer, but the prepared body, which the compiete.
Father forsook while it was expiring § On “ •
the third day the Spirit of God returned to 4. holding the truth in unrighteousness. 
the body, and in filling it formed an indisso- About holding the truth in unrighteousness 
luble union with it; and at that crisis it be- I can truly say, I am unconscious of the of- 
came“ the Son of God with power according fence. I have not hypocritically sworn to 
to the holy spiritual nature by its resurrec- I; thirty-nine articles, more or less, contrary to 
tion from the dead.’’ The Father who my conscience, for the sake of the loaves 
dwells in light, “whom no man hath seen nor and fishes. I do not funereally trade “ in 
can see,”|| shines through the resurrected j bodies and the souls of men;” neither do I 
Jesus by his Holy Spirit. “jVo man,” said } squeeze tithes out of parishioners by law or 
John, “ hath seeyi God at any lime;”IT but j force of arms, under pretence of “curing 
many had seen Jesus both before and after j their souls.” I do not write complaints to 
his resurrection; therefore Jesus is not God l governments, as the Bishop of Nova Scotia 
in the Athanasian sense; nor in the sense in \ did, because soldiers do not present arms on 
wihch “ God” is used to designate Him who 
dwells in unapproachable light, 
only hath deathlessness or immortality. “ Di
vines” do not understand the Scripture doc
trine pf God-manifestation; hence the fool
ishness wrapped up equally in Trinitarinnism,
Arianism, and Unitarianism. “God is a 
spirit,” not human flesh, mortal or immortal; 
this is but the medium of his manifestation

I seek no honor of men, butpassing me. 
repudiate all their ecclesiastical honors. I 
do not wring “ rascal counters” from rich or 
poor for reading other men’s prayers out of 
stereotyped books, and

and who

“ Grind divinity of oilier days 
Down into modern use ; transform old print 
To zigzag manuscript, and cheat the eyes 
Of gallery critics by a thousand arts.1'

I do not pander to royalty, or court the favor 
of the rich under pretence of being an am
bassador of Christ, and a successor of the

t John x. 33-36.
6 Matt, xxvii. 46. 

John i. 18.
* John v. 38. 

Pb. xxii. 1.
1 Tim. vi. 16.i
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apostles, and treat the poor as if they were of his coming : for, as Isaiah testifies with 
made of other blood, and only planted in the Paul, when he shall reign in Mount Zion 
earth as a medium for the manifestation of and in Jerusalem before his ancients, glori- 
the pietism of hypocrites, and of the ostenta- ously, “ he will there destroy the face of the 
tious charity of proud and lordly reverences. ! covering cast over all people, and the veil 
I do not denounce heresy and heretics to that is spread over all nations. He will 
turn men’s minds from my own errors, and swallow up death in victory.” 
to conceal from their view my own igno- Convinced, then, with full assurance that 
ranee of the gospel I profess. I do not hypo- this is descriptive of the present state of Ame- 
critically swear to renounce the Devil and all ! rican and European “Christendom,’’ and 
his works, and to eschew the pomps and that there will be a remnant for Christ at his 
vanities of this vain and wicked world, and appearing who will have believed and obey- 
at the same time serve him, and seek his ed the truth, and be patiently waiting for 
honors and riches with all the might of body, him ; and that their being brought to this 
soul, and spirit 1 1 do not make merchandise acceptable position will result from the as- 
of the truth to clothe myself in purple and : sistance they may obtain for understanding 
fine linen, and to fare sumptuously every the scriptures through the press, and the 
day. These things, and many more equally sonings of those who know the truth; and 
reprehensible, practised by the clergy and recognizing it as an apostolic precept bind- 
dignitaries of the*1 United Church of England ing on all believers to “ contend earnestly 
and Ireland"—the Anglo-Iiibernian Daugh- for the faith once for all delivered to the 
ter of the Old Mother—I do not do; but I saints” according to their ability, and the 
the rather exercise myself in reading and means placed at their disposal—swayed by 
studying the Word, that, coming to the under- these considerations, I exercise myself as I 
standing of it myself, I may show to men of am wont to do. I visit Halifax to arouse 
ingenuous minds and honest hearts what the the people from that intellectual and moral 
“great salvation” so intensely darkened by torpor into which they are thrown by the 
thirty-nine article theology is, as revealed word-nullifying traditions of its State- 
on the page of holy writ. Being sustained by Church and nonconformist clergy. Hithcr- 
no sect, Protestant or Papal, I am free; and to my endeavors have been crowned with 
being free, I call no man Rabbi but Christ; some success. By opening the scriptures 
and prove all things, and hold fast what ap- to the people with scarcely an allusion to 
pears to my own mind, and not another’s, to their spiritual guides, their astonishment 
be good. Believing, then, with full assu- has been excited at the utter destitution of 
ranee, that 1 understand Moses, the prophets, scriptural information characteristic of the 
and apostles; and because no two truths or ministrations of their pulpit incumbents, 
systems of truth can possibly be antagonist- They “ go to church” from week to week, 
ic; and seeing that there is an antagonism and with the exception of a few minutes’ 
between my understanding of those writings dissertation upon a “ text” of a few words, 
and the theological systems endorsed by the ! or a verse, they hear prayers read for the 
multitudinous divisions of •‘Christendom” in ten-thousandth time which they nearly know 
nearly all their generalities and details—l by heart—prayers composed hundreds of 
therefore of necessity repudiate as intense years ago; so that as far as the church’s 
and outer darkness the Act of Parliament teaching is concerned, the clerical flocks 
and Nonconformist theology of our day. It are no further advanced in spiritual know- 
is a conviction ascending from the bottom of ledge than they were 300 years ago ! The 
my heart that the most “orthodox” theology clergy know that stagnation pervades their 
of “Christendom” is but a form of that de- system ; and with a very few exceptions, 
parture from the goodness of God, and of they feel their absolute inability to do more 
faithlessness of the gospel, which Paul fore- than to try and prevent the dead and cor- 
told would overspread the Gentiles, and on rupling stillness of their whitened sepul- 
account of which God would cut them oflft chres from being disturbed. They can give 
judicially.* “They receive not the l/ve of ? their flocks no light, a call for which even 
the truth, that they may be saved. And for I is highly inconvenient. Their policy there- 
this cause God sends them Strong Delusion l fore is to raise the old cry of “ heresy” and 
that they should believe a lie ; that they all : “ infidelity” against every disturbing influ- 
might be condemned who believe not the truth, ence ; so as tnat, by creating a prejudice in 
but have pleasure in unrighteousness.” This the minds of their as yet unenlightened 
strong delusion continues uotil the appearing nurselings they may be deterred from hear- 
of Christ, who consumes it with the Spirit of ing things dangerous to the hoodwinking 
his mouth, and ueatrovsit with the brightness ascendency over the public mind they have

hitherto enjoyed. ThisTs the policy of The. 
Church Times. Its conductors are ignorant.
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of the truth; and experiencing some incon- J among the respectabilities of the time. We 
venience from Elpis Israel, the Herald, my j may grant that she does not hold the truth 
lectures there, and the continued endeavors j in unrighteousness, for the very obvious rea- 
of our friends, all they can do is to “rail j son, indeed, that she does not hold the truthal 
lustily,” in the hope that “ some” of their « all; but that she is full of all unrighteous- 
raillery “will stick.” | ness and abomination every one must admit

I claim then that lam not guilty of “hold- j who knows her history, her constitution, her 
ing the truth in unrighteousness.” I sus- j practices ; and is not spoiled by the philoso- 
pect, however, Alumnus Vindesoriensis in j phy of her deceit, 
this accusation admits more than he intend
ed. If I am charged with holding the truth . .
in unrighteousness, it is at the same time an j A® an alleged Unitarian, I am charged 
admission that I hold the truth; but that 1 with denying the Lord that bought me. A1- 
make an unrighteous use of it. I do hold ter what I have said under 1, 2, and 3, no 
the truth then, Alumnus himself being judge; one will believe this. Here again Alumnus 
and because I hold the truth, I know tTiat \ makes a fatal admission. He admits that 
his church is a harlot, and do not fear to the Lord has bought me at some previous 
proclaim it in Britain and British America. 1 time, for if he had not, I could not have de- 
Its institutions

=;

i

!
5. DENTING THE LORD THE PURCHASER.

c

I
iir
•-
.■

defiling, and those who nied such a Lord. He purchased me know- 
are the subject of them°aro defiled, and ing what my faith concerning him would be ; 
without part with the “redeemed from among and hitherto I have received no intimation 
men.*’* The sprinkling of unconscious babes that he docs not approve it. But when I 
in the name of the Father, and of the Son, consider that the charge is made against 
and of the Holy Spirit, is a mark upon his by an organ of the Anglo-Hibernian woman, 
church’s forehead, that proclaims her to all j I am the more strengthened in my belief that 
who know the word, a Defiling Woman of J he approves it; for I am satisfied I shall 
the Roman Family. She calls this “bap- never stand at his bar with her testifying 
tism! ”—and it is the only baptism she j for his truth against me. Jesus and that 
practises. But it is no baptism ; for no use woman will never combine against me. He 
of water is baptism, where there is no faith, knows that while 1 refute her foolish inter- 
or a wrong faith, in the subject. The Anglo- pretalions, I heartily believe all the scrip- 
Hibernian woman is therefore a communion tures testify-of him in the obvious sense of 
of unbaptized errorists; and being unbap- their words scripturally explained, and wilh- 
tized, not buried with Christ, but dead in out any mental reservation in behalf of any 
their sins and the uncircumcision of their 1 theory previously conceived, 
flesh, not being circumcised in the putting 
ofF of the body of the sins of the flesh by 
the circumcision of Jesus Christ.3 Talk 
of my being “ an uncircumcised and infidel 
Unitarian Jew !” The charge of uncircumci
sion recoils upon Alumnus, and upon those 
who nursed him. They stone me, they say, 
for blasphemy, because I do not shibbolize 
the Trinitarianism of their god Athanasius; 
but what greater blasphemy can be con
ceived than that of hiring Lambeth cabmen 
or watermen at a shilling apiece at Easter, 
to stand godfathers to babes they never saw ; kingdom and age to come, to whom the an- 
before and may never see again, to enter gel*5, now superior, will bo subject. They, 
into lying covenants to train up the children as the God-Manifestation of “ the Hour of 
in the way they should go, preparatory to ; Judgment,” will be the commanders of Is- 
the priest sprinkling them in the name of; rael, and the God Jesus their Commander- 
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit! This is in-Chief, to direct their operations in the 
notoriously practised under the shadow of conquest of the world. I have nothing to 

' the palace of the Archbishop of Canterbury, withdraw from this, but much to add by way 
Primate of all England, and its ecclesiastical of illustration at a more convenient season 
dependencies! If this be not blasphemy,;
then blasphemy is an impossible offence. It; IN WHAT SENSE JESUS "’AS n •
is only the ignorance of the people of what The last count charges mo with holding 
Christianity consists in that enables the that there was a time when Jesus was not. 
Anglo-Hibernian woman to pass current \ The Church Tones theology takes the oppo-

are

me

6. JESUS LORD OF HOSTS/
I never affirmed that Jesus was a “ Jo

shua select from the Elohim.” They are 
angels who do not belong to our race. Je
sus does, though now ib relation to terres
trials far above them. 3 Paul and David say 
that in the days of his flesh lie was inferior 
to thembut now he is so much better 
than they, as the name “ Son” is more ex
alted a title than the name He
and the saints will be the Elohim of the

i

I

(4) Pa. viii. 5 ; Hcb. ii. 9.(2) Col. ii. 13,11. (3) Hcb. i. 4.(1) Rev. xiv.'4.
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Herald of the Kingdom, and Age to Come.

less, and easily dodged ! One thing I would 
suggest as particularly worthy of the Rev. 
Mr. Cochran’s attention, and that is, when 
he next feels a disposition for fun at my ex
pense, let him first examine well his own 
tenement, ever remembering that they who 
live in glass houses should not throw 
stones!” Editor.

April 4th, 1854.

126r - .<
tVc: site ground ; that is, that there never was a 

time when Jesus was not. But this is con
trary to the scripture, which teaches indeed 
that there never was a time when the Fa
ther and his Spirit were not; but that until 
tho birth of the babe in Bethlehem, that 
babe had no rudimental existence, save as 
Judah existed in the loins of Abraham, or 
Abraham in Adam ; and therefore the babe 
in Adam from whom Luke traces its de
scent.

There was no Word made flesh until the 
birth of Mary’s son, who in the Psalms is 
styled by the Spirit, “ the Son of thine 
handmaid.” The babe was created as Adam 
was created; the latter by the Spirit from 
the dust direct; tho former by the Spirit 
from Mary’s substance; and therefore from 
the dust indirectly. These are facts testi
fied to by the Word unmixed with supersti
tious inferences and speculations. Adam the 
First was created for reproduction ; Adam 
the Second for God-Manifestation to the 
posterity of the first. There having been a 
time since the foundation of the world during 
which there was no God-manifestation 
through Adamic flesh, there was consequent
ly atime when the Adamic Medium cal led 
Jesus was not. In attentively considering 
Jesus, however, we know him only as Son 
of God and Mary. For thirty years he lived 
among men as a mechanic, working at his 
father-in-law’s trade, being in favor with all 
his acquaintances, and without reproach.
During all this time there was no manifesta
tion of God through him. He cast out no de
mons, performed no miracles, and delivered no 
message to the people before his immersion in 
the Jordan, and the trial of his faith in his wil
derness probation of forty days. But when he 
had fulfilled the righteousness typified in the 
law in beingimmersedofJohn,theSpiritofthe 
Father descended upon him in the form of a 
dove; and having driven him into the desert 
to be tejnpied of the Devil and brought him 
thence again approved, he began from that 
time to manifest himself to Israel as the El 
Shaddai who dealt with Abraham, and the
Jehovah who by his angel talked with Moses key; and whether, viewing the present 
in the bush, From this the anointing of; in the light of prophecy, we may expect suc- 
“ the Holy One of Saints,” the Spirit-mani- cess or defeat to attend the united arms of 
fester, the manifesting medium, and the England, France and Turkey, 
manifested Father, concentred in Jesus. Well aware of the vox populi—the voice 
This being understood, the reader will know ! of the nation—upon this point, and free as I 
how to interpret the words “ before Abraham am to confess the mighty odds against which 
was, I am,” and many others of a similar Russia, to all human appearances, will have 
description. to contend, yet the light which the sure word

Who Alumnus Vindesoriensis may be, I ! of prophecy sheds upon the present and the 
know not: he is evidently one, however, who future, so clearly reveals the downfall of 
has a zeal for the traditions of his fathers. Turkey, and the amazing expansion of the 
Perhaps it is the editor corresponding with Russian empire, that I cannot but perceive 
himself. But it matters not. Not a stone the ultimate defeat which awaits those pow- 
thrown by the writer has hit me. May all ers that vainly endeavor to sustain a nation 
the 6tonings inflicted upon me be as harm- which God hath doomed to destruction.

;

It:
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The Fall of Turkey Inevitable,
The following article appeared in the 

“ Correspondence” of “ The Colonist,” a paper 
published in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The re
marks are very much to the point, and quite 
conformable to the sure prophetic word, 
which, now that “ the time of the end” has 
arrived, begins to shine brightly upon the 
minds of believers in the kingdom of God. 
The fall of Turkey is inevitable; a fall which 
none of the Powers, singly or combined, can 
prevent. Though, to avoid inglorious defeat, 
England’s interest is neutrality, yet she nei
ther can nor may be neutral. Neutrality or 
action will be equally fatal to Turkey, which 
cannot stand by Anglo-French assistance, 
much less alone. France and England must 
work. Ultimately France will be ruined, 
and England a gainer of much territory in 
the East, but burdened with a war such as 
she never waged before. But let us hear 
what “ J. R. L.” has to say to us upon this 
all-engrossing topic.

“And the sixth Angel poured out his vial upon the 
great River Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried 
up, that the way of the Kings of the East might be pre
pared.”—Rev. xvi. 12.

tr
■ • *.i

i
\

lv- . : V*?

Mr. Editor :—At the present time, when 
so general and intense an interest is felt in 
the war which England and France are about 
to engage in, heart and soul, for the purpose 
of maintaining, if possible, the integrity of 
the Turkish Empire, it must surely be of 
the utmost importance to know whether the 
purposes of the Most High, as revealed in 
his Word, necessitate the downfall of Tur-

war
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127The Fall of Turkey Inevitable.

The verse above quoted contains the word j that time bound up in the territory, of which 
of the Lord against the empire of Turkey, j the Euphrates is the chief river. The scat 
which dooms it to perish, and assigns as a \ of the Turks being now in Europe, we must 
reason for its destruction, “ that the way of j look, not for a literal Euphrates, but for that 
the Kings of the East might be prepared.” \ power which it represented in Europe. As 
The 40th verse of the 11th chap, of Daniel j the Euphrates was the defence of ancient 
shows that it is to be overthrown by “ the > Babylon, so has the Turkish power been for 
King of the North” and the 38lh and 39th j some years the great defence of the Baby- 
chaps. of Ezekiel afford evidence that the lonish Papal Kings, who have protected her.” 
Autocrat of Russia is “the King of the j pp. 47, 48, vol. 2. “The way of the Kings i3 
North, “at the time of the end” j prepared by the angel of the Lord, who is

With these preliminary observations, 11 commissioned for that end, with a vial of con- 
now proceed to adduce the belief and opinions \ sumption upon the waters of Euphrates. The 
of some most eminent writers on prophecy \ Lord interferes on their (the Jews’) account, 
respecting the sixth vial, its effects and re- j to cut off a wicked power which would have 
suits; all that I have consulted vary but little j hindered them. He exhausts those waters 
in opinion concerning it. And surely the j which had come up over the borders of Emma- 
unanimous decision of such men as Faber, j nucl's land, which had overwhelmed the holy 
Frere, Mede, Fleming, Cunningham, Keith, l city, (Jerusalem,) and drowned the holy 
and others, who devoted a great portion of j people; and this is done at a time when all 
their lives to the study of the prophecies, is j the Kings of the earth and of the world are 
worthy of consideration ; and I should hope \ gathering to their destruction.” p. 128. “ Now 
that when the result proves the correctness j it is manifest that these bounds(the whole ex- 
of that decision, the reader may be more j tent of Emmanuel’s land) are at present pos- 
ready to believe in the sure word of prophecy, sessed by the Turkish people, who therefore 
and prepare for the subsequent astounding \ must be first threshedlike the dust, and carried 
events which shall come upon the world as < away of the wind, or consumed with evapora- 
“ a thief in the night” “ Blessed,” said the j lion before the captives (God’s nation) are 
Lord, “ is he that watchcth and keepeth his > brought home. And when we find this done 
garments.” > under the sixth vial, and the cause of it as-

Henry and Scott, in their commentary, j signed to be for making way for a royal com- 
have the following in reference to the sixth j pany out of the East, we should at once say, 
vial: “ Some think this—the sixth vial—pro- j that according to the Prophets, this company 
phesies the destruction of the Turkish moil- j must be the Jewish outcasts, gathered again 
archy,. . . and thereby a way will be made j into or.e.” p. 131. Once more on page 262, 
for the return of the Jews, whom they call the J the authors of “ Dialogues on Prophecy,” 
Princes of the East. Fleming considers that j after speaking of the five vials of the wrath of 
as the sixth trumpet brought the Turks from > God, which were poured out on the Papal 
beyond the Euphrates, so the sixth vial ex- j nations of Europe, between 1789 and 1815, 
hausts their power” Under the head of Fa- > proceed to remark on the sixth vial, as God’s 
ber's chronology they give his judgment con- j judgment upon Mohammedanism. “And now 
cerning the time, nature and operation of the > he proceeds to the East, and there being no
sixth vial,as follows: “Sixth vial. The down- j thing here to stay or to restrain his hand, he 
fall of the Ottoman Empire probably began > accomplishes his judgment in one single act, 
with the Greek insurrection in 1821. The j which for the last seven years has been under 
Kings of the East, perhaps the Jews.” The j our eye,” (this was written in 1828,) “ the 
same standard authorities also give Cunning- j only thing, I may say, of a warlike kind, 
ham’s sentiments on this passage : “ Sixth j soliciting the attention of the world; and 
vial. The Euphrates is considered to denote depend upon it, if we are right in believing 
the Ottoman Empire hastening to decay; the that this sixth vial is poured out, and work- 
Kingsof the East probably denote the Jews.” ing its effects, it toill not cease until it has 

In a rare and valuable work published by done its work of drying up the waters of the 
a number of ministers of the Church of Eng- Mohammedan Euphrates, that is, abolishing 
land, in 1826 and ’28, entitled, “ Dialogues the Turkish Power, until it shall be able to 
on Prophecy,” I find the following in refer- offer no resistance to those kings who are 
ence to the sixth vial: “ There can be no about to come up from the risings of the 
reasonable doubt in the mind of any one who sun.” 
has well studied the subject, that we are liv
ing in the period indicated by the outpouring 
of the sixth vial, i. e. during the drying up of 
the Euphrates. This expression, Rev. ix. 14, 
clearly points out the letting loose of the 
Turkish hordes by the sixth trumpet, till

Doctor Thomas, who has given in Elpis 
Israel the fullest and most interesting expo
sition of unfulfilled prophecy that I have 
seen, speaks concerning the sixth vial as fol
lows :—“ When we look into the history of 
our own times, it is easy to perceive that the
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sixth vial began in 1820. On May 29,1453,
Constantinople fell into the hands of the 
Turks, who have retained it to this day. The treatment of the jews by the Austrian 
judgment of the sixth vial is to take away j government.
his°(the Sultan’s) supremacy, and to wrest j Recently the readers of the Times were 

him the dragon’s sceptre. This is > informed “that the Austrian Government 
termed ‘drying up the waters of the Eu- j have revived the system of intolerance 
phrales,* which occurs for the purpose of' against the Jewish subjects.” In fact, how- 
bringing about the restoration of Israel, who, j ever, there was no need of a revival of the 
by the constitution of Sinai, are ‘a kingdom j system of intolerance, because the Austrian 
of priests, and a holy nation,’ and to whom Government has at all times been cruel and 
belongs the adoption, through which ‘the malicious against the unfortunate Jewish 
Kings of the East’ are provided. The fol- inhabitants. Though the Jews in Austria 
lowing events will give the reader some idea j settled there at the very dawn of the history 
of the manner in which the sixth vial has s of Austria itself, and though they have at 
been pouring out ‘on the great River Eu-1 all times exercised the most beneficial influ- 
phrates.’ In 1820, the Greeks rebelled > ence upon the commerce and general welfare 
against the Sultan, and after several years’ s of the whole country, they were, neverthe- 
war, succeeded by aid of the Western pow- less, ill-treated, and never have been per- 
ers in establishing the Kingdom of Greece. J mitted to attain to citizenship, and to hold 
In 1826, the Janissaries revolted, and thou- any office of a public character, 
sands of them were massacred by order of j It would require many sheets of this 
the Sultan. In 1827, Turkey lost 110 ships j paper to describe the wrongs the Jews have 
in the battle of Navarino. In 1S28, war , suffered from the hands of the Austrian ty- 
witli Russia, and a general revolt through- \ rants; but we purpose to give you a short 
out Albania. From 1821 to 1831, ravages j sketch of the atrocious despotic system which 
of cholera and plague, and depopulation of j the “most Catholic” Government of Aus- 
thc Eastern Provinces. From 1829 to 1848, tria practically carry out in governing the 
the Algerine war, by which Algeria is an- j Jews. We divide those wrongs into three 
nexed to France. In 1839, Egypt and Syria classes:
wrested from the Porte by Mehemet Ali: j 1. The Jews are not permitted to have 
War between Egypt and Turkey, in which the various privileges which the Christian 
the Turkish fleet revolts to Egypt. In 1844, j inhabitants enjoy, 
massacres by the Turks in Syria, and exter- j 2. The Jews pay more taxes, 
minating war between the Maronites and > 3. The moral degradation which is inevit-
Druses there. And in 1848, Russia moved ably connected with this system of oppres- 
her forces south, and took up her position in sion.
the Turkish Principalities of the Danube, to The Jews are not permitted to settle where 
be in readiness to avail herself of subse- they might choose. The emigration from 
quent events.” \ one Austrian province into another is either

Doctor Keith, also, as you would observe entirely interdicted, or made artificially im- 
in the “ interesting extract” from his “ Land possible. The immigration to Upper Austria 
of Israel,” published by you a few days ago, and Styria, for instance, is interdicted. The 
speaks with the full assurance of faith of Jewish merchants coming to Vienna on bu- 
lithe breaking up of the Ottoman Empire, siness, from all parts of the empire, must re- 
againsl which the word of the Lord has gone new every fortnight their permit, and when 
forth, and on which that word mutt fall” twice renewed, they must apply for a third 

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I will reiterate renewal to the Government itself, as the 
the conviction expressed in a former commit* local police is prohibited frdm renewing the 
nication,—England’s best and wisest policy permit more than twice. We need not add, 
at the present crisis, no matter what the that this practice is a source of revenue, 
world’s wisdom may dictate, is neutrality ; both to the officials and the Government, and 
the maintenance of the Turkish Empire be- they are, consequently, unwilling to part 
ing an utter impossibility. with it. A Jewish emigrant, to a foreign

March 18. J. R. L. country must pay the twentieth part of his
property into the public treasury. The Bo
hemian Jew is obliged to indemnify Govern
ment for the loss of his taxes, by securing 
another Jew, who takes upon him the re
sponsibility of paying the share of the emi
grant. In Briinn, the Jews, except on fairs, 
are not permitted to reside more than “ thirty 
days,” and their dwellings must consist of
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no more than “one room and one chamber,” 
and be located in the suburbs. In Olmutz, 
they are not permitted to hire a permanent 
residence, nor to remain in the city a whole 
week. There are many cities, boroughs and 
villages where the Jews are confined to cer
tain locations, (ghetti,) from which they are 
not allowed to remove, liven those Jews 
who are natives in the Austrian dominions, 
are not allowed “ to domesticate ” themselves 
in the country ; as for instance, a Jew, na
tive of Vienna, is permitted to have his wife 
and unmarried children in his dwelling; but 
when the children are married, they must 
apply for a permit to reside in Vienna. The 
difficulties which are thrown in the Jews’ 
way, to impede their marriages, are almost 
insurmountable. As the Jewish merchant 
in Vienna, having obtained a “toleration- 
permit” for one year, may have many serv
ants, if he describes their particular ap
pointments to Government, they generally 
take their own children into service, i. e., 
they make the Government believe they are 
servants, though they are their own flesh 
and blood. When their father dies, all thousand fences and barriers to make him 
these “ servant-children” must leave Vienna harmless, 
and emigrate, either into some of the pro
vinces, or a foreign country.

In Moravia, Silesia and Gallicia, the Jews 
are not permitted to employ Christian serv
ants, especially nurses. On those holy days 
when the Jews are not allowed to perform 
any manual labor, they may hire a Christian 
servant, but are prohibited from giving them 
food, or keeping them through the night 
Religious exercises — of which we shall 
have to say a few words afterwards—are 
restricted, and those permitted are so by 
atrocious taxes only. In very recent times 
the Jews were kindly instructed by the pa
rental Austrian Government to print their coming by sickness, 
prayer-books and other tracts of devotion, 
with an accompanying German translation.
There are many establishments of educa
tion which preclude Jewish youths, as the 
Imperial Deaf and Dumb and Blind Inslitu- to hold any office, cither in the government 
tion; the School of Cadets in Neustadt. In of cities or states. The chairs in schools 
the other institutions where they are per- and universities are not to be desecrated by 
milted, they are exposed to maltreatment, the Jew.
both by the professors and the students;) A Jew is not allowed to deal in drugs, 
they therefore take care of themselves, or One single exception was made in Gallicia, 
remain ignorant. Jewish apprentices can with the son of an eminent Jew in Tarnipol; 
hardly find work among Christian masters, but with this clause in the grant, that after 
Government and superstition have both con-! the decease of the owner, the apothecary- 
spired to hinder their development, and to store should be sold to a Christian, and not 
degrade them physically and intellectually. ! continued by the heirs. One office of a 

Tn Nether-Austria, Moravia and Silesia, public character a Jew is permitted to hold: 
the Jews are not permitted to possess real lie may be a “Censor.” 
estates. Exception is made with such es- All the taxes which Christian citizens are 
tates belonging to the whole community, as to pay, and all the duties they have to per- 
synagogues and burying-places. The Jews form as such, the Jews have, of course, 
in Vienna are neither allowed to have their punctually and exactly to remit and

own houses nor any other real estate. They 
are, consequently, not allowed to practise 
agriculture. In Bohemia they are permitted 
to buy property belonging to the cities, but 
must work on it with their own hands, and 
they are prohibited from hiring Christian 
servants. This is the principal reason that 
the Jews in despotic Europe—chiefly in 
Austria—do not cultivate the soil they live 
on. In Gallicia they are prohibited from 
purchasing houses and grounds which have 
never been the property of Jews.

Mining is strictly interdicted to the Jews.
They cannot obtain citizenship in any of 

the Austrian dominions, though there is, in 
some of the states, a sort of modification. 
This sole disability of becoming citizens is 
the source of innumerable sufferings which 
the Jews have to endure. Every movement 
of theirs is watched and guarded, as if they 
were enemies of the Christians and the 
Government. Suppose they are. But who - 
caused them to become so ? It is bad po
licy, to cause a friend to become an enemy, 
and afterwards to surround him with a
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Jews educated to the practice of the 
learned professions are rarely or never pro
moted to high stations, though they merited 
promotion more than their Christian rivals. 
A Jewish physician finds it more difficult to 
practise his profession in Vienna than even 
a common tradesman; and we know cases 
where sons of talented Jewish families, who 
have lived there for the space of half a cen
tury, were prohibited from practising medi
cine. Jewish midwives are not permitted to 
assist Christian mothers in their time of 
need, unless there be no Christian midwife 
in the place, or, if there be, is prevented from

No Jewish “Doctor in Law” has yet been 
permitted to attain the stallum achocandi in 
Vienna.

In no Austrian dominion is the Jew allowed

i
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in the Jewish localities, though they contri
bute an equal share with the Christians for 
lighting their lamps, cleaning their streets, 
and so forth.

In Moravia, a province where the Jews 
are neither wealthy nor many, the Jew tax 
is annually 185,000 florins.

The Family tax is five florins from every 
family, without distinction between rich and 
poor. The regulation for the exaction of 
this tax enjoins : “ That those who delay the 
remittance of the tax should be made re
sponsible before both the civil and military 
authorities, and the synagogue shall be 
closed.”

The Moravian Jews pay, of course, all 
the taxes which the Bohemians pay ; but in 
addition to them, is every Jewish stranger, 
though from an Austrian province, obliged to 
pay from five to twenty florins for his tempo
rary sojourn. There are also taxes for the 
privilege of marriage—one florin from each 
thousand; and the tax for the privilege of 
performing prayers at a Jew’s residence— 
not in the synagogue. An old, sick Jew, 
for instance, or one who lives remote from 
the synagogue, is desirous to have the legal 
number of persons (ten) in his house, to 
have common worship ; he is not allowed to 
do so without the consent of the Govern
ment, which is indeed rarely refused; but 
they exact for the consent 24 florins, when 
there is no roll of the Pentateuch; if there 
be one, the tax is 50 florins annually.

The Silesian Jews pay the same taxes as 
the Moravian.

The Jews in Gallicia are badly treated. 
The taxes are more cruel, exorbitant, and 
inhuman. The annual sum of the Jewish 
taxes is 1,000,000 florins. If we take in 
consideration their poverty, and the scanty 
sources to which they may lawfully resort 
for their sustenance, the taxes appear the 
more ferocious and infernal. There are two 
kinds of taxes, and it is difficult to determine 
which of them is more inhuman. They 
are: Tax for Jewish meat, and the tax for 
lighting the candles, on Sabbaths and fes
tivals. In Gallicia, the meat for the Jews 
costs twice as much as the Christian one. 
Taxation on daily provisions is an evil every
where, and where it is introduced, utmost 
necessity only may justify such a measure ; 
but it must be granted that the difference be
tween 2, 5, 10, 15, or 20 pe^ cent., and 80 
to 100, is very great. Now, this tax in Gal
licia on the Jewish meat amounts to just 
100 per cent., which is taken from a poor 
and oppressed population. This is exactly 
as much as if the paternal Government 
would say to the Jews : “ Ye sons of Abra
ham, ye shall eat no (not pork) meat at all.” 
And, indeed, it is a sober reality, that the

complish. But they have taxes and duties 
which they are compelled to give and to do, 
because they are Jews; or because they eat 
no pork and are not baptized. The “ tax of 
toleration” exacts from each Jew the mini
mum of 20 florins, or $10, and the maximum 
of 200 florins, or $100, annually. There 
are taxes of Jewish marriages, Jewish 
elections of their religious officers, and other 
kindred kinds of Jewish taxes, which we 
shall pass over with silence.

In Bohemia, the “ Judensteuer, or Jcw- 
tax,” amounts annually to 261,000 florins. 
This tax the Jews must pay, not according 
to their numbers, but even if “ one Jew” 
only lived there. Then come the “ Family 
tax” and “Property tax.” Property tax 
is 7.i per cent, from the property ascertained 
by oath. The Family tax is according to 
the Property tax, either increasing or de
creasing. Suppose one Jew pays Property 
tax of 300 florins, at 7.1 pei cent.; 11.21, 
45 cr.; he has to pay Family tax, fl. 5, 30 cr.; 
or, about 9 per cent., fl. 27, 15 cr. In more 
recent times the taxes are still higher.

The exaction of these enormous taxes 
makes them intolerable. The tax-payers are 
the prey of informers, which are encouraged 
and remunerated by the Government, and, 
therefore, they submit to the arbitrary valua
tion of the tax exactors themselves, in order 
that they may escape the clutch of the 
informers.

These taxes press the poor more heavily 
than the rich, though it is not so apparently. 
This is because the poor, if he has any trade 
in detail, must pay taxes of 300 florins, 
whether he has them or not. The rich is 
left to declare the amount of his property 

. himself, and he knows always how to escape 
an arbitrary estimate of the Tax Directors.

Besides these exorbitant taxes, the Jews 
have to pay another tax, which was imposed 
upon them by the heroic Most Catholic 
Emperor, Francis the First, in the year of 
Grace 1808, on every “pound of Jewish 
meat.” The Jews, namely, have a peculiar 
method of slaughtering the animal and pre
paring the meat for their use; this the 
“ paternal Government” thought a fit occa
sion for charging the Jews a trifling sum for 
each morsel of meat, because they have the 
privilege of preparing it in accordance with 
the laws of the Old Testament. In very 
small cities, where there are a few Jews 
only, and have no slaughterer of their own, 
they must pay the tax to the contractors of 
the larger neighboring city, though they 
never come there to buy their meat, or even 
if they eat Christian meat, or none at all.

In Prague, the capital of Bohemia, the 
Jews have to pay a “Domestic tax” (Do- 
mesticalsteuer) for the lighting of the lamps
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greater part of the Jews in that unhappy 4 candidates pay for. A candidate for office 
part of the once kingdom of Poland eat no who may be the best fitted, cannot bo 
meat in the whole year. This statement is elected, if he cannot pay for ‘‘eleven” lights 
made by one of the imperial officials, who on each holy day. But the least fitted one 
published several books on the condition of may be elected, if he accomplish the duty 
the Jews in Gallicia. (Stoger, Lemberg, imposed upon him by the Government. The 
18-12.) It is also worth notice, that the contractors of the taxes, generally Jews 
more the taxes increased, their liberties were themselves, are the vilest and most lyran- 
at the same time diminished. nous individuals possible. They become

The tax for lighting the candles on Sabbath commonly the most influential members of 
eve has its origin in the traditional custom, the community, partly from fear, and partly 
that every Jewess lights two candles at from the influence they exercise in the 
least, whereby she pronounces a blessing election of Jewish officers and heads of the 
over the approaching Sabbath. The number congregations. Whom the contractors are 
of candles, and the materials of which they favorable to they may elect,by granting them 
are made, are distinctly described in the tax a receipt for the issuing year of the whole 
regulations. amount of the required taxes for the lights.

A few of the tax regulations will, perhaps, This is the most recommendable quality of 
suffice to give you an idea of the enormity an officer.
of this tax. When a Jew is accused of having burnt
“For every candle that burns in the I in his house more lights than he has paid 

house of a Jew on holy days, if of ; for, the contractor may compel him to take 
tallow, he is to pay . . cr. 5 j an oath to the contrary, two times in one

“ Of wax...........................................cr. 15 | year. This oath is to be taken with the
“For every piece burnt on the anni- j greatest solemnities, in the presence of a

versary day of a deceased father or j high officer of the Government of the circle,
mother—if of wax . . cr. 6 j and administered by the Rabbi. Ho who

“ Tallow or oil cr. 3 Makes the oath must be dressed in his
“For every light in the synagogue on j shroud. If he refuses to take the oath, the

the day of atonement . . cr. 10 civil authorities may impose upon him a fine
“For every candle at the ceremony of ; of money,or imprison him.

marriage—if of wax . . cr. 30 A host of animosities, hostilities and de-
“If a torch . . . . fl. 1 nunciations are the offspring of these taxes.

“For the lights on Sabbath and holy days, The contractors generally employ informers, 
the Jew must pay tax, if lie does not burn who watch the opportunity of denouncing 
them.” ; their neighbors for the non-observancc of the

The consequent demoralization of these regulation, namely, to pay for each light 
atrocious taxes is indescribable. The poor ! above the two, which must be paid, into 
Jew escapes generally the tax of his meat, whose houses the contractor breaks in sud- 
by not eating it; but he cannot escape the denly with military force, confiscates every 
paying of the tax for his lights on holy days, thing he finds, and takes the man into prison, 
because he must pay, though he burns none, oft' from his wife and children, whose society 
Ho saves the 10 creuzer, not to buy candles he did not enjoy the whole week, on account 
and to light them on a Sabbath day, in of his peddling in the country, to earn as 
order that his poor habitation may look much as his dire necessities require, 
cheerful, but to pay the contractor of the There is in Gallicia another tax imposed 
tax, who is ready to confiscate all his furni- upon the Jews : the “ Marriage tax.” The 
ture, if he delay remittance. He pays for j first—that is, the poorest class of Jews,which 
two lights; but his meal he eats by the ob- j consists of laborers, and have an annual in- 
scure light of a miserable lamp, from want > come of no more than 100 florins, or $50, 
of means to purchase a better; and in what the permit of marriage of the first son costs 
does his meal consist? Of meat? No!— three ducats, or $G: for that of the second 
of roots and coarse flour. Oh, what a dread- son, six ducats; for that of the third, twelve 
ful tyranny! Often you may see poor Jews ducats; and so the taxes are doubled by 
standing on Friday evenings at certain cor- !; each succeeding child. Those Jews among 
ners of the cities, and waiting for some the first class whose income amounts to 
benevolent Jew, whom they know to pass j more than 100 florins, must pay exactly 
by there, to beg of him the few missing twice as much as the former, when they 
creuzer, to pay the contractor for the can- j apply for marriage permits, 
dies which they do not burn. j The second class of Jews, in which

The organization of Jewish communities, j Jewish officers in the synagogue are coin- 
and the election of officers for the synagogue, j prised, pay, for the first son, 12 ducats; for 
depend upon the number of lights which the' the second, 24 ducats; and the third, 48
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there, both the guest and the host are fined 
and maltreated in the most arbitrary manner.

It is a notorious fact, that the Govern
ment keeps a pack of spies in employ, to 
hunt and to scent those Jews who might, 
peradventure, have dared to sleep in Vienna 
without the imposed notification.

Has the Jew worked the whole day for 
the sustenance of his family, and retires to 
rest—which animals even enjoy undisturbed 
—he is kept awake from fear to bo suddenly 
snatched away from the bosom of his family 
by the ever-watchful rabble of informers, 
tie trembles at every accidental sound from 
without, and like a chased deer he slips out 
out of his retirement into remoter parts of 
the city, to escape his pursuers, yet before 
the dawn of the morning.

But woe to him, if his first walk in the 
morning is to the house of God! here the 
malicious rabble are waiting to look among 
the devoted congregation, whether they 
could not detect a suspicious countenance, 
that made its first appearance in the capital, 
or sojourned there a fortnight,and neglected 
to notify their intentions at their expiration, 
to seize the suspected individual from the 
altar of the Lord, which in former times 
protected even the manslaughterer.

Jews who are tolerated, and pay heavy 
taxes for their toleration, are frequently 
roused in the night by the police, and asked 
for their papers.

If a Jew hires a house for a quarter of a 
year, and had the permit to sojourn there 
one month only, if the police detect it, though 
his intention was to renew the permit, he 
must leave the house, without mercy, al
though his wife and children be sick, and on 
the verge of death.

But let us leave the “Judenamt”—that 
abode of denunciation, demoralization, vul
garity, and lowest brutality. We need not, 
however, walk very far to meet with another 
mark of outraged humanity.

On the very next corner of a house we 
see a placard in which it is officially made 
known that the “ Jewish taxes” will be 
levied in this year as in the past. The op
pression itself does not seem to satisfy the 
Austrian parental Government; it is the 
disgrace which affords them pleasure. It is 
the ignominy, publicly announced, which is 
the source of satisfaction. It is the opinion 
which is propagated hereby, that the Jews 
deserve to be thus treated.

Now we come to a court of justice. A 
Jew is to take an oath. The oath is com- 

a common posed in such terms that many Israelites do 
rather sacrifice the advantages they might 
have derived from it than to utter the words 
which the oath-form contains. If the Jew 
is inclined to take tl\e oath, the following
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ducats; and in the same ratio, at subsequent 
applications for marriage permits.

Jewish merchants, when their annual in
come amounts to 400 florins, the tax for the 
first son is 20 ducats; the second 40; and 
the third 80; and so forth. But if his in
come is any more than 400 florins, the tax is 
30, GO, 120, and so on.

The refusal of liberties, and the burden of 
taxation, on account of a different belief 
between the Government and the citizens, 
are not only oppressive, but offensive in the 
highest degree; and the unjust treatment, 
which we have not embodied in those men
tioned already, which we cannot, however, 
pass over with silence, appear, comparatively 
speaking, as prickings of needles only; but 
if one is pricked with needles all over the 
body, he certainly feels as much pain as if 
he had been stabbed with a knife to the 
heart. One can be lacerated by the sting 
of a swarm of bees, as by the horn of a 
bullock. The atrocities, however, which we 
have yet to chronicle in the Times, are nei
ther like the prickings of needles, nor the 
stings of bees, especially to those who are 
honorable men.

A criminal apprehends neither offence 
nor stigmatization, after he has atoned for 
his crime according to the legal verdict; no 
one has a right to offend him, or to reproach 
him for his previous conduct. But it is not 
so with the Austrian Jew, who has committed 
the crime of having another religious belief 
than that prevailing in his country; he is 
constantly reproached and offended that he 
is a “ Jew,” though he pays dearly for the 
exercise of this belief.

If we cast a glance through the streets of 
Vienna, where the lowest class of Jews are 
advanced in civilization, and are not inferior 
to any Christian class of the capital, we 
behold in the very heart of the city, the in
scription on a public building, ‘-Judenamt,” 
or office for Jews—that is, for Jewish affairs, 
as if it be a degradation to let Jews come 
into courts where Christian affairs are 
transacted.

Here the Jews remit their taxes; here 
they have to renew their permits; here they 
are to await the permission of journeying in 
the capital, and here the officials bestow on 
them epithets the most vulgar and barbarous. 
There is made no difference between an 
honest and dishonest Jew; both suffer alike ; 
and even the Jewish nobleman—an Austrian 
Jew—if he can pay, may be clothed with 
nobility and decorated with orders, and yet 
have less political rights than 
Christian cobbler—must bow beneath this 
intolerable yoke. When a Jew is denounced 
to have slept one night in Vienna, without 
notifying to the police his intention to be
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admonition precedes it: “ Know,” says the 
Judge, “that wo Christians worship the 
same Almighty and Omniscient God, the 
Creator of the heavens and the earth, whom 
you worship, and no other than Him alone. 
This I tell you that you should not fancy 
yourself excused before your God in taking 
a false oath before Christians, whom you be
lieve to be idolaters.”

We should very much like to know from 
what Jewish source the Judge knows that 
Jews consider Christians as idolaters. Is 
it from the Bible itself, or from Rabbinic

true which makes its followers persecutors 
of humanity. But why do the Jews not 
emigrate to the United States, or, at least, to 
England ? Ah me ! emigration not only re
quires a great deal of material aid, which 
the Austrian Jews have not, but it is almost 
impossible for them to emigrate, as Govern
ment requires remittance of taxes for several 
years before the Jew is permitted to emi
grate. Thousands, indeed, did emigrate to 
the United States, the general asylum for 
all persecuted human beings—whether Jews, 
infidels, or heretics; and industrious citi- 

sources? But if there are no such doc- zens these Jews are. There is no class of
trines in the Jewish religious books, why men in the whole world—we venture to
should they be deliberately accused of such j maintain—as industrious as the Jews are as 
falsehoods? It has been more than once 1 a people. They are the embodiment of in
sufficiently demonstrated that the simplest 1 dustry. They are temperate, saving, and do 
oath is binding on a Jew, whether against a not cherish the more sensual enjoyments. 
Jew or a Christian. There is no permission There are thousands of Jews in this city, 
of mental reservation, and the sacredness of who came,a few years ago only, from Europe, 
an oath is based on the Ten Commandments, poor, destitute, neglected and ignorant. Look 
But the sequel of the preceding admonition at them now. They have their stores well 
is in itself a corroboration to the statement: filled with goods, and accumulate fortunes 
“ I remind you that you are bound to take a ; gradually. And what is the mystery of
true oath before us, who worship the only; their success? Liberty and industry! The
Almighty, Omniscient God, as your religion Jew is like the ant—when the sun of liberty 
and law inculcateWell, if the Jewish shines over him, he becomes prosperous by 
religion and law-book inculcate them to take his industry. Shut out for him this sun, and 
a true oath before Christians, why reproach he dies away in poverty and wretchedness, 
them, falsely, that they believe Christians to He is a native republican; he acknowledges 
be idolaters ? What is the use of it ? no king but God, and loves liberty more than

Omnibuses and cabs in the streets of his life. In all parts of Europe the Jew 
Vienna are often stopped by the servants of s sides with the Democrats. And when the 
the police, and the passengers are asked j time arrives to strike the first blow, he is 
whether they eat pork or not; or, which \ certainly not the last to change his pruning- 
amounts to the same thing, whether they \ hook into a sword, 
are Jews or Christians,—and if the former, 
they are obliged to show their permits.
But, peradventurc, the Jew who travelled 
many days from the remotest borders of the 
empire, to transact his business and to hear 
the music in the Imperial Opera-House, will 
not be molested there in the temple of the 
muses! The beautiful art will certainly 
not bo made the detestable means of cap
turing Jews within the walls in which it is 
enshrined ? Oh yes ! here, too, the Jew is 
found out, and before the whole assembly of 
spectators and listeners, he is made the 
laughing-stock and the object of hatred, 
persecution and oppression.

This picture is drawn in natural colors.
We have neither overdrawn nor exagge
rated. We have narrated facts, and no 
more than historical facts.

But there is one outlet for the Austrian

i

I

M. Th. Axtmayer.

The Religions Aspect of the Eastern 
Question.

The “ three Unclean Spirits like Frogs ” 
having brought affairs to the divinely pre
determined belligerent issue, it will not be 
unprofitable to my readers to lay before them 
the proximate religious aspect of the East
ern Question. This I am happy in being 
able to do by the reproduction of an article 
from an ably conducted journal published in 
London, though edited by men who have not 
the remotest conception of the ultimate solu
tion of existing complications preparing for 
the world by the present angelic administra
tion of human affairs, familiarly styled 4t the 
providence of God.” Of the two supersti- 

Jew to escape all these miseries and perse-1 tions, Greek and Mohammedan, the latter is 
cutions, namely: To be baptized. This, certainly the less objectionable. But, as the 
however, he will not do: either from hard- j time approaches for judgment upon Popery 
ness of heart, philosophy, or from hatred j of both kinds, “ because their wickedness is 
against his persecutors. He will not, or j great,” it becomes necessary to give its 
cannot be convinced, that a religion can be j Greek form a present triumph over tne Ara-
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bian Crescent. The greater evil will tern- ( ing army was hailed by Te Deums in the 
porarily subdue the less, that both may pre- j Greek churches, and we read this week that 
sent themselves for retribution in “/Tie Val- by imperial ukase a new church i3 to be 
ley nf Decision.” But before that awful erected at Ismail to commemorate the pass- 
consummation, Europe must bow the neck age of the Russian armies. We hear, more- 
to “ the God of the Russians”—the Head of ( over, that the Czar has assumed a new title 
the Serpent’s Seed ; and drink to the dregs ) of ominous and awful import; he now calls 
the chalice of abominations he shall present; j himself the “ God-Fearing,” and his sons, as 
a tolerable conception of which may be > if to distinguish themselves from other and 
formed from the details set forth in the j less religious royal families, arc to be styled, 
article below. Editor Herald, i in addition to their other titles, “ Believers

------ J in God.” All these assumptions of titles,
If civilization has been scared by atroci- ) these proclamations, these processions, these 

ties committed in the name of liberty, it > Te Deums, are evidence enough that in the 
cannot be denied that crimes as flagrant and > eyes of the Muscovite party represented by 
iniquities as enormous have been disguised j Prince Menschikoff, and to which Nicholas, 
in the sacred vestments of religion. No > notwithstanding his German associations, is 
church, no sect, can claim immunity from > fatally attached, and of which M. do Nessel- 
this charge of having perverted the most) rode is the diplomatic instrument, this Turk- 
solemn objects of reverence and worship to j ish question is a Holy War. Christian 
the service of violence and wrong. “ Or-j Europe is expected to sympathize with the 
thodoxy,” or in other words adherence to the s Cross upheld by Nicholas against the stan- 
creed which the strongest has the power to s dard of the Prophet. Christian Europe is 
enforce, has been the fruitful parent of war to speak and think of the Moslem as savages 
and violence, international and intestine, in j and pagans, but of the Cossack hordes as 
every form, and under every pretext. Christians and believers. Let us be per-

But not to enlarge upon a text so familiar mitted, then, to consult authentic and inde- 
as this, let us proceed to inquire into the pendent testimony as to that Church, as it is 
religious aspect of the Eastern question, or, at home, which the Czar champions abroad, 
as we should rather call it now, the Russian j Let us examine the right and title of Nicholas 
question. It is a matter of history that the { to the office of Defender of the Faith and 
chief object of Prince Menschikoff's mission < Champion of the Cross. We shall then 
was to demand the Protectorate of the < perhaps be better able, in a religious point 
Christians of the Greek Church resident in < of view, to appreciate the importance of oust- 
the Turkish dominions, and, by implication, < ing the Turk from Constantinople, and giv- 
the protectorate of all the Christians in Tur- < ing the keys of the Dardanelles to the Czar, 
key, excepting those of the Latin Church, j It will be seen that the Russian Greek 
who look to France and Austria for protec- ( Church, as it is at present constituted, of 
tion. We have repeatedly shown the ab- j which the Czar is the Sovereign Lord and 
solute incompatibility with the independence l Pope, was wrenched from the Patriarchate 
of the Porte as a Sovereign Power of such j by force of bribery and persecution *, that it 
a preposterous assumption. But from the j was finally and completely secularized and 
very outset of these protracted negotiations, j subdued to its actual helplessness by Peter 

• from the moment when Prince Menschikoff the Great, who took more credit to himself 
was escorted to his embassy by a fanatical 1 for enslaving and debasing the religion of 
mob as the bearer of these overweening the State than for all his other mighty acts 
demands, aggravated by the contempt of all j of organization ; that ever since his day the 
diplomatic decencies displayed by the am- j Russian Greek Church has been a degraded 
bassador, the dispute between the Sultan j slave of pollution, idolatry, corruption, 
and the Czar was ostentatiously paraded at j etousness, debauchery ; its priests drunken 
St. Petersburg as the battle of the Crescent j and ignorant hypocrites, its formularies a 
and the Cross. The invasion of the territories j blasphemous adulteration, its convents bro- 
of an ally in contempt of treaties, the infrac-1 thels, its Holy Synod a packed committee of 
tion of the public law of Europe, was the j priests bought and drilled by an aide-de-camp, 
act of a new crusader going forth to fight j its solemn rites a pretext for robbery, its 
for the “ orthodox faith.” We know that at daily life and practice a brutal Felichism, 
St. Petersburg there was a religious proces- its God the Czar. This is the Church to 
sion, a proclamation to the people, directly which we are invited to look as the Cru- 
appealing to the passions of a race who are sader of the nineteenth century, as the sworn 
taught to believe that Nicholas is the holy exterminator of Paganism, as the avenger 
apostle of God, if not, by some mysterious of the Cross.
incarnation, God himself. We know that In Turkey, where the “infidel” still 
in the Principalities the arrival of the invad- reigns, we shall find the Christian population
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135The Religious Aspect of the Eastern Question.
reformed ; and as the prescriptions of that 
emperor have become, through the change 
in tho value of money, totally inapplicable, 
the priests have no other standard by which 
to regulate their salaries than their own 
arbitrary caprices. Simony is with them a 
daily practice. They sell the sacraments. 
A priest has been known to refuse to carry 
extreme unction to a dying person whose 
family objected to pay what the priest de
manded. The seigneur interfered, and with 

a cau- great difficulty sncceeded in arranging the 
dispute between the two parties.

TIIE CONVENTS.

Let us enter the convents. It is into them 
that any spark of life yet remaining to the 
phantom of the Russian Greek Church has 
lied. Men of science and virtue are to be 
found within their walls ; but as these men 

: never step beyond the threshold of their 
; cells, their science and virtue are of no 

profit but to themselves and a few monastics 
who live under the same roof.

Such among them as leave the cloister to 
assume the dignity of bishop or archbishop, 
forfeit by that step their independence, and 
are nothing more than decorative pontiffs, 
with whom, no doubt, the Czar is fond of 
adorning his throne, but whose mitre he 
would mercilessly break if ever it covered a 
head which had the audacity to think for 
itself. We know to what a pitch of servility 
the profession of a courtier was carried by 
that old Metropolitan of St. Petersburg, un
der whom was consummated the act which 
united the Greek Catholics established in 
the empire to the Russian Orthodox Church. 
An unparalleled scandal was that transaction, 
and well does it illustrate the very human 
fashion in which religious matters are treat- 

a Russian emperor’s respect for THE ed in Russia. After having in vain exhausted 
cituucir. : every description of violence against the

The Emperor Alexander, in the course of unfortunate dissidents, even to the brutality 
a progress through the interior of his em-: of a licentious soldiery; after having imposed 
pire, was induced by a fit of devotion to enter UP°» ihem a catechism fabricated by schis- 
a church in a village. He was received by matics sermons fabricated by schismatics; 
the priest with the usual ceremonial, with a^ter having condemned to punishments, 
the exception, however, of the benediction, ridiculous as disgraceful, those of their pas- 
the priest not venturing to holdout his hand ; “>rs who rejected these impious classihca- 
for the imperial kiss. “ Hold out your hand lions—after having, in a word, heaped upon 
then,” said the Emperor in a low voice; but them every excess of persecution, the Im- 
the priest, more frightened than ever, would PenaI Government resolved upon what it
not budge. Then Alexander burst in a rage, deemed peremptory measures. It replaced
“Will you hold your hand out or not, you lh° Pn.esfs of the Greek Catholic Church, 
idiot?” The priest obeyed trembling. whom it had ejected from their parishes, by

Russian priests, and declared by ukase that, 
simony in the greek CHURCH. as tlie flock could not belong to another

To the fixed stipend which the priests re- faith than that of their pastor, the union of 
ceive from the landlords they add casual fees the two Churches was henceforth an accom- 
and impositions ; and it is in these that their plished fact. So true is it that the Russian 
cupidity has full swing. Since Peter the Church is nothing but a form.
Great, the tariff of the Church has not been that it would have been difficult, even for the

in the enjoyment of far other rights and 
privileges than Protestants enjoy in Spain or 
Italy, or Catholics in Russia; nay, as we 
have seen, than the Greek Christian Church 
itself in Russia. Are we to exchange the 
Crescent for the Cross, in order that instead 
of “God is God, and Mahomet is his Pro
phet,” the conquerors of Constantinople may 
shout, “God is God, and Nicholas is his 
Prophet;” or rather, “ Nicholas is God, and 
Menschikoff is his Prophet!” We con
clude these introductory remarks with 
lion to enthusiasts against an unconditional 
acceptance of that Greek Empire notion 
which we described to our readers some 
weeks since, and which has found so bold 
and able an advocacy in England. We do 
not say that a Christian Empire at Constan
tinople may not be on the scroll of distant 
eventualities; perhaps a Greek Christian 
Empire; perhaps a Christian Federation; 
but we cannot forget that a Christian Greek 
Empire is the romance, of all others, which 
peculiarly flatters Russian diplomatists. It' 
was a Christian Greek Empire that Russia 
thought of when she fought for the inde
pendence of Hellas, and assisted France 
and England at Navarino, in blowing up 
the fleets of “our oldest ally.” It is a Chris
tian Greek Emperor that Russian soldiers 
are taught to fight for, and Russian gold to 
bring into the intellectual currency of Eu
rope.

We now invite the attention of our readers 
to the following extracts from a work on the 
Russian Question, by a French gentleman 
who has passed many years in that country 
on diplomatic and consular appointments. 
Let us remark how he, an eyewitness and 
an experienced observer on the spot, describes 
the Russian Greek Church :—

It is true
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general of cavalry who presides over the 
Holy Synod, to find any other means of con- 

v version. When Protestant subjects of the 
Czar are asked whether they would change 
their religion, and be baptized in the orthodox 
fait]), their reply is, ‘'What! do you think a 
man changes his religion to descend in the 
scale ?”

To return to the convents. If those in
habited by men are, to a certain degree, en
titled to respect for the science and virtue 
they contain, those which serve as a refuge 
for women arc generally remarkable only j 
for the ignorance and debauchery they con-1 
ceal. Many and strange facts have been I 
recounted about these convents, and I might' 
add many still more strange, which defy 
contradiction. But why enlarge upon a 
subject so disgusting? The respect we owe 
to the reader commands a reserve which we 
will not break. Let the “ orthodox” nuns 
sleep in their shroud of infamy ; others may 
stir the mud which we refuse to touch.

Saints of this kind are not rare in Russia. 
Formerly they were discovered almost daily: 
it was a speculation. Lately, the Emperor 
Nicholas has shown himself less facile in 
granting canonization. When he was re
cently applied to on behalf of an old scrag 
of a corpse discovered at Kasan, which, it 
was averred by those who pleaded its cause, 
was fully as deserving of the honor of saint- 
ship as any of its predecessors; “Well, 
then, you may make this one a saint,” said 
the Emperor; “ but let it be the last."

IDOLATRY.

The images, which the Russians multiply 
to such an excess in their churches, and in 
the interior of their houses, are painted upon 
canvas or upon wood. Never any statues 
or reliefs. The Russian Church proscribes 
them as heterodox. All the Church permits 
is to cover the most precious images with 
gold and silver tinsel, so cut as to leave only 
the head and the arms exposed. There are 
few nobles, and still fewer tradesmen, who 
have not one of these luxurious images sus
pended at one of the angles of their drawing
rooms, or of their bed-rooms. In the isbast 
or huts of the peasantry, the place of honor 
is under the little chapel which the family 
images adorn: it is in that corner that re
spectable persons and distinguished visitors 
are seated. The moujiks are seriously angry 

| if you do not understand this peculiar com- 
; pliment, and still more if you do not make 
; the first bow to their saint. Such is the 
; general usage in Russian houses. The bogs 
(images) take precedence of all. This does 
not prevent many transactions in their pre
sence which are hazardous enough to Chris
tian perfection. These orthodox bogs are so 
indulgent!

THB “PRINCIPLE’’ OF RUSSIAN POLITICS.

Russia has no principle. Two things only 
arc sacred in their eyes—Interest and Force : 
the one which points out the end, the other 
how to attain it. Be what you will, if in 
this double point of view Russia perceives 
in you the opportunity of an effective con
currence, she will be your ally.

THE RUSSIAN GREEK CHURCH.

What is the Russian Greek Church? It 
is the Roman Catholic Church reduced to a 
state of petrifaction.
THE RELIGIOUS ELEMENT IN THE EASTERN 

QUESTION.
In spite of the repeated ultimatums of 

Prince Menschikoff—in spite of the notes 
and circulars of M. de Nesselrode—in spite 
even of the manifesto of the Emperor Nicho
las—no one seems as yet to appreciate at 
its true value the role which Russia seeks

...

y.• i 2

ORTHODOXY NOT MORALITY.

Where goes that moujik ?—where goes 
that shopkeeper ? — where goes that em
ploye, who, as they pause before a church, 
turn suddenly round, sprinkle themselves 
with a few signs of the cross, bend their 
backs, and murmur mechanically three or 
four syllables of a prayer ? One goes to his 
bureau to rob the State; another to his 
counter to defraud his customers; another to 
a wine-shop to get drunk. In fact, there is 
no connection between the orthodox Church 
and virtue. It is mere gymnastics.

Do you believe, for instance, that all those 
saints in frames, who invariably adorn the 
Russian houses, sanctify the abode, and the 
masters thereof? Why, these saints are 
found even in brothels. True, that the faces 
of the saints are veiled.

Happy indeed are those saints if they don’t 
incur the displeasure of those who invoke 
them. I have known a St. Nicholas, who 
was implored by a thief to assist his enter- ; 
prise, and responded faintly to his appeal, I 
mercilessly whipped. Once some monks 
discovered in the vaults of a monastery an 
old dried corpse. It was canonized. Then 
came miracles, gifts, and offerings to the 
pious recluses. Soon after there was a 
terrible drought. The distressed peasantry 
rushed in crowds to the monastery to beg for 
rain, trying, at the same time, to tempt a 
miracle by presents which the priests could 
appreciate. The rain came not. Then 
these peasants were furious at having been 
tricked. During the night they scaled the 
walls of the monastery,broke into the church, 
and after dragging the saint from his shrine, 
stripped him of his finery, and smashed him.
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Nicholas retired. And it was then that, in 
his secret meditations, he felt himself devour
ed by a bitter grudge. Catherine II. was 
fond, as she used to say, of “fishing in trou
bled waters.” Nicholas had had an oppor
tunity of indulging largely in the same 
tastes. He was annoyed to find the thrones 
in safety again, and the peoples quiet. Be
sides, his intervention in Hungary appeared 
to be less fruitful in results than he had an- 

n . l «]ti . v ticipated. He felt that the scandalous mal-
Go now to St. Petersburg. What a mag- ver|.alion8 commUtcd by the officers of his 

mficent outburst of enthusiasm you find in lhe face of a forcign powe th„
there ! But do you believe that these Rus- innu^eraWe corps(:s with which his army, 
mans of polite society, (* salon,) the only b -[s disgraceful condition, had strewed the 
human beings who think m Russia are very raads an^ infected the encampmcnts-he 
an> loiisly interested m the fate of the rayas? under5tood tbat a|| these horrors would be so 
(Greek ChrSl'an,S ln Ottoman dominions ) ma flashcs of H ht t0 expose t0 Eu 
Ah! they know better than anybody else the ,he j!ecret weaUneIs of |lig cmpire; and lhat 
sort or immunities those poor wretches would he wou]d ru[) |he risk of appearing to the V 
have to enjoy if they ever passed from under | reg^ ^ wor]d rather as the conserver of 
the sceptre of the Sultan to the sceptre of 
the Czar. Imagine, then, how they laugh 
at the efforts which European diplomacy is 
making, or at least was lately making, to 
transform Prince Menschikoff into 
gelical missionary!

NICHOLAS “ NOW AND THEN.”

to make the religious element play in the 
Eastern question. This rdle, in a word, is 
purely nominal; it serves as a pretext, it 
cannot be a principle. But has this not al
ways been the case. Without the Darda
nelles, Russia has not the key of her house. 
That mot of the Emperor Alexander resumes 
the whole question. Russia wants Constan
tinople.

MENSCHIKOFF THE MISSIONARY.

mischief than the energetic organizer of 
public order. Nicholas, moreover, knew well 
that obligations imposed are apt to degener
ate into an involuntary yoke, and one which, 
soon or late, the obliged makes no scruple of 
shaking off, as Prince Schwarzenburg ex
pressed it, by a supreme ingratitude.

an evan-

In the midst of this general excitement, THE Russian emigration.
Tiu?" KUde 0li lhe ,Emper0r ^Cl'hT ? Nothing, in truth, can be more curious 

but it illlTil f , mysterious no doubt ; d instr£tive lhan’ what is novv oin on 
he lr it “.r ii, rn on the banks of the Neva. The very min-
Nichohs must not be^garded a°s°tlfe man is,erjal b"reafu* 8aarcelydi8sembl8 the move-

n^vay- tnry yeh r Air tu rtss&Mwh eh wen I, a rev“lut,on betray tl.e mystery first. They dream of
h'?h8"m 'f,}'^,r™e’ 7 , nothing but Byzamiurn and the enchanted 

min? iraiioi nf ,h»T °f S® IT"? t shoresV the Bosphorus. “Are you going .
? N ^P'r,e- l t " X to the country soon ?” “ No, [ am waiting • 

hwhh M ' authority, but to surround Heaven’s sake, 1 hope it will soSn
atrnn ,1 T ’nstl,uft,ons, and eIcment9 0 be settled.” One hears of schemes of emi-
nrn Jnn hh Th A? T?i T*? gration en »«. • Even the merchants andSf: ,Iehad hardly sketched out this f d shj ,heir counti .
mighty task, when Poland rose in insurrec- > . , . m. /. °
tion. Nicholas determined to reduce Poland, houses and be iea*r.
and with that object he deemed it politic to > ---------
tirne^'^'Then'he^resumerfhis labor*ohjrgan-1 THE CEURCE OF ENGLAND A HARLOT, 
ization and influence. Long years were j Treating of the Established Church of 
given him to develop his projects substan- ] England, a writer in a London Hebdomadal 
tially. Next came the revolution of Febru- j observes: “ The Church is one, or she is not 
ary to give him an opportunity of putting j at all; the Church has doctrines,or she has 
his work to the test. While all was totter- not. If she be not one but many, then she is 
ing around him, Russia remained firm, j a pretence; if she have not one homogene- 
Nicholas, afraid of his own safety and of his ous doctrine or set of doctrines mutually de
system, assumed the character and the office t pendent on each other, but several incom- 
of the invincible protector of the rights of the patible doctrines, then she is an imposture, 
discomfited kin<*s. The kings believed j National health demands that she should be 
him. Austria tTirew herself in his arms, j honest and consistent above all things, for 

‘ For a moment the Muscovite Czar was re- she is still the perplexed queen of millions 
garded as the corner-stone of social order, as of consciences, and her example is fatal to 
tho arbiter of the world. This moment national policy; for, if the spiritual guides 
passed by. Peace was restored to Europe, err, why may not the flock follow ? She is
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a State establishment, not in unison with the v ters? History tells the truth, and by its 
State authority ; for, are there not Catholics, impartial records shows that by birth and 
Nonconformists, Unitarians, and what not, character, the English and its sister Protes- 
in the Supreme Legislative Assembly of the tant churches, and their sectarian offshoots, 
realm ? It is not fitting that the mixed secu- are the harlot progeny of Rome. These are 
lar assembly should take thought for the j styled “ Women,” in Rev. xiv. 4; and those 
Church. She ought to have a court of her < who abstain from them, “Virgins undefiled” 
own. Her wide-spread, rankling discords by them. Members of sectarian churches 
arc known, from the meanest hamlet up to j inhabit houses of ill-fame. They are apoca- 
the mighty metropolis. Why does she not lyptically “ defiled with women so that, 
set herself straight with the nation, or per- ( unless they separate themselves, and “ wash 
ish in the attempt? Why does she permit J in the name of the Lord Jesus,” they can 
the charge to go unanswered, that her | have no part with the 144,000 “ who follow 
strongest bond is properly ? Perhaps she j the Lamb whithersoever he goes.” 
cannot answer it; perhaps she finds the (
State connection convenient, inasmuch as it

What Sets the Heart en Fire.
row ? It is for the Church to show that this j Jj* Luke it is written concerning Jesus, 
reproach is unjustly levelled at her, by that “Beginning at Moses and all the Pro- 
asserting her independence; it is for the s pfiets, he expounded unto them (Cleopas and 
Church to show she is independent, by ob- J his companion) in all the Scriptures the 
taining unity at all costs. It she cannot do j things concerning himself” This exposition
this, still it remains our duty to urge it upon of the Old Testament must have been of
her; and if she fail to do it, still we are j stirring and absorbing interest to these dis- 
bound to insist upon her endurance of the ciplcs, or they would not have said, “Did 
consequences. And it is because there is a j not our heart burn within us while he talked 
party in the Church anxious to assert her in- j with us by the way, and while he opened to 
dependence, thus making the bond some- us the Scriptures ?” An exposition of Moses 
thing more than property, and willing to j and the Prophets set their heart on fire—a 
take the consequences, that we have sup- \ fire which continues to burn so long as the 
ported that party. And on the same princi- j believing mind retains, or “keeps in mem- 
ple we give, and shall give, our support to 0ry,” and dwells upon the things of the 
whatever party may endeavor to infuse hon- J Spirit revealed to them. This is the philo- 
esty into our national life, to promote out- j sophy of the spiritual frigidity and deaths o 
speaking, and to make practice accord with j all-pervading in this dark and cloudy day— 
profession.” < Moses and the Prophets are nut expounded.

The Established Church is not one, but They have fallen into neglect as the annals 
“ a fascicle of sects,” and therefore “ many,” j 0f “ an old Jewish almanac,” of interest only 
holding heterogeneous and incompatible doc- to the student of Hebrew antiquities; all of 
trines. There are within the pale the Pu- j whose attempted expositions evaporate in 
seyite sect, the High Church sect, the Low j curious remarks upon Israelitish customs, 
Church sect, a Calvinistic creed, a Popish j and the fulfilment of a few types and predic- 
liturgy. and an Arminian clergy. These tions in the sufferings of Jesus. Such ar- 
constitute nn incompatible plurality, and | chmological dissertations would have inflamed 
therefore an ecclesiastical imposture that j the heart of Cleopas as little as they enkindle 
could not hold together for a day but for that j those of our contemporaries. Setting the 
love which endures all things for the sake of j heart on fire by a narrative of facts uncon- 
the loaves and fishes. None but the blind, j nected with the scriptural exhibition of the 
having no share in these, could mistake such glory that shall follow, is impossible, being 
a system for the Church of Christ. The j contrary to the nature of the human mind as 
origin of the Church of England, the Sa- < God has constituted it. Cleopas was well 
tanic spirit by which she is energized, and its acquainted with all the sufferings of Jesus, 
adulterous association with the State, whose < for he had witnessed them; yet did his Lord 
orders are of the Hierarchies of Sin, all show ( address him as a “Fool, and slow of heart to 
that it is a harlot-daughter of the Roman j believe all that the prophets have spoken.” 
Church. T he Ecclesiastical Constitution of j He “ trusted that it had been he who should 
“ Christendom” is well expressed in the have redeemed Israel.” The baptism of 
scriptural phrase, “ Babylon the Great, the \ Jesus in suffering produced no glowing of 
Mother of Harlots, and of All the Abomina- his heart so long as he perceived no prospect 
tions of the Earth.” All point to Rome as of redemption for the nation through Jesus, 
“the Mother Church. ’ Admitted. But, if His heart was perplexed. The disciples of 
she be the Mother, where are her Daugh-5 Jesus looked to him as Jehovah’s representa-
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live, by whom “ Ho would put down the^ they worked out for him a far more exceed- 
mighty from their thrones, and exalt them of ing and eternal weight of glory. In this, he 
low degree,” when he would “fill the hungry followed Jesus; and exhorts us to do the 
with good things, and send the rich empty same in imitating him. But, if we would 
away and “ help his servant Israel, in re- be exalted to this indomitability of mind, we 
membrance of his mercy; as he spake to must familiarize ourselves with “ the glory 
their fathers, to Abraham and his seed for ji to be revealed.” This will make us invin- 
ever.” The father of John the Baptist ex- cible. The darts of the enemy will fall 
pressed their hope in Christ when he said, ineffective frbm our shield; and though
“ Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,.............;! “ a spectacle by reproaches,” wo shall be
for he hath raised up a Horn of Salvation for ;! strengthened by the might of truth, which 
us (Israel) in the house of his servant David, is God’s power, in the inner man, to obtain 
. . . that we should be saved from our ene-;! the crown of righteousness at last. Jesus 
mies and from the hand (power) of all that ;< “opened to them the Scriptures,” that they 
bate us; to perform the mercy promised to might obtain a view of the glory to which 

fathers, and to remember his holy cove- they had been called. How inestimable a 
nant; the oath which he sware to our father blessing is the Bible open to the understand- 
Abraham, that he would grant unto us, that ing! Gold and silver cannot purchase it; 
we being delivered out of the hand of our therefore the world is destitute of it: to the 
enemies might serve him without fear, in wise and learned it is sealed. Money cannot 
holiness and righteousness before him all the repay our debt of obligation to him who 
days of our life.” But when Cleopas and opens to us the book. Cleopas and his 
the rest saw only the triumph of the Serpent companion could not have recompensed Je- 
power over the Woman’s seed, there was no sus for setting their hearts on fire ; for the 
burning of the heart, no “joy unspeakable understanding ofi( the word of the kingdom” 
and full of glory” through the crucified Na- is life, and honor, and glory for evermore, 
zarene. He had cast down no thrones of Editor.
the mighty ; he had failed to help Israel, who 
was still in the hand of the enemy; he had 
not accomplished the things promised to 
Abraham and his Seed; those of low degree

still in degradation, hungering after the “In material affairs, in war, in trade, in 
good things denied to the rich; and he him- politics, it is permissible to look to conse- 
self was to all appearance overcome. He quences before commencing actions; but 
had “ drunk of the brook by the way,” and compromise in morality and religion is not 
had not as yet “ lifted up the head,” or^been permissible. Professor Maurice must believe 
exalted. Could he be the king “of whom as he does, and publish his belief; and Dr, 
Moses in the law, and the prophets did Jelf must eject him for the same. It is not 
write ?” permitted either to Mr. Maurice or to Dr.

To set the heart on fire we must have a Jelf to calculate the consequences of their 
comprehensive view of “ all that the prophets conduct. It is wicked to talk of compromise 
have spoken” concerning Christ. The want where absolute truth is at stake, 
of this was the weakness of Cleopas, and the < Church of England must reconcile herself to 
cause of ours. Jesus strengthened him by j herself, must suppress or cast out what is 
showing that Moses and the prophets taught j alien to her doctrines and rites, or surrender 
that the Christ's path to glory was through < for ever the claim she so ostentatiously 
suffering. The connection between suffer-j makes to be the only true Church of Christ, 
ing and glory was the point illustrated in the < In no other way can she fling back the 
conversation. Had the Christ not suffered, j flagrant reproach so justly aimed at her, 
Jehovah’s holy covenant conGrmed to Abra- j that she is a fascicle of sects, whose only bond 
ham would have remained without force;< is property, whose prestige is the tradition

\ of an elder Church, and whose internal con-

our

COMPROMISE INADMISSIBLE.
were

The

and so no right to blessings, spiritual or po
litical, by individuals or nations, could have £ tests are the scandal of the age. 
been obtained. No exaltation without trial < “All we desire is, that truth may prevail, 
is a principle of the divine economy which j and with it a spirit of meekness and charity, 
cannot be evaded by those who would attain \ We hold ourselves bound in duty to accept 
to glory. The disciples were slow of heart | and follow out that truth wherever it may 
to perceive this until it was so strikingly il- s lead. If it should turn out that the doctrines 
lustrated in the sufferings of Christ. These j of the Church of England, and the other 
were great, but greater still the glory which | forms of those doctrines existing collaterally 
absorbs the less. Paul thought nothing of \ with her, arc not reconcilable to truth, sure- 
them, esteeming them as mere light afHic- j ly every single-minded man will rejoice that 
tions that were but for a moment; because < truth is found, conscious that no institutions,
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no forms, no faiths, are of the least moment, i do not wish to be de-voted or deprived of 
in comparison with the truth.” < votes for the county of Northumberland.

“ But as it is only from outspeaking and j But the best of the joke—rather a solemn 
honest speaking that the truth can be ascer- j piece of mockery, by-the-byc—was tho fact 
tained, we look with less regret at the spec-1 of their appearing in the character of persons 
tacle of religious dissension before us. AI j having taken “ a vow of poverty,” to claim 
we would stipulate for in the conflict is, that s their right to certain property, in respect of 
the speaking be free, and the opinions spoken \ which they contended that they ought to 
honest. And thus, in this profoundly dis- j have the electoral franchise. The contra- 
cordant period, in and out of the Church of 1; dictory and anomalous position in which they 
England, we find the best guaranty of the stood led to a cross-examination of the claim- 
future.” ants, in the course of which some peculiar

These remarks, extracted from “The Lead- views as to the effect of “ a vow of poverty’*' 
er,” define the views and position which have were elicited. The result seems to be, that 
been mine for nearly twenty years. I have a Benedictine monk may be a man of pro- 
admitted of no compromise of moral and perty, though he has taken a vow of povertyr 
religious principle with my opponents. I s and that, in the words of one of the profes- 
was bound to believe what appeared to me to > sional men engaged on the occasion, “ so far 
be true, and to publish my belief, or not to j as respects property, the law of poverty has* 
believe and publish at all. The same neces-j no effect whatever.” 
sity brought down the President of Bethany < The Benedictine monk was a good deal 
College upon my then very youthful self, \ pressed, and in spite of the ingenuity appro- 
which has now pitched the Principal of j priate to his “ order,” he was driven into a 
King’s College, London, against Professor j corner, from which he could not escape 
Maurice—the defence and preservation of a j except upon the prong of a fork which the 
common craft. The craft has been provi- < professional gentleman kept continually pre- 
sionallv perpetuated; but death reigns in | sented to the Benedictine monk, for the latter 
Bethania and its realm. College craft in j to fall upon. When told that, “ in making 
Britain and America, as in the darkest re- j the vow of poverty, he says he has no pro- 
gions of the earth, is ever opposed to “out- < perty whatever,” the l: monk” could only 
speaking and honest speaking,” if the speak- s reply, “ We must have property, or we could 
ing be not laudatory of what exists. You > not exist;” so that we are justified in asking, 
may not speak out Baptist truth from a chair > What is the meaning of a vow of poverty, if 
of Methodist or Presbyterian theology; nor j it can be taken by a man of property who, 

v Bible truth from any papal or protestant < on the strength of that property, lays claim 
chair in their “ Christendom ;” for to do so j to a vote for the county ? The witness 
would be to proclaim the gospel of the king- j when pressed admitted, “ We all have pro- 
dom, and by consequence the falsity of all j perty”—all we who have made a vow of 
their faiths. Baptist and Bcthanist are t poverty, or an abegnation of property—but 
equally opposed to this; for conviction of? the way we manage it is this: “We have 
error concerning the gospel would turn their J what is called a ‘ peculium,’ which is a sepa- 
religious world upside down, and spoil al! \ rate thing from the vow of poverty.” It is 
the interests vested in the chairs and pulpits j convenient, certainly, to be able to bo poor 
of the land. But exclusion from these dark / and rich at the same time, and to combine 
centres is not for long. When Christ \ all the temporal advantages of property with 
comes, their foolishness will be made mani-1 the spiritual advantages of poverty. The 
fest to all. When the sun rises, darkness • “ peculium” is, of course, elastic, and there 
flies away. This, and not the free and * is no particular place for drawing the line in 
honest speech of here and there an indepen- i the banker’s book. A vow of poverty which 
dent mind, is ‘-the best guaranty of the > admits of a “peculium” in the shape of a 
future.” Without the light that Christ shall \ private fortune is like a vow of tea-totalism, 
bring, the hereafter of the world is dark and > which allows of a “ peculium” in the form 
dismal in the extreme. Editor, j of a private gin-bottle.—London Charivari.
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“ANATOLIA.”
THE “VOW OF POVERTY.” The article which appears under the cap- 

Some Benedictine monks, with a strange \ tion of “ Calendar of Vie Seven Times of Ba- 
mixture of the secular and the spiritual in \ bylon and Judah,” is from “Anatolia, or 
their affections, presented themselves a few j Russia Triumphant and Europe Chained.” 
days ago as claimants to vote for members By the lime this Herald is received, it will 
of Parliament. Though they profess to en- ^ be ready for publication.—Price 50 cents, 
tirely devote themselves to the Church, they * Editor^
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CALENDAR

OP THE

SEVEN TIMES OF BABYLON AND JUDAH.

Anno
Muodl.
3160

Before
Chrl.t.
626 Nine months before this date the celebrated passover from which Ezekiel dates 

his thirtieth year was held in the 18th of Josiah, king of Judah’s, reign. Hence
forth Jehovah punishes Israel seven times, or 2520 years, for their sins.

The 4th of Jehoiakim, and 1st of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign. The subjection 
of the nations to his regime for 70 years begins. Also the Seven Times of the 
kingdom of Babylon, during the greater part of which it is the Tree-Stump 
banded with Iron and Brass.

A representation is made to Nebuchadnezzar in a dream of the destruction of 
the Babylonian dominion by the Kingdom of God in the Latter Days.

The 1st of Belshatzar’s reign. It is shown to Daniel that the power of flhe 
Kingdom of God for the consumption and destruction of the Babylonish empire 
will be manifested through the Son of Man, the Holy Ones, and their people, at 
the end of 1260 years.

The 3d of Belshatzar. It is revealed to Daniel that sacrifice should be abol
ished, the temple again destroyed, the law suppressed, and Judah and the Holy 
Land trodden under foot 2300 years by the fourth Babylonian regime more es
pecially ; and which should be afterwards overthrown by Judah’s Commander- 
in-Chief.

The end of Nebuchadnezzar’s dynasty. The 1st of Darius the Mode. It is 
revealed to Daniel what should come to pass in relation to the Son of Man 
during the last seven years of the first 490 years of the 2300 evening-morning : 
and before the abolition of Mosaic sacrifice, the precise time of which, called 
“ the day and Aowr,” is not revealed.

The 3d year of Cyrus, or first of his sole reign. The characteristic features 
of the 2300'years that remain over from the fall of the Persian administration 
are revealed to the prophet. Also the central points of the Eastern Question 
radiating into the expulsion of the Gentilesfrom the Holy Land, the deliverance 
of Judah, and the restoration of Israel’s power, after the 2300 years are ended. 
Cyrus makes proclamation for the rebuilding of the temple. Daniel dies.

The 2d of Darius the Persian. He issues a decree enforcing that of Cyrus. Sev
enty years from the burning of the temple in the 19th of Nebuchadnezzar’s reign.

The sixth of Darius, being 70 years from the 23d of Nebuchadnezzar, when 
745 persons were carried captive to Babylon. The building of the temple 
finished.

3478 608

3479 607

3529 557

3532 551

3548 538

3551 535

3571 515

3575 511

The 7th of Artaxerxcs, who issues a decree this year for the restoration of 
the Commonwealth of Judah.

3619 467
(141)
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Anno
Mnndi.
3632

Be for*
ChrUt.
454 The 20th of Artaxerxcs. Issues a second decree authorizing the building of 

the waste places and the walls of Jerusalem. Commencement of the Seventy 
Ileptades, and of the 2300 years.

Darius Codomannus slain. End of the Silver Regime of the Babylonian Image, 
the Bear and the Ram dynasties, 206 years aud 9 months from the fall of Bcl- 
shatzar. Alexander the Great reigns. The Tree-Stump banded with Brass.

Alexander dies. The notable horn of the Goat, the kingdom of Grecia’s first 
and mighty king, broken while he stands up, or without defeat.

“Four kingdoms stand up out of the Goat-nation,” represented by its four 
horns, and by the Four Heads of the Leopard. This is styled in Maccabees, 
“The Era of the Greeks.”

Two years before the death of Antiochus Epiphanes. The Era of the Asmoncans.

Judas Maccabeus dies. End of Ezekiel’s 430 years, being the length of time 
from the burning of the temple by the Chaldeans.

The empire of the Seleucid®, or Kings of the North, annexed to Rome. The 
Tree-Stump banded with Iron. An observer in Judea at this crisis secs the 
Little Horn coming up out of the Northern Horn of the Goat, and w’axing great 
against the east.

Antigonus, the last of the Asmonean kings of Judea, put to death ignomini- 
ously by the Romans at the instance of Ilerod, whom they had set up as King 
of the Jews. The Little Horn waxes great against the glory of the land.

Egypt, the Kingdom of the South, annexed to the Roman empire. The Little 
Horn is now “exceeding great,” and stands upon the Babylonian earth the un
rivalled “ King that does according to his will.”

Axxcs Domixi. The Prince Royal of Judah is born in Bethlehem six months 
after John the Baptist, Herod the Idumean having reigned thirty-seven years.

Nine months after this date Herod dies, having reigned 40 years. Archelaus 
succeeds him. The Vulgar Era begins.

John the Baptist is ‘28 years and 9 months old. The sixty-ninth of the seventy 
heptades ends at this date. John proclaims the speedy appearing of the King of 
Israel, saying, Yjyyus ij fiadiksia. <rwv oupavwv, eggike he basilcia ton ouranon, 
the royal dignity of the heavens has approached; “ I come immersing in water 
that he may be made manifest to Israel.”

Jesus being immersed of John, oncoming up out of the Jordan is anointed 
from heaven with the Holy Spirit; and proclaimed by the Father before the 
assembled multitude as His Son, in whom he is well pleased. The Prince being 
thus manifested, the sceptre soon departs from Judab.

Nine months after this dale John is imprisoned. Henceforth Jesus preaches 
the Gospel of the Kingdom, assisted by his disciples.

Pontius Pilate the Roman Governor of Judea. The sceptre gone; the Jews 
protesting that they had “ no other king than Ca:sar.”

Three months after the commencement of this year we arrive at the month 
Nisan, on the 14 th of which is the Passover. The 490 years of the Seventy Hep
tades end on this day. The Little Horn of the Goat magnifies itself against the 
Prince Royal at the instigation of the rulers of the Jews. He is tried, condemned, 
and crucified — -ft wc-ain lo — but nothing in him is found; that is, he
is without fault, as Pilate declared. Judah’s rebellion is perfected by this 
demnation of the innocent; by whose death sin-offerings arc made complete;
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Anno.
Mundl.

Be Toro 
Chriat.

a covering is provided for iniquity ; and righteousness brought in for the ages. 
During the past seven years the Abrahamic, a new and better covenant than 
the Mosaic, has been confirmed ; and by the death of its representative testator, 
or mediator, made of force, and dedicated with his blood : whereupon many are 
caused by their intelligence in these things to desist from sacrifice and oblation, 
which arc offered according to the law.

On the third day the King of Israel rises from the dead, God giving assurance 
thereby that he shall rule the world in righteousness.

On the forty-third day he ascends to heaven, to remain there until the time 
comes to solve the great Eastern Question by his presence.

Fifty days after the passover the Gospel of the Kingdom is proclaimed by the 
Apostles in the name of Jesus as the King of Israel.

Hitherto the Gospel of the Kingdom had been published to none but Jews 
only ; but about .this time Peter visits the Gentiles, and invites them to become 
heirs of its glory and honor with them, and upon the same terms.

The Gospel of the Kingdom having been preached to every creature under 
the Babylonian heaven, and the measure of Judah’s fathers being filled up by 
the iniquity of their children, the end of their commonwealth is come.

The abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stands in 
the holy place. It reduces the city and temple to ashes, puts an end to the 
sacrifices, destroys the people of the Holy Ones, and casts down the truth as it is 
in Moses to the ground.

Constantinople becomes the imperial residence of the Little Horn of the 
Goat. Its Senate continues to reside in Rome.

The Latino-Greek Babylonian empire finally divided into eastern and western 
limbs. Dacia, Macedonia, Thrace, Anatolia, Syria, and Egypt, from the Lower 
Danube to the confines of Persia, and Ethiopia, constitute “The Eastwhile 
Norieura, Pannonia, and Dalmatia ; Italy, Africa, Gaul, Spain, and Britain,form 
“The West.” Constantinople the capital of the East; and Rome, of the West.

The Senate in Rome at the instance of the Emperor of the West decrees an 
epistle to the Emperor of the East, in which it requests for itself and the people 
that the scat of universal empire be transferred from Rome to Constantinople. 
The petition is granted Augustulus resigns the purple j and the imperial office 
becomes extinct, and so continues for 321 years.

The Holy Land desolated from A. D. 529 to 532 by war between the Persians 
and the Little Horn of the Goat. Here begin the 1290 and the 1335 years. 
Justinian begins to reign A. D. 527, and is enthroned thirty-eight years.

The Little Horn of the Goat acknowledges the Bishop of Rome ns the spirit
ual overseer of the whole empire. Recognized as “ a god upon earth,” he is con
stituted the Universal Eyes, or Seer of the Babylonian dominion. The 12G0 
years of his prevailing begin at this date.

4889 800 ?£The Imperial Office revived in the west by Charlemagne and the Pope. The 
new power constitutes the Holy Germano-Roman dominion, represented on 
Daniel’s fourth beast by a Little Hern inset with Eyes like the eyes of a man, 
and a Mouth speaking great things. The ecclesiastical Is the formative element 
or germ of this symbol.

The Sixth Vial, or that determined, begins to be poured out upon the desola- 
tor of the Holy Land. The 1290 years end.

Time of the end begins. The King of the South pushes at the Little Horn of 
the Goat. True Era 1843.

Six months added give the end of the 2300 years, answering to theTrue 
Era 1845 and 3 months.

4128 42

4158 72

4413 324

4184 I 395

45G5 j 476

4G19 530

4G95 I COG

5909 1S20

5929 1840

5932 ,1841I
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Christ.
1853

Anno
Mnmll.
6942 The French, or Frog-Power, makes the Holy Shrines in Jerusalem a cause of 

difficulty among the emperors and kings of the Babylonian world. An unclean 
spirit, therefore, goes forth from the Little Horn of the Goat’s mouth to the 
King of the North against whom he declares war. The King of the North stirs 
up his whole empire, and advances against him with a multitude of forces.

:,;i

'I
*>1 The Eastern Ques tion. "The Sign of the Son of Man in the heaven” of 

Babylon, indicative of his coming as a thief. England, France, and Turkey 
belligerent against Russia and Greece. Austria balancing between the parlies, 
but sure eventually to side with Russia. A general war inevitable.

End of the 1335 years. Egypt, Palestine, and Jerusalem overspread with a 
Russo-Gogian abomination of desolation answering to Nebuchadnezzar’s Image; 
while Edom, Moab,and part of Ammon swarm with the forces of the Anglo-Tar- 
shish Lion of the east and north. Thus the forces of “ the whole habitable” of 
Babylon are gathered “ in the Yalley of Decision.” The 12G0 years of papal 
prevalence is at an end. The Ancient of Days comes; the Holy Ones awake 
from the dust of the earth ; they meet him in the clouds, and prepare to take 
the dominion under the whole Babylonian heaven.

Some time between this and I860 the armies of the Russo-Gogian Confeder
acy and of the Anglo-Tarshish power, meet with a terrible overthrow at Bozrah 
in Edom. The destruction extends thence to the Holy City and overspreads the 
land of Israel; so that but a sixth part of the Russo-Gogian host escapes anni
hilation. The Image-Confederacy is shattered by the Stone. Its fragments 
remain to be reduced to the fineness of dust and the lightness of the chaff of the 
summer threshing-floors.

After the image is smitten the Great Trumpet is blown by the Lord God. 
Israelites of the surviving third part of Judah found in the land after “ the great 
slaughter in the land of Edom” are sent to their brethren and the nations, pro
claiming impending judgment upon the Babylonian West, and inviting them to 
“Fear God and give glory to him.”

Micah’s 40 years begin at this date. A movement is commenced among the 
Israelites towards the Wilderness of the peoples, where they are enlightened, 
purified from the rebellions, and prepared for settlement in the Holy Land as 
Jehovah’s First-Born of the nations.
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18825971 The hour of judgment upon the Babylonian powers initiated. During the 
blowing of the great trumpet, the Beast, the False Prophet, and their kings— 
the fragmental parts of the Image-Confederacy—have been preparing war. The 
war of the great day of God Almighty begins.

Three months after this date, Judah’s seven times terminate at the passovor, 
2520 years having elapsed from Josiah’s.

Rome utterly burned with fire by the Lord God who judgeth her during the 
hour of judgment, and before the conquest of the Babylonian Kings.

End of Micah’s 40 years. Also of the hour of judgment, or Thirty Years’ 
War between Israel and the Powers. The Beast and False-proplict dominions 
annihilated, and the Ten-horn thrones cast down, their kingdoms having become 
Jehovah’s and his Anoiutcd’s. Babylon’s seven times of 2520 years expire. Its 
dominion no longer in being, the place thereof being occupied by the Kingdom 
of God. now “ a great mountain filling the whole earth.”

Israel has rest from war, and lives again in Jehovah’s sight, the Twelve Tribes 
being finally established as one Kingdom in the Holy Land.

End of the “ season and time,” or Millennium. Revolt of nations. The 
rebellion suppressed. The wicked exterminated from the earth. Death abol
ished. Every curse ceases. The constitution of the Kingdom of God changed 
to adapt it to the improved condition of the world.

“All things new.”
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KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
llAnd in their days, even of those Icings, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 

a dominion that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 
and itself shall stand for ever. ”—Daniel.

John Thomas, Ed.] NEW YORK, JULY, 1854. [Vol. IV. No. 7.

/Moses — u First-borns” — « First-frnits” — conti™e so 10 do for evermore. That he once 
. _ existed as an animal man there is no dispute.

DcillOllS J or Tile Truth divested of Trn- That he died is equally certain; for the Lord 
dition. said to him, 4‘ Get thee up to Mount Ncbo in 

the Land of Moab, over against Jericho, and 
die in the Mount whither thou goest lip, and 
be gathered unto thy people; as Aaron thy 
brother died in Mount Hor, and ivas gathered 
unto his people.” And so it came to pass; 
for the compiler of the Pentateuch adds, 
“ So Moses the servant of Jehovah died 
there in the land of Moab, according to the 
word of Jehovah. And he (the angel of the 
Lord) buried him in a valley in the land of 
Moab, over against Belh-peor*: but no man 
knoweth of his sepulchre unto this day.”

How long Moses remained in the death- 
state is nowhere testified in the Scriptures.

T ., , . , . c .. e < He is believed by Israelites to be thereJesus could not be“ theF.rst-frmts of them s|i„ for h is ,/0 lesljmony in lhe 0Id
ta»ta,(lCor.«. °, aritelhtalh. Testament declaring that lie lives. The 
should rise from the dead Acts xxv.. 23. I , existence 0? the grCiU' Hebrew le-
could not answer him. If you can spare a £islator and het is aslrnth peculiar l0 
small corner in the Herald, please solve this §)(J Chris|ianK fl,|thr being funded solely

1 J, v\ , . . ,. , r u • s upon the declaration of lVter, James, anclAlso please explain what kind of beings jJh We believe> then u their tesli.
constituted “ the legion of devils referred to that he is aiive. They saw him as a
in Mark v. 9, 12—and you will oblige < man, wjlb Elijah on a high mountain, the 

Yours in hope of eternal hfe,_ _ j name of whicll is not recorded. It is sup
posed to have been Mount Tabor; but the 
supposition is quite as probable that it was 
the mountain on which Moses died. Be this 
as it may, Moses was no longer dead, but 
alive “ in glory” on one of the mountains of 

The Bible contemplates man relatively to $ Syria. How came the dead Moses to be 
three states—the present animal stato; the > thus alive? There is but one answer can 

- death state; and the future spirit state. In | be scripturally given, and that is, by a resur- 
the.present state he is, as it were, a worm; j rection from the death-slate. This is “the 
as it is written, s‘ Fear not, thou worm j path of life” for the dead, the only exit from 

. • . Jacob:” in the death state, lie is as a chry- j the invisible into glory.
j Granted; but then says a sceptic, “If 

Moses has > Moses were raised, how can Jesus be ‘the

Esteemed Brother: — An immortal-soul ; 
theorist in this neighborhood contends for j 
the post-mortem existence of a disembodied \ 
soul from the fact of Moses and Elias ap- j 
pearing to Jesus and the three disciples. I S 
told him that in the case of Elias there was | 
no disembodiment; for he.did not die: and l 
that I believed that Moses had been raised S 
from the dead at some time previous to that j 
occasion; if not, how could he and Elias j 
appear as “two men talking with Jesus j 
about the decease which he should accom- j 
plish at Jerusalem ?” To this he objected, j 
that, if Moses were raised from the dead, >r

j. s.
Cambridge, Ohio, 
Nov. 1, 1853.

REPLY BY THE EDITOR.

sal is; and in the future, a glorious creature 
made like unto the Son of God. 
stood related to these three, and of which he j first that should'rise from the dead,’ seeing 
now occupies the third, and will, doubtless, 1 that Moses was raised before him ?” He
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fIf mmi Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.

therefore concludes in his own mind that the apostle, exxXrja'ia rfpuroroxuv, ecclesia 
Moses was not raised at all, but appeared i prdtotokon, “ an assembly of First-borns.”

ghost from “ the spirit-world !” If this The First-born among the Hebrews, as 
objection be valid against the resurrection of j among most'other nations of the old world, 
Moses, it is equally so against the resurrec- enjoyed particular privileges; and wherever 
tion of the man touched by Elisha's bones, j a plurality of wives was recognized by law, 
the resurrection of the Shunamite’s son, the \ it was highly necessary to define them. In 
widow of Nain, and of Lazarus, who were j relation to this matter, Moses says, “If a 
all raised before Jesus. This proves loo man have two wives, one beloved, and ano- 
much for our sceptic, therefore in truth no- \ ther hated, and they have each borne him 
tiling at all for him. We see then that the \ children; and if the first-born son be hers 
resurrection of others, well remembered by \ that was hated ; then it shall be, when he 
the apostle, did not prevent him saying o’f | maketh his sons to inherit that which he 
Jesus, that he was “the first that should rise hath, he may not make the son of the be- 
from the dead.” There must be some other \ loved first-bo’rn before the son of the hated,

146i
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meaning to this saying, as the true one, than who is the real first-born: but he shall ac- 
that usually attributed to it. Let us then 
see what it is.

Paul’s words are, rfpurog avatfradsug 
vsx^uv, prolos ex anastaseds nekron; literally,
“ First out of a resurrection of dead ones.”
From what has gone before, it is clear, that 
he did not use prolos in a numerical sense, 
that is, ordinally in respect of “second,”
“third,” and so forth. The doctrine he 
taught revealed Jesus as the first in dignity 
or importance, being in all things preemi
nent. “He is,” says he, “ of every creature, 
rfguroroxog,prototokos, First, or Chief, born: 
he is the Head of the Body, the church ; he 
is Prince—ag/pi—chief-born from among
dead ones, so that he might become among doub|e tion of the estate. The reason 
all tfpwrsuuv, proteuon tho holder of the given becalIse he is the beginning of his 
first Tank. John also says of him, “Jesus father’s strength;—physical and industrial, 
Christ the faithful witness, the prdtoiokos laying the foundation of his future house, 
from among dead ones, and o ap'/uv, hoarchon, \ The right of the First-born belongs to the 
the Prince of the kings of the earth and \ father’s, not to the mother’s, first-born; 
Paul again, “ He predestinates them whom j though it was not always given to the first- 
he acknowledges beforehand to be of the j born in numerical order, but to a voungcr 
same form as the image of his Son, to the j son, constituted such by his father’s will, 
end that he be the First-born (or chief) of Hence, it is written, “ Hosah had sons; 
many brethren:” and says God, “I will make Simri, the chief; (for though he was not the 
him the First-born, higher than (he Kings of) First-born, yet his father made him the 
the earth.” {chief;) Hilkiah the second, Tebaliah the

This is enough to prove that “ the First” 1 third, Zechariah the fourth.” Jacob also 
has respect to dignity, not to his being nu- j transferred the right of the First-born from 
merically first, so as to prove that Moses was { Reuben, the real first-born, to Joseph, 
not raised; to affirm which, the objector j “ Reuben shall' not excel;” he shall not 
thinks, would make Jesus a second-born from j have the excellency over Israel’s tribes, 
the dead! It is to be observed also, that l But “I, Jehovah, am a father to Israel, and 
Jesus is first in dignity of a resurrection— \ Ephraim is my First-born”—even Joseph’s 
of some particular resurrection. The unjust j younger son ; whose father was “ separate 
are to rise as well as the just. But he is not \ from his brethren,” and therefore made re- 
the First-born out of a resurrection of un- j presentative of “the Shepherd, The Stone 
justified dead ones. He came not from their 5 of Israel.” Also Solomon, though younger 
class; but from among the righteous dead j than Adonijah, was made the hirst-born of 
ones, who are to rise—from among these, < David’s house.
“ the Kings of the East” who arc to be “ the \ “ The form of tho knowledge and of the
Kings of the Earth;” and of whom he will i truth,” saith Paul, “is in the Law;” which, 
be the Prince, or Chief King; wherefore he j in another place, he declares is “ a shadow of 
is named “ the King of Kings, and Lord of j good things to come, not the very image of 
Lords,” who in the aggregate are styled by > the things,” for “ the substance is of Christ.”

knowledge the son of the hated for the 
First-born, by giving him a double portion of 
all that he hath: for he is the beginning of 
his strength; the right of the First-born is 
his.” From this law, the possibility of a son 
born after another son by another wife being 
constituted a first-born, is admitted. But 
though both First-borns in relation to their 
individual mothers, only one of them is 
the First-born of their father; and in favor 
of him is the enactment made, that his 
rights may not be prejudiced by his father’s 
feelings towards his mother. The father’s 
First-born, among many other first-borns of 
different wives, was to be 11 acknowledged* 
by the father’s bestowal upon him of a
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The Truth divested of Tradition.

Therefore, as it was the form, shadow, or and restitution the first-borns from the gravo 
outline of an image or substance, it was in- will receive, with their glorious Chief, “a 
dispensable that the lines should be traceable double portion of all the Father hath” pro- 
with the greatest exactness into the sub- j mised to Israel. jl-.
stance from which the shadow was cast. A j As the Levites were given to Aaron andV

* strict injunction was consequently laid upon his successors as High Priests of the nation,'
Moses, that he should “ make all things ac- in lieu of the first-borns of all the tribes, so 
cording to the pattern shown to him in the \ the “First-borns registered in the heavens” 
Mount.” This he did; for it is testified, j arc; given to Jesus, Israel’s future High 
that “he was faithful in all God’s house.” Priest, in lieu of all Israel, to be kings and 
The “ knowledge and the truth’’ are the sub- j priests for God in the New Economy. Hence, 
stance concerning Christ; who said, “All j it is said of him by the prophet, “Behold, I 
things must be fulfilled which are written | and the children which God hath given me 
concerning me in the Law of Moses,” j are for signs and for wonders in Israel.” He 
“ who wrote respecting me.” Surely this is is Zadoc, or the Just One ; “ higher than the 
enough to convince us,that the statutes and heavens;” and “the children,” like him 
ordinances of the Law have a deeper signifi- first-borns from the dead, are given to him 
cation than appears in their primary appli-I for brethren and sons. Hence, Ezekiel ' 
cat'°n- | styles them “ the sons of Zadoc,” or sons of

This is true of the statutes concerning j the Just One, who, being above the Levites 
the First-born and the First-fruits. Jehovah j as Me is above Aaron, the people’s priests, 
claimed the First-borns of Israel as his— j minister to God as first-borns, hallowed unto 
“ Israel is my son, even my First-born. And \ him by a redemption-price, much more costly > 
I say unto thee, Pharaoh, Let my son go, j than such corruptible things as silver antj/^ 
that he may serve me; and if thou refuse to J gold.
let him go, behold I will slay thy son, even ; But to return to our correspondent, “J. S.” 
thy first-born.” But Pharaoh would not let; The sceptical opponent to his position objects 
them go; so “out of Egypt Jehovah called \ that, “if Moses were raised from the dead, 
his son,” and did unto the first-borns of \ Jesus could not be the First-fruits of them 
Egypt as he had threatened. In slaying | that slept.” That is, if he admits that Moses 
Egypt’s he redeemed his own First-born J was a resurrected man, and not a disembo- 
from the enemy; and as a memorial claimed I died ghost, he is bound to deny that Jesus is 
all the first-borns in Israel as his, to be pur- i the First-fruits of them that slept; and vice 
chased for him by their fathers. Their j versa, that if he confess that Jesus is the 
number was 22,273. These were hallowed 1 First-fruits, he must deny the resurrection 
to the Lord. But instead of retaining them j of Moses, and believe that it was Moses’ 
for Aaron’s ministers, to do the service of: ghost in company with Elijah on the Mount 
the tabernacle, he accepted the tribe of Levi j of Transfiguration. These are the horns of 
in their stead: and as there were 273 more \ his dilemma. He cannot admit that Moses 
first-borns than Levites, he permitted their - and Jesus are both resurrected men; for if 
redemption at 1,365 shekels, or five shekels j they be, he cannot tell which to acknowledge 
apiece, which amount was given to Aaron < as the First-fruits! This comes of “ 
and his sons. j knowing,” or. understanding, “ the Scrip-

Thc First-borns are for Jehovah, not for f tures;” that is, “Moses and the prophets.” 
the High Priest under the law. They are I In other words, because he is ignorant of 
his redeemed, his purchased people, and j the Scripture doctrine of the First-fruits, he 
therefore entitled to all the rights and privi- I is under the .necessity of adopting a Pagan 
leges of first-borns. Jesus holds the first i refuge of lies to save him from point-blank 
rank among them, having been “called out j denial of the resurrection and ascension of 
of Egypt,” and redeemed from oppression 1 Jesus, which are comprehended in the idea 

.and death. The redemption of the first- < of his being the First-fruits of them that 
borns in Israel was not without blood under j slept! But the admission of the resurrcc- 
the law; neither was the redemption of \ tion and ascension of Moses and Jesus, by 
Jesus and his brethren a bloodless pur- < no means invalidates the claims of Jesus. A 
chase—it was “a purchased possession,” j simple question, scripturally answered, will 
redeemed by “ the precious blood of Christ,” \ decide between them. Whether did Jesus or 
whose price, at which he was valued by the \ Moses arise from the dead and ascend to 
children of Israel, was thirty pieces of sil- \ heaven during the Feast of Weeks, begin-

• ver. Spiritually, sin and the fear of death ; ning on the 16th of Nisan, which was the 
are the taskmasters from which all Jehovah’s “ morrow after the Sabbath,” or second day 
first-borns are redeemed ; politically, the < of the feast of the Passover, when the wave- 
“ Dragon, that old Serpent,” the spoiler of I offering of the First Sheaf was made; and 
the First-born nation, in whose deliverance < ending the morrow after the seventh Sab- .

m
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ill Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.

miscalled Christianity by fools; and glorified 
by them in those incarnations of knavery 
and superstition, the Ninth Pius, and his 
archiepiscopal representative in New York! 
Such priests and devils are but different 
names in my vocabulary for the same abo
mination.

But I suspect that it is because “ J. S." 
has no faith in orthodox dinblerjr, that he 
turns hitherward to see if any light" can be 
thrown upon the passage, by which his diffi
culties, whatever they may be, may be 
removed. The subject there presented is 
intricate, but not inexplicable. It has a so
lution; but whether that which is about to 
be presented be the right one, the reader 
must decide for himself.

“the legion of devils.”
your Before entering upon an exposition of thi3 

God.” But of the doctrine of the First-fruits subject.it is necessary to have before 
I shall write more at large hereafter. corrected translation of the text. This bc-

As to the nature of the six thousand devils comes indispensable, because _
supposed to be referred to in Mark, I hardly Devil" do not appear in the original
know what answer to girt?. If by devils” Greek ; but are given by the translators as 
are meant the ugly bottle-imps and hobgoblins their opinion in the case.
supposed to be the “angels’’ of the great corrected translation of mark v. 1-20. 
Devil of Gentile theology, Latin, Greek, Pro
testant, Pagan, and Mohammedan, I have to And they came to the farther side of the 
confess that I know nothing about their na- lake, into the country of the Gadarenes. 
ture, having no acquaintance with them, and And when he had landed from the ship, 1m- 
finding nothing upon the subject in the Bible, mediately there encountered him from the 
“J. S.” had belter apply to some of the tombs, a man in a vicious spirit—sv «vfuf*a« 
priests or clergy who deal in theological axaQagrcp — who dwelt among the sepul- . 
mysteries, and have so much to do with chres: nor could any one bind him with 
“devils in hell” and nut of it, in converting chains; because that he was oftentimes 
sinners from their evil deeds to the errors of hound with fetters and chains, and the 
their clerical ways, and in keeping them chains had been burst asunder by him, and 
loyal and piously adherent totheir traditions. the fetters broken in pieces : and no one 
They, of course, can tell him all about their able to tame him : and he was continually 
nature, which must be extraordinary, seeing night and day in the mountains and in the 
that they can live in fire and brimstone for tombs, shouting, and wounding himself with 
five thousand years, without being con- stones.
sumed, or manifesting the least compunc- But, seeing Jesus at a distance, he ran 
tion for their wickedness and unmitigated and fell down before him. and exclaiming 
cruelty upon the poor ghosts, whom the with a loud voice, said, “ What hast thou to 
avarice of priests keeps locked in for ages, do with me, O Jesus, Sop of God the Most 
because their relations on earth are not High? I conjure thee by God, torment me 
lavish enough of their ufilthy lucre,” (so ; not!” For he said to him, Vicious spirit, 
little prized by sacerdotals!) to make them from the man begone! And he asked him, 
willing to open the gates of hell, or purga- What -is thy name ? And he answered, 
torv, and to set them free. I rather think, saying, My name is Legion, for we are 
that the nature of the priests who profess to ' many. And he earnestly entreated him 
hold the keys of purgatory is more devilish that he would not send them away from the 
than the imps or hobgoblins themselves; country.
for these make no pretensions to mercy and Now there was there near the mountains 
good fruits, which the priests do.* These a great herd of swine feeding; and all the 
add hypocrisy to ferocity—ferocious hypo- s demons entreated* him, saying, Send us 
crites, who, by masses said or sung, profess | unto the swine, that we may break-in upon 
to have the power of emptying all purgatory
into paradise ;■ yet refuse to do it, unless they * Panles hoidaimones, rendered all the demons, is “U 
arc gorged with the wealth of the living re- u’SftjSSS
lalions of the dead! ouch is the system, evidence to justify its removal from the text.”.

148
bath, which was Pentecost? There is no 
testimony concerning Moses shedding any 
light in this case. In the absence of this, 
therefore, nothing can be affirmed respecting 
him, with this exception, that Moses did not 
prophesy of himself in his institutions, but 
of Christ; and that consequently the First- 
fruits did not signify Moses, but the prophet 
he represented. But with Jesus the case is 
different. He rose on “ the morrow after the 
Sabbath,” and doubtless ascended on that 
day, after he spoke with Mary, when the 
priest in the temple was waving the First- 
fruits before Jehovah, to be accepted for the 
nation. This identifies Jesus as the First- 
fruits, waved before the Lord on his ascen
sion on that day, according to the words 
which he spoke, saying, “Go to my brethren, 

T^and say unto th^m, I ascend unto my Father 
f and your Father; and to my God and
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them: and forthwith Jesus gave them leave. “ lunaticand xaxug era<fxei> a.ffecte^’ 
And going forth, the vicious spirits broke in This bad effect of the moon (which planet is 
upon the swine; and the herd rushed for- styled tfsXijvrj, Selene by the Greeks; hence 
wards over a precipice into the lake, (they the verb in the text rendered “ moon-teed” 
were about two thousand,) and they were jn a succeeding verse Matthew styles ro 
choked in the lake. But the swineherds j ^ai»oVj0v the demon. One sense of the word 
fled, and carried the news into the city and d therefore, is o mcM affcclim of Hk 
villages, and they came forth to see what md „em)„s fr'"m whatever
had happened : and they come to Jesus, and cau and characterized by diirerent effects, 
see the demonized—rov (5a.p.ovi?of<svov, the ,n lh|s case it was aUribulcd tn the influence 
mahgnanlly affected one sitting,and clothed, | 0p the moon; and because it paralvzed the 
and he who had the Legion in a right organs of specch, it is called in Mark ix. 17, 
mind : and they wore afraid. And the spec- cv£u„a a\aXov, a dumb spirit. Such arc the 
tutors recounted to them how it happened to lho, ical ,erms by which the people of 
the demonized, and concerning the swine. ^ dcsilrnflted their corporeal afllic- 
And they began to entreat him to depart out wliich the gracious and benevolent
of their coasts. . , . i Physician of their time, who “bore their

And having entered into the ship, he that infiJrniitiegf.. tooU upon bimself. They were 
had been demonized ooaifAovitf^Eig en-j ag jgnorant 0f t}ie reai cause of disorder and 
treated him that he might be with him. But J as the most learned pathologists of
Jesus suffered him not, but saith to him, Go our day themselves. They called them “de- 
to thy house and thy friends, and tell them monf5» dumb, lunatic, &c.; also “unclean 
what great things the Lord hath done for spjrjts » or spirits of uncleanness, unhealthy 
thee, and hath had compassion on thee. And condjtjons 0f the affected; and therefore, 
he went away, and began to publish in De- Mosaically unclean. The terms are not so 
capolis how great things Jesus had done for « scientific” as ours are supposed to be ; but 
him : and all were astonishejl. | certainly as expressive of the real cause of

disease as our “Chorea Sancli Vitithe 
Dance of St. Vitus, is of the muscular

Mark in the foregoing tent speaks of cufly j ^'ayof'^doctor,thaThc ^ad^tSLViUs 
one men as issuing forth to meet Jesus. We J danci’ irl> wollld ncither prove 
learn, however, from Ma theiv that •/too h jndwem n°or existence of such a saint; 

. demonized ones met linn. Doll accounts , . t|,e sa», might be admitted on tho
are correct; for if there were two, there S that tJheV,sorder of the unnaturally 
must have been one : and as the cor,versa- ^ d wag ,<Sl Vitus' Dance.” But, 
tion of Jesus was held with but one of them, g Vjtu8 ha9 rea„ as munh t0 do with what 
and Mark s purpose was to record the d,a- . ca,|ed „ch .?aB six thousand “devils” 
loguc as well as the wonderful cure, he con- hav£, do wi[h ^tense rtiadness, or a dumb 
fined his narrative to the one who replied, djsembodied hosl with ,unacy and epilepsy, 
with only an incidental allusion to the T|)eir existelfce can n0 more be proved fr0^

Having directed the reader's attention to the ^cnclaoire of Hebrew P»jhol^tlian 
ln particular, he tells him what was the diseases The Nelv Testament writers ex- 

matter with him. He says, he was a man < pre5ged themselves on the subject of disease 
i n a vicious spirit,’or, as we should express K the ,anguage of the people, without un
it in English, a man of a vicious spirit, j jertakjna to reveal to them more precise 
Luke says,he was a man % Oaiftovia, who c knowlejge concerning it than they already 
had demons ; which he afterwards expresses s pos5esse(j. The Jewish nation, however, 
in the singular number, by co \ievpa to axe- > admitted one truth, practically ignored by all 
daprov,“//ie unclean spirit; and 6 Saijxuv, the > others to this day—that all diseases art laid 
demon. Matthew then comes in, and in effect j -upon mankind by the hand of God as cor- 
tells us why Luke uses the plural first, and j rections for their transgressions of his law. 
then the singular. First, he informs us w hates j As it is written in their law, “If thou wilt 
demon is; that is, such demons as afflicted ? diligently hearken to the voice of the Lord 
the people whom Jesus cured. In his seven- j thy God, and wilt do that which is right in 
teenth chapter, he says, that a certain man j his sight, and wilt give car to his command- 
brought his son to Jesus to be cured ; and in j ments, and keep all his statutes. I will put 
telling him what sort of disease he was trou-j none of those diseases upon thee which I 
bled with, 6ays, that his boy rfeX^via^ecai, < have brought upon the Egyptians; for I 
is monnizedf (if I may be permitted toGrecize | am the Lord that healeth thee.” From this, 
the supposed influence 01 the moon upon the j it is clear, that it is not disembodied ghosts 
human brain,) or, as in the common version, of wicked men, or devils from hel^, or the

REMARKS UPON THE PASSAGE IN MARK.
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Devi], that cause lunacy, dumbness, mad- as tlwe,ihe King.” These are plurals of 
ness, and so forth, which are referred to ; intensity; that is, enforcing to a high degree 
“ demons,” but Jehovah that puts diseases the thing referred to. A man demonized so 
both on Jews and Gentiles. “ If thou wilt as to be exceedingly fierce, is to have de- 
not observe to do all the words of this law, / mons,even a legion of them ; and to be “in” 
O Israel, then the Lord,” says Moses, “ will or of “ a vicious spirit,” temper, or disposi- 
make thy plagues wonderful, and the plagues j tion ; and where incurable, to be untamable, 
of thy seed, even great plagues, and of long j Having expressed the intensity of the mad- 
continuance, and sore sicknesses of long con-j ness by “demon?,” Luke returns to the 
tinuance. Moreover, he will bring upon thee 1 singular number, and says, “ It seized him 
all the diseases of Egypt, which thou wast \ many times, and bursting the bonds, he 
afraid of; and they shall cleave unto thee. j driven by the demon into solitary places.’’ 
Also every sickness, and every plague, which j This is his way of telling us, that the de- 
are not written in the book of this law, them j monized man was not always so fierce; but 
will the Lord cause, to ascend upon thee, t that his madness came upon him by patox- 
until thou be destroyed.” Physical or natural } ysms, when nothing could bind him. 
evil is chastisement and punishment for sin; Men may be mad, and untamably fero- 
an because the Serpent was the cause of < cions, and yet retain their memory, and the 
is introduction into the world, he stands as ? rational use of many of their cerebral facul- 
ho symbol of what is inimical or adverse to ties. The country of the Gadarenes was 
luman happiness. Hence, that, system of 1 “over against Galilee,” where Jesus began 
evi within the flesh and in the world, which jt0 make proclamation of the gospel of the 
he originated, adverse to God, to righteous
ness, and to health, is surnamed “ Satan,” or 
Adversary, “ that old Serpent.” This is Sin’s 
symbol: so that the Israelites dying from 
serpent bites, because of transgression, 
looked to the Serpent lifted up by Moses for 
their cure. The serpent there exalted, re 
presented sin to be condemned in the flesh 
of a crucified Messiah, for the cure of all 
believers of the gospel who looked to him.
Hence, Serpent-sin, or Satan, and disease, * rr, , T . .
are as cause and effect. Thus, the woman . ,Tbe,man ?h°se nan)e wasr ^g’°n >Yas.an 
incurably diseased is said to have been ,nhab'ft ,of ,lhe re&lon of DeucaP° ,s- b£ 
bonnd of Satan for eighteen years. This is yond thf ,dorda"- Itll“nn0'. th?rel°';e ** 
the case with Israel and the rest of ,])e SUPP°^ that, when all this stir about Jesus 
world to this day. They arc bound of existed tn Ins country, he was unacquainted 
Satan-a bondage from which none can \vlthk„tbe 0n tbp contrary he was
free them, but “the Son of Man at Jeho- doubt es9 of all that had been said
vah’s right hand, whom he hath made stronrr a,nd d°ne by the Gre,AT L!?HT bat had 
for himself:” for “it is He that healeth shom!. forti' 90 extraordinarily in the sur- 
thee,” 0 World, as the Lord hath said. It r0"ndlnS darkness; and being a Jew, was 

natural, then, that diseases being ueuc- no‘ ,ffnoraPl lbat wjien Christ appeared lie 
rally referred to Satan, particular affections "T P?n,sh, ha w'ckedaa w.cU “ reward 
should be designated by the word demon hs fnends - He had ahabltulso of running
taken in an evil sense, instead of a good pe,ople ° attack lhem’ 90 tbat’ s,ys 
one, in which also it is sometimes used *tth7’, ‘ "° Peraon I'vas ,!lble t0 Pass b> 

Having then taught us that we are to Jr0U?b lhal: way’\ Lf' ,be...readfr ,bea.r 
understand oy a pathological demon, a man ‘he,e(tb,n?3 1,1 he 1nd«retB“
whose train and nervous system are morbidlu hIow th!s T of Abrabam> ''Ihen he S3IV 
affected, he explains what Luke means by a ^ '“a”6 r’VT
man having demons. Luke says that the ’ a"d exceedingly fierce,ste™*:?f-s-fr V“P trsss1£" o* unties,, £■'«, demon "lua," 'V" of ?od,‘l6 Mnit lari'” end that ho teas
the w's phrase, parallel and expletiveofLukes w0',derful Pow.er:. As be ran up, hat
k £iX£ doifiovia, is Saw/caLc vaXsree P?"’" encountered him in the words, "Vi- 
* . J etous Spirit, from the man begone!” This
Xntv demon,zed exceedingly fierce. The pin- laid him prostra.e before the Ik,rd. He fell 
ral,“demons, is not then a plurality of persons l down before him. He was afraid now, lest 
or beings ; but a plural indicating intensity, j this power should be exerted against him,a6 
An editor uses tho plural wey though speak- j the power of his neighbors had been, to bind, 
ing of himself only. Majesty does the same-' him with fetters and chains, which had no
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kingdom, and to perform his wonderful cures. 
“And his fame,” says Matthew, “ went 
throughout all Syria; and they brought 
unto him all sick people, taken with divers 
diseases and torments, and demonized, and 
moonized, and paralytic: and he healed 
them. And there followed him great multi
tudes from Galilee, and Decapolis, and 
Jerusalem, and Judea, and the farther side 
of the Jordan.”
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doubt proved very tormenting. He, there-; 
fore, exclaimed with a loud voice, “ What 
hast thou to do with me, O Jesus, Son of 
God the Most High ? [ conjure tiiee by God ! 
not to torment me !” No, poor fellow, “ the 
time” was not come for that. Jesus had 
come to “ bear the griefs, and carry the sor
rows” of such as he; and not to execute'! 
vengeance and torment upon the unfortu
nate. His mission was one of mercy, which 
rejoiced against judgment; and of that 
mercy there was store for him and his asso
ciate in woe. Jesus then kindly asked him,
“ What is thy name?” But, not yet in his 
right mind, he called himself “ Legion ;” 
and gave as a reason, that he, and what 
Luke terms “ demons,” the intense affection,! 
were many; that is, equal to many. “My 
name is Legion, for we are manyor, as 
Luke says, “ because many demons were 
with him;” in other words, It is Legion; for
I am demonized exceedingly fierce.

Still prostrate before him, and uncertain 
what was to become of him, lihe entreated 
Jesus earnestly that he would not send them 
away from the country.” Here the man of 
unsound mind is the speaker. Under the 
impression that he was not alone, but in 
company with many, he says, “Pray do not J city came forth for a meeting with Jesus ; 
send us out of the country! . But send us i and seeing him, they entreated that he would 
unto the swine, that we may break in upon j go away from their coasts.” 
them.” These two madmen had been accus- f There is one point worthy of particular 
tomed to fall upon all that came in their i notice in Mark and Luke’s account, verbally 
way; and being still delirious, they wanted J omitted by Matthew; and another in Mat- 
to drive the swine into the lake, and choke j thew’s not distinctly noted in theirs, of 
them. These wero the ravings of delirium;! which I have said nothing as yet. The two 
and as the man called himself “ many demonians, according to Matthew, asked 
demons,” Mark attributes these raving to i Jesus if he had come to that country before
II all the demons” if indeed the readingTs to j the appointed time,to torment them—xaipog, 
be accepted, which is equivalent to attribut- ( not ^povo£. ^ark and Luke, who are said 
ing them to the man himself bearing that j to have written for non-residents of the Holy

Land, say nothing about Jesus coming
At the crisis of the cure of these men, \ “hither;” that is, to ;he region of the Sea 

Jesus concluded to adopt the suggestion. It j of Galilee, to torment men before an ap- 
was contrary to the law of the land for men pointed time. Yet they do not altogether 
to raise swine for food there. It would be a lose sight of that particular. Part of the 
vindication, therefore, of the law, to destroy punishment apprehended by the demonians 
the whole herd; and Jesus determined to do was the being “sent away out of the country,” 
it. He undemonized the men, and demon- which Luke parallelizes by the phrase, “go 
ized the swine. I have seen a furious man awayuponthedeep,”sj£<r>jva/3uo’o'ovairsXDuv. 
drive thirty or forty people out of a room; To be sent out of the country over the Sea 
and rush up to another, as if to floor him, of Galilee, was an exile the two demonians 
who upon his approach said in a firm tone of did not wish to be subjected to. in addition to 
voice, “ Be still!”—and the man was power- torment in their own region. They therefore 
less for further mischief. Matthew says that entreated him earnestly not to exercise his 
Jesus ordered the unclean spirits of the men power in this way.
to “ Begone!”—that is, Be healed ; and let But how came they to apprehend such an 
your madness seize upon the swine. The ! exercise of power ? My answer is this : 
result immediately followed. The men were When Jesus preached the gospel of the 
forthwith restored to soundness of mind, kingdom to the poor throughout their 
while the maddened swine rushed violently try, he also published God’s curses upon the 
into the lake, and perished in its waters. ungodly men of Israel who would not attend

Matthew’s account of legion.
Matthew’s account of Legion’s extraor

dinary cure differs somewhat, though without 
contradiction, from Mark and Luke’s. The 
following is a corrected translation of it, . 
which the reader can compare with that of 
the English version:

“And when he was come to the farther 
side, into the country of the Gergesenes, two 
demonized ones met him, coming forth from 
the tombs exceedingly fierce, so that no per
son was able to pass by through that way: 
and behold, they cried out, saying, ‘What 
hast thou to do with us, O Jesus, thou Son 
of God ? Comest thou hither before the ap
pointed time to torment us V And there was 
at some distance from them a herd of many 
swine feeding. And the demons entreated 
him, saying, ‘ If thou order us to depart, per
mit us to go away unto the herd of swine.’ 
And he said to them, ‘Begone!’ And going N 
forth, they went away unto the herd of 
swine : and behold, the whole herd of swine 
ran violently down a steep place into the 
lake, and perished in the waters. And the 
swineherds fled, and went away to the city 
telling every thing, and the things concern
ing the demonized ones. And behold, all the

name.
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to Moses and the Prophets, and Tecognize < mented with fire and brimstone in the pre- 
his claims to the Mqssiahship. To these he < seycc of the holy messengers, and in the 
said, “When the door is shut, and ye begin presence of the Lamb,” which is the Lord 
to stand without, and to knock at the door, Jesus. The ungodly in the Holy Land who 
saying, Lord, Lord, open unto us; and he shall there appear before Jesus, will be 
shall answer, and say unto you, I know not “ 6ent away out of the country” beyond the 
whence ye are ... . depart from me, all ye j deep, to this place of torment, when he shall 
workers of iniquity. There shall be weeping j say to them, “ Depart from me,” leave the 
and gnashing of teeth, when ye shall see j kingdom, “ ye cursed, for the Age-Fire pre- 
Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, and all the pared for the Beast and his Image, and for 
prophets, in the Kingdom of God, and you j them who have the mark, his number, and 
yourselves thrust out.” These are the people < his name.” But the lime for tormentingthc 
of .the left, concerning whom it is added, j ungodly thus not having arrived, the King, 
“Then shall be say unto them on the left jin whose presence the terrified demonians 
hand, Depart from me, ye cursed, unto the j were prostrate at his feet, refrained from or- 
Age-Fire, prepared for the diabolos (“the j dering them away. Instead of tormenting, 
Dragon, that old Serpent, surnamed the j he made them every whit whole; and to 
Devil and the Satan”) and his agents.” j their own astonishment, and that of all the 
This “ fiery indignation which is to devour < spectators around, they found themselves 
the adversaries,” is to burn in the interval, j “clothed and in their right mind.” 
or Age, between Christ’s appearing, and the < A word may be added on the phrase “ re- 
completion of the work of Israel’s restora- < hiked the demon.” This does not indicate 
tion, and engraftment into their own olive j intelligence in the demon; for Jesus is said 
tree, on the principle of faith in Jesus—an j to have “ rebuked the wind;” and,in the case 
interval of forty years' duration; during j of Simon’s wife’s mother, to have “ rebuked 
which period, the age, or aionian fire, will j the fever.” The word “ rebuke” is used in 
rage as the symbolical “lake of fire” in j the sense of “ repress,” or “restrain,” which 
the territories of “the Beast and the False < are meanings of as well. To be
Prophet”—elements of the Old Serpent Do- < demonized, selenized, (affected by the moon,) 
minion; and by which they and their emis- oaralyzed, fevered, and so forth, arc all 
saries, or “ angels,” who uphold their power j summed up by Peter as “oppressions of the 

the nation, will be destroyed from the J Diabolos,” rendered “the Devil” in the
\ English version; that is, properly, “oppres- 

The territory where this “ judgment and ‘ sions of Sin.” To rebuke these is to repress 
fiery indignation is to devour the adversa- \ them by effecting a cure, 
rics,” lies beyond the confines of the Holy \ Finally. That the reader may see how 
Land—far beyond the Sea of Galilee and \ unwarrantably James’ religious courtiers 
the Levant, which as “ a great gulf” divides \ have introduced “devils,” and “the Devil,” 
the territory of the kingdom of God from \ into their translation, I shall conclude this 
that of the Diabolos, or “-Beast and False s paper with a corrected rendering of 
Prophet.” Now, the demonians being Israel
ites, had a general acquaintance with these 
things, which they expected at the “ap. i “And they arrived at the country of the 
pointed lime,” which they did not believe had j Gadarenes, which is over against Galilee, 
then come. Knowing the punishment of the j And having landed, a certain man out of the 
wicked was to be enforced “out of thecoun- s city met him, who had demons on many oc- 
try,”and beyoiidsea, they earnestly entreated s casions—$x %povuv ixavwv ; and he wore no 
Jesus not to pass sentence of exile upon \ garment, nor abode in a house, but in the 
them ; but rather condemn them to the pro- s tombs.
digal’s fate, in herding with the neighboring \ “Now, seeing Jesus, and shouting, he fell 
swine. But the appointed time for torment- s down before him, and with a loud voice said, 
ing the ungodly had not then come. It has j What hast thou to do with me, 0 Jesus, Son 
not yet come; but is certainly near at hand, \ 0f the Most High God? 1 beseech thee,- 
the course or aiwv of the Beast and False torment me not! For he had commanded

the unclean spirit to depart from the man; 
for many times it had seized him ; and he 
was bound, being kept with chains and fet
ters : and bursting the bonds, he was driven 
by the demon into the solitudes.

“Now Jesus asked him, saying, What 
name is there ior thee? And he said, ‘Le
gion :’ because many demons came upon 
him. And he entreated him that he would
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Iluke’s account of legion.

Prophet, equal to 1260 years, being near its 
end. This end is the approaching time of 
torment under the Third Angel proclamation, 
which says, “ If any man worship the Beast 
and his Image, and receive a mark in his 
forehead and in his hand, the same shall 
drink of the wine of the wrath of God, 
which is poured out without mixture into the 
cup of his indignation; and he shall be tor-
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not command them to go away over the ities were much puzzled by this whim. On 
deep. Now there was there a herd of many J one occasion Mr. Fraser, who managed the 
swine feeding on the mountain; and they j settlement of the land-revenue of the S.mger 
besought him that he would permit them to J district for twenty years, had drawn a re- 
go away to them; and he permitted them, j newal of the lease according to his own 

“ Now the demons having departed from { ideas, in the name of the head of the family; 
the man, it went away—gjo'yjXdsv—to the \ but this threw the party concerned into gr 
swine; and the herd rushed forwards down j consternation. He assured him that the 
the steep into the lake, and was choked. ‘ spirit of the ancient proprietor was still 
Now the swineherds beholding what was dominant in the village; that all affairs of 
done, fled, and going away toldTt in the city importance were transacted in his name; 
and in the villages. And they came out to and that if the living estate-holder appeared 
see what was done: and they drew near to in the lease otherwise than as the manager 
Jesus, and found the man from whom he had £ or bailiff of the dead one, the consequence 
dispelled the demons sitting clothed and j would be the destruction of him and his. 
sober-minded at the feet of Jesus; and they / “ There is, of course, no want of coinci-
were afraid. The spectators also told them < dental circumstances to confirm this belief, 
how he that had been demonized was cured. When Colonel Sleeman himself was in 
Then the whole multitude of the circumja-j charge of a district in the Valley of the Ner- 
cent country of theGadarenes besought him j budda, a village cultivator came into disas- 
to depart from them, for they were seized < trous collision with the spirit of the next 
with great fear: and going on board the l village. This spirit was of so violent a 
vessel, he returned. j temper that the lands hardly fetched any

“Now the man from whom he had dispelled j thing, so difficult was it to find anybody bold 
the demons requested of him to be with him, j enough to risk his displeasure. Neverthe- 
but Jesus dismissed him, saying, Return to j less, the cultivator in question, when plough- 
thy house, and relate what great things God l ing one day at the border of the two estates, 
hath done to thee. And he went away, pub- j was so foolhardy as to drive his plough a few * 
fishing throughout the city what great things t yards beyond his own boundary, and thus 
Jesus had done to him.” t add to his own about half an acre of the de

serted land. That very night, we are told, 
his only son was bitten by a snake, and his 
two bullocks were seized with the murrain! 
The smitten sinner at once rushed to the
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Ilindoo Demonization.
The following article may not inappropri

ately follow mine on “Legion.” 1 cannot j village temple, confessed his crime, and pro- 
tell whether the things related are true, but misod not only to restore the stolen land, but 
the narration will serve to show what the to build a handsome shrine upon the spot to 
immutables of the East believe concerning its true proprietor. The ghost was appeased: 
the “ possession of devils.” The demonized j the boy and the bullocks recovered. The 

| of our Lord’s time may have been similiarly shrine was built, and is the boundary-mark 
affected. to this day. At another time this same

“Thesuperstitious fears which in Europe spirit was so tyrannical, with his whip liter-
make the heart beat, the limbs tremble, the ally of serpents, that the estate fell into a
cheeks grow pale, the brow bead with per- waste, although the soil was the best in the
spiration, the hair rise upon the head, are district. At length, the governor, determined 
almost wholly unknown in India. The Hin- to shame the peoplo out of their prejudices, 
doo, old or young, is not haunted by the took the lease himself, at the rent of one 
vague, undefinable terror which makes the (thousand rupees a year, and at the head of a 
children of the English strangers hide their ( procession of twelve ploughs, proceeded from
heads under the bed-clolhes? He knows > his own residence, a dozen .miles off, to su-

— very well what he dreads ; and that is neither j perintend personally the commencement of
^ sights nor sounds abhorrent to nature, but ( proceedings at the perilous spot. Here

substantial and tangible inflictions—such as \ Goroba Pundit — for that was his name—
a sound drubbing. Colonel Sleeman tells j paused on the top of a gentle hill, crowned
of villages that are absolutely persecuted by with a great and beautiful banyan tree, the

^ the spirits of their old proprietors; and a j lands that had become his swelling in their
- native friend of his informed him that in such neglected luxuriance around him. His at-

cases he always considered it his bounden tendants spread a carpet for him under that
duty to his tenants to build a neat iiitlo fine tree, and alighting from his horse, he sat '
shrine to tho ghost, and have it well endowed down to preface operations by indulging him-
and attended. Some go still further to pro-! self with his hookah, and moralizing the 
pitiate the defunct proprietor: they have made while on the superstitions of men, us unsub- 

__ leases out in his name. The English author- stantial as the fragrant smoke that floated

!
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around and above him. ‘ So beautiful an “ ‘ What is the matter?’ asked the propri- 
estate!’ thought he ; ‘so noble a tree!’ and j etor, in surprise. ‘ What do you apprehend 
he raised his eyes and looked through the j from me ?’
smoke at a branch of the banyan tree hang- j “‘I was tempted,’ replied the man,‘ as I 
ing like a canopy over his head, close almost j passed by at night, and took a jack from 
to touching. On that branch there was your tree. This was three days ago; and 
coiled an enormous black snake! Goroba \ ever since I have been suffering unspeakable 
Pundit looked into the glittering eyes of the \ agony in my stomach. The spirit of the 
reptile without being able to move! • But (tree is upon me, and you alone* can appease 
presently desperation gave him strength to l him.’ In England, we should probably have 
break the enchantment. He started to his thought,‘the fruit was doubtless unripe;’ but 
feet; sprang with one bound upon his horse; j in India they reason as well as act different- 
galloped madly down the hill; and never j ly. The proprietor picked up from the ground 
drew bridle till he reached home. Although a bit of cow-dung, moistened it, made a 
afterwards in office as a native collector, J mark with it in the name of the spirit upon 
nothing could induce him to revisit the beau-J the forehead of the penitent, and then put 
tiful estate, even after it had passed into j the remainder into the knot of hair on the 
other hands; but he was sometimes heard to J top of his head. The thing was done ; the 
execrate his folly in having neglected to pro- > man’s pains left him instantly, and he went 
pitiate, before taking possession, that awful J off, vowing to take good care never again to 
spirit which had glared down upon him from j offend a guardian spirit.
the tree. j “The. devils of India are quite as practical

“It might be supposed that ‘christened j personages as the ghosts; and sometimes, 
men’ are exempt from the interference of indeed, it is difficult to distinguish between 
these pagan ghosts; but this is by no means j them. When there is no vested interest in 
the case. Mr. Lindsay, while in charge of f the grave to refer the infliction to, it is toler- 
the same district, made another attempt to i ably safe for the victim to believe that his 
overcome the prejudice of the people respect- j sufferings proceed from a devil. In like 
ing this fine property. The lands had never j manner, when Hindoo science is at fault as 
been measured ; and he was assured by the j to,the natural origin of some disease, the 
revenue-officers, as well as the farmers and t doctor sees very clearly that it must have a 
cultivators of the neighborhood, that the preternatural one. Thus, in epileptic and 
spirit of the old proprietor would never per- j other fits, and more especially in some ob- 
mit such a liberty to be taken with it. Mr. i scure disease?, such as those of the liver and 
Lindsay, however, was a practised surveyor, j spleen, to which children are subject, the 
and he saw no difficulty in the ca'sc. To \ devils always get the blame. In Dr. YVise- 
avoid accidents, which he knew would have j man’s curious and instructive Commentary 
a bad effect on such an occasion, he caused on Ancient Hindoo Medicine, he gives a 
a new measuring-cord to be made on pur- ? complete account of the doings of these anti
pose for the adventure; and so provided, he > doctors, with a description of the treatment 
entered the first field, his officers following j resorted to for casting them out. This treat- 
in alarm and expectation. The rope was j ment, in the present” day, consists, in great 
applied—and what followed ? If the men of ? part, of prayers and incantations ; and when 
the village are to be believed, who related the j a cure is effected, it is set down as owing to 
circumstance some years after, it flew into i the preternatural power of the doctors. The 
a thousand pieces-the moment it was stretch- »inconvenience of this is, that a man who 
ed. At all events, it broke — that fact is t has it in his power to cure is supposed like- 
certain; and Mr. Lindsay was taken ill the j wise to have the power to kill; and when 
same morning, returned to Nursingpore, and \ the depth of the patient takes place, it is not 

after died of fever. ? unfrequently regarded as a murder. Numer-
“This superstition is not confined to the $ ous instances have occurred of medical prac- 

part of the country now alluded to; but in titioners, on this consummation occurring, 
other quarters it receives different modifica-1 being put to death by the incensed relations ; 
tions. On the Malabar coast, every field of j and several are on record in which a father 
corn, every fruit tree, is confided to the care j has stood over the doctor with a drawn sword 
of some spirit or other, by being dedicated to j by the bedside of his child, and cut him 

* him; and from that moment the preternatu- j down the instant the patient died, 
ral guardian feels himself responsible for the j “It frequently happens, that in India, as 
safety of the property, and punishes the \ well as in other countries, the devils do not 
smallest theft either with illness or death. \ act independently, but under the direction of 
One day av man rushed up to the proprietor j some human being who has contrived to get 
of a jack tree, threw himself on the ground j one of them under control. Such human 
before him, embraced his feet, and piteously j beings are of the female sex, and of that ina- 
mplored his mercy. * ture age at which they receive from the im-
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1
polite the disrespectful name of elderly or J as if nothing had happened; but when rais- 
old women. . There is this difference, how- ing the sugar-cane to his lips — although 
ever, between the belief of the East and that j hardly a.' minute had elapsed—he saw that 
of the West: in the West, it was the spirit j the juice had all turned to blood ! The ter- 
who bribed the woman with his services; j rifled merchant immediately collected his 
while in the East, it is the woman who > followers, left his agents to settle his accounts 
bribes the spirit with hers. She ministers as they might, and was beyond the bounds 
to him by means of sacrifices, and pampers of the sorceress’ jurisdiction before dark, 
his unclean taste with livers of human beings. * Had I remained,’ said he, when relating the
She makes no scruple of digging young circumstance, ‘nothing could have saved
children out of their graves, and bringing me; I should have been a dead man before
them to life with the assistance of the ex- morning.’ _
pedant gourmand, so that the latter may j “ This conversion of the sugar-cane to 
feast on the part he covets. j blood is not uncommon; but sometimes it is

k “ The power thus acquired does not seem attended with more terrifying circumstances, 
to be exercised on objects as important as one At a fair held in the town of Raepore, there 
might suppose from these shocking prelirai- were two women, apparently notmnch more 
naries. Colonel Sleeman mentions the case than of middle age, tempting the passers-by 
of a trooper in the employment of Major with some remarkably fine sugar-canes. A 
Wardlaw, when the latter was in charge of grave and reverend seigneur, who afterwards 
the Seonee district. The fellow went to an j related the adventure, observed them. This 
old woman for some milk for his master’s < gentleman, be it observed in passing, was 
breakfast, and supposing her to be without < the representative of a native' prince, the 
any resource against his tyranny, carried it < Shahgur Rajah, and described in perfect good 

ay without paying—intending, no doubt, j faith what passed before his eyes. While 
to charge the major for it all the same. Be- \ looking at the women with the sugar-canes, 
fore Major Wardlaw, however, had finished j there came up to them a stranger like him- 
his breakfast, the dishonest trooper was down | self, who wanted to purchase. The price 
upon his back, writhing and yelling in an demanded, however, was exorbitant, and the 
agony of internal pain. It was quite clear J man became angry, thinking they were try- 
that the man was bedevilled, ami that the old j ing to take advantage of what they supposed 
woman was the sorceress. She was imme- l tobe his ignorance. He took up one of the 
diately apprehended, brought to where her J canes; the women seized the other end, and 
victim lay, and commanded to cure him. £ a struggle ensued. The purchaser offered 
The old woman denied her guilt, but admit- j a fair price; the seller demanded double; 
ted that some of her household gods, without 1 and the crowd which had collected taking 
her knowledge, might have thought fit to j part on one side or other, a considerable 
punish’the dishonesty. This would not do. j quantity of- the usual abuse was lavished on 
The bystanders would take no denial; and j the female relations of each other. While 

their compulsion, she set about collecting j this scene was going on, and the cane still 
materials for the poojah, (worship.) This * grasped between the principals, a sipahee of 
being effected, she began the ceremonial, j the governor came up, armed to the teeth, 
and before she had proceeded very far, the j and in a very imperious tone commanded 
object was attained—the man was cured, j the intending purchaser to^ let go. He re- 
‘ Had we not been resolute with Her,’says an > fused, and old Jungbar Khan, the relater 
eye-witness, * he must have died before the j of the story, who. had by this time become 
evening, so violent were his torments.’ ) much interested, told the soldier that if he so 

“It is fortunate that the power of these l unreasonably took the part of the women, 
sorceresses is confined as regards space;) they — the bystanders—would befriend the 
that is to say, if a man who has offended one > man and see fair play. Upon this the func- 
of them escapes to a distance of ten or < tionary, without further ceremony, drew his 
twelve miles, she is unable to harm him. A s sword and severed the cane through the 
respectable native merchant having visited j middle.
Ruttunporoioh business, was one day walk-) “ ‘There,* said he,1 you see the cause of
ing through the market-place, eating a piece \ my interference ;’ and sure enough the hor- 
of sugar-cane. He was so much abstracted ) rified crowd observed a stream of blood 
in this pleasing employment, that he jostled ) running from the two ends of the cane, and 
unintentionally an old woman as he passed, s forming a pool upon the ground ! Whence 
Looking hack with the intention of apologiz- s came the blood ? It had deserted the body 
ing, he heard her mutter something, and \ of the would-be purchaser; the sorceress 
straightway he became uneasy—for he was s had drawn the stream of life through the 
a man who knew a thing or two. He forced s cane, to gratify the foul-feeding devil to whom 
himself, however, to resume his occupation ' she owed her power; and the poor
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!
i fainted from exhaustion, and fell to the i spectators of all sorts—may have hinted at 

round. So little blood was loft in him, that ^the illness being probably an indigestion, 
mrtible to walk for ten days. So occasioned by his gluttony. But if so; the 

flagrant a case, occurring in the presence of idle notion was dispelled in a very remark- 
a man so high in rank.as the khan, could able manner; for there was speedily heard 
not be allowed to pass. The bystanders a half-articulate sound which would have 
went in a body to the governor of the town made the lank Imir of the Hindoos—if such 
to demand justice, declaring that, unless an a thing had been possible—stand upright

with terror. It was the crow of a cock— 
and in the same room. All listened breath
lessly, striving to believe that what they had 
heard was an illusion ; but out it came again, 
a regular barn-yard chant—a distinct and 
indisputable “ Cocki-lilli-la-a-a-w!” Whence 
did it proceed ? Is it in the air or the earth ? 
All looked at one another as if with suspicion. 
But a third chant removed every particular 
of doubt from their minds. The cork was * 
crowing in the man’s belly ! As the 
groans of the dying wretch grew fainter, the 
note of unearthly triumph swelled the fuller: 
till at length death put an end to his suffer*

“ The victim of such sorceries—or, as the ings, and to the crow of the phantom cock.
“ Such'are the ghosts and witches of India; 

and they present, it will be seen, some re- 
| markable contrasts with those of Europe.
; Hor^ we consider it sufficient punishment 
; for any reasonable crime, to he haunted, as 
we. call it, by a spirit; and even the innocent 
frequently spend a considerable part of their 
lives in a vague dread of this visitation. The 

.Hindoo, on the other hand, has no notion of 
a spirit at all, but a something that will bite, 
or poison, or cudgel him, or bring illness or 
death among his family or cattle. The 
witches of Europe were accustomed to sell 
their souls for a modicum of transitory power ; 
while those of India propitiate the Devil by 
sacrifices, and his services with blood-offer
ings. But in one thing the two systems of 
superstition are alike.—it would be hard to 
say whether in the East or th^West the 
imagination plays the more extraordinary 
and extravagant part.”—From Harpers' Mag- 
azine.

IIe was

example was made of the sorceresses, the fair, 
at which it was seen that no stranger’s life 
was safe, would be descried. The women 
were accordingly sewn up in sacks and 
thrown into the river. But he whose appetite 
they had sd lately ministered to, stood their 
friend, and they would not sink. The gov
ernor, it was thought, ought to have put them 
to death in some other way ; but he did not 
relish having any thing to do with such cus
tomers ; in fact, he was afraid to meddle 
further, and ordering them to be released 
from the sacks, allowed them to go nbout 
their business.

i
:■ ’ t

• t
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sceptics of Europe' will say, of his own 
imagination—does not always escape with a 
fainting-fit and a ten days’ illness. When 
Mr. Frazer was in charge of the Jubbulpore 
district, he sent one of his chnprassies to Mun- 

i dlah one day, with a message on some official
business. In the course of this expedition, 
the man, who was as tyrannical and rapa
cious as the rest of his class, bargained with 
an old woman for a cock she had to sell, and 
carried oft* his acquisition without perform- ! 
iDg his share of the contract. In due time ! 
he became hungry; and on arriving at a 
fitting place, he sat down under a tree to 
enjoy at his leisure the dinner he had so 
thoughtfully provided. Kindling a fire, he j 
broiled the cock very nicely—first one part., 
then another and another, till he had de
voured the whole animal. After making so 
egregious a meal, he doubtless sat for a time 
fall °f a vague sense of happiness, and 
felicitating himself dreamily on the clever
ness with which he had obtained so cheap 
and excellent a dinner. But here he reck
oned without his hostess. .He had no sooner
renewed his homeward journey than he felt bt the editor.
some compunctious visitings within ; and The numeral adjective forty is used so fre- 
faey increased as he proceeded, till he quently, and in such connection in the Scrip- 
thought the cock had become alive again in tures, as to leave the student of “ the icordof 

. I his internals. By the time he reached home the kingdom” without a doubt of its signifi-
! he was shrieking with agony and throwing cancy in relation tothe times appointed, bear-

himself upon the floor: lie had every appear- ; ing upon the events to be manifested in the 
ance of being at the point of death. In closing up of “the times of the Qentilesf and’ 
such circumstances; a man stands upon no the restoration of the kingdom of God again to 
punctilios with himself. He related every Israel. In the following lines, then, I pro- 
rhing that had taken.place; and it becameJ pose to cite the instances in which it strik- 
only too clear that he was suffering from ingly occurs, that we may be able, if possible, 

>. fae vengeance of a sorceress. to extract the thing of which it is exhibited
“It is possible that some of the Europeans as the sign. 

present—for the room was soon crowded with
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so arranged as to make it convertible into a same gospel for the same length of time be- 
sign of things pertaining to Israel, was the fore him, or 2520 days for both, 
result of rain for forty days and forty nights.* _ Forty days elapsed between the rcsurrec- 

Noah opened the window of the Ark forty tion of Jesus and his ascent from the Mount 
days after the tops of the mountains were of Olives; during which interval he dis- 
seen above the waters.t Moses was in Mount coursed with his apostles concerning the 
Sinai in the presence of Jehovah’s glory, forty things pertaining to the kingdom of God.* 
days and forty nights.\ ' The symbolical “ Holy City,” or “ those

When he came down the second time from that keep the commandments of God, and 
glory, where he had been interceding for Is- have the testimony of Jesus Christ,” that is, 
rael, and bringing with him the new tables the saints, were to be trodden under foot of 
of the Covenant, it was after an absence of \ the Gentile governments for forty-two sign-

months ;f and these papal powers were to 
practise their oppressions for forty-two simi
lar months.f

Such are the principal places where forty 
occurs in connection with days and months ; 
let us see now what the Bible suggests in rela
tion to the phrase

:
i
I

forty days and forty nights. On this occasion 
his face shone intensely with the glory of the 
divine majesty he had been contemplating; 
so that the Israelites could not behold it un
veiled.}

The twelve representatives of the Twelve 
Tribes of Israel were forty days among the 
seven nations of Canaan spying out their 
afTairs.il These forty days became a sign of the 
duration of the time in which they should con
tinue to bear their iniquities before entering 
into the possession of the land under the vic
torious Jehoshua, the son of Nun. The time 
signified by the sign was forty years—a day 
for a year. IT

Elijah travelled towards Horebduring/o-ty 
days and forty nights, in.the strength of one 
meal of bread and wateY.**

Ezekiel lay on his right side forty days as 
bearing the iniquity of the Hon.<o of Judah.

. This, with the 390 days he lay’on the other 
side for the Ten Tribes, was “ a sign to the 
House of Israel,” that they should eat their 
defiled bread among the Gentiles during 430 
years, from the destruction of Jerusalem by their fathers in the wilderness rf the land of 
the King of Babylon; of which 430 years’ Egypt,''** in bringing them into Gilead and 
national vassalage, 40 years were on account Bashan to feed there as in the days of cW.ff 
of the transgressions of Judah, when the go- j The days of the coining out of Egypt were 
vernment of the whole nation was in the i forty years. This passage in Micah confers 
hands of that tribe, under Solomon, from the i a“ interest and importance upon this forty 
foundation of the temple to the revolt of the f years, additional to what they naturally pos- 
Ten Tribes from the house of Da\1d, on the sess as the transition pei'iod between the ser- 
4th of Rehoboam’e reign—a year for each day vitude in Egypt and the encamping in the 
of the sign.ft valley near Jericho, named the valley of

Jonah announced to the king and nobles Achor, under Joshua. They are converted 
of Nineveh, the capital of the great Assyrian by the Spirit into a sign of a future trans- 
monarchy, that if they did not repent, their ition period of forty years, at the expira- 
city should be overthrown at the end offorty t*on of which the Twelve Tribes shall again 
dai/s.J! encamp in the same valley, preparatory to

Like Moses and Elijah, Jesus fasted forty their taking possession of the rest of the Holy 
days and forty nights in the wilderness.§§ He Land. The papal countries throughout which 
was afterwards forty-two months, or 1260 the Israelites are scattered, arc collectively 
days preaching the gospel of the kingdom styled Egypt. The words of the Spirit are, 
as Jehovah’s “ dove”|||| bearing the olive leaf “The Great City, which is called crvSufAGrixuj, 
to Israel.T1T John the Baptist preached the £ pneumatikos; pneumatically, or figuratively,

Sodom and Egypt, where also our Lord was 
crucified.” Jesus was crucified in the Roman

FORTY YEARS.
Between the first passover eaten in Egypt, 

and the entering into Canaan under Joshua, 
the Hebrew nation ate manna forty years in 
the wilderness.}

Moses was forty years old when he forsook 
the court of Egypt. lie remained in the land 
of Midian as a keeper of sheep forty $ears.j| 
After that he was king in Jeshurun forty 
years, during which he showed the wonders 
of God in the wilderness.

“According to the days of Israel’s
COMING OUT OF THE LAND OF EGYPT, will I 
show to him wonderful things,”^ in the wil- • 
derness of the people’s; where I will plead 
with them face to face,h‘A:e as I pleaded with

• Gen. vii. 4.

i^bxxt:£'
** 1 Kings xix. 8. 
tt Jonnh iii. 4.
II Mat. iii. 10.

f Gen. riij. 6. 
k Exod. xxxiv. 28. 
f Numb. xiv. 34.
1' Ezck. iv. 3-13. 

Mat. iv. 2.
Acts x. 30.

• Acts i. 3. Rev. xi. 2; xii. 17. 
Exod. xvi. 35.

. Mic. vii. 15.
■|t llic. vii. 14.5i Rev. xiii. 5. 

j Acts vii. 21, 30. 
•• Ezck. xx. 35, 30.8
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the land of Egypt”* This has never happened 
since Iiosea recorded it in the oracles of God; 
it therefore remains to be fulfilled.

The reader will perceive from these testi
monies that the restoration of the Israelites 
scattered and buried in the nations is indi
rect. When Moses led them put of ancient 
Egypt, he did not march them direct to Pa
lestine ; but led them by marches and coun
ter-marches through a waste howling wilder
ness, indirectly to that glorious land. So the 
Spirit testifies it shall be in the future exodus. 
They will not be marched direct from the 
Egypt of the West into the Holy Land. At 
present they are intellectually and morally 
unfit for settlement in that land under Mes
siah. They will be allured from that Egypt 
into the wilderness; and marched from the 
wilderness to the Valley of Achor, when, by 
divine discipline and instruction, they shall be 
regarded fit.

This forty years in the wilderness of the 
peoples will precede by ten years, and, of 
necessity, be parallel with the last “/tour” or 
thirty vears of the continuance of ‘‘ the king
dom of men” which at their expiration will 
lose all power to practise and make war. The 
marvellous things t6 be shown to the Israel
ites will make them mighty; so that “ the 
nations” of that kingdom “ shall see and be 
confounded at all their might; and shall lay 
their hand upon their month, their ears shall 
be deaf, and they shall lick the dust like a 
serpent; they shall move out of their holes 
like worms of the earth ; and they shall be 
afraid of the Lord our God, and shall fear 
because of lhce”f—for the Lamb shall over
come them.|

158

empire, which was constituted the great mu
nicipality or city, by the decree of Caracalla.
The demoralized condition and fate of So
dom, and the relation of Israel to ancient 
Egypt, being significative of the condition 
and fate of Rome, and of the existing bond
age and oppression of Israel in the bounds 
of its ecclesiastical dominion, and of the 
Egypt-like judgments that await the kings, 
priests, and peoples of her communion during 
the period of Israel’s deliverance—the Ro
man system is most appropriately designated 
by the names of those ancient sinks of ini
quity and abomination. The spiritually- 
named Sodom and Egypt is the existing place 
of Israel’s exile ; and from the crucifixion of 
their king to the death of his witnesses, the 
arena of their conflicts with the Gentile pow
ers, symbolized by the Beast with Seven 
Heads and Ten Crowned-horns. It is from 
this Egypt of the West that Israel has to be 
brought out in these “ latter days,”and lobe 
transferred into the land promised to Abra
ham and his seed for a perpetual inheritance.
How is it to be done ?

• The answer to this question, not of diffi
cult production, is not the subject of this arti
cle. What I want to impress upon the reader’s 
mind at this time is, that there is a coming 
out, or future exodus for Israel from the 
Egypt of the West; and that there is a fu
ture entering into Palestine by way of the 
ancient Jericho; and that bet ween (he coming 
out and the entering in, there is ax inter
val of forty years. The *• hour of judg
ment” on “ Sodom and Egypt’’ belongs to this 
period. It is the grand climacteric of Is
rael’s years—the great transition period in 
which they are passing out of evil into good, j 
exchanging blindness and degradation for | 
divine intelligence, and exaltation above all > 
nations*of the earth. The forty years in the >
wilderness of Egypt was typical of a future _ . . . .
forty years, sojourn in the wilderness of the „It 18 a t,me commence a Journal
peoples. It will begin under the seventh vial, °P current History, when a new and most 
and end with the exhaustion thereof; when ev*nlful chapter is to be recorded, which 
it will be proclaimed, "It is done!” The .'T 800n .need a "ew maP ?f tl,e w,°.r,d 10 
work of engrafting Israel into her own Olive 1Hustrate it. A glance at the past history 
Tree, upon a principle of faith in Jesus as and Prcse"1 of lh«r nal on8 w,uc1h-
tljeir king,will have been perfected; a work are P!accd ,n thc ground of the nnpend- 
which only God can accomplish through the »ng struggle, may prove to many of our 
agenev of Christ and thc saints. readers a useful introduction to the records

But, how shall Israel be induced to stand whicht succeeding months may furnish. We 
to arms, and in the face of strong powers are. P)aced’,n lho providence f God, in a 
begin their march towards the appointed wil- \ Pos,t,on whence, “11,rough the loop-holes of 
derness? Oh, saith Jehovah, addressing Da- \ we mjy *** the greaJ Babcl a"d not
vid’s son and Lord. “ Thy people' shall be fecI lhe crowd : bl,t we 0,,8ht not t0 bc un* 
willing in the dav of thy power ” « Behold I concerned spectators. Apart from all views 
will allure Israel, and bring her into thc wil- J of the course or closc nf ,he evenls ,hat arc, 
derness, and speak comfortably unto her. And i aboul «o transpire to which our views of 
I will give her her vineyards from thence, and Il,ie prophetic Scriptures may incline us, 
the valley of Achor fo'r a door of hope; and we canno1 1,0 ‘"different to the issue of a 
shcshall sing there, as m/7ie days of her youth 
and as in the days when she came up out of
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struggle in which those who are bound to was then latent. With otir sagacity prompt- 
us by the closest ties of blood and interest ed by the event, we can all see very plainly 
lire involved. On ihe broadest grounds of that the war which is now inevitable, how- 
a common humanity, the unsheathed sword, ever diplomacy may procrastinate or tempo- 
any where, may well stir all our sensibilities. ; rary concessions seem to avert it, is the na- 
But a general review of the state of affairs ; tural outgrowth of the moral character, the 
in Europe will, moreover, satisfy both the ; historical antecedents, the cherished policy, 
apathetic and sanguine that a crisis for man-; the geographical position and the social ne- 
kind is approaching; the civilizatioh of the cessities of the nations which are mainly 
age is imperilled, and consequences most; concerned in it.
extensive and lasting must result to the ; In order to a proper understanding of the 
whole race. All this will be apparent to the ; present state of affairs, and to a correct ap-- 
eye of a man who looks no farther than 1 preciation of the journal of coming events, 
temporal relations, and who brings to the let our readers lay before them a map of the 
contemplation of the subject no other lights world, and make themselves familiar with 
than history and common observation supply. ; the territory, boundaries and relative posi- 
To the Christian, who takes heed to the ! lion of the principal nations of Europe and 
light which shines more brightly than ever ! Asia. It will well repay a few hours’ atlen- 
in that dark place—who looks on the strife ! live study, to those who would be intelligent 
with feelings chastened and sanctified by ! observers of the great events that are about 
divine truth—and who looks to its issues in 1 to transpire. And, first— 
their spiritual and eternal relations, we would ! Observe the extent and position of Russia, 
be disposed to speak in a different tone than Its immense territory stretches across the 

. we shalf use in this article. For the present northern portion of the map, from the Fro- 
we desire to exhibit the plain and obvious zen Ocean, extending its southern line be- 
aspects of the case, as these may be seen / tween the Black Sea and the Caspian, to 
from the level of ordinary intelligence. the borders of Persia. It stretches along 

Ten or twelve years ago, he would have the whole of the eastern frontier of Europe, 
been regarded as no vain dreamer who had till it is met by Turkey, which cuts it off 
ventured the opinion that war, among the from the approach to the Mediterranean, 
civilized nations of the earth, could never The surface of Russia is the most level in 
occur. It seemed then as if even self-interest Europe. And, though we are apt to asso- 
forbade it everywhere; the blessing of peace ciate it with the rigor of northern winters, 
seemed so attractive, against the dark back- a large portion of it is exceedingly rich and 
ground of history—a history of tears and fertile. Its great geographical disadvantage 
blood. VVc were, also, vainglorious of the ' will at once present itself to the eye : with 
advances we had made, not only in pros- all its extent and resources, it is cut off from 
perily, but in civilization, during thirty years ;! the great highway of nations. The Frozen 
of peace ; the diffusion of knowledge, and, Ocean, which washes it on the north, fs im- 
ns some of us thought, the diffusion of practicable for the purposes of commerce. 
Christianity—all these, backed up by the bit- The Baltic, which it touches on the west, is 
ter experience and the weighty consequences easily cut off by a hostile fleet, even when 
of the martial achievements of a departing freed from the chains of winter. And the 
generation, seemed to render it incredible;! Black Sea, which it commands on the south, 
that men could ever again be so wicked, or is yet more easily isolated, 
so infatuated. We supposed that we saw Then observe the position of Turkey. The 
the enterprise of commerce and the benevo-;! greatest extent and main strength of that . 
lence of Christianity weaving a silken net- ; once mighty empire lies on the Asiatic side 
work of fraternity, which would embrace of the Dardanelles, from which it stretches, 
mankind. And how is it to-day? The topic j bordering with the Mediterranean on one 
that first presents itself, almost to the exclu- j side. and the Black Sea on the other, till it 
sion of every other, is war! not threatened, | touches the Persian Gulf. It includes the 
but actual war; not limited and local, but j great seats of ancient empire and civiliza- 
war which threatens to involve the whole > tion. The names of Babylonia, Assyria, 
civilization of the old world. Even then, a j Judea, Armenia, and Syria are lost in its ill- 
man who sat above the mists of popular j cemented sovereignty. Its capitaKs situated 
sympathy—who knew men and history— j on the European side of the Dardanelles, 
who understood the truth of international I also the sent of ancient empire, surrounded 
relations and policy, and the actual condition j by a comparatively small territory, but 
of some of the nations of Europe and Asia, > ritory of great importance to the civilized 
might have anticipated their present com- j world. It forms the most eastern part ot 
motion. For it grows out of no recent im- ! Southern Europe, and is the link which 
pulses, nor does it spring from any root that connects Europe with Asia, it also unites
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the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, and j case, was fatal to their power. Enervated by 
commands the channel of communication luxury, and relaxing their discipline, they 
between them. On the North it borders were easily repulsed by neighboring Euro- 
with Austria and Russia — its true and pean nations. The development of Russian 
reliable barrier being the Danube with its ; energies and resources presented an effectual 
fortified banks, though the tributary prov- check on their advancement. Under the 
inces, which we now hear spoken of as “the joint influence of unprincipled tyranny and 
Principalities,” lie beyond the Danube, and debasing fanaticism, the ancient grandeur of 
extend the Turkish frontier to the Pruthand their Asiatic possessions was soon humbled 
the Carpathian Mountains. YVe need not in the dust. “ I have visited,” says Volney, 
dwell, either, on the natural and historical “ the places which were the theatre of so 
grandeur of the whole region over which much splendor, and have seen only solitude 
Turkish dominion extends,°or on the desola- and desolation. I have sought the ancient* 
tion and degradation to which Ottoman mis- nations, and their works; but I have seen 
rule has reduced it. only a trace like that the foot of the passen-

Besides examining the geographical posi- ger leaves in the dust. The temples are 
tion of the nations immediately interested in < crumbled down — the palaces are over- 
the present conflict, it will be necessary to thrown—the ports are filled up—the cities 
glance also at the position of the great and arc destroyed; and the earth, stripped of its 
inexhaustible sources of wealth generally inhabitants, is only a desolate place of 
included in “British India.” In every age, tombs.” It is long since Turkey existed 
India has been the peculiar seat of Oriental except by sufferance, or under the protection 
pomp and commerce. It has been the grand of powerful nations, who are jealous of each 
prize before the eyes of the conquerors of other, in the prospective division of the spoils, 
the world; and the nation that has, for the It is true that the father of the present Sul
time being, held the key of it, has always : tan addressed himself with vigor to arrest the 
oocupied the first place among commercial decline of the empire, and instituted various 
nations. reforms which the present Sultan endeavors

Let us now glance for a moment at the j to prosecute. Some writers speak of a fresh 
history of the two empires which are in the spirit pervading her institutions, and allege 
foreground of the impending conflict. The that Russia urges on her aggressioii with 
Turks originated in the lofty central regions the knowledge that the improvements now 
of Tartary, and were a hardy, athletic and in progress would soon place Turkey above 
courageous race. Having, in the tenth cen- her reach. But after all, the most flattering 
tury, subdued their more immediate neigh- accounts of her growing strength scarcely 
bors, they poured down into Persia; thence affect the settled conviction of those best 
they crossed the Euphrates, and extended qualified to judge, that Oitoman dominion, 
their conquests till the wholeof Western Asia having waxed old and decayed, is ready to 
acknowledged their fierce control. The vanish away.
European nations, in the ardor of the Cru- Let us in like manner glance at the 
sades, at length successfully assailed their history and progress of Russia. The proper 
power from the west; while the Mongols, fol- seat of the Russian Empire is the somewhat 
lowing in their own footsteps, attacked them indefinite region mentioned in Scripture as 
from the east. At the end of the thirteenth Gog and Magog, and known in Greek and 
century, their once proud dynasties were : Roman history as Scythia. Over the 
scattered and broken. Sclavonic and Finnish tribes who inhabited

in the commencement of the fourteenth the northern part of this region, Rurik, a 
century, Othman. who appeared first as a Scandinavian adventurer, established his 
Scythian chief, turned the fortunes of his ! dominion, and thus, in the ninth century, 
rare, and laid the foundation of the Ottoman established the Russian empire. Ere the 
empire. His successors advanced their con- close of that century, the Russians had so 
quests in Asia, till at last they passed the far extended their conquests over the Scla- 
Dardanelles. In 1453 Constantinople fell vonic race as to make their way to the walls 
into the hands of. Mahomet II., under whom of Constantinople, then the metropolis of the 
Jhe empire was raised to its greatest height. Greek empire.* The following century 
The great seats of ancient dominion in Asia, 
of which we have spoken, owned the Turk
ish sway. They subdued Egypt, the Barbary 
States and the Arabian shores of the Red 
Sea. In Europe, they established their arms 
in the Crimea and the countries along the 
Danube, overran Hungary, and laid siege to 
Vienna. Prosperity, as is frequently the
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* Gibbon, c. LV., after recording the earlier Russian 
attempts on the Greek Empire, says : “ By the vulgar 
of every rank, it was asserted and believed, that an 
equestrian statue, in the square of Tauras, was secretly 
inscribed with a prophecy that the Russians, in the 
last days, should become masters of Constantinople ” 
And he ndds, with u characteristic sneer : “ Perhaps 
the present generation may yet behold the accomplish
ment of the prediction ; a rare prediction, of which 
the style is unambiguous, and the dntc unquestionable.”
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The Old World in 1854. 161
witnessed their successful inroads upon the she has means of compelling him to yield, 
countries bordering on the Black Sea. she may, perhaps, rest satisfied for some ye 
They were then, as now, pressing down to come, by reigning in his name, until she 
from the frozen north upon the sunny south.; thinks that the favorable moment is come to 
In the close of the tenth century, Vladimir, take complete possession of his dominions.” 
the reigning monarch, embraced the Christi- ; For that favorable moment she still waits— 
unity of the Greek Church, which he estab- again and again it has seemed to have ar- 
lished throughout his dominions. At his rived; and only the jealousy of other powers ' 
death, his dominions were divided among has delayed the stroke. Nor, in the advanc
es sons ; and though disorders, consequent ing course of human affairs, can that design 
on division and subdivision, were Occa- j ever be abandoned unless Russia should 
sionally mitigated by the valor or policy of j cease to be Russia. The possession of Con- 
the reigning Grand Duke, the strength of j stantinoplo by any power with vigor and re- 
the empire was gradually exhausted, till, in j sources enough to improve its advantages is, 
the thirteenth century, the Mongols ravaged j in the language of Napoleon, “ the empire of 
the country, and the princes of Russia > the world.” It is this that prolongs the oc- 
became vassals of the Khan. j cupation of it by a feeble and dependent

Under the Mongols, the Dukes of Moscow j power, so long as there is no one nation strong 
gradually acquired a complete ascendancy > enough to snatch the prize in the face of all 
over the other princes. At last, they rose the rest, and thus proclaim itself their mas- 
to a sufficient power to throw off the foreign ter. The hope of winning such a prize 
yoke ; and under the name of Muscovy, the might be temptation enough to a better prince 
monarchy entered a new career, in the than the Emperor of Russia. But besides 
fifteenth century. Though the Czars were j the ambitious hope of sovereignly, which may 
masters of territory equal in extent to the j be common to Nicholas and other powers, he 
Roman Empire, the Russians continued j receives that purpose as an ancestral bequest, 
a nation of barbarians, until Peter the j enforced by all the wisdom and valor tl.alhas 
Great—two centuries later—by the most j gone before him. We have seen how, even 
extraordinary energy and patriotism, raised ) from the days of Rurik, a thousand years 
his people to a place among the civilized | ago, these northern barbarians have been 
nations of Europe. Since that time Russia ! learning the way of that city, and the posses- 
has been steadily advancing in influence, sion of it has been kept in view in all the 
importance, and extent of territory. Under negociations and in the conflicts. Napoleon, 
Catherine, the conquest of the Crimea, the speaking at St. Helena of the interview at 
defeat of the Turks and the dismemberment Tilsit, says : ‘-All the Emperor Alexander’s
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of Poland, not only shed lustre on her arms, thoughts arc directed to the conquest of Tur- 
but vastly increased her power. The conflict \ key. We have had many discussions about 
of Russia with Napoleon determined her \ it. At first I was pleased with bis proposals, 
prominent position; and she now takes the J because I thought it would enlighten the

world to drive these brutes, the Turks, out ofrank of a first-rate military power.
It may have been observed, that the Mus- \ Europe. But when I reflected upon its con- 

covite Empire entered upon its new career > sequences, and saw what a tremendous 
about the time that the Ottoman Empire had weight of power it would give to Russia, on 
reached the zenith of its glory. Moscow es-account of the number of Greeks in the 

, caped from the Tartar supremacy, about the j' Turkish dominions, wiio would naturally join 
same time that Constantinople became the the Russians, I refused to consent to it, es- 
stronghold of the Sultan. It was not long pecially as Alexander wanted to get Constan- 
before the advancing power of the one sove- tinople, which I would not allow, as it would 
reignty began to tread upon the waning glory \ destroy the equilibrium of power in Europe.” 
of the other. Six centuries before this, the Disappointed for the time, it was only to 
northern races betrayed a consciousness of j resume the course of encroachments towards 
their “ manifest destiny;” and now, occa- J this goal, till, in 1829, the Russians arrived 
Bions were continually occurring to turn their j at Adrianoplc with a conquering army, when 
thoughts and their arms towards Constanti- > a treaty was concluded, in which, though 
nople. ‘These occasions and their results, j trifling territorial concessions were demanded 
we need not now detail; suffice it to quote j from Turkey, the Emperor obtained the fort- 
the words of a shrewd observer of the state J resses on the eastern shore of the Black Sea, 
of affairs in the close of the last century:—
“ The Ottoman Empire becomes from this day 

kind of Russian province, whence the 
court of St. Petersburg may draw troops and 
money ; and finally, Russia will be hencefor
ward able to dictate to the Sultan ; and as

the virtual control of the Danube, and other 
advantages important to his ultimate projects. 
A Russian statesman writes of this cam
paign, in 1830 : “ It depended upon 
armies to march on Constantinople, and^ to 
overthrow the Turkish empire ; but the Em-

a
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peror was of opinion that this monarchy, any ruler of Russia to be indifferent to such 
reduced to exist only under the protection of a prospect of national aggrandizement. 
Russia, and made to obey no other wishes ■ Besides the prospect of positive gain and 
than hers, suited better our political and com- glory in the conquest, we must not overlook 
mercial interests.” Here is a purpose stead- the disadvantages of the present geographi- 
ily followed up, and, if from time to time cal limits of the empire, from which the ex- 
deferred, it is only that its final execution panding energies of Russia must seek to 
may be more certain and complete.* \ escape. Recall the effects already stated

When we look to the history of the world, j regarding thijt position, and then consider a 
this gteady purpose assumes almost-the ap- j gigantic power so cramped and confined; 
pearance of a natural law. “ In every age,” < consider how this grand defect of the Rus- 
says Gibbon, “ the Scythians and Tartars j sian empire must cripple her, either in peace 
have been renowned for their invincible J or war, and it would rather be mysterious if 
courage and rapid conquests. The thrones J she were content to sit down satisfied with 
of Asia have been repeatedly overthrown by \ her place. If she is to remedy it, in what 
the Shepherds of the north, and their arms | direction can she look save to Turkey? 
have spread terror and devastation over the l Who else will give her room ? 
most fertile and warlike countries of Europe.” v Besides the rich prize which she would 
On the other hand, it may be noticed that' find in Turkey itself, the wealth of the Indies 
the wealth and luxury of the South, which j invites her avarice and ambition alike. As 
has thus become the prize of Northern valor, j we have already hinted, a glance at the map 
are the sure means of exhausting the ener- j will show that she can entertain no project 
gies which won them, and the conquerors j of Indian conquest until Turkey is hers, 
at last have fallen an easy prey into the 1 But the possession of that country will at 
hands of future invaders. The Turks, as j once enable her to interrupt and embarrass 
they crouch before the threatening arms of j the whole system of our Eastern commerce, 
Russia, are thus only about to become vie- j and to disturb the administration of our East- 
tims in their turn to the very law which ! ern affairs; and ultimately it would secure 
placed them where they are. While human ! her the possessions which we could no longer 
nature is what it is, we need not be amazed j profitably occupy or successfully defend, 
if a people, susceptible only of animal- en- j We have, in all this, made no account of 
joyment, should seek, as by instinct, to ex- j the alleged religious motives of the present 
change the frozen marshes of St. Petersburg! movement. The pretence, either of vencra- 
for tnc fertile shores of the Bosphorus. ! tion for the Holy Places or a paternal concern 

So far as a loftier ambition and the lust of j for the security and rights of Christians 
power can influence men, never could a peo- j under Moslem power, is too shallow to merit 
pie be stimulated by a ifiore templing prey < a discussion. The name of Christianity is 
than that which presents itself to the Rus- j never more outraged than when it is invoked 
sians in the conquest of Turkey. “ When < by the butchers of mankind, made the watch- 
Constantinople,” says the statesman already < word of political factious, or the rallying-cry 
quoted, “ has been’ once conquered, terror j of invading armies. The Christianity of 
and the assistance of the schismatic Chris- j Russian manifestoes is a puerile superstition, 
tians of Turkey may subject, without much \ having less claim to human respect than the 
trouble, to the Russian sceptre the Archi- austere fanaticism of the Mussulman. A 
pelago, the coasts of Asia Minor, and the foregoing article furnishes important and 
whole of Greece to the shores of the Adri- reliable information regarding its doctrinal 
atic. Then the possession of these lands so aspect; and we shall lay before our readers, 
much favored by nature, and with which no *n a future number, its ecclesiastical and 
other country in the world can vie in respect! practical aspects, which will more fully cor- 
to the fertility and richness of the soil, will j roboratc our present remarks. But though 
raise Russia to a height of power surpassing \ religion does not enter into the motives of 
the most fabulous accounts of the greatness j Russia in urging on the crisis, or of Turkey 
of ancient empires.” To say nothing of \ ‘n resisting the invasion, it will exercise 
personal ambition, even patriotism, accordinn- i great influence on the conflict. The appeal 
to the world’s corrupt estimate of it, forbids \ 10 R will influence the passions of thS com-

| batants and the masses of their countrymen. 
* Count V. Krasinski Tcmarks, in the preface to his < Russian clergy are already alive to the 

“Sc’avonia :” “No one who is in the least conversant J prospect of extended influence to their
momenhtCtlmt,,ihJ check whfcTKSsmVnsTcdvcd"i! Chun;h\ And one of tho greatest perplexi- 
her threatening aggression upon Turkey, by the ener- ties of the Porte is the fact that a large por-

kx; :io,n of \he :rh^r Tu,rliey t EurTment, which have become a political instinct, not only belong to the Greek Church, and may he 
•of her Cabinet, but also of her subjects.” £ empted to join with the invaders against
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their Moslem rulers. From the lime that the if the Russian Empire should cut the old 
Grand Dukes embraced a nominal Christian- world in two, by extending its unbroken line 
ity, they have used it as a political engine, from the Frozen Ocean along the whole east- 
Litterly, the Emperors have relied on it as ern frontier of Europe, the eastern shores of 
a means of uniting the races embraced by the Mediterranean, and the Red Sea to the 6 
the empire, and also of extending their do- j Indian Ocean; and should gather, to the sup- 
minions. In the testament of Peter the port of its brute force, acting from points of 
Great we find the following advice to his j such advantage, all the resources of such a 
successor: “ The Greeks ft. c. the members j region. It is not English losses in the East, 
of the Greek Church] in Hungary, Turkey, j or French losses on the Mediterranean, nor 
and Southern Poland, now divided into par- \ here and there the sacrifice of some commer- 
ties, must be rallied around Russia as a cen- \ cial post and political influence that are to be 
tral point. Russia must be their support, I reckoned ; the truth is, that when the Rus- 
and, by means of a certain ecclesiastical j sian empire is established in Constantinople, 
supremacy, prepare the way for complete civilization lies prostrate beneath barbarian 
sovereignty.” The zeal of the Czar to pro- feet, religious and civil liberty are matters 
tect Christians in Turkey is but obedience to > of history, and the ancient crowns of Europe 
this charge of his great and sagacious ances- j become, in fact, if not in name, vassals of 
tor. Turkey and her protectors well under- j the Czar. The true greatness of the peril 
stand his policy, though it is impossible, at' was felt by Napoleon when, anticipating its 
present, to tell how far he has succeeded in approach, he foretold that if ever France and 
gaining the confidence of these Christians. England were' sincerely and closely united,
It is not improbable that his emissaries have it would be to avert this catastrophe, 
successively tampered with their loyalty, and We can look upon such consequences as 
that he reckons upon a movement among these without apprehension, perhaps, when 
them in his favor, so soon as his forces are we consider that they depend not on Turkish 
at hand to sustain and improve it. imbecility, but on the united power and

We might now inquire into the resources < prowess of Europe. And had there been 
of Russia for the prosecution of her design, j nothing else to calculate but the power of 
and the ability of Turkey to resist it. Much ] Russia matched against the united forces of 
has been said and written on these points j the civilized world, few words would have 
within the last few months; but it is difficult ( been necessary to conduct us to the grand 
to arrive at any accurate conclusion. It j victory of “ the world in 1854.” But Russia 
may safely be said of either, that the grossest j is not infatuated enough to throw down the 
corruptions disgrace the administration of \ gauntlet at a time when the question would 
government, and that the masses of the gov- j be of so simple solution. And reluctance 
erned are debased, benighted, and, of course, > and forbearance on the one side, speak as 
enslaved. But, after all that is said of the plainly as arrogance on the other, of less 
poverty of the Russian exchequer, the dis- j obvious sources of danger than the mere 
contents of the Russian nobility, and the j might of a northern army. Gibbon, in his 
misery of Russian soldiers, every one re- Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, after 
mains convinced that Russia is an enormous having traced the decay and overthrow of 
power, with resources undeveloped. And, the Western Empire, and the deluge of Eu- 
after all that has been said of Turkish re- rope by Northern Barbarians, pauses to in
forms, every one believes that Turkey is a quire whether Europe is still threatened 
decaying stale, distracted by rival factions j with a repetition of the same calamities 
and races, worn out by excess, and sinking > which formerly oppressed the arms and in- 
into a hopeless senility. No one doubts j stitutions of Rome. He finds a comfortable 
what, would be the issue if these two were j assurance in the-thought, that such formi- 
left to fight their own battle. Defeat will dable emigrations can no longer issue from 
only exercise the former for future achieve- j the North—that from the Gulf of Finland to 
inents. Present victory will only exhaust the Eastern Ocean, Russia now 
the latter for future overthrow. j the form of a powerful and civilized empire

The battle which is to be fought on the j —that Europe is now occupied by powerful 
Danube is not, in reality, between the Czar ( and independent states—that the science 
and the Sultan. Turkey has long existed i and arts of war are advanced—and, as a last 
only by the protection, and for the purposes, \ solace, lie cherishes the confidence that mod- 
of the Western powers. And the true con- s ern civilization cannot be obliterated. The _ 
test is between Russia and these powers, for \ considerations he suggests may warrant the 
the supremacy of the world. We need not $ assurance that the cfc.nger will not assume 
dwell upon the large interest which these > the same form or prosecute the same course 
powers have, individually and collectively, in j as before. But from beyond the Rhine and 
the issue. Only think of the consequences, ‘ the Danube there .Is an enemy menacing,

assumes
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not Turkey alone, but Europe, with a deso- < cruel, unsparing despotism is a black crime; 
lating war, which may, after all, be little j but the spirit which it has awakened against 
less terrible than the incursion of Barbarians. J it in the bosoms of those it has trampled on, 

The public press, like our every-day con- J is not the holy spirit of freedom. And there 
versation, is very apt to lead us astray as to j it is—it bides its time, and the powers of 
the actual state’ of the world, by occupying j Europe know it, and the ruling classes know 
attention with the latest and most exciting J what they have to expect, 
topic. For the past month or two, the East- j England, indeed, does not fear a revolution 
ern question has overshadowed every thing, j at home—but England had never more to 
and the state of European nations has been j gain by peace, nor so much to hazard in war. 
lost sight of. But the victims of oppression 1 She has every reason to dread the threatened 
do not cease to groan because no one heeds < disorganization of civilized society. It was 
their cry—the leaders of the popular cause > a time when the close alliance of England 
do not cease to plot because the eyes of the > and France seemed impossible. We had 
world arc turned the other way—wrongs are j reason to suppose that France only waited 
not righted because they are neglected—and for an opportunity to retrieve the honors 
grievances are not redressed by mere indif- \ lost on the plains of Waterloo. It seems but 
fetence. Italy is not reconciled to degrada- J yesterday, that the English press was dis- 
tion and foreign bayonets, because the Sultan j cussing the projected invasion of their island 
has declared war with Russia. The skir- j by Napoleon III.
mishes on the Danube do not soothe the deep j It may be asked: But now that France and 
wounds of Hungary, or change German j England appear united and in earnest, and 
Democracy into loyalty to Austria. It is all j when even Austria maintains her indepen- 
there—the fierce haired engendered by cen- j dence, why does the Enrfperor of Russia only 
turies of wrong, and the settled purpose to j assume a bolder attitude, and improve every 
be free and to be avenged too; it is all j parley to make fresh displays of arrogance ? 
nursed in moody silence—embittered by the Does he believe that he can stand alone 
treachery which stole away the sweet prize against the world ? No, but he knows, or 

' of victory, and galled by the rigor of reaction- fancies he knows, what will follow when the 
ary despotism. The revolution of 1 §48 rem-' arms of the West are fully occupied in the 
edied no evil, and healed no wound. It East. He knows what Kossuth and J\Iaz- 
taught no salutary lesson to the oppressors, zini and Gavazzi are preparing for Pope, 
for they escaped from its consequences by Emperor, and Princes. He knows the sul- 

. falsehood, and only maintained their fraudu- len impatience of the masses, which the 
lent advantages by the perpetration of greater | counsels of their leaders and the arms of 
crimes than ever. It taught the oppressed \ their oppressors scarcely restrain. Thepro- 
what they might do if they dared, as it taught \ bability of an outbreak of revolutionary vio- 
them too, what they had to expect from the j lencc which will shake Europe to its centre, 
promises of princes. We conversed some \ enters most distinctly into his calculations 

% time ago with an accomplished man who j in urging on the crisis, and into the calcula- 
was a leader in the revolution in the Grand j tions of the Western Powers in striving to 
Duchy of Baden—which, in 1S-18, drove the J avert it.
Duke from his throne- Arguing with him j All parties know that the present relations 
against the fitness of the masses of Europe I of the rulers and the governed on the conti- 
either to achieve or maintain their liberties, j nent of Europe cannot be permanent. Cities 
we referred to the utter failure of the recent s cannot be held perpetually in a state of siege, 
revolution as proof. He replied with a ! Martial law cannot be established as the 
fierceness which contrasted the more strik- \ habitual condition of a country. The rigor 
ingly with his usually amiable and polished ! of reactionary despotism cannot be endured, 
manner:—“Yes, we failed—many of us are > and yet despots do not see how it ca’n be re- 
exilesj and those we left behind are ground j laxed. The rankling injuries of centuries 
down bv a harsher tyranny than ever—but j are only irritated, and the hatred of the 
we failed from a cause that will not defeat \ masses is only embittered by the measures 
us again. We trusted the word and honor \ which maintain the appearance of subordina- 
of tyrants—but in the next revolution a paper j tion. Many sympathizers with the oppressed 
constitution will deceive no more: and the j say,' “ Let the hurricane loose! after it will 
only course that is left is the extermination $ come a clear sky and a smiling landscape.” 
of the race, and to treat royal or aristocratic ) It is easy to invent plausible tropes. But 
blood as an unpardonable crime, and let it ? look at the matter of fact. Suppose that tho 
out wherever it flows—in the veins of man, j torch of revolution is lighted—that the op- 
woman, or child.” 1 pressor and the oppressed have met foot to

This, we fear, is the common sentiment of j foot—and that the people have como out of 
Europea. republicanism. Despotism—false, ? the conflict victorious. Is that all that re-
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The Experience of our Fathers. 165 imains to be accomplished ? Are they pre- indiscriminating reverence' for the opinions 
pared upon the wreck of thrones, and over of antiquity! It is made a crime to oppose, 
the ashes of temples and palaces, to organ- and a scandal to add to them, as if they alone 
ize, establish, and maintain free institutions? had left no truths to be discovered by their 
An infuriated mob may be mighty to over- successors! Is not this treating with indig- 
throw every thing that exists, but can thev re- nity the reason of man, and putting it on a 
organize society from the beginning? What par with mere animal instinct? We annihi- 

know of the people and their leaders, and j late the main difference between the two; 
what we have witnessed of their experiments, < which is, that the acquisitions of reason are 
leave but one answer to these questions. We \ incessantly accumulating, whilst instinct re- 
know what they are, but who can tell what j mains ever stationary. The cell of the bee 
war—above all, civil war—and such a civil \ was as exactly constructed a thousand years 
war as that must be, will make them ? It \ ago as at this day ; and each forms its little 
may make one’s blood curdle to anticipate its \ hexagon as skilfully at the first attempt, as 
horrors; and can it be supposed that nations j throughout the whole of its brief existence, 
steeped in ignorance, degraded by oppression, ( It is the same, under this mysterious gui- 

, and infuriated against the abused name of J dance, with all the productions of the animal 
religion, will come out of its fierce passions, \ creation. Nature instructs her children in 

.unbridled license and unsparing butchery, ( proportion to their respective necessities; 
purged and enlightened ? It is no dream of < but this fragile science is lost with the wants 
dyspepsia, or threat of a lunatic.” It is evi- \ to which it owes its birth. Possessing it 
dent to any one who will open his eyes and \ without study, they are denied the advantage 
look around. Ther^are two fearful alterna- of relaining'it; and every time that it is im- 
tives before Europe, equally dark, equally parted it is new to the artificer, because 
terrible to a true man—Anarchy and Des- .... nature, having no design but that of

maintaining the animal in its position of a 
limited perfection, inspires it with this neces
sary knowledge, ..... always equal in de
gree, lest it should fall into decay ; yet 
exceeding the allotted measure, lest it should 

Nature conceals her mysteries: although j overpass the limits which she has prescribed 
ever active, she does not at all times reveal > to its powers. With man, however, it is 
her operations: time, in the course of rcvolv- S otherwise. He is formed for infinitude! 
ing ages, successively discovers them ; and, \ Wrapped in helpless ignorance during the 
although always alike and unchanged, they | first stages of existence, he is constantly 
are not always equally known:- The insight acquiring knowledge throughout its progress, 
into these secrets, gained by the intelligence j He derives advantages not only from his own 
of man, is continually augmenting ; and as \ experience, but from that of his predecessors; 
this furnishes the groundwork of physical j for he has the power of retaining in his 
science, the results and consequences develop j memory all the stores which he has himself 
themselves and multiply in proportion. In \ acquired, and those which the ancients—who 
this spirit it is that we may, in the present \ are to him as if ever present—have trans
day, propound views and hazard new opin-j mitted in their writings. And, as he thus 
ions without showing contempt or ingrati- i preserves the knowledge already gained, he 

. tude towards those of the ancients. The j has it in his power easily to make additions 
rudimental knowledge with which they have \ to it; so that we are in the present day,in a 
furnished us, has been the source of our own ] measure, in the same state as the philoso- 
acquisitions; and in the advantages we thus ( pliers of old would have been, if they could 
enjoy, we are their debtors for our very supe- < have survived till now; adding the know- 
fiority over them. Advanced by their aid to Hedge which they then possessed to that 
an elevated pitch of intelligence, a slight j which their studies would have accumulated 
effort enables us to rise yet higher; and, (through the lapse of intervening times, 
with less labor, but with less glory also, we - Thence it is that, by our especial privilege, 
take a position superior to them/ By these \ not only does each individual make daily 
means it is, that we are enabled to discover j advances in knowledge, but the whole body 
many things which it was impossible for j of men are, as ages roll on, in a state of con- 
them to perceive. Our views have acquired \ stant progress ; for the experience of suc- 
more extension; and although they, equally J cessive generations is ever the same as that 
with ourselves, made themselves acquainted Lof the advancing years of the individual 
with all that it was in their power to discover j man. The whole human race, throughout 
of nature, their actual amount of knowledge | the succession of centuries, may thus be 
was less, and we see more of her operations 1 considered as one man—ever living, and 
than they. How marvellous, then, is this < continually learning; whence we see how
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.166
groundless is (his inordinate deference for. everlasting truth of God, who have no 
the antiquity of philosophy. As old age is j fellowship with the sufferings of Christ, and 
the period of life most remote from infancy, ? have not come under the power of his resur- 
who does not perceive that maturity in this ( rection. They trust that commerce, un- 
ever-existing being is not to besought for in ( chained from the degradation of protective 
the times nearest to its birth, but in those the c laws, will carry affluent measures of civili- 
most remote from it?. Those whom we call ( zation from shore to shore, and twine a 

the ancients were, in reality, inexperienced t golden chain around the brotherhood of na- 
in all things,and constituted but the infancy \ lions. They trust that science and polite 
o man; and, as we have added to their j literature will advance in communion, until 
acquirements the experience of succeeding \ the tribes and kindreds of the earth are en- 
ages, it is we who have succeeded to that < lightened, strengthened,and purified. Men- 
antiquity which we are called upon to revere \ taland moral philosophy, no longer cloistered 
in them. Our fathers are entitled toadmira- ;! in universities and upper circles, with all its 
ion for the improvement they made of their \ humanizing and refining power, become the 
limited advantages; and their deficiencies common heritage of the people. Thus the 
should be excused, arising,as they did, rather evil passions of our nature will be strangled 

. irom want of experience than from any defect or hushed into repose, and the earth delivered 
of intelligence. Pascal. from the storms of lust, ambition, and re

venge. We call this the satanic millen- 
_ nium : not that science and philosophy are
Illustration of Isa. xl. II.—“Though evil in themselves, for they are in reality 
romantic tents appeared,” (on the banks ; elevating; but the scheme is without God. 

ot the muradchai, or Eastern Euphrates,) It proposes, as its object, the regeneration 
we passed several shepherds, probably from of society, and leaves out of the iicld of cal- 
e neighboring villages, carrying in their / culation the adequate instrumentality. Its 

oosoms the Iambs of the flocks they tended, ground-plan is utterly infidel’. There is no 
le same scene had already frequently in- > mercy-seat, no risen Saviour, no great High 

erested us, by presenting the source of the Priest and Mediator, no translation from
beautiful imagery of the prophet: ‘He shall \ death to life, no pardon, happiness, or immor- 
feed his flock like a shepherd; he shall tality.
gather the lambs with his arm, and carry II. A second class have the conviction 

lem in his bosom.* It is exhibited only at!; that Sunday-schools, Missionary Societies, 
is season of the year, when lambs are fre- —in short, all the agencies in operation for 

quently brought forth during the day at a !; the diffusion of truth as it is in Jesus—will 
is ance from the fold. The new-comers, ? be extended on a grand scale, and accoin- 
eing too weak to follow the flock in its panied with opulent manifestations of the

rovings after grass,are carried in the bosom Divine Spirit; so that, rapidly, all nations 
o no shepherd ; and not unfrequenlly they and languages will become Christian, both 
multiply so as to fill his arms before night, in name and in power. All evil spirits will 

ley arc then taken to the fold, and guarded be cast out of humanity, and a spiritual 
ere until sufficiently strong to ramble with millennium encompass, with radiant wings, 

i°ir dams. One of these enclosures, when the converted millions of our race. We call 
me sheep return anxiously bleating in the j this the human millennium. Not that all 
evening from their day’s pasture, and scores j the agencies are human, for the gospel cer- 
°, k” ,y°uno °ncs are conducted by J tainly is not so : but because the scheme, as
5 epherd s boys each to its own mother, pre- \ a whole, is human : there is neither divine
sents an amusing scene.”—SmM’s jRe- \ authority nor natural probability to justify 
searches in Armenia. j the project. That the result in contempla-

--------  j tion will not be accomplished by the means
( relied upon, may be rendered clear, both 

from revelation and the induction of reason. 
Benevolent as the dream appears, it is so 

. . . , discordant to prophecy and the manifest
all are intensely desiring a glorious age, tendencies of our humanity, that wc must

and stretching towards a coming man, whose \ pronounce it delusion. Nor is it harmless, 
commanding presence will be light and gui- j for delusion must always operate according 
dance. But it is necessary to range the < to its own nature.
waiting, trusting masses, under certain gene- ( III. There is a third, and a smaller, but an 
raI heads, that our camp may be defined, J increasing class, looking for the personal 
and our banners rendered visible. > advent of our Lord Jesus Christ. They are

I. 1 he largest class is composed of men j convinced by analogies collected from the 
who have never been transformed by the $ past, by prophecy, and by the field of present
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• The Czar and the Bible. 107
experience, that while society is advancing 
in mental power, it is wandering farther from
God. From the testimony of seers, in con- $ We have had various attempts of late 
ncction with the signs of the times, they can < years to identify the Emperor of .Russia and 
foresee the gathering eclipse of the last mid-< the Gog or Magog (we forget which) of 
night, which shall heavily brood over the j Ezekiel. If the following, which we clip 
world while the tragedies of hell are acting. \ from an exchange paper, be correct, it is 
They can discern no morning light till that < probable that he has been studying the Scrip- 
unclouded day breaks in the cast, by personal < tures himself, and recognizes the fulfilment 
illumination of God tho Redeemer, coming j of some of the prophecies in his own person : 
with his saints and angels to smite with one
mighty blow the infernal image, and estab- » . . , . ... . ,
lish his own eternal dominion. We call this ter recc!':cd a. sh°rt !'7e slnce *>?,a 3[?“ng 
the divide millennium—the period and con- "'^ residing in this place, says the West- 
dition of latter-day glory and holiness, pre- 'hestc.r. <Ra:> md Oemocral,
dieted bv all the prophets, and confirmed by f™m,.h's ,father ,n ®we!le"- W,that ‘be 
all the hpostlcs.-GYeWf. English ships were hen in the Baltic. _ The

1 ' writer also says that the Czar, in striving to
gain the King of Sweden to his cause, 
quoted the 15th, ICth and 17th verses of 

The Truth aild Divinity of the Bible. j Ezekiel,chap, xxi., which read as follows: 
There are four grand arguments for the >*U,aye. £Ct P°‘nt sword against

truth of the Bible: 1. The miracles it records. < all their gates, that their heart may faint,
(These are easily proved to have been re- j and their ruins be multiplied : ah ! it is made
corded and published at the time they profess TOfc«11 * wrapped up for the slaughter.

. to have been, and not having been disputed < p° *hee one way or other, cither on the right
for several hundred years after, cannot be \ . or on the left, whithersoever thy face
doubted.) 2. The prophecies it contains. ,s 1'v,il aIs0 snm® my hands together, 
(See those in the Old Testament, held by the and * W1^ cause my fury to rest. This 
Jews then ami down to this day, who disbe- lattcrverse concludes with, -I the Lord have 
lieve in the Messiah Jesus Christ, and the f sa'd “• but this Nicholas omits ; yet the sig- 
New Testament; but which prophecies any Qlficant conclusion; is, I Nicholas of all the 
child may sec fulfilled in Christ, and in the Ruf.s,aa h.a.ve ,sald ll-. The King of Sweden 
events of his time.) The celebrated infidel r«P>!es 10 hlm 1“ollD8 venres 25,26 and 27 
Rochester was converted by reading the ( °^. t,le,sarne chapter- And thou, profane 
fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. 3. The good- i wicked prince of Israel, whose day is come, 

of the doctrine. (The greatest infidels iniquity shall have an end thus saith
acknowledge it, and no one can deny it.) *the Lord God : Reraove lhe dladem and 
4. The moral character of the penmen.

' The miracles flow from divine power; the 
prophecies, from divine understanding; the , . - , . , ,
excellence of the doctrine, from divine good- turn ,and R f 'al bo no more, 
ness; and the moral purity of the penmen, wb"se r'Sbt *t'si and.I]wll> gj»e *
from divine purity. him.’ We suggest .that Nicholas took no-

Thus Christianity is built upon those four j !binS b)’ bls motion, 
immutable pillars—the power, lhe under-| The concluding sentence, “I the Lord have 
standing, the goodness, and the purity of s said it,” we take to be the very cream of the 
God. | prophecy, and the omission spoils the whole,

The Bible must be the invention of good | so far as it is sought to be applied to the 
men or angels ; of bad men or devils ; or of s Czar. He must prove a great deal which 
God. > he will find it very difficult to establish, be

lt could not be the invention of good men \ fore he can claim to be the instrument pre- 
or angels, for they neither would nor could J destined to effect all that is here indicated.

• make a book and tell lies all the time they j How he will go about to compass this, we 
were writing it, saying, “Thus saith the j do not clearly see. Wo doubt, however, 
Lord,” when it was their own invention. j whether the King of Sweden, who has been 

It could not be the invention of bad men j his obedient vassal thus far, and who is in- • 
or devils, for they could not make a book J debted to the forbearance of his predecessor 
which commands all duty, forbids all sin, j Alexander for his crown, ever made any 
and condemns themselves to all eternity.

The Czar and the Bible.
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take off the crown; this shall not be the 
same ; exalt him that is low, and abase him 
that is high. I will overturn, overturn, over-
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H'j such spirited answer, if he ever received any 
I therefore draw this conclusion : the Bi- j such communication. King Oscar would 

ble must be given by inspiration of God.— j no doubt like very much to° get rid of the 
Simpson. j Czar. But he knows very well that his
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brother Alexander first tempted his father, ? ratum for 2400 years 5 for as far as the 
Bernadotte, to make war on his native coun- j writer is aware, there is no exposition of it 
try, and in return lor it, promised him the > extant at all worthy the acceptation of those 
imperial crown of France, and actually whose minds have been enlightened by the 
cured him the royal diadem of Sweden. ItJ gospel of the Kingdom of which it treats; 
was a villanous business throughout; but< besides that the denouement it'reveals 
Oscar is reaping the benefit of it, and we \ not to be discerned until the time of the end. 
doubt whether he would unnecessarily irri- S The reader will find the times of Daniel 
tate the Czar to the point of jogging his ? proved as nearly as possible ; and indicating 
memory on the subject.—Richmond Penny j the period of the Advent of tltc Messiah, the 
Post. $ Resurrection of the “Many,'' the .disastrous

overthrow of the Russo-Gogian Confederacy 
on the Mountains of Israel, the subsequent 

A „ . __ . , fall of the Ten-Horn Thrones of the Gentiles,
Anatolia, or, Russia Tnuviphant and s anj destruction of the Papacy; the Restora- 

Europe Chained By John 1 homas, M. lion of lhe Twelve Tribes, and lhe foundation 
D., Author of Elpis Israel. 1854. 1 rice ? 0f tbe Age to Come. By no other interpreter 
50 cents; 8vo. pp. 104 postage about six < j)ave these events been punctuated ; neither 

cents* J could they, because the times of Judah and
This is a work that ought to be in -the > Babylon in connection with Micah’s 40 years, 

hands of every one desirous of knowing to j an^ (he thirty years' hour of judgment, have 
what predetermined consummation current < never been taken into the account, 
events in the old world arc drifting. It is a s Here, then, is a book offered to the public 
work for the statesman, the politician, and \ whose demonstrations cannot be obtained 
the Christian; for the former, because by \ elsewhere for love nor money. The price 
the light it irradiates upon the situation o'f \ is Put down as low as possible, that no one 
affairs it will enable them to foresee in what < maY be without it on the score of poverty, 
results the alliances they might be disposed \ B *s published by the author at Mott Haven, 
to contract with foreign powers might issue; \ Westchester Co., New York, to whom orders 

, and when writing and speaking upon the \ containing the price can be sent, prepaid. 
tendency of things, to do so as men who un- \ As 50 cents cannot be sent in a letter, the 
derstand whereof they affirm. It is a work } best plan for a single subscriber would be 
also preeminently for the Christian, inasmuch s to order two copies at least, and enclose as 
as it proves to him; incontestibly that his re- > many three ccnt-slamps besides the dollar as 
demption is at hand. I will pay for the postage on them.

The book is styled Anatolia from \ The British public will be supplied with 
’AvavoXv], anatole, signifying Day-Spring j Anatolia by editions published in London, 
or the. East; because the great question \ The copyright has been secured there, and • 
whose solution it demonstrates pertains to t stereotype plates are on their way for the. 
the eventide dawn of “the great Day of God \ swPply of whatever demand may arise in' 
Almighty.” “At eventide it shall be light.” \ t,lat country. If The Coming Struggle, or 

Anatolia cannot fail of being deeply inter- S 32 Pag?s. of unproved assertion, ran through 
esting to the Jews. They will not, of course, \ *^0 editions of a thousand each, Anatolia 
admit that Jesus is their long-expected i cannot fail °f commanding a circulation that 
Messiah; but with that exception in the \ sbajl overshadow it; and open a door there 
premises, there is nothing in the book to besides for the proclamation of the Gospel 
which a candid Israelite can fairly take ex- Israel’s Kingdom, such as that nation has 
ception. It shows him the kind of Messiah not kn°wn since the Romans abandoned 
Jehovah has promised them in the prophets, Britain t0 its own defence. Anatolia as- 
and especially in Daniel — a Holy and terls nothing without proof.
Righteous King, once, a sufferer but divinely The work is now before the public. It 
apprised, and after wards'exalted to Dadd's consists of 104 pages of the size of the 
throne, which he reestablishes, consequent upon Horald’s. The edition is small ; an early t 
their restoration, and the overthrow of the application is therefore advisable for all who 
governments that now oppress them. It points would secure ir. 
them to the Eastern Question as the Sign 
in the Gentile Heavens that their long-ex
pected Deliverer will soon appear.

Besides the demonstration of the proposi
tions contained on its title-page, Anatolia is 
an original and systematic interpretation of 
the Book of Daniel. This has been a deside-
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“Faith not Repentance.”
Dn. Silas E. Shepard’s communication 

under this caption,came to hand too late for 
this number. It will appear in our August 
issue. Editor.
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HERALD
OF THE

KINGDOM AND AGE TO COME.
“ylnrf in their days, even of those tongs, the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 

a dominion that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these tongdcms, 
and itself shall stand for ever.”—Daniel.

John Thomas, Ed.] [Vol. IV. No. 8.NEW YORK, AUGUST, 1854.

Memorial of the Blessed and Only Potentate, j ^
It has been well remarked that “ there is < name is this. “An angel of the Lord,” 

in the original an appropriateness, a won- j styled by Moses hd-elohim, the of gods, a par- 
derful exactness, in the use of the many j ticular one preeminent among tho rest, and 
names of God, which in our version is al- in the common version tlGoa" appeared to 
most entirely lost. These it is one of the j him in aflame of fire in a bush.’ When he 
chief offices of an interpreter to restore.” j drew near, “ the voice of the Lord came to 
“ The Lord, the Lord of Hosts” is one of j him.” The way Moses relates this is sig- 
these names. Here “ Lord” is twice re- nificant. He says, “ when Jehovah saw that 
peated, as though there were but one and the | he turned aside to see, Etohim, or Gods, 
same word in both the places of the original j called to him out of the midst of the bush, 
text. But this is not the case. There are j and said, Moses, Moses. And he said, Here 
two, which are as distinct as existence and jam I!” He then goes on to tell us what 
supremacy, trisns rrim 'yhan- Hu-Adon, j “ he (Jehovah) saidor, as Stephen has it, 
Ythdwdh tz tv doth, is the original phrase, j what “ came to him in the voice of the Lord.” 
from which the reader will perceive that j A voice coming to a person is amessage sent; 
"Lord" is there represented by Adon and by j which is the reason why Stephen styles him 
Ythdwdh; so that the personage referred to j in the bush an angel of the Lord—he brought 
is “ The Adon, the Jehovah of hosts,” or ar- j the voice, word, or message, from “The Bles- 
mies, who “ shall lop the bough icith term'; j sed and Only Potentate,” whose angel, or 
and cut down the thickets of the forest with-j messenger, he therefore was. So that what 
iron."* , j is contained in that voice must be referred to

In Gen. xxiv. 14, Adon is applied to Abra- i “ the Invisible God," and not absolutely to 
ham as the superior of “his eldest servant < the speaker who conversed with Moses, 
of his house that ruled overall that he had.” j After the angel had delivered his message, 
This ruler of Abraham’s estate was Eliezer < Moses inquired, in the event of his convey- 
of Damascus, whom he had thought to make j ing it to Israel as coming to them from the 
his heir, in the absence of children. It is \ God of their fathers, and they should ask his 
also applied to Potiphar as Adon to Joseph, \ name, wlmt he should say unto them? The 
whom he had purchased for twenty pieces of \ angel replied that his name was rpris* 
silver. Hence, the word implies sovereignty j f-pnK> ehyeh usher ehyeh. These are me 
and ownership, and is therefore applied to \ letters of the name, Masoretically pro- 
God as the Adon koldia-erclz, the sovereign j nounced. The verb ehyeh is the first person 

"and owner of all the earth; and to his repre- j singular of the future, and should therefore 
sentative Image as Adon hd-dddnim, Sove- j be rendered, I shall be In the common ver- 
reign Possessor of the sovereign possessors j sion, ehyeh ashcr ehyeh is translated “ J am 
of the world. ° \ that lam?' but this is incorrect. It should

Jehovah is the name which the chief of j be, 1 SHALL BE WHOM I SHALL BE. 
ha ilohim, the angel-gods, announced as the j This is the name of Him who sent the angel 
memorial of Him “ who only hath deathless- j in the bush to Moses, given in answer to the 
ness, dwelling in the light which no man can j question, “ What is the name of the God of

:

t Acts vii. 30.* Isni. x. 33, 34. * Tim. vi. 10.
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Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of \ exist; and shall be whom I shall BE.eien 
Jacob?” Reduced to a single word, and AfrraAam’s Seed.” “I shall be whom I
expressed in plain English, Ehyeh, or 11 shall be” was nothing less than a declara- 
SHALL BE, is their God, or Elohi, who tion that He would manifest himself in the 
sent Moses to Israel in Egypt. “ This is my j Flesh as the Woman’s Seed who shall bruise 
name for ever,” or to the Age—Zch shemi le- j the Serpent’s Head. The Common Version 
ohlahm—saith the He-who-is, God of the j fails entirely to bring out this prophetic 
fathers'’—Yehowah-Elohi,“ and this (name) signification of the name Jehovah, which 
is my memorial to the generation of the age j is almost everywhere rendered “ Lord” in 
—we zeh zikri le-dohr dohr.” j common with Ahdon; but converts it into

Exodus iii. 14, must therefore be read a simple memorial of self-existence. Eyeh 
thus,“And Elohim said unto Moses, I shall j asher ehyeh, “ I shall be whom I shall be,” 
be whom I shall be; and he said, Thus slmlt j they have rendered, “/ am that I am,” as if 
thou say to the children of Israel. I shall j it were, ani howch asher ani hoiceh. The Is-
be hath sent me unto you. Ann Elohim < raelites in Egypt were looking for a deliverer
said moreover unto Moses, Thus shall thou j on account of which they were suffering re
say unto the children of Israel, HE-wiio-is, \ proach. The answer to their inquiry of 
God of your fathers, God of Abraham, God of j Moses, “ What is his name who sends you 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob, hath sent me unto j to us?” would have failed to meet their hopes 
you: this is my name to the Age; and this is j if the reply had been simply, One toho exists: 
my memorial to the generation of the age.” but to tell them it was the He ioho shall be— 

By comparing the two following words, the One who is to come—their attention 
e Englisn reader will be able to see the would be gained, and the highest expectation 

external relation between Ehyeh and Ycho- and enthusiasm excited. 
wah without the points. Ehyeh is It is worthy of remark that “ the Blessed
aeie, and Yehowah is mmc. The and Only Potentate” did not say, “I am he
latter is the third person singular, present J whom I shall bebut“I shall be” that per- 
participle mn> or, Masoretically, hoiceh, j sonage. He was the “2” dwelling in unap- 
he is, with *1, i, or y, called Yood, prefixed, j proachable light; but the “He who shall be” 
and pronounced ye. This prefix converts J is the image of that ever-invisible “2.” It 
howch into a proper name called a verbal | is this “ I”°that existed before all things, and 
noun, as Yehoweh or Jehovah: aeie I shall that created all things; and whose Spirit ex- 
be, an ieue, He who is, are the phrases which ; haling in grateful incense said, “ O Father, 
express the etymological relation of these glorify thou me with thine own self with the 
words of the “ memorial,” or name by which glory which I had with thee before the world 
an invisible one is kept in remembrance by was.” It was this “2” concerning whom 
the faithful. Jesus said,**Thou, Father, art in me, and I

The fathers did not know God by this in thee:” “The words that I speak, I speak 
name, consequently the mystery it unfolds not of myself: but the Father who dwelleth 
was concealed from them. This appears in me, he doeth the works.” It was “ The 
from Exod. vi. 2. “And Elohim spake unto Word” by whom all things were made ; and 
Moses, and said unto him, I, the he who is, without whom was not any thing made that 
even I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, was made. In him was life, and the Life 
and unto Jacob, by (the name of) El-Shad- was the light of men. And the light shineth 
dai, God Almighty ; but by my name Yeho- in darkness; and the darkness comprehended 
wah was 1 not known to them.” Abraham it not.”
“ was fully persuaded that what God had pro- When the “ He whom I shall be” was con- 
misedhe was able to perform,” because when ceived in Mary’s sinful flesh by the forma- 
lie was ninety-nine his friend had announced tive power of the Holy Spirit, the time had 
himself as “God Almighty.”* But Abra- come for the“2” to manifest himself as The 
ham did not know from that name, that the Future Being. “The Word became flesh, 
God who is, shall be the Seed promised to and dwelt among the Jews, (who beheld his 
him. If we can apprehend the significancy glory, the glory as of the only-begotten of the 
of the Memorial, we may understand the al- Father,) full of grace and truth.” The fa- 
lusion of Jesus when he said to the Jews, ther appears in the son ; so the “2” appears 
“ Be/ore Abraham was hi/rn,I am” Of the in the “ Whom I shall be,” as God in Christ 
God who spake to Moses it could be said, he ; reconciling the world to himself. The phy- 
wts in Abraham’s time, he is in Moses’, and sical freneratice union of the Blessed and 
he shall be in the Age to Come, the Almighty. Only Potentate with “ sinful flesh,” or hu- 
This doctrine is taught in the voice that.came man nature, had never occurred till the 
to Moses, and in the memorial—2, who was Word became flesh; so that the Word-Flesh, 
known to Abraham as God Almighty, do now or “ Whom I shall be,” is fitly styled, “ The

Onlij'Begotten of the Father.” Something
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Memorial of the Blessed and only Potentate. m
more, however, was necessary than genera-' the thing declared is fully accomplished to 
tive union for the manifestation of the “T* j the extent originally purposed, the name, 
or God-Word-and-God-work manifestation < Jehovah, ceases to be a remembrancer of the 
through the Flesh. This necessity was sup- future. Hence, the generation and the age 
plied by “The Anointing,”* by which the > indicated as the ltunto," must be those con- 
Ehyeh, rviftK, or / ^hdll be, was filled with l temporary with the shall be, merging into the 
the Yehowah, nirp, or Me who is. The \ have been, or the am; that is, with the ac- 
descent of the Holy Spirit in the form of a j complishment of the prophecy contained in 
Dove upon the head of Jesus, was the filling \ the name.
of the Ehyeh with the Yehowah—of the l\ But, one might inquire, “Were not the 
shall be with the He who is. Thus, the j Age and Generation referred to, those con- 
anointing taken as interpretative of the Me- \ temporary with the Incarnation and the 
tnorial paraphrases it after this manner: j Anointing?” I should answer in the nega-
the Blessed and Only Potentate, who send > tive. The reason will appear from the tes- 
you, Moses, to Israel, through the anointing j timony. On Moses complaining that Jeho- 
of my Spirit, shall be he whom I shall be"— \ vah had failed to deliver Israel while he had 
“ God manifested through flesh,” called \ provoked Pharoah to make their bondage 
Christ, or The Anointed One. > worse and worse, the Angel of the Bush, in

Thus, by the proclamation of the Memo- f renewing the promise of deliverance, re
rial and Name of the Blessed and Only Po- j sumed the subject of the Name by which the 
lentate to Israel, was their redemption from j Deliverer was henceforth to be known. Con- 
bondage introduced. He was announced to \ nected with that name, Jehovah; certain 
them as the “ Who is, and who was, and who } things are defined as things to be accom- 
shall be”—as the “Who is” by Yehowah; \ plished by Him who assumed the name, 
the “ Who shall be” by Ehyeh; and the j When he said, “I shall be whom I shall be,” 
“Who was” by El-Shaddai. This did not \ his manifestation in the “whom" was for the 
represent to their minds three Gods; but, on j accomplishment of what is noted in Exod. 
the contrary, One Only. Hence the cele- > iii. 6-8, 13-22; and in Ex. vi. 2-8. In the 
brated passage in Moses, “ Hear, O Israel; \ latter place it is written, “I appeared unto 
Jehovah our Eloliah is One Jehovah!” The \ Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, by the name of 
literal English of this is, “ Hear, 0 Israel; \ God Almighty; but by my name, Jehovah, 
He who is our Strength is One.” This is j was 1 not known to them. And I have also 
true. But the manifestation of that “ One” \ established my Covenant with them”—For 
to Israel was an element of “ the mystery of; what purpose ?—“ to give them the Land of 
Godliness” which “the darkness compre- > Canaan,the land of their pilgrimage,where- 
liended not.” > in they were strangers.. .And I have re-

The identity between the Who is and the j membered my covenant.” Here then is the 
Who shall be is also seen from the fact that j reason why God assumed the name of Jeho- 
the sender of Moses to Israel styles himself \ vah—as a memorial that he remembers his 
both Who is and Who shall be in Exod. iii. j Covenant concerning the Land until he has 
14, 15—as, “ Thou shalt say, I shall be hath J put Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in possession 

• sent me unto you;” and again, “Thou shalt: of it by the “whom,” indicated in the name 
say, Who is hath sent me unto you”—not . “ I shall be whom I shall be.” When the 
two senders, but one only. : reader, therefore, hears or sees the word “ Je-

It is worthy of remark that the Memorial; hovah,” it reminds him, not only of the In- 
Ehyeh asher ehyeh, “I shall be whom I shall < carnation and the Anointing, but of the great 
be,” and the Name Yehowah, “ He who is,” \ purpose to be accomplished by them in the 
are to be the remembrancers of the Strength j fulfilment of the promises covenanted to 
of Israel until a certain generation of the < Abraham and David, as elsewhere app 
nation, styled ^ dor dor, a generation \ God in Christ the Fulfiller of his promises to 
of the race. The particular generation is < the fathers is the name “ by which he was 
indicated by the phrase absb. le-olam, £tg \ not known to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob;” 
vov aiuva, to the Age. They are God’s } for “ they all died in faith not having re
name and memorial till the manifestation of \ eeived the promises.”* 
that generation of Israel existing at the com- { Such is the testimony of Paul, delivered 

' mencement of the Age of which Messiah is < imany years after the Anointing and Ascen- 
thc founder. They are not his remem-^sion to.“the right hand of power. ine 
brancers“ for ever,”or throughout all gene- £ Lord Jesus, then, did not “give them the 
rations, or “ to all eternity;” for then the “ 11 land of Canaan” in the sense m which it 
shall be whom I shall be” would never be, V *vas covenanted to them by El-snaddai. 
being always in the future tense. When [i fence the Age and the Generation con em-
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porary with the Incarnation, Anointing, and Age and Generation to come, when the mercy 
Ascension, are not the termini of the Name promised to Abraham and to his Seed shall 
Jehovah in the true sense of the Memorial; be possessed. God in Israel’s midst, he will 
and as they have not received the Land of then dethrone the Kings of the Gentiles; 
Canaan since, the Age and Generation are and, as a Horn of Salvation for them in the 
still among “the tilings that shall be here* > House of his servant David, save them from 
afterunless, indeed, tlie present genera- $ their enemies, and from the power of all 
tion of Israel continue till the uppearanceof j them that hato them ; and remember his 
the Lord. The accomplishment of the pro- > Holy Covenant, the oath he sware to their 
mises to Abraham marks the epoch styled in j father Abraham, that he would grant unto 
the text before us, le-olani, eis ton aiona, and > them, that they being delivered out of the 
le-ddr dor, so improperly rendered “ for ever,” hand of their enemies, might serve him with- 
and “ unto all generations,” in the English out fear, in holiness and righteousness before 
Version of the Bible. him all the days of their life.*

The name Jehovah is, then, still a cove- The name Jesus, then, is God’s memorial 
nant-memorial of the future; and is borne of ail this. It reminds us also that when he 
by him who is “ the Only Begotten of the > puts his hand to the work of national re- 
Father.” Gabriel was sent to Mary to tell j deinption, “ he will save his people from 
her to name her son, yjOTTp, Yehoshua;> their sins”—his people who have died in 
which is a word compounded'of yp, Yehov, > faith not having received the promises, as 
or Jehov, and yqg.shtta, powerful. Ptolemy’s j well as those who are yet alive, and waiting 
seventy translators of the Hebrew Scriptures ) obediently for his appearing. No one is ef- 
into Greek express this, name by Jijtfou£, fectually saved from sin until he becomes 
Yesmis, in that language; and we by Jesus- immortal; because “the wages of sin is 

in ours. The Hebrew name of the Lord death.!' But Jesus is powerful for this; for 
Christ pronounced by. Gabriel signifies Je- God will raise us up by Jesus, who is the 
hovah the Powerful. This is the name resurrection and the life, 
of to, naitzer, “ The Nazarenef and was The- New Testament interpretation of 
given to Him “because He shall save his what the Jews term “the incommunicable 
people Irom their sins ;”* and because “ He j name Jehovah” sustains the exposition I 
shall be great,and shall be called the Son of jiave given. They may well style the mean- 
the Highest: and the Lord God shall give S *nS of “Jehovah” incommunicable. They 
unto him the throne of his faiher David; \ who reject, or do not understand, the Incar- 
and he shall reign over- the House of Jacob | nalioD, or “God manifested in flesh,” are not 
for the ages,and of his kingdom there, shall i fthle to communicate the signification of 
be no end.”f There was another -reason \ Ehyeh asher ehyeh, or Jehovah. But Christ 
why he was named Jehoshua, or Jesus. > has himself declared in the revelation given 
Matthew tells us that it was because of what jto him, that its signification refers to the fu- 
Isaiah had spoken concerning him. Having \ ture ,n connection with him. In the exor- 
related how Yehotzedek, or Joseph, the huso dium, John writes to the seven congregations 
band of Mary, was also commanded to call > 'n Asia Minor, sending them the greeting of 
her son Jehoshua, he goes on to say, “ Now ! the Father, saying, “ Grace unto you and 
all this was done, that it might be fulfilled 5 peace from Him who is, and who was, and 
which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, j who is coming ; and from the seven spirits 
saying, Behold, a Virgin shall be with child, > which are before his throne ;” and of the 
and shall bring forth a son, and they shall j Son, saying, “ and from Jesus Christ the 
call his name Immanuail, which being in-! faithful witness, the First-begotten of the 
terpreted is, God with us.” Well might be > dead> and the Prince of the kings of the 
be called Jehovah the Powerful, being God > earth.” “ He who is, and who was, and who 
in the midst of the Hebrews, to “ put°down j'8 coming,” or shall be revealed, is the 
the mighty from their thrones,” and to“ hel'p > Blessed and Only Potentate’s memorial dc- 
his servant Israel in remembrance of his Peered t0 Moses. It is repeated in these 
mercy (as he spake to their fathers, to Abna- \ words, “ I am the Alpha and the Omega, be- 
ham, and to his seed) for the Age—<pov \ ginninR and end> saith the Lord, who is, 
aicjva.” But has he done this ? ..Unques- and ."!ho ,was’ and who .is comin£> the 
tionably not: for when he appeared in Israel \ °r E1*!piadda;- Af,e.r J(?|in
ten-twelfths of the nation were in captivity Jhl8' a. ,gr.eTat truiJ1Pet-1,^e V01C® JjJ®'
abroad, and the other two-twelfths were in s nin ^in\ 8aii I am the Alpha and the 
vassalage to the Romans; and ever since pmega’the ,F'rst and the Last; and on 

• their condition has been waxing worse a nd j m™102 u°Und hf: Ba'j °ne -ke thGjjv °f 
worse. He was Jehovah for | ^vTa"’
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Memorial of the Blessed and only Potentate. 173
and behold I am living for the age of the ages j the kingdom of men. In a few years, the 
—E'.CToujaiwvagTWvaiwvwv.” In these words, | territory of the old Assyrian empire lying 
Jesus appropriates to himself the Father’s \ between the Euphrates and Tigris, with Je- 
memorial, and so announces himself as the ! rusalem and the region of Lebanon, will ac- 
“ whom” El-Shaddai, the “who xuas” said to \ knowledge the sceptre of the Czar. He will 
Moses, “i shall be.” Jesus is, then, the \ he a lofty cedar among the fir trees and 
“ who is, and who was, and who is coming, J “ thickets of the forest. \Vhep he has at- 
the almighty and therefore; Jehovah and ! tained to his full height, he will be a Colos- 
El-Shaddai—Jehovah the almighty. This \ sus fill/ represented by the Image Nebuchad- 
should be remembered; because the present I nezzar saw in his dream. His fragile dy- 
gathering of the Gentile hosts, which has s nasty will be “'the Clay” of its Feet and 
been initiated by the Eastern Question, is to < Toes ; and will constitute a power, apparent 
be consummated in Armageddon, where the \ for the first time upon Assyrian ground “ in 
war of the Great Day is to begin. He who \ the Tune of the End for never till then .will 
meets the world in arms there is *£God Al- ! there have been a Iiusso-Assyrian Autocrat 
mighty,” for. the great day is his. That al- in possession of Lebanon and the Holy City, 
mighty one is Jehoshua, as his name im- > This rising power is the Assyrian of the Lal- 
ports. Jesus of Nazareth the King of the j ter Days, destined to fall on the mountains 
Jews—God in the midst of Israel. ". \ of Israel by the hand of Ahdon Jehoshua,

From what is now before the reader, it s 'the-sovereign proprietor of the Land, 
must be apparent that “ Lord” is an ex-j The Lord Jesiis is to overthrow him “with 
ceedingly defective substitute for “Jeho- J tev<»-,”and“ with iron;” that is, by terrible 
vah” There is nothing in the word4* Lord,1”*< slaughter with the edge of the sword : for 
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, or English, that points j‘’by his sword will Jehovah plead with all 
to an incarnation, and a fulfilment of a Co- \ flesh, and the slain of Jehovah shall ha 
venant. It ought, therefore, never to be \ many.” Read Mic. v. 2-6, where-it is tes- 
used where the original is Jehovah. Adon, \ tilled, that He that'should be born at Bethle- 
in the sense of sovereignty and ownership, l hem should, be “Ruler in Israel,” and “ be 
is very well represented by “Lord,” and j the peace when the Assyrian should come 
quite an appropriate prefix, as frirp j Into*tlieir. land.”' “And they shall waste the
•pia, Ahdon Yehowah tzevaoth, Adon- j.land of Assyria by the sword, and the land 
Jehovah of armies; in the most literal En-j of Nimrod in the entrances thereof; thus 
glish, “Lord ShjlL-berivhom-Ishall-be of ar- S sHall He deliver from the Assyrian,’when he 
mies.M Ahdon prefixed to Jehovah indicates ! cometh into our land, and when he treadeth 
that “He who shall be,” or “ is coming,” is j within our borders.” This is yet future, not 
sovereign and proprietor of the world; and j having been yet accomplished. Turn to Rev. 
being “Lord of armies,” that he will be { xix, and you will there see the Lord Jesus 
“Powerful”—jjhej, skua. These explana- [ equipped for war at the head of Judah and 
tions present us with the import of the New j the Saints. What does that scene represent 
Testament phrase Lord Jesus; in Hebrew, j if not the preparedness of Jehovah “ to pun- 
Ahddn- Yehoshua. It is the same as Lord S ish the host of the high ones that are on 
Jehovah of armies—the sovereign proprietor 1 high, and the Kings ol the earth upon the 
of the armies of Israel,’ because he is Ktxo \ earth ?”* He rides Judahf bowj in hand, 
or Israel. Hence it is of the Lord Jesus > and commands the'sword of Zion} upon their 
the prophet speaks when he says, as quoted > foes. „ • ‘
at the beginning of this article, “ The Ahdort,’> What shall we say to these things? Who 
the Jehovah of hosts, shall lop the bough \ cau prove the contrary.? If true—and true 

' with terror^ and cut down the thickets of they are unquestionably—what becomes of 
the forest with iron, and Lebanon shall fall the scholastic theologies of 'our day ? They 
by a Mighty One.” By reference to Ezek. \ are proved to be mere foolishness. This has 
xxxi. 3, it will be seen that “the bough” and \ been thenature of the World’s wisdom from 
Lebanon, are representative of The Assy-4 the beginning. Let the reader awake, for it 
RiAX. The prophecy, then, declares that ? is high time; and free himself from it all. 
Ahdon Yehoshua, or the Lord Jesus, shall j The pulpit speculations are mere thinkings 
prostrate the Assyrian. . When did the Lord > of the flesh, which generate a “ piety” and a 
Jesus ever do this ? Where was the Assy- \ “ spirituality” that are faithless of the truth, 
rian in the days of his flesh? Wliero is he- and which, therefore, do not rejoice in it. 
now ? Every one knows that ihere was no $ Study the Name of the Lord, for it is a tower 
other form of the Assyrian power in his day i of strength into ^which the righteous run, 
than the Roman to conquer; and that Jesus.’, ...
did not prostrate him then. But where is j —1--------------~”
the Assyrian now? He is manifesting him- < 
self on the prophetic area in his last form in'
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and are. safe. How much do we find in the *V his mission, Priests and Levites were sent to 
. names of God! Blessed be his name to the 1 him from Jerusalem to inquire if he were the 
Age, even to the age of everlasting:. Amen. \ Christ or not. He replied that he was not;

. .. Editor j but that he was his forerunner. Soon after
lthis, Jesus was publicly anointed ; and forth- 
> with claimed to be the person of whom Mo- 
j ses and the Prophets wrote. This was 
j nothing less than laying claim to the king- 

“All things must' be fulfilled,” said the j dom of fsrael and throne of David for ever; 
Lord Jesus, “ that arc written.in the Law of so that thenceforth it became a great national 

. • - Moses, and in the. Prophets', and in • the- question with all Jews, seeing that John re- 
' Psalms, concerning me.1’ When these words > pudiated. all pretension to the-dignity, “ Is 

were spoken, the writings known ainong,us j Jesus of Nazareth the Christ—the Prophet 
as the New Testament had ho, existence. \ like unto Moses,—or, do we look for ario- 
W.hen, therefore, Jesus said, ‘f Search the-j ther ?” ,Ttare were, great debates among 
Scriptures, for ihey are they which testify 5 the people upon this question. Some favor- 
of me,” he exhorts us to search Moses, the ^ ed the claims of Jesus, while others from va- 
ProphetSj aud the Psalms.;, which is indis- s rious reasons of State policy rejected them 
ipensable, for he adds elsewhere,” “If ye be- > altogether. After his crucifixion the ques- 
lieve not Moses’ writings,howcan ye believe \ tion was revived and enlarged., .It was not 
my words ?” It was impossible; for the words ; now simpl>% “Was Jesus the Anointed King 
of Jesus were his preaching; and he preach- j of Israel ?” But, “ Is he the anointed King 
ed the “Gospel of the*Kingdom,” and himself | of Israel raised from tlie dead to sit upon 
as its King-~“ the. Gospel of God, which,” j David’s. throne for ever?” Yea, said the 
says Paul, “he. had promised by his Pro-> apostles, this is our proclamation concerning 
phets in the Holy Scriptures;” He preached j him: “Nay !” said their opponents, “we deny 
what they predicted ; disbelieve, this, and his j it.” Upon this point then God and the apos- 
preaching is denied. . •• .. j ties joined issue with the rulers of the nation.

The Law of Mosos, the Prophets, and the j Wherever they went they maintained that 
Psalms, are the testimony fqr Christ; while > Jesus is the Christ, and God hath raisedihim 
the written testimony of the inspired Apostles 5 from the dead ; and ;so tri umphantly did hey 
is the testimony for Jesus, that he ,is the > establish its truth to the conviction of multi- 
Christ “of whom Moses in the Law,and the j tudes, that “ Jesus’’ and “ Christ” became 
Prophets did write..”- This being proved, he j inseparable ideas ; .and came at length to 
came to be styled Jesus Christ, as though lose the form..of a, proposition, and to be 
that were his family, name/ .. But, neither merged into a name-for the Lord of Israel 
Jehovah, Joseph, nor Mary, were named and the world. . . < ' \
Christ. Jesus did not, therefore, inherit the j If a Gentile of our day be asked, “ Do you 
name by descent; nor did lie acquire the. title j believe, in Jesus Christ ?’— it represents to 
till he began ,to be about thirty years old. j his mind,.with a simple change of p 

. The word designates a person who had been, J about the same thing as, “ Do yon believe in 
or was to.be, anointed with oil, or spirit.re-j Pontius-Pilate?” He thinks you are asking 
presented by oil; • Aaron, Saul, David, Solo- j him, if he believes that there ever were such 
mon, «fec., were anointed with holy oil by persons as .JesusChrist and Pontius Pilate? 

" Jehovah’s command, and w.ere ' therefore J His reply is, “ Yes; I do not recollect when 
“The Lord’s Anointed Ones,”, or-Christs, j I did not believe it.” But, ask an intelligent 
Moses and the Prophets foretold the appear-< Jew of the first, nineteenth, or intermediate 
,ing of a Son of David who should be Son of j centuries, holding on to Judaism, and ho 
God, and anointed with spirit without mea- [would say “No.”. But he would not mean 
sure. For 4087 years after the formation.of [ by “ no” that he does not believe there ever 
Adam, the world had been unvisited by the s wa,s such a person as Jesus ; but that he docs 
personage who thirty years afterwards was < not believe that Jesus was the Christ to be 
to be thus anointed. At that time, 4117 of | raised up as a horn in David’s house for the 
the world’s age, Jesus emerged from the \ restoration of the kingdom and Throne of 
Jordan, and the Spirit, descending in the form [ Israel. This restoration, termed by Peter, 
of a dove, rested upon him, and thus poured \ “ the restitution of all things 6poken of by 
out upon him, filled him, and so anointed [all the prophets since the world began,” is 
him. This was the fulfilment of the. pro-[.Israel’s hope; but, to sectarian Gentiles 
phecyin Daniel about sealing the prophet, j known only as something that obtains in 
and anointing the Most Holy. It was the the undiscovered realms of transolar space, 
christening of Jesus by which “ he was made When therefore they profess to believe in 
Christ,” as he has since been "made Lord.”, Jesus Christ, they do not make “ the good 

When John the baptizer \vas performing confession” witnessed by all who confessed
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Faith is not Repentance.''

Je3U8 in apostolic times.' It was not Ins ex-, will therefore fight against them, and “ grind 
istence, or mere sonship that they confessed; j them to powder.” Then as (o the origin of 
but the same confession he himself made > the kingdom. It was not to orginate at that 
before Pontius Pilate. He did not confess | time from Jewish enterprise. It is to be set 
that he believed in his own existence; or | up by the God of heaven, and the saints; that- 
that he was the Son of God; or that he was j is, by Christ' and his Associates, .who shall 
the savior of the world ; or that he was an i take the kingdom ,and the dominion under 
atonement for sin through, the shedding of | the whole heaven. The armies1 of Israel, 
his blood : but that he was born' to be the and a mixed multitude of Gentiles, will be a 
King of Israel. Paul reminds Timothy that J great, sword in their hands to execute upon 
he had confessed the good confession before s the goat nations and their governments “ the 
many witnesses,” which Christ Jesus had C judgment written.’’-- Pilate had sagacity •
“ witnessed before Pontius Pilate.” Now the j enough to perceive that the royalty of Jesus 
reader can easily satisfy himself what this l would not disturb the existing government ; 
confession was by turning to John’s account $ and therefore leaving the future to take care 
of the trial of Jesus at the bar of the Little of itself, he pronounced the - prisoner at 
Horn of the Goat. Pontius- Pilate, the re- J Cicsar’s bar faultless.before the law—" I find 
presentative of this power in Jerusalem, j in him no fault at all.’! How wicked then his 
asked the accused; “Art ihoxi the King of the condemnation to the cross ! ■
Jews?1* Had Jesus denied it, he would have Of what value then, is the popular belief 
denied that he was the Christ; and by deny- in/Jesus Christ while it denies the truth he . 
ing the truth have saved himself, from death ( Witnessed before Pontius Pilate?”’, Theolo-. 
by crucifixion, with the loss of “the joy set I gy,” or pulpit tradition, and collegiate divin- 
before him” in the gracious promises made j *ty speculation,.denies that Jesus was born 
to David. But he denied not; for “ he came J to rule over Israel as king upon the throne 
into the world that he should bear witness j °f his. father David on Mount Zion., Jt 
unto the truth.” The truth he witnessed in. j laughs to scorn so outrageous a supposition ! 
answer to Pilate’s question was, “ Thou say- \ Yet no truth is more plainly taught in the 
est it, I am a King. To this end was I born.”'j Bible; .Popular belief in Jesus is a mere 
Pilate understood him to say by-this; that he j matter of course assent to current opinion's 
was king of the Jews; for he afterwards < concerning him, and totally insufficient as a 
asked the question of the clamorous people, | foundation for union to his.name;. It does 
“ Will ye that I release unto you the King > n(?t c°.ufess the truth,-being ignorant of it; 
of the Jews?” The same thing isEvident rand is therefore of. no efficacy for the renewal 
also from the superscription he placed on the j of the. heart, and purification of the soul. , 
head piece of the cross. ' , - • \ ••• >. . « .Editor. ^

But,it may be inquired,” If Jesus witness-* . ‘ »
ed that he,was born to be king of the Jews, j III2TI2) is not METANOIA—Fflitk il 
seeing that he who made such a claim must,- 1 not Repentance. * ’
of necessity be the rival of Ccesar who was S ”• Dr. Th05us. Dear Sir ;_In reply t0 my
how and j Z S '
sentative, say, “ I find in him no fault at all ?” a P™P»^ion to the m plleetlfls™v01a m,la-
The answer to this is found in the statement nm? 15 t0 th‘nk wlh'hat P">P(wition, or to 
Jesus made of the lime and origin of Ms 1 aPPr°ve, as true ■*l,at God a hrma 18 lrue- 
kingdom. As to thetime of it, he said “ My i l h,9‘ “ t0 me- confounds
kingodm is not of this! world ;”as to the origin \ Plstis with fwcavoia, mclanoia, or faith with 
of it. u My kingdom is not now from hence.” > repentance. -To approve a proposition us 
In regard to the time, Christ’s kingdom did j true is to -.believe-a proposition. Metanoia 
not belong to the Mosaic Kosmos constituted (is never used in this sense. On the contrary,

• by the law, and contemporary with the Little-i*t is distinguished from pislis, or faith. , •
Horn Power in its undivided form as repre- . 2. In preaching, the gospel of the Kingdom

; *Jesus said, pSTavoetrs xa» tfitirsvere sv <rw 
| guayysXiw,- repent and believe in the gospel. 
i Here are two commands.; .One requires the 
| change_ of mind so frequently enjoined in the .
1 gospel; and the other the approval of what he 
: said as true. The proposition to be believed 
I was, “ The Kingdom of God is at hand." To 
i receiye’ that proposition as true was to 
: believe; but it was not to repent. Your 
: definition of repentance is a good definition 
of faith, but not of repentance. You cannot *
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Jfsented by Pilate. Christ’s kingdom belongs to 

a Kosmos characterized by the coexistence of 
Ten Kingdoms/on the Roman earth, as 
known to exist at present. Had it belonged, 
to the Mosaic era Christ’s .servants would 
have given battle to the enemy in his de
fence. This is true of his kingdom to what
ever epoch it may belong. Its establishment 
is sure to be opposed by “ the Powers that 
be ;” because the earth is not large enough 
to contain Christ and them. His servants
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repent a proposition but you can believe one. j of place i8 required, we find ^ra, meta in
the UmhlbuTaTwere reqei^toTeli^^ 1 33itj0" *<*•. to call, but-

3* Faith always relates .to a proposition 1 o^rPf, VhT°n a, chanSe of P,ace l3,11?1 
to be approved as true—repentance relates 1 Jv. ^T ^TaxaXstfaro mctaUhsalo, 
to a course to be abandonee!. Hence Peter \ *ed nis father to him. Send therefore to’ 

to the Sorcerer, “ Repent of this thy K°PPa .XCJ*. P,Sra xa\s<fai -£i|iuvcl, kai meta 
wickedness:” and the Son of God said, i Simt/nai and call hither Simon.
“ Except mdanoesosin, they repent of their ! "* M£<raxiv£w, melakineo, means also a
deeds, 1 will cast them into great tribulation:” s change^ and is rendered ‘‘moved away from 
Faith relates to truth to be believed—repent- .the hope of the gospel, 
ance relates toerror'to be abandoned. " . •! MsraXXab'a'w, metalhsso., “Who ps-

4. In your first article upon this.subject! r»jXXa£av, melellaxan, changed the truth 
. you excepted to my saying that “godly , concerning God into a falsehood. ,
. sorrow was the parent of repentance If . k. Utrapotoou, metamoiphoO.. Jesus

called to an account for his error, namely.- i P , ,sfed’ br changed ,n ^orm* Wh 
impute the blame to a third person. . Paul id ' ' >.* ****¥*&: metapempn. When
blamable if.I have.mistaken a father'for a ■7”e'?ls uscd in composition with pempo, to 

. .son, as you allege.. For ' had- he not said' S?nd‘ tfnd t,ie sendinS re,ated 10 a change ot 
• that “godly sorrow produced repentance ” <-P,a?®».lfs usual se»sc is discernible. bend 

I should never have regarded “ godly sorrow5” l me”' -d J°PPa a°d call • for Simon was 
as the parent of repentance., I suppose-it >!yarned a..holy anSel pera.rrspj,a<f6ai, 
impossible for-a son to-produce his father, j metapempsasthaij to send for thee into his 
You will please excuse my mistake, and 'j house—1 came without gainsaying as sot ms 
accept my apology. \>./■< psvz*sp-\,a<fbitrhelahejipsasihe, I was sent for.

5. Mela, the first syllable' in melanoia• hlsrutfrgeipUfynetastrcpho, ,The sirti
which you render icilh, in composition means ) psratfrgcKpyitferai >metastraphesetai, shall be 
change. •• / • ' -.V /-’.v •• j turned inio darkness is-clearly'indicative of

a. Msrapaivw, metabainoy translated to de- ( change. -There are some who fiBratirps^ai 
part, remove, go from, pass from, has-al- l.melaslrepsai, change or pervert the gospel.

barbarians who had entertained an unfavora-j' ; 6. Many other instances might be cited 
h °P,m?no aa| that he was unharmed s to show that change is generally indicated 
by the viper, p'ra(3a\\opsvoi, melaballome- by. compounding meta with a verb, ^uv, 
“^e* is'a ?p’I?,°n.* and sa'd> j su3\ (long sound of u) is the appropriate pre-

_ ji/r & \ V ' ’ ‘ ■' {'position-to' use in composition to' express
TaXu> vietago. James says, jxSrayo-j connection 'oragreement. -Suwocw, sun- 

. psv, meiagomen, we turn- about, that is, „oeo, and not peravoeu,metanoco, etymo-
■&by bi,'.0^ °f’.the Wl'°le bod'es of | logically signifies 11 to think with." -

i ** . ... . T * > 7. I think that .on reflection you will,
..-metadidomxJesus and Dr, Thomas, agree'with me that pislis, faith, 
nis apostles use metadldomi for imparting,<and.not7he/anouz,repentancejistheappropri- 
tnat is, changing the possession, of. j ' j ate.Greek word by which to express an intel- 

MSTabs<Us‘t metaOiesis. Paul . says, < lectual approval of what God affirms to be true. -
fACTandsfxsv^, melatithemencs, there being | 8. To satisfy you fuljy that melanoia, as* •
a change of the priesthoodj there was - a j used in'the New Testament,does not signify 

?: necessity also for psratiso’ig, metathesis, a ! to think with, I will quote a few passages,
l\ < > * }; • change of law. ‘By faith Enoch ptrsTEbri i and *n l^ese quotations give it that significa-
w>- :ji* ? metclethe, \yas translateds changed as to bis tjon, as follows;: Think with for the king-

: Vi abode, or transported, not interpreted A do,n of heaven 18 at hand. Think with, and •
.V . Change of place is also indicated as, asca^-be,ijev.e ,n ?e gospel, for the kingdom, of

^ • /; «■>■«*■“ ter)“ suttyswset
;.;t l\,at when Jesus bad hn,8hed certain para-, they will think , with. If thy brother think
! fj ^*e8j melereriy he departed, or e with, fprgive him,' Think with, and be
ri* changed locality. . • ' ,. (baptized, every one of you. But now he
::h . g.Msraxa\6u,metpk(ilep. When a change commands all, meneverywhere to think

Mm ■' ' '
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with. These passages are so many de- dispute. I never said it was, nor affirmed 
monstrations that your interpretation is in- anything like it; so that the Doctor need not 
correct But if you understand melanoeo to have multiplied, words in denying it. He 
mean a change of mind, especially with- very orroneously,.however, imagines that I 
reference to purpose, all is consistent,. have said, something tantamount to it in

I am,-Dear Sir, very respectfully yours, saying, that" if God present a proposition to 
S. E. Shepard. the intellect, metanoia is to think with that 

• proposition, and to' approve as true what 
God affirms is true.” But in these words,
I was speaking of an affection, state or con- ». 
ditioh of mind—that kind of mentality that 
must exist in addition to the mere intellectual. 
assent to the truth of the things proposed. 
The following illustration will perhaps ex- 

Before proceeding to the exposition of the press my meaning more clearly to the appre- 
fallacies revealed in my friend’s epistle, it pension of the reader.. A child who venerates 
will be as well to reproduce what I have its parents by Whom it lias never been 
already said upon the subject before us. deceived, is so mentally disposed that what- 
My words were as follows: . i ever they affirm, it acquiesces In upon the

“ First then as to metanoia. It is a word authority of their assertion. However start- 
derived from metanded, which is itself com- j ling or improbable the assertion, the child 
pounded of metoand noth—the me la having ! will maintain against all denial that it must 
the force of with, in the sense of on the same and can onfy be true, because father and 
side with; also towards; while notb has itsj; mother declared it.” It thinks with its 
root in noos or nous, signifying mind, under- parents, no matter what they say; it believes 
standing, intellect;Comprehensive of its-fthey cannot lie, and is therefore prepared 
states, or affections. Hence th$. verb nocu j for'the examination of whatever testimony 
is expressive of the operations, of the intel-. and reasoning they may submit to it for its *' 
lect, as, thinking, considering, • attending, | approval. If they present a proposition to it, 
pondering, &c.: to thiiik with is therefore though it may riot understand it, it thinks 
the radical idea of melanoeo; so that if God, j with that proposition, not against it, and ap- 
for instance, present a proposition to the ! proves it as true because they affirm that it 
intellect, metanoeo is to think with that pro- i is truo. It is not fully persuaded in its own 
position, or. to- approve‘as true what God > mind as the result of an independent exami- 
affirms is true. /. )■ nation of testimony. This would be pislis,

“ Now metanoia beinnr the verbal deriya- for faith; but it is humble, teachable, confiding 
live, expressing what exists .itffsig'nifies a —prepared for believing with intelligence. 
thinking in harmony with, say the thoughts i Now this childlike disposition is metanoia 
of Godj or with any other conversed with, I or that condition of the mind, understanding, 
as the case may be. When a sinner is) intellect, or " heart,” which constitutes the 
exhorted to metanoia a change of mind is moral foundation for a scriptural or justify- 
implied; because the thoughts of a sinner ( 1°^ faith; so that the operations of the 
and the thoughts of God are essentially an-1 intellect and senlirnents the vpi, noi are 
tagonistic: but I do not find in the etymo- j on the same; side with^ God and his tfuth, and 
logical analysis the radical idea of change. j not against them. ’ No person is the subject 
These things being admitted, it follows that < of gospel metanoia who does not think with, 
no one is the subject of gospel metanoia j towards, after God, and therefore against his 
whose thoughts are not the thoughts of God j former self in his ignorance. As 1 have said 
revealed in the gospel of the kingdom.” before, the thinking of a sinner and the 

Such is the text against which my friend | thinking of God are essentially and totally 
discourses in his epistle.. As he is theoreti-1 different kinds of thinking. It is evident, 
cally opposed to “multiplying: words with- i therefore, that when.a sinner comes to think 
out knowledge,” L will Briefly note the points \ with God, he must , think against his former 
of his lucubrations as,follows : he says that,, j 'mode of thinking, which implies that he has

1. Faith is not repentance ; • \turned /rom-that condttion.of mind to God.
2. Godly sorrow produces repentance; j If. an idolater1 <?r ima’ge-worshipper, he may
3. Meta in composition means change, I have renounced the adoration of idols as theresult of God’s teaching, showing its absurd

ity, and vindicating his own claim to the 
exclusive veneration of his creatures: still, 
though “turned from dumb idols to serve 
the living and true God,” such a person 
might yet be ignorant of the gospel of the

;
r

New York, April 13,185-1..

£
.. NO REPENTANCE. WITHOUT FAITH.''

“Ho that Is flrst In his ovrn causo soometh right; hot 
his neighbor cometh and scarcheth him.”—Proverbs.
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and
4. Melanoeo does not in the New Testa

ment signify to think with.
1. With respect to his first point, .the 

proposition that “ Faith is. riot repentance” 
is so self-evident, as to leave no room for
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kingdom. He would be the subject of the Spirit and of power, producing faith un- 
eig tov Qeov peravoiav, ten eis ton Theoh > feigned and obedience, by. which they were- 
metanoian ; the metanoia towards God- but j washed, sanctified, and justified in the name 
not of TUOTiv T7\v eig tov Kvptov l7/<7diM' < kord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our
Xptorov, pislin ten eis ton Kgrion ltsoun j God:. The question .before us is not the *•
Chri'ton,” the pislin or faith towards the of metaHoie in those already saints;
Lord Jesus Christ.” In apostolic times men Pr°d»c-ng of U >n ignorant sinners,
were fought to ^^Go^e^e the IpoTtoHc =f s°o
"ar"e °f Z L «'l0,: amply illustrated in Acts. The sorrow of
im°mth “kingdom'ofTh/heiu'ens1^ Tl° ‘ ***''vorldwhich worttTdtah. 
into the kingdom of the heavens. This not tf* sorrojv of ,|«ymembersof the Corin-
wasmetanoia, which preceded faith m Jesus, thian c|mrch., An inccstuoua brolhcr ap.
but not faith in God; and as necessary to d araon thcm. His iniquity w£s
justification as belief-of he truth In the , to pju| d. tbal wbi|eH it exieted-
doctor s third paragraph he says hat faith J u inst4d of mourni„g on accounl .

to say tlutl Faith is the belief prmiosi- Xra'becLe of certain gifts; thus they- • 
“brotherhood ;Tut h is no?t thetrt of'fat' ^
the apostles preached . ■ With them - faith “ J'' S Cfij t .Xr to .
was the belief of the things concerning the ! thcm rebuking them sharply, that they .
r^ r S ‘ „ „rhL,r , ?r„Je3US might return to their former condition before , 
Christ with metanoia oi heart—a full per- The letter produced the effect he de- .
suasion of the exceeding grea and preemus sjred j.j bad sboPvn lbem „,e mi])d of Cod
ZT,f U° W C^rilSife”SsS eo ' fk T** ‘S ‘hem,’ ^T '
assured expectation of things hoped fo , a St0°d caused B[eat.S0,r™U';,,lhe nposll“. - JtiassriSSK'rsrS... Juinks that the propositmn to.be their incestuous, brother, so as to approve 
believed in the exhortation ‘‘Repent and themselves to be clear in the matter. Thus • 
believe in the gospel, was that The king- .1 sorrow jn accordance with God worketh . 
dom of God is at hand. But in this he is , thinking 'with (him) into a salvation- not to. 
manifestly mistaken. The kingdom of God 5 be regretted ”
being at 'hand was the reason given why .• Thfs passage, t|]en, not being appropriate 
they should believe in the gospel of thaw t0 tbe case before -us, tbe Doctor is certainly 
kingdom. Mark says, R-iepent ye, and j mistaken in making metanoia the son of 
believe in the gospel; to which Matthew .. god]y Eorrow “ 0, ”rather of «50rr0w in .
adds, “/or the kingdom of the heavens has accordance with God” in regard to the i.n- • 
approac led. The gospel is one thing, and J enlightened and therefore unjustified sinner. ... 
the tentetMir kingly power of the heavens, ln t,tecase of the saints in Corinth, the son- ■ . 
another. The Jew*-were,exhorted to think fship 0f mcUmoia mav be granted; but wo . ■ 
with God and believe in Ids gospel;'because 'are not treating of the netaoia of saipts,
His incarnate power who .was to be the butof the prebaptismal.mentality, of sinners, 
future k.ngof the heavens of Daniel’s beasts with r pct t0‘ wbom j repeal with Paul 
was in the midst of them. that it is “ the goodness of God” apprehend-

2. The Doctor’s second, point is, that \ ed; and not sorrow of any sort, that “ leadetli 
“Godly sorrow produces repentance.” ,He to metanoia.” But as the Doctor.so grace-. • 
says, he never should have regarded this as fully begs to be excused for the .mistake, 
the fact if Paul had not said so. But the Paul has so unwittingly led him into, I must 
Doctor has misunderstood Paul, j The apostle not press him too hard upon this point. He 
did not say that godly sorrow produced re- will no doubt revise his ^metaphysical con- •• 
pentance in an unjustified, or unbelieving, j sanguinities,” and put “ godly sorrow” in • • 
sinner, lie refers to the effect of sorrow $ his right place at a more convenient season, 
according to God on the minds of saints in 3. His third point is, that meta in com- 
Corinth, who, before ’they had1 obeyed the] position means change. He has quoted, 
gospel of the kingdom, had been the- subjects ] twelve words from Greenfield's Polymicrian . . 
of that condition' of mind called metanoia. j to prove it.N I do not see any use in his 
It was not “sorrow” of any. sort that > having taken so much trouble to prove what 
produced this prebaptismal metanoia; but! has not been denied. .My words were be- 
speecli and preaching in demonstration of \ fore him, saying, “ When a sinner is exhort- .
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ed to mctaiioid,a change of mind is implied; J side with; which of course leads to harmony
- because the thoughts of a sinner and the of action; while metamclomai, to be con- 

thoughts of God are essentially antagonistic: J cerned in aid or behalf of, from meta,' in aid
• but I do not find in the etymological analysis j of, andflcXsi', mclei, it concerns. Judas was 

the radical idea of change ;M that is, the idea j concerned in aid or behalf of Jesus. He re- 
bf change in either of the root-words of the j turned the money and declared him innocent,

•f- compound. Nor has my friend in his long thinking thereby to aid him; but his mur- 
array of Greek words been able to prove it. j derers said, ‘‘What' is that to us?”—as much 
Some of the-compounds he quotes mean j as to say, “ We don’t care for his innocence ; 
change of some sort by implication, while j we have procured his condemnation which 
neither of the words signify it in themselves J we required, and shall take care that his ex- 
absolutely. Meta as a preposition does not \ edition follow.’” All Judas’ concern in be- 
eignify change; but with, together, with-, on j half of Jesus—all his penitence, sorrow, or 

' the., same side or parly with, in aid of, by i remorse, could benefit neither Jesus nor him- 
means of, against, among, to, towards, after A self;'* therefore he committed suicide, and 
behind; over, beyond. Seeing then that the (Jesus was put to death.

■ idea of change is not in the preposition, nor t, Oiir word repent, derived from the French 
in the verbs and nouns joined to it in com- \ repentir, ought never to be used for metanoeo, 

■ position, how comes it that its coinpounds \ because it always implies sorrow ;-and the 
sometimes signify change bf some sort ? | gospel metanoiaenjoined upon sinners has 

. The answer is. that change is implied. Thus, j nothing to do with sorrow, beipg a joyous 
mctaballo is compounded of hallo, to cast, j condition of the mind. This metanoia is 

’ and mcla, towards. It occurs in Acts xxviii. 6, j- produced by the announcement of glad tid-
• and is rendered, “ they changed their minds.” j ings, which in the nature of things cannot 
i* When the viper bit'Paul, they, said, “No j1 bring)sorrow to the believer. When the

doubt this man is a murderer.” This was j 3000 and the jailer anxiously inquired what
- tho sentence they cast against him. But ] they should do, they were concerned in be- 

when they saw him unharmed, they reversed ihalf of themselves; and if there had been 
the judgment, and cast towards him; saying j no help for them, they would have been in 
that he is a'god. Cast towards is the literal | the predicament of Judas, being hopelessly 
signification of the word; tp'change, their J melamelomized; but they were • exhorted to

• minds, the meaning by implication.- • (become the subjects of. metanoia “in the
• .All the Doctor’s words, which I havear- j name of Jesus Christ.” Into this they were 

ranged lexicographically,: may be treated in j ]ed by the “many other words” of testimony 
the same way with tho same result. ■The < and exhortation delivered to them by the 
process, however, would occupy too much j Spirit of God through Peter. His testifying 
lime and space. As to his <fuvvoew, synnoco, ' worked in them a mode of thinking in har- 
there is no such word in the New Testament; | mony with the truth concerning Jesus, 
we may therefore be content with metanoeo s which was metanoia out ofhisname. bec3.nse,

expressing all that synnoco could cpnvey, s however Abrahamically dispositioned, they 
and more. ' ( had not yet put it on'. But when, believing

There are two words used by the New j the things of the kingdom of God and the 
Testament writers which are both rendered vname of Jesus as the Christ, they were im- 
by the same English word in the common \ mersed into the name of the Father, Son, 
version—metanoeo, and melamelomai. In the j "and Holy Spirit, their previous metanoia be- 
Doctor’s Polymicrian quotation he has omit- \ came metanoia inthciiame; in other words, 
ted all notice of the latter. If he turn to his \ a’renewal of the inner man made complete 
lexicon he will find this definition: “To repent, \ in Jesus. Mere belief of a proposition will 
i. e. to change one’s mind from a painful mo- s not produce this “ new. creature which is 
tive ; feel penitence, sorrow, or remorse.” S “ a partaker of the Divine Nature. Paul 
MfrafxsXrjdeis, mciamekVieis, is affirmed of says, “ We-are renewed by knowledge after 
Judas when he saw the condemnation of j'the image of him that hath create us , 
Jesus. If the Doctor compare his dictionary \ which knowledge Peter styles, e - 
definitions of the two words, he will perceive \ ® ^ ^esus.our or ‘ ‘ ‘ ^
but little difference between them:; there j whom Si uv,.di hdn, are given un o 
both signify repent, to change opinion; to feel j ceeding great and precious promises, that 
sorrow or remorse. Yet there is such an j through these (that is, by faith in them; y® 
important difference between metanoeo and \ might be partakers of the Divine Nature. 
metamehmai, that while men are exhorted to The"* faith'” of the Doctor’s sect is ‘-belie ot 
metanoeize, they aro never exhorted to meta- a proposition so that it has no idea ot the 
melomize. The reason is found in the root- gospel metanoia. All it can conceive con- 
elements of the words: metanoeo signifies cerning it is what is expressed m toe o y- 
to think in harmony with, or on the same micrian definitions and references. eing

as
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ignorant of the “ exceeding great and pre- j Jordan, and in Galilee. But they might 

promises,” it cannot divine the state of have been like my friend’s “ brotherhood,” 
mind, the metamia, produced by the belief j and have changed their minds from the ap- 
of them. The Divine Nature in a believing proving of the righteousness of the Pharisees 
human heart is equally- foreign to its con- to the cultivation of a novelty of their own. 
ceptions. This being the ©fleet of a full j But we are not left to guess at what sort of 

‘persuasion of the covenanted promises, his \ a /metanoiathe Jews were.exhorted to. The 
“Brotherhood” is an alien in respect to it,.} angel of Jehovah who appeared to John the 
because it makes them void by its traditions, j Baptist’s father, has told us all about it. He 
This mere, belief .of a proposition is the real j has defined it in the following words far more 
cause 'of all the iciness,(worldliness, mental {to the point than Dr. Shepard will find it in 
poverty, blindness, and nakedness, of-his | the Polymicrian Lexicon. Speaking of the 
sect. Assent to a proposition and immersion J meianoia John’s preaching was to effect, 
are the heighth and depth,length and breadth, < the.angel said, “ Many of the sons fcf Israel 

' of its divinity. Beyond this all is.a blank ; and j shall be led to the Lord their God. And he . 
meianoia is “ change of mind,” resulting in J shall go forward in his presence, in the 
good-fellowship as a citizen of the church j spirit and power of Elijah, to restore the 
and world as indicatcd by the word “reform !’■’.< minds of the fathers in the children, and the 

My friend's sect has doubtless metanoeized j unbelieving to just persons’ mode of think- 
.in the sense of changing its mind;,.for it is no j ing; to make ready a people prepared for the 
longer in these days of the same mind as in j Lord.” John’s mission was the making ready 
the days of its beginning. It has changed its j a company of Abrahams, Isaacs and Jacobs 
mind for the worse. Iri its beginning it courM out ^of their posterity contemporary with 
ed inquiry into its doctrines; refused in 5 Jesus..' This he effected by reviving through 
theory or practice to call any man Rabbi the Elijah-like spirit and power of his 
proclaimed its readiness to prove all things, J preaching their dispositions and mode of 
and to hold fast that-which is good.; an- > thinking in such men as the apostles. Put 

'nouncod its readiness to open its meeting-j these together in one man,the Abrahamic 
houses “to the Devil himself,” whom it was j disposition arid mode of thinking, and you 
not afraid to hear, so confident was it of its \ have the metanoia to which the Jews were 
ability successfully to resist him; repudiated j exhorted, because his Celestial Majesty was 
the “ one-man-systemdenounced the hire- J in the midst of them. This was something 
ling in a storm of indignation; proscribed J more than a change of mind resulting from 
schools and colleges as the.parents of. pride, j sorrow, and merging into a barren assent to 
conceit and spiritual death; and satirized Ja proposition, and “reform!” 
without mercy the “ benevolent institutions?’ j “To satisfy you? fully,” saith the Doctor, 
of sectarianism as mere clerical devices for j ?‘ that metanoeo as used in the New Testa- 
the advantage of the craft ! But Campbell- < ment, does not signify to think with, I will 
isn\ has changed its mind, and desires to be- quote a few passages, and in these quotations 

. come oblivious of these peculiarities. It has give it that signification.” lie then gives 
practically abandoned all these things, and the. passages, which the reader can refer to 
is as desirous to stave off inquiry-as it was in the Doctor’s last paragraph. In this he 
formerly zealous to promote it! If its mind has taken what I termed “ the radical idea 
be the mind of Christ now, it was not the- of metanoeo” and quoted it as though it 
mind of Christ in the beginning; if it were in were its contextual idea. Now the doctor, 
the beginning, then it is not so now : but it as a revising critic of the Union Baptist 
is more than probable that neither now nor version, ought to knowthat the root-signifi- 
in the beginning had the mind of Christ any cations .of °wbrds. in composition ’ take an 
thing to ao with the enterprise. Its change implied meaning, -as in the case of the 
of mind has been but from one fleshly mode more than a column of words he has tran- 
of thinking to another : but what is worse \ scribed from his Polymicrian. The doctrinal 
than all is, that' it seems determined not to j implication of metanoeite is, “ Be with God 
think with God, but against him, being as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, were in dis
seized of a spirit which prevents the exceed- position and mode of thinking.” This was 
ing great and precious promises obtaining ; - to think with, or to be of the same mind with 
access to their minds. • God; and if the Doctor can find any word.or
^ It is evident, then, from our experience of phrase in the English language to express it, 
this sect, that when John, Jesus,1 and the that word or. phrase is, the countersign of
Apostles before Pentecost, went forth, saying metanoeo'. -
to Judah, Metanoeite, they meant something : My friend must think I am easily satisfied 
more than “ change your mind and purpose.”4) to the full, if he imagines his eighth para- 
Their minds and purposes were not good graph is convincing! Even the radical sig- 
when the proclamation began along the nification. will do in all the texts he cites
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Popery and the Pope.

except one,if God be supplied after "with.” burn our Bibles, and forsake our present 
Read “think with God, and the truth is religious teachers.
well expressed in the implication that re- Shut up and burn our Bibles! you say* 
suits. The text to be excepted is,“ If thy Aye, to be sure. No one ever heard of Pa- 
brother think with:” supply thee, “forgive pists allowing the Bible to be read by the 
himthe brother’s thinking “with the of- j common people. Now I am not surprised 
fended party shows a state of'mind -fit for.? that the Roman Catholics dislike the Bible, 
reconciliation. J for very’much the same reason that Ahab,
. Having thus disposed of all my friend’s J the King of Israel, disliked Micaiah, the pro-

• points, I would like to, know of him, why he ?■ phet of the Lord. (1 Kings xxii. 8.) It is
. strains at gnats and swallows camels ? He j hard not to contract a strong dislike to that •* 

has occupied the greater part of his epistle j which is for ever bearing testimony against 
in marshalling his Polymicrian against a one. To love an enemy is one of the most 
man of straw—in proving that certain words j difficult of attainments' arid the Bible every- 

' compounded of meia signify change of some 5 where speaks against Popery, and prophesies, 
sort by implication, which never wasdenied: j not good, but evil of it, just as Micaiah did of 
but, though he asked me in his note to give j Ahab. It is natural therefore that the Pa-

• him the meaning I attached to gospel as used / pists should dislike it. We ought, not to
in Mark xvi. 15, which I did in about three j expect any thing else. But I am somewhat 
pages of this periodical, he is as silent as the J surprised that they do not take more pains to 
depths of sheol on the subject. Why docs ] conceal their dislike of itj for it certainly does 
not my friend storm the citadel?- Why does not look well that a [professed] .Church of 
he content himself with distant skirmishes? ? God should fall out with the oracles of Gcd. 
Why not cross bayonets at once; charge j It has ah ugly appearance, to say the least, 
home, and demolish the “ wooden thronei to see a [so-called J Christian Church fall out 
He. knows what I mean by this. • My friend with the Christian Scriptures, 
and his brotherhood have made a great noise Now we know the Pope hates Bible Socie- 
in the world about ancient Christianity, the ties, arid forbids iris people to have anything 
ancient gospel, and the ancient order of to do with them.’ It certainly looks bad that 
things. I understand -their views of these ? when Christsays, “Search the Scriptures,” . 
things as well as they do themselves ; and \ a Vicar of Christ, as he calls himself, should 
besides, understand theProphets, with.whom j say, “No, .you shall riot even have them.” 
confessedly they have almost no acquaint-j Let us however do the Pope justice’.- He 
ance: yet they believe themselves far more [does not forbid the use of-the Bible alto- 
enlightened than a heretic like myself, Why [ gether, but only in the vulgar tongue. The 
then do not they demolish me, and prove j E-ngUsh Catholic may have a Frendi Bible, 
that I am in error, and they wholly and and the Frenchman a Dutch or English one. 
solely right? I deny their knowledge of ( The mischief is in having it in.a language 
the gospel.. I am ready to show them from j which they can read. , .
their pulpits what it is; but they will not? The Papists say that the-Bible is the 
hear: I exhibit it in the Herald, but they j of heresies. They trace .all the errors which 
will not read,nor attempt its refutation : but j prevail to the use of the Scriptures ; but 
persist in dogged silence, and hide them-1 Christ gives a very different account.of the . 
selves in a cloud of Greek. The timidity of j matter. He says (Matt. xxii. 29) to the Sad- 
errorists is proverbial: will my friend prove ? ducees: “ Ye do err, not knowing the Scrip- 
.that the proverb does not^apply to him? j tures.” And Paul in writing to Timothy

. ' ' ^ " Editor. \ says, they are “ able to make thee wise,unto
_____ salvation.” The Romanist'tellsus that our

' ^ religion is only three hundred years.old, but
A Few Plain Words about Popery and the here is an Apostle who lived eighteen hun

dred years ago, writing ■ amazingly like a 
Protestant about the Holy Scriptures.

YVe have besides an advantage for under- 
Seeing there is so much talk just now ! standing the Bible, which we have not for 

about Popery and the Pope ; that the whole j any other book whose author is not person- 
kingdom has been parcelled out into Popish j ally accessible. YYe can, at any moment 
Bishoprics under a Cardinal Lord Archbish- we please, go and ask Him to interpret to us 
op of Westminster, and that we are placed any difficult passage. St. James tells us, 
under the spiritual dominion of Romish “If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of 
priests, it may not be amiss if we inquire God, that giveth to all men liberally, and up^- 
what we shall be expected to believe, and braideth not; and it shall be given him. 
what we shall have to submit to,—what in j So then we have the Bible to inform us, and 
fact Popery really is,—beforeAve. shut up or' we have constant opportunities of consulting
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its Author in regard to its meaning: Is not l person, than any of the rest. He says, 
this enough? I ani satisfied.. 1■“ Wherefore my sentence is,” <Sic. What a

But it strikes me that the Papists them-’! pity it is for the Church of Rome, that Peter 
selves hardly believe that their religion is 5 had-not-said that instead of James. Wc 

, scriptural. For if they did, why should they > should never have heard the last of it But 
not put the Bible, into the,hands of . the peo- j it was the Bishop of Jerusalem, and not the 
pic, and advise them to read it, that they i Bishop of Rome, who said it. 
might become good Roman Catholics? But again, if Peter .was infallible, I am

I wonder that the Papists, in.forbidding the S surprised that Paul, “withstood him to the 
Scriptures, do not except St. Peter’s Epistles. > fate, because he was to be blamed.”- That 

’ Was eyer any Catholic forbidden to read the ? was not the way to treat a Pope. But Paul 
letters of a Pope? I believe not. But if they < had always, something of the Protestant 

' . may and should read the letters of the Popes, about him. ; And yet Peter did not resent 
„ why not let them read the Epistles of the Paul’s treatment of him, for in his second 

first of Popes, as they call’him, Peter? I Epistle he speaks of him as “our beloved 
should like to know why it is worse to'read, brother Paul.” I supposethat Peterhimself 
the letters of Pope Peter than of Pope Pius ? did not know he was infallible; Men do hot

• They acknowledge that lie wrote two epis- v always know themselves. . •'
ties *, why not let every Catholic have them ? But if the superiority among the disciples 
I do not wonder that they wish to keep out- .belonged to Peter, how was it that when the 
of sight of the people the.Epistles of Paul, dispute arose, among them, who should be 
who says lie “withstood Peter to the face,' < the greatest, our Saviour did not take Peter 
because he was to be blamed.” Paiul 'forgot ! instead of a little child, and set himin the 
at the moment that Peter was supreme and midst of them ? The disciples could not 
infallible.* We are all liable to forget. Per-/ have understood our Saviour’s declaration, 
haps it is because Peter says .nothing- about i “Thou art Peter,” &c., as the Church of 
Rome, unless- by Babylon he means Rome ;;! Rome- interprets it, or that dispute about 
and not a wora about his being Bishop of superiority could never have arisen.
Rome, and Pope! He seems to have, had no ;• But if Peter were not infallible, why should 
idea that he was a pope. He.saysin his 1st we think that the Popes are ? It might seem 
Epistle, “ The elders which are among you I- unkind, were. I to quote from history 6ome of 
oxhort, who am also an elder” An elder! v their practices; and sometimes there have 
was that all ?' .Why, Peter, do you forget !* been two and even three Popes at one time, 
yourself? Do you not know that you are /each of whom Has consigned the, other to a 
a Universal Bishop? a Primate of the Apos- j; place worse than Purgatory. But 
toljcalCollege, Supremeiand Infallible Head of the Roman Catholics say that a man’s 
of the Church? Ah, this Infallibility! We doctrine may be infallible, while his practice 
all know the Church of Rome professes- in-- is imperfect, we will look a little at some of 
fallibility, but when did she get it ? It was their infallible doctrines.,. 
transmitted from Peter, to be sure Christ <, Their priests arc not allowed to marry— 

•gave it to him, and he handed it down.. But v but Peter wc know had a wife, and Paul 
was Peter infallible? t Tliere \yas’ a day j says he had- power to take a. wife with him 
when I suspect he did not. think himself in- jin his journeys, like the other apostles ; and 
fallible—when, smitten to the heart, he went St. Paul, in laying down the duties of a 
out and wept bitterly. There is no doubt he Christian Bishop, says that he should be the 
made-a mistake when he so confidently, pro- ;! husband of one wife, and he further says 
nounced, “ Though I should die with thee, ;> that Marriage is honorable in all. He does 
yet will 1 hot deny thee,” and we know that / not except the clergy, 
this was after Christ had said, to him, “ Thou Now really, as it is well known that many 
art Peter, and on this rock,” &c. • • ;! of the Popes had families, and made no se

lf Peter was infallible,1 I wonder he did £ret of it, but contracted marriages for their 
not at once settle the difficulty of which we ;j illegitimate children with some .of the first 
have an account in Acts xy. Why was the families in Italy, I do not think it improbable

* matter suffered to be debated in the presence that many of the Romish priests would copy 
of his infallibility ? It seems that Peter, on ; their. Head Bishop’s example. 'There 
this occasion; claimed no preeminence, nor;! some ugly tales told about these things in 
was any particular deference paid to him by Catholic countries, which will not bear re- 
the council. He related His experience pre- i; peating. But common sense will tell us 
cisely as did Paul and Barnabas. Jame3 «; what must come of a parcel of young men 
seems tb have been in the chair on thatocca- jl and women taking vows not to marry. I 
sio’n. He speaks much more like an infallible ;i see therefore no sign of infallibility in this

doctrine, but^ust the contrary; for our Bibles 
tell us that “ in the latter times some shall
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depart from the faith, giving heed to seduc- j go to Him whom he had betrayed, than to 
ing spirits, and doctrines of devils'/speaking j them to whom he betrayed Him. I think 
lies in hypocrisy; having their'conscience J we had better always go to Him, notwith- 
seared with a hot iron ; forbidding to marry." j standing the example of Judas. David said 

Then again, there is the doctrine of Con- j it was better to fall into the hands of God, 
fession to the priest. Old and young, male even for correction, than into the hands of 
and female, are enjoined to tell him their | man. ‘ ^
most secret thoughts and emotions, and thus j ‘ We ha ve all heard of the doctrine of Pur- 
the purest mind is poisoned and corrupted, Vgalory, which'all Romanists are required to 
by being made to think upon and talk about \ believe. The Bible we know speaks of two 
impurity. For to aid in this disgusting work, < places beyond the grave, but we find nothing 
the priests have the most particular direc- v about a third; we are taught that sin is 
tions, and questions are put which could only \ washed out by blood—not burned out in/ire. 
occur to the most abandoned of mankind.- I \ “The blood of Jesus Christ, his Son, cleanseth . 
know that I would not suffer my wife or > us from ALL sin.” What is then left for ‘ 
daughter to undergo the filthy cross-exa-> fire to do ? 1 The spirits of the just made per- 
mination of,a set of men, though -they had j feet ascribe no part of their salvation.to fire.: 
taken vows of chastity. But 1 do not find > No, their ascription is, “ Unto him that loved 
that penitents in the Bible were • directed to > .us, and washed us from our.sins in his own 
go to the priests with money in their hands ? blood.” (Rev: i. 5.) 'What a horrible idea, 
and get absolution; David, Hezekiah, Ezra* j that after Christ’s blood has been applied to . 
Daniel, and others, all went direct to God, J the believing, penitent, the expiation, is not 
and found acceptance and pardon. And does j complete till the'soul has been , subjected to. • 
not. common sense tell us, that ‘ when we j an intense flame, for no one knows how long ! 
have offended any one, we should confess | The-Penitent Tliief did not go there, and yet 
our sin to the person we have offended?-' If S if any one needed Purgatory, surely he did, 
a child offends his father, does he go to a third ( for he had no time1 to do penance.- I can 
person to acknowledge it, when, his father j find nothing about it in the" Bible ; and yet ; 
is near at hand ; and above all does, he go to < we are told a good deal about believers, 
a brother who has. equally offended? Yet \ Hark!, here is a voice from'heaven; now- 
this is Popish doctrine. It sends tts to a bro-. ( we shall know how.it is : .“ 'I heard a voice 
ther as deep in the offence as we., to.confess s from, heaven saying unto me, Write, blessed 
to him that we have sinned against our i .are the'dead which die in the Lord from 
father, when that father is near by ;°and when, i henceforth.;’ /ea, saith the -Spirit, that they 
moreover,- he says, “ Come to me / ” The j may rest from their labors.” They that die 
Prodigal went straight to his Father, and so s in the Lord, re&t, you see.; ’ Then certainly 
did the Publican, and we know how lie re- S,they are not in Purgatory.* I do not know ‘ 
ceivedthem. - •’ ;• • . ' \s, what you think about this -b,ut it would be

But while writing this,’I Haye recollected ! poor-comfort to me, when on a sick and dying 
there is one New Testament example of i bed, to think of resting in flames for an uncer- 
confbssing to priests, and as I, like fair play, j tain time; ... *
the Catholics shall have the benefit-of it. ) There is another curious doctrine which 
Judas Iscariot did- not go to God withliis con- i Papists hold to'be infallible. • Supererogation 
fessioii. He wenl-to the chief priests, and it i they call it, a long word they'have coined on 
was to them he said, “I have sinned in that purpose, the meaning of which is, that when 
I have betrayed innocent blood.’’- Here we ! good people have done enough for their own- 
must confess is an example of confession :to Vsalvation, all they do over and above, goes 
a priest.- But it is the only one, I believe^in ? into a common treasury of the Church, who 
the Bible, and the example is not an encourr! can seWthis surplus stock to rich sinners who 
aging one. Judas also took money to the-! fall short. NoW we. are commanded-to love 
priests; so that the Papists have authority! God with all our heart, .'and mind,-and soul, 
(such as it is) for that part of their practice. J and strength, and till we have done this, we 
Let us do them justice, and give them the ad- j have not done, enough ; and it was -because 
vantage of every particle of°Scripture which S 'we could never do this, and must have per- 
really makes in their favor, for I am sure < ished, that Christ suffered, the just for the . 
they need it: • Poor Judas ! He got nothing j unjust ' I do not think the. wise virgins were 
by going to the priests, and perhaps it was <• Papists, for when they were asked for oil, 
their cruel and, contemptuous treatment of | they said,“Not so, lest there be not enough • 
him that determined .him, in his despair, to s for us and you.”
go and hang himself. How differently would v That the poor should like Popery when 
even Judas have been treated, had he gone l they know what it is, I can’t imagine, for it 
with a broken heart to our great High Priest, j is not a poor man’s Church. ' Christ, accord- 
Jesus! Ah! it would have been better to > ding to them,does not'open heaven till mass
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has been had and paid for, so that either our every part of this country. But as Bishop 
Saviour was. wrong when he says, .“How , Latimer said to Bishop Ridley when about to 
hardly shall they that have riches enter the i perish in the flames, “ Brother Ridley, we 
kingdom of God,” or else Popery is wrong,; shall this day light a candle in England, 
for they are the very men who .can enter most which by God’s grace shall never be put out,” 
easily, having the wherewith to purchase in-1 so shall the lamp of God’s Word continue to* 
dulgences and masses. % ..* , •.! be a light unto our feet, to conduct us on- »

•The poor must serve their time out in Pur- ward to temporal and eternal happiness; al- 
gatory, while the rich can buy themselves j though the other day a Romish priest in 
out. ’Tis true there is a service once a j Birmingham did take a person’s Bible and. 
year, on the second of November, (they call j burn it. For my part, I am afraid that a man 
it All-Souls’ day,) when mass is1 said for all j that hates God’s blessed Word so much as to 
Catholic souls in Purgatory. Now a poor j burn it, would not scruple to burn those who 
Catholic must feel very disconsolate who is j love it, if he had but the power, 
taken with mortal sickness, soon after, with l, Many of us have thought that it 
the prospect of burning in the flames at the j old-fashioned prejudice that fancied any dan- 
very least till the next All-Souls’, day. But < ger from Popery in these enlightened days 
I am afraid, as it takes so'much .money but let us look at Rome.. Not long ago we 
and time to get a,rich Catholic out, that- the < read in- the papers that the Roman people 
benefit is not much when it comes to' be di- J were so sick and tired of the pope and his 
vided among so many as die every year; and 1 Government, that they rose against , them ; * 
so it would appear is their own opinion,vfor land that lie sneaked away, behind- a Protes- * 
to help themselves, in most CatholiC‘ CO.un-4 tant. nobleman’s carriage, disguised as a 
tries they have Benefit Clubs, to which they livery servant. A pretty convincing proof 
snbscribe weekly, and a memberon his death this, that those who.know- him best like him • 
is entitled to a mass to give him a lift out of the least. • “ Well/’ thought'!, as I read it, 
Purgatory—provided his subscription be duly M. this does not look much like God’s Vicar 
paid vp. Ah, this is the rub l Here are the on earth; but1 the hireling 'fleeth because 
very .words. I have copied them from Rule 7 ; he is an hireling.’ Servants in livery-may- 
of a Dublin Purgatory Club “Every. sub- be very respectable and good sort of people, 
scriber shall be entitled, without distinction, but we should hot seek among them for an 
to the benefit of One Mass each, provided Infallible Pontiff’ and a successor of St. Pe- 
that such Member or Subscriber shall be six \ ter. His poor deluded followers in other. 
Months a Subscriber to the Institution, and | countries will surely now have their eyes 
be clear of all dues at the time of the depart-j opened to his blasphemous pretensions !” • • 
ure!” ,1 wonder, what. Peter would have ! Directly the Pope’s back'was turned, the 
thought of these Spiritual Benefit Clubs ! > inquisition was abolished; orders came for

In another of them they try to catch hon- ! thousands of Bibles from the Roman people ; • 
orary members, from “ Those respectable ! and printing-presses were-set to work- in . 
persons who. wish to contribute largely to j Rome itself, for it seemed impossible to sup- 
this* truly meritorious and charitable asso- j ply the demand for the Scriptures.- No soon- 
ciation for -relieving the distressed poor, !er, however, did he return, than the Inquisition * ’ 
who may allow at the rate of 7Id., or 10rf.,« was restored; the gentleman (Dr. Achilli) 
or Is. per week, paid quarterly in advance, who had been most active in Bible distribu- 
which grand .subscriptions will be faithfully tjon was clapped into it, the printing-presses 
“registered and transmitted from our books estopped,, and the people everywhere com- 
to the books of Eternal Life.” ■ “ There will manded to deliver up their Bibles to be de- 
also be some Masses immediately celebra-J stroyed. Depend on itj the Bible is'as much 
ted, according to tuf. subscription.” \ hated by Romish priests in England as in ' 

Peter says, that,**we are not redeemed with \ Home, and. the Bible-burning in Birmingham 
such corruptible things as silver and gold, Us but a-sample of what we should have 
but With .the precious blood of Christ,” but \ everywhere in this country. Popery changed,* •* 
his infallible successors seem of a very dif- indeed ! its tyranny, its Bible-hatihg, and its ■ 
ferent opinion. -But I-think Peter is the bet- superstitious mummeries can never change,' 
ter authority of the two, abd should be very or it would no longer be Popery. Why, the 
unwilling to have years oranges of torture present Pope,-since his return, has proclaim- 
depending on the Subscription. , • ; ed a new -miracle — that an image-of the

Now if good Catholics have to endure, all > Virgin Mary has been miraculously winking 
this ,.burn(ng in Purgatory, no wonder.they j its eyes, “ to the great advantage of the faith- -' 
think so little of burning the. bodies of Pro-! fulf} and I don’t know what honors are being 
testant heretics. And as that which is infal-! paid to it. Just fancy what English Roman 
lible cannot change, we will not forget the ! Catholics of plain common sense must think 
hundreds of fires that were once' kindled in \ of such importures as this, warranted by
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Testimony of Justin Martyr.
who is styled an, Infallible Head of the J that we wi)l have no Jesuits (who have 
Church. Who can wonder that infidelity is j.been for their crimes expelled in turn from 
general in Popish countries among the better > every Roman Catholic country) allowed to 

■ ' informed o( the people. - . ’ j interfere in our families, and ,undermine
Had the .Pope boon left to himself, we j.their principles.

. should have heard very little more, of a Sov- s That while we would have no persecution 
ereign Pontiff. But we read,in our Bibles v.of our Roman Catholic fellow-subjects, we 
that the kings of the earth shall give their J would have such additions to our statutes as 
power-11010 the Beast; and so foreign ar-; may be 'necessary to have Mem, equally 
mies were sent to force the Pope and his j with, ourselves, protected from the aggressive 
authority upon an unwilling people. And i and deadly machinations of a foreign priest- 
those armies are obliged to ,be kept there, or j hood, which has ever been .the bitterest ene- 
he would again be driven out. And though ! my of our country. And that we will, at 
at present he may speak great swelling ! all hazards, and at any cpst. preserve those 
words, we know where it is written of the j scriptural privileges which our forefathers 
apostate Church of which Jie is the head, \ purchased with their lives, and which, under 
n For God hath put it in their hearts to ful- 1 God, are the only safeguards of our indivi- 
fil his will, and to‘ agree, and give their'! dual happiness and our national prosperity, 
power unto the Beast, until the words of 
God shall be fulfilled.’.' And again,
“Come out of her, my people, that ye be not 

'partakers of her sins, and that ye receive 
not,of her plagues,” for “ she shall be -.ut
terly burned with fire.”' " .:

There are many other things on which I Christian Church have been sometimes 
should like to say a few words, but a hand- greatly overrated on the one hand, and at 
ful of corn is as sufficient to show the ! other times as unjustly depreciated, on the 
quality as the whole sack; and I hope that.j other. It has been maintained that from 
the few samples I have given will put us air! this source, all our theology ought to flow, 
thinking, and reading bur Bibles, and pray- Land that, by this standard the Word of God 
ing too, for God’s Hoi v Spirit to guide us in ! ought to be expounded. Did not those in- 
the way of truth; and then we shall lmv.eldividuals, it has been triumphantly asked, 
reason to bless him for this impudent med- j.who lived next to the age of Christ and his 

. dling of the Pope. . . ! apostles, know better-what doctrines they
But we have also, something else to do ! taught and what expositions of Old'Testa- 

besides thinking, and^ reading, and praying,! ment Scripture they gave, than those who 
—for God works by moans.- Protestantism ! live- at the present day ? Others, on the 
should be a religion of protesting, -but \contrary, express the utmost contempt for 
many of us have, nearly forgotten what \ the writings of the Fathers; collect from 

. were the sins of Popery, which, led uur fore-! their works numerous instances of false 

. fathers to protest against, and to,abandon it. I exegesis, and then exclaim, in the words 
Our CIVIL LIBERTIES are. in.as much j though not in the spirit of Lord Bacon, 
danger as our spiritual privileges. Pa-! “We are the true ancients.” Both these 
pis.ts boast that as Popery is infallible, it ! opinions are manifestly erroneous, and 
never changes, and cannot change. Let us ! hence the question arises, What degree of 
take them at their word, and act accordingly, j importance are. we to attach to the writings 
.uniting in addressing, the Parliament and s of the early Fathers ? Though we cannot 
the Throne,.and telling them that though [elevate them to the rank of. judges, and im- 
Popery claims infallibility, we‘ do not, and ! plicitly bow to their exposition of Scripture, 
that we fear wb have- made a mistake in | yet we must regard them as honest men, and 

.seeming to allow by some of our concessions > perfectly competent to give an impartial ac- 
to what we thought full religious liberty for j count of the leading doctrines which were 

■ .our fellow-subjects, the intermeddling of a j. believed in their day. It is indeed admitted, 
foreign power; that we are now convinced ! that error was introduced at a very early 
. by experience that Popery is, and ever must period into the Church, and that in the first 
be, the enemy of our country and of mankind, three.centuries of the Christian era we find 
.and that.it should not be allowed unlimited the germ of almost every error that was 
.license in this. Protestant kingdom; that .afterwards, developed, in the anti-christian 
British females should not be allowed to be apostasy. But it cannot surely be supposed 
inveigled into taking vows of celibacy; that, at so early a period* the essential doc- 
that convents and monasteries should not trines of the gospel would be denied, or so 
again be suffered to pollute the soil-from greatly perverted as to destroy their distinct- 

. which our forefathers uprooted themand live. features, and consequently we. may
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.
believe that the doctrines taught by Justin / the Father, till the times are completed. 
Martyr, Irenzeus and Tertullian were gen- “OurLord Jesus Christ,” says Justin, “was 
erallv the same with those contained in the Forthwith received into heaven, while the 
New* Testament. The nearer, therefore, times were fulfilling; and he that is about to 
that any writer lived to the time of the come and speak bold and audacious things 
apostles, the more important is his testimony against the Most High is already near at the 
respecting any particular doctrine.1 Viewed door, who, Daniel intimates, shall remain for 
in this light, the testimony of Justin Martyr a time, and times, and the half of a time, 
is of the utmost importance.’ • He was'born And you* ignorant how long he is about to 
in the Greek colony of Flavia Neapolis, near continue, expound it otherwise; for ye say 
to the ancient Sychem in Samaria, and, that a time denotes a hundred years; But if 
previous to his embracing Christianity, was this-is the case, then the Man of Lawlessness 
well acquainted with the leading systems of shall- reign at least 350 years, according to 
Grecian philosophy. He afterwards went that which is spoken by the holy Daniel, 
from place to place in his philosopher’s man-!; ‘And times;’ where not less than two times 
tie, expounding the Scriptures, and defend-, can be intended.” Dialogue, chapter . 32. 
ing Christianity against both. heathens and By the 1260 days, mentioned in Revelation, 
heretics. His larger Apology presented to and the time, time's, and the dividing of a
the Roman Emperor in defence of the !; time, in Daniel, the early Fathers understood
Christians,and his Dialogue with Trypho the three years and a half, during which Anti- 
Jew, were written about the middle of the Christ shall reign*. At the .close of this 
second century, and at a period when indi- period, they thought Christ should come, and 
viduals must have been living who had seen, consume the Man of Sin with the breath of 
and heard some of the apostles. Justin had his mouth and destroy him with the out- 
also visited Palestine, Alexandria, Ephesus, shining of his presence. In confirmation of 
and Rome, so that he had ample opportunity this theory, and as an illustration of the 
of being well acquainted with the leading | passage already quoted we may notice that 
teachers in the Christian Church. • (Justin thus describes the manifestation of 

The clear, decided testimony of such a (the man of sin previous to Christ’s second 
man as Justin Martyr to the personal reign coming: “There are two appearances of 
of Christ on the earth has always been felt him (of Christ) announced. The first, in
to be peculiarly valuable. He repeatedly deed, in which he is announced as suffering, 
maintains, that two advents. aTe recorded in and without glory, and crucified; but the 
Scripture : one in which Christ should come second, in which he shall appear with glory 
as a sufferer, in a mean and despised form, above the heavens; when also the Man of 
and that he should be at last crucified ; but Apostasy who utters enormously insolent 
in the other he shall come with great power things even against the most High, shall 
and glory. “For the prophets,” says he, \ dare to do unlawful things against us Chris- 
“proclaim two of his advents; one indeed, has tians upon earth.” The two appearances of 
already taken place, when he appeared as a Christ are also illustrated, according to the 
dishonored and suffering man; but the other allegorizing spirit, of the age, by the two 
is announced when he shall appear with the goats on the annual day of atonement.; the 
glory of heaven, with his angelic- host, one was sacrificed and the other was 
when he shall also raise the bodies of all sent in*to the wilderness. The first goat, it 
men.” Apology, I., chapter 52. But what was alleged, was typical of a suffering, the 
proof have we that this second advent is second of a glorified, Redeemer, ' 
premillennial. We have the most conclu- Justin Martyr maintained further, that 
sive evidence in Justin Martyr’s Dialogue Elias would come, previous to Christ’s ap- 
with Trypho the Jew, when he endeavors pearance. Trypho objected against Chris
to convince his opponent that Christ is the tianity that Elias had not come ‘according to 
Messiah promised to the fathers. But the the prediction of Malachi. Our author re- 
Jew naturally affirmed that Jesus could not plies, that as John the Baptist, in the spirit 
be the Messiah, for the prophets announced and power of Elias, preceded Christ’s first 
that he should come as a glorious conquer- coming, so Elias shall come personally be- 
or, and yet Christ was mean and. despised, fore Ins second advent. Dialogue, chap- 
In obviating this objection, Justin says that ter 49. 
there are two appearances of Christ men
tioned: one in which he was put to death, 
but in the other his murderers shall recog
nize him whom they have pierced, and the chapters of the Dialogue with Trypho. The 
tribes shall wail, tribe by tribe, tho women subject is introduced by a question from 
apart, and the men apart; but .that in the Trypho. “ And Trypho answered.to these 
mean time Christ sits at the right hand of things: Tell me, 0 man, since thou art
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Testimony of Justin Martyr.

anxious to be certain in all matters, cleaving j thousand years are intimated in a mystery, 
to the Scriptures. But tell me, do you truly j For as it was said to Adam, ‘ In the day that 
confess that this place, Jerusalem, shall be j thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely' die,’, 
rebuilt, and do you expect that before Christ j we know that he did not fulfil a thousand 
come, your people shall be gathered together j years. We know also, when it is said that 
and rejoice with Christ, together with the j the day of the Lord is as a thousand years, that 
patriarchs and prophets, and with our race/j this doctrine is referred to. And since also 
and even with the proselytes ? or that you \ there was a cortain man among us, whose 
may seem to excel its in these questions, j name was John, one of the apostles of 
are you not at liberty to confess to these J Christ, having composed a Revelation, pre- 
things ? And I replied :.lam not so reduced I dieted that they who believe should dwell in 
to extremities, O Trypho, as to say things \ Jerusalem with our Christ, and after these 
that I do not think. .1 will confess then to \ things there shall take place the universal 
thee ; and first, that I and many others think \ and, as appears, eternal judgment, simulta- 
that these things shall be accomplished as | neously with the resurrection of all. For 
truly as you do ; but I acknowledge to thee.j even as our Lord said,—they neither marry 
again that there are also, many Christians nor,are given in marriage,but shall be equal 
who are [not?] pious and pure who do not j to.the angels, being the children of the re
entertain this sentiment, For I have shown j surrectionjof God.”—Dialogue, chapters 80 
you that there are some that are called J and 81.’
Christians who are atheists , and ungodly J In this important quotation, it will be ob- 
heretics,. because they teach all blasphemous, j served that there Is an apparent contradic- 
and atheistical and foolish doctrines. But j tion. According to the received reading, 
that you may not be the only one to know f Justin says : “But I. acknowledge to thee 
that we hold this doctrine, I will compose a ? again that there are many Christians who 
treatise, according to my ability, of all our j are pious and pure who do not hold this 
doctrines, in. wJiich I will write also that ? doctrine.” And tHen he goes on to enume- 
which I have acknowledged, and that which i rate such parties who call themselves 
I acknowledge to you. For lam determined j Christians, and yet attempted to subvert the 
not to follow men or men’s doctrines, but J very foundations of divine truth. Critics 
rather God and those doctrines derived .from j have endeavored to remove the difficulty in 
him. For if you converse with some that j two ways. Some propose to read the clause 
are called Christians, they not ortly do not j thus: .“But I acknowledge to thee again 
acknowledge this doctrine, but they also / that there are many Christians who are not 
dare to blaspheme the God of Abraham, arid j pious, and pure who do not hold this doc- 
the God of Isaac,and the God pf Jacob; they ! trine ;’’ and then it is argued that such indi- 
also affirm that there is no resurrection of j viduals, ought no more to be called Christians 
the dead, and that as soon as they die their j than the adherents of .the seven heretical 
souls arc received into heaven. You do not > sects among the Jews should be called the 
acknowledge them to be Chrisljans any > children of Abraham. Others think that 
more than those Jews, when, it is rightly > conjectural reading is admissible, and that 
understood, who confess that they are Sad- j the difficulty is sufficiently cleared up by the 
ducees, or that they belong to‘the similar j fact, that though pure and pious Christians 
heresies of the Genistae, and Meristae,. and ! denied, the millennial reign of Christ, they 
Galileans, and Helleniani, and Pharisees, and j were not orthodox.CIiristians in all things. 
Baptistae—you even hear me with difficulty \ “ But I,” says he, “ and those that are per- 
enumerating these things; but these are j fectly orthodox Christians in all things.” 
indeed called Jews, and the children of Abra-j The first mode of obviating the difficulty 
ham, and they confess him with ..their lips*, s renders the passage entirely consistent with 
while, as God himself exclaims, their heart,j itself, and .indicates a regular process of 
is far from him. But I and those that are j thought, while according to the second, the 
orthodox Christians in all things, maintain s imperfect, but pure and pious Christians are 
that there shall be a resurrection of the flesh, | simply mentioned, and then, by an abrupt 
and we shall spend a thousand years in j transition of thought, the entire argument is 
Jerusalem when it has been built and beau- < made to bear against heretics who were un- 
tified and enlarged, as the prophets Ezekiel j worthy of the Christian name. And though 
and Isaiah and the others confess. For < inthe Greek of the New Testament a con- 
Isaiah thus speaks concerning the thousand j jectural reading is entirely inadmissible, yet 
years: Isaiah Ixv. .17—25.° I continued, <this is very far from being the case with the 
When, thereforo, it is affirmed in these words, < writings of the Fathers, as their works have 
‘ For according to the days of a tree shall j not been guarded by the Church with such 
be the days of my people, even according to \ scrupulous, care as the inspired volume, 
the works of their labor,’ we think that a > But according to either exposition, it is ad-
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mitted that the personal reign of Christ on } of the restirrection neither marry nor are 
the earth with his saints was the prevalent given in marriage, but are equal to , the 
doctrine in the Church during the second angels; and he expressly says, “Whoever is 
century—a circumstance which surely points faithful to the doctrine of Jesus, him will 
to an earlier origin. Christ raise from the dead at his second

Justin reminds , his opponents that the advent, and make him immortal, unchange- 
Christians believed in the personal reign of able, and free from all sorrow.” Arid in • 
Christ just as truly as did the Jews that another passage he says, “At his glorious 
Messiah should come. The Jewish Rabbis advent Christ will in every way confound 
taught that the Messiah, immediately on his those who have hated him and unrighteously 
coming, would reassemble the scattered apostatized from him: but his own people 
tribes, and that every Israelite who did not, he will bring to enjoy repose, and fulfil all 
like the Sadducees, deny the resurrection of their expectations.” These quotations clear-.' 
the dead, would enter upon the enjoyment j ly show the nature of the millennium which 
of a thousand years, under the dominion of the early Christians expected, for Justin is 
their triumphant King. “ How many,” asks not the only writer of that period who enthr
one, “are the days of the Messiah? Rabbi tained the same blessed hope. “In all these 
Eliezer, the son of Rabbi Jose, the Galilean, works,” says Gieseler in his Church History, 
said: The times of the Messiah are a thou- “the millennium is so evident, that no one 
sand years, according to what is said in Jere- can hesitate to consider it as universal in 
miah xxiii. 4: For the day of God is a thou- an age when certainly such motives as it' 
sand years.” offered were not unnecessary to animate

The vanity of human life is never perhaps men to suffer for Christianity.” But if this 
so keenly felt as when we contrast its short- belief was necessary then, it is no less 
ness with the duration of many trees, and needful now. Contempt, and hatred, and 
even with most of the works of art. The j malice have supplied the place of open vio- 
oak lives a thousand years, and many of the j lence, and consequently it is just as true.as ■" 
works of man exist long after he is dead, j it ever was that it is through much tribula- 
When, therefore, it is said that the days of j tion that we must inherit the kingdom. In 
God’s people shall be as the days of a tree, j the metaphorical but deeply impresssiye 
even as the works of their hands, it is in-j language of Scripture, believers are still 
tended that during the millennium the curse'j orphans, destitute and desolate, deprived of 
shall be removed, and man shall regain his a Father’s care; they are still captives 
original position in the universe of God. longing for the return of their sovereign to 

There is another passage in the writings break their'chains; and the Church, in .her 
of this distinguished Father which evidently collective capacity, is yet a disconsolate ■ 
refers to the millennium, and from which j widow, subject to the world’s oppression and 
some have very unfairly attempted to show- scorn, and continually expecting her Hus- 
that sensuous notions were connected with, band’s return., This glorious hope is,there- 
this great event. It is as follows: “ That fore, just as necessary now as it was in the 
Christ preached the gospel, arid himself said, past ages, to cheer us in adversity, to sustain 
The kingdom of heaven is at hand; and that 0ur courage and invigorate our faith amidst' 
it was necessary for him to suffer many 0ur manifold trials, as we wait for the * 
things of the Scribes and Pharisees, and to coming of the Lord from heaven. And surc- 
be crucified, and on the third day to rise, jy it js a cheering thought that, for aught, 
again, and again to come to Jerusalem to We- know to the contrary, this may be the1 
eat and drink with, his disciples.” Justin ]ast generation of men who shalftread the 
here clearly refers to Matthew xxvi. 29, earth in sorrow and sadness, and that before 
where the Saviour says to his disciples, “But another age dawns, Christ may come and 
I say unto you, I will not drink hereafter of reign with°his saints upori the earth.—From ' 
this fruit of the vine, until that day I drink it j Waymarks in the Wilderness. 
new with you in my Father’s kingdom.” | ‘ • * * * :
Instead, therefore, of criticising Justin Mar
tyr’s sensuous notions too severely, let the • _
opponents of Christ’s pre-millennial advent From thc Gospcl Banncr*
recollect that he is almost quoting inspired Sectarianism versus Christianity, 
language, and let them beware lest, in con-j (
demning the servant, they do not equally It is a grand mistake to suppose, that 
condemn the master. This ancient writer because the Bible is generally circulated, 
is indeed very far from indulging in sensual j and churches and meeting-houses abound, 
ideas when he represents believers as wait- j therefore this is a Christian land. It is pro- 
ing for the coming of the Lord. He affirms, j fessedly Christian, we know, but profession, 
in harmony with Scripture, that the children 1 and practice are two things not always found,
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united together. In order to be a Christian, > they also who are fallen asleep in Christ are 
it is essential that the teachings of Christ bo \ perished.” Now this is not true, if the popu- 
regarded. To disregard his teachings is a \ lar doctrine be correct. That which is im- 
virtual denial of his name. No one has a j mortal cannot perish or die. But God has ' 
fight to it who does not believe his word, or J said, “ The soul that sinneth it shall die”— 
the word of those whom he sent forth as his j and “The \Vages of sin is death.” The 
ambassadors. How important then to com- i language of sectarianism is the language of 
pare our faith and practice with the inspired ] the serpent, “ Ye shall not surely die”—and 
word! “ Examime yourselves whether ye J therefore anti-Christian, because opposed to 
be in the faith.” We purpose to notice a \ the teachings of Christ, 
few things held in common by the sects of\ II. The doctrine of an intermediate state

I ■

.

i-
n

:
•i «.!be in the faith.

few things held in common by the sects of J
the day, which are subversive of the doc- j of conscious enjoyment or misery. 
trines of tho Bible, and therefore anti-Chris
tian.

I •;
This doctrine has arisen out of the former,' 

• j and became absolutely necessary, in order to 
1. The doctrine of the immortality of the { make the thing consistent. • If the soul is 
■7 ' . j immortal, then it will live after the body
This may be called the cardinal doctrine i dies, and must exist somewhere. If righte- 

of sectarianism. It is held by all parties, j ous, it will be borne aloft on angels’ wings 
from.the “Mother of Harlots” to the young- < to a paradise above the 6kies, of which the 
est of her daughters. Catholic and Protest-< poet sings : ' •' * '■
ant here meet on common ground. And j “There I shall bathe my weary soul
more than this. Mohammedan and Pagan/• in seas of heavenly rest; 1
also admit and glory in the same doctrine, . A“Adc“p'^">’'
and, in this respect at least, need no “ turn- < w . ,
ing from darkness to light.” It also bears \ But ,f “""ghteous, then the immortal spirit 
the impress of age. Before Jesus brought 
“ life and immortality to light by the gos
pel,” it was taught by heathen philosophers } Such is the teaching of a majority of the 
in the schools of Greece. And, at the present / sects. And yet this doctrine of an interme- 
day, it is pretended to be proved to a demon- j diate state has its difficulties. Hence there., 
stration by a new order of fanatics known j is a division in the camp on the subject: the 
by the cognomen of spirit-rappers.

!soul. :
■!

.i.l
: •

• “Ascends to God, not there to dwell, 
Rut hear its doom undsink to hell.

fji j majority or orthodox believing that the em-
But does this universal adherence to the \ pire of death, over the body is to exist 

doctrine prove the point in question ? Not J only until the judgment* when the immortal 
at all. Christianity is not built on Pagan / spirits will be called back to their prison 
philosophy, nor dependent on demonology j bodies, in order to receive judgment; while 
for proof of the correctness of its doctrines. j the minority reject the resurrection of the 
The Bible is the text book of Christians. <; body as of-no use, and look upon the spirit- 
“To the law and the-testimony” alone they { world as the final state.' And certainly the 
appeal for the truth of their articles of faith / last idea is the most reasonable, if we admit 
and practice. -'the soul to be immortal. But this is all

The immortality of the soul forms no part \ foolishness—has no foundation in the Word 
of Christ’s teaching, nor is it found in the ^ of Wisdom. One error begets another. 
Bible at all. He taught that those who re- > The Scriptures do not recognize any inter- 
ceived and practised his word should not j mediate state of consciousness between death 
perish by death, but be raised from the dead and the resurrection'of the body. On the 
at the last day, and that they should never j contrary, they teach that the “dead know not 
die any more, but be like nnto the angels of > any thingthat when man dieth, “*in that 
God. Luke xx. 35, 36. The immortality j very day his thoughts perish and that 
he taught is not inherent in man, but depen- j “the dead praise not the Lord, neither any 
dent on character, is and to be manifested / that go down into silence.” The word sleep, 
only in an incorruptible body, by a resurrec-and consequently the idea" it represents, is 
tion from the dead. It is those who are “wor- J frequently made use of by the sacred writers 
thy”—those “ who by a patient' continuance * to set forth the state of the dead. “ Them 
in well-doing seek for glory, honor, and im- that sleep in Jesus will God bring with him,” 
mortality”—those who hear the voice of} &c.- So also Job says, “ Man lieth down 
Jesus, and follow him, that shall have eternal $ and riseth not; till the heavens be no more,

‘ shall not awake, nor be raised out of
, _ Job- xiv. 12.

Scriptures cannot be enjoyed without a re- >• III. The doctrine concerning heaven and 
surrection of the body. This is plainly and J hell: And what! is this teaching wrong too ? 
forcibly taught by the apostle Paul in 1 Cor. j Most assuredly. Compare the teaching of 
xv. He says that if the dead rise not, “ then \ sectarian preachers on these topics with the

.

life. See Rom. ii. 6; 7; John x. 27,28;? they shall r 
James i. 12. The immortality taught in the j their sleep.”

I .
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revealments of the Bible, and you will cer- the sects ? It is described as a place of in- 
tainly perceive a vast difference. The Bible conceivable and unending torture, where the 
says nothing about heaven and hell being immortal spirit will be eternally conscious 
located in the “spirit-world,” or of their of a separation from God and happiness, 
being the abode of “ spirits blessed,” of > What an idea! Suppose this world of sin- 
“ spirits damned.” True, the Bible speaks j ners had been abandoned of God from tho 
of heaven, where God dwells, in “ the light j time our first parents sinned to the present, 
which no man can approach unto,” but that J what now would have been the state of the 
abode is not promised unto the sons of men. j race ? Probably exterminated — or, if not 
Of this heaven Jesus said, “No man hath j exterminated, so far debased as to be little 
ascended up to heaven, but he that came j better than the brute creation. Such is the 
down from heaven, even the Son of man j tendency of sin, unrestrained. And yet the 
which is in heaven.” John iii. 13. To this j popular doctrine teaches that man, if found 
glorious abode Jesus ascended, and is now j worthy of death at the close of this proba- 
there as the High Priest of his people in the j tionary state, will not die, but be kept alive 
Holy of Holies. None but the High Priest j for ever and ever, in a sinful condition, in 
was permitted to enter the inner, sanctuary, order to be tormented. What a libel is this 
where the cherubim overshadowed the mercy-!; upon the character of God! It converts a 
seat and the ark of the covenant. He en- just, holy, and merciful Being into a rc- 
tered that Holy Place for the people. Even vengeful, cruel, and malicious tyrant. The 
Jesus will not abide in heaven, but will come Scriptures declare-—“If ye live after the 
to our planet again, and take up his abode flesh, ye shall die”—“ He who sows to the 
in it for ever. Peter, speaking of the resur- flesh, shall of the flesh reap corruption,” or 
rection and ascension of Christ, says, “David | death—“Sin, when it is finished, bringeth 
is not ascended into the heavens, but he S forth death;" and who can gainsay his 
saith himself, The Lord said unto my Lord, < authority, or reverse his righteous decrees ? 
Sit thou at my right handtmfitf I make thy j Sin is an abomination in his sight. His 
foes thy footstool. ’, Acts ii. 34, 35. Now j holiness cannot approve those who practise 
if David is not in heaven—if no man hath (it. Therefore it is said, “ they which corn- 
ascended to heaven but Jesus, and he only < mit such things are worthy of death;" that 
for a limited time, as the representative of j “ evil-doers shall be cut off;" that “tho 
his people—what becomes of all the asser-< transgressors shall be destroyed together 
tions of those who teach that the abode of f that “ the wicked shall perish, and the ene- 
the Eternal God is the dwelling-place of < rnies of the Lord shall be as the fat of lambs ; 
those who die in Jesus? And if Jesus did \ they shall consume; into smoke shall they 
not enter it until he was clothed with an in- consume away,” Psa. xxxvii. 20; that “ the 
corruptible and immortal body by a resur- day cometh that shall burn as an oven ; and 
rection from the dead, how say some they all the proud, yea, and all that do wickedly, 
can enter that glorious abode as naked shall be stubble: and the day that cometh 
spirits ? This doctrine is full of absurdity, j shall burn them up, saith the Lord of hosts, 
and shrinks into thin air when touched with j that it shall leave them neither root nor 
the sublime doctrine of a future state as j branch,” Mai. iv. I; that “ He will burn up 
made known in the Bible. < the chaff with unquenchable fire that

“The earth hath Jehovah given to the \ “these (the wicked) shall go away into ever- 
of men.” Paradise was first located j lasting punishment" Matt.xxv. 46 ; “ whose 

here. And when the earth is redeemed j end is destruction," Phil. iii. 19; “ who shall 
from the curse resting upon it, then Paradise \ be punished with everlasting destruction from 
will be restored. All things will be created j the presence of the Lord, and from the 
new, or renovated. “ There shall be no \ glory of his power,” 2 Thess. i. 9 ; and that 
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, \ “the fearful, and unbelieving,and the abom- 
neither shall there be any more pain ; for j inable, and murderers, and whoremongers, 
the former things are passed away.” Rev. \ and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, 
xxi. 4. Is there not something worthy of \ shall have their part in the lake which burn- 
God in this ? A renovated earth peopled \ eth with fire and brimstone, which is tho 
with immortal beings? There is nothing ! second death" Rev. xxi. 8. 
fabulous or mythological about this heaven, s From these references it will be seen that 
but all is real and substantial. It belongs \ death, not life, is the result of sin; deslruc- 
to those things of which it is said, “Eye \ tion, not endless torture, the punishment of 
hath not 6een, nor ear heard, neither have ! the wicked. Sin has marred the perfect 
entered into the heart of' man the things J work of God, and renders the individual 
which God hath prepared for them that love l who loves it unfit and unable to fulfil the 
him.” 1 Cor. ii. 9. \ end of his creation ; therefore He has wisely

And what shall we say about the hell of 1 and mercifully purposed to destroy those
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whom he cannot save by his love, as made 
known by his Son Jesus Christ. The hell 
of the sects is not of God. The doctrine is 
heathenish and devilish. God is not impla
cable ; when he punishes the transgressor 
with death, he does it because “one sinner 
destroyeth much good,” and

“ One sickly sheep infects the flock.
And poisons all the rest ;n

therefore, “ the wicked shall be cut off from 
the earth, and the transgressors shall be 
rooted out of it.” Prov. ii. 22. Then “the 
upright shall dwell in the land, and the per
fect shall remain in it.”

the Jews in Palestine depend on support 
from abroad, which, at best, does not half 
supply their wants, and to which our happy 
country contributes a very small portion.’ ” 
Advent Harbinger.

if.

!•

The Russian Empire.
The Journal de la Stalisii que Universelle 

of Paris publishes the following table of the 
successive encroachments of Russia from 
the fourteenth century up to the year 1832. 
It is drawn up from communications by 
MM. Schmitzler, Maltebrun, Gen. Bern, and 
other statisticians:

\u
• I

I

GRAND DUCHY OF MOSCOW.
. Extent in 
Geographical 

Miles.

4,656 6,290,000

The Jews of Palestine.
The President and Trustees of the Ameri- J 

can Relief Society for the Indigent Jews in 132s, at the accession of Yvon (Ka-
Jerusalem have issued an adaress to their ,cta).......................................
co-religionists throughout theUnited States, X“t ."STSyran'T.!"V. 3?,43?
on the subject of the deep distress which is 1584, at the death of Yvan ii....... 125,405future^iory!'11^ Poverty threatens^to hasten I tc.oco.ooo
the death of the pious pilgrims scattered 
through the four cities associated in holiness, 
who, in their dire, condition, appeal in words J ^ 20,000,000
that rend the hearts of all gifted to feel, for n............................................&19,&3S 25,000,000
immediate relief from the horrors which en- s i"9o,at the death of Catherine ii....334,s6o 33,000,000 
compass them. The Trustees have not the j 1S31’ at the''taking of ’Saw.‘.309,704 oo,ooo’,ooo 
heart to place before their fellow-Israeliies
the picture of woe brought to their view in s That is t0 s that during the last two 
we -authenticated documents; it will suffice j renturies Russia has doublef her territory, 
to show the extent of the distress by the fol- and during lhe last hundred years has tripled 
owing extracts. Sir Moses Montefiore, j her population ; her conquests during sixtv 
art., in answer to a draft sent by the So- j year3 are equal to all she possessed in Eu- 

ciety, writes: “The distress of Israel at the ro pe before that period ; her conquests from 
present moment is truly heartrending. The gwe(jen arc greater than what remains of that 
high price of provisions and house-rent, the - . _
diminution of the usual revenues for the

Popu
lation.

)'
EMPIRE OF RUSSIA.

«*■

!

|
kingdom ; she has taken from the Tartars an 

^ . , . ., r , r extent equal to that of Turkey in Europe,
poor, aflord the best evidences of the state of wilh Greece, Italy, and Spain ; her conquests 

e indigent. The house of Leheren at from Turkey in Europe are more in extent 
Amsterdam, appeal m the fervent words of lhan the kingdom of Prussia w thout the 
patriotism for the relief of the poor in Pales- > Rhenish provinces ; she lias taken from 
stine, and state that ‘ nearly half of the usual Turkey in Asia an extent of territory equal 
revenue will now be taken from the Jews in to a]1 the smali States of Germany ; from 
the Orient by the ukase of the Czar prohi- persia equal t0 the whole of England (United 
biting his Jewish subjects from transmitting Kin(ydom). and from Poland equal to the 
any money to Jerusalem.’ Leon Dyer, Esq., wh(Je Austrian empire. A division of the 
a respected citizen of Baltimore, writes: popuiation gives_
Were 1 to describe the misery endured by )

the poor Jews, it would scarcely be credited; j 2,000,000 for the tribes of the Caucasus.
% yet it is increased a thousand-fold at the i 4,000,000 for the Cossacks, the Georgians, and the

present moment, owing to the unparalleled 5(0oo,000 fm'the T^rks, the Mongols, and the Tartars, 
high price of food, which has caused num- ? 6,000,000 for the Ouralions, the Finlanders, aud tlir

,SlaT!i0n’ ?nd m,anry m01'e 20,000,000 foMhc ««covi.e, (of .ho Greek Church.) 
must Share the like fate, unless relief comes 23,000,000 for the Poles (Homan and Greek Church 
from some quarter. The small-pox has been united.)
raging at Jerusalem since the middle of De
cember, and when we left, January 17th, its
virulence had not abated. Seven-eighths of The population of ancient Poland connts
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for two-fifths of the total population over an j themselves above the blackened walls of 
eighth parted the territory, and the Mosco-j Roman castles. The axe and "tire have 
vite population for one-tlnrd of the total num- \ gone over this once fair region in repeated 
ber over a tenth of the territory; in other \ surges of blood and conflagration. Cen- 
words, oven at the present time the Polish j turies of war and oppression have exhausted 
e ement is in a great majority as compared \ the spirit of the people, have destroyed the 
o all the others. s old improvements, have turned what was

once a continuous garden and vineyard into 
a comparative desert. No man can remem
ber what Palestine once was, and recall 
what it is at present, without wishing that 
equal laws and liberal institutions might 

n , restore it to its former splendor.
PQlCStme mortgaged to the Rothschilds, j The creation of a Jewish kingdom pro

mises the speediest method of arriving at 
this. There are millions of Hebrews scat
tered over Europe, who would avail them
selves of such a restoration to return to the 
land of their fathers. Poland and Russia,

■

-
- ?■ • ?

i

.
K-! [From the Philadelphia Ledger, May 27].

% j»t.

It is said abroad that Palestine has been 
mortgaged to the Rothschilds, as security 
for a loan advanced to the Sultan.
rumor further asserts that among the pos-, . .. . m.
sibilities of the future, is the erection of especially, swarm with them. Ihe oppres 
Palestine, on the conclusion of a peace, J s*on under which they suffer, where 
into a Jewish kingdom, under the dynasty Czar holds sway, would be an add£'°™; 
of the Rothschilds. That serious territorial ducement for them to emigrate to Pa^line- 
alterations will grow out of the pending war, j A. Jew in Russia cannot wear a bear a 
is incontestable; and this suggestion regard- wishes, cannot appear m certain garmenis, 
ing Palestine, however visionary it may seem, f cannot import even the Hebrew crip . 
is, therefore, not quite absurd. s cannot enjoy the common rights of a ci •

That Palestine should fall into the posses- When we consider the ads,entur0“8IotcJ?^' 
sion of some other people than the Turks is racter of the race, and recall the grea 
desirable, on many accounts. Situated, as exodus which is even now going on, w 
it is, at a distance from the central govern- not see any difficulty in the way ot a 
ment, and liable continually to the exactions emigration, such as would repopulate ° 
of pachas, or the indifference of governors, t>ne m a very,.faw y?ar®* .
it offers no sufficient inducements for capital There are difficulties in the way, ho\ > 
to settle there, or industry to remain. It is and serious ones. A small king om, 
consequently in a state of progressive decay. Palestine proper would be, would har y 
Agriculture is neglected, trade finds little to ta^n itself against its mightier n®*g1 »*
support it, and ignorance, superstition and ®llt as appearances begin to indica e* 
vice domineer over the land. From the> present war will end in the reconstruc i 
farthest shores of Nazareth to the southern \ of Turkey ; and if that reconstruction s o 
waters of the Dead Sea, a curse seems to \ be based on a federal union, under the 
hang over the country, blighting it like a bin, of various independent provinces, tnen 
pestilence, or a flight of Egyptian locusts. we see no reason why a Hebrew principa i y 

There was a time, however, when Pales- might not take its place in such a uni , 
tine was the most flourishing region, perhaps, s*de by side with a Servian, a Russian, o 
on the face of the globe. Its valleys were > Albanian one. 
filled with the low of cattle—its terraced hil 1- 
sides glowed with golden crops; the vine 
dotted the landscape with purple grapes; 
and an almost continous line of villages 
crowned the acclivities, in sight of each 
other, from the desert of Idumea on the south 
to Mount Libanus on the north. There is 
reason to believe that at the beginning of the 
Christian era, the whole land was like a vast 
suburb. The four Gospels are full of al
lusions which warrant this conclusion. But 
now desolation broods over the entire pros
pect. The footprints of successive invaders 
have deeply dented the surface of the country.
The round, battlemcnted towers of the Cru-

The
L!'- M • •.!’
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Emancipation of the Jews in Turkey. 

—We are authorized to state, says the Jew
ish Chronicle of April 7th, that Lord Claren
don has intimated to one of our mo3t distin
guished co-religionists, that the privileges 
to be obtained for the Christians in Turkey 
will be extended to the Jewish subjects of 
the Porle.

saders rise amid the ruins of old Roman 
works, while modern Turkish fortresses lift
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A'-11 And in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set -up a kingdom which shall never perish, and 
x DO\nyio.v that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to powder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 
and itself shall stand for eier.yt—Damel. !.

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER, 1854.John Tiiomas, Ed.] [Vol. IV. No. 9.

Absolutism and Democracy,
Historical Sketch of Hungary—Its Republic why be

trayed—Immediate Effects of the Revolution—The 
Destiny' of Hungary—A permanent European Demo
cratic sovereignty impossible—Spiritual Intoxication 
or the Nations—The Czar the insuperable obstacle in 
the way of a Magyar Republic—If permuted to ex 
1st it would be ruined by factions—The end purposed 
oi God in recent events—Kossuth's Mission—Of the 
Money Power—Tne Illusion—Kossuth, its Prophet— ( 
His Prediction—u Liberty,” what is it?—“Glory”— 
Democracy and Absolutism—The Combatants in the 
npproaching Strife—French Policy will wake up ihc' 
Continent—Immediate Consequence of the next War 
—The Final Result.

about four millions are Magyars; * and the 
remainder consists chiefly of Germans who 
have settled in the country since the twelfth 
century. The Latin language is very much 
in use among all classes of society.

Nothing is known of the early history of 
Hungary until the time of the Romans. 
The latter, who conquered the country, 
called part of Upper Hungary, including 
Transylvania, Dacia, and the remainder 
Pannrmia. The native population consisted 
chiefly of Jazyges and Pannoni. At the 
end of the third century of the Christian 
era the Vandalsf took possession of Pan- 
nonia, while Dacia came soon after under 
the sway of the Huns. In the next century 
the Goths,\ and after them the Avarcs,§

li ;
i

• i

i:

The Austrian empire embraces four prin
cipal constituent parts, styled the German,
Polish, Italian, and Hungarian provinces.
By the term Hungarian provinces, however, 
the Austrian statistics indicate all countries
under the imperial sway, which form part de!cend|llll5 of Mag„eond Modal.(g™. x. 2.) or ortl» 
neither of the German, Polish, nor Italian Scythians and Medes. In the beginning they lived be- 
provinces ; and thus under this head are tween the Don and the Volga and the Caucasus;Moun- .
comprised the Kingdom of Hungary as well seluViTssiiTand pXmi,°aX^veftward0'^ tim Elbe 
as Transylvania, the Military Frontier, and river. The Germanes are descended from Gonur, living 
even Dalmatia, though the latter has no ad- ££*3 Z nortwvTS
mimstrative connection with the other pro- peopled Scandinavia. Germany, kc. To the Slavonian 
vinces just named, while the Military Fron- family of nations belong the Russians, Poles, Scrvmns, 
tier has a thoroughly military organization,
and Transylvania- has likewise no adminis- ancient Greeks, bql chielly of Sclavoman tribes. The , 
trative connection with the Kingdom of
Hungary. ? * TheUgorian division of the Mongolian type gave

That which is Styled the Kingdom of \ origin to the Magyars, or' Hungarians • a warlike and 
Hungary comprises Hungary Proper, (offi-
cially Provincial Hungary.) Croatia, and l the Ural river. Their long abode in the centre of 

The title of Kingdoms ,, «P-
plied to the last two, has only an historical < f Tne Vandals, a Germanic tribe, had their primitive 
import. The area of the Kingdom of Hun- \ seal between the Elbe and Vistula, whence they truns- 
garyis 88,267 square miles ; and its popu- ^
lation, 11,017,600 souls. More than five l comprehends the Gormans proper, most ol the Swiss,
millions of these belong to the Sclavonians ;* \ of. ,h« English the Dutch, the “ Vfi* •° s gium, the Danes, Icelanders,Norwegians, and swedes.
“ “ \ In the 4th century after Christ, the Goths occupied the

• Nearly all the Europeans belong to the Caucasian S north east of Europe, the Visigoths were 8e*l,"J.n Ua* 
race. Only a few tribes in Russia are Mongolians, or ? ctan Moldavia and Walluchia, and west of the Dnieper; 
of the Central Asiatic slock. With reipect to their s and the Ostrogoths en6t of the Dnieper river. »he 
origin, the Europeans form three great divisions : the / Goths were the first among all the Germnnic trines, 
QermancSj Sclavonians, and Romanians. The Sclavon- \ who adopted Bomanism as a substitute for Inganism. 
laxut, anciently styled Sarmates, are regarded as the { § The Avares had their primitive seal between iho
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seized upon the country and maintained 4 clergy in Hungary took advantage of his 
themselves there for several centuries, till by \ absence to extend their rights and privileges, 
degrees they melted away among the sur- j so that after his return he found himself 
rounding Sclavonic tribes. It was chiefly J necessitated to acquiesce in their encroach- 
the latter tribes who occupied Pannonia s ments. Thus in 1222 an Aristocratic Con- 
and Dacia, when suddenly, towards the end \ stitution was framed, investing the nobles, 
of the ninth century, in 889, a people till i prelates, who are generally also nobles 
then entirely unknown in Europe, appeared | by birth, and representatives of privileged 
in that quarter. This people were Kos-j towns, with a legislative power by which the 
suth’s countrymen, the Magyars, a Tartar S power of the Hungarian Kings was so re
tribe, who, bv the Petschenegri, another \ stricted as to be reduced almost to nothing. 
Tartar tribe, had been forced to leave their jin the year 1301 the descendants of Arpad 
original home in Jugria, on the eastern side j became extinct, and the Kingdom of the 

- of the Ural river, and in the neighborhood j Magyars for about 200 years after was 
i*f the Caspian Lake. Being a nomadic, or j ruled, with one exception only, by Kings of 
wandering people, they were accompanied \ foreign princely families. By treaties con- 
by their families, horses, and cattle, with j eluded between the Magvarsand Austria in 
whom thev strolled along the banks of the l 1463 and 1506, the hereditary right of suc- 
Volga and Don rivers, and then along the j cession in Hungary was insured to the 
northern coast of the Black Sea, from one j House of Hapsburg in the male and female 
pasturage to another, till they at last di-1 lines. Ferdinand I. was the first Hunga- 
rected their course towards the fertile conn- > rian king of this house ; and subsequently 
tries of the Danube. They were then ruled j elected Emperor of Germany 
by seven chieftains or dukes, and numbered > ceeded by his son Maximilian, and in this 
260,000 armed horsemen, who were bold j way the House of Hapsburg, or Austria, 
warriors, though equipped only with bows J has reigned uninterruptedly in Hungary 
and arrows. Soon after entering Pannonia > more than three hundred years, 
they subdued it,and afterwards made plunder* > Most of the plains of Hungary are ge* 
ing incursions into Italy, and especially into ? nerally very fertile; while the extensive 
Germany, whose Emperor, Henry ike Foiv- j heaths of Ketskemet and of Debreczin are 
fer, at length put them to the rout near j sterile wastes. A valuable breed of black 
Merseburg in 933. They were at that time cattle, and a remarkably fine breed of horses, 
called Huns, because, by their atrocities, and a multitude of swine, are raised in this 
they called to remembrance the ancient country. Gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, 
Huns, who under Attila devastated so many < and iron abound in Hungary; nevertheless 
countries in Europe in the fifth century. I in husbandry and industry generally, as well 
Since then the names Hungarians and Hun- j as in the means of education, the country is 
gary, applied to the Magyars and their coun- j in a backward state. The jealousy of the 
try, have come into use. In the latter half j privileged classes has hitherto prevented 
of the tenth century the Catholic religion < the Austrian government from extending its 
began to take root among the Magyars, and j system of elementary instruction, and from 
at the same time they became acquainted < exercising any direct substantial influence 
with agriculture, or at least applied them- j on school education. If the Hungarian 
selves to it with more inclination than for-< aristocracy, it is said, had not incessantly 
merly, and so came gradually to abandon j counteracted the design of the Austrian 
their wandering propensity. Having entered \ government in favor of the lower classes, 
Pannonia, the chief among their dukes was \ that were until very recently kept in 
Arpad, whose descendants at a later period s bondage, and treated with the utmost con- 
became the only rulers of the country. The \ tempt by them, their country would not have 
most renowned of them was duke Stephen, \ been so far behind the age as it is. Aristo- 
who in the year 1000 assumed the royal \ cracy of one kind or another is very rank 
title, and may be regarded as the founder of \ in Hungary. According to authentic state- 
the political and administrative organization ments of the year 1843, there were not less 
and institutions of Hungary. He conquered than 275,600 nobles; by whom the kingdom 
Transylvania, checked the nobles in their > was supplied with three nobles and a half 
pretensions and encroachments, and reigned to every square mile. In Transylvania, 
with energy and justice. Unfortunately where the majority of the population consists 
one of his successors, Andrew II., engaged of Germans, this proportion is less, there 
himself in a crusade in 1217, and duringliis j being at that time only 28,000 nobles. For 
long stay in Palestine the nobility aud > more than 600 years they have enjoyed the

most substantial privileges, which, however, 
they have renounced under the revolution
ary pressure ;pf 1848-9.
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M‘'tell Bluck and Caspian seas. They occupied afterwards 
Lower Hungary and Austria.
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The previous sketch we have gleaned \ it should be found safe. But they had let 
from Ungewiiter’s “ Europe, Past and Pre- > loose the elements which gathered strength 
sent.” At the conclusion of his notice, he j beyond their control. Should they, the 
says, “ Now, we leave it entirely to our nobles, devote their all, “ pledge to each 
readers to judge for themselves by these \ other their lives, their fortunes, and their 
facts, whether it would appear probable j sacred honor,” to establish the independ- 
tliat, in case the last revolution had proved > ence of a nation upon American principles, 
successful, a Hungarian Republic would j which, in carrying them out, would abolish 
have been both established and permanently j all Titles of nobility, and put them upon a 
rested on the same principles as the Republic \ political equality with the meanest of their 
of the United States? We have neither s late bondsmen ? They never intended such 
any predilection nor antipathy in political > a denouement \.o their legislation as this. Of 
matters; but as a historian we are under the \ the two evils which menaced them, the Aus- 
obligation to state the facts as they actually < trians and Russians in the van, and the 
are, and not as the one or other political \ dreaded and despised democracy in the rear, 
party would like to have them.”

Kossuth seems to have been the man $ they conceived it, and to make their peace 
who brought about the renunciation of aris- ? with the House of Hapsburg ? Kossuth was 
tocratic privileges, and the recognition of < their evil genius—the elect of the demo- 
popular rights. For our own part we do < cracy, the beloved of the people, because the 
not believe that the renunciation was sin- j enemy of the institution which regarded 
cere, but the result, as we have stated, of re- j them as the mere cattle of the field. The 
volutionary pressure. The enemy was too j Judas party had no sympathy with him, for 
strong, and the populace too indifferent; so < they had no love or respect for his consti- 
that between the two the Magyar aristo- j tuents. Hence they determined to thwart 
cracy were in danger of being entirely j his plans, and contravene his policy to the 
ruined. They perceived this; and that they ? best of their ability. In a fatal hour Kos- 
might strengthen themselves against Ans- j suth confided the command of an important 
tria by a new-born popular enthusiasm, j division of the army to Georgey, an enemy 
they renounced their own privileges and \ to the Austrians, but no friend to a Hun- 
decreed the admission of the people to theirs, j garian Republic. Austria, rejoicing in the 
But Kossuth, in fostering their zeal, led the j prospect of a speedy suppression of so for- 
democracy on too rapidly for aristocratic < midable a rebellion, doubtless promised fa- 
prejudices. By proclaiming the Republic vor to his confederates. The consequences 
of Hungary on the principles of this consti- of Georgey’s appointment, and their under- 
tution—“ that all men are created equal; standing with the enemy, are notorious 
and are endowed by their Creator with cer- throughout the world. The army was sur- 
tain inalienable rights, among which are < rendered, the short-lived republic fell, Kos- 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”— \ suth and his friends exiles in Turkey, and 
he caused some of them to repent of their > his adherents in Hungary butchered in cool 
liberal policy, and in the end to betray the blood, imprisoned in fortresses, or scattered 
revolution into the hands of the enemy, thence to the ends of the earth. Thus fell 
They did not object to a representative go- the Horn of the Magyars, “ plucked up by 
vernment, independent of the House of Haps- the roots” by the power of Austria and its 
burg-Loraine, in which the aristocratic ele- ally.
ment should prevail. This they desired, for Ungewitter speaks of the “ benevolent de- 
they did not like the policy of Austria, sign of the Austrian government in favor of 
which they conceived to beat variance with \ the lower chsses” in Provincial Hungary 
their constitutional rights and interests ; and being incessantly counteracted by the jea- 
though they at last divested themselves of lousy of its aristocracy, which kept them in 
their exclusiveness, it was only the emer- bondage, and treated them with the utmost 
gency of the case that brought them to it. < contempt. We cannot admit Austria’s be- 
If they could prevail against Austria, they s nevolence in the case. It was a piece of 
would be strong enough to resume their j genuine Metternichian policy, which was to 
privileges; they therefore ventured to amuse > antagonize the nobility of the empire by the 
the people, as people had been amused be- i peasantry when the former became too for- 
fore when their aid was needed against a < midable, or inconveniently troublesome to 
common enemy,—witness Prussia for in- \ the government. The Hungarian nobles 
stance,—but they by no means intended that 5 were objects of jealousy to the kingly power, 
the popular amusement should cost them any > which aimed to strengthen itself against 
thing in the end. They would have found £ them by forming an alliance with the serfs, 
it convenient to revoke their decrees, and to | This is also Russian policy, which humbles 
restore the ancient order of things as far as the nobility, and fcexalts the throne and the
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people; so that the latter are taught by the l tion has accomplished this. The power of 
benefits they receive from the Autocrat to re- s the Magyar nobility is broken; and the 
gard him as their friend and benefactor, and S nation disaffected towards Austria as the 
protector against the tyranny of the nobles, > destroyer of its republic, and the persecutor 
whom they regard as natural enemies. Thus \ of their beloved chief. The revolution has 
the allegiance of the masses is secured to the ? created in it a desire for popular liberty, and 
Czar. The Magyars were aware of the < aroused it to a world-wide sympathy with 
tendency of this policy, and therefore their s the enemies of crowned and mitred despot- 
jealousy of Austrian interference, and hos- 5 ism, wherever established. But Hungary 
tility to it. They knew that if their serfs > may again make convulsive throes to re- 
were educated, villanage could not long sub- l lieve itself of its oppressions. Its efforts 
sist; for no men will long consent to remain < will be fruitless, yet useful in expediting the 
vassals to any sovereignty that deprives s crisis that awaits the world. A Russian or 
them of the rights of men, when they have > Austro-Russian province is the extreme depth 
learned to think, and to compare themselves > of humiliation into which Hungary is destined 
with those who govern them, who often, in ? ultimately to fall. Its prostration will be 
their popular estimation at least, gain no- $ like'Poland’s, without hope; for the decree 
thing by the comparison. The education < of the Watchers is, “ it shall be plucked up 
the world is able to give its own, affords s by the roots,”f and therefore can 
them the means and increases their facility 5 shoot forth its power than a horn radically 
of doing evil, which often overbalances the > extirpated can reproduce itself, 
good. We should say, educate every son $ The real antagonism between Austria and 
of Adam, lead out all their faculties, if in j Hungary, developed by the late Magyar re
doing so you can pre«ent such objects for < bellion, is, that of Democracy against Ini- 
them to act upon as will be appropriate to s perial Absolutism. For the time being the 
them, and operate upon them so as to deve- > issue is joined between the former and the 
lop actions to the glory of God and the > House of Hapsburg-Loraine, as the repre
benefit of mankind. To be able to read is ? sentative of the latter in Hungary. It is a 
good, but to use that ability for wicked l struggle for existence with Austria; for if 
purposes is bad. Educate, by all means, if i democracy were to establish its republic, it 
you can induce a just and righteous use of S would deprive the Austrian Empirej of 
tho ability; otherwise the affair is an ex- > about eleven millions of its population, thus 
periment attended with hazardous results. ? reducing it to about 26,000,000, of which 
If it were desirable to imbue the serfs of < its Italian and Polish provinces constitute 
Hungary with a desire of civil rights in a < some 10,000,000 of the Sclavonian and 
papal sense, and with principles of absolute s Romanian tribes, which are a source of 
submission to the Camarilla of Vienna ; and \ weakness to it, having no affection for their, 
also to reduce their lords to mere hangers-on ? German masters. The democracy, success- 
of the Imperial Court, then it would have l ful in Hungary, would arouse its partisans 
been well for the Hungarian nobility to have < to action throughout the empire, who, being 
afforded every facility for the education of \ sustained by the warlike Huns, would 
the lower classes by Austrian Jesuits: s doubtless triumph as in 1848. Being in
otherwise, the Magyar policy was the true > structed by the past, royalty and its relatives, 
one for the preservation of their power and $ priesthood and nobility, would be tolerated

They would be abolished, if not 
But, out of all these conflicts of interests, $ severely punished, in their living representa- 

passions, and ambitions, “ the Watchers” < tives, for their cruelty and want of faith with 
and “ the Holy Ones,” who superintend the > the people in the reaction which succeeded 
affairs of men,* bring out results which in > to the revolutions of ’48. Thus imperial 
their full development contribute to the absolutism would be suppressed, and a de
establishment of the purposes of Almighty mocratic Sovereignty substituted in its place, 
Wisdom. The aristocracy and nation of coextensive in dominion with the old juris- 
Hungary deserved to be punished for the diction. This, however, we confidently af- 
evil of the past; and Austria must needs be firm will never come to pass; though wo 
weakened to facilitate the crisis that im- doubt not some such result would soon bo 
pends over its dominion. The late revolu- manifested were a Hungarian Republic
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% The area of the Austrian Empire ia 258,262 square miles ; and its population 37,850,000. These are distri

buted as follows : . , ...
German Provinces.................................................. 76,157 sq. m. and 12,700,000 inhabitants.
Polish “ Galicia, incl. Cracow, but excl. Anschwitzch 32,008 “ “ “ 4,f60,000
Huncarian “ Hungary Proper, Transylvania, &c. Ac. . 129,696 “ “ “ 14,000.000
Italian 11 .‘ Lombardy, Venice, and Istria ^ ♦ 19,611 “ “ “ 5,300,000
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established, provided no foreign -power inter- > bled himself with reading the debates in the
j so-called German parliament, which gave 

, will have had
fered to prevent it.

As a mere question of present advantage up the ghost last summer, 
to the population of the Austrian empire, we ample opportunity to notice the total lack of 
doubt not that the people would be benefited ? practical capacity on the part of German 
if they could be peaceably transferred from j bookworms and shallow literati.” He re- 
the Austrian system of government to one j gards them as having done a great deal of 
founded upon the principles of the United i mischief, and that they would have done 
States, if the heterogeneous population of) much more but for the natural good sense 
the countries were universally intelligent, j of the German nation in general. These, 
and proof against the perversions and ambi- j however, are the leaders of the democracy 
tions of demagogues. But this is not the j when it begins to organize its movements 
case. About 25,000,000 of the. people are \ against the rulers.
Papists, 3,500,000 conformed to Roman ec- > a democracy such as that of the Aus- 
clesiastical forms, and nearly 3,000,000 non- > trian empire, for the most part ignorant, su- 
conformed Greek Catholics, equal to 31,- > perstitious, infidel, and, where “enlight- 
500,000 who do not know their right hand $ ened,” bewildered by rationalistic philosophy 
from their left in the principles of the only > —a people in short among whom the Bible, 
true liberty and equality extant, that, namely, > has been a proscribed book—is neither fit for 
which shines forth most gloriously from the j liberty nor self-government; and a demo- 
sacred page. The Austro-Imperial rulers > cratic Sovereignty having snch a population 
are bad enough in all conscience; but then > for j^g foundation, though acknowledging in 
their peoples are no better. The public mind, j theory the principles of the constitution of 
whether of the rulers or the ruled, has been j these States, would soon prove itself to be 
schooled by Jesuits and popish priests, who as bad, if not a worse, because an anarchical 
have made the inhabitants of the empire to despotism, than the Imperial Absolutism 
drink to inebriety of the win£ of the abomi- > which exists. It would be worse, inasmuch 
nations and filthiness of the fornication, j as one tyrant can do less evil than a million, 
mingled in the golden cup of their “Holy The South American and French republics 
Mother Church.”* The Hungarians are no are cases in point.
exception t° this. They are as spiritually „ . ■ the possibility of the
intoxicated as the Poles and Italians and Austriln , PePriab & beingFsuperfeded bv a 
more so than the Germans; for these have democratic Soverei'nty> *e fave assumed 
been more cultivated by science, literature, lhat ,he Russian A.Ttocrat would forbear to 
and philosophy which have awakened them imervene in lhe colUroversy. Does any 
considerably if not to the discernment of the, man in hia seDse3 suppose that this would 
truth, at least to the discovery of the sor- be ,he case ? That ^ Czar would allmv a
cenes by which they have been deceivedf repub|i constitutionally inimical to his and 
through the machinations of the miserable alfsurroundi kingdoi£s l0 establish itself 
impostors by whom their consciences have on h ve c^nfin' of h’is dominions, and 
been captivated so long. Secular learning, d ^ moment t0 antagonize his
however, has not recovered the German P0Pement3 ag'inst Turkey and Europe ? 
mind from the intoxication of the Imperial Woald he not?ratber sustain the House of 
Superstition Ungew.tler, a writer of their H, b whose n is tbe 6badow of 
own, says, “About eighty years ago it be- hi/0 Band which, uninfluenced by other 
came fashionable to babble after the manner p ' would cobperate with him in pro
of atheistical philosophers of the Voltaire inlr hia ambil,oUs enterprises? The 
school, and since that time not only has man = ho wou|d maintain tbe contrary is 
Rationalism sprung up in the province of bH d and cannot see afar off. His devotion 
heology but also other theories and hypo- ,jb and fraternit in tbe abslract 

theses of lhe most nonsensical kind were ^uging^ossibiHcies by ihe meter of his en- 
brought forward.’ Again, he says, “How fhusfa6^ and wildly speculating in igno- 
far the constructors of philosophical systems rance of ,he reveale/wi[, of God;ba3 v^iefl 
in Germany have gone, may be inferred 
from the fact, lhat Mr. Michelet, professor 
of philosophy in the university of Berlin,
boldly maintains, in his works and lectures, | What the Czar has done he would do 
-.s following proposition: ‘What we call j again under like circumstances. He sup- 
God, is nothing else but human culture in S pressed the Hungarian republic, which 
its highest potency!’ . Whoever has trou- \ Austria could not; and if it should rise from

the dead, which would imply the previous 
defeat of the Austrian, he would pour in his 
troops like an inundation, “and overflow

i

'

».

his understanding, and incapacitated him 
from a right estimate of facts and figures. !

the 1

♦ Rev. xiv. S; xvii. 2, 4, 5. 
t Rev. xviii. 23.
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and pass over.”* The Hungarians are or become a prey to more orderly neighbors, 
brave, but they are unenlightened and Bondsmen, down-trodden, ignorant, and de- 
divided, as the past has proved. They are spised serfs, being the base of the social 
excellent soldiers, and have been, for a long pyramid in both countries, Hungary, though 
period, the strength of the House of Haps- j a republic, would be like Poland, a prey to 
burg. But a republic requires something i intestine disorder; for if the Polish nobles 
more than brave soldiers for its support. It > could not agree among themselves, it is not 
requires that its people should be enlightened, > likely the Magyar aristocracy and their 
wise, and moral; united within, and just > recently emancipated serfs would be more 
in all their dealings with foreign powers, j devoted to order and forbearance than they. 
The Hungarians have proved themselves to j The same manifestations would doubtless be 
be a divided nation; and their divisions have evinced in Hungary as in Poland, and the 
laid them prostrate at the feet of the de- ; same result would follow, though England, 
stroyer. How can they be otherwise ? All; France, and the United Slates should all 
the wealth, and privileges, and honors of combat in its behalf—its democracy would 
the nation are monopolized by the nobles— be suppressed, and its territory incorporated 
the Magyar tyrants of the conquered Avars, with the provinces of the Russian empire. 
&c., occupants of the country before their; But have “ the Watchers and the Holy 
invasion, whom they reduced to slavery, and ; Ones,” in Gentile phraseology styled “ Pro- 
continued in hopeless bondage until their; vidence,” had no other end in the Hungarian 
own fears brought them to acquiesce in their struggle than an abortive endeavor to esta- 
emancipation, at the instigation of Kossuth, blish a republic in the Austrian empire? 
There is no love, and can be none, between Has M. Louis Kossuth no mission from them 
the Magyar nobility and the lower classes. ; to the populations of the west, both near and 
The representatives of the latter, remember- afar off? Will he accomplish no abiding 
ing old grievances, would aim incessantly to results in stirring up the blood of the people 
level, and even to depress their former lords to an intense hatred of the tyrants whose 
to an inferior position in the state. They heels trample Hungary, and Poland, and 
would agrarianize their lands, strip them of Italy in the dust? Yea, verily: but the 
their titles and privileges, and tax their finality they propose, is not the end contem- 
riches; in fact, lay all the burdens of the plated by Kossuth and the demented popu- 
state on them, and reserve to themselves, as lace. The Watchers proposed, through the 
the majority, whatever might be deemed Parisian revolt, to paralyze the Austrian 
desirable of the new order of things. The government by insurrections at home and in 
question is not, whether this would be a just; Italy, excited by its example, that the 
retribution for the oppressions they had Magyars, already disaffected, might be ani- 
endured as serfs in former years. It might mated by new ambition, and be led on to 
be perfectly just. The fact is in question, draw the sword for the establishment and 
Would not such a condition of things obtain? amplification of aristocratic rights and privi- 
Human nature is the same under like cir- leges, which they regarded as endanger- 
cumstances in Hungary as in France. Men ed by the policy and treachery of the House 
of blood were thrown up to the surface of the of Hapsburg ; that in seizing upon the crisis 

.emancipated million in that country, who of its panic to press their demands, an armed 
destroyed all aristocrats without mercy or insurrection might be commenced which 
remorse. It would probably be the same in should develop other views; that should 
Hungary, especially under the provocation weaken Austria on the east, cripple the 
they have received from Russia, Austria, and Magyar nobility, and, by giving existence to 
the traitor section of the Magyars. This a democratic Sovereignty, which would be 
state of things would be the basis of hostile presently suppressed by the combined forces 
factions, which would convulse the state and of Austrian and Russian Imperialism, to 
endanger the peace ofsurrounding kingdoms. ; create an illusion, by means of which the 
It would, however, be no new thing in ; enemies of absolutism might bd aroused to a 
Hungary and Poland—kingdoms where the combination against it; not to the end that 
power of the kings and people were nominal, absolutism might be overthrown as they laud- 
but that of their turbulent aristocracies every ably desire, but that it might be temporarily 
thing. The testimony of history, the faith- j established, and the last crisis created, in the 
ful exponent of the capabilities of human ) resolution of which, the kingdom of God 
nature in the management of its own affairs J might be set up. These things are “ by the 
through all time, establishes the truth that j decree of the Watchers, and the command 
kingdoms and republics, torn by intestine J by the word of the Holy Ones.” In the 
discords and divisions, dissolve themselves j prophet Joel it is declared that the Lord of

> Hosts will bring down his Mighty Ones 10 
the Valley of Johoshaphat, at a time which
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shall commence a New Era in the history 
of Jerusalem, when she shall become holi
ness, and no stranger shall henceforth pass 
through her any more.* The same thing is 
decreed in the prophet Zechariab, who testi
fies that all nations shall be gathered against 
Jerusalem to battle, and that at that time the 
Lord God will come with all his Holy Ones, 
and go forth and fight against those nalions.f 
The apostle Paul reproduces the 6ame pre
diction in his epistle to the Thessalonians, 
saying, “ The Lord Jesus shall be revealed 
from heaven with the angels of his power 
{met' aggeloon dynameoos haulou) in flaming 
fire, taking vengeance on them that know 
not God, and obey not the gospel of our 
Lord Jesus Christ,” { that is, “ the gospel of 
thi kingdom.”$ Isaiah also 6ays, “ Behold 
the Lord will come with fire, and with his 
chariots (the angels of his power, or mighty 
ones) like a whirlwind, to render his anger 
with fury and his rebuke with flames of fire; 
for by fire and by his sword will the Lord 
plead with all flesh: and the slain of the 
Lord shall be many.’?|| Such is “ the decree,” : 
and such the things “ demanded by the I 
Word of the Holy Ones,” which transcend ! 
all the expectations of the democracy, and I 
will confound all the purposes of despotism < 
against it.

But we quote these authorities to indicate j 
an epoch in the future which is to be pre
ceded by a warlike gathering of nations, 
whose last campaigns will be fought in the 
country around Jerusalem. “Assemble 
yourselves, and come, all ye nations, {kol 
haggoyim,) and gather yourselves together 
round about.” These and other words of 
the prophet imply a previously ungathered 
and sleepy state; for he says again, “wake 
up the mighty men,” lilct the nations be 
awakened” There is to be then an awuken- 
jog of the nations previous to their gather
ing together for a hostile invasion of the 
land of Israel, where they will meet Jesus, 
the Lord of Hosts, in battle. The reesta
blishment of despotism since 1848, and pre
eminently the misfortunes of Hungary, have 
obtained as a necessary preliminary to the 
awakening of the nations. They have been 
asleep; in a drowsy, sleepy condition. 
While in this state a despotism has grown 
up in the east of Europe, strong and well 
organized, whose chief declares that its policy 
has “a salutary end assigned to it by 
Divine Providence,” which is “ the preserva
tion of Europe from the incalculable calami
ties with which it is threatened ” by the 
turbulence of its faithless populations. So

' ififast asleep have they been that they have not 
perceived their danger, or to what its move
ments were tending. By their non-inter
vention policy, they have allowed revolution 
after revolution to be suppressed, until the 
oppressor has thrown ofF the mask, and pro
claimed absolutism the “ order” of the day. 
Still the people, and their more libera] govern
ments, move not. In Britain and the United 
States, although they boast of their love of 
liberty, and rejoice in the enjoyment of a 
free press, freedom of speech, and civil and 
religious rights, they behold their goddess 
stripped, scourged, imprisoned, and tormented 
in other lands, but move neither hand nor 
foot to succor her from death. They faintly 
remonstrate, but their deeds are a mere 
apology for inaction ; and the tyrants, en
couraged by their selfish timidity, wax more 
cruel than before. But why all this lethargy, 
this sleeping with the eyes open, this som
nambulistic indifference to the triumph of 
despotism in the world ? It is referable to 
the insensibility of tue money power to 
the sufferings of humanity. It counsels 
“ peace, peace,” come what may, so that 
trade and commerce are not disturbed. It 
has no bowels, and can only be moved by its 
pecuniary interests and its fears. It can see 
nothing but capital and interest; endanger 
these, and its perception becomes as acute as 
a sensitive leaf : but let not these be jeopar
dized, and humanity, truth, and righteousness 
may be tormented and suppressed, ere it 
will extend its hand to succor the oppressed. 
It is itself an oppressor, and therefore all its 
sympathies are with him.

How then are the nations to be awakened, 
and the Money Power, that has the world’s 
wealth at its disposal, to be compelled to con
tribute of its treasures for the carrying out 
their awakened policy ? By an appeal being 
made to them, predicated on commercial 
jealousy, and on the illusion created by the 
sympathy of liberalism with a democracy 
longing to be free. M. Louis Kossuth is 
ihe prophet of the illusion. He is well- 
informed, intellectual, eloquent, and honest. 
He is a man who has had greatness thrust 
upon him by the circumstances that nave 
created him. Feared and hated by the two 
emperors, befriended by a third, the elect of 
his people, successful till betrayed, a pri
soner at Kutayah, released by the interces
sion of two independent and liberal govern
ments, insulted by the ex-prisoner of Ham, 
adored by the Marseillaise, glorified by the 
British, the invited guest ot America, and 
the idol of republican-gospellers throughout 
the world. These are the accidents of his 
history which have made him great, and 
thrust him forward as the only man in the 
world that could awaken the people to
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‘‘liberty's” call from the rising to the set-, is fierce, passionate, and unreasoning; 
tin" sun. dangerous when aroused to action, but use-

Kossuth’s mission, then, is to agitate the ful when controlled of God. 
public mind preparatory to the commencement But if the world’s democracy be fierce, 
of that gathering together to war which ' passionate, and cruel, the world’s rulers are 
shall be fearfully illustrated by the battle of equally so when enraged. If the former be 
Armageddon—the Waterloo of Despotism swinish and brutal, the latter are heartlessly 
for a thousand years. “ Proclaim ye this ; satanic and devilish. They will march their 
among the nations (baggoyim); prepare war, hordes to the field as food for powder, and 
wake up the mighty men : let the j mow them down by thousands without pity
weak say, I am strong.” War in alliance or remorse. The groans of the dying and the 
with Hungary, for the overthrow of absolut- ; shrieks of the wounded, on whom they have 
ism, is the burden thereof, which Kossuth doth plunged incessant fire, are but as the moan- 
see. He predicts that if Hungary be not ing of the .wind in their accustomed ears, 
redeemed from its down-trodden condition, They call it glory, the slaughter of hun- 
“ the Cossacks from the shores of the Don dreds of thousands of men, the desolation of 
will water their steeds in the Rhine.” The countries, and the murder of women and 
British know well that if such an event were ; children, for the solution of the question 
to come to pass, their commerce with the ; whether one man or his rival shall dispose 
European Continent, and, by what would be of the lives and fortunes of a people accord- 
sure to follow, their power in the east, would ing to his pleasure. Such have been the 
be in imminent peril. The Money Power in rulers of the nations since the days of Nim- 
England is therefore in harmony for once rod, lovers of war and destroyers of the 
with those who would war against Russia people; and such they will continue to be 
in defence of liberty. This is the secret of until the God of heaven shall interpose and 
British unanimity and sympathy with Kos- wrest the sovereignty of the world from the 
suth. His proclamation in Britain has blood-stained hands of those who wield it, 
awakened all classes to an interest in his > and transfer it to a regal hierarchy of his 
agitation ; so that from present appearances, j own appointment. Godspeed the day ! 
the government will be compelled to abandon > His own observation will have convinced 
its non-intervention policy and to assume a j the reader of the truth of these things, and 
decided altitude against absolutism, should ! that the “ civilized” world in all its regions 
Hungary or some other people once more is divided into two great antagonistic parties 
draw the sword for liberty and independence. —democracy and absolutism. Wo sav not, 
His proclamation of republican-gospelism, and despotism ; for democracy is as despotic 
and its propagation and defence by the or tyrannical in its way, if it takes it into its 
sword, will doubtless be responded to in this head to play Judge Lynch, as the Russian 
country with the same enthusiasm as in autocrat himself. God has for wise purposes 
Britain. Here, hatred of authority and envy ! ordered it thus. Were there no democracy, 
of superiority, rather than liberty based upon the end he has decreed could not be worked 
truth an^ righteousness, is a passion of demo- out upon the principles he has laid down, 
cracy. It is fierce and furious against I It is only by antagonism that the end—the 
rulers when excited, if they bear the names glorious end—shall come. A pure, merci- 
of emperors and kings who have offended it; lul, righteous, and contented democracy, 
while it will flatter and fawn upon popes, without a rival, may suit the fancy of short- 
priests, and sultans, by nature despots of sighted politicians and “ philanthropists; ” 
equal malignity, if it happen to serve its turn, but would reduce to nothingness the divine 
In 1847, Bio Nono, never a democrat, but goodness in reversion for mankind. So with 
always the pitiful tool of despotism, was be- i Absolutism without an antagonist. Were 
praised as a just and liberal reformer, while ! this to prevail, “the Devil and Satan” would 
in 1852 he is execrated by democracy as a have possession of the earth, with none to 
mean and treacherous hypocrite. As to the dispute the inheritance. But God has 
Sultan Abdul Medjid, he is “ the honorable*/ ordered all things well, with reference to the 
Turk,” although, for fear of his imperial j consummation he has predetermined. Hence 
neighbors, he violated the rights of hos- j there is as much “liberty” and “ education” 
pitality, and imprisoned the Governor of j among men, such as they are, as is compa- 
Hungary and his friends in Kutayah for a j iible with the elaboration of his purposes. 
year. It is therefore passion, not principle, / Divinely-regulated liberty, based on know- 
with the democracy, whose throat is ever / ledge of celestial birth, is the enlightened 
ready for a shout on both sides of the same j freedom, destined to a coextensive existence 
question, according to caprice. Such is the j with the peopled earth in a time to come, 
democracy of the world, not of one country j Its prevalence now is impossible. The 
alone, but of all countries of the earth. It ! apostles of such a liberty are nowhere ex-'
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;:tant; and even were they so, mankind are vain talking aud platform babblings about 

too much the slaves of their own lusts and liberty, fraternity, equality—their pseudo
prejudices and blind propensities, to accept prophetic vaporings about the world’s des- 
instruction at their hands. tiny, and their self-complacent adulations of

The great hand-to-hand combat between their own wisdom and intelligence, will have 
Absolutism and Democracy* is at the very ; been all put to silence by a practical and 
doors. The events of the past four years terrible demonstration of their absurdity. If 
have been preparing the “ situation,” of \his soul of ours be then in life, we may 
which France and Hungary are the charged stretch forth our hand toward tliQ sun’s rising 
extremities of the circle. Coming events in and bid the prophets of the people, who now 
Paris will awake the continent and conspire preach smooth things in their untutored 
with exterior things to divide the world into ; ears, look towards Israel’s land, and behold 
two hostile and threatening encampments. ; the encampment of the assembled armies of 
The Watchers and the Holy Ones have to the nations, composed of their democracies, 
advance the Autocrat’s dominion into the aud marshalled under the imperial ensigns 
heart of Europe, for their word demands the ; of the king* whose countenance is fierce, 
overthrow of many countries.! The case of! whose power is mighty,! and whose will is 
Hungary, which involves Turkey, countries absolute. We may then point to his star- 
contiguous to his own, whose tranquillity and ; like multitude as the “all nations gathered 
subjection to Absolutism, his Austrian ten- ; together against Jerusalem to battle in the 
dencies and his own security pledge him to Valley of Jehoshaphat”—a mighty crusade 
maintain, exhibits a vulnerable point at to seize upon the Holy City, to make it the 
which both he and Austria may be assailed ! City of the Grecian Faith. The seeds of this 
and held in check. It is not so with other ! development are sown by the democracy 
countries, as France, Spain, Belgium, &c. ! since Feb. 23, 1848. This is its mission— 
Insurrection in these would not necessarily the past, the present, and the future of its 
bring him into the field, being separated from ! turbulence, provoking a terrible and invinci- 
them by intervening territories. Contem-1 ble reaction, by which the Czar “shall 
porary insurrections in Hungary and Italy, 1 magnify himself in his heart, and bypros- 
directed by a propagandist policy, and backed pering (uve shalvah) shall destroy many.” 
by France, Britain, and Turkey, would His self-magnification as the Autocrat of 
develop a war upon Absolutism with terri- Europe, the saviour of the continent for a 
ble effect. The Austrian Empire and the ! third time from incalculable calamities, will 
Papacy would be imperilled, and the triumph ! have so elated him, that the horizon of his 
of Autocracy delayed. But it would ouly be ambition will be boundless. Having finished 
the putting off for a little while the subjec-j his work with the democracy, “ things will 
tion to which Europe is assigned. The tide come into his mind,” and he will ‘‘think an 
of battle will turn, and victory perch upon ■ evil thought, saying, I will go up to the 
the standards of the north. The constitu- land of unwalled villages; I will go to them 
tional forces will be defeated everywhere ; that are at rest, that dwell safely, all of them 
and Absolutism will establish itself over dwelling without walls, and having neither 
Hungary, Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, < bars nor gates, to take a spoil and. to lake 
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Turkey, Persia,; a prey; to turn my hand upon the desolate 
Khushistan, Lybia, Egypt, and the Land j places newly inhabited, and upon the people 
of Israel. Here it will plant its Imperial gathered out of the nations, which have got- 
tents between the Mediterranean and Dead ; ten cattle and goods, that dwell in the midst 
Seas unto the mountain of the beauty of of the land.”} This determination of the 
holiness}—lehor tzevi kodesk. Where then Czar to invade the newly-colonized land of 
will be the Universal Republic of the gos- Israel, then under British protection, will 
pellers—the great democratic Sovereignty have come into his mind on account of 
of “the children of Arpad,” in the interests ; the part taken by England in giving aid and 
of which the distinguished and eloquent encouragement to Turco-Hungarian and 
Magyar is stirring up thunder, lightning, other movements against him, to which she 
and war against “ Gog of the land of Magog,! will have been in no small degree induced by 
the Prince of Rosh, Mosc, and Tobl ?” The 
European Democracy will have been sub
dued and taught obedience to “thepowers 
that he,” which are put under the control of 
the Watchers and the Holy Ones.§ Their
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* The Russian word Czar signifies king in our longue 

“ the Czar ” is therefore synonymous with the scrip
ture term “ (he kingHis is the last of the dynasties 
which shall rule over the territory on which exists the 
power symbolized by the Little Hum ot the Goat. 
These dynasties have been in their order the Roman, 
the Grecian, the Ottoman, nnd hereafter the Russian, 
which is Scylho-Assyrian. Sec Eltis Israel tor parti
culars. Also Is. xxx. 31-33: xxxi. S; Dan. SJ. «»• 
t Dan. viii. fi, 23, 24, 25. J Ezak. xxxvrn. 10-1*.

I

i
* Since this was written it has begun under the Im

perial Democratic Frog Power, 
t Dan. xi. 41.
$ Rom. xiii. 1.

1t Dan. xi. 45.
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the instrumentality of Kossuthism operating < should doubtless have rejoiced in a full house 
upon her popular minds. Success then to the j of the enlightened and discerning citizens of 
Magyar prophet of the democracy; and may j Newark; but having neither fiddle,Greek, nor 
he be able so to work upon the hopes, fears, \ porker, but only the predictions and doc- 
and sympathiesofconstitutional governments \ trines of the Jewish old prophets and apos- 
and their peoples, as to cause them to ally \ ties to present before them, we had to regret 
themselves into an Anti-Russian League, j that in this “Christian” city there were more 
by which Absolutism shall be enticed to 1 empty seats than full ones. What does a 
assume that* position which is assigned it by | money-making, prosperous community of 
Providence in the full manifestation of its j sectarians care about Czarism, Mohammed- 
wickedness; so that the destined crisis may j anism, and Eastern Questions, seven thou- 

formed in Israel’s land, where the Czar, > sand miles away, as accomplishing Jewish 
too strong for the mightiest nations of the prophecies indited thirty or forty centuries 
earth, like'another Napoleon at Moscow or ago! Will the knowledge of them increase 
Waterloo, though with a more terrible over- the profits of their crafts, or muliiply their 
throw, shall be “broken to pieces” by the li creature comforts?” Can they not get to 
Prince of princes,* with “none to help him” heaven without troubling themselves with 
in the emergency of defeat.f these ? Why then incur the discomforts of

Editor. warm weather, or the sacrifice of evening 
indolence to acquire it? Thus, God has 
spoken; but we found it a matter of indif
ference with the Newarkers as to what he 
has said ! They seem joined to their idols; 
why not, therefore, let them alone ?

Some forty or fifty, I suppose, out of 30,000 
people, did honor to themselves by coming to 
hear what God had spoken concerning these 
notable times. But whether they have be
come diligent searchers of the Scriptures in 
consequence, and less devoted to the things 
that perish, I know not. I have since heard 
that some of them would like to hear more 
upon the subjects treated of. Perhaps so. 
But it often happens that when an opportu
nity of doing so is afforded, such persons are 
among the missing ! Circumstances at pre
sent are not at all encouraging in Newark.

I The clergy reign in triumphant ignorance of 
the truth, and the people love to have it so. 
Architecturally the city is improving, but 
spiritually it is dead and buried.

On Wednesday morning, June 6th, I left 
Newark by train for Baltimore, where 1 ar
rived about 6 P. M. Travelling express for 
Kentucky, I had no time to spend here ; but 
pushed on for Wheeling, Va., by the 7 P.M. 
night train. By 2.20 mins, next day I was 
580 miles from New York city. This was 
tolerably expeditious ; but at Wheeling, ex
pedition made a low bow and disappeared. 
It was possible to get to Cincinnati in ten 
hours, by a little staging; but not knowing 
this, we embarked upon a river boat. The 
water being low, the boat appointed to re
ceive passengers was small and too confined 
for our company. The passage was tedious. 
The scenery, after seeing the Clyde, the 
Rhine, and the Hudson, is but little attract
ive; and whatever may be the improvement 
inland, I saw but little indicative of progress. 
The towns seem to be at a standstill, and the 
hills as wild as ever. However splendid and 
palatial the fitting up of the steamers, life
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Richmond, Va.,Feb., 1852.
!-•; (0- The above was written while Kos

suth was enrapturing the people of New 
York with his eloquence, on his arrival in 
this city from Turkey, about a year and a half 
before the formation of the present Eastern 
Question. How far events have answered 
to my anticipations it is for the reader 
to determine from the facts which are now 
patent to all the world. The power that 
unfurls the revolutionary flag will, for the 
time, direct the fury of the storm.

Editor.
Mott Haven, Westchester Co., N. Y., 

July 28, 1852..*

SOUTH-WESTERN TOUR.i

I * *•:
CHAPTER I.

Having pushed “Anotolia” through the 
press, and shipped off to London for its con
temporary publication there a set of stereo
type plates, but without doing more towards 
its distribution than the supplying of the de
mands of a few friends in this city, we re
commenced our annual runnings to and fro 
for the increase of knowledge in the dark 
places of the earth, by setting out on Lord’s 
day afternoon, June 3d, for Newark, N. J., 
where appointm- nts had been made for us 
to meet the people on that and the two fol
low ing evenings, at the Washington Hall. 
Had it been announced through the papers 
that we should be accompanied by

A fiddling Greek,
And a learned jug,
Who Dutch could speak *
As easy as’t could squeak;

or by some other kindred attraction,
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• Dan. xii. 1. + Dan. viu. 26; xi. 46; ii. 36.
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afci203South- Western Tour. m.salupon the western rivers is decidedly low,be- ' tenacity with which they cleave to them, 
ing characterized by “ liquoring,” card-play- > There is “ mystery” in believing what you 
ing, trashy-publication-reading, swearing, i do not understand, and “ Mystery” is stamped 
and obscenity. To be cooped up in a small j on the forefront of their abominations. The 
Ohio steamer with such is purgatory ; and truth of this is easily tested by conversing 
covers one with shame in seeing to what a j with-priests and people on their traditions 
degenerate race one belongs. For fifty-six j about heaven, hell, trinity, immortality, jus- 
long hours was I doomed to exist in this float- tification, gospel, &c., upon all of which
ing sepulchre; for we were all that time pad- j subjects, though so clearly unfolded in the
dling 400 miles, with the stream in our favor! i sacred writings, they are as dark as the valley 

The following incident on the way ere- j of the shadow of death in which they dwell,
ated a little interest while it lasted. Two j We arrived at Cincinnati at 8 P. M.,
passengers were talking on religion, one a where we found the Alvin Adams, which had 
Presbyterian, belonging to St. Louis; the been telegraphed from Maysville,waiting to 
other, a lay elder of a Lutheran church in receive us. We left the wharf in this float- 
Baltimore. They were talking about re- < ing palace at 9 P. M., and arrived at Louis- 
mission of sins through faith. I drew near ville,Ky., which is 150 miles from the Queen 
and listened for a while ; and at length ven- City, on Sunday morning at 8 30. Ten 
tured to make a sort of know-nothing inqui- years had passed since my sojourn at this 
ry as to what faith was. The Lutheran place. It is said to be very much improved 
paused for a moment or two, and then grave- during that period. It may be so in parts I 
Iv informed me that faith was the belief of did not see. It is the terminus of a railroad, 
rchat ice did not understand! Then we have and many expensive houses have been erect- 
the remission of sins by the belief of what ed. But from the water, and along the 
we don’t understand? “ Yes.” This faith streets I traversed, it presents any thing but 
is counted to us for righteousness? “Yes.” the neat and clean appearance of the towns 
I asked him many other questions about the in the Holland fatherland. A colony of 
gospel, the kingdom, heaven, hell, &c., Knickerbockers would certainly be a bless- 
which brought out his ignorance of all these ing to Louisville. They would cleanse tht 
topics as conspicuously as upon faith. I streets, set the house-painters to work, ba- 
fonnd him more rational upon the Eastern nish the hogs, lay the dust, and make the 
Question than upon any other subject. He city sparkle in the sun. Their influence is 
declared his belief that this was the war that swamped in the^New Amsterdam of Man- 
was to introduce the advent of Christ; and Italian by the Cells from papal Erin, who 
that the Autocrat would triumph over all the have for years reduced it to the filth of an 
crazy thrones of Europe before that event. Hibernian stye, in which the chiels of Pa- 
Where did you learn that Christ is to ap- trick O’Flanagan’s quiver, which is gene- 
pear in person ? It is the doctrine of Dr. rally full, fraternize in hopeful equality with 
Martin Luther. But what makes you think the family pig! A Knickerbocker iniinici- 
that the Autocrat will triumph? “Because pality might redeem Louisville from dirt,and 
every thing is rotten throughout the world, thus deliver it from cholera and other pesti- 
in trade, in commerce, in politics, and in re- lences, which are the natural effects ot the 
ligion. Things can go no further without accumulation of filth in all the cities of the 
breaking up ; and the only strong man in the land. Cleanliness is said to be next to god- 
world is Nicholas. I believe, therefore, that liness; if so, godliness must be far removed, 
the weak and corrupt will fall before him?* “ Be clean,” then, in exienso, and all lilthi- 
Here was a man whose mind was evidently ness of heart, and city, and person, will be 
prepared for "Anatolia." He knew nothing put away : a clean heart, a clean city, and 
of the prophets, but he had heard sermons , a clean person, are especially demanded in 
ir. Germany about the end of the world, the divine law ; generally they are neglected 
which had left a vague impression upon his by'mankind, and the consequence is obvious 
mind that it was near. I showed him a copy —God and they are far apart, 
of the work. He read the title with marked Though assured by the skipper of the
interest. He wished to have it; and for fifty boat that it would leave the wharf at 10 
cents obtained the first copy that appeared A. M., we did not leave our mooring till 5 
in the west. P. M. Cursing, lying, and cheating, are the

Absurd as this man’s idea of faith is, it is boat characteristics ol the Ohio and Missis- 
nevertheless a correct one of the “ faith” sippi. They will say any thing for money, 
which is current in the Romish and Protest- I have learned to discern the truth in the 
ant communities—they assent to the truth of diametrics of their declarations. He knew 
what they do not understand, as they happen well that we could not possibly get off" at the 
to be led ; and in proportion to their igno-f time 6tated; for there were four steamers in 

of the articles of their creeds is the the shallow ditch they call a canal, that con-
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nects Louisville with Portland below the some stages of water utterly unfit for navi- 
Fulls. But he lied to prevent us from leav- gation ; yet the boats that peril their way 
ing his boat and seeking another beyond the through it, crashing their wheels upon the 
canal. If I could have come to a know- rocks, are charged most extortionately, and 
ledge of the truth in the case, I might have as if it were the finest stream. Our steamer 
spent some pleasant hours with some old had to pay SI70 for its five hours’ work 
friends in the City of the Falls ; as it was, through its ditch. When the world is go- 
I was obliged to confine myself to the boat, verned righteously, such abominations will 
not knowing when it might be off. While not be permitted for the henefit of stockhold
waiting for this, a man died on board, and ers and the State of Kentucky. It is said 
another fell overboard and was drowned.! to be the best stock in the United States, and 
The latter incident caused a momentary ex- highly beneficial to Louisville! No doubt, 
citement; but it was soon ascertained that The dues are enormous, and the expenses 
it was only an Irish “ deck-hand,” and that and accommodations trifling; and the bar- 
he did not come up. His hat was caught, rier it proves to the navigation causes steam- 

'but no further effort made to recover him. ers to unload and store at Louisville, that, 
Ho had gone without shrift or priest, but he with a truly national canal, would pass 
would not be missed. His time had come, from Cincinnati to New Orleans and St. 
and as there were plenty more of the same Louis, with only a touch and go at the Falls’ 
sort, railroads, canals, and steamers could City on their way. But the time of the 
still be worked, and the world would save ; public and the interests of the whole upper 
his keep! The incident was soon forgotten, river country are sacrificed to the acquisitive- 
When decomposition should set in, he would ness of commission merchants and the canal 
float; he would then be picked up and buried | company. But travellers can only grum- 
in the Potter’s Field. As to the other, said ;i ble at and groan under the impositions and 
to have died from intoxication, he was taken ; miseries of the way; they cannot cure them, 
off in a shell, but where to, nobody seemed They are robbed of their time and cheated 
to know or care. These seemed to be every- of their money without redress. I lost about 
day occurrences. A stranger dies in a boat; eight days in a journey of about 3500 miles, 
he is forthwith nailed up in boards, and bu- which in these days of electricity and steam 
ried in the river bank ; his effects, if no clue is not to be endured without much grumbling, 
be found to his abode, being duly appropriated : This is all that travellers can do, and they 
for the trouble and expense of his interment, generally exercise the right; for I heard the 
Thus goes the river world. “The living know skipper say, “ There never was a boat’s com- 
that they must die, but the dead know not any pany but there were grumblers not a few.” 
thing but the living expect to die at home. While travelling, however, whatever my dis- 
Many a one goes west and never returns, nor satisfaction, I am careful not to identify my- 
ts heard of any more. Tne statement made is self with the few. The true philosophy is 
oftentimes the reason. A stranger on the river; to endure patiently what you cannot cure; 
is a fare a pigeon to be plucked even when ! for in so doing the evil will be less. If a 
8 ‘ve» w^°^en ‘8 likely to care for the bird , man find himself ensnared, let him get out 
when dead ? Let travellers remember this, as he best can, and be more vigilant for the 
and act accordingly. future.

At 5 P. M., we entered the Louisville and Thirty-two hours* steaming brought us 
Portland Canal, which is about three miles in 1 from Portland to Henderson, Ky. On land- 
length. There was just about liquid mud / ing, a negro seized my baggage without 
enough to float the steamer, which was near- j
ly as broad as the canal itself. The paddles j meet me, so I followed in his wake.' But 
threw the liquid under the boat astern, leav-> his inquiry/* Where will you go, mas’r?” 
ing her aground but for the inrush from j gave me to know that I \*as not yet on the 
ahead, which carried her backwards instead > track of my friends. I inquired for several 
of forwards. The current from behind, how- > persons whom I knew only byname; but 
ever, would after a while turn back the he could give me no satisfactory account of 
liquid thrown astern, which, flowing under them. 1 then told him to take me to the best 
the boat, would raise her and float her on a hotel in the place, where I expected I might 
few yards, until checked by the inrush from get on their trail. He accordingly conduct- 
ahead. In this way the vessel edged along ed me to the Taylor House, where I obtained 
to and fro, gaining a little at every return of J the information sought. Arrangements had 
the slush, until after five hours we arrived at been made here for my conveyance to a 
the end of this precious canal. Every de- ! friend’s house, 6ome ten miles distant from 
partment of the world’s affairs proclaims the the town. Having, therefore, breakfasted, 
necessity of the kingdom of God. Here is written a letter, and dined, 1 was conveyed 
a canal that is a notorious abomination—-in to my destination, where I arrived at the
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close of the afternoon of Tuesday, the 12th one nation, when the “ tabernacle of David 
of June. Thus was concluded a tedious which is fallen down shall be raised up as 
journey of 1342 miles, at a cost of .$25 374, in the days of old,” and when “the mountain 
and eight days. In “making a note on’t,” of the house of Jehovah shall be established 
as Capt. Cuttle says, I find the following: in the top of the mountains, and many 
“ It has been cool, with some rain; but is now nations (of the Gentiles) shall come and 
turning warm. I have not had my clothes > say, Come and let us go up to the moun- 
off since I left Newark, having passed the j tain of the Lord, and to the house of the 
nights in cars and on steamboat floors, all j God of Jacob, and he will teach us of his 
the staterooms b°ing occupied by previous ? ways, and we will walk in his paths; for 
comers, and many of them of the roughest > the law shall go forth of Zion, and the word 
sort in manner and speech ; but the rule is, J of the Lord from Jerusalem.”
‘first come, first served,’ so that decency? Clearly understanding these things as 
and respectability are made to give place to coming events which are even now casting 
1 rowdies.* Women are all ‘ ladiesand their shadows before, and deeply feeling 
no matter who they are, if they can pay the their importance in connection with the 
fare, (this being the ground of promotion,) realization of the world’s blessedness as 
all have the precedency at the table, and ) promised to Abraham, it would ill become 
could oust from his seat, to make room for ? us to look with indifference cither on the 
them, the President himself, if unprotected sufferings of the Jewish people in past 
by a travelling companion of the sex ! They times, or on those now more especially 
eat with a rush, as though it were the last pressing on them in their own country, 
bite they would ever obtain. This applies j We have accordingly made the contribu
te the whole menagerie of men, women, and j tion referred to; and although, from the 
children. As usual, I was the last at table, j limited means of those contributing, it may 
I could not kpep pace with them, not being j not present the appearance of a large sum,
a beast of prey. The eating is not so good j we have no doubt that it will be received
as on the Eastern boats, but between Cin- j in a right spirit, and duly despatched to its 
cinnati and Henderson pretty fair; good but- $ destination. It will be sent bv post-office 
ter and bread; coffee, however, mere peas order, on receipt of your compliance with 
and chicory, having a little of the genuine our request.
for the sake of the name. But compared While rejoicing in so much unity of sen- 
with Western steamboating, a traveller may timent with the Jews in reference to their 
truly sing, ‘Be it ever 60 homely, there’s no faith and hope, it must of necessity be a
place like home.’ Editor. matter of regret that there should be any

important difference of opinion between us. 
As it would, however, be mere affectation in 
us to conceal the main point on which we 
differ from you, we trust you will forgive a 
plain allusion to it. We believe that Jesus 
of Nazareth shall sit on the throne of David, 
when the kingdom is restored to Israel. I 
believe we are agreed as to this point, 
namely: That according to the testimony of 
God himself, by the prophet Ezekiel, the 
future occupant of David's throne*’must be 
one “ whose right it isand also that one 
element of that right, as defined in the cove
nant made with David, consists in this: 
That the Messiah must be of the house and 
lineage of David. The covenant is in these 
terms:—“Aud when thy days be fulfilled,
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Letter from certain Friends of Jodah to 
the Chief Rabbi in London.

Edinburgh, June 12,1854.
Dear Sir:—I take the liberty of writing 

to you, to inquire if you would be willing to 
take charge of, and transmit, a small con
tribution to assist in relieving the wants of 
the destitute Jews in Palestine. The con
tribution is from a congregation of between 
thirty and forty members, whose attention 
has been directed to-the subject by several 
communications in the newspapers. The 
members of this congregation have been led 
to take a more than ordinary interest in the j ... I will set up thy seed after thee . .. >
people of Israel, from the fact that they \ and I will establish the throne of his king- 
believe, in their obvious sense, the promises j dom for ever.”—2 Sam. vii. 12, 13. The 
made to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as \ prophet Jeremiah,- also, referring to the 
recorded in the books of Moses; and are l same matter, says:—“Behold the days 
confidently expecting their fulfilment, and \ come, saith the Lord, that I will raise 
the consequent blessedness of the nations of \ David a righteous Branch, and a king shall 
the earth. They are looking for, among s rule and prosper, and shall execute judgment 
other things, the restoration of the kingdom \ and justice in the earth.”—Jer. xxiii. 5. 
and throne of David in the Holy Land, when \ Now, in view of these testimonies, in the 
both the houses of Israel shall be united in ‘ understanding of which I presume we are
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at one, we believe there is no evidence to \ “ I saw in the night visions, and behold, 
show that there exists on the earth at pre- j like the Son of Man came with the clouds of 
sent, a son of Abraham who, by virtue of j heaven, and came to the Ancient of days, 
his hereditary right, could present a valid \ and they brought him near before him. And 
claim to the throne of David, if the kingdom I there was given him dominion, and glory, 
were now to be established. The reason of j and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and 
this appears to us to be, that the last heir i languages should serve him,” &c.—Dan. 
to David’s throne died without issue, having j vii. 13, 14. 
been put to death by his own nation, as These testimonies convince us that the 
represented by the chief priests and rulers, Messiah was to die and be buried ; that he 
aided by a mob which they instigated to was to have an early resurrection from the 
raise a clamor for his death, by appealing to grave; and that he was to ascend to the 
the fears of Pontius Pilate, then Roman right hand of God, whence to come in 
governor of Judea, who delivered him to be power and glory, “ to raise up the tribes of 
crucified. Jesus, as we learn from the Israel,” and also to be for a “light to the Gen- 
genealogies of the elder and younger tiles, and the salvation of God unto the end 
branches of David’s family, was the son of of the earth.”
Mary, who was descended from David We trust that should any apology be. 
through Nathan and Zorobabel. The mar- necessary for intruding at such length on 
riage of Mary to Joseph,who was descended your attention on the present occasion, it 
from David through Solomon and Zoroba- will suffice to state, that we fell anxious to 
bel, constituted Mary’s only son, Jesus, inform you that, although Gentiles, and 
heir-apparent to the throne of Israel.’ The differing from you on a very important 
death of Jesus, then, in the circumstances point, we have no sympathy with the purely 
referred to, rendered the house of David Gentile idea of a Messiah coming for no 
extinct. other purpose than toN burn up the earth,

But the question arises—How, if this be convey his friends to some ethereal para- 
true, are the promises of God to be fulfilled ? dise, and consign his enemies to everlasting 
It appears to us that if the throne of Israel torment in the flames, 
is to be occupied by a son of David, either We have only further to state that should 
Jesus or some other of David’s descendants you feel disposed to communicate with us 
who have died, must either have been, or on the subject of these remarks, we shall be 
yet be raised from the dead. Indeed, the glad to give an attentive ear to anything 
fact is, that whoever the Messiah may be, you may have to say to us. In the mean 
this very thing is predicated of him by David time, awaiting your reply in reference to 
himself, in the sixteenth Pealtn. His our request, we are, 
words are :—“ For thou wilt not leave my Dear Sir, Yours sincerely,
soul in hell, neither wilt thou suffer thine (Signed on behalf of the Congregation,) 
holy one to see corruption. Thou wilt James Cameron, Jr., Treat.
shew me the path of life: in thy presence is 
fulness of joy, at thy right hand there are 
pleasures for evermore.”—Psalm xvi. 10,11.
Now, David could not have spoken these 
words concerning himself, for he remained 
in the sepulchre until he not only saw cor
ruption, but had completely returned to the 
dust whence he came. Moreover, this pas
sage not only indicates that Messiah's path 
of life from the grave was by a resurrection, 
but also that that path had its immediate 
termination, not in the throne of David, but 
at the right hand of Jehovah in the heavens.
This again is corroborated by the fact that 
the Messiah is, in another Psalm, represent
ed by David as remaining at Jehovah’s right 
hand until the time should come to give 
him the kingdom. David says : “ Jehovah 
said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my right 
hand, until 1 make thine enemies thy foot
stool.”—Psalm cx. 1. In exact accordance 
with this testimony, Messiah’s descent 
from this exalted position to occupy the 
throne of David is thus described by Daniel:
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Dr. Adler, Chief Rabbi, London.

COPY OF REPLY TO THE ABOVE.
Office of the Chief Rabbi,

June 14, 1854.
Dear Sir:—I am requested by the Chief 

Rabbi to acknowledge your kind favor, and 
while thanking you for the sympathy you 
express for his suffering co-religionists in 
the Holy Land, most respectfully declines 
entering on any religious discussion.

I have the honor to be, Dear Sir,
Your obedient servant, 

Aaron Levy Green.
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iiV. Mr. James Cameron, Junr.
V1;

COPY OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF 
RECEIPT OF CONTRIBUTION.

Office of the Chief Rabbi,
4 Crosby Square, London, 5614—1854. 
Sir:—1 am requested by the Reverend
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Anatolia. 207 Mtbe Chief Rabbi and Sir Moses Montefiore, 
Bart., to acknowledge with grateful thanks
the sum of------- -, being the amount of
your generous collection towards the fund' 
now being raised for the poor Jews of Pales
tine. I have the honor to be,

Your obedient servant, 
Aaron Levy Green, Horiy Secy.

To Mr. James Cameron, Jr., Edinburgh.

Approaching Crisis,by the Rev. J. C. 
Chase. “ The Kingdom of the Slone, a New 
Exposition of Dan. ii,” by a Clergyman. 
“ The Beginning of the End,” by the Rev. 
C. R. Cameron ; and in another short two 
months the Allied Powers will exhibit to the 
world their victorious arms.’ Regardless, 
however, of these sneers, and similar devices 
of Satan, I have replied, as did the vene
rable prophet, 41 am doing a great work, so 
that I cannot be interrupted ; why should the 
work cease whilst I leave it?’ And, under 
divine favor, I trust that my feeble health 
will yet enable me to aid in the holy enter
prise, until the Topstone be brought with 

| joyful shoutings of4 Grare, grace unto it!’ ” 
The world’s thinking is the “thinking of 

the flesh,” unenlightened by the teaching of 
God exhibited in the Scriptures. When 
the popular mind, expressed through its 
leading spirits, undertakes the delineation of 
the future, its vaticinations are sure to be 
false; because the people’s thoughts are not 
God’s thoughts, nor their ways his. God 
has not revealed his purposes to them, but to 
“ his servants” only ; as it is written,44 The 
secret of Jehovah is with them that fear 
him;” and “ God gave the Apocalypse to 
Jesus Christ that he might shew unto his 
set'vanls things which must shortly come to 
pass;” “the instructed shall understand, 
but none of the unjustified shall understand.” 
Now the people and their civil and eccle
siastical rulers are not the servants of 
Israel’s God, but of the g- d of this world, 
“The Prince of the power of the air, (the 
Gentile atmosphere,) the spirit that now 
worketh in the children of disobedience.” 
Not being instructed in Moses and the 
Prophets, but only in the discordant and 
clashing theologies of GentilUm, they 
know nothing of Jehovah’s secret. By 
neglecting to study the prophets, they ex
clude themselves from the knowledge of 
the future. Jehovah has said, “ Surely the 
Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth 
his secret unto his servants the prophets 
and in announcing the sounding of the sym
bolic angel now blowing the seventh and 
last trumpet, the Spirit saith,44 In the days 
of the voice of the seventh angel, when he 
shall sound, the secret of God shall be ac
complished as he hath declared the glad 
tidings to his servants the prophets.” These 
neglected authorities being the sources of 
information concerning the future, the peo
ple can know nothing aright, and must 
therefore necessarily always be wrong in 
their predictions, and disappointed in all 
their hopes. Hence 44 popular opinion” of 
the future is entitled to no regard. It is 
the voice of their own passions, and any 
thing but44 the voice of God.”
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The following note will explain how the 
above correspondence came to appear in our 
columns. We shall be happy at all times to 
publish epistles of like point and character.

Editor.
Edinburgh, July 7, 1854.

Dear Brother Thomas:—I am instructed 
by the congregation assembling in Tailors’ 
Hall, Potter row, Edinburgh, to forward the 
accompanying letter and replies, with the 
request that, if deemed suitable, you will 
insert them in the Herald.

I remain, yours sincerely,
James Cameron, Jun’r.
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“Anatolia.”
The stereotype plates from which this 

work was to be published in England have 
arrived there safely ; and through the kind 
attention and zeal of my excellent friend 
Mr. Robertson, will yield an edition of a 
thousand copies “ early in August.” It is, 
therefore, I suppose, beginning to circulate 
while I write this notice. It is issued by 
Houlsion & Stoneman, Paternoster Row, 
(the publishers of44 The Coming Struggle,”) 
and P. & P. P. Parker, 181 Long Lane, 
Borough, London,44 in a neatly printed wrap
per, price 2 shillings.” It may also be 
obtained of Mr. Robertson, 89 Grange Road, 
Bermondsey, London, with the addition of 
the usual rate of postage for a pamphlet 
weighing six ounces.

In a letter just come to hand, Mr. R. 
observes, 41 It requires no ordinary perseve
rance to* encounter the numerous discour
agements projected in the way of disseminat
ing a pamphlet bearing the ominous title 
of 4 Russia Triumphant!! and Europe 
Chained !!! ’ being a proclamation inimical 
to the imperious ambition of Englishmen, 
and at variance, at present, with popular 
opinion. 4 See,’ say they, 4 the entire 
failure of similar pamphlets since the debut 
of 44 The Coming Struggle,” &c. For in
stance, “The Signs of the Times: the Mos- 
lem and his End;” 44 The War and its; 
Issues,” both by Dr. Cummings. 44 The:
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.

with the people, so with the priest; I months ; but even already some of these sage 
as it is written, “ the leaders of the people ! legislators have expressed their opinion 
cause them to err.” It is in vain for clergy- that it will continue to wage during their 
men who run the beaten track of Gentilism :■ lives.”
to undertake the exposition of the prophets. Besides introducing “Anatolia ” to the 
A “ divine” with his head full of immortal- British public, I have taken steps to get it 
soulism and sky-kingdomism may as well before the Emperor Nicholas, as doubtless he 
be abed and asleep as attempt to read the i needs encouragement at the present crisis, 
signs of the times, and to divine God’s pur-! Finding, then, from the papers that an 
poses in the approaching future. Preaching American physician named Thomas Cott- 
mere Gentilism for gospel,they have no key man, who is “surgeon to the Grand Duke 
to the mystery of God. The failure of the Constantine,” had arrived in Washington as 
whole hierarchy of Gentile divines in an envoy from Nicholas to negotiate tne sale 
Britain and America to discern our times of Sitka to the United States, and that he 
aright, need deter no obedient believer of I was an enthusiastic admirer of the Czar, 
the kingdom’s gospel from expounding the j and sanguine of his success, I thought he 
Word with good hope of success. For a j would be the very man to receive with 
clergyman to give an exposition of the i acceptance an Anatolia for himself, and one 
present and future, which should be verified j for the emperor. I therefore mailed 
by events,would be little short of a miracle, copies to him, and a letter inclosing one 
They have all failed hitherto, and are also for the Czar, requesting his acceptance 
doomed to failure to the end of the chapter, of the work. Whether Anatolia will be 
Mr. Robertson did well not to be discou- ! more successful in gaining access to the 
raged by the croakings to which he alludes, imperial library than Elpis Israel, remains 
We undertake to teach the people and their to be seen. Dr. Cottman, though an envoy, 
leaders what be the principles of the oracles ! is not an ambassador, being a citizen of the 
of God, and not to subject ourselves to their! United States. JBaron Brunow declined 
opinions. The present times prove our; transmitting Elpis Israel to the Czar, be- 
competency to do this without presumption; cause it was contrary to the rules of the 
for the events which characterize our limes ambassadorial service to convey presents to 
are such as years ago we showed from1 the Emperor from private persons; and the 
prophecy would come to pass. The failure i merchant captains in Dundee, Scotland, 
of the clergy will enhance our success, j declined to take it lest it should get them 
furnishing us hereafter a potent argument j into trouble. Dr. Cottman, however, as an 
against their being accounted exponents of ? American in high favor with the imperial 
the mind of God at all. Notwithstanding > family, (and all Americans in Russia find 
all the “orthodox” failures, a long list of £ great grace at present with Nicholas,) will 
which may be recounted, we doubt not that j hardly find any embarrassment in presenting 
“Anatolia' will command attention in Bri- j to his patron a book foreshowing from the 
tain ; for the time has come for the voice of l prophets of Israel his triumph over Europe 
truth to be heard there above the tongues of ? and Asia to a certain point. But be the 
Babeh The “ three-unclean-spirits-like- j result what it may, it is in the hands of Dr. 
frogs,” sign of the Son of Man in the heaven, j Cottman, who will do what he pleases in 
is notable. We can read its 6ignificancy, j the matter. If I hear of any more of the 
and according to our interpretation, observe ? copies thus thrown upon the waters, I will let 
its verification day by day. We know of a j the reader know at some future time. In 
literary certainty that what we have said of j the mean time, he may be gratified in perus- 
Russia will come to pass; and we wish the \ ing copies of the letters referred to above, 
reader to make a note of our full assurance $ The first is the 
of faith, that when it comes to pass he may 
know that prophecy can be understood before
it is fulfilled. j Dr. Cottman—Sir:—By the mail con-

Jn concluding his letter, Mr. Robertson J veying this I have taken the liberty of
remarks that “ The London ISews reports /forwarding two copies of a work published 
that an Austrian nobleman lately observed ? in this city and London upon the Eastern 

. ,n Puhlic that- those persons who can still ) Question, which I think cannot fail of being 
doubt the fact that Europe is on the eve of J interesting to you. One copy is for your- 
a most sanguinary war must be in the most j self, the other for the Emperor Nicholas, 
enviable ignorance of what is going on in ] You will see that I prove from the Scriptures 
the world. The government of Britain were that the mission and the destiny of Russia 
enabled to double the income tax to defray ! was the subject of divine revelation over 
the expenses of the war, upon the faith of 2500 years ago. To a certain point, her 
their assurance that it would not last six power will triumph over all opposition ; but
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SS=when she arrives there she will be broken mind as that you may perceive what the 
with all the rest of the governments ; not, mission is to which you are called, and exe- 
however, by mere human, but by divine cute it to the subjection of all the crazy and 
power. The statesmen of Europe do not iniquitous governments of Continental Eu- 
understand the crisis. They talk about ; rope to your imperial will, 
guaranteeing the integrity and independence That your Majesty may reign and prosper 
of the Ottoman Empire; but the thing is I till you have commingled the iron nations of 
utterly impossible. The Scriptures decree I the old Roman territory with the clay of 
the empire to Russia, which no alliances can ! your own hereditary dominions, is the 
prevent. If the Emperor can embroil unfeigned and earnest hope of your Majesty’s 
France with Austria in regard to Italy, well-wisher. The Author.
which he might do by the help of the 
Pope, the attention of France and England 
would be diverted from the Euxine, and the 
way would be open for the Sevastopol fleet 
to come like a tempest against Constantino
ple. He can control Austria through Hun
gary ; and through Austria, Prussia and the 
rest of Germany. Success awaits him ; he 
has only to persevere, dividing and conquer- 
inrr his foes.

But, Sir, my purpose is not to discuss the 
matter here; but to request your acceptance 
of “Anatolia,” and the conveyance of the 
other copy to the Emperor Nicholas, on your 
return Jo St. Petersburg.

.Wishing him success, and yourself a 
happy return, I remain yours respectfully,

John Thomas, M. D.,
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:;i!iitIt may by some be thought strange that I 
should wish success to Russia, the most 
barbarous of “ the powers that be.” I will 
not stay here to discuss the relative barba- 
•rism of the Gentile Horqg. They are all of 
them Sin-powers, and as such entitled to no 
sympathy from the servants of Christ. The 
ground upon which I wish success, yea, 
speedy success, to Russia, is, the full assu
rance that Christ will not “ appear to them 
that look for him” until Russia leads the 
nations of the Babylonian world against 
Jerusalem to battle. Before Russia can do 
this, she must become a mishmar,jor
imperial protector, to the iron and brass 
powers. The success of Russia in estab
lishing this Protectorate is devoutly to be 
desired, as an event eminently proximate to 
the end. We rejoice in Russia’s success as 
we are gratified with the amputation of a 
friend’s limb for the saving of his life. The 
world is to be blessed in Abraham and his 

; seed, the Christ. This will be “life from 
the dead ; ” but the world cannot attain to 
this life until “the vine of the earth,” with 
its ripe grapes, is amputated from the body 
politic of nations, and cast into the wine
press of the wrath of Almighty God. The 
binding of Europe by Russia to its imperial 
rule is the preparation for this event. Suc
cess, then, to Russia; for the sooner her work 
is accomplished, the sooner will she fall ; 
and the nations be delivered from the 
wretched governments which blaspheme 
God and destroy the people.

Thus far Anatolia has sold well in Ame
rica, considering that it has as yet only been 
noticed in the Prophetic Expositor, “Du
buque Observer,” and the Herald. I in
tended to have placed it in the book-stores, 
but the edition is so far expended that I 
could not supply them to any extent. I 
hope soon to get out another edition, when 
the public will be duly notified of its exist- 

Had it been placarded while the 
Russians were retreating from Silistria, the 
proclamation of Anatolia’s title-page would 
have been at a discount with the multitude, 
who blindly judge of the issue of a great 
war by a few defeats. The examples of

ij:j ?i»i.m 9

1 in i
!■ !The Author.

Avgust 4th, 1854.

LETTER TO THE CZAR.
Mott Haven, Westchester, N. Y.., 

August 5lh, 1854.
Emperor Nicholas—Sire :—It has been 

truly said that “Knowledge is power.'* It 
• imparts to him who is fortunate enough to 

possess it firmness of purpose in all he 
undertakes. No enterprise needs more of 
this quality for its success than that in 
which your Majesty is involved. A neces
sity is laid upon you by Providence, which 
you cannot evade.' God, however, works 
by means; and these, in your case, Sire, 
require that you should not fear your ene
mies, though all Europe be leagued against 
you. Being interested in the consumma
tion,(which vour Majesty, who doth proclaim 
to ihe world that Jesus Christ is on your 
side, would not believe were it stated to you,) 
I wish to see you firm and fearless,— 
politically, a head of gold, breast and arms of 
silver, body and thighs of brass, and legs of 
iron, before the world. To assist in intensi
fying your courage against the hosts of your 
adversaries, 1 have taken the liberty of 
contributing to your Majesty's library the 
copy of “Anatolia ” which accompanies 
this. May it reach you (if it interfere not 
with the Divine purpose) with acceptance ; 
and, Sire, so far enlighten your Majesty’s
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history are thrown away upon mankind, who 
being but the creatures of passion and 
prejudice, speak not what they believe, but 
what they wish to be true. In the wars of 
Napoleon I., Russia and Austria were 
defeated time after time by the French 
armies; yet those powers triumphed at 
length in the downfall of the common 
enemy. Napoleon III., with his British 
ally, may be as successful for a while as his 
uncle; still Russia will eventually triumph, 
and with her allies overthrow the French 
empire, and establish a Russian Protectorate 
over the Catholic world. Already the 
u imperious ambition of Englishmen” is 
less confident in it* boastings of success. It 
begins to discern great embarrassments 
from the policy of Austria, th^unclian spirit 
issuing from the Mouth cf the B ast, the 
double-aealing of which is entangling the 
Eastern Question with inextricable compli
cations. Thus far they have found the 
Russian empire impregnably defended. 
Their floating batteries of three thousand 
guns have uttered their voices chiefly in the 
ocean parade of naval drills. Sir Charles 
Napier has not yet lunched alCronstadt; 
and the smoking viands he proposed to dis
cuss at St. Petersburgh in honor of its cap
ture by the Allies, are fast degenerating 
into a cold collation, at no time very exciting 
to the stomach of an epicure, especially if 
the grapes be sour. But God has put “ a 
bridU in Vie jaws of the 
them to err.

INDEX.

Introductory Remarks.
1. The Origin und Extent of the Kindom of Baby Ion.
2. The Kingdom of Men in it* various Phnscs.
3. The Lion Phnsis of the Kingdom of Babylon.
4. The Beur-Phasis
5. The Four Headed Leopard Phnsis.
0. The Ten-Horned Drngon Phnsis.
7. The Holy Ones of the High Ones, and their People.
8. A Senson and a Time.
9 Origin of the Roinnno-Greek Babylonian Sove-

lo! The Evening nnd Morning Object.
11. “The Holyslmll he Avenged.”
12. The Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks.
13. Corrected Version of the Prophecy.
14. Messinli the Prince.
15. What should befall Judah in the Latter Days.
16 Paraplixuse of the Eleventh of Daniel to ver. 35 

inclusive.
17. End of the Maccnbcnn Heptnde.
18. “ The Kinc,” or Constantinopolitan Autocrncy.
19. A God of Guardiuns, or The Latin Prophet of the 

West.
20. Guardians’ Bazaars, or Temples dedicated to 

Saints.
21. The Holy Roman Dominion, or Lillie Horn of the 

West.
22. The Time of the F.nd.
23. The King of the North.
24. Proof oi the Russian Power being the King of 

the Norih.
26. Future Magnitude of the Czar’s Dominion.
26. Nebuchadnezzar’s Image the Symbol of the 

Autocrat's Dominion, inclusive of France.
27. Edom, Moab, and Anunon divided off from Tur

key for a Price. „ . . .
28. Britain the Moabitish Antagonist to Russia m th« 

Latter Days.
29. The Latter Days.
30 The “ Time of Trouble Position of the Russian 

and British Forces at the Advent. .
31* The Deliverance of Israel out of the Hands or 

their Enemies.
32. Resurrection to Judgment in the War of God 

Almighty.
33. “The Wise.”
34. The Times of the Kingdom of Babylon and Judah.
35 Calendar of the Seven Times of Babylon and

Judah.
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people, causing 
Franco and England have 

covenanted to preserve entire and indepen
dent a power winch He lias said shall be 
“dried up;” and to reduce to a second- 
rate power a dominion which he has ap
pointed the Mishmar of the Goinerian 
Nations, (and France is one of them,) and 
the Hurricane to drive back the stagnant 
waters of the Euphrates within its banks. 
Surely it requires no great sagacity to per
ceive that Russia must be triumphant and 
Europe chained ! This is destiny : who can 
avert it 7 The powers that attempt it will 
be found fighting against God. The con
sequences are inevitable—disaster and cr

editor.
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“OPEN THEIR EYES.”

*■:

.
I: Dear Sir :—My brother some time ago 

gave me a book, named Elpis Israel, which 
has given me much pleasure to read. I 
can see plainly now the reason why there 
are so few who are Christians. I have 
been to meeting all my lifetime, and have 
not been able to discern the way said to be 
pointed out by the “ spiritual guides.” I 
seethe way plainly now ; and that ihere is 
but one in which “eternal life” cun be 
obtained.

Barre, Worcester, Mass., June 7, 1854.
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Contents of Anatolia,
The work contains 102 pages of the size 

of theHerald’s. Their contents are divid d 
into thirty-jive sections, of which the follow
ing is the

«• THE LEGION OF DEVILS.
Esteemed Brother :—Your reply to my 

inquiries concerning the resurrection of 
Moses, and the Legion of Devils referred to 
in Mark, has enlightened and satisfied my 
mind ; for which I return you my sincere 
and unfeigned ^thanks. \our suspicion
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fir*that I have no faith in orthodox diablerie is j eousness; for we rend, “ without faith it is 
correct; and you can well imagine howl impossible to please God. If I did not, I 
difficult it was for me to understand King I am willing, yea, anxious to obey my Lord in 
James’ translators’ version of the passage, all things. I belioved that Jesus was the 
not knowing any other. Your Brother in Christ, and that it was through him that I 
waiting for the Kingdom of God, should gain immortality at his second com

ing, when the dead in Christ should rise, 
and, with the living saints, be caught up to 
meet the Lord in the air; while this earth 
and heavens were burned up, or made new, 
the wicked of all nations exterminated 
therefrom, in a moment, as it were; and 
when this is done they would reign on the 
new earth a thousand years, at the end of 
which he would deliver up the kingdom, &c. 
I did not know any thing about the restoration 
of Israel and Judah, or the land covenanted 
to Abraham, and therefore had no faith in 
them. I supposed the home of the lather of 
the faithful was the new earth. Now, if 
you can give me any light, please do, and 
the Lord reward you ; and that you may be 
preserved blameless unto his kingdom, is 
my prayer.

Adrian, Lenaicee co., Afich., July 12,1854.
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John Swan. >1 li■M ('* m in
Cambridge, 0., June 25,1854.
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ENCOURAGING.
Dear Str :—I have to thank you, and 

that most heartily, for two articles which 
have appeared in your Herald—one in the 
May number, and the other in the June 
number. We—that is, three or four—have 
a Bible-class, and a subject akin to that 
which you treat of in answering your Hali
fax calumniator came up for examination, 
but we couldn’t agree about it; and I was 
just about writing to you for light, when 
the May Herald arrived, which answered 
the end so far; and when the June number 
arrived, it satisfied all of us entirely, and has 
been to me and the others a further proof of 
the sublimity and yet simplicity of truth.

I feel that I tell you only a bare truth 
when I say—and those with whom I asso
ciate bear me out in it—that we have been 

benefited by your writings than by 
those of all other uninspired men whatever, 
and pray God that your life and energies 
may be continued, so as that you may be 
the means of saving many weary souls, 
who are almost lost in the clouds and mist 
of sectarianism. Most gratefully yours, 
in the hopeot the gospel,

II
Eliza S. Coffin.

remarks.
In the second number of the second 

volume of the Herald, I have written 
at length on the subject of the letter before 
ns. I would, however, observe in the case 
presented, that the immersion was not in 
obedience to the “ one faith” preached of 
Paul, and therefore not the “ one bapt ism.” 
No subject of the one faith in Paul's day 

ignorant of the restoration of Israel and 
Judah, and without faith in the things 
promised of the land covenanted to Abra-i 
ham. No faith defective of these elements 
is worth any thins in the matter of justifica
tion ; for the gospel is Ihe glad tidings cove
nanted to Abraham and his Seed. Our cor
respondent was evidently immersed on the 

Dr. Thomas :—I attempt to address a belief of a theory whose traditions made 
few lines to you, for the purpose of eliciting void the little truth it contained. The Bible 
truth concerning the faith of the gospel of nowhere proclaims the extermination of all 
the kingdom promised to Abraham and his nations from the earth when Christ comes; 
seed. I have had the opportunity of reading on the contrary, it teaches their subjugation 
but a small portion of your writings, but the ! to Jesus, and blessedness in him for athou- 
little I have read has set me to thinking i sand years. A ‘‘kingdom” in which 
somewhat seriously. I was immersed some Christ and the Saints are “reigning” 
eight or nine years ago, with (as I sup- without subjects is no kingdom at all ; and 
posed) the one faith requisite to precede ! there can be no subjects if the wicked of 
baptism; but since reading your publics- all nations”—which is equivalent to “all 
tion, viz.: the Herald, I have become nations,” for they are all wicked—lie exter- 
alarmed, as to my standing justified before !; minated. The saints are not subjects, but 
God. I will state some of the particulars heirs and rulers, civil and ecclesiastical, 
of my faith, and ask, if yon will be so kind over subjects, or Jews and Gentiles, in the 
(if you can spare a place in your paper) as flesh. Men are invited to become immortal 
to give me your views, according to the ? rulers over the nations when the power of
light which you have gained from the j their mortal rulers shall be broken as a
inspired volume, whether I had the faith j potter’s vessel, and swept away. This is
that would be accounted to me for right- i the invitation of the gospel. He that ac-
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cepts il is commanded to be immersed into 
the name of the Father, and of the Son, and 
of the Holy Spirit, that he may be purified 
by the blood of the Abrahamic covenant, and 
obtain a right to the tilings covenanted 
through the Seed. Editor.

Things ns they ore.
The following is a forcible article from a 

French paper called Le Sttcle, on the exist
ing state of things in the Gentile Heavenlies. 
It sees further into the millstone than the 
rest of its contemporaries. It is guarded in 
its remarks about Austria, expressing rather 
what Europe might hope, than what is cer
tain to be. An Austrian sentinel at the 
gates of Europe, in the presence of Gog, 

very trusty guaranty for those who 
would not wake up in the morning the te-

Editor.

PUBLISHED BY REQUEST.
Mr. Editor:—In the county and State, 

and on the day below written, on the bank 
of Tulip Creek, in the presence of a few 
disciples of Christ, M. H. Wade, in the 77th 
year of his age, made the following state
ment and confession : “ Should it be asked,
what has brought me to this place to-day, . „
my answer is, An enlightened judgment, \ “To talk of the abdication of the bmp 
and an honest, true-speaking conscience. I j ror Nicholas, when neither Sebastopol nor 
was ninny years ago immersed in, not into j Cronstadt has been taken, and when he ia 
the awful and solemn narfies of Father, Son s still his fleets and his frontiers intact, is cef" 
and Holy Ghost, by a sectarian preacher, tainly a piece of sterile puerility- 
My views at that time were altogether sec- official character of the journal which las 
tarian, and I became a member of a secta- held this language may even render it an- 
rian church—considering baptism nothing gerous, inasmuch as, being regarded as an 
more than an ordinary appendage of echo of the ideas of the French Governmen , 
Christianity. Since that time, from read- it will encourage him to whom it is a - 
ing the oracles of God, I have become con- dressed to a personal and desperate res1? - 
vinced tliat the Church of Christ is not a ance. The powers who have teeth ana 
sect, in the common acceptation of that ; claws even in the fable, are rot^wiling y 
term ; and that baptism in the name of Jesus present at the sale of the spoils which na\ 
Christ, to a believing penitent,* is fur the been taken from them. It is not, however, 
remission of sins.\ Under the influence of in this point of view that we wish to ex- 
these convictions I am here to-day, to be i amine the indictment drawn up by the Con- 
baptized according to the directions and for slilutionnel against the Emperor of Rn^fia- 
■the purposes specified in the Scriptures of Snblatd causil,says the Latin proverb, tollitur 
truth. From time to time I have endeavored effectus. Can it, therefore, be seriously be- 
to satisfy myself with my former baptism, lieved that the Emperor Nicholas is the per- 
But the more I consult the New Testament,' sonal cause of the great war raised between 
and the nearer I approach the grave, the barbarism and civilization? What is the
------dissatisfaction I feel upon the subject. !; Emperor of Russia? lie is not only a sove-

therefore say, before God and the holy reign who has abused his omnipotent strength 
angels, and in the presence of these persons, i, and has degraded the principle of authority 
that I do believe with all my heart that among nations, but he is the successor ot 
Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ, the Son of Alexander, of Catherine, of Elizabeth, an 
God: and that his name is the only name of Peter the First. He is the represen a- 
given under heaven or among men whereby ? tive of a system of government-in which tie 
wej can be saved. I also believe that bap- > abuses with which the Constitulionncl re- 
lism into the name of Father, Son, and Holy j proaches the present Czar have always ex- 
Spirit is for the remission of sins. This isled. He is the continuator of a secular 
believing with all my heart, I am now ready policy, the object of which is the slavery oj 
to be buried with my Lord in baptism.” ! Europe. He is one of the executorsolline 
Whereupon he was according baplized by will of universal monarchy bequeathed by 

David F. Salj.Y. his ancestors. He has not raised himself 
Dallas. Ark., Feb. 22, 1854. 1 up personally of a sudden, like Cassar or Na-

, poleon. His ancestors have prepared every
ent SJ «S Ur for him, Painful^’i^TObflayr“bybCyr,;,|o’.
disposition of mind towards God and his promises pos- s by barbarism, by cunning, uy arm ,. y 
sensed by Abrnham, whom he claims for ins father. ? lence__in a word, by all means which are

regarded a. good by fanatically atheia.ical 
the name of Jesus, in which union to the name the < powers; he has hlS cause and his root Ja 
subject's faith i« counted to him for remission of sins; \ He woul<j not be Emperor of Russia
“t Thli'u^r^wtS’ffiSS or ,h. go,, if he' did not carry his stone to their work, 
pel of the kingdom, ‘‘can be saved.” There is no ? when he interfered in Hungary, in order to 
salvation^ without the belief of that gospd, whichu j ^econ>0 protector of Austria, when he

is no

nants of a jail.
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direct guardian,in the name and fortheadvan 
tage of all Europe. However this may be. the 
entrance of the Austrian forces into the Prin
cipalities is already a guaran'y for Europe 
and for the Ottoman empire, in so far as Aus
tria thereby opposes a powerful barrier to the 
new aggressions of Russia ; and, moreover, 
she promotes the interest of Germany by esta
blishing in fact the free navigation of the Da
nube—that great route of German commerce, 
which assuredly will not again be given up 
to the caprice and omnipotence of Czars. 
In whatever point of view we consider the 
policy of Austria, we shall find that it justifies 
all the hopes of those who asserted that her 
young sovereign would not hesitate to place 
the permanent right of civilization and the 
superior interests of Europe and Germany 
above dynastic connections and personal re
lations.” _____ ~

m
|(£i s

incited revolt in the Sclavo-Greek countries, 
when he sent Menschikoff to Constantino
ple, it was the fatality of the precedents of 
his race which impelled him to these acts.
He was the Czar, independently of his name 
of Nicholas, his qualities, of his fine stature, 
and of his superb eyes, as the Pope is the 
Pope, whether he be called Gregory VII. or 
Leo X. What is it, therefore, that you so 
childishly propose? Do you think it will 
depend on your fine-sounding phrases to re
duce the struggle of the West against the 
North to the proportions of a coalition 
against one man ? When all Europe united 
against Napoleon, it coalesced against the 
representative of revolution, against the chief 
of that military nation who set his foot on 
the heads of kings. Although ‘it obtained 
the abdication it demanded, what did it gain 
by it? In 1830 revolutionary France again
made thrones totter; it did the same in 1848. ; From the Trulh Promoter.
French principle remained French principle. Pntrinfkm
Personal abdication absolutely changes no- . . .
thing in the principles of nations and of mo- It is generally thought that Christianity 
narchies. The real enemy of Europe and of includes and sanctions patriotism. Patnot- 
its civilization is not the Sovereign Nicho- ism as distinguished from philanthropy 
las I., failing more or less in his duties, and patriotism as understood by the world under 
in the obligations which Providence imposes that term. Now, it is not enough to say 
upon the great; it is the Russian system; it! that there is no mention made of it in the 
is that system which, although Russia is not New Testament, and that the apostles can- 
a commercial power, has neaped up the not be cited as examples of it; I go sti 
fleets, the cannon, and the terrible forces of further, and say, it is positively at variance 
Helsingfors, of Revel, and Cronstadt, and with Christian principle, that its exercise 
Sebastopol, for the future conquest nfuniver-: contravenes the universal law of love, and 
sal monarchy. It is this system which has it is a weakness and a prejudice, a puerility 
led Russia into all her interventions, and has and a result of ignorance. Of course a 
made of her a new Rome, threatening the Christian loves his family, his fellow-towns- 
uniierse. You have seamen, cannon, and men, and his countrymen ; but then he loves 
fleets, as she has ; and you have the pro- other peoples, of whatever hue or anguage, 
vidential chance of bein^united to the forces —all men without exception. I he only dit- 
of Europe in a just cause. Take Sebasto- ference in his love is, that for the good, 
pol and Cronstadt, and clip the wings of the the godlike, lie bears a love of complacency, 
two-headed eagle, and only occupy yourself while towards the enemies of t e or i 
in a secondary manner with the present Czar, cherishes the most pitifu , yearning, a 
It is against Russian power, a power out of tionate benevolence. But as for geograp - 
all bounds, and without all equilibrium, that cal or ethnical restrictions or distinctions in 
the war in the east is waged. You would his love, he owns and knows no such thing. 
obtain nothing even in obtaining what you the very idea is absurd. His o\e, 
demand. Philip II continued what CharlesV. God’s, embraces the entire ^Cf,» an 
began, and the successor of Nicholas would bounded only bv humanity. To love bng- 
perhaps be compelled to go even further than lishmen, therefore, more than 1? renc •me , 
he. This is what is called for bv the law of : simply because of a different genealogy 
Russian principle, and which will be neces- and speaking a different tongue, or ioy*n 
sary sooner or lat.er to regulate the state and well to England at the expense or 
destiny of the Danubian provinces, in such prejudice of France, or even o •» 
a way as to prevent them from being exposed, well to the former, and to have 
and from exposing Turkey to the violent in- feelings towards the latter, is a 
vasions of which thev have been too often the mind inconsistent with the nun 
theatre. It is evident that Austria is the in Christ, with that world-wide p i PY
Power which is best placed to derive the which is the very breath and spirit ot unri^- 
greatest advantage from the new organization tianily. Patriotism, as usual y un ’
of these provinces, of which she may, by her means, “ My nation at the top,^ an » 
vicinity, be the most vigilant sentinel and the ) other nations at the tail. y
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always victorious, others flee before it.” 1 troops, and the ability and devotedness of 
Patriotism therefore ignores justice and the chief, are, to an alarming degree, neu- 
equity, the right and the proper; for no tralized by the intrigues in the Turkish 
matter how righteous the cause of the councils. The Monileur of this day con- 
French may be, it teaches us to wish they ! firms the fact of the dismissal of the Grand 
may be worsted in the field, or driven out of! Vizier; and adds, no doubt to weaken the 
the market, or disappointed in their objects, unfavorable effect that would naturally be 
No matter how unjust, or mercenary, or produced by changes in the ministry at such 
inhuman British policy may be, it teaches a moment, that the movement has no poli- 
us to wish it may be successful, whether in tical character. It is stated that the con- 
diplomacy or in war. Whereas Christian trary is the case, and, moreover, on author
feeling teaches us to desire the prevalence ity entitled to respect, that none feel more 
of justice, although the heavens should fall I annoyed than the French government, not 
in pieces; to love man because he is a man, only by these changes, but by other inci- 
no matter what his nation, and to behold in dents, which prove that some of those in 
every one a purchase of the Redeemer’s whose- hands the safety of the country is • 
death. Christianity thus expands patriot- placed are far from doing their duty, and 
ism into philanthropy, and places on a real that their dereliction is traceable to causes 
and permanent foundation the love which j not of the most honorable nature. I select 
binds man to his neighbor, and busies itself? from a private letter received from a friend 
in promoting others^ benefit. What place j at Constantinople,a few passages, that seem 
patriotism can, as usually understood, find j to bear out that view of the case, and which 
in Christianity, when all are to be *• loved as j are worthy of attention, as the party who 
oursdvesand when the only difference j communicates them is in a position to be 
authorized is between the children of God j acquainted with much of what is passing, 
and his enemies, I know not; but this I know, j The letter bears date May 25lh, and con- 
that neither the virgin Church furnished any j tains passages of this kind : 
exemplification, nor the authoritative docu- ‘‘The loan is not effected, although we 
ments of Christianity any precept of this are in the greatest distress. But you are 
so-called virtue. To acknowledge our un- completely in error if you believe we have 
patriotism, however, would involve us in a government here. We have only a sem- 
great shame with the world, and to be con- blunce of government. For one who feels 
sis tent in this matter would carry us far in sympathy for the cause in which Turkey is 
imitation of the Friends, and segregate us j engaged, it is lamentable to be obliged to 
from worldly fellowship, to an extent which witness what is passing before our eyes— 
few are prepared to endure. But if Chris- to see the utter indifference to the public 
tianily be real, and worth any thing, it is good, to behold the grasping cupidity of men 
worth being thorough in, and if thorough- in office, and the implacable, though under
ness in it makes us “ hated of all men” for hand warfare which the great functionaries 
Christ’s sake, it is only a fulfilment of the carry on against each other.
Master’s word ; i, for one, say, “ all hail re- been done to Namik Pacha is taking place 
proach, and welcome shame” for Christ.) with Omer Pacha. The able general and 
The popularity of modern Christianity, and j honest man is left without succor, and even 
the ease with which it is professed, is its j without a line in reply to his reiterated and 
surest condemnation. The religion of Christ > piost pressing demands. There Jias not been 
involves pecuniary loss, social degradation,> a single cabinet council for the last twenty 
and personal dislike; and until light and i days,''because Rescind Pacha has had the 
darkness be reconciled, Christianity and the j misfortune to lose two of his little grand- 
world must remain in open antagonism, im- j children ! And without him nothing can 
measurably condemning one another. j be discussed in council, nothing done. It is

he who is the Sultan, de facto, and lie who is 
the Sultan nominally, is reduced to devour 

* «■ i his own heart, in the impotence to whichAffairs in Constantinople. they have reduced him. The cry of * the
If matters are proceeding favorably on the ! country is in danger’ has no meaning here, 

banks of the Danube, and success attends “ Each affair a little above the most ordi- 
the Ottoman arms in Little Wallachia, the nary business, and after all the complica- 
same favorable report cannot be made of > tions and delays of office people, ends in an 
what passes at Constantinople. Indeed, it j Iradet and this 'imperial lrade (supreme 
is difficult to believe the fact, were it not) sanction) has no fixed term ; you may wait 
attested by several witnesses, independent ? eight days for it or three months. If the 
of each other, and enjoying opportunities of J question be, for instance, to send money or 
being well informed, that the gallantry of the > reinforcements to the army, a fortress or a

J

What has
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Whence do wetown has time to be captured before the im
perial Ira*le makes its appearance, and all 
because, by means of the basest intrigues, 
matters are kept concealed from the Sultan.

“ Nothing can be more surprising than the 
attitude of the people. Is it apathy, or in
difference, or resignation ? 1 cannot under
stand it, but the fact is, that they scarcely 
seem to be aware that the Russians are 
besieging Silistria. The French generals 
complain often and strongly of the little co
operation they receive.

“ But what is most remarkable is, that all 
the better class of Turks, the well informed, 
or, at least, those who appear so, with whom 
I have conversed, are unanimous in believ
ing that the object of the. intrigues is to 
destroy the government, and no one seems 
to have sufficient energy to avert the mis
fortunes that will fall on the country sooner 
or later.”—Paris Correspondent of the Lon
don Times.

' 0C5- How infatuated the statesmen who 
dream of maintaining the integrity and inde
pendence of the Ottoman empire! It is 
drying up by a fever in its very bones. 
Nothing can save it.—Editor.

our age and country, 
derive the opinion, so current, and the in
culcation of which into the sensitive mind 
of little Henry has led to his premature and 
most distressing fate, that death will intro
duce the pure and holy into heaven. The 
Bible, avowedly the source of the religion 
of Protestants, seems to give no counte
nance to the tenet; for it is there written of 
a good and great man, one nfter God’s own 
heart, “David is not ascended into the 
heavens.”—Acts, chap. ii. ver. 34. So, too, 
Christ declares to his disciples, (John, chap 
xiii. 33,) “ YVhither I go ye cannot come.” 
Now, He went to heaven, to the right hand 
of God. It is Christ, also, who 6ays plainly 
in John, chap. ii. ver. 13, liNo man ha'h 
ascended into heaven but the Son of Man,”
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To the same purport it is declared in 
Proverbs, chap. xi. v. 33, “ Behold the 
righteous shall be recompensed in the earth; 
much more the wicked and the sinner.” 
When Mary and Martha, friends of Jesus, 
bewailed the death of their brother Lazarus, 
(see John, chap, xi.,) the Saviour consoles 
them by the assurance, “Thy brother shall 
rise again.” Mark ! He does not offer the 
consolation which was presented with such 
fatal consequences to the little Henry.

St. Paul, too, when comforting his Thes- 
6alonian brethren “concerning them that 
are asleep,” (or dead,) gives them the as
surance that God will awaken them from 

Messrs. Editors: The recent account of the dead, “when the Lord himself shall 
the suicide of a lad of thirteen years old, re- descend from heaven, and the dead shall be 
published in the Intelligencer of the 4th caught up from their graves and meet him 
instant from the Louisville Journal, is an in the air.”—1 Thess. chap. iv. 13. To 
extraordinary and most distressing instance the same effect, and all tending to a con- 
of the influence of religious training on the ! elusion directly opposed to the popular creed 
mind of the young. His mother, it seems, as to the state of the dead, the following 
in order to soothe his distress at the death of passages of Holy Scripture testify: “ Bless- 
his sUter, had told him “ he would mset his ed are the meek, for they shall inherit the 
sister in heaven after death.” To attain this earth ; ” “ Thy kingdom come, that thy will 
promised pleasure the poor little fellow be done on earth as it is done in heaven;” 
secretly cut his throat and died ! Truly, as “ Id that day the Lord shall be King over 
the Journal says, it was “ a sorry sight to all the earth.”
look upon a heart-broken mother, afflicted Does not candor compel the admission 
father, and distressed relatives. It was a that this testimony proves incontestably that 
scene to dissolve a heart of stone. Every ' the Earth, not Heaven, is the^Iuce, and the 
one present was in tears ; every man became coming of Christ and the resurrection-day 
as it were a child.” The sad result seems the time for the dead to awake and receive 
thus to have been clearly traceable to what their appropriate reward ? Had little Henry 
the child had been taught to believe con- been taught this wholesome Bible truth, he 
cerning his sister’s destiny and his own, that would have known that death could 
they would both be in heaven at death. bring him nearer his deceased favorite, and

Now, what has happened once may occur his sad fate—the victim of a mischievous 
again. Poor little Henry may not be the delusion—would have been averted, 
only victim to the same belief. Does not I hope you will publish 
humanity, then—the mere chance of another prove a friendly warning to the parents of 
innocent being sacrificed on the same altar susceptible and tender-hearted children. It 
—give us a title to inquire into the truth of may possibly save some gentle sufferers from 
this item of the popular religious creed of ’ a similar disaster. I will at least, 1 hope,

? i
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under the circumstances he was placed in. 
(Cheers.) His Lordship seemed to think that 
every midfeionary should be a bishop, there 
being something, in his opinion, peculiarly 
touching in the air of a bishop:—

“Any earnest Christian man going into a 
heathen land with the authority and graces 
of a bishop, would be able to create around 
him an effective native ministry.”

Sir George Grey spoke generally, but 
guardedly, to the effect that a missionary 
was a good thing, and he illustrated his case 
like a man of genius; “ for,” said he, “ when 
you are shipwrecked on a savage island,” it 
is pleasant to find that a missionary has 
preceded you, and taught a Christian dietary 
to the barbarians ! •

The Bishop of Oxford proposed a resolution 
pledging the Society to support new missions, 
and confessed that among all his noble and 
great friends, who, knowing him, must be 
Christians, he could not get money enough 
to support a Natal mission.

“The resources of this Society were so 
crippled, that the other day, when it was 

; found that, in consequence of a misunder
standing as to the amount the society could 
place at the disposal of the Bishops of Natal 
and Graham’s Town, they were deficient 
300Z., they could not find a single quarter 
from which that paltry amount could be got. 
Out of that difficulty had originated that . 
great meeting, and, God willing, not only 
300Z.,but the 20,000Z. for which they asked, 
should come.”

The Bishop of Natal seconded this 
lution.

Money was subscribed, and then the arch
bishop pronounced his benediction—and the 
company separated for dinner.—From a 
London Paper.

awaken the consideration of the thoughtful 
and conscientious, and lead them to expunge 
from their creed a dogma which can claim 
no higher authority for its support than the 
heathen philosophy of Greece and Rome, 
and is entirely at variance with the teachings 
of Christ, the Prophets, and the Apostles.

A. B. Magruder.
Charlottesville, Virginia.

Missions to the Heathen.
The High Church confederation for look

ing after the religion of the heathen, had a 
meeting at the Mansion House on Wednes
day, putting the Lord Mayor in the chair, 
where his Lordship individually indicated, 
with his usual condescension, how complete 
is our education at home. The Archbishop 
of Canterbury moved the first resolution:—

“ That the recent providential openings for 
the diffusion of Christianity in heathen lands, 
constitute a call upon the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel to extend its im
proving operations.” (Cheers.)

His Grace showed, amiably, that the gospel 
was turning the sword into the “ pruning- 
hook” in savage lands,—and concluded by 
asking for some subscriptions.

The Bishop of London (“who was re
ceived with applause”) supported that sug
gestion in an eloquent speech; and being, 
just now, undergoing abuse for Puseyism, 
he thought it wise to indicate that he had 
even a greater horror of the Roman Catholic 
than of the worshipper of Mumbo-Jumbo, 
as thus:—

Jn the Mauritius there were half a million 
of souls, and only five Church of England 
clergymen. The Roman Catholics, on the 
contrary, had a well-appropriated mission, 
and were laboring earnestly and zealously, The Russian Priesthood.—“ The fol- 
and but too successfully.” lowing facts,” says the Pays, “will give an

The Bishop of New Zealand moved the idea of the state of degradation into which 
second resolution. Referring to the deter- the lower class of the Muscovite clergy has 
mi nation of the Government to discontinue ; fallen. A Russian gentleman relates that 
the salary hitherto paid him, the Right Rev. when passing one day through a village, he 
prelate said he did not complain of that de- saw a number of peasants assembled, and 
ci.-ion, and was willing to make the experi- stopped to inquire the cause. ‘Oh,’ replied 
mentof maintaining a self-supportingepisco- one of them,* it is only the priest, whom we 
pate. No one was so well qualified as he was are going to lock up in the barn.’ ‘ And 
to do so, because twelve years’ residence there why do you do that?’ ‘Because it is 
had made him acquainted with the best fern Saturday. The priest is a drunkard, fcnd 
root.**, the haunts of birds and fishes, and the we always lock him up on a Saturday, in 
processes of native cookery. (Laughter and order that he may be in a condition to per- 
chcers.) They would see, therefore, that he form Divine service on Sunday. On the 
was prepared to return to his diocese, and dig, Monday he is free to drink as he likes for 
or beg, or both, while engaged in the duties of the other days of the week, 
his office. He said ibis in order to remove : CT Romish priests in papal countries 
any doubts as to the course he would tako birds of the same feather.
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and itself shall stand for ever.”—Daniel. ij:i!
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is. iScommandments of the Apostles of the Lord 
and Saviour.” For “ the day of the Lord 
will come as a thief in the nightthe most 
xcalchful will be taken unawares; in.such 
an hour as the best instructed and wisest of 
Christ’s servants think not, their Lord will 
come.

preface. < watc(iet|1 an(j keepeth his garments.” For
The following Lecture is one of twelve J the wicked shall do wick d’.y ; and none of the 

delivered by clergymen of the Church oH icicked shall understand; Out the wise shall 
England, at St. George's, Bloomsbury. Jn< understand. Dan. xii. 10. 
order to reduce somewhat the cost ot publi-1 It is in contemplation to publish a series 
cation, several portions of comparatively < of similar Tracts, in the hope that, at this 
little interest have been omitted, the lec- < critical period of the world’s history—mani- * 
lurer’s sentiments not being disconnected festly that spoken of in the Scriptures as 
thereby, nor the real substance of the dis-<»‘THE time of the end,” Dan. xi. 40; 
course in the least affected. xii. 9, and “ the latter days,” Hos. iii.

It is published tn this form as a most suit- 5 ; Ezek. xxxviii. 16—some, who may be 
“Tract for the Times,”—a seasonable blessed with hearing ears and understand- 

portion of spiritual meat, calculated, as it is, jng hearts, whose minds “the god of this 
to call up the reader’s attention to numerous world,” or “the doctrines and traditions of 
heart-stirring prophecies, pertaining to the men” have not blinded, may be interested in 
nation of Israel, their promised kingdom and ; “the word of the kingdom,” which, if heard 
dominion. Prophecies which it concerns and understood, and “joyfully received into 
every one to know the truth of, for the coining good and honest hearts,” like *• good seed” 
years are pregnant with their fulfilment,—big sown into “good ground,” cannot fail of 
with events, great, terrible, and glorious. 1 bringing forth “ good fruit,” in some thirty- 
All of which are cither preparatory to, or fold, some sixty, and some an hundred. S?r 
intimately connected with, the Second Malt. 13th chapter. “ He that hath ears :o 
Appearing of the Lord Jesus, “/tis reward hear, let him hear,” saith the Lord Jesus. 
with him, and his work before him,”—the 
resurrection of “ the dead in Christy and 
the changing of those of His who are alive 
at his coming, from mortals into immortals; 
the redemption and restoration of Israel; the 
pre-millcmal judgment of “ Babylon the 
Great, the Mother of Harlots and 
Abominations,” as well as of all the nations 
of the earth ; and the setting up of the long- 
prayed-for Kingdom of God. Surely it is 
of importance to know the truth of these 
things! Jt is certainly as necessary to be 
*• mindful of the words which were spoken 
before by the holy prophets,” as “of the

Lecture on Israel.
THEIR PROMISED KINGDOM AND DOMINION. '■t ■hi

BY M. BROCK, M.A., 
Chnplain to th« Bath PodIU ntiary. £8

ANevertheless, “ Blessed is he that
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THE LOVE OF CHRISTIANS TO THE JEWS THE 
SIGNAL OF GOD’S RETURNING MERCY TO 
ZION, WITH THE BENEFITS THENCE FLOW
ING TO THE GENTILES.

“ Thou shnlt arise, and have mercy upon Zion : for 
llie time to luvor her, yea, the set lime, is come. For 
thy servants take pleasure iu her stones, ami lavor the 
dust thereof. So the nations shall fear the name of 
the Lord, und all the kings of the earth thy glory. 
Poalm cii. 13-15.

The Word of God, as nil Christians allow, 
is a revelation to the whole world. If, how
ever, we open the inspired volume,

m !vJ!
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surprised at observing, that by far the tribes of Israel from their blindness, and 
greater portion is occupied with the laws make us acquainted with their sealed ones, 
and history of a particular people. The Old Bring in the tribe of Judah, in its time, and 
Testament forms three parts of the second ' bless its first-fruits among us, until the ful- 
volume, and this, with the exception of the ness of the Gentiles be come in, and so all 
book of Job and the first few chapters of Israel be saved.” But the happ 
Genesis, refers, almost exclusively, to the the most express favor manifested to Zion, 
ancient people of God. For, to extend our j since, I presume, the times of the apostles, 
observations further to the prophets, whilst belongs to our own age. Year after year 
in these there are some Gentile predictions, marks a growing interest for God’s ancient 
a considerable number of which are, per- people. On the Continent there are formed, 
haps, fulfilled, yet they contain, generally, on their behalf, societies at Berlin, Posen, 
Jewish history, and Jewish prophecies, for Basle, Bremen, Amsterdam, &c. America 
the most part, we apprehend, or at least to a has also been awakened to this sacred cause, 
great degree, unfulfilled. The Spirit of How remarkable, also, the establishment, at 
God, by whom the Scriptures were given, the instigation of the late King of Prussia, 
testifying thus extensively to one peculiar of the bishopric of Jerusalem, where, said 
people, it surely is the mind of God, that ■ he, “ different Protestant communities, for- 
towards that people our attention should be getting their differences, conscious of their 

• directed, especially when we further con- < unity, might tender to each other, over the 
sider, that through men of that nation the tomb of the Saviour, the hand of peace and 
gospel was preached to us Gentiles, and concord.” 
that from them, ‘-as concerning the flesh,
Christ came, who is over all, God blessed 
for ever.” I shall not now stop to show how 
sadly we have departed from the analogy of 
Scripture by neglecting the Jew, by closing, j 
or perverting to Gentile use, the prophecies 
which belong to him, but rather, blessing 
God for having turned the minds of many 
of the present generation to take an interest 
in Israel, and to search into the page of 
Jewish prophecy, I will pass to the con
sideration of what is said concerning God's 
ancient people in (he Scripture before us—
“ Thou shall arise and have mercy upon 
Zion,” &c.

i

l

iness of1

v

■
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The Protestant church now- 
building on Mount Zion, for the Jews, is 
another proof of Gentile love. The same * 
was also seen in the before-named illustri
ous sovereign giving one of the churches of 
his capital for the use of the Jews, in which 
to hear the gospel. Whilst, if we turn our 
eyes towards home, we see Ireland, with 
all her difficulties, not unmindful of this 
noble cause. We see Scotland sending to 
Palestine a deputation to inquire into tho 
state of the Jews, and following this up with 
further labors of love on their behalf. We 
see our Dissenting brethren, happily, at last 
stirring themselves in the same blessed 
cause. We hear everywhere of public at
tention being called to the work by courses 
of sermons on the Jewish subject. Whilst, 

E0The present love of Christians to above all, the London Society has thirty 
the Jews is the point on which we have stations in different parts of the world, and 
first to dwell. It was at the early part of, is spending some twenty-five thousand a 
the last-century that this happy feeling first year in endeavoring to send the gospel to the 
distinctly manifested itself in the formation j Jews. “ This is the Lord’s doing, and it is 
of the Callenburg Institution, so called after marvellous in our eves.” 
the name of its founder, Henry Callenburg, We- may now, further, show how this 
professor at Halle, in Saxony. The object Gentile love is the signal of God’s re- 
of this good man was the conversion of Jews 
to Christianity by means of the press, by 
provision for proselytes and catechumens, 
and the appointment of students, as travel
ling missionaries to labor among them.
This institution was suppressed by the 
Prussian government, in 1792. In the same 
century, efforts were made by that most ex
cellent people, the Moravians, on behalf of 
the Jews. Count Zinzendorf took great 
interest in them, and some Jews joined the 
Brethren’s Church. The Count desired to 
keep alive amongst his people an interest 
on their behalf, and introduced the follow
ing prayer for their conversion into the 
Brethren’s Liturgy: “Deliver tho ten
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TOWARDS HIS ANCIENT
. The establishing a

turning favor 
PEOPLE. .
British Consul at Jerusalem was a remark
able sign of the times. 
and indignant remonstrance lately sent to the 
Porte by the several Cabinets of Europe, in 
consequence of the atrocities perpetrated .on 
the Jeus of Dtimascus, and other places, 
seems strikingly to mark that the time of 
Zion’s tribulation is fast passing away. 
How wonderful is it, that these governments, 
each of which, in times past, have imbrued 
their hands in Jewish blood, should now, 
with one voice, exclaim against a repetition 
of these barbarities, and expressly declare 
that this thing shall not again be. Surely

Whilst the united
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i in this we recognize a signal of the Divine 
favor.

Jn spiritual things the hand of the Lord 
is equally manifest in his still beloved people.
The present movement in the Jewish mind is 
most remarkable, especially as to the manner 
in which they are throwing off the Talmud, 
together with long-established prejudices.
• • . . . Forty years ago, it
is asserted that there was but one Jewish 
preacher; but now, upwards of twenty 
believing Israelites are clergymen of our 
Church, and more than one hundred in Ger- 

v many are preaching the gospel of Christ.
Many Christian Jews, men of great learning 
and talent, 611 professors’ chairs on the 
Continent.

“ The Ancient Church, after apostolic 
times, seems to have made no provision for 
preaching the gospel to the Jews. Some of It will, indeed, be a happiness to see the 
the fathers wrote against them in languages city rebuilt, and a marvellous sign of the 
which the Jews considered profane, and times when Jewish hands again “ raise up 
therefore did not read; but no systematic the desolations of many generations'' Isaiah 
attempt was made by the Christian Church. Ixi. 4. To believers it will be marvellous. 
Individuals were moved to seek the welfare
of the Jews, and their attempts were heritors of the soil of Palestine would con- 
blessed.”* But, generally speaking, the vey to that now wretched land the blessings 
mo3t opprobrious epithets were applied to of liberty and civilization. Their intelli- 
theni, and a line of conduct pursued, such gence, their industry, their wealth is abun- 
as was calculated to make their prejudices dant. Whilst in regard to the land, one 
perpetual. Christians knew nothing ofjor two years of their sojourn in it would, 
Hebrew; the New Testament had never by the Divine blessing, make that present 
been translated into that language; and! “ wilderness to blossom as the rose.” Isai. 
from the time of Jerome to that of Raymund xxxv. 1. For there lie in heaps, already 
Martyn, a period of nearly eight hundred squared to the use of the builder, the stones of 
years, almost all the endeavors to learn, from multitudinous cities, rich in various marbles, 
their own writings, the real objection and and heaped xuith shattered column, capital, 
difficulties of the Jews, were abandoned, and frieze. There, with unexhausted riches. 
Nor was this all. “The Council of Elvira, to reward the toil of the husbandman, lies 
and several succeeding Councils, forbade all the glebe, waiting to be upturned by th& 
familiar and friendly intercourse with the plough. And there, on terraced hills, the 
Jews, under pain of excommunication. , traveller, in admiring the labors of former 
Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury, generations, sees prepared to the hand of the 
and Hugo de Velles, Bishop of Lincoln, ex- planter, ranges for the fig, the pomegranate, 
tended this decree still, further; for they; and the vine; whilst with glad heart he 
denounced the same punishment upon any repeats that rapturous word,4t again I will 
one who should hold communication with the build thee, and thou shalt be built, O virgin 
Jews, or even sell them provisions; and, to of Israel: thou shalt again be adorned with 
crown all, a decree was made, forbidding thy tabrets, and shalt go forth in the dances 
them to enter any Christian church / After of them that make merry : thou shalt yet 
a series rf acts of cruelly, they were all banished plant vines upon the mountains of Samaria : 
from England; and in one day, October 9th, the planters shall plant and shall eat them 
1290, Edward I. drove more than 16,000 as common things.” Jcr. xxxi. 4, 5. 
helpless Jews from his inhospitable shores. ' • There are mercies in store
For 350 years none of that nation were per- for the whole nation—mercies greater than 
milted to dwell in our country. In the time the former, and, we apprehend, to be brought 
of Cromwell they returned; but still few about with miracles in a manna' at least as 
cared for their souls.”! marvellous as those which marked their ori-

But I need not give a catalogue of the ginal settlement in the land of promise: for
it is written, “According to the days of 
thy coming out of the land of Egypt will 
I show unto him marvellous things. The- 
nations shall see and be confounded at alL

atrocities perpetrated from age to age on the 
Jews, by Christians, so called. Sufficient 
has been said to show the novel and unpre
cedented position in which the Jews of the 
present day, as contrasted with their prede
cessors, are placed; and hence to indicate, 
in the clearest manner, the probability that 
the time of the Divine indignation is draw
ing to a close. With delight we hail this 
new, and we doubt not certain token, that 
the time to favor Zion, yea, the set time, is 
soon to come. Lord, build thou the walls 
of Jerusalem, and be thou to her a wall of 
fire round about!

Let us now take a view of some of the
ULTERIOR MERCIES OF WHICH THE PRESENT 
RETURN OF DIVINE FAVOR IS THE EARNEST.
“ Thou shall arise and have mercy upon 
Zion."
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!| their might, they shall lay their hand upon 

their mouth, their cars shall be deaf. They, 
shall lick the dust like a serpent, they shall 
move out of their holes like worms of the 
earth: they shall be afraid of the Lord our 
God, and shall fear because of thee.” Mic. 
vii. 16, 17.

A few of these mercies, both temporal and 
spiritual, we will now enumerate.

I. Israel, even the whole nation, shall be 
restored from their present dispersion. 
“The Lord shall set his hand again the 
second time to gather the remnant of his 
people, which shall be left, from Assyria, 
and from Egypt, and from Pathros, and 
from Cush, and from Elam, and from 
Shinar, and from Hamath, and from the 
islands of the sea. And he shall set up an 
ensign for the nations, and shall assemble 
the outcasts of Israel, and gather together 
the disperstd of Judah, from the four corners 
of the earth.” Isa. xi. chapter. On this pas
sage it has been well observed, that it cannot 
refer to the return from Babylon; for it 
refers to a restoration from a dispersion, and 
not to a return from a captivity. The men
tion, also, of Israel coupled with Judah, 
points to the same fact.

II. The kingdoms of Judah and Israel, 
disunited since the time of Rehoboam, shall 
again be one. To this the oracle by the 
mouth of Ilosea testifies: “The children of 
Judah and the children of Israel shall be 
gathered together, and appoint themselves 
one head, and they shall come up out of the 
land.” Hos. i. Remarkable, also, is the 
word of Ezekiel, to the same effect. The 
prophet is commanded to take two sticks, or 
rather staves, rods of authority, or the two 
sceptres of the two kingdoms, Israel and 
Judah; and they “ became one in his hand.” 
Upon which it follows, “ Thus saith the Lord 
God: Behold, I will take the children of 
Israel from among the heathen, whither they 
be gone, and will gather them on every side, 
ana bring them into their own land : and I 
will make them one nation in the land upon 
■the mountains of Israel; and one king shall 
be king to them all: and they shall 
•be two nations, neither 6hall they be divided 
•into two kingdoms any more at all.” Ezek. 
xxxvii.

ill. The nation will be established, as in 
ancient days, under a Theocracy. David, 
the beloved, even King Messiah, will be 
their ruler. “David my servant shall be 
king over them, and they shall all have 
shepherd.” Ezek. xxxvii. “ Behold, the days 
come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto 
David a righteous Branch, and a King eliall 
•reign and prosper, and shall execute judg
ment abd justice in the earth. In his days 

.Judah shall be-saved, and Israel shall dwell

safely•** Jer. xxiii. “ Of the increase of 
his government and peace there shall be no 
end, upon the throne of David, and upon his 
kingdom, to order it, and to establish it with 
judgment and justice, from henceforth even 
for ever.” Isa. ix. To which also agrees 
the word of the angel, “ He shall bo great, 
and shall be called the Son of the Highest: 
and the Lord God shall give unto him the 
throne of his father David: and he shall 
reign over the house of Jacob.for ever ; and 
of his kingdom there shall be no end.** 
Luke i. And Isaiah proclaims in animated 
strains, “Then the moon shall be confounded, 
and the sun ashamed, when the Lord of Hosts 
shall reign in Mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, 
and before his ancients gloriously.” Isa. xxiv.

IV. When thus under the reign of Mes
siah, they shall be established with unpre
cedented prosperity in their own land 
“And in that day will I make a covenant for 
them with the beasts of the field, and with the 
fowls of heaven, and with the creeping things - 
of the ground : and I will break the bow and 
sword out of the earth, and will make tljem 
to lie down safely.” Hos. ii. ‘‘And it 6hall 
come to pass in that day, that the mountains 
of Israel shall drop down new wine, and the 
hills shall flow with milk, and all the rivers of 
Judah shall flow with waters, and a fountain 
shall come forth of the house of the Lord, 
and shall water the valley of Shittim." Joel 
iii. “And I will make them and the places 
round about my hill” (Mount Zion) “a bless
ing; and I will cause the shower to come 
down in his season ; there shall be showers 
of blessing. And the tree of the field shall 
yield her fruit, and the earth shall yield her 
increase, and they shall be safe in their land, 
and shall know that I am the Lord, when I 
have broken the bands of their yoke, and 
delivered them out of the hand of those that 
served themselves of them. And they shall 
no more be a prey to the heathen, neither 
shall the beast of the land devour them ; but 
they shall dwell safely, and none shall make 
them afraid.” Ezek. xxxiv. ilIn that day, 
saith the Lord of Hosts, shall ye call every . 
man his neighbor under the vine and 
under the fig tree.” Zech. iii.

V. At that time the ascendancy of Israel
will be paramount overthe Gentiles. Clear 
to this effect are the predictions of the 
prophets: “And thou, O tower of the flock, 
the stronghold of the daughter of Zi< n, 
thee shall it come, even the first dominion ; 
the kingdom shall come to the daughter of 
Jerusalem. . . . Arise, and
thresh, O daughter of Zion: for I will make 
thine horn iron, and thine hoofs brass; and 
thou shalt heat in pieces many people; and I 
will consecrate their gain unto the Lord, 
and their substance unto the Lord of the
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whole earth.” Mic. iv. “And the Lord shall 5 with the house of Israel, and with the house 
be seen over them, and his arrow shall go > of Judah: not according to the covenant 
forth as the lightning: and the Lord God / that I made with their fathers in the day 
shall blow the trumpet, and shall go forth j that X took them by the hand to bring them 
with whirlwinds of the south. The Lord of out of the land of Egypt, which my cove- 
Hosts shall defend them;—the Lord their \ nan! they brake,although I was an husband 
God shall save them in that day as the flock ) unto them, saith the Lord. But this shall 
of his people.” Zech. ix. “And the sons of j be the covenant that I will make with the 
strangers shall build up thy walls, and their j house of Israel; after those days, saith the
kings shall minister unto thee........................\ Lord, I will put my law in their inward
For the nation and kingdom that will not \ parts, and write it in their hearts; and will 
serve thee shall perish; yea, those nations j be their God, and they 6hall be my people."
shall be utterly wasted........................ And Jer. xxxi. And the results of this covenant
strangers shall stand and feed your flocks, j in them will be such as the following: “ It 
and the sons of the alien shall be your shall come to pass, that he that is left in 

. ploughmen and your vine-dressers. . $ Zion, and he that remaineth in Jerusalem,
. Ye shall eat the riches of the J shall be called holy, even every one that is 

Gentiles, and in their glory shall ye boast j written among the living at Jerusalem.” 
yourselves.” Isa. lx. and Ixi. chapters. j Isa. iv. “ Thy people also shall be all right-

VI. The same ascendancy shall also be \ eous: they shall inherit the land for ever.” 
exercised by Lsrael over the Gentiles in | Isa. lx. ,;And they shall call them the holy 
spiritual things. Jerusalem will bo the people, the redeemed of the Lord.” Isa. Ixii. .. 
metropolitan city of the converted nations, j Such are among the future mercies which

' “It shall come to pass in the last days, that < await the chosen seed, when the Lord 
the mountain of the Lord’s house shall bo j shall “open his eyes” upon them, and of 
established in the top of the mountains, and which his present returning favor is, we 
shall be exalted above the hills; and all j believe, the earnest and the pledge. Arise, 
nationsshall flow unto it. And many people j O Lord,, have mercy upon Zion. We be- 
shall go and say, Come ye, and let vs go up \ seech thee, “Let the Redeemer come to Zion, 
to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of \ and turn away ungodliness from Jacob.” 
the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of The benefits which are to fi.ow to the 
his ways, and we will walk in his paths.” j Gentiles through Israel restored to the 
Isa. ii. So also Jeremiah testifies—tlAt j Divine favor, is the only remaining point of 
that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne our text which we have to notice. “ So the 
of the Lord ; and all the nations shall be ga- heathen shall fear the name of the Lord, 
thered unto it, to the name of the Lord, to and all the kings of the earth thy glory.” 
Jerusalem.” Jer. iii. Zechariah also declares, The question is often asked, through what 
“And it shall come to pass, that every one instrumentality the world is ultimately to be 
that is left of all the nations which came s brought to the obedience of Christ ? The 
against Jerusalem shall even go up from 5 usual answer given to this question is,— 
year to year to worship the King, the Lord > through means of missions, as now used, 
of Hosts, and to keep the feast of ^tabernacles, j Ardently as I love the missionary cause ; 
And it shall be, that whoso will not come holy, necessary, and blessed, as I believe it 
up of all the families of the earth unto to. be, yet 1 esteem such a reply. as arising 
Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of from a very mistaken view of Scripture. 
Hosts, even upon them shall be no rain. The object of the present dispensation 
And if the family of Egypt go not up, and is to gather in a remnant to God. The 
come not, that have no rain; there shall be gospel, our Lord asserts, is to be preached 
the plague, wherewith the Lord will smite M/or a witness to all people, and then shall 
the heathen that come not up to keep the the end come.” Matt. xxiv. 14. Agreeably 
feast of tabernacles. This shall be the to this, the apostle James declares, “ God 
punishment of Egypt, and the punishment < did visit tho Gentiles to take out of them a 
of all nations that come not up to keep the j people for his name.” Acts xv. And thus 
feast of tabernacles.” Zech. xiv. And S has it ever been. The preaching the gospel 
Isaiah witnesses, “ It shall come to pass, that J through missions, and iu other ways, has 
from one new moon to another, and from one j been doing, and is doing, ils w'ork, and a 
Sabbath to another, shall all flesh come to j people by this instrumentality is gathered to 
worship before me, saith the Lord.” Isa. Ixvi. \ the Lord, even “a remnant according to the

VII. Lastly, they shall be a holy people j election of grace.” But what progress has 
to the Lord. The whole nation shall be j the gospel made in the world? Little, in- 
brought under the power of the promised j deed ; for if we.compare the present, with the 
covenant. “Behold, the days come, saith j apostolic times, there are probably not more 
the Lord, that I will make a new covenant » believers now than there were then. And
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yet, it is near two thousand years since the distinct, and says, “ The heathen shall know 
gospel was first preached ! But Scripture, that I am the Lord, saith the Lord God, when 
and after Scripture, experience, is, blessed I shall be sanctified in you before their eyes. 
be God ! now showing us our error. That .... Then the heathen, that are left 
which is so apparent we are now beginning, round about you, shall know that I the Lord 
though slowly and late in time, to be con-' build the ruined places,-and plant that that 
vinced of, namely, that salvation is of was desolate. And the heathen shall know , 
the Jews”—salvation, not merely as wit- that I the Lord do sanctify Israel, when my 
nessed in the sufferings and death of ihe < sanctuary shall be in the midst of them for 
adorable Jesus, but in all those glorious < evermore." Ezekiel xxxvi. and xxxvii. 
effects of that incipient salvation, as here-< Thus, also, the miraculous overthrow, on the 
after to be developed in the 11 restitution of all\ mountains of Israel, of the great anti- 
thingsIt was Jesus of Nazareth, of the i Jewish confederacy by pestilence, blood, 
seed of Abraham, that purchased our salva
tion. They were children of the same race, 
his apostles, who first to us Gentiles 
preached, and made known that salvation 
so purchased. And, we apprehend, it is 
through the same nation that we are to 
look for the full communications of blessings 
yet i/romised to the Gentiles. The precise 
manner in which those blessings are, through 
them, to be communicated, we do not, 
perhaps, know. But this, it appears, seems 
obvious from Scripture, that they shall be a 
channel of blessing to the peoples, and that 
they shall be the great means of calling the 
attention of the nations to their God.

I. They shall be a blessing to the nations.
“ The remnant of Jacob shall be in the midst 
of many people, as a dew from the Lord, as 
the showers upon the grass, that tarrieth not 
for man, nor waiteth for the sens of men.
Mic. v. “7« that day shall Israel be the 
third with Egypt, and with Assyria, even a 
blessing in the midst of the land.” Isa. xix.
Agreeably to which is the prediction of St.
Paul: “ Now if the fall of the Jews be the 
riches of the world, and the diminishing of 
them the riches of the Gentiles, how much I 
more their fulness 7 ... . For if the The believer, instructed in this portion of 
casting away of them be the reconciling of “ the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,” 
the world, what shall the receiving of them is also aware that the return of “ the people" 
be but life from the dead?” Rom. xi. to their own land is the next greatest event

II. They shall be the means of drawing in the history of the world to be looked for.
the attention of the nations to God. “God Long was the period from the creation to the 
be merciful unto usf (Israel.) “ and bless giving of the law. Protracted, again, was 
us, and cause his face to shine upon us the time from that great event to the bring- 
That thy way may be known upon earth, | ing in of Messiah. And how long has it 
thy saving health among all nations. . . not been from the coming of Messiah to the
. . God shall bless us, and all the ends of present period ! But long ago, the Lord has
the earth shall fear him.” Ps. Ixvii. “He said concerning his promised advent, “Be- 
hath remembered his mercy and his truth hold, I come quickly.” And this, we know, 
toward the house of Israel: all the ends of is “ the last time." The chronological pro- 
the earth have seen the salvation of our God.” ; phecies also are, by any calculation, almost 
Psalm xcviii. And Isaiah thus testifies:; runout; and “the signs of the times”
“And their seed shall be known among strange and foreboding. It is written, 
the Gentiles, and their offspring among the “After two days he will revive us; in the 
people: all that see them shall acknowledge third day he will raise us up; and we shall 
them, that they are the seed whom the Lord live in his sight.” Hosea vi. 2. One day of 
hath blessed.” Isa. Ixi. “And the Gentiles Israel’s history elapsed before Messiah ap- 
shall spethy righteousness, and all the kings t peared. He came ; and now another long 
thy glory." Isa. Ixii. Ezekiel is also very l “day,” of near two thousand years, has run
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rain, fire, and brimshme, will lead to the same 
result. “Thus will I magnify myself, and 
sanctify inyself; and I will be known in the 
eyes of many nations, and they shall know 
that I am the Lord. . . . And I will set
my glory among the heathen, and all the 
heathen shall see my judgment that I, have 
executed, and my hand that I have laid 
upon them. When I have brought them 
(Israel) again from the people, and ga
thered them out of their enemies’ lands, 
and am sanctified in them, in the sight of 
many nations, then shall they know that I 
the Lord their God.” Ezek.xxxvii. and xxxix.

Thus clearly it is revealed, that Israel 
shall be a blessing to the nations; and thus, ' 
through the wonders with which the Lord 
will accompany their establishment in their 
own land, shall the attention of the Gentiles 
be drawn to Him. “Thou shall arise and 
have mercy upon Zioif: for the time to 
favor her, yea, the set time, is come. So 
the heathen shall fear the name of the Lord, 
and all the kings of the earth thy glory.”

It now only remains that we should con
clude our subject with some suitable remarks.
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ont. Surely, “ the third day,” when they J «uch matchless benefits shall from the Lord 
“ shall live in his sight,” cannot be far remote, j flow forth to the nations. Dear to him is 
“ Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the her dust, and often he fondly thinks upon

her stones; whilst from his heart the prayer 
ascends, “ Wilt thou not at this time
RESTORE AGAIN THE KINGDOM TO ISRAEL?”

From duty, we pass to the privilege of
being helpers in benefits to Israel...................
Our fathers thought not of them. ... In 
the world’s previous history, age after age 
brought to Israel naught but shame, ig
nominy, contempt and obloquy. But now, 
blessed be God, it is not so. A brighter day 
is dawning on the doomed and hitherto 

; wretched race ; and it is our privilege to see 
| and witness these things. . . . True
! is that word, “blessed is he that blesseth 
thee ” Gen. xxvii. 29. And one way in 
which that blessing comes upon any Church 
which seeks the good of Israel, is obvious; 
for the Jewish subject at once leads to the 
Scriptures, the fountain of light and bless
ing. The Word of God is searched in refer
ence to them, and the Church is illuminated 
and benefited. The study of the Jewish 
subject leads to the consideration of unful
filled prophecy. This always has, as its end 
and object, THE COMING OF THE 
LORD JESUS CHRIST; and as this grand 
doctrine is brought before the Church, so the * 
hearts of believers are animated, and they 
are led more and more to watchfulness, and 
holiness of life. In this respect the interest 

resto- taken by us in the Jews has given us an 
advantage over other Churches, and over 
our Dissenting brethren. Hitherto they 
have not espoused the cause of Israel, and, 
as a consequence, the study of the prophetic 
Word (as once with us) is almost unknown 
among them. The allegorical and figurative 
interpretation of Scripture destroys amongst 
them (as still too much amongst ourselves) 
the marrow and the power, the truth and 
the Uteratity of the Scriptures of the pro
phets.

Another privilege connected with labors 
for Israel’s welfare is, that in these we are 
undertaking that which, is well-pleasing to 
God. Despite all their untold sorrow, they 

still “beloved for the fathers' saves.” 
Rom. xi. 28. God has given them a law 
which cannot be broken—a national cove- 
nant, which he cannot annul. “ Thus saith 
the Lord, which giveth the sun for a light 
by day, and the ordinances of the moon and 
the stars for a light by night, which divideth 
the sea \\ hen the waves thereof roar; the 
Lord' of hosts is his name: If those ordi
nances depart from before me, saith the 
Lord, then the seed of Israel also shall cease 

from being a nation before me for ecer. 1 hus 
saith the Lord, If heaven above can be 
measured, and the foundations of the earth

Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles be 
fulfilled.” Luke xxi. 24. But Gentile as
cendancy is not to last for ever;—“ Thou 
shalt arise, and have mercy upon Zion.” 
The believer knows this, and he sees that 
the event must be nigh, even at the doors; 
and that which his understanding clearly 
apprehends, his heart also fully embraces. 
With the prophet, he unites in supplication, 
“O my God, incline thine ear, and hear; 
open thine eyes, and behold our desolations, 
and the city which is called by thy name.” 
Dan. ix. 18. .

Seeing, again, that large masses of Scrip
ture are devoted, not only to the past, but 
also to the future history of Israel, the in
structed Christian sees that it is his plain 
duty to acquaint himself loith the page of un
fulfilled prophecy rohich bel/ngs to them. 
"All Scripture is given by inspiration of 
God, and is profitable.” And as we draw 

the times when any particular portion 
of that Scripture is to be fulfilled, it is, of 
course, important that we should acquaint 
ourselves with it, lest, the events to which they 
point should talcc us by surprise. Now, it is 
evident, that “ the time of the end” is near. 
Hence, we should acquaint ourselves inti
mately with those events which are then to 
take place, and, amongst the rest, with those 
facts and details which belong to the 
ration of Israel. It is our positive duty, and 
especially the duty of ministers, not to be 
ignorant of these things. What! shall we, 
who are “ children of the day,” find our
selves precipitated into a series of events, 
ignorant of their beginning, ignorant of their 
course, and ignorant of their close? That 
be fir from us! “ God is the Lord who 
showeth us light.” Let us, then, use that 
light to his glory. The “ sure word of pro
phecy” speaks distinctly as to the future, 
and is “ a light shining in a dark place." I 
beseech you, Christian, “search the Scrip
tures;” and, whilst events in rapid succession 
are hastening to the development of mysteries 
which have been kept secret from the found
ation of the world, do you, instructed by the 
prophetic Word, be preparing, and at all 
points ready, for the consummation. . . .

The whole nation of Israel, as a nation, 
will, we believe, be only brought in by the 
immediate power of God. Now for this 
great event it is the duty of believers to pray, 
both for the sake of that nation, and also of 
all others. . . . Very importunate,
therefore, is the Christian with the Lord in
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searched out beneath, I will also cast off all 
tho seed of Israel, for all that they have 
done, saith the Lord.” Jer. xxxi.

Clear and strong is this language, and in
dicative of the deep, the unchanging, the 
eternal love with which Jehovah luves the 
chosen nation. Happy we, then, if the 
same mind and the same-love exists in 
hearts towards them. Happy we, if, in the 
use of means within our power, we are 
fellow-workers with God, and are found 
11 taking up the stones,” and preparing ma
terials for that “ highway” which the Lord 
himself will make for their return. Let the 
thought animate us, that in seeking Israel’s 
welfare, we are doing that which is pleasing to 
God'; and let us praise his holy name that 
he has put the honor and the privilege upon 
us of seeking the peace of Israel.

And thus, in speaking to you of the be
liever’s knowledge, duty, and privilege, re- . 
specting the things which pertain to Israel, THE QUESTION ANSWERED.
I have brought to a close our delightful The above ;3 from Mr. John Bowes’ 
theme. would that it had been handled «Truih Promoter» published at Chelten- 
with an elevation suited to its dignity, wuh ha Eng,and in connection with the sect 
an unction corresponding to'its importance, known there as "Plymouth Brethren." He 
with a copiousness agreeable to its vastness thanks me for inserting his article against 
But, who is sufficient for these things? me and my followers” entire. I am sorry, 
The subl.mcst imagination cannot realize however that ] cannot return the compli- 
them ; he most capacious heart cannot em- ment hig u affording me n0 6Cope for 
brace them ; the most eloquent tongue can- thanksgiving. Do to others as you would 
n°“ 5rlh 1 e™'u r i ' , they should do to you ; which mny be fairly

la T, hera 1 I„mak? a" -enc ■ A"d rendered, Do to others as' you approve their 
?°“,dI hA™ do ,ne We] ' i!nd raSi13 ah ,,Dg' 5 doings ‘o yourself. But this is no article of
Li 1 Wl;,Ch i,de9're,d ; bi!t U ,slend,e,rly and Mr. Bowes’s creed, if we may judge of his 
meanly, it ,s that only which I could attain failh b w, worka. j' have inserted his de-
"n„t0,v M»y. however, a blessing rest on nunciation, or whatever he may call it, “ cn-

P°ken '’, a"d may U be/ender<;d tire," but he has taken special care not to 
effectual ,n promoting amongst he people p„blish vindication aHt all! What are

m°re llvfe'v lnlf!'eal,he 've.lfarJe we to infer from this ? Had I failed to con- 
"nd Z°Tr‘ly , hrae Evea S0’ Lord’ i Viet him of error, I suspect his pa.rons would 

sa e ’ have been treated to a perusal of my entire
article with some triumphant demonstra
tions, according to the taste of Plymouth- 
Brothcrism, from his own pen, showing the 
shallowness and absurdity of my lucubra- 

Dr. Thomas has inserted my article, lions! But he has not done this, from very 
headed “ Dr. Thomas and his followers,” obvious reasons.
which appeared in Vol. II. p. 268, in his He accepts my denial of the practical 
“Herald of the Kingdom and Age to come.” dogma of “ baptism into the kingdom,” so 
For inserting it, entire, I thank him. When ( characteristic of the Campbellitc creed, 
he affirms that l am “ personally unacquaint* Strange would it be if we practised bap- 
ed with his views, he mistakes; I have tism into a kingdom in whose present ex
read enough of them to know their meaning. istence we have no faith! But, says he, 
Dr. Thomas, however, denies the notion “ Pray tell us, Dr. Thomas, why do you tm* 
which I understood his “ followers” to teach, merse over again true believers?’' Mr. 
—“ baptism into the kingdom.” Of course I Bowes did not intend me to answer this 
accept his denial; but then, pray tell us, Dr. question when he penned it, or he would 
Thomas, why you immerse over again true have sent me a copy of his paper contain- 
believers ? la it not into a hope of the king- ing it, which he has not done, for tho copy 
dnml Then I ask you, 1st, To give me a j before me came not from him, but from a . 
text, a command, or an example, to show f personal friend in Birmingham. Seeing, 
that any New Testament saint was immersed however, that after several months it has

into the hope of the kingdom, in the apostles' 
days? Nowhere do we read of immersion 
into either the faith or hope of the kingdom: 
forgive me, therefore, for saying that you 
appear to me more anxious for people to 
follow you, than Christ or the Scriptures. I 
have read your article twice over, but I 
cannot lind that you attempt to set aside 
Col. i. 13, “ Who hath delivered us from the 
power of darkness, and hath translated us 
into the kingdom of his dear Son.” Paul 
believed that the Colossian9 were in the 
kingdom of Christ, Dr. Thomas does not. 
There is therefore a great difference between 
the faith of Paul and Thomas, since the 
latter deuies what Paul affirms. I agree 
with Paul, and therefore reject, most hearti
ly,'whatever contradicts Paul, as Dr. Tho
mas’s teaching does.
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fiaarrived at last, I will now answer it. The three months,” says Luke, “ Paul spake 

wording of his question does not express the boldly in the synagogue, disputing, and per- 
real point at issue between us. It should suading the things concerning the kingdom 
read, “ Why do you immerse over again of God." Mr. Bowes will, no doubt, admit 
those whom I, John Bowes, regard as true that some were baptized during this three 
believers ?” To this I reply, Because I, John months ; for Paul was persuading as well as 
Thomas, can prove that they do not believe disputing with success. Mr. Bowes will, 
the truth. I do notre'immerse “true believ- perhaps, admit also, that Paul was “ testify- 
ers;” but should, if such an one presented ing the gospel” while he was “preaching 
himself for reimmersion, decline to assist the kingdom of God;” but whether he will 
him myself, and protest against others going or not, Luke affirms it. Now, “reason,” 
down with him into the water a second time, which was one of Paul’s spiritual weapons, 
This is the view of the matter held in com- asks of Mr. Bowes, “For what other hope 
mon with ine and those styled of Mr. Bowes than that of the kingdom could they have been 
my “ followers.” Professors who are igno- baptized, whom Paul persuaded (f the things 
rant of the things spoken by the prophets concerning the kingdom of God.1 His 
are not “true believers.” They assent to preaching of the kingdom, he styles “the 
certain theological technicalities about Je- word of truth, the gospel of their salvation,” 
sus ; but of his kingdom and its glad tidings in which he made known to them the secret 
they are as ignorant as Hottentots. He has of God’s will, which he had purposed in him- 
promised salvation to Gentiles believing in self, according to his good pleasure. He 
him as the Son of God, delivered for offences told them what this kingdom purposed of 
and raised again for justification, who also God would be, and what it would compre- 
believe the gospel of that Kingdom which hend.
he is to found in Palestine, and which is to It should be for an economy of the fulness . 
destroy all the thrones, dominions, principals of the appointed times, sig oixovopiav tou 
ties, and powers of the Babylonish Heaven- og «rwv xaipwv, eis uikono miantou
lies: and to Such, and to such only, does he pl^romatos ton kairdn. These were times 
command immersion into the name of the ,ar 0ff from pauj’8 day, and which have not 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Those who qujte expired yet; for the 1335 years of Dan- 
deny this kingdom, which is preparing, and ie| at t|)e enfi 0f which is the resurrection of 
has been preparing for the “ Blessed of the t|ie j.|e|rs 0f the Kingdom, are not yet run 
Father from the foundation of the world,” ont by a dozen years. When this appointed 
and to which and its glory they are called or tjme shall have elapsed, the work of estab- 
invited in its gospel, are not “true believ*: filing the Kingdom’s economy in the land 
ers,” whatever their creed may comprehend promised to Abraham and Christ, and to all 
about the personality of Jesus, restricted to constitutionally in them, will be commenced, 
the facts of his first appearing. He also told them what that royaj economy

The darkness of Mr. Bowes’ mind upon should consist in, namely, a heading up of the 
the gospel is discoverable in the question he an tkWgS jn the Christ, both the things in the 
puts, saying, “ I ask you to give me a text, invent and the things of the earth.* These 
a command, or an example, to show that any tj,jnas he declares to be “visible and invisi- 
New Testament saint was immersed into ble.” Some of them in his day were visible,

• the hrpe of the kingdom, in the apostles’ others invisible, but now visible to us; and 
days ?” In answer lo this, I would say, that defines as “ thrones, dominions,principalities 
every immersion in those days was for the and powers,"j all of which are to be subjected 
kingdom, and that only. I say “ only,” be- l0 |,jmi as declared in Daniel and all the 
cause to il])ossess the kingdom" is to obtain prophets.( These are the things which Paul 
all that its gospel promises; and to fail of says fie preached at Ephesus when he 
obtaining that kingdom, is to lose its glory, preached the kingdom of God, “saying 
honor, incorruptibility, and life. What else olfier things,” as he remarks elsewhere, 
could a man be baptized in hope of, seeing “tjlan those which the prophets and Moses 
that the gospel or glad-tidings are emphati- jjj 8ay should come.
cally the good news of that kingdom, which Now when he preached the same things 
is to rule over all the earth ? To be bap* ;n Thessalonica as the gospel of salvation, 
tized for resurrection only, would be a hope (for there j3 but “ one faith,”) he says the 
short of the gospel hope ; for many will ; pe0pie there were calledor invited to 
“ awake from the dust of the earth” who ; .« God’s kingdom and glory,” and for whom 
will have no part in the kingdom, but rather |ie prayed that they “ might be counted 
inherit “ everlasting shame and contempt” 0f ti,e kingdom of God for which they

But Mr. Bowes will be satisfied with “ an ___________ _________________________
example." Well, we cite the case of the . acs xix., xx.: EPb. i. 13,9,10. „ ,
Ephesians as in point. “ For the spice of | Ool. i. 10. ’ i Dan. vii. 14,21; Heb.u. a.
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suffered.” Now if immersed people are' 
called to a kingdom, and suffer for a king
dom, or seek through much tribulation to 
enter a kingdom * is not that kingdom (he 
hope of (heir calling ? And could they be ! 
immersed for any other hope than for that! 
hope to which they were called in the gospel j 
of the kingdom ? Certainly not. There is, j 
says Paul to the Ephesians, ‘‘one hope of. 
the calling.” For that “ one hope” he im-1 
mersed those he persuaded; therefore he . 
immersed his converts for the hope of the . 
kingdom of God, and they were what Mr. j 
Bowes styles “ New Testament saints.”
They were immersed in hope of belonging 
to that glorious company of whom it is testi
fied that “The Saints of the High Ones 
shall take the kingdom, and possess the 
kingdom for the Age, even for the Age of 
the ages”—ob? «<*-
alma, we-ad alum almaiyd.

As to Col. i. 13, I have already published 
at least two expositions of it, showing first, 
that it is not “hath translated" in the ori
ginal ; and secondly, that the word rendered 
“ translatedrelates in the text to a state of 
mind as opposed to the “ power of dark
ness,” or ignorance, a state which Paul had 
superinduced by opening their eyes to the 
things of the kingdom, and so turning them 
from darkness to light, and from the power 
of the adversary unto God; to effect which, 
the Lord Jesus had sent him to Colosse.f 
But for Mr. Bowes’illumination, I will re
peat that the original word is p>Breifrr)d£r 
the first aorist tense, and not neQgtf'njxs, 
theslcke, in the perfect. The aorist is inde
finite as to time, when simply affirming the 
action. He translates, or, melonymically, he 
causes to pass from one mode of thinking 
to another, or, he causes to change sides.
This, in relation to the kingdom, is God’s 
doing through an appointed means; for of 
the heirs of that kingdom it is written,
“They shall be all taught of God." God’s 
teaching had caused certain C’olossian Jews 
and Gentiles to change their intellectual and 
moral positions; or to change sides. They 
forsook the synagogue and the idol-temples, 
renounced the traditions of the rabbis and 
priests—sif «rrjv fiatfiXsiav, eis ten basileian, 
for the kingdom of his beloved Son. This 

past event in relation to them, but an 
aorist process in relation to God, which is 
not yet completed, nor will it be until the 
kingdom comes. Hence, his work of de
livering from the power of darkness, and 
causing men to declare for his kingdom as 
Uie result of their eyes being opened, is ex
pressed in the indefinite tense of the Greek
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verb, which equally indicates what God has 
done, is doing, and will yet further accom
plish in delivering men from Gentile “piety” 
and philosophy, and turning their minds to 
the kingdom of his Son.

Paul did not believe that the Colossians, 
whose eyes he had opened, were in tho 
kingdom of Christ. It is merely Mr. Bowes’ 
opinion that he so believed. Paul, as a Jew 
and a Christian, was too well instructed in 
*•the Hope of Israel" in the testimony of 
Moses and the prophets, and in the doctrine 
of Jesus, to believe any such foolishness. 
He understood the nature, or elemental con
stitution of the kingdom he preached, too 
well for that. It is reserved for Mr. Bowes 
and “pious” gentilists of his class, while 
the times of the Gentiles are closing up be
cause of their faithlessness in God’s kingdom 
and its gospel,* to believe in so palpable an 
absurdity. Paul pointed to “ the fulness of 
the appointed times,” when “ the fulness of 
the Gentiles should be come in,” as the 
epoch of introduction into the kingdom of 
the millennial rest—the sabbatism of the 
saints, the priests and rulers of the world, 
blessed at that time in Abraham and his seed. 
I wish no one to follow me. Let my read
ers hear Moses and the prophets, for if they 
believe not their writings understandingly, 
they cannot receive the words of Jesus and 
the apostles in the sense in which they were 
spoken. This is Mr. Bowes’ misfortune. 
His head is too full of Plymouth-Brothcrism 
to afford scope for the teachings of God. If 
he can be exorcised of this, there will be 
hope in his end. But till that desideratum 
is accomplished, his policy will continue 
crooked as Leviathan, and his views vulner
able as Achilles’ heel.

I have published all he has written against 
me that has come to hand, which is quite 
gratifying to him, or he would not thank 
me. Now, one good turn deserves another. 
Will he not then gratify me in returning 
the compliment ? It may not promote what 
Plymouth - Brethren call (ruth, but it will 
lend to show that their leaders, in contend
ing for “truth,” do not eschew the fruit 
thereof, which is impartiality and justice, 
though the heavens fall.
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Mott Haven, Westchester, N. Y., 

August, 1854. fwas a
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A sign is a representative of something. 
When a man signs his name to any writing, 
his signature is representative of his appro
val of its contents, and that he will abide 
by them.____________ _________________
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fActs xxvi. 17,-18. •• Acu xiv. 22. • Rom. xi. 22.
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South-Western Tour.

exceedingly novel, though as old a* Moses 
and the prophets. They could not deny their 
existence as testimonies, for there they were 
in those writings in words plainly to be seen.

On arriving in Henderson county, Ken- j What their conclusions shTep
tucky, I found myself among my old friends, but this I know that if Christ^ve 
the “Reformers,” known commonly by the among them, they wi P Kj
name of “ CampbelWesand sometimes by of truth, and become o ' f .i?
those of “Reformed Baptists,” and “Disci- dom. Besides bearing .tes .mony for thu, 
pics" But, though agreeing in the main «nd vindicating fi. 'f
with the opinions of Mr. Alexander Camp- traditions of the , g . 
bell, of Bethany, Virginia, who in 1838 as- f Anatolia* and some Elpts brads'

■ £?;-.« KISK S S
proscriptive and dogmatic spirit. I found winch I cannot persuade myjdf will ta time 
them kind liberal Ldy to hear and dis- and labor|thrown awa^ Aspmtolf .nqmry

terized “reformers” in 1832, when the mot- created moreseach.ngof ie Scriptures and 
toes in which they delighted were, “Call wiH continue so to do, I trurt.th^i mere ms 
no man -Master' hi Ghfstf and -Prove all bee" -n those parts -Kentucky was a

th,ngs,and holdfast that whxch is good ; * “ he enlightenment of the Hendersonians.
During my sojourn in the county, are ab)e t0 make them

hme was occupied in addressing large pro- d P , d Acm int0 all the truth,
miscuous congregations, and ... talking re-!; “ God's teaching; and he that comes
Pl.es to innumerable questions fron l.ou« lo injr are . a scri tllra| ’sense is “ taught of 
house, concerning the things of the king- , u r . bnnwinirihp Srrin-
dom of God. The discourses in the country God." People«‘ err
reacted upon the county seat, also named j tures- Jono r ~ii thp Prrorsof “Christ- 
Henderson, and containing a population of W^e u[ thei cause
some 2000 people.. . Fronf son!: of these I en dom de-i.to be

tX come intelligent in ttawojd whic^unf^ 
I consented, although 1 have a strong repug- TheeP"raP°SeearsntoPbe a fine field in Kentucky
SC theTsf Kan assembles°at gM the prophetiemid lie word,

the Court-Houses of the land. They are At .present the public mind there is over 
generally built with little regard to conve- spread w. 1d k J^P
n.ence; and loca ed near the vtllage tavern, "°™ y y ^ ^ of Campbellite 
where, on court-days. especiallyr, he owdy J « are ®owherc hejd in leSs repute 
ism of the town and country holds it, uw P ..Reformers” themselves. To
bulent and vulgar orgies. (.ourt-Honse ? attributed the expiring condi-
meetings have generally an inconvemen J reformation” in the Hender-
araount of this rude and disorderly element » To d numbera int„ the
of society, ill-mannered boys and uncivilized ™n »litllteg lhe.. doing good" to which 
men-barbarous dements of “the sovereign efforts have been directed for
people, who for the most part, from their The consequence has been such
LTer ?heTa7ePsr,X°d “ng “the'mSs thye as J/ht have been cxpe^etl; -wit, ^ 
honor of opening their earl to the words of 'ension of the body ™ll l much gae. The ,n 
truth by a,fending their proclamation there. “^711 toyZfNo 7-

pmn!m7rmeHfXson0'coVu7.m,7 Z *£***££%
people behaved themselves in a very orderly no proselytes •’ so that when the^timulua 
manner. The first night was very stormy *be% p y , ra|| Pol
and wet; but the second was fine, and the was withdrawn, and ^y had to fall back 
audience on my part unexpectedly good and upon Iheir own resources t uas d, cove ea 
respectable, the things brought to their jj that the root of the mailer was no n t e 
ears in that region for the first time crowds

retreating into “ the world,” from whose
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corruptions, through lust, they have never j however, up the Mississippi being north- 
escaped.' The consequence is, that “ this j west, one's endurance was strengthened by 
reformation” is more bulky in name than in the consideration that there were cooler re-'

gions ahead, and that every twenty-four 
hours brought us nearer to them. What 
comfort we derive from imagination ! We 
imagine a good to be at hand, and the illu
sion of its speedy possession imparts to us 
contentment, firmness, and power. So it 
operated upon me. No one could tell me 
the distance of Dubuque from St. Louis,but 
I flattered myself that it was not very far, 
and that I should find a packet ready to start 
as soon as the Louisville boat arrived ! But 
this was mere illusion; I found that Du
buque was 477 miles from St. Louis, and 
that “ the packet” did not start till 4 P. M. 
on Friday. Had I possessed experience of 
Upper Mississippi steamers, and been aware 
of the railroad facilities, I should have saved 
time by going far around to Chicago, and 
thence to Dubuque; but I entered myself 
a passenger on board .the Admiral before I 
discovered the chicanery of the port; and 
so became booked for a great trial of pa
tience and constitution.

I entered at 8 A. M. on Thursday morn
ing, paying nine dollars for board and pas
sage from that time till leaving the boat. 
They knew they would not start at the 
time advertised ; but they will say any thing 
to secure a passenger—that is, his money ; 
for after that is paid, they care nothing for 
his com fort or convenience. After entering, 
l found that the beat had got a hole in her 
bows, and must be “docked” before they 
could load; and that she could not possibly 
leave port till 5 P. M. on Saturday. Here, 
then, instead of getting into a cooler region,
I was doomed to stew in perspiration for 
fifty-seven hours on board of a steamboat 
jammed in by others at the landing, under a 
blazing sun reflected from the paved levee, 
clouds of dust, and at a place where the 
people were dying two hundred a day of 
cholera. This was a period of exhausting 
inactivity. The drain of moisture from the 
system was enfeebling. Mental lassitude, 
loss of appetite, and sleeplessness, to 
extent, resulted from the heat. The natives 
were all complaining that it was the hottest 
weather they had ever endured ; it is not to 
be wondered at, therefore, that I, from 
temperate latitude, should find it l_ "

During this trial of patience, I had scope 
enough for studying the system of deliver- 
ing and receiving freight, and loading steam- 

I do not know that the information I 
acquired will be of any use, unless to ex
clude the thought of ever turning drayman, 
wharf-hand, or stevedore. How the crea
tures were enabled to endure the labor was 
marvellous to an exotic who felt competent

fact in the region visited. Well, then, let the j 
past be past and forgotten by those honest re
formers that remain. Their experience must 
have taught them that Campbellism is a fail
ure in theory and practice. Let them be re
formers in deed, and go on to the perfection 
marked out in the Scriptures of the old and 
new writings. Believe the glad tidings of the 
kingdom in the name of Jesus as Jehovah’s 
representative on His throne hereafter to be 
restored in Jerusalem* with Abrahamic dis
position of mind ;f and, thus indoctrinated and 
renewed, be immersed into the name of the 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. This will be 
a real reform and return to first principles— 
an embracing of the “Ancient Gospel” in 
deed and truth. Thus emancipated from the 
foolishness of men, ilivalch ! ” for the Judge 
standeth at the door. Live in readinpss, for 
the time is short. The 6ign in the Gentile 
heavenlies demonstrates that their times are 
almost fulfilled, and that redemption or per
dition is at hand.

Having finished my foork in Henderson, 
it was my intention to have returned to this 
city by the way I came ; but remembering 
that l had some particular friends in Du
buque, Iowa, and supposing it to be much 
nearer to St. Louis than it proved, I con
cluded to return by that city and Chicago 
home. 1 left Henderson by steamer for St. 
Louis on June 26th, a distance of 412 miles, 
fare seven dollars. This charge is an ex
ample of the sort of imposition practised 
upon travellers. The fare from Louisville, 
Ky., which is 200 miles above Henderson, to 
St. Louis, is eight dollars; for these 200 miles 
they charge you four dollars, being 112 miles 
less than half the distance. But when you 
reenter on another day, instead of charging 
you only four dollars, they demand seven, 
which made the cost of my voyage from 
Louisville to St. Louis eleven dollars. The 
steamer carried the mails and but little 
freight; our delays were therefore* caused 
by delivering the mails, landing passengers, 
and taking in fuel. With these hindrances 
we arrived at St. Louis on Thursday morn
ing, being about eight knots and a half an 
hour, 200 miles of the distance being against 
the current of the Mississippi.

The heat of the weather was excessive, 
especially when the steamer became station
ary at the wharves; and my state-room be
ing over the boiler, the temperature was to 
me insufferably high. But for the current 
of air produced by the motion of the boat, it 
would have been suffocating. Our course,
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more than maintaining the perpen- S came to represent themselves by the frogB; 

dicular in the shade. The truth is, they J and although they afterwards dropped these 
could not hold out; for though urged on by j and retained the lily,an aquatic plant, tra- 
their overseers and fifty cents an hour, there j dition perpetuated the symbol in its true im- 
were hours in the. middlo of the day they j port to the present time, 
could not be induced to work. Our freight j While moored to the levee, I visited a 
was heavy, consisting of hogsheads of sugar, > bookseller in behalf of Anatolia, not as its 
stoves, iron safes, whiskey, corn, &c., for the j author, but as an amateur who supposed he 
Minnesota Territory and intermediate points, j might like some to sell if he were aware of 
These required great labor to ship, having j its existence. I was attracted to a store on 
to be borne up an inclined plane by the le- } the principal street by a placard of one of 
vernge of muscle alone. J Dr. Cumming’s works on prophecy, suppos-

Our table fare during these fifty-seven J ing that an interest might exist there in the 
hours was of the huskiest description. Frogs j subjects treated of in Anatolia. But ap- 
were the only episode to dry yellow corn 5 pearances were deceptive. The dealer in 
bread, sad rolls, decoction of chicory, and j books said that the people of St Louis were 
tough meat. This was the first time 1 had j not a reading people, and that though he be- 
tasted frogs, and could 1 have forgotten that lieved in the Bible, which he admitted he did 
they were frogs, I should have eaten them ; not know much about, he did not believe 
with great gout. But I could not entirely that it told any thing about the future. As 

* deliver my imagination from the croaking for Russia being triumphant, hq had no idea 
mud-reptile itself, the sight of which is not ; of such a thing; and that nobody in St. Louis 
at all enticing to a weak stomach. But, ! expected such a result but the Catholics, who 
imagination aside, frog is really delicious, wished it. England and France were too 
being much more relishing than the tender- ! powerful for Russia,for whom Turkey single- 
est chicken. I do not wonder that the / handed was enough. Now what was to be 
French are so fond of them, seeing that they done with such a logical and oracular book- 
were themselves originally denizens of the ! selleras this? Literally nothing in the interest 
frog-ponds of Westphalia. Men become! of Anatolia! “Well,” said I,‘‘these, are the 
not only familiar, but partial to their associ- opinions current in your city, whose inhabit- 
ates, and mimics of their peculiarities. The ! ants you say are not a reading people. What 
leaping agilities of the frogs, it is supposa- else could be expected of a people who do 
ble, so strongly impressed the French peo- not read, and do not know much about what 
pie, as to turn them into a nation of leapers, the Bible contains ? But is it not a disgrace 
whose leaps, when timed and set to music, ! and a reproach to the clergy of St Louis, 
constitute dancing. The dance-music of the that they have had (he ear of lire people from 
frogs is in their throats; Monsieur Cra- its foundation, and that they have created in 
paud’s* is in his fiddle. Frogs and French- ! them no taste for reading and the Word of 
men have been Anglice alliterative compan- God ? Now the author of Anatolia hasstu- 
ions for ages ; so much so that frog is equi- died the Bible diligently upwards of twenty 
valent with Frenchman in the sobriquets years. During that time he has written 
applied to nations. Thus, if the Ohioans are much concerning the future which is now the 
Buckeyes, the Michigans Wolverines, and present, and what he showed from the Bible 
the British, unicorns and lions, the French would come to pass, is now transpiring in 
are toads and frogs. In England the nick- this Eastern Question, which will become a 
name typifies the French with the common Western Question before it arrives at its so- 
people, under the supposition that they ac- lution in the East. T his is modern proof, to 
quired it because of their frog-eating pro- say nothing of ancient, that the Bible does 
pensity. This, however, is a mistake. The reveal the future of nations, and that it can 
people have traditionally retained the type be known before it comes to pass. The 
but forgotten its origin. Frogs became re- ; clergy, like their flocks, know nothing about 
presentative of Frenchmen, (and perhaps of the matter; save, indeed, a few exceptional 
Prussians, the modern denizens of Westpha-; cases, in which they have to some extent 
lia,) for the reason given by M. Court de ! abandoned their theology for "Moses and the 
Gebelin in his “ Primitive compared with the Prophets. The.current dialect of the people 
ModemWorld,” and quoted below. They are is evidence of clerical apathy and u matt li
the tenant reptiles typical of the marshy coun- fulness. Their conversation is sensual and 
try originally occupied by “l/ic bands of Gn- profane, and the making of money to spend 
mer,’’which includetheFrenchjthereforethey upon their lusts, the idol of all their hearts.

It is the duty of those who perceive this de
moralization to endeavor to counteract it. 
This is the tendency of such works as Ana
tolia, which supply what the ‘ spiritual ad-
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visers’ of the people cannot furnish them under which were also two gold watches, 
with for ‘ love of their precious souls/ which escaped, he supposed, in consequence 
money, nor life. Booksellers should not of the thief being disturbed in his opera- 
only be able to supply books inquired after, tions. I suspect some of the blacks on 
but to create a demand for books unknown, board were the thieves, but inquiry would 
I called to let you know of the existence of elicit nothing, as they were sure to deny 
this book, and where you might obtain it,; it, and we had no proof, 
and upon what terms.” But 1 could make At 5 P. M. on Saturday our “ packet” 
no impression upon him. He might order slipped her cable and put out into the cban- 
soine if he heard of their selling at the nel of the muddy stream. YVc flattered our- 
North, but he was not disposed to take any selves that we were now fairly under weigh, 
trouble to introduce them until sought after ; and the thermometer of our depressed spi- 
from other influences than his own. Thus rits began to rise. But our tardy skipper 
ended my amateur agency for the author in soon hove-to again, to lash on a lighter he 
St. Louis, Missouri, an entrepot of Roman- ; was going to tow up to Galena. Our‘‘pack- 
ism for the Mississippi Valley. Who can et”—a swift passenger craft—had become 
wonder at Protestants turning Papists, or a tow-boat heavily laden with freight. My 
embracing any other semi-pagan absurdity ; hope of a speedy voyage to Dubuque was 
of the Gentiles ? A people who do not read, gone, and the certainty of a nearly five days’ 
and who neglect the study of Moses and the journey before me. We crept along at 
Prophets, are the sport of every wind that about four knots an hour. The current for 
blows, and liable to be ensnared by the cun- twenty miles, being below the mouth of the 
ning craftiness of men, whereby they lie in Missouri, was very strong; but above that 
wait to deceive at anytime. There were about three miles an hour. This five days’ 
other booksellers in St. Louis; but appre- ascent of the Mississippi was very tedious 
hending that this was a pretty fair sample and monotonous, especially to those impa
ct4'the trade/M did not care to trouble my- tient of detentions in which they had no 
self in such hot weather with their obtuse- interest. The river from the mouth of the 
ness any more. So I pocketed Anatolia, Ohio to Dubuque, about 700 miles, is a wide 
and made a clearance for the boat. ' waste of waters, witli thousands of low, flat, 

The honesty of St. Louis does not appear uninhabited islands. Sometimes you ap- 
to shine more brightly than its scriptural proach the bluffs, which afford a little vari- 
intelligence. I heard that it was the great- ety and interest to the traveller; but gene- 
est place for thieves on the Mississippi. If rally speaking, the navigation is among the 
I had received a hint of this a few hours flats and island swamps. There 
earlier, it might have saved me some loss; flourishing towns making their appearance 
but I was not warned to watch the stable on the banks, showing the industry and en- 
until the steed was stolen. I used to sit on terprise of the white man. The Illinois 
the hurricane-deck till near midnight to cool ; shore of the river is low and marshy, and 
off before I turned in to my berth. But it exceedingly uninviting. The Missouri, 
was out of the question to sleep there with ; though generally higher, is wild and unim- 
closed doors, so, not apprehending any intru- provable. The Iowa coast seems to presents 
sion, I placed them wide open, and hung my the best aspect, and showed improvements 
coat and vest inside out upon a hook behind in more localities than either of the others, 
that opening into the cabin, with my watch On arriving at Keokuk our progress 
so concealed in their folds that only a6mall ; arrested by the Lower or Des Moines Rap- 
part of a black silk guard might be seen I ids. Here we had to discharge our freight 
over the hook. I laid down in the rest of into lighters, each of which had to be towed 
ray clothes, with the conviction that the least by eight horses a distance of twelve miles, 
noise would wake me, owing to the discom- Being sufficiently lightened, we cautiously 
fort of the place. But in this I was de- ascended the stream, rubbing the rocks only 
ceived. I slept several hours,and on waking once. Having cleared them, we came to 
arose to see the time, but found no watch, moorings for the night, which was occupied 
A thief had visited me in the night, attracted, in transferring the freight from the hired 
I suppose, by the ticking of the watch, which lighter into the hold of the steamer. This 
he appropriated to his own use. It was j labor was completed by daylight, and we 
gone, and, I soon found, with no chance of j again got under weigh, with the consolation 
recovery. On reporting my loss to the that there would be no mdre lightering to 
clerk of the boat, he informed me for iny cause delay.
consolation that I was not the only one that Soon after leaving this place we passed 
had been robbed in the night That the Nauvoo, the former capital of Joe Smith’s 
gentleman on my right had lost thirty dol- Mormon kingdom. The site is commanding, 
lars that were stolen from his pantaloons, on the Illinois side of the river. Tiie “ tem- .
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Ilf ?j«!ipie” is. quite conspicuous, architecturally > fifth, when we were nearing Galena. lie 

commonplace, and notable only as a monu- loaded “Charley,” as they called the gun, 
ment of impiety and folly. The place, I driving in the rammer with an axe. The 
believe, is now in the hands of the French thrice-repeated explosions were tremendous 
Jcarians, who are experimenting in the vaga- concussions upon the tympanum of the Ga- 
ries of Socialism. The land as seen from lena authorities, who had forbidden suc(i 
the river is stripped of its timber, gulleyed, j demonstrations from boats approaching their 
and exhausted, und may be said to have > domains. Motley’s love for thunder, fire and 
spued out its inhabitants, disgusted at their 5 brimstone, caused him the loss of his situa- 
agriculture and improvidence. 5 lion, which was worth forty dollars a month,

In process of time we arrived at Rock the common wages of deck-hands on the 
Island and Devonport, two towns opposite to Mississippi, in the busy season of the year, 
one another, at the foot of the Upper Rapids. The officers of the boat were called to ac- 
This is one of the most beautiful regions of count for endangering the necks of eques- 
the Mississippi. A railroad from Chicago ; trians and charioteers by the startling noise, 
terminates here, while another to Council They made the best apology they could, and 
Bluffs will run from Devonport on the Iowa > satisfied Galena justice by the discharge of 
side. We took many Germano-Swiss emi- j the offender.
grants and their “plunder” on board here > After Jying-to at Galena some fourteen 
for Dubuque and Minnesota. What sturdy j hours, the greater part of our time doing 
women ! what incarnate ugliness! How j nothing, we commenced our nine miles’ de- 
little elevated they appeared above the cat- j scent of Fever river, at 4 a. m. But I 
tie ! Yet in a short time they will be incor- > remember the citizens of that place do not 
porated with “the sovereign people,” and j like their river to be called “Fever,” how- 
flattered by stump orators into the illusion ! ever richly its low mud banks with their 
that they are the most enlightened people j rank vegetation show that the name is ap- 
under the sun, for the sake of their votes! 1 propriate. They prefer to have it called the 
From such a popular sovereignty may the > Galena river. Well, we gladly emerged 
world soon be delivered by the heaven-born from this creek into the broad waters of the 
majesty of the Kingdom of God ! Mississippi again, and turned our head finally

We passed over the rapids without snag- towards Dubuque, which is about twenty-four 
ging our bows upon the rocks, as some had ; miles from Galena. We arrived opposite 
done before us. Soon after clearing them we the city about 10 a. m., but before we could 
hove-to for freight at an insignificant-look- j get at the levee we had to pass between 
ing place. Here we were detained several some island flats, where in the attempt we 
hours taking in corn, sheep, and horses, for stuck in the mud. After some time we 
St. Paul, not the apostle, but a city in Minne- ploughed our way through, and at last made 
sola. Here a man passing behind a cow fast at the landing, rejoiced at the opportu- 
was kicked at, and starting back to avoid the nity of finally escaping from the demoralized 
blow, fell overboard. The current swept and demoralizing society of a Mississippi 
him along, but a boat put oft’ from the shore, steamboat. •
and intercepting him, brought him in with ; Dubuque is a flourishing and enterprising 
the loss of his hat. Another, bathing in ; city of about 12,000 inhabitants, with all 
slack water, got into the current and was ; the et ceteras pertaining to a western settle- 
floating off, but was fortunately seized while ment of people from divers countries under 
passing by the guard towards the wheel, and heaven. Building is going on with conside- 
dragged in. These two incidents, which rable activity. The houses and stores going 
happened at night, caused great merriment; up are of a superior class, and the work 
to the crowd, which was excited to laughter upon them neatly and substantially executed, 
by the buffoonery of a negro deck-hand. Behind the town the bluffs arc of a towering 
With a feigned voice he called out to the height; nevertheless, the industry and per- 
terror-slricken men in the flood to “ hold up severance of the place are cutting them 
their heads if they died hard !” This Merry down, and making roads up them to the fine 
Andrew would have done well for a King’s prairie region above. But to lead Dubuque 
fool. He wore an old felt chapeau, once ; speedily on to its “manifest destiny,” its 
white, which he had fashioned into a sort of j municipality must Bostonize the flats before 
cocked-hat, and covered with ribbons and jit; that is, dam out the Mississippi and pitch 

. bits of paper, which he styled his “fourth of the bluff-rocks into the bottom. All those 
July.” Under this fool’s cap he played the flats and channels should be covered with 
fool from St. XiOuis to Galena. His fellows streets and stores, and the wharves of Du- 
all liked him, and seemed encouraged in buque should bound the islands. Of course 
their work by his folly. He took it into his this would affect the interests of the holders 
head to fire fourth of July salutes on the of existing wharves, who would do their ut-
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Suspension Bridge, we transferred ourselves 
to the New York train by Elmira to Jersey 
City, where we arrived at 11 P. M. By 12. 
30 I reached Sixty-first street, and as there 
was no conveyance thence a't that hour, I 
walked to Mott Haven, where I arrived at 2 
P. M., after an absence of six weeks, and a 
tour of some 3500 miles. In the morning I 
found a large mail awaiting me at the office, 
and containing orders for 300 Anatolias. 
These I despatched with all expedition, and 
on the 13th at 4 P. M. took my seat for Ro
chester, where I arrived at 7 A. M. on the 
following day, distant 400 miles from New 
York city. Editor.

Avg. 15,1854.

which Britain and those of the Jews then in 
Palestine will endeavor to prevent.
Russian forces, however, will take Jerusa
lem, and occupy the northern and southern 

1 portions of the land, its eastern bein<r still in 
; dispute. At this crisis, Jesus of Nazareth 
will come as a thief upon the combatants, 
and destroy the power of the‘Russian Au
tocracy, and shatter its imperially into frag
ments—the latter event to happen after jhe 
many awake from the dust of the earth.
Russian power being broken, the work of 
Jewish national restoration to Palestine will 
commence — a work occupying 40 years 
after the return of Christ, during which He 
and his Brethren at the head of the armies 
of Israel are destroying the governments and 
hosts of the East and West, and reducing 
the nations to an enlightened and faithful 
obedience to their will.

At the end of this 40 years the Twelve 
Tribes of Israel will become one nation and 
kingdom, occupying the land in the full ex- 
•tent promised to Abraham, Christ, and their 
coheirs, the kings and proprietors of the 
tribes, land, and dominion for ever—a do
minion extending over all nations to earth’s 
utmost bounds.

But they believe also that the generations 
of the dead which have died in u times of 
ignorance” perish without resurrection. As 
to men who have embraced the faith of 
Christ, but have proved truant to its princi
ples and morals, also Jewish rejecters of 
the claims of Jesus to the Messiahship, who 
flourished in his and the Apostles’days, they 
believe will awake from the dust to judg
ment at his appearing; while Gentiles under 
times of knowledge, who refuse faith and 
obedience to “ the Qospcl of the Kingdom 
will arise to punishment 1000 years after 
Jesus of Nazareth ascends the throne of 
Jehovah’s Israelitish kingdom and empire.

| Having then risen from the dead, they will 
; receive according to their works. This 
! righteous retribution being perfected, they 
| will be for ever consigned to death again,
;. which will therefore be to them “ Second 
; Death,” and consequently eternal. Thus 
the wicked will perish out of the earth, and 
“ the righteous dwell therein for ever.”

This Israelitish kingdom, they believe, is 
God’s Kingdom of the Heavens, and the 
kingdom of which the gospel, or glad tidings, 
treats—“ theKingdom of Jehovah and of his 
Anointed”—the kingdom which the God of 
heaven shall set up in the days of the exist
ing kingdoms of the Roman and Papal 
earth; and which shall establish on that 
territory “ Glory to God in the highest 
places, (£v lA^iaVoiff, en hupsistois,) over . 
the earth peace, and good-will among men.” 
They believe that the gospel invites men to
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“A Curious Sect.”

The London correspondent of the New 
York Herald reports the existence of our 
coreligionists in Britain to its readers in 
America in the following words:

“A curious sect of religionists,” says he, 
“has just arisen in England, called lThe 
Disciples' They believe that Christ will 
appear in 1861: that the Russians will tri
umph over the Turks, and the Jews over the 
Russians—the latter event to happen in ten 
years’ time, when the Jews will become 
nation in the Holy Land. Christ is to be
come their King. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
and the rest of the righteous Jews of old, 
with the few elect among Christians, will 
rise from the dead and live forever in Pales
tine ; but the heathen and wicked Jews and 
Christians will sleep eternally.”

This is about as correct a statement 3s 
could well be expected from a newspaper 
correspondent who is not himself indoctrin
ated in the faith. It is not, however, suffi
ciently precise to obviate misapprehension. 
We should ‘prefer a little more detail, and 
therefore somewhat more after the 
following:

They believe that the terminus of Daniel’s 
period of 1335 symbolical days will obtain 
in 1866, or thereabouts ; and that these be
ing ended, “ many who sleep in the dust of 
the earth will awake, some to the life of the 
Age, and some to the shame and contempt of 
the Age and that as Jesus is to raise them 
by the Spirit of Jehovah, his “ coming 
thief” at that epoch is of course necessitated.

They also believe that, whatever may be 
the present reverses pf the Russian arms, 
they will ultimately triumph over the Turks, 
whose power is doomed to extinction, though 
all Europe decree its “ integrity and inde
pendence." They believe that when Rus
sian ascendancy is established, Russian 
ambition will seek to extend its dominion 
over Jerusalem, Palestine, and the Far East,

;
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inbecome the immortal possessors of this 
kingdom of the Holy Land, which shall 
never be destroyed nor left to successors, 
with all the honor and glory, power and do
minion, that pertain to it—on condition of
believing the truth concerning it and its l Events of the day lend a deep interest to 
King, of being immersed into the name of < works like thisof M. leDuc. Constantinople 
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy \ ,s now the scene of the European drama. 
Spirit, and of a patient continuance in well- 5 The hostile powers of the earth, moral and 
doing—being fully assured that, as this > physical, arc there in presence; and while 
kingdom is a righteous administration of* the ink is drying on the paper on which we 
Israel and the nations in the age to come, l write, it is possible that artillery may have 
none hut the righteous can possess^il. < there superseded reason and logic with its

The correspondent of the New York Her- s more arbitrary arguments. Nevertheless, so 
old styles us who believe these things “ a \ as the topics here treated are political, 
curious sect.” Doubtless we are a Curiosity i we do not meddle with themwe are con- 
tohim, if he have fallen into the conceit \ lent t0 gather from such works a crop of 
that the religion and opinions of “ Christen- < those anecdotes which have a certain social 
doin’’ are the system and testimonies of the < or historical importance.
Bible ! The real curiosity is Papal and \ It will surprise no one who has read his- 
Protestant religionism, that with millions of 5 tory that the Russian should yearn for the 
Bibles in the hands of the people can palm \ possession of Constantinople. “Whilst we 
itself off upon European and American in-11,0 not possess the Dardanelles, we are with- 
tellect as the religion and faith of Jesus < ouL the key of our house,” said the Emperor 
Christ! The “curious sect” rejects the \ Alexander. This is the argument—the poli- 
Christianity of “Christendom” as a semi- Stical reason—the state necessity for the long- 
pagan apostasy from the religion and tesli- > pursued policy of the Muscovite Caesars, 
monies of the Bible—the Gentilism of the ? &ut there is something under this, and older 
cast out, unmeasured court, which is without l than the Romanoffs themselves—the instinc- 
the temple— Rev. xi. 2—“for the temple of!tive turning of the human race towards the 
God is holy, which temple,” says the apostle, \ South—the pressure of the population at all 
writing to his brethren in Christ, “ are ye.” 5 times from the icy regions of the North, 
1 Cor. iii. 16, 17. They believe that it is > from snow field, sandy waste and dismal 
because of lithe abominations” practised in i swamp, towards sunlit hills, rich plains, the 
the name of Jehovah and his Anointed in i vineyard, the orange grove, blue air and 
this Court of the Gentiles, that a crisis is < glancing waters. The form of the emi- 
forming against Europe, arising.out of the S gration changes—the desire of change re
decadence of the Ottoman power. Russia’s > mains. In one age, a nomadic tribe, carrying 
mission is to lead up their hosts to the Val- J its household gods, driving its cattle on be- 
ley of Jehoshaphat for destruction by the * lore, comes down from the great Steppes, 
hand of God. To accomplish this, the policy < Ages later, it is a Ukraine horde, mounted 
of Russia must first triumph over the South S and armed, that rolls down the corn-lands of 
and West. Her policy must become Euro- > the Crimea, and dashes itself like a tide 
pean and anti-British—a policy that will > against the rocky barriers of the Caucasus, 
move the armies of the Continent “ against j filing back in broken powerless wavelets. 
Jerusalem to battle.” But before the gov- < Still farther down, the tribe, the horde, is
ernments of Europe shall place themselves [organized, and officered after European
under a Russian Protectorate, much has > modes. Its march is announced by diplo- 
to be accomplished in a short time—the > malic agents, and its advances celebrated by 
Anglo-French alliance will be dissolved, rev- religious rites. But it is nevertheless the 
olutionary democracies receive their quietus, 
and Turkey divided among the strong. The 
Hour of Judgment will then be imminent.
The catastrophe of “ Christendom” is at the 
very door, when the indignation of God will 
issue forth as a stream of fire to consume the 
mitred poy^ hcrites and oppressors of ,the 
world.

The Crisis in the East. - 4The Russian Question ; or, The Crisis in the East. From 
tha Fronch of M. Ctiouzon la Duo, lata Charg6 d« 
Mission to the Courts of Russia and Finland.
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old irruption—forced by the old causes. The 
frost-bitten citizen of St. Petersburg dreams 
of the gorgeous climate of Constantinople, 
as the Goth in his forest dreamed of Italian 
vine gardens ; the luxuries of Pera, the sun
lit shores of the Bosphorus, have the same 
power on the imagination of the Russian 
woman as the reports of the surpassing pomp 
and glitter of imperial life had on the fancy 
of Vandal savages striving with arid nature 
for a scanty subsistence.

But while Europe recognizes in this yearn
ing of the Northmen for a greener and softer

Editor.

“ Behold, I come as a thief. Blessed is 
he that watcheth.”—Jesus.

f
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possession on the earth’s surface a law of 
history, it also recognizes as another law, 
equally derived from history, the necessity 
for controlling, driving back this tide of south
ward invasion. In each of the long series 
of emigrations from the steppe, the marsh 
country and the forest, Europe has found a 
grave calamity. Every advance has been a 
blow to art, letters, and civilization. Now 
and then a barbarian horde has carried with 
it the germs of new ideas—of beautiful 
social laws—as, for instance, the German 
tribes, who brought with them the instinct 
of personal liberty and the chivalries of sex.
But the barbarians from beyond the line of 
the Dniester and the Vistula have over
thrown freedom as well as civil polity— 
freedom of speeeh, of trade, and of thought.
This constitutes the moral necessity which 
exists on the part of free and civilized nations ; Of a different kind, but equally good as 
to resist the migratory dispositions of the an illustration of manners in the same fac-
Northcrn men. titiously-civilized empire, is the following

How far the organized power of the Mus- J r
covite corresponds with the essential idea of ; story:
a slavish barbarism, M. le Due shall tell us ; “ During the reign of the Emperor Alex
in a few anecdotes. Here is an-amusing ; ander, the daughter of a noble family in a 
illustration of the difficulties which besel ; remote province fell in love with one of her 
even a despotic government when it has to ; father’s male domestics, and had the mis
deal with literature, and desires to be con- fortune to become a mother. Fearing that 
sistent:— her shame might be disclosed, she consented

“It is impossible to conceive any thing ; that the partner of her guilt should destroy 
ridiculous than the aspect of the cen* the child ; and, both her parents dying a few 

sorship of the press under Prince Menschi- months afterwards, she was left an orphan, 
koff’s administration. It is true that the Then her former paramour began to perse- 
General Board in Russia has never been cute her unceasingly, and extorted large 
distinguished by any great amount of per- I sums of money from her by threatening to 
spicacity and luminous enlightenment, but ! reveal her crime. The girl yielded to his 
it was reserved for Menschikoff to render it menaces for a considerable period, but, be- 
supereminently absurd. . . . The words coming weary of his pertinacity, she con- 
Liberty and Freedom, with all the adjectives trived to set fire to some premises where the 
and adverbs derived from them, are pro- man happened to be sleeping, and, all means 
scribed and expunged from the Russian voca- °f egress having been previously removed, 
bulary; and the following ludicrous anec- be perished miserably in the flames. But, 
dote will show the manner in which the notwithstanding her freedom from any damn- 
censors act upon this proscription. Some >>ig evidence, her bosom was now so torn 
time since, a professor of mathematics sent by agonizing remorse for the double crime 
in the manuscript of a work on mechanics she had committed, that one day, unable to 
for the inspection of the Board, soliciting bear her mental torments any longer, she 
permission to publish it. Nov/, it happened hastened to the village church and confessed 
that, in describing the action of some me- ber sins to the priest, who, of course, com- 
chanical apparatus, the author stated that municated the astounding tale to his wife, 
the wheels, springs, &c., worked freely ; and under the promise of inviolable secresy. Not 
further on he wrote that a straight line could long afterwards, the young lady was present 
be elongated into infinite space without the at a ball given by a personage of the very 
slightest limit; whereupon the censors struck highest distinction, where she eclipsed all 
out both words—the first without any com- her rivals by her beauty and the splendor 
ment, the second on the ground that the ; of her attire, when, whilst she was the *cy- 
Russian Emperor’s authority was the only nosure of others’ eyes,’4 the observed of all • 
thing uithaul limit in this world.” observers,’ the priest’s wife approached her

Here again is a good expression of the “"nuspecfing victim, and openly recounted 
, , . r .. i rp, the horrifying story the young lady had con-
barbarism of the people. The story will , fided l0 tJhe °priest' Tl?e ball-room was in
probably recall a well-known passage in Ta-; an uproar, the lady was taken into custody

230

citus. The vice referred to is the vice of 
barbarians:—

“ How can it be expected that the Russian 
populace will.abstain from intoxication when 
the practice is sanctified daily in their eyes 
by the example of the priests, their natural 
instructors ? In one parish in the interior it 
is within the author’s knowiedge that the 
inhabitants, for a long time past, have in
variably kept their spiritual pastor under . 
lock and key from Saturday evening until 
twelve o’clock on Sunday, to prevent his be
coming too much intoxicated to be able to 
perform the mass; yet on some 8ccasions 
they have been deceived; and he has stag
gered into the church, thanks to the bottle 
of brandy he had concealed beneath his 
frock.”
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Kti&immediately, and ultimately tried and con

demned ; but, being of noble birth, the judges 
thought it necessary to refer the sentence 
to the Emperor for his approbation previous 
to its being carried into execution. The 
result of the appeal was totally unlooked for; 
the Emperor was so indignant at the priest’s 
treachery, that he degraded him from his 
ministerial oflice, and sent him to the army 
to serve as a common soldier for life; and 
he was so touched with the girl's sincere 
repentance, that he merely sentenced her to 
do penance in a convent for two months, 
which, with her shame and crimes, did not 
prevent her from making a most desirable 
marriage.”

one of those bits of court gossip which the 
elder Disraeli delighted to pick out of old 
papers and forgotten party libels, and dignify 
with the seducing title of “ Secret History.”
We give the anecdote as we find it:—

“A circumstance which took place during 
the author’s late sojourn in Russia is like
wise said to have greatly annoyed the Em
peror. It is reported that when, in Septem
ber, 1851, the anniversary of the twenty-fifth 
year of Nicholas's reign was celebrated 
throughout the empire, he wished that the 
Senate would throw aside the*usual forms 
of homage on grand state occasions, and, re
pairing to the foot of the throne, would hail 
him as ‘ The Great!’ The Senate, however, 
did not concide with the suggestion; they 

. , had the immeasurable audacity to refuse
Je Uuc» by corruption rather than by force. j compliance with an insinuated request to 
The Macedonian, to quote an old story, said, j flatter their ruler’s vanity, and Nicholas could 
he never despaired of taking a city into i n°t conceal his discontent. He omitted the
Which he could drive [wo assies laden wi.h otZ eo^le
gold. The Russians have a saying which occasions, and which had even been an- 
means pretty much the same thing:—“We nounced. From that moment the Emperor’s 
have ambassadors, therefore we need no disposition was altered visibly. Instead of 
fleets.- M. le Due says on this topic: '

“Russia values her troops aj their ab- peevish, moody, inconsistent, and capricious, 
solute worth, and has but little confidence in and then the bright star of the East set in 
them ; therefore she has recourse to other clouded night, and the old Russian party 
and more effectual means of foreign sub- were once more in the ascendant. The Em- 
jugation, and thus it is that the soft voice of peror having failed to accomplish the dar- 
Muscovitc persuasion ever mingles with the ling object of his heart through the modern 
cannon’s roar, and the Czar’s victories cost party in the Cabinet and the Council of the 
less lead than gold. In the Turkish cam- State, has thrown himself upon the old; and 
paign of 1828, it is beyond a doubt that the trusts that by flattering their prejudices in t 
Russians would have been compelled to an favor of the days gone by, by straining them 
ignominious retreat if they had not bribed to his breast, and giving way to all their 
the Pacha of Varna to yield that fortress to \ schemes of rapine and of fraud, he will gain 
them ; they gained no ground in Hungary ) the wished-fdr title of‘Nicholas the Great.’” 
until they succeeded in purchasing the traitor j 
Gorgey; and in Finland, where they en-!
countered merely a handful of peasants, \ _ . . ,. , r .
victory was only assured by seducing the j Russian empire makes him careless of the 
Governor of Sveaborg. Wherever Russia : Czar’s headstrong passions. He finds the 
has bared the blade, the chink of her trea- j Muscovite look formidable only at a distance; 
surcs has been heard The mines of Siberia ! - and the Imperial power assumes
are dearer to her in the hour of strife than s b ’ , r . . .
the armories of Systerback, Toula, and i a" unrea,» stage-like, fugitive appearance. 
Briensk; and should war ensue, Russia will j “The Emperor,” says M. le Due, “counts a 
reckon upon corruption for success. Jt is million of soldiers on paper; buthe has 
not only the prevailing system, but one pecu
liarly agreeable to the old Muscovite party ; 
for bribery is the only diplomacy known to 
barbarous hordes.”
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Our vivacious author does not fear for
I Europe. His knowledge of tho state of the

never been able to bring more than two hun
dred thousand at once into the field.”

We give M. le Due’s opinion?, at this time 
On the subject of the reasons which may i of probable crisis, as we find them:—but, 

have induced the Emperor Nicholas at this j saving in so far as he illustrates general 
moment to break the peace of Europe, M. j history, it is no part of our mission to dis- 

Dur. orivns nn pxolanation in the shape of} cuss his views.—Athcnceum.
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Letter from Mr. Anderson.
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just and right is he.” As rational creatures, 
we must surely rejoice in such a Creator.

King William, Hanover, Louisa Gooch-, So" our Urd Jesu3 Ci,r»t Surely in him, 
land, Powhatan Amelia Prince Edward, , as made unt0 us wisJ and righteousness,

6ih Of April I immersed into the/art/. of the g 3d. YThcre is an innumerable company of 
gospel one lady in Lunenburg; on the 12th bei whom the Urd Almighty uses as 
another in Mecklenburg ; on the 1st of a ^ or mesgcnger8i and who have access 
May, a third in Prince Edward. All three l0 flis
appeared to have well examined and under-, 4th.\so,Tie of our fallen race will bo made 
stood the gospel ot the kingdom of (sod. I ,iko the an„cls [0 dio n0 m0re, and will 
have had many to hear me We have met shar0 witll Messiah in lhe king.lom of God. 
With much kindness in all our xcandcrmgs ■ 6t|) Thr0 h Abraham and his seed shall •
through so many places all the families of the’earth be blessed.

I have had some considerable aid from a 6(h A|, who ar0 acc0Unted worthy shall 
young man, and a young disciple-aid, I mttl in tho kingdom,and bo partakers in its 
mean, in public speaking. He was un- fu]ness
inersed during my first visit to Lunenburg, , baTO been ca||ing (he atte„lion of the

a n r'S spiking has been greatly ; e ]e t0 tbe *s,;„y 0f the nations, and to '
0 the edification 0r lho church at L^adbet-: \he signs of the times. 1 humbly hope to
m-’a. 1 bfT °- 0tmr3-J Hepr°;: effect some good. -
in„es much usefulness in the advocacy of j receive3 ur vory acceptable letter
the truth. He is modest, tmld, yet firm, fond some c0nsi(|crab|0 timc si„ce. Accept my
1 "0rlC'enCe’ y°l !utnbIe hls eoncep- be9t wisbea for the weirare of yourself and 
ions of Ins own abilities He came from yours> and believe me a3 ever, yours

? C0JUnty 'ah,Lch ,our '?leh,y- affectionately and in the hope 0r the king- 
esteemed and much-loved brother Charles dom *
May did, a county in your native land. ’
Without any knowledge of each other, they j 
came at different times to America, and to * 
tho county of Lunenburg. They arc botli 
physicians of the same system, and both ad
vocates of the same faith. The name of 
our young brother is William Passmore.
He is a very pleasant and edifying compa
nion, delighting in Holy Scriptural subjects.

Amid the troubles of the present stale, 
and in view of the agitations of this world, 
whether physical or political, and while be
holding the miserable condition of what is 
falsely called “ Christendom,” there are sun
dry considerations greatly cheering to my 
own mind and heart. These considerations 
are as follows.:

1st. In the Holy Scriptures we have 
revealed to us a Being who, in charac
ter, is without spot, and is the summing 
up and manifestation of all perfection.
How beautifully does Moses introduce him to 
Israel: “ Give ear, O ye Heavens, and I will 
speak; and hcar,0 Earth, the words of my 
mouth. My doctrine shall drop as the rain, 
my speech shall distil as the dew, as the 
small rain upon the tender herb, and as the 
showers upon the grass: because I will pub
lish the name of the Lord : ascribe ye great
ness unto our God. (Mo is) the Rock, his 
work is perfect: for all (his) ways are judg
ment : a God of truth and without iniquity,

!

most

Albert Anderson.

From the AJgcmcino Zeitung.

The Russian Navy.
Vert little is known of the Russian navy 

in all other countries of Europe, and, what
ever notions may exist on the subject, they 
are vague and all but delusive. We are, 
however, enabled, from our own personal 
observation, to state a few facts with respect 
to the naval forces of Russia.

If a war fleet is to be good for any thing 
besides firing salutes and rotting in harbors, 
the first thing requisite is the possession of 
a line of coast on the open sea, with conve
nient ports. Next in importance come good 
ships, able crews, and efficient officers. 
Russia has three inland seas. The one open 
sea she has—the Polar Sea—is blocked up 
with ice. The Sound and the Bosphorus 
are the outlets to the more important of her 
inland seas. Either opening is exposed to 
a blockade. The Russian ports, excepting 
always those of Cronstadt and Sebastopol, 

not fit for tho harboring of war fleets. 
Helsingfors, the best of the Finnish ports, 
is small. The port of Rotshenhalm, at the 
mouth of the Kymmene, in the Bay of Fin
land, is indeed fortified, and it is, moreover, • 
the station of the so-called “Scheerean 
fleet.” Revel, in the Bay of Finland, is a

are
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commercial port; there were fortifications, j ed to last. In part this may also be owing 
but they are almost dismantled. Baltish- (at least in the Baltic) to tho short, irregu- 
port, in Esthonia, at the mouth of the Pad- ' lar waves, and the ico. The sails and ropes 
dis, is large, but altogether devoid‘of fortifi-j in the Russian navy are excellent. The 
cations. Riga and Libau, in Courland, are Russian sailmakers were famous, even in 
commercial ports. Archangel has docks and the days of Peter the Great, and to this day 
a fortified port, but it is lost in the far north, Russian canvas is preferred to Scotch can- 
and devoid of importance in the case of a vas. Russian hemp is quite as famous as 
war. It is the same with the ports in the Russian tar and Russian leather. The guns 
Caspian; the port of Astrachan is being ru- are all that can be desired. The vessels are 

. ined by accumulations of sand. Azof and very orderly and clean; they show to this 
Taganrog want depth, and the same may be day that Peter took his first lessons in Hol- 
said of all the ports in the Sea of Azof, of land. The fittings of the cabins are splen- 
Feodosin,and Chersof. Between Cronstadt did in the extreme, according to the manners 
and St. Petersburgh the water is so low that and customs of the Russian aristocracy, 
vessels of more than seven feet draught The Russian captains and admirals are not 
cannot reach the capital. The vessels from ; by any means bluff, bearish old tars of the 
the Petersburgh docks must be taken to \ Drake, Tromp, or Ruyter stamp. Slippered 
Cronstadt by land, and at one time they j they are and wrapped up in morning-gowns, 
were dragged by camels. Odessa is a mere j and got up in the most splendid style of 
commercial port, and Sebastopol is the only ease; they loll on soft sofas of purple vel- 
serviceable war port in the Black Sea, whose vet, reading French novels, or they sit at the 
fleet is stationed there. The port of Odessa piano by the hour, playing Eludes par Cha- 
is large, of great depth, strongly fortified, pin. The fact is, the Russian naval officers 
and it has the advantage of regular tides } care very little for the profession; not that 
and winds! The ports of Bessarabia are i they are ignorant—the nautical academies 
altogether unimportant. j at Oranienbaum, Petersburgh, Cronstadt,

As to the police of the ports, the main- j Odessa, and Nicolajen provide all sorts of 
tenance of light-houses, buoy6, &c , it must j theoretical knowledge—but for all that, it’s 
be confessed that all these matters are in j not in the grain ; and in case of a war it 
excellent condition, at no small expense to < will be shown that the Russian vessels are 
the Russian exchequer. But a strategical badly officered. Very much the same may 
system of ports, such as England and France be said of the crews. The Russians are 
can boast of, is altogether out of the ques- not fond of salt water. The majority of the 
tion. The fleets of France and England sailors come from the interior; they are 
may, in their own spas, venture on the bold- inveterate land-rats, and never saw the sea
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of need they have always a place of refuge j have not, as the sailors of England and 
under the guns of their war ports; but the France, breathed the sea-breeze in their 
Russian fleet, with nothing but Cronstidt 1 cradle. The English are of Norman blood— 
and Sebastopol to back it, is in continual of the blood of the oldest sea-kings of the 
danger of being cut off and cannot, there- world. The Russians come from the water- 
fore, ever be expected to advance to the less steppes of Mongolia. The vessels of 
attack. Its services are purely defensive. England and France sail about in all waters, 
This being the case, what can be more na- but it happens very rarely that a Russian 
tural than that Russia should desire to pos- ship of war ventures’into the open sea. This 
sess . herself of better harbors and a more \ is an important point—the Russian sailors 
serviceable.range of seaboard? j are not accustomed to tho sea; they are not

Let us now talk of the ships. For ship- “ weather-fast.” The Russian fleets have 
building Russia has the best materials that \ scarcely ever been in a serious engagement, 
can be found. Her forests supply her with for of course Navarino must not be mon- 
oaks which are equal to the oaks of Canada, ; tioned.
of which the British ships are built; but of With the soldier, present courago js part- 
late years so great has been the waste that! ly derived from the reminiscences of a glo- 
the forests of Central Russia are unequal to rious past. The Russian marines and sailors 
the demand of the navy, and the Russians have no past to think of. They stand in 
have been compelled to take their wood from their high boots and stiff coats in the exact 
the forests of the North. This wood is position prescribed by the rules and regula- 
naturally wet, and they never give it time tions of the service, so that their feet form 
for proper seasoning. Consequently, it is an angle of 45°, and this position it is their 
soon worm-eaten and rotten. It is generally pride and glory to preserve on the spars, at 
said that a Russian vessel lasts but two-thirds the pumps, and at the guns. The rules and 
of the lime which an English ship is expect- regulations of the service alone determine
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- :< t nre stationed in the Baltic, 
war

the movements of the Russian sailor; he / of which three 
will, in the very teeth of danger, go on wind- and two in the Black Sea. In the last 
ing up his anchor, while an Englishman with Turkey, Russia had 32 vessels of the 
would have cut his cable, turned the ship, line, 25 frigates, 20 corvettes and brigs, 7 
and put on every rag of canvas, to the bend-1 brigantines. 6 cutters, 84 schooners, 20 gat
ing of the masts. The guns alone are quick-1 leys, 25 floating batteries, 121 gunboats— 
ly seized and cleverly handled, but the ma-1 making a total of 464 sail, and carrying 
nceuvering generally is by far slower than j 6,000 guns. Since that time a great activity 
the manoeuvres of the British fleet. The \ has prevailed in the Russian dorks, and the 
shortness of the ships makes it difficult to \ result is, that at the present day the Russian 
turn them, and the signalling is far from fleet consists of 60 vessels of the line of from 
being perfect. The ships are clumsy, the 70 to 120 guns, 37 frigates of from 40 to 60 
planks are thick, and remind one of the guns, 70 corvettes, brigs, and brigantines, 
wooden walls of the Armada. 40 steamers, 200 gunboats and galleys—

The various manoeuvres in the Russian the whole manned by 42,000 sailors and 
fleet are executed with great precision ; but 20,000 marines, with 9,000 guns, 
it appears that every man has his peculiar These remarks show that in a contest 
post, and that lie is fit for only one set of with any of the great naval powers Russia 
manipulations. Of course practice makes has not a chance of success. The various 
him perfect; but the question is, how the Czars have, indeed, strained every nerve to 
same nvanceuvres are to be performed in create an efficient fleet, but all their endea- 
battle when many of the crew are killed or vors are fruitless, unless Russia succeeds in 
disabled? The Duke of York insisted on the conquering and appropriating the coasts of 
same men beinginarines,gunncrs,and sailors; Turkey, Greece, and Sweden—the open sea, 
and surely his principle was the better one. • harbors, and a marine population.

The stiffest mechanism prevails in the 
Russian naval service. The Russian sailor 
works his hours off, and having worked them Tiie Religious War in Pimlico.—The 
off, he goes to sleep. ' He takes no interest agitation to force Mr. Liddell out of St. 
in the service, and the receiving his rations Barnabas seems to have commenced in ear* 
is, in his opinion, the important business of nest. A meeting was held on Tuesday to * 
his life. Ho is not wedded to his ship as j adopt measures ‘‘Tor the arrest of Romish 
the British sailor; he is not a child of the j practices in the Church of England,” about 
ocean. When he sees a stray rope, he does j 800 persons present, Ad’l Harcourtchairman, 
not coil it and put it aside ; he reports the j “ Upon the arrival of the speakers on the - 
matter to his lieutenant, and the lieutenant j platform, a scene of great uproar immediate- 
refers to the journal for the name of the man j ly took place in the body of the meeting, 
who has neglected his duty, and, having j and a general melee ensued between the re
found the culprit, he takes hold of his cars presentatives of the High Church and the 
aiid pulls him up to the neglected rope. Low Church, which ended in the latter party 
Such is Russian order and discipline. turning several of their opponents out of

With all this order, however, there is no the meeting by force. Order having been 
penal law for the navy. Each captain has procured, the chairman requested the Rev. 
his own set of rules and punishments. John Kelly to open the business with prayer,

The administration of naval affairs in Rus- which the reverend gentleman did amid 
sia is in excellent order, according to the much confusion, and before the prayers were 
books and records of the Admiralty. As to concluded, an unparalleled scene of riot and 
the real state of things, 1 do not hazard an uproar again intervened, in which a regular 
opinion. But, since the Government bestow , fight ensued in the body of the meeting. A 
much care and money on the navy, it is just large number of police constables arrived, 
possible that their stores are well supplied, and with their assistance the meeting was 
But, for all that, Russia is not fit to engage cleared of several of the High Church party, 
in a naval war, for she has no mercantile who were roughly handled in the affray.” 
marine. Her trade is in the hands of the Order having again been restored, the 
Germans, English, Greeks, and Swedes, expected speeches were got through. [Mr.
In the case of all great naval powers, the Nicholay (vestryman of Marylebone) abused 
war fleet sprang from a trading fleet. The the Bishop of London, everybody else abused 
Russian fleet is not a natural offspring of the the Pope. The meeting broke up in an 
■national inclination; it is a thing of order uproar; and if scenes such as these are to 
and command, and, as I said before, though be stopped, the Bishop of London will have 
possibly useful as a means of defence, it can to give way, and,the next Bishop of London 
never become an instrument of aggression, will have to decide-—what is the Church of 

The Russian fleet consists of five divisions, England ?—From a London Weekly.
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“■Ami in their days, even of those kings, the God of heaven shall set up A kingdom which shall never perish, and 
a dominion that shall not be left to another people. It shall grind to poivder, and bring to an end all these kingdoms, 

• and itself shall stand forever—Daniel.
■A ■ ‘iff ! Hi
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John Thomas, Ed.] NEW YORK, NOVEMBER, 1854. [Vol. IV. No. 11. .

“The Millennial Reign.” important question: If there are no plainer 
Scriptures to prove that said events are more '

. literal at the end than at the beginning of 
iule 1 was in Kentucky, my attention millennium, does not the popular Joc- 

vas drawn to a communication m the > irjne 0f (.he Spiritual millennial reign invoIve ... .;
une number of Mr. A. Campbell s Maga- j or comprise a denial of Christ’s personal ifi

znie under the above caption, over the sig- reign as taught in the Scriptures, or that he & Ulf
a ore of A Friend of Truth; and to Mr. j no |ongCr exists personally as the Son of y'

Campbell s extraordinary evasion of the re- man ? And is not this a denial of an im- ;IJj Ji
ply the importance of the queries entitles portant part of the faitj, in Christ which we Oj.

em to. But, before offering any remarks, are required to exercise in connection with ,i$ -i
will present the reader with the documents repentance and baptism, in order to obtain 
nemseJves: salvation? Is not his future literal and per- jj

sonal reign as the Son of man, so important ,{$ Cj‘3
an office resulting from his obedience here • 
on earth, as that a denial of it amounts to a 
serious apostasy from the doctrine of Jesus 
Christ and Him crucified?

“ Elder Campbell.—With respect to the 
question of the nature of the events which 
are to begin the Millennial Reign of Christ, 
the following points are so clear and positive, 
that but few will deny any of them :

“ 1. Said reign is to begin by a resurrec
tion of some kind, of the righteous dead.— 
Rev. xx.

“ 2. By a coming of Christ, of some kind. 
—Rev. xvi.

“ 3. By some kind of a destruction of the 
great mass of mankind as individuals.—Rev. 
xiv. 9—11.

■ k
A Friend of Truth.”

U N:;MR. Campbell’s remarks on the above.
“ We have read with attention the pre

ceding queries, and had we the name of the 
writer, (the italics are ours—Ed. Herald,) 
might have attempted an immediate answer. 
But our rule is—and propriety demands it, 

“ 4. By some kind of a termination of the as our own experience proves—-to hate the 
• Fourth Universal Monarchy. — Rev. xix.; > name of those who desire for their communi- 

Dan. vii. \ cations a place on our pages and a response
“ 5. By a reward of some kind to all the > to them. The subject of the Millennium is 

righteous as individuals.—Rev. xi. and xvi. > one of growing importance, and of thrilling 
“6. By a reward of some kind to all the j interest to the Christian community. We 

saints as a people or nation. — Heb. xi.; i have had it offen before our minds, and are 
Dan. vii. j glad to see that it is eliciting more attention

“ The important question now presents j than formerly, both iu our own country and 
itself: If the above texts do not prove that / in the Old World.
all the above events are to have a real and J “As preparatory to these questions, there
literal fulfilment, can it be proved from the j are certain preliminary matters which seem 
Bible that like events will have a literal ful- j to command the attention of the student of
filment at the end of the millennium? In prophecy. Such as,
other words, Do the Scriptures more plainly “ I. The restoration of Israel to their own 
prove the above, or like events, to be literal, land, 
than the texts above referred to ?

“This inquiry brings before us another Great.
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“III. The 1260 days. « in it. By one expedient or another he has
“ IV. The coming of the Lord. j managed to hoodwink his readers as cfTect-
“V. The first resurrection.. ually as any Pope could desire. He has
“ VI. The thousand years’ reign of the j made them believe that Campbellism is the • 

Saint6. \ truth of God ; and that whatever denies it
“VII. The descent of the New Jerusalem, j is “ opinionism”—mere “ untaught questions 
“VIII. The scenes following. • and speculation,” that need only be stated 
“ These are to be our themes, the Lord by him to be despised ! Hence his rule—j 

willing, as soon as our readers are increased j just to give him the monopoly of his readers’ 
to 10,000. We have had this subject often ( minds, to the exclusion of those he dislikes 
before our mind, and more recently has it j and fears.
become more engrossing. We design to j That uFriend of Truth” was, with him, ■ ■ 
give to this great theme much attention, and \ a suspicious person. The ground ol suspi- 
to spare no pains to assist our readers in the \ cion was, that the answer of his last two 
investigation of the prophetic oracles; for questions in the affirmative would have 
the time has come ‘ when many shall run to < placed Mr. Campbell upon the ground 

• and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.’ j pied by the Herald of the Kingdom.
We are evidently approaching a new crisis our experience of the past, therefore, we 
in the ecclesiastic and political affairs of the | do not hesitate to say that Mr. Campbell 
world. If every four readers of the Har- \ never will answer them affirmatively; and 
binger would add one, the seats would be \ if he answer them negatively, he may as 
full for such a discussion. And while this \ well give up the ghost as attempt “to assist 
is in progress, we shall be preparing our \ his readers in the investigation of the pro- 
materials, and placing things in order for ! phetic oracles.” An affirmative answer of ' 
such a development as the progress of the \ these questions condemns him as part and 
age and our means and facilities may fur- ] parcel of “ a serious apostasy from the doctrine 
nish. »tf Jesus Christ and him crucified J He finds

“We have been and still are hearing both \ the questions very inconvenient; he there-^ 
sides, and collecting documents in aid and | fore applies his rule to “A Friend of Truth,” 
furtherance of such an object. It will un- \ and while giving his communication a place 
questionably soon be, if it is not already, one j in his pages, rules off the “ response.’’ 
of the most engrossing topics of our genera-
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If Mr. Campbell had not so many year9 
\ put Moses and the Prophets on the shelf as 
\ “ an old Jewish Almanac”—to use his own 

style—he would not now be so ignorant of 
\ the gospel and its kingdom, and so unprepar- 

If Mr. Campbell’s desire were simply to i ed to “attempt'’ to give immediate answers 
elicit truth and give it currency in his ma- J to queries such as, “A Friend of Truth's ” 
gazine, he would not fence out correspond-j whose points are elements inseparable from 
ents by such a rule as the above. The j them, that he must ensconce himself behind 
queries put by “A Friend of Truth” are as < a rule for their evasion. Mr. Campbell, it 
important, interesting, and to the point, and \ would seem, has not intelligence enough in 
as worthy of a respectful and satisfactory j the Word (for he will not “attempt an imme- 
reply, as though his real name were appended < diate answer”) to say if the things pointed • • 
to them. Why not then attempt an imme- j, are to have “a real and literal fulfilment” at 
diate answer? Oh, because Mr. Campbell < the beginning or end of the millennium! 
is afraid that in so doing he might be show- \ Nor can he attempt to say whether or not % ' 
ing civility to the friends of the Gospel of j the “ popular doctrine of the spiritual millen- 
the Kingdom, in which he has no faith ; and j nial reign involve or comprise a denial' of 
affording his readers an opportunity, by what j Christ’s personal reign, as taught in the • 
might be elicited, of becoming acquainted j Scriptures!” Nor will he attempt to give a * 
with it, and with the testimony and reason- < hint whether a denial of Christ’s personal 
iDg by which it is sustained, and proved to \ reign be “a denial of an important part of 
be the veritable “ ancient gospel” preached j the faith in Christ which we are required to 
to Abraham, and by Jesus and the Apostles, { exercise in connection with repentance and 
before and after Pentecost. 'This would not \ baptism, in order to obtain salvation !” Nor, 
suit his crooked policy—a policy which, Hastly, will he attempt to inform “A Friend of 
for these eighteen years, has uniformly ■ Truth” whether a denial of “Christ’s future 
sought to prevent certain of his contempora- j literal and personal reign” do not “ amount 
ries, whose views and characters lie has > to a serious apostasy from the doctrine of 
misrepresented and assailed, from speaking j Jesus Christ and him crucified,” without 
for themselves in his pages. He has grown j conformity to an arbitrary rule and an enor- 
old in this injustice, and will probably die j mousfee!!! Ho is silent as the grave upon

tion.

“our RULE.”
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in:these important queries, which he gets rid of ; abuse not my power in the gospel: for though 

with all despatch, by simply remarking that < I be free from all, yet have I made myself 
he “might have attempted ” an answer if he j servant unto all, that I might gain the more. 
had possessed the writer’s name. What must \ I am made all things to all, that I might by 

t. "A Friend of Truth” think of such ua watch- j all means Rave some. And this I do for 
wan” of the Bethany “Zionf that when ho , the gospel’s sake, that I might be partaker 
asks for bread he receives a stone ? When \ of the gospel with you.” But Mr. Camp- 
he inquires, t( Watchman, what oftlienightV* < bell, unlike “Paul the aged,” has be- 
the watchman turns his back upon him with-j come avaricious in his old age. He has 
out deigning to notice him, and begins to cry ) been an editor some thirty-four years, pro

to the multitude, “ The subject of the \ fessedly teaching “ all the counsel of God;”
. . Millennium is one of growing importance s yet it remains for him to begin to enlighten 

and of thrilling interest to the Christian < his readers on eight preliminary matters— 
community. We have had it often before j themes with which every tyro yi the gospel 
our mind — glad to see it eliciting more j ought to be familiar—before he can attempt 
attention everywhere than formerly : only \ to answer a few self-evident questions ; and . 
increase my periodical revenue to $20,000, < this he will not do unless he is well paid in . • 
and I will then begin to spare no pains in \ advance for publishing materials, which lie 
assisting you to understand this great theme, j has not yet begun to prepare and place in 
If every four of you will bring a stranger, \ order; for his words are, “while this is in 
the pit will be full, and the performance shall \ progress, (that is, pushing up the revenue to 
begin !” ) 20,000 pieces of silver,) we shall be prepar-

Would Paul or any of the Apostles have ^ ing our materials and placingthings in order 
dared to reply thus, in letter or spirit, to j for such a development as the progress of 
inquirers after truth? Would they have j the age and our means and facilities may 
said, “ Give us 20,000 pieces of silver, and j furnish!” After such a declaration, is it not 
we will then talk to you about the restora- (easy enough to decide whether it be the 
tion of Israel and Judah, the rise and fall of < love of truth, or the love of money, that 
Babylon, the coming of the Lord, the resur- stimulates the zeal and ambition of “the Sn- 
rcction, the reign of the saints, the descent < pervisorof this Reformation," and President

* of the New Jerusalem, and the scenes fol- j of Bethany College, for the preparation of
lowing ?” Nay, nay, ye friends of truth and < youngmen for the Campbellitc ministry, &c., 
honesty! “ YVe,” say they, “ coveted no < &c.? Considering what a man of expedien- 
man’s silver or gold, but have ministered to s cy Mr. Campbell is, I wonder he should 
our own necessities, and have showed you \ have deemed it expedient, even for the sake 
all things, and have kept back nothing that \ of the pieces of silver, to tell the world so 
icas profitable, not having shunned to declare l plainly that he writes about the Millennium, 
to you all the counsel of God" They did J and “designs to give to this great theme 
not say, “ There are eight themes in the \ much attention,” (by which is implied that 
counsel of God which are to be ours, the \ he has not yet given it much attention, though 
Lord willing, so soon as our hearers are < professedly a harbinger of it for the last jjjj
increased to 10.000 at $2.00 a head. Give \ twenty-seven years,) only in hope of a great !pj j'Vj
us the cash, and we will then give you the \ pecuniary reward bargained and paid for in jft jj
spirituals!” On the contrary, they first \ advance! What has he been doing with !i’| '
sowed to the unthankful the spiritual things J his readers in regard to “the preliminary
without fee or reward, in the midst of vol- < matters,’*’ all these years, that he cannot p;;-:
leys of stones and curses ; and afterwards > answer a few simple questions before them, $ »
reaped carnal things liberally from those of \ without previously preparing them for what 
the enemy whom truth had captured in the \ he may please to say ?. Has he been doing 
fight. “They who preach the gospel (or < his duty as “a workman that needeth not 
all the counsel of God) should, live of the \ to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of 
gospel;” but—“make a note on’t,” Mr.Camp- \ truth ?” If he have, then there is no occa- 

*'boll and ye divinity students all—ye must first | sion for the present put-off of “A Friend of 
- preach it, or ye'have no right to justify your ^ Truth.” If he have not, notwithstanding 

extortions for a living by this Word ! Hear < the large sums he has extracted from them 
those words of Paul, ye that bargain for your i under pretence of harbingering the millen- 
hire before ye will open your mouths to ‘‘at- \ nium, of which he has given them 
tempt answers” to t he friends of truth : “Ne- \ tainty or definite understanding, then it is a 
cessity is laid upon me; yea, woe is unto me \ shame and a reproach unto him. But after 
if I preach not the gospel! For a dispensa- \ all, how could he give them intelligence in 
tion is committed unto me. My reward is, ■) this matter, seeing that he has proved him- 
Ihat when I preach the gospel, I may make \ self like the waves of the sea, unstable and

• the gospel of Christ without charge; that I <! double-minded in all his ways? Ho onco
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professed to believe, and advocated the per- reason the scripturality of his traditions. He 
eonal appearing of Jesus Christ to reign on demands the names of all comers, and if 
earth one thousand years, which millennium, among them he should read those he has 
he thought, was to have begun about 1847! ; crossed with the mark of the beast, God’s 
But he changed his opinion, (and with him, truth, however convincingly sustained, would 
opinion it was ; for had he received the reign be excluded from your perusal over their 
as the result of God’s teaching, it would proper signature. This is a notorious fact 
have been faith not so easily bartered,) and and undeniable ; and in such unrighteous- 
rejected it; for the reason, as reported by ness ye have countenanced your editor for 
one of his evangelists, still high in favor, to years; and for once he acts justly, rendering 
whom he gave it, that “baptism for the to you all according to the evil of your 
remission of sins”—“ the Ancient Gospel,” work. ° ,
as he used to proclaim it—preached by his ; lie says truly, that the millennium is a 

> co-laborers, spread with such extraordinary 1 subject of growing importance and thrilling 
rapidity that ne regarded it as the appointed ! interest, and that it will unquestionably soon 
means for the introduction of the inillenni-! be, if it is not already, one of the most 

. um, which would therefore be a spiritual ! engrossing topics of our generation. But 
reign of the gospel, and not a personal reign to whose efforts will men be indebted for 
of Christ. Hence, as resurrection precedes : this ? Certanly not to The Harbinger of 
reign, I have heard an elder of his reforma- the Millennium. It is high time Mr. Camp- 
tion declare that the first resurrection hap- ! bell changed the name of his magazine, for 
pened in “ the restoration of the ancient he started it as the harbinger of a personal 
gospel and order of things,” when “ this I reign of Christ on earth for one thousand ' 
reformation”—as it is technically styled by years, which he has since rejected for a mo
ils supervisor—began!!! mentary post-millennial return from sky-

But will the many hundreds of subscrib- kingdomia to escort the living remnant of 
ers already enlisted remain content in view saints from this planet to kingdoms in or 
of the implications necessarily effluent from beyond-the Milky-way! The millennium 
the bargain proposed ? Have they been so not having commenced, this return is at least 
long excluded from the “preliminary mat- a thousand years off. There is no sense, 
ters the eight themes—and is their access therefore, in which his magazine can be the 
to them, after thirty-four years, even now harbingerof a millennial return, unless Wil- 
only problematical, consequent on raising liam the Conqueror may be styled the har- 
the 20,000 pieces of eight ? Is it not enough binger of Queen Victoria. There remains 
to let them know that they have been kept but one sense, then, in which it, or he, is a 
in ignorance while the light has been shining ! harbinger ; and that is, of the reign of Camn- 
elsewhere, without provoking their indigna- bellism fur a thousand years, during which, 
tion that their illumination depends upon according to his favorite but incredibly alv 
raising the cash ? O ye patrons of The surd hypothesis, all sects shall merge theni- 
Milleumal Harbinger, your editor is just selves into “this reformation!” This he 
rewarding you Recording to your works! styles the mission of his brotherhood—amillen- 
Ye have glorified and sustained him in the nial union of all “Christians” through itsin- 
unrighteous policy that has excluded the flucnce ! Surely the gentleman that can rank 
truth from his pages, and now he makes this among the possibles must cither be selcn- 
merchandise of you for certain pieces of; ized, vastly credulous, or fast asleep. But 
silver! i ou hallelujahed him while at- ; were it possible, it is far from desirable; for 

•x tacking the character, misstating and de- it would bring back the millennium of “ the 
nouncing the views, and robbing of their dark ages,” and overshadow the nations, if 
rights, those who said, and were prepared to not with barbarism, and feudality, and su- 
prove, that the truth of God was crucified perstition, at least with a Gospel and Bible 
and set at naught by Mr. Campbell’s teach-; eclipse; for could such a thing by any pos
ing. I say, “robbing of their rights;” for sibility come to pass, it would make God a 
when men are misrepresented before a cer-; liar, and all the prophets mere deceivers of 
tain public, they have a divine as well as a ; the world. We protest, therefore, against . 
Roman right to speak for themselves before such foolishness, as mere “ thinking of the 
that same public, a denial of which is vio-; flesh” making of none effect the law and 
lence and robbery of right. Mr. Campbell testimony of God.
has uniformly acted with this violence to I A gentleman, then, with such a bee in 
certain I could name, and it is to perpetuate j his bonnet, in undertaking to expound the 
this wrong that he has fabricated a rule j millennium for 20,000 pieces of silver, bar- 
which most effectually prevents any of the > gains to perform an impossibility; and what- 
proscribed, under the protection of an incog- 5 ever his intentions may be, in effect undcr- 
nito, calling in question by testimony and 'dertakes to raise money upon false pretences. #
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A gentleman whose theory affirms that v brought into force by the death of Jesus, its 
Abraham, when he died, inherited the pro- < mediatorial testator; they know that Baby- 
mises made to him in the true spiritual and j Ion the great has risen, and will fall after 
only sense of the literal words, and that too, ( the resurrection of the heirs of the king- 

thousand nine hundred and ninety-eight < dom, and the proclamation of the glad 
years—the period from the death of Abra-1 tidings of the age, announcing that “the 
ham to the crucifixion—before the Abra- J hour of God’s judgment is come,” and be- 
hamte covenant teas Irrought into force by the j fore the fall of the papal thrones of the 
death of the testator, (Heb. ix. 16, 17 that j Gentiles ; they understand that the one thou- 
the promise of the holy land to him was ful-j sand two hundred and sixty years of papal, 
filled in its occupation by the twelve tribes j civil, and ecclesiastical prevalence over the 
under the law; that the“Joreier” possession \ saints will end at the appearing of Jesus 
of the country was antitypical of the typical Christ, when he and the saints, who are his 

‘. -^Iosaic occupation, and fulfilled to every brethren and coheirs—not subjects—of the 
saint when at death his “ immortal soul” is Kingdom, will begin to consume and destroy 
wafted into Abraham’s bosom in the better ;! the Gentile organizations, represented by 
or heavenly country; that the throne of the j Daniel’s fourth beast, and John’s seven- 
celestial universe is David’s throne, and that j headed dragon, ten-horned and two-horned 
the “ everlasting covenant made with him,” beast, and the image of the beast’s sixth 
which was “all his salvation and all his head, and occupying the cast-out and un- 
desire,” was fulfilled in Solomon, in the ( measured court which is without the Holy 
ascent of Jesus ‘‘to the right hand of power,” Temple ; they understand'that the Lord will 
and the translation of David’s immortal and corneas a thief at the end of the 12G0 years, 
“divine particle” to heaven, although the | and raise and transform the first-fruits, ga- 
Scriptures say that the thing called “David” j ther them together in the air, and so make 
by his contemporaries and countrymen “ has ^ a wavc-ofiermg of them before Jehovah ;

. not ascended to heaven,”—the gentleman or j they understand that the thousand years: 
lady, whether he sit in the temple of God, j reign of the saints with Christ over the 
or she ride a scarlet beast, whose the- i twelve tribes of Israel, and the nations to 
ories affirm such Babylonish silliness as earth’s utmost bounds, is THE REIGN to 
this, however pious, however high their , which they are invited in the Gospel of the 
standing among literary ecclesiastical hie- Kingdom—that they are called to a resurrec- 
rarchies, however diligent in collecting tion of interminable life, that they may enter 
documents in aid and furtherance of “ mil- upon this reign, and retain it with glory and 
lennial exposition” — documents, by-the -! honor without end—that it is the “ one hope 
bye, compiled and published in one volume, or the calling,” and that to be ignorant of 
one thousand seven hundred and fifty it, is to be “alienated from the life of God 
years ago — however theologically ortho- through the ignorance that is in them ;” and 
dox, need yet to be taught what be the first to deny it, to deny “the faith of Christ which 
principles of the oracles of God!!! Such we are required to exercise in connection 
gentlemen and ladies know nothing of the with repentance and baptism, in order to ob- 
matter as they ought to know it; and when j fain salvation:” they understand that the 
they bargain to raise the wind by leading the j New Jerusalem is the aggregate of the glo- 
credulous, it is the blind leading the blind to s ritied first-fruits, on each of whom “Jesus 
prostration in the ditch ! \ writes the name of Iris God, and the name

The eight “ preliminary matters” that “are j of the city of his God, New Jerusalem, which 
to be” Mr. Campbell’s “ themes,” when the j comelh down out of heaven from God,” 
revenue has run up to $20,000, are familiar j where they had been waved before Him; 
topics to the readers of the Herald, espe- \ and that the scenes which follow their de- 
cially to those of them who understand the j scent are represented in Rev. xiv.6-20; xvi. 
gospel of the kingdom. The Herald, Elpis j 18-21; xvii. 13, 14; xviii.; xi.v: xx. 1-6; 
Israel, and Anatolia, have caused the light j xxi. 24; xxii. 5; iv; v. These things have 
to shine into the minds of many who, like } become household words to them; and happy 
their author, till taught of the prophets, once \ are they in not having to go to Bethany at this 
groped for the wall in “this reformation” slate hour, to pay two pieces of silver, and to 
darkness. They are not themes which are s wait the filling up of the ten thousand seats 
to be, but themes which arc known and read \ in Mr. Campbell’s pit—which will most likely 
of all. They know assuredly from the tes- 5 become more and more deserted instead of 
limony of the “Old Jewish Almanac,” that \ filled, as the coming of the Son of Man ap- 
the two houses of Israel and Judah are to be j proaches—ere they can be indoctrinated in 
planted again in the holy land, a united \ his preliminaries before lie arrives at the 
kingdom and nation, occupying it “forever,” j queries of “A Friend of Truth.'" 
by virtue of the new or Abraluimic covenant J It is easier to discern the faith than to
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come. ■

divine the person of Mr. Campbell’s corre- i This being the truth, and nothing but the 
spondent. I have not the least suspicion j truth, whatever antagonizes or mutilates it, 
who he is; but I perceive that one mind | is not only a “ serious,” but deadly, apostasy 
would serve us both. He doubtless believes from the doctrine of Jesus the anointed 
that the texts he quotes prove that the events \ king, and him a “ crucified one.” All of 
they reveal will have a real and literal ful- S which is dedicated, with due respect, to the 
filment’at the introduction of the millennium; j editors, pulpit-orators, and presiding oracles 
and that there are no plainer Scriptures to be of tottering and crazy Christendom, by their 
found proving their literal fulfilment at the well-wisher, THE EDITOR,
end. He knows well enough that he can- Avg. 20,1854. 
not find testimony in the Bible affording the 
shadow of an opinion that their accomplish
ment will be postmillennial. Mr. Campbell 
knows this too : hence his desire to concoct 
“ preliminaries.” by which to prepare the
uninitiated ten thousand for the reception of, We in Lunc„b„rg_Tllc pcoplc dra„.„ olr „y Supc 
Ins perversions of the literal truth to some j rior Court—Youn? and Old America at meetings— 
fanciful theory of his own! “A friend of) Cnmpbellism in extremities—Proceed to Powhatan— 
Truth" has no such need of preliminaries; .
but, believing the literal accomplishment of ) the great issue between the Powers of the Earlh and 
the testified events at the beginning of the ) },10Sc: of Heaven—withstood by an ecclesiastical
,i j ___  ..__ __ •____,t . .f*__ > hireling—Christ’s Kingdom not of this world ex-thousand years, lie perceives that the popu- ) plnincd—Elymns proclaims that lie can prove in ten 
lar doctrine of the spiritual millennial reign, 5 minutes that the gospel I preach is false—A scene— 
which is in Mr. Campbell’s tradition also,“ in-) M>' ren|y,l° fiymas-How churches arc spiii-Ety-
volves a denial of Christ s personal reign, as ’ 
taughtin the Scriptures”—a denial of“an im- 5 On the evening of Aug. 29th, I left New 
porlant part of the faith in Christ, which we ) York, on a visit to Virginia, to fill the ap- 
are required to exercise in connection with ) pointments previously announced in the 
repentance and baptism, in order to obtain ) Herald. In twelve hours I was in Wash- 
salvation and that such a denial “ amounts j ington, and in eight more in the city of 
to a serioufe apostasy from the doctrine j Richmond. Here I sojourned for the night, 
of Jesus and of him crucified.” This is ) and on Friday morning left for Lunenburg, 
evidently his conviction; and one to which j where we arrived in due course and witli- 
every believer of the gospel must come j out accident, which, in these davs of whole- 
whose faith stands in the wisdom of God,) sale destruction bv steam-power, is a ground 
and not in the traditions of “the learned.” j of congratulation and thankfulness to God.
To deny Christ’s personal reign on Jeho- j My first appointment was on Saturday, 
vah’s Davidian throne, as Mr. Campbell and i Lord’s day, and Monday, at Leadbetter. On 
all other spiritists do, is to deny the king- j the first and last days the meetings were 
dom of God, and, consequently, the glad thin, owing to the sitting of the Superior 
tidings or gospel concerning it; for, no per- Court, before which several criminal cases 
sonal reign, no kingdom; and no kingdom, were being tried. The heads of families 
no gospel; and no gospel, no faith; and no around were summoned for jurymen, in 
faith, no justification, sanctification, adop- t some penalty if they did not attend, to hear 
lion, or redemption. The gospel of the king- j evidence, and to decide upon it, in matters 
dom is the, glad tidings of Christ's Millen- j of no personal interest to them at all. I 
mal Reign with the Saints, his immortalized j had also summoned them to come and hear 
and glorified associates, in and undei' whom j “the testimony of God,^’ upon their judg- 
all the nations of the earlh shall be blessed—< ment of which is suspended their eternal 
glad tidings to Israel and the nations, pro- j destiny. But though the Scriptures say ‘ 
mising them deliverance from those who j that the testimony of God is greater than 
now keep them in ignorance and oppress < the testimony of man, the hearing of the 
them ;—glad tidings to individuals, promis- j latter was practically deemed of more fin
ing them glory, honor, incorruptibility, life, j portance ; for many who expressed a desire 
possession of the world, and power over the < to be at Leadbetter went to Court, lest they 
emancipated and enlightened nations, on j should be damaged in the purse, which to 
condition of believing what God has promised ( this generation is a graver consideration 
concerning this reign, also the things con- < than the consequences certain to ensue from 
cerning Jesus as his mediatorial testator j the neglect of “ the law and testimony of 
and anointed monarch of the world ; being J God,” or the manifestation of a preference 
immersed into the name of the Father, and j for things human rather than divine, 
of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit; and pa- J In reflecting upon the often-urged excuse, 
tiently continuing in well-doing to the end. f “ Oh, I exceedingly regretted I could not bn
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there, but I had to go to Court,” I some- to reason with the thoughtful and intelligent 
times ask inyself, “ If people will not incur out of the Scriptures, the condition is any 
a fine of a few dollars to hear the Scriptures thing but convenient. Children should be 
expounded by one who they profess to be- taught deference to the ancient, but unfor- 
lieve is able to interpret them aright, what tunately this is not characteristic of “ Young 
is the prospect for their rejoicing in the loss j America,” which is too “ fast” to be polite, 
of all things for Christ, under the pressure of | At Good Hope, on the following Sunday, a 
tribulation for the Kingdom of God ?” This | huge railroad omnibus full of°school-girls 
is a question I do not like to scrutinize too j drove up and poured its contents into the 
narrowly, lest in comparing the self-sacri- i midst of a crowded house, in the middle of 
ficing spirit of the apostolic age. with the the discourse. This might' have passed with- 
extreme selfishness of this, I should be com- out comment, but when men of sober-minded 
pelled to answer the Lord’s inquiry, “ When intelligence, interested in the exposition of the 
tiie Son of man cometh, shall he find faith Word, had to vacate their seats, and leave the 
*l2)on the earth ?” with a deeply-intoned and house to gidd^ chattering children, 
emphatic “Aro/” politeness to the ladies” is too extreme to

On Lord’s day there was no court to turn be approved. No; let the seats be occupied ’ 
the people from “ the word of the kingdom,'* by those who come to hear and be instructed, 
saying in effect, “ If you go to hear Moses j and let boys and girls give place to them, 
and the Prophets expounded instead of com- j Let not Old America ignore its dignity, and 
ing to Court, you shall be fined five dollars.’’ prostrate itself before the giggling insipidity 
The audience, or rather the assembly at, of roystering levity and inexperience. 
Leadbetter was, therefore, inconveniently The gospel of the kingdom is certainly 

f large. A “ good congregation” is a com- gaining ground in this county, which is con- 
fortably-filled house of intelligent listeners sidered by the enemy as its “stronghold” in 
and inquirers after truth. More than these the State. The intluence of its opponents 
are inconvenient. At Leadbetter the house is rapidly declining, and our friends are ac- 
was crowded by many who came, not to knowledged by the non-sectarian part ol 
hear so much as to see and be seen, while society to be the most intelligent in the 
many others who wished to hear were ex- Scriptures, and the most regardful of their 
eluded from the interior by boys and girls, authority, of any class of the professing 
This may be a very good arrangement for world. This i3 undeniable, and the ground 
such meetings as those got up lately at Cool of considerable enviousness on the part of. 
Spring, in the same county, by certain rant- those who cannot bear the light because 
ing preachers, named Coleman, Slielbum, their deeds are evil. I hope our brethren 
&c., whose mission is to scare children into in these parts will appreciate the high honor 
fits, (paroxysms of fright,) and dip them for they have attained to in the providence of 
the remission of sins;* but for us who seek God; that, namely, of being the pillar and

support of the truth in the wilderness. Let 
them shine as a pillar of fire in the night, 
holding forth the word of life, and showing 
by their good behavior in Christ its trans
forming influence over their minds.

The week-day congregations at Concord 
and Good Hope were not only “ good,” but 
excellent—such as it was a pleasure to speak 
to, because they listened as if desiring to 
understand. On Lord’s day, Sept. 10th, I 
had to stand in the door-way, the crowd be
ing as numerous under the arbor as within 
the house. This, however, is an inconveni
ent position for speaking,and one, therefore, - 
I am always desirous of avoiding. It was
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w;• A letter before me informs me that these “ reform 
preachers,” as they style themselves, at their meeting 

. “ dipped about twenty little children, of whom some
were related to me, and know no more about the hope of 
the promise made of God to the fathers than the people 
who condemned Paul; in fact, they never read their 
Bibles in thetr lives.” One of them, nbout nine years 
old, not long before their dipping, being troublesome, 
wus told to sit down and be quiet, and read the Tes
tament. “Oh,” said she, pouting, “ I don’t like that 
book ; it is the dullest book in the world !” Soon after 
this she heard Messieurs Coleman, Slielbum, Pendleton, 
and others, preaching hell-fire, damnation, and the 
Devil, and spinning long yarns nbout. little children's 
immortal souls being escorted, like the ghost of St. 
Shelburn’s son, by clouds ot angels to the 
come beyond the skies I This was enough. The 
children wanted to go and sec young Sliclburn in hea
ven, and to escape out of the Devil's clutches ; so the 
parsons rushed them into the water to wash away 
their sins, lest they should die before they were dipped, 
and go to hell. This is the “ ancient gospel,” and its 
obedience preached und contended for by Cumpbellilc 
evangelists in Virginia I At the Tk>ol Spring meetings, 
a co-editor of the Millennial Harbinger, and Professor 
of Bethany College, wus a conspicuous actor. Ilis 
name is recorded with the others. Their Cool 
Spring converts arc a fair specimen of the scriptural 
intelligence of those who patronize Virginia Camp- 
bcllism as incarnated in the Colemans, the Shclburns, 
and the other small craft of their expiring community 
in the South. Tile Bible is of no further use to them
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than to keep up nppcarnuccs before the people. They 
know but little al^out it, uud the little they are supposed 
to know they know not how to use. Intelligent men 
und women of the world ure beyond their reach. Be
ing in the dark, they ure unable to enlighten such. 
They perceive this, and therefore in despair they turn 
to babes. By dipping these they keep up an appear
ance of doing something ; but while they tamely their 
sect, they excite the reprobation and disgust ot all re
flecting people, and especially of those who witness 
their proceedings, and know the truth.
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gratifying, under all disabilities, to see so ) the Father, there to sit till all his enemies 
great a multitude assembled to hear reputed > are made his footstool; and though Paul af- 
“ heresy.” In no region of country have | firms that lie must reign till all his enemies 
greater efforts been made to suppress what ( are destroyed; and though John speaks of 
we believe and teach ; but notwithstanding! him as the Prince of the kings of the earth ; 
all the power of the enemy brought to bear j and Paul also says that he is placed far 
against the truth for years past, it has sur- J above all principality and power, and every 
vived all his malignity and reproach, and at | name that is named. Now I cannot but 
present commands the respect of the intelli- < regard these people as scorners and scoffers, 
gent and sober-minded. Campbellism is in s They may, some of them, think they are 
ruins there; and well and richly it deserves \ right. They may have succeeded in deceiv
es fate. A persecutor of the truth, its zeal > ing themselves. We certainly wish them 
without knowledge has brought it into con- e well, and desire their^salvation, but we must 
tempt. Its preachers have degenerated into < regard them as vyicked and injurious. They 
fanatics, having neither the word nor spirit j have done immense harm in Lunenburg and 
of the truth. In the plenitude of their rna- l the surrounding country. They have 
levolence, they still delight in acting the part ? ceeded in bringing religion into contempt; 
of Elymas the sorcerer, who sought to turn \ they have filled the worldlings with scorn- 
away the deputy of Cyprus from the right < ing, and hardened them in their sins. They 
way of the Lord. “ It is in Lunenburg,” \ have caused persons to ridicule the ordi- 
says the Elymas of The Intelligencer, “ that > nance of baptism. Some of them have been 
Thomasism has performed its greatest ? immersed, as I am informed, three times.” 
achievements. ... Dr. Thomas has i C. /., Aug. 26, 1854. 
succeeded in carrying with him some respect- < One R. S. Coleman, a hireling evangelist 
able and influential men in Lunenburg, and \ of Cainpbellile ecclesiaslicism, is the editor- 
they become so much enamored with his > ial Elymas of the C. Intelligencer, \r\ which 
talents, and so blind to his delinquencies, j these reproaches have fouud vent. What 
that, notwithstanding the absurd notions that ( he says, however, is of small account, for 
he has so recklessly poured forth, they con- j being a person of remarkably small calibre, 
tinue to cling to him. s and, like all such when not enlightened by

“ We cannot but regard Dr. Thomas and j the Word, an envious and prejudiced crea- 
his coadjutors as under the awful anathema j ture, he' has but little weight with men of 
of the apostle Paul, who says, If any man, < intelligence and unbiased mind. I quote 
or an angel from heaven, preach any other \ them from his paper merely to show the 
gospel unto you than that which I have > spirit and ignorance of the opposition to the 
preached unto you, let him be accursed, j gospel of the Kingdom in Virginia. If it 
Now Paul tells us what gospel he preached, should even be proved—which no one has 
1 Cor. xv. 1, 5—that Christ died for our sins t been able to do yet—that we believe and
according to the Scriptures; that he was | preachy a gospel different to Paul’s, it yet
buried, and that he rose again upon the third | remains to be shown (which cannot be done) 
day, according to the Scriptures. And he | that preaching hell, damnation, and the Devil 
says it was by the gospel that the Corinthians j to little children, and dipping them into the 
were saved. Now these people deny that < hope of going to young Shtlburn's spirit- 
this is the gospel; and they profess to preach \ home beyond the skies, is the gospel preached 
a gospel about Christ’s second coming, and l by Paul. This is Campbellism in Lunen-
setting up his Kingdom in Palestine, and j burg—the system to which we have done
they require persons to believe that, and to j “ immense harm”—the “ religion” we have 
be baptized into the hope that he will come \ happily succeeded in bringing into weli- 
and establish his Kingdom in Palestine; > merited contempt, so that worldlings are 
and they call this the Nope of Israel. j filled with scorning at such a preposterous

“They are also exceedingly profane. One substitute for the doctrine of Christ and his 
of their preachers recently declared in Lu- j apostles. It is immersion upon such a basis 
nenburg (A. B.Magruder, a lawyer in Char- < they cordially despise, not baptism founded 
lotteville, Va.) that this gospel would notion an intelligent confession of the truth, 
save one; and he also declared that Christ > No greater compliment can be paid us than 
had no power, though he himself declared j to be denounced as preachers of “another 
that all power in heaven and eirlh was given i gospel,” “ profane,” “wicked,” self-deceiv- 
unto him. They also affirm that Christ has s ers, “ scoffers and scorners,” by people who 

kingdom, and that he is not reigning, but | proclaim diabolism and ghostism for the 
that his Kingdom is yet to be established, ? gospel of Christ! If they had but one-mil- 
and that he is to commcnco his reign in | lionth part of the Bible testimony for their 
186G, notwithstanding it is explicitly de- j eky-kingdomism and diablerie we have for 
dared that he is placed at the right hand of i the gospel of the Palestine Kingdom, how
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with whom he had quarrelled. Who could 
tell but, being mesmerized, he might appear 
in arms, crouching, Indian-like, behind the 
fence to get a shot at me! Many a truth ■ 
has been playfully spoken. The Elymas of 
the Intelligencer became excited, and within 
forty-eight hours travelled ten or twelve 
miles to give me a blow that should pros
trate me, as he hoped, in the dust for ever! 11 
For the present, however, we escaped, hav
ing found the inlet to Mr. Samuel Harris’s 
farm, where we sojourned till the ensuing

Mhappy they would be! But, poor creatures, 
neither Scripture nor reason will condescend 
to smile upon their foolishness! They re
pudiate Israel’s hope with the contempt of 
ignorance ; they are therefore forced to em
brace the Pagan’s hope, or none. Surely 
this is an unhappy dilemma, yet it is the al
ternative embraced by all “ alienated from 
the life of God through tho ignorance that 
is in them,” being mere Gentiles, and aliens 
from the Commonwealth of Israel, and 
strangers, therefore, from the covenants of 
promise. The blind Elymas who presides day. 
over The Intelligencer professes to wish us 
well, and to desire our salvation. This looks 
very benevolent in print, but will not deceive 
those who have learned to read his character
stripped of its hypocrisy. A well-wisher, have paid the builder, 
indeed, and greatly desirous of our salvation, is large and comfortable, being lathed and 
must he be who, according to the printed ; plastered, and well supplied with seats My 
testimony of one of his co-laborers, declared j appointment was for the old free house, but 
“ he did not want to go to heaven if he the builder of the new one insisted that this 
thought Dr. Thomas was to be there!” But should be occupied as better adapted for the 
he need not refuse to “ go to heaven” on occasion. The house being still in his 
that account. He will not find me “ beyond hands, he considered that he had a right to 
the skies,” being quite satisfied with a bodily open it to whom he pleased ; accordingly, he 
resurrection or transformation, to possess opened the doors, and invited us to avail 
with Christ the Palestine Kingdom, and with ourselves of his hospitality. The audience 
him to reign over the nations upon earth, was better than I expected for a working- 
Such a kingdom and reign he sets at naught, day, and gave ear as though it were desir- 
Very well, if evil can be well. It is only ous to understand.
those who believe in them can inherit them. The discourse being finished, Mr. Harris, 
We are journeying back to back, he towards a member of the Campbellite church meet- 
the sun, moon, and stars; 1 towards Zion in ing at Corinth, in that county, a respectable 
the Holy Land, where 1 hope to arrive when man, and of good standing with his breth- 
the Lord shall appear in his glory to reign ren, applied to me to assist him in obeying 
there. So long as we journey in these di- the gospel of the Kingdom in the name of 
rections, Elymas and myself will never meet Jesus Christ. It was therefore arranged 
in the same heaven. He need not, there- that he should meet me there on the morrow 
fore, be alarmed for this. with changes of raiment, and that I should

Having fulfilled my appointments in Lu- immerse him after the people were dismissed, 
nenburg, I proceeded to Tomahawk Station On his return home he communicated his 
on the Richmond and Danville Railroad, intention to his ecclesiastical associates of 
where a friend had agreed to meet me, to putting off Campbellism with the old man, 
convey me thence to Fine Creek meeting- and of putting on Christ by being immersed 
house in Powhatan. On my arrival I found on an intelligent belief of the Kingdom’s gos- 
him waiting. We were soon en route to- pel, and from whose fellowship he announced 
gether, making the best of our way through his purpose to withdraw. He did this, not 
a very rough and desolate country. After that it was necessary, but to prevent them 
driving eight or nine miles, darkness came from saying that he had treated them with 
upon us in a “ piney old field,” where we disrespect.
mistook the track, and were soon “ brought Among the first who heard of Mr. Harris’ 
up” at a. fence, through which no opening intention was Elymas of the Intelligencer, 
appeared. “ Whose land,” said I, are we alias his next neighbor and ecclesiastical 
upon now ?” “ Parson Coleman’s,” was the associate—Robert Lindsay Coleman. “ We 
reply. “ Indeed ! would it not be a curious felt,” says this person. “ a strong desire to 
phenomenon if magnetism were to be trans- save this gentleman from the delusion that 
mitted from us along his land to him? Do was likely to be fastened upon him; and as 
you think he would be able to find rest any the Doctor and his comrades seek to make
more while I remain in Powhatan?” I the impression that we are all afraid of them,
had heard from several individuals of his and as we were not a hireling to flee [but a 
having, some two or three years ago, taken hireling to stand.—Ed. Her.] when the wolf 
fire-arms, threatening to shoot his brother, cometh, ... we determined to attend his
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Fine Creek. There are there two meeting
houses, one a free house, the other a new 
erection for the Baptists, when they shall 

This new house
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whom I recognized, with a companion whom 
I judged to be Elymas by his being in com
pany with him, seated themselves exactly 
before me, but still out of the line of vision, 
as tho bulk of the audience occupied the 
seats on my left, leaving but a dispersion in 

When I arrived at Fine Creek I saw Mr. the centre. Mr. Coleman, perceiving this, 
Harris in conversation with some one whom soon became dissatisfied with his position. 
I did not recognize, for I had not seen Ely- i Mr. Spencer behaved with great decorum, 
mas for sixteen years, and should not have j sitting with the immovability of an old Ro- 
known him without information. It washerman statue where he first placed himself, 
still “ laboring with” Mr. Harris to save him i so that he might almost have been taken for 
from being “fastened upon” by “the delu- J one of the Conscript Fathers about to be 
sion” that the God of heaven will, through j slain of the Gauls when they invaded the 
Jesus, cast the Gentiles out of Palestine, and i Senate. Not so, however, the “ lean Cassi- 
“ raise up the tabernacle of David that is i us” near him. Sweating under the “delu- 
fallen, and close up the breaches thereof; j sions” fastening upon him, he thumbed the 
and raise up its ruins, and build it as in the i pages of his little book dementively, cross
days of old: that they (Israel under their > ing his legs alternately, and turning his 
immortal rulers) may possess the remnant of i body from side to side, till, like a pea parch* 
Edom, and of all the nations to whom His > ing in a frying-pan, intensity became so im- 
name shall be proclaimed”—the “ delusion” i pulsive that he popped from his seat, and 
that the Lord will do this which he hath ? “ lighted” upon the end of a bench in the 

' promised in the days of the Ten Toe king- i direction I was looking. And there we will 
doms of the Latter-Day Image shown to j leave him, vainly endeavoring by little arts 
Nebuchadnezzar in his dream. To save j to divert my attention from the subject before 
Mr. Harris from this “ delusion,” Elymas la- i me to his simple self! 
bored hard; and, as a sort of clinching argu- 1 read the second Psalm, which I under- 
ment to all the rest, whatever they may have j took to expound to the people. I proved to 
been, like Satan of former days, when as an them that it was testimony concerning the 
angel of light he tempted Jesus, he appealed Christ, and that, as they admitted that Jesus 
to his pride of life, saying, “Well, anyhow j was that Christ, or Anointed King, it was 
I would not be immersed by Dr. Thomas, j testimony concerning him. The psalm 
for he is a man ov no character!” But Mr. j brings into view two parties in belligerent 
Harris rebuked the sorcerer who sought to j hostility to each other; the one, the nations 
turn him away from the faith, saying that j under the Jcing3 of the earth; the other, Jt- 
“he need not talk to him after that fashion. j hovah and his Ring. The ground of their 
He knew Dr. Thomas, and had read his j hostility is also revealed, namely, the sow- 
writings for years, and was well acquainted j reign possession of Zion, with dominion over 
with those who knew him well, and that his j the nations to earth's utmost bounds. The 
character, was unimpeachable and good.” < kings of the nations and the rulers of the 
Thus in effect he rebuked the tempter, who Jews claim Zion and the world as theirs, 
then departed from him for a season. ;! but Jehovah and his King dispute their

While this temptation was in course, I j claim, and demand their possession for them- 
entered the house. As I was turning in, selves. This being the issue, it is joined by 
Capt. Cosby, the builder of it, touched me on j Christ and his adversaries, as plaintiff and 
the shoulder, and under the excitement of j defendants in Caesar’s court, where jud"- 
one that had something to communicate j ment is given against Christ, who appeals 
that tickled him, said, “ Doctor, there are > to God. He is executed for treason, but 
two Campbellite preachers here to hear you j God justifies his treason in raising him from 
to-day !” “Are there ?” said I, “ and who j the dead, as his Son, begotten on his resur- 
may their reverences be?” “ Coleman and > rection-day. “Tliou art my Son; this day 
Isaac Spencer!” “Very well; then I’ll l have I begotten thee." Being raised, Jeho- 
give them something to think about.” And vah invites him to ask for an inheritance, 
saying this, I passed into the house, request- and in the same passage the inheritance 
ing that they would come in when they asked for is defined : “ I will give thee," saith 
thought it time for me to begin. The cap- !; Jehovah to his resurrected Son and King, 
tain was going to add, as he afterwards told !; “ the nations for thine inheritance, and the 
me, “And Coleman is going to oppose you uttermost parts of the earth for thy posses- 
to-day.” But of this I was ignorant, until ' sion.” Christ, then, in being constituted 
his purpose evinced itself in the course he “the heir of all things,” is the heir of these; 
pursued. /he earth and its inhabitants, under a hea-

When the people came in, Mr. Spencer, venly cojistitution, is the joy set before the

250
meeting, and make an effort to rescue one ' 
for whom we entertained sincere regard. 
On our way to the meeting we overtook this 
neighbor, but found him so much under the 
influence of excited feeling that nothing 
could be done for him.”
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Christ—the “all things” of which he is the ( David’s—" Yet set I my King upon Zion, the 
heir. j hill of my holiness.**

The manner in which Christ is to take j I endeavored to impress upon 
possession of this inheritance is also re- s of my hearers that this psalm taught that 
vealed, namely, by war, as it is written, | there would be a great issue joined between 
“Thou shall break them (the kings of the j the powers of heaven and the powers of the 
earth and the nations) with a rod of iron; j world, and that the possession of the ffoly 
thou shall dash them in pieces like a poller's s Land and City, with dominion over Israel 
vessel"—an idea expressed in Daniel by the 1 and the nations for a thousand years, was the 
words, “ The kingdom of God shall break in ! prize proclaimed for them who shall be vic- 
pieces and consume all these kingdoms.” j tors in the fight.

But as a proof that the issue of the matter \ I went on to show that the New Testa- 
is yet future, a proclamation is to be made | ment introduces to the notice of mankind a 
to the kings of the earth, exhorting them to \ Jew, who claims the prize as his by deed 
be wise, and to receive instruction, to the \ of gift to David and his heirs for ever. That 
end that they may make peace with the this remarkable personage was Jesus, known 
Son, serve Jehovah with fear, and rejoice to be the Son of David, and acknowledged 
with trembling, lest they perish in his wrath of God also to be His Son. Being Sgn of 
when kindled but a little. This proclama- David and Son of God, he claimed to be the 
tion was not made to Pilate and Herod, who Child promised to David’s house, upon whose 
were Gentiles, and concerned in the con- shoulders the government of Israel is to be 
damnation of Christ. It is a proclama- for ever, (Isaiah vii. 10-14 ; ix. 6;) in olhe* 
tion to be made when the Lord comes to words, he claimed to be that David wh 
plead with all flesh by fire and sword: should be King and Prince of the Jews fc 
“ For by fire and by his sword will Jeho- ever. (Ezekiel xxxvii. 21-28.) I
vah plead with all flesh, and the slain of; I remarked that, in maintaining his claiir. 
the Lord shall be many.” At that time, he j to Jehovah’s Davidian throne, inseparably 
saith, “ I wil^send those that escape of them j connected with Zion the hill of His holiness, 
(Judah) unto the nations that have not heard j Jesus came into collision with the contem- 
my fame, neither have seen my glory; and j porary rulers of the country. I remarked, 
they shall declare my glory unto the na- i emphatically, that Jesus was pul to death for 
tions.” These proclaimers are represented j maintaining his right to the throne of David, 
in Rev. xiv. G under the symbol of an angel 1 and not for saying that he was the Son of God. 
or messenger, flying in mid-hcaven, having | It is true the Jews accused him of blasphemy, 
the glad tidings of the age to evangelize to f in saying that he was the Son of God, there- 
the dwellers upon the earth, even to every j by making himself equal with God; and 
nation, and tribe, and tongue, and people, < therefore, as a blasphemer, ought to die by 
saying with a great voice, “ Fear God, and i their law. But, first, they failed to convict 
give glory to-him, because the hour of hist him of blasphemy, and, secondly, however 
judgment is come.” The kings of the earth < guilty they might have chosen to consider 
will hear this proclamation with mute as- j him, since their subjection to the Romans it 
tonishment, but, like Pharaoh, they will put j was not lawful for them to put any man to 
wisdom and instruction far from them, say- j death. The Jews, therefore, could only put 
ing, “ Who is this God, that we should fear j him to death “ by the hands of sinners,” that 
and do homage to him?” Their refusal to! is, by the Romans. But these had no law 
“ he wise” and to ‘’be instructed” is indicated j by which to slay a man for blasphemy against 
in the apocalyptic representation of the con-j the God of Israel, however guilty he might 
trovers}', where the Ten Kingdoms are ex- j be. The adversaries of Jesus had therefore 
hibited as making war upon the Lamb, and 1 to move the Roman power against him upon 
gathering theirarmies together against him ; j another ground. Accordingly, they accused 
but they “perish by the way,” for “ the j him of treason against Caisar, saying that 
Lamb shall overcome them,” and having j they “ found him perverting the nation, and 
done so, seize upon the spoil which they have > forbidding to give tribute to Csesar, saying 
long so unrighteously appropriated and op-1 that he himself is anointed king.’ Pilate 
pressed.” “He shall break in pieces the j understood this charge to signify that Jesus 
oppressor,” and their kingdoms shall become j claimed to be king of the Jewish nation, 
Jehovah’s and his Anointed’s, and he shall > which he was accused of perverting, or alien- 
reign for ever. Zion will then be his, and j ating from its allegiance to the Emperor of 
the nations too; and the words of Jehovah j Rome. This is evident from the question lie 
will obtain a matter-of-fact accomplishment, j put as soon as the charge was made; for 
that, though the rulers of Israel and the j “ Pilate asked him, saying, Art thou the king 
kings of the earth combine to cxcludo Jeho-j of the Jews?” The proconsul at no time 
vah’s King from his paternal throno-^-that is, > asked him. “Art thou tlie Son of God . out
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ever and anon, “Art thou the king of the digression not necessary to the comprehen- 
Jews?” That Jesus was king of Israel was sion of the subject before us. I regret that 
either true or false; if false, where did he my attention has been called to it, because 
ever deny it? Nowhere. Then it was true; my exposition will result in convicting him 
and therefore he said, “ For this cause came of profound ignorance of the first principles 
I into the world, that I should bear witness of the oracles of God. But he has provoked 
unto the truth ;” and this truth he confessed his own confusion; so upon his own pate let 
before Pilate, when, in answer to his ques- the fire burn.
tion, Art thou the king of the Jews ? he re- He would have you believe that Jesus told 
plied, JSu \syeig, on /3ao'iXsug ei/xi svw, Pilate that his kingdom was beyond the skies 
(lThou sayest; fir I am king” After this when he said, “My kingdom is not of this 
confession, which Paul styles “the good world !” Do you think the chief priests 
confession, witnessed before Pontius Pilate,” ; would have envied Jesus as the heir of a 
can there exist any man of sound mind and sky-kingdom ; and it was for envy they de- 
hones-t heart who would stand up and say > livered him to Pilate ? Do you imagine they 
that Jesus did not confess that he was king \ would have said, “Lo! this is the heir of 
of the Jews? He denied not, but confessed j kingdoms in the skies ; go to now, and let 
that he came into the world to be king of the 5 us kill him, and the vineyard shall be ours ? 
Jews; and so all his contemporaries under- Do you suppose that if Jesus, in preaching 
stood him to affirm—Herod and Pontius Pi- the gospel of the kingdom, claimed only a 
late, the chief priests, Jews, soldiers, male- ; throne and kingdom in the skies, the chief 
factors—all. pi iests would have said to Pilate, “ If thou

Having, with many more words, proved this man go, thou art not Cassar’s friend; 
this position, Mr. Coleman* popped up and f°r whosoever maketh himself king speak- 
ignored all I had been saying, by imperii- eth against Caesar?” How could a 
nently asking if Jesus said he was the King making himself king of a dominion in the 
of the Jews? “Certainly,” said I; “tha^ i skies, in so doing speak against the Roman 
is the very thing I have been showing.” emperor, or the rights of any other of the 
“ Where,”said he, “did he say so?” I then I kings of the nations? The sky-kingdom 
repeated substantially what I had said be- !■ gloss of the Great Teacher’s words is the 
fore; and added, that after Pilate had heard drivelling imbecility of a palsied and effete 
his confession, he gave him the title he theology—a theology that has befogged the 
claimed, saying to his nation, “ Will ye that brain and paralyzed the intellect, not only of 
1 release unto you the King of the Jeics?” Mr. Coleman, but of all the unfortunates 
And still later brought him out to the people, who, like him, can see no more in the Book 
and said, “ Behold your King !” The chief God than the phantoms of their own per- 
priests also bore witness that he said he was verted and disordered imaginations, 
their king; for when Pilate wrote the cause Mr. Coleman, who pretends to be a 
of his death, they said, “Write not, The King teacher, ought to know much more than he 
of the Jews, but that he said, lam King of gives evidence of. He ought to know that 
the Jeics” ;! “world” which occurs twice in John xviii.

Elymas then turned his back on me, and 36, in the Gentile vernacular, is not the 
began to harangue the audience about the correct interpretation of the original Greek 
kingdom of Jesus being not of this world; words it is made the countersign of in the 
so that, as the Jews are of this world, Christ common version of the Scriptures. It 
could not have meant that he was their king >s only profound ignoranco that will affirm 
in the sense Dr. Thomas contended for. ' that “ world” in the Scriptures means the 
Christ’s kingdom is not of this world, my earth and all the people upon it, and must be 
friends,. . . so interpreted wherever it occurs. Mr. Colc-

At this point I called the gentleman to man ought to know that there are three very 
order, saying, “Mr. Coleman, listen to me! dissimilar Greek words which, in the New 
This audience has been convened here to- Testament, arc all rendered “ world,” but 
day not to hear you, but me. I have much whose real signification is very difierent. 
to say to them, but nothing to you individ- These are earn, aidn, oixov^ews, oikoument^ 
ually. You will please, therefore, to lake and xotf^og, kosmos. The first of these sig- 
your seat, and not consume precious time in nifies duration, without defining how long; 
vain declamation.” Upon this he popped it may, therefore, be finite or infinite, accord- 
down as quickly as he popped up, and I pro- j; ing to the nature of the subject treated of. 
ceeded to say— Hence, it stands for age, or a certain course

My friends, I had not intended to dwell of things. Christ, says Paul, was offered in 
upon the phrase I had read, and upon which the end of the aidn, or Mosaic age. The 
the person who has just sat down attempted second word signifies habitable or inhabited, 
to declaim, because it would lead me into a and defines that portion of the earth pertain-
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li-1the veil, there to make reconciliation for them 
in the presence of the Father; he is no High 
Priest for them, being the Mediator of a 
covenant established on promises which they 
despise.

Not only was the kingdom of Jesus not of 
the Mosaic kosmns, but it was also not of a

ing to civilization. The third word is Jcos- 
mos, which imports any constitution of things, 
from xotfpsw, kosmeo, to arrange, or set in or
der. This is the meaning of the word in the 
text, where a particular kosmos is alluded to; 
as “this kosmos.” “My kingdom is not of 
this kosmos; if my kingdom were of ihiskes-

. wros, then would my servants fight that I j kosmos contemporary with the Roman power 
should not be delivered to the Jews: but my ! in its undivided form. His kingdom belongs 
kingdom is not now in this place”—vuv 8s to “ the fulness of times,” when the God of 
h fiarfihsta 7} sp<T] oux stfriv svreuQsv. “Art heaven shall “ gather together under one 
thou king, then ?” said Pilate. “ I am king,” head again ail things by the Christ;” that is, 
said Jesus. “For this I was born, and for Ml things Jewish, when the times of the Gen- 
this came I into the kosmos, that I might tes- tiles are finished—times which are synchro
ny to the truth. Every one being of the j ™zed with the Roman system of nations in 
truth heareth my voice.” On a previous oc- \ its Ten-Horned constitution. In the days of 
casion he said, “* I am sent only to the lost sheep j Pilate, the Roman Habitable, or oikoumcne, 
of the House of Israel.” This was the was under Tiberius Cmsar. It was then 
kosmos into which he came—the house of Is- °ne empire, including Syria and Palestine. 
rael, organized into a kosmos or xcorld of its J But Christ’s kingdom is to be set up when 
own bg the Mosaic constitution. j this fourth dominion consists of two imperial

The kingdom of Jesus did not belong to j kg* and ten regal toes; for, speaking of the 
that kosmos, as is well understood by “every j powers represented by these toes, the Spirit 
scribe instructed for the kingdom of God,” i saith, “In their days, even of those kings, 
which Mr. Coleman manifestly is not. When j the God of heaven shall set up a kingdom 
Jesus “comes in his kingdom,” “ ho will sit which shall never perish, and a dominion 
and rule upon his throne, and be a priest upon j that shall not be left to another people. It 
his throne,” which was not possible for him shall grind to powder and bring to an end a’
to do so long as the law of Moses continued | these kingdoms, and itself shall stand f
the unamended constitution of Jehovah’s na- ever.” This kingdom is the one Jesus styl 
tion. Before Jesus could lake possession of > his, and to which the gospel he preached t 
his father David’s throne and kingdom, the j l°ngs. The toe-kingdoms, which his kin,! 
Mosaic covenant, which had “ waxed old,” { dorn is to grind to powder when it falls upoJ. 
must be “taken away” by the Little-IIorn-of- j them, had not only no contemporary exist- 
the-Goat power, as predicted in the eighth ence with him and Pilate, but did not even 
and ninth of Daniel; for Jesus not being a ! begin to exist for centuries after; he might, 
priest after the order of Aaron, could not he S therefore, truly say, “ My kingdom is not of 
High Priest of Israel till it was abolished, \ this kosmos; but, if it were, then would my 
because the Mosaic law “ spake nothing con- j servants fight,” &c.
cerning priesthood” relatively to one of Ju- j After this explanation I proceeded with 
dah’s tribe, from which Jesus came. The > my discourse, leaving Elyinas to chew the 
High Priesthood of the nation was to bo j cud of his own presumption. Having shown 
changed from the family of Aaron to that of J that Jesus suffered death for maintaining his 
David ; so that Paul says, “ the priesthood \ right to reign on Mount Zion as King for ,/e- 
being changed, there is made of necessity \ hoiah over Israel, as expressed in “ the super- 
a change also of the law.” The kingdom j scription of his accusation,” “ This is Jesus 
of Jesus, therefore, belongs to a kosmos, or s of Nazareth, the King of the Jews,” I re
constitution of things in Jerusalem and the j marked that, though judgment was given 
Holy Land, in which it shall be lawful for j against his claim by those who then had 
him to occupy the throne as King and High < possession of Jerusalem and the Holy Land, 
Priest of the nation. < and though, when he rose from the dead, he

But it may be objected,“Is he not a High j left that country without prosecuting his 
Priest now?” Yes; “over the House of j claim to his inheritance any further; never- 
God;” but not over the Jewish nation. He (theless, though 1818 years had elapsed since 
is “ High Priest of good things to come” for < lie had departed to lay his petition before 
thoso “ who hold fast the confidence and the j Jehovah, his claim was as valid as on the 
rejoicing of the hope steadfast unto the end” | day he first announced it in Galilee; for 
—a confidence and hope which are mere < there is no statute of limitations to invalidate 
foolishness to Mr. Coleman, and to all like j it. It has been held in abeyance during that 
him who know not the gospel of the king- < long period; but never for a moment hath it 
dom preached by Jesus and his apostles. /. entered into the mind of Jehovah and his 
Such are no members of Christ’s household, ( Anointed to abandon it. 
on whose account he hath entered within The coming of Jesus Christ, then,in power,
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things a long time previously revealed in the 
writings of the prophets. I showed this from 
Rev. x. 7, which testifies that ilIn the dags 
of the voice of the seventh messenger, when 
he shall sound, the secret of God should he 
finished, even as he hath declared the glad 
tidings to his servants the prophets.” Now 
this battle scene being of the seventh trumpet- 
period, we must turn to the prophets for 
interpretation. We are at no loss to know 
who the monarch is astride the white horse ; 
but what the latter represents does not so 
readily appear from the text. The Royal 
Equestrian is the “King of kings, and Lord 
of lords,” who in the seventeenth chapter is

is to re-state his claim to the kings of the earth, 
whom he will find colleagued with a power 
in actual occupation of Jerusalem and Pales
tine, and to demand of them a peaceable sur
render of their kingdoms into his hands; in 
default of which he will proceed to execute 
the writ of restitution, in “ breaking them 
with a rod of iron, and dashing them in pieces 
like a potter’s vessel.” Thus the controver
sy about the Palestine kingdom, between 
Jesus and the possessors of the Holy Land, 
will be revived, but with very different re
sults. Eighteen hundred years ago Jesus 
lost his life in the dispute; while, in a few 
years more, lie will come off victorious, hav
ing wrested Zion from the enemy, punished j styled “ the Lamb,” which the least instruct- 
the refractory kings of the earth, and seized j ed in the Scriptures understands to signify 
upon their thrones. Then will he sit for \ Jesus of Nazareth, called by John the J3ap- 
the first time as King for Jehovah upon Zion, j tist “the Lamb of God;" so that the inter- 
the hill of his holiness; and the sixth verse j pretation of Rev. xvii. 14 is, “The ten-horn 
of the second Psalm will have become an ac- j kings shall make war on Jesus of Nazareth, 
complished fact. Judgment will then have j and Jesus of Nazareth shall conquer them." 
been executed for the plaintiff, who, as “the > Well, here is the King of the Jews; but 
Lord of armies, shall reign on Mount Zion, j what is that he rides in the battle? And 
and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients j what is that sharp sword that goeth out of 
gloriously.” Zion will then have “ put on j his mouth, with which he is to smite the na
iler strength,” and Jerusalem, the holy city, tions ? The prophets will enable us to an- 
“ her beautiful garments,” and from that time ! swer both these questions satisfactorily, 
“there shall no more come into her the un- Addressing Israel, the rod of his inherit- 
circuracised and the unclean;” but “ she ance, Jehovah saith, “ Thou art my battle- 
shall be called the throne of Jehovah; and ! axe, and weapons of war; for with thee I 
all the nations shall be gathered unto it, to . will break in pieces the nations, and with 
the Name-Bearer of Jehovah, to Jerusalem;! thee will I destroy kingdoms, . . • an^ 
and after the imagination of their evil hearts with thee will I break in pieces captains and 
shall they walk no more.” ' rulers.”* Since these words were uttered

With many other words I continued to the very reverse of this has happened to Is
rael ; for instead of breaking nations and 
destroying kingdoms, they have themselves 
been broken, scattered, and peeled.

Again, “ I will make her that was castoff a 
strong nation: and the Lord shall reign over 
them in Mount Zion from henceforth even
forever. . . . Arise and thresh, O daughter
of Zion ; for I will make thine horn iron, and 
I will make thine hoofs brass ; and thoushalt 
beat in pieces many people ; and I will conse
crate their gain unto Jehovah, and their sub
stance unto the Lord of the whole earth.”f 

Again, “ Rejoice greatly, O daughter of 
Zion ; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem : be
hold, thy king cometh unto thee : lie is just, 
and having salvation ; lowly, and riding upon 
an ass, and upon a colt the foal of an ass.
. . . And he shall speak peace to the nations;
and his dominion shall be from sea to sea,
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illustrate this statement from the prophets 
and apostles; and then observed, that the sit
uation for the settlement of this claim of Je
hovah and his King to Jerusalem, the Holy 
Land, and dominion over the nations, was 
even now preparing. The Eastern Question 
was the predicted sign in the Gentile hea
vens of the appearing of the Son of Man as 
a thief to “ break in pieces the oppressor,” 
and to take the kingdom and dominion under 
the whole heaven of the fourth beast. It 
began about Jerusalem, and can only be set
tled there. I said more about the sign than 
can be reported in this place; and, in con
cluding, remarked that, of whatever Tcosmos 
the kingdom of Jesus might be, his servants 
would have to fight for him, as the armies 
of the nations would fight to uphold the 
kings that rule them. Here I called the at
tention of the audience again to the scene j and from the river to the ends of. the earth : 
in the nineteenth chapter of the Revelation i . • . even to-day do I declare unto thee that 
to John, and added that Jesus was exhibited > l will render double unto thee ; when I have 
there as the Royal Commander of Israel at j bent Judah for me, filled the bow with 
the head of his forces, prepared for war with ? Ephraim, and raised up thy sons, O Zion, 
the kings of the earth. In explaining this £ against thy sons, 0 Greece, and made thee 
scene 1 proved that the symbols of the se
venth trumpet-period were representations of

1
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as the sword of a mighty man.” Here the strengthen the house of Judah, and I will 
twelve tribes of Israel are brought out as save the house of Joseph, and I will bring 
“weapons of war,’’ Judah being the boio, and them again to place them : for I have mercy 
Ephraim the arrow; and all collectively as on them: and they shall be as though I had 
the sword of the Mighty One, their king. In not cast them off"—let all Millerites make a 
the Apocalypse this sword is represented as note of this—“ for I am the Lord their God, 
going out of the mouth of Jesus, because by and will hear them.”* 
his word of command the operations of the Thus were occupied some three hours in 
sons of Zion of all the tribes against the endeavoring to open the eyes of the people 
sons of Greece are directed. The sons of to the perception of this great and interc9t- 
Greece are “ the goats” of the confederacy ing subject. I urged upon them the neces- 
indicated in Ezekiel’s prophecy of Gog, the j sity of their “ seeking first the kingdom of 
Mishmar, or Protector of the kings of the ! God and his righteousness” before all other 
Greek and Latin churches. j things, if they would have everlasting life.

The prophet continues, “And the Lord shall 11 said much about the kingdom, also3 con- 
be seen over them (the sons of Zion) and his | cerning the righteousness they must be the 
arrow (the ten tribes called Ephraim) shall subjects of who would possess the kingdom, 
go forth as the lightning; and the Lord God In treating of this, baptism was of course 
shall blow the trumpet, and shall go with j referred to, especially as there was one pre
whirlwinds of the south.” Thus are the 1 sent to be baptized that evening. I remarked 
goals punished : “For the Lord of armies j that immersion into the name of God ivasfo 
hath visited his flock, the house of Judah, } believers of the Gospel of the kingdom only 
and hath made them as his goodly horse in the \ and that immersion predicated on a mere co 
battle.” This explains the white horse that j fession of faith in Jesus Christ being the Soi 
Jesus is to ride. He stands related to the : of God in the ordinary Gentile acceptation 
Jews in their future wars as a rider to his \ of the phrase, was not the “one baptism” 
horse. Thus in the Apocalypse he is repre- ( enjoined by the apostles ; but a corruption of 
sented as King of the Jews, and Generalis- \ the institution, and a characteristic of the 
simo of the armies of Israel in llthe war of j offshoots of Babylon which practise dipping. 
that great day of God Almightyf when “ the I To be united to the name of God, we must 
kings of the earth and of the whole habita- follow the example of the Samaritans, of 
ble” shall contend with Him for Palestine \ whom it is testified, that “When they believed 
and the dominion of the world. But “the j Philip preaching the things concerning the 
Jews shall be as the mighty who tread down j kingdom of God, and the name of Jesus 
their enemies as mire in the streets in the \ Christ, they were baptized, both men and wo- 
battle; and they shall fight.” j men.” They believed these things first, and

Then addressing myself to Elymas, I in- were afterwards immersed; but the nominal 
quired, “Why shall the Jews fight, Mr. Christians of this cloudy and dark day get dip- 
Coleman ?” Upon which Mr. C. arose, and, \ ped without any scriptural knowledge of the 
with a very long face turned towards the \ kingdom and name of Jesus at all. Such im- 
audience, began to extemporize a lamenta- j mersions are worth nothing; for the subjects 
tion upon lho shocking treatment he had ex- of them have no faith to be counted to them 
perienced. But not having put the question to for righteousness or remission of sins—they 
him for this purpose, I called him to order, say- are (to use the words of President Campbell) 
ing/1 Mr. Coleman, hear me, if you please, “no better than a Jewish ablution.” Search 
Sir! When I spoke to you, I did not call you the Scriptures, then, of Moses and the Pro- 
up to make a speech ; you can do that at some phets, after the example of tho noble-minded 
more convenient season. You asked me a Bereans, who received not the word of apos- 
question, which I answered respectfully ; I j ties even, unless they found it to agree with 
therefore thought I would be even with you, > those ancient records. Their search resulted 
and ask you another; but as you cannot tell in believing the gospel of the kingdom Paul 
why the Jews shall fight, you will .please ( preached in the name of Jesus as the future 
resume your seat;” then addressing the peo- j occupant of its throne. Search ye therefore 
pie, I continued, “ You perceive, my friends, j the Scriptures also, that ye may see if the 
that Mr. Coleman knows nothing about the j doctrine I have taught this day be in har- 
subject, so we must let the question be an- mony with tire testimony of the prophets 
swered by the prophet, who says, “And the ' and apostles. If it be not, reject it j but if you 
Jews shall fight, because the Lord is with j find that I say not any thing but what they 
them”—“they shall fight at Jerusalem”— j teach, still reject it if you will ; but reinem- 
“and they shall confound the cavalry” of the j ber that it is at the peril of life and happi- 
enemy ; for, “ saith the Lord, I will smite ness in the age to come, 
every horse with consternation and blindness, j 
ar.d his rider with madness;” “ and I will t
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Having closed my address, Elymas, who gospel! The second 

had been in torment of a long time, judging \ Behold it. He continued: ,
from his extreme restlessness, popped up l “ Dr. Thomas says that man has no soul!’ 
again, and called out that he could show Here I rose to order, and remarked to the 
that Dr. Thomas preached another gospel! audience that that charge was false, and that 
“Oh,” said I, “that needs no proof; I he knew it; and that if he repeated it, he 
admit it; the gospel I preach has no iden- would utter deliberately what he knew to be 
tity with yours, and sorry should I be if it a lie. That what I believed and taught was, 
had.” “ I can prove,” he exclaimed, “ that that man is a being composed of body, soul, 
he has preached a false gospel to you!” and spirit, which, when their union is dis* 
“ Ah,” said I, “ that is quite a different solved, are incapable of thought, word, or 
thing, but more easily said than done.” “ I action. That from death to resurrection, 
can do it in ten minutes; and at some future consequently, dust and character are all that 
lime I will preach at this place, and show pertain to the former man; who, because he 
that Doctor Thomas preaches a false gos- is to rise again, is said to sleep in the dust, 
pel!” “ Then come and hear him, my At his resurrection he comes forth bodily, 
friends, and bring all you can with you. i and, if accepted, becomes incorruptible and 
No,” I continued, “ part of that advice I j deathless, as a part of his reward for right- 
will withdraw; bring none with you who > cousness; so that in relation to him, the 
have not been here to-day. You have all \ corruptible body “ puts on" incorruption, and 
heard me, and it is only such that should the mortal body immortality; and the saying 
hear him when he speaks of me. Were he is accomplished that “ Death is swallowed 
even disposed to speak the truth, and to do j up in victory.” He continued : 
justly, he knows so little about the subject { “ Well, Doctor Thomas says that man is
that he could not do it. Bring, therefore, j unconscious in death”— 
not another man besides yourselves to hear | “And,” said I, “have you not sense 
him, for he would hear without being able | enough to know that a man may become 
to detect his misrepresentions and perver- unconscious from a blow on the head, and 
sions of the truth.” Having said this, I left j that that rather establishes my position than 
the stand. sustains your imputation ?” He then pro-

As he had said he could show in ten j ceeded upon another tack, saying, 
minutes that I had preached a false gospel, i “ Dr. Thomas’ gospel just suits the carnal 
Captain Cosby and Messrs. Winfree, Harris j mind. It is the sort of gospel that would 

(1 Perkins urged him to do it on the spot. >. have pleased the Apostles when they asked 
But he began to make excuses, saying “ It j the Redeemer ‘If he would not at that time 
— too late—the people were worn out; it restore again the kingdom to Israel V It is 
would be an imposition upon them, (“ None 1 just the thing for the Jews. When I was in 
at all,” said I,) and I can only have a short j Lunenburg there was a Jew at my meeting, 
time to reply to his three-hour speech.” and he sneered at me all the time I was 
“ Plenty of time,” exclaimed several. “I’ll speaking; but when Dr. Thomas goes there 
sit here till sun-down,” said one; “And I’ll j he hears him gladly ! One of their preachers 
stay here till morning, if need be,” said ' recently declared in that country that Christ 
another; “Go on, goon !” repeated several, j had no power, though He himself declared 
Finding, then, that he could not back out that all power in heaven and earth was given 
without exposing himself to the derision of j unto Him, and John calls Him the Prince of 
the people, he very reluctantly ascended the j the Kings of the earth.” 
tribune, whence he delivered himself after j In the absence of Mr. Magruder, the 
the following classic style : preacher alluded to, I rose to say, that what

fc Dr. Thomas says that Russia will be \ he said was, that Jesus had no regal power 
triumphant! I once thought so myself; I \ as king on the throne appointed for Him. 
begin to doubt it now. Dr. Thomas thinks j He believes that Jesus has all exonsia, or 
so, and is so confident about it, that I don’t j authority, to do as he pleases, and that by yir- 
beiieve it will come to pass. lie takes great > lue of it he sent the Apostles to forgive sins 
credit to himself for predicting that this war j in his name; but this is very different from 
would break out, and that Russia would regal power over nations. He is not Prince 
triumph. I don’t think any thing of that! of the reigning kings of the earth, but of 
Why, Napoleon predicted that fifty years \ those kings who shall hereafter reign with 
ago! Besides, doesn’t everybody know that him on earth, which is a very important 
it has been the opinion of all the great distinction. After this, Elymas tried it 
statesmen of the world since Peter the Great again, saying, 
that the Russians would get Constantinople 
in the end ?” f

This was proof No. 1 that I preach a false *
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j “ Dr. Thomas is the man to make money 
j by preaching !”

“ And were it so, which happens not to be,
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you are the last man in the world to reflect; Ethiopian he said nothing about the kingdom 
on another for that; you, who receive fifteen > I plead for;
hundred ^dollars a year for preaching Camp- j 3. That the idea of setting up the king- 
bellism !” j dom by war cannot be correct, because Jesus

“ N°» I don’t, Sir!” said he tartly. ? said, “ He that takes the sword shall perish
“From a thousand to fifteen hundred, at j by the sword ;” and,

any rate.” This he did not attempt to deny. > 4. That the gospel is defined in 1 Cor.
I heard afterwards that his salary in Rich- j xv. 3, 4; and that whoever preaches any
mond was $1,200. He had been offered > thing else for gospel than this, is accursed, 
01,500, but he pettishly refused to be hired > and his preaching false, 
at that price, because it had been offered to <> These matters being delivered with a face 
one D. S. Burnet before him. He went on \ that had been steeled and case-hardened for 
to say that ? the occasion, (for he afterwards confessed

“A man who preached the gospel should j that he had gone determined not to be dis- 
Jive by the gospel.” j turbed at any thing that might be said,) his

%l But there’s the rub. You must be sure j ten minutes was converted into an hour, at 
to preach it before you can live by it; or ? the end of which he left the subject where 
that text gives no countenance to you.” j it was before he attempted to touch it. It 

4;I have sacrificed much for the truth. Dr. j was a lame and limping effort; and if the 
Thomas has sacrificed nothing. He had \ gospel of the kingdom, rickety and footless 
nothing to sacrifice. I was once a popular • thing, as he denominates it, have no adver- 
Baptist preacher, but I left them; my salary \ sary more efficient, and no artillery more 
has never covered iny expenses. The gospel j destructive to make war upon it in this 
Dr. Thomas preaches can’t be the gospel / generation than R. L. Coleman and his 
the Apostles preached. I was told by one £ hour’s speech, our service in its defence will 
of his friends that he had been studying it \ be very holiday pastime indeed. Having 
for fifteen years, and had only just come to \ descended from the tribune, I took his place, 
the understanding of it.’’ \ and reviewed his points briefly, as time

11 J wish,” said a gentleman who had risen ) pressed hard, and to the effect following: 
behind me, “ that when you undertake to j First, The length of time some people 
report my sayings you would speak the truth, j take to come to the understanding of what I 
Sir! I said no such thing. I am sick of \ teach, is no proof of the gospel of the king- 
Campbellism. and am determined to have no \ dom I preach being false. If such an argu- 
inore to do with it.” He proceeded : j ment were to be admitted, it would militate

“Dr. Thomas is a learned man; he has \ equally against-the Apostles themselves a 3 
devoted his days and nights for years to the ) against me; for Paul saith, that some with 
study of the Prophets and to languages;? whom he had to do were “ever learning, 
and it has taken him a long time to work \ and never able to come to the knowledge of 
out the things he teaches, which are far £ the truth.” See how “ slow of heart to 
beyond the reach of ordinary men.” He was / believe” were the disciples even, who were 
continuing in a strain of flattery, when J ( instructed by Jesus himself for three years 
found it necessary to cut it short, and to j and a half in ‘‘the mysteries of the king- 
urge him to come to the point, on the ground j dom.” ft is quite a mistake to imagine that 
that time was precious, as the sun was fast ? faith comes in a few minutes, or, as the 
descending, and I had yet to immerse, and •' phrase is, that man may “get religion” in 
afterwards to travel some 20 miles. As yet l a flash. The renewal of man’s heart, after 
he had proved nothing, nor touched upon a | the image of Christ, which is the basis of 
single testimony or argument I had adduced. ? repentance in his nime, is not instantaneous 
The people wanted Scripture and reason ; ? on hearing the word, but a progressive 
but, as yet, he had produced none. Several j change consequent on searching the Scrip-^ 
persons had left in disgust at his sorcery, and ( lures to an enlightened comprehension ot 
others were becouf.ng quite impatient of his ? them—“they searched Uie Scriptures, and 
twaddle. After this he beijan to make an c therefore they believed.” 
effort lo get at something which, stripped of j Queen Candace's treasurer is a case far 
all circumlocution and declamation, seemed \ from being parallel with the little children

of nine and ten years old, whom Mr. Cole- 
< man and his colleagues dipped the other day

1. That the gospel I preached was false, \ on their assenting to their question, “ Do
because it took people so long to get to the \ you believe that Jesus is Christ, the Son of
understanding of it; whereas, in the days t God?” or with the generality of Gentiles 
of the Apostles, a few minutes,or at most an l who, by the preaching of damnation and the 
hour, was sufficient; | Devil, arc scared into the water to join a

2. That when Philip preached Jesus to the \ church. The Ethiopian official was either
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a Jew in the service of the Cushite Queen, \ gospel.” The chapter shows us that to 
or a proselyte of the Mosaic religion; at all \ “ preach Jesus” is to preach the gospel of 
events, he was a student of the Prophets, l the kingdom. It is possible that Mr. Cole* 
which Mr. Coleman and his contemporaries > man may admit that Philip preached the 
generally arc not. The cases are not there- e same gospel to the Ethiopian that he 
fore equal; so that no conclusion can be < preached to the Samaritans. If he do, his 
deduced from the Ethiopian’s case as an < Campbellite fabric tumbles about his ears 
argument for the scripturality of the instan- s with a loud crash. For when Philip 
taneous religion-gettings of our day. > “ preached Christ to the Samaritans” (ver. 5)

If people are long and find it dilficult to ? we are told that he preached unto them the 
comprehend me, it is not because of the $ things concerning the kingdom of God, and 
intrinsic abstruseness and obscurity of the < the name of Jesus Christ; and that when 
system, but because of their minds being s they believed them they were baptized, both 
preoccupied with all sorts of theological > men and women, (ver. 12.) For Philip, then, 
foolishness. It takes so much time to dis- > to “ preach Christ” and to “p'each Jesus" 
abuse their minds of this, that they grow old \ was one and the same work, whether the 
under the sound of the truth before they can $ preaching were addressed to Jew, Samaritan, 
perceive what the few advocates of it are < or proselyte, be they a multitude or only 
driving at. Add to this their general indif- > one.
ference to religious truth, their listlessness, l “ He didn’t preach about the kingdom to 
educational bias, and neglect of the Bible, | the Ethiopian!” exclaimed Elymas: “there’s 
and you need not wonder at the length ofe nothing said about the kingdom there ; it 
time required to open their eyes, and to bring ' says, ‘ he preached unto him Jesus that is, 
them to the obedience of faith. If their < that Jesus Christ is the Son of God.” 
minds were as the sensoriaof little children, > Though I had just shown by the foregoing 
a simple statement of the Gospel of the $ argument that to preach Jesus was neces- 
kingdom, with explanations and testimonies, $ sarily to preach the kingdom of God, this 
would do the work—they would hear with l Elymas of a parson (see Acts xiii. 8-10) 
earnest attention, comprehend with facility, < denied that it was preached to the Ethiopian, 
believe heartily, and obey. But this is not S because the word kingdom was not in the 
their mental constitution. They are neither > text! Some people are either natural sim- 
inquisitive nor industrious, but willing to > pletons, who are capitally deficient in the 
expend large sums of money on hirelings to ? upper story,and therefore can neither reason 
do for them their religious thinking and < themselves nor perceive a demonstration; 
theatricals. Thus the hirelings are to the \ or they are perverse bigots, bent on mischief, 
professing world what the brain is to the \ To which of these classes Mj. Coleman 
mortal body. Repudiating Moses and the > belongs, I leave for them to judge who know 
Prophets, they are necessarily ignorant of? more of him than I; but of all the preachers 
the Apostles. Hence, their thinking is “ the \ I have had to do with, I never encountered 
thinking of the flesh”—the unenlightened < so impervious and feeble-minded a sophist 
expositors of human folly; which being con- s before. He seemed to have no idea of logic 
genial to mankind, their traditions run like > or proof, for if he quoted a text he appeared 
wildfire through the community, and throw £ utterly incapable of constructing an argu- 
the truth and its word into the deep obscurity ? ment upon it.
of the wilderness. I have to contend against < I rejoined to his exclamation, “ Certainly 
all these hindrances in my endeavors to < he preached about the kingdom, for the king- 
enlighten the people; therefore my progress \ dom is the subject-matter of the gospel, and 
with them is slow, discouraging, and not > inseparable from it.” 
always sure. Still, there is this consolation, > “ He preached from Isaiah, and there is
that I am proving my own faith, and find nothing about the kingdom there,” said he. 
myself in no worse a position than Noah, “Yes, there is, and more than you imagine.” 
Elijah, and the Messiah himself, who in the I then turned to that prophet, and remarked 
days of his flesh was forsaken of all, and that the Ethiopian was reading from a pro- 
was denounced by those who appeared to phecy that commenced at the fifty-first and 
men to be righteous, for a madman, bias- ended at the fifty-fourth chapter, inclusive, 
pbemer, devil, and perverter of the people. ; “ No,” exclaimed Elymas, “ he was read-

Secondly, The eighth chapter of Acts, ing the fifty-third chapter, about his being 
from which Mr. Coleman has read to you led as a sheep to the slaughter.” 
about the Ethiopian, is the most unfortunate : Upon this, I looked upon him and said : 
selection he could have made, in support of Usten to ine. In your harangue you were 
his allegation against the gospel of the king- complimenting me upon my diligent study 
dom, which, although it was preached by and knowledge of the prophets; of whose 
Jesus and the Apostles, he styles “ a false writings also you admitted your own igno-
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ranee, which is apparent to every one. It is and her borders of pleasant stones. These 
not, therefore, to bo borne that ignorance are her children; “precious stones'* all of 
should be a judge in this matter. Isay that them, because they are all taught of God : 
he was reading from a prophecy beginning and their proficiency is worthy of their 
and ending as I have said. In his day, instructor—they walk worthy of God, who 
Isaiah was not cut up into chapters, so that teaches them. 1 Cor. iii. 12. Mr. Coleman 
there was then no fifty-third chapter. The is too blind to see any thing of the kingdom 
Ethiopian, who had gone to Jerusalem to ; in this. God reigning in Zion conveys no 
worship, was reading, on his return from that hint of a kingdom to him. What can be 
city, a prophecy settino; forth her future done with such obtusenes9? What, but to 
calamities, and her glory which should \ abandon him to the sport of his own pro- 
follow, when one should “ plant the heavens sumption and folly ? 
and lay the foundations of the earth, and say The fact is, the kingdom was the Ethio- 
unto Zion, Thy God reigneth"—chap. li. 16; pian’s hope, as it was, and continues to be, 
lii. 7. He perceived that this Redeemer of the hope of every intelligent and pious 
Jerusalem was styled Jehovah’s servant, who Israelite to this day. But until Philip 
should be exalted and extolled, and be very “ guided” him, he did not know who was to 
high; and before whom kings should shut occupy its throne, nor upon what new con- 
their mouths. But in reading on, he got ditions men might become coheirs of it. He 
into the description of a servant who was to knew, being a student of the prophets, that the 
be made very low, and esteemed of no account Christ, who was to be Son of God and Son 
by his countrymen, being oppressed also even l of David, was to sit upon the throne in Zion 
unto death, without resistance. When he j as King for Jehovah, but he did not know 
had got thus far in the reading, he was at a j who he was. Philip preached to him Jesus 
loss to comprehend whom the prophet was j as this very person; and baptism in his name 
speaking of; whether of himself or of some j for repentance and remission of sins to every 
other man. It does not seem to have occurred 5 believer of Isaiah’s report. And because of 
to him that he was speaking of him that was > this, when they arrived at water on their 
to “ redeem Jerusalem”—ver. 9—from ‘‘the? way, he said, “See, here is water; what 
hand of them that afflict her: which have > doth hinder me to be baptized?” Philip 
said to her soul, Bow down, that we may go j told him that nothing hindered, if he believed 
over.” At this juncture it was that Philip j with all his heart; he then declared that he 

ordered by the Spirit, who well knew [ believed “ that the Son of God is the 
■the difficulty he was in, to “go near, and j Anointed Jesus”—t-ovuiovtov Osov sivai s'ov 
join himself to the chariot.” He did so,and Ir}(rouv Xptfcov—that Jesus was he of whom 
r°m Inc place of the prophecy which einbar- lhe prophct spake as the Redeemer of Jeru- 

rassed him, he began and “ preached to him j sa)em llie hcaier of the breach, and the 
Jesus.” ” '
is not said ; but it is clear that he convinced
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How long the discourse continued t re3t0rer of the paths to dwell in.
, . . t \\ Thirdly, As to the setting up of the king-
r saia i spake not of himself, but of j (jom j^y warj reason and experience are with 
the Christ, who was to be a sufferer unto Scripture here. For a kingdom to be estab- 
death before “he should bring again Zion,” ] r.onri Linnr claims
and be called “ The God (or King) of the { t|je dominion of the world, would, of 
whole earth.” s ,

How much of the prophecy “ from that j jng rulers of the world against him. The 
same Scripture” Philip expounded is not j present war is being waged to preserve the 
testified; but the probability is, that he > balance of power, so that the greatness of 
explained to him the whole, for the prophecy * oue kingdom shall not.overshadow the rest, 
is descriptive of “ the heritage of the servants ? What would be the result of the kingdom 
of Jehovah,” whose righteousness is of his \ of God among a constellation of godless

\ powers ? The absorption of all power to
> urn o am nort f A nromnl it.

V<!
I1-*I ;rjlished in the Holy Land, whose king claims 

” neces
sity, superinduce a combination of all exist- Ijljfl
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servant. Chap. liv. 17.
If Mr. Coleman understood the prophets, > itself, and war on their part to prevent it. 

ho would be ablo to read the gospel of the i The world is guilty before God; and lie 
kingdom in the good things affirmed in \ intends to teach it righteousness with judg- 
Isaiah’s report, which but few believe, pur- s ment; as it is written, “ When his judg- 
posed of God for Jerusalem in the future, j ments are in the earth, the inhabitants of the 
when she shall awake, stand up, and put on j world will learn righteousness ;” and “All 
her beautiful garments. Then the founda- \ nations shall come and worship before.thee, 
tions of the state, or kingdom, of which she j O Lord, because thy judgments are made 
will he the throne, when it shall be pro- > manifest.” Now, by whom is the world of 
claimed, *• Thv God, O Zion, reigns,” will > nations to be judged ? Not by any one of 
be laid with sapphires ; her windows will be j those nations, certainly, for they are all 
made of agates; her gales of carbuncles ; guilty, and criminals at the bar. Mr. Cole-
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man objects to the sword of judgment being j While I was talking without, Elymas 
put into the hand of the saints ; he thinks j joined the group, and protruded himself 
(and it is but a think-so with him, for he < again upon my attention. Something was 
knows not the Scripture) that they that take \ said about my splitting churches, which 
the sword shall perish by the sword abso- \ caused me to remark that not a single church 
lutelv. He does not understand that the use j had ever been split by me. This caused an 
of the sword is interdicted only in the ab-1 incredulous elongation of face. “Well, I 
sence of Jesus; and that when he comes in \ will explain to you the process. A congre- 
power they will fight, as they would have \ gation invites me to address them, and I 
done when he was in Palestine before, if his | accept their invitation. What should I 
kingdom had pertained to that ancient \ preach ? Should I preach what they be- 
kosmos. Hear what is written upon this j lieve, what you believe, or what X myself 
point in Ps. cxlix.:—“Lot the children of> believe?” “ What you believe,” he replied. 
Zion be joyful in their King. Let the saints > “Very well, that 1 do. Some that hear me 
be joyful in glory : let them sing aloud upon j become the subjects of new convictions. I 
their beds. Let the high praises of God be j go away, and, perhaps, they see me no 
in their mouth, and a two-edged sword in j more, but the ideas remain. These ideas 
their hand: to execute vengeance upon the l are discussed ; they gain ground, and cause 
nations, and punishments upon the people; j an investigation, that brings into question 
to bind their kings with chains, and their j what exists. Instead of meeting this new 
nobles with fetters of iron : to execute upon i situation with scripture reason and a candid 
them the judgment written. This honor j mind, such men as you begin to denounce 
have all his saints.” | and threaten, which free, sensible,^ and inde-

“Of,” exclaimed Elymas, “that belongs \ pendent men will riot regard. They main- 
to another dispensation!” “Pooh, pooh, \ tain their liberty of speech, which you fail 
man !” said I, impatient of his stolidity, “you ! to suppress. Having no force in argument, 
know nothing about the maiter. It be- you appeal to the argument of force, and by 
longs, my friends, to the‘administration of low intrigues you prejudice a majority 
the fuloess of times/ referred to in Daniel, against them ; and when you think you are 
when to the saints, previously prevailed ]j strong enough, or have sulficienlly black- 
against by the Little Horn power, judgment.!; ened their characters, yon put their case to 
is given at the appearing of the Ancient of the vote, and vote them out of your syna- 
Days; and they take possession of the king- ? gogues! In this way, it is such as you that 
dom and dominion, and the greatness of the i split churches, not T.” 
kingdom under the whole heaven, of the j He then made some remark, in a pious 
fourth beast symbol. Then the Gentile S sort of tone, about a Christian spirit and 
powers, represented by the scarlet-colored < prayers, which brought my patience to an 
beast and the drunken Roman harlot that S end. Fixing my eyes steadily upon his, I 
rides them, who have led captive Israel and said “ Really, when I look at you, and hear 
the saints, and killed them with the sword, you talk about your prayers, I can scarcely 
shall go into captivity, and by the sword be ;! maintain a grave facel Tour prayers ! you, 

■ killed in that great contest between Jesus of who have been vegetating in a hotbed of
Nazareth, the King of the Jews, and the \ slander, and for years been pursuing the 
sin-powers of the world, for its dominion and character of a man to destruction, because 
the possession of Jerusalem and the Holy > of his honest convictions—the prayers of 
Land, we have been considering to-day.’’ such a man ! The prayers of the hypocrite, 

The sun being nearly down, it became !; Sir, are an abomination to the Lord !” and 
necessary to conclude at this point. On !; turning from him, I entered the carriage 
leaving the house, several expressed them- waiting to convey me to the water, to which 
selves very much gratified at what they had Mr. Harris had preceded 
heard. Some said they had not heard so The sun had descended below the tops of 
much of the gospel in all their lives before; i; the forest oaks, and we had yet some three 
and would like much to hear it fully dis- miles to drive. On our way we refreshed 
cussed. I remarked that it would be both our outer man with some perishing ham and 
interesting and profitable; and if I had time bread, which was the first we had tasted 
should like very well to engage in it, if a j; since breakfast at seven o’clock. Arrived 
~‘“i could be produced of sufficient know- j; at the water, preparation was made for bap- 
ledge of Moses and the Prophets, and had \ tism, when, instead of immersing Mr. Harris 
sense enough to know when a thing was J alone, I had the unexpected pleasure of pass- 
proved, and candor enough to admit it; but ing through the water Mr. Wilson Win- 
that it was mere waste of time and patience > free also, another who had been for many 
to concern oneself with such an adversary s years a member, in good standing, of the

* same church with Mr. Harris. So that the

me.

man

as the present.
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efforts of Elymas to turn away his brethren / having a desire to depart and to be with 
from the faith, resulted in the immersion of > Christ, which is far better.” Again he says
two instead of one, and a hearty wish of l —2 Cor .v. 8_We are confident, and
“God speed you” from several of the people, willing rather to be absent from the body 
From these facts, which can be authen- and to be present with the Lord.” Much 
ticatcd by ample testimony, the reader can more might be quoted to show the ground 
judge for himself, whether the gospel of the of the doctrine received among professed 
kingdom was regarded as having received a Christians as to the state (especially) of the 
severe blow and great discouragement at the pious dead. But I will at this time add but 
hands of Mr. Coleman, by those who heard a single passage more. It is the language 
“lm/ of Christ in refutation of the Sadducees—

The sun having disappeared, my journey Matt. xxii. 31, 32—“ Have ye not read that 
to Louisa was deferred to the following day. j which was written unto you by God, saying, 
Bro. R. K. Bowles, who had come over to < I am the God of Abraham and Isaac and Ja- 
convcy me there, and myself, accompanied ( cob ? God is not the God of the dead, but of 
brother Winfree to his hospitable abode, j the living.” He meant distinctly to affirm 
about five miles distant on the James River; j that those patriarchs were still living; which 
while brother Samuel Harris, much strength-j was true of their spirits, though their bodies 
ened by what he had heard, turned his face j slept in the dust, 
homeward, and “went on his way rejoicing.”
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liEBy a similar rule of interpretation, the pas
sage in Acts ii. 34, affirming the non-ascen
sion of David into the heavens, must refer 
to his mortal part, which, indeed, had not 
been raised and glorified, as the body of 
Christ was at his ascension. This is 
clearly the antithesis of Peter and the point 
of his argument, which was to prove the 
doctrine of the resurrection, and not to teacl. 
that the soul is unconscious till then. The 
passage in John xiii. 33 has no relation to 
the question, as it was directed to those who 

Mr. Editor : An item of religious belief j die in their sins, and will never be in hea- 
concerning the state of the dead having been j ven, where Christ is, on that account. So 
noticed in the Intelligencer of the 15th and j in. John iii. 13, the words, ‘‘No man hath 
20th of this month, and the editors having | ascended up to heaven but he that came 
intimated as much as that their columns are j down from heaven,” by no means prove that 
now closed to the subject, allow me to say a j the soul is in an unconscious state. The 
few things upon the question so raised phrase “ascending into the heavens” has 
through the medium of your paper. several applications in the Scriptures, and

The inquiry whether the soul sleeps with its proper meaning in each place must be . 
the body in an unconscious state in the determined by the connection. Eee, for ex
grave is not original with the present age. j ample, Eph. iv. 8, 10; Acts i. 9,11 ; also 2 
Whatever philosophy, aside from the teach- j Cor. xii. 2, 4. From these and many other 
ing of the Scriptures, may say upon the sub-j statements of Scripture, the phrase in qu£s- 
ject, it is evident to my mind that the views j tion must be modified to suit the nature of the 
of the first article alluded to are not sustained j subject; and if there be different gradations, 
by the Bible, taken as a whole. The writer j properly termed the heavenly state, yet each 
of that article has quoted a single class of J implying also a different degree of power 
texts, which depend for their true meaning f and glory, it is evident that no mere man 
upon the just rules of interpretation for the \ has ascended to that high estate, to be in a 
whole volume. \ condition ol equality with the Father : and in

Suppose, in imitation of his example, we ) this sense the words of Christ are true, that . 
quote another class of texts, which on their > uo man hath ascended into heaven, &.C., al- 
face inculcate just the opposite sentiment. j though all who have died in the faith have 
Take the parable of the rich man and Laza- gone to be with Christ; and in the lower 
rus—Luke xvi. 19, 31—which can have no j sense of being in a conscious suite in His 
intelligible meaning, even as a metaphor, if j manifested presence, it is proper to repre- 
we admit the doctrine that the soul sleeps j sent that they have been removed from this 
with the body in an unconscious condition, j world to Paradise or Heaven. Again: even 
Again: Christ says to the dying thief—j in the most literal application of the passage, 
Luke x.xiii. 43—“ To-day shall thou be with \ it does not teach the unconscious state of 
me in paradise.” 
i. 23—“ For I

ri ill<•'

From llie Washington Union.

Fatal Effects of Perverted Religious 
Teaching,

No. 2.
STATE OF THE SOUL AFTER DEATH.
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The Apostle says—Phil. \ the soul; for but two persons are regarded 
in a strait betwixt two,' as having been translated, of one of whomam
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it is simply said that he was not, for God) truth is, men who broach such doctrines 
took him; and in regard to the other, that j now-a-days are often ignorant of the history 
he went up bodily in a whirlwind, out of! of human opinions, and suppose they have 
mortal sight, and afterwards appeared, with ! really found out something new, when, in 
Moses, communing with Christ on the mount j fact, they have only uncovered some old and 
of transfiguration—thus showing that the < exploded theory.
ascension and descension were precisely the < Then, as to the case of the boy commit- 
exceptions to the general rule in respect to < ting suicide because his mother told him he 
the mortal part of man which the passage < would see his sister in heaven, it is a cu- 
contemplates. But, whatever its meaning, rious piece of logic, indeed ; just as though 
it is evident that a state of unconsciousness \ a doctrine cannot be true unless it never has,
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for the soul was never intended to be af- and never can be, perverted by poor weak 
firmed thereby. The passage in the 11th ! human nature ! On this principle, the boy’s 
chapter of John—“thv brother shall rise \ death did not result from false, but from de- 
again”—was spoken especially of his body ! fective teaching. It was true ns far as it 
and of the miracle then to be performed,! went, but it did not go far enough, and 
and teaches nothing respecting the state or therefore came short of what the Bible dic- 
condition of the soul after death. That was j tated. It taught the child a reunion in 
the consolation Christ offered—that Lazarus heaven, but not the nature of suicide. In 
should then be restored to them; it was a j ignorance or wilfulness, therefore, the boy 
miracle to prove His power over death, but launched himself into eternity, and it is for 
not to prove that, when we die, our spirits the final Judge to decide the character of 
may not go to meet our friends in heaven, that act, under all the circumstances; but 
The other passages quoted in the article re-j the last of all uses which a logical mind, 
ferred to, respecting the recompense of the ! knowing any thing of human nature, or of 
righteous and the wicked in the earth, and j the general tenor of the Bible, should make 
also the sleep and the resurrection of the j of it, is that which is so piously, and I pre
body, have too remote a bearing on the ques-j sume sincerely, attempted to be made of it 
tion to need any comment. \ by the writer in question. • Scrutiny.

Now, as to “ the popular creed,” and “ the { 
dogma which can claim no higher authority \ 
than the heathen philosophy of Greece and l 
Rome,” and which is entirely at variance |
with the teachings of Christ, the prophets, t Mr. Editor: Your correspondent,“Scru- 
and apostles, we have nothing more to sa‘y j tiny,” in the Union of the 30th ult., takes 
than that not a single text in the Bible can ] the affirmative of the above proposition, and, 
be adduced to show that the soul sleeps with Mn reply to a communication addressed by 
the body in the grave; and if it be meant ! the undersigned to the National Intelligencer^ 
that the opposite doctrine is unscriptural and ' presents arguments and Scripture texts which 
heathenish, 1 deny the imputation, and say £ he supposes to favor his position. ’Tis but 
that the sleep of thp soul with the body has ! fair, therefore, to allow me some space in 
been part of the doctrine of the ancient and l your columns for a replication, 
modern infidelity, beyond a question. Traces j I submit, with all deference, that the texts 
ef the same notion may be found in the old- ! cited, when fairly interpreted, do not sus- 
est forms of Paganism. It constituted the ! tain his conclusion. Let us examine them, 
fundamental principle of the Hylozoic athe-! Luke, 16 ch., 19 : The rich man and Loza- 
ism in the lime of Homer and Hesiod. It! rus. Now, this was confessedly a ;parable, 
pervaded the Gnostic heresies; was a chief! and we have the orthodox authority of Or. 
tenet of the ancient Sadducees and irthe ! Adam Clarke (Com. on Math., 5 ch., 26) 
successors, in one form or other—the Mate- j that, “ by the general consent of all, (except 
rialists, the Soul-sleepers, the Necessarians, ! the basely interested,) no metaphor is ever to 
the French infidels—down to the least and ; be produced in proof of a doctrine." Besides, 
latest, the disappointed and bewildered Mil-$ the scene described is physical and personal, 
lerites and Second-adventists, and all the ■. and not one in which phantom souls and 
fag-ends of that delusion. ! airy, disembodied spirits figure. It was La-

Now, Mr. Magruder may not be aware of $ zarus (not his soul) which was carried by 
the pedigree of his sentiment on the state of l angels to Abraham’s bosom. It was the rich 
the dead ; but, when he comes to study it out, ! man (not his spirit) that died and was buried, 
he will find that it owes its paternity to the j He lifts up his eyes ; he wishes his tongue 
rankest and baldest atheism ; and that its j to be cooled, for he is tormented in flame, 
believers have, in every age, been amongstI &c. Can a “disembodied spirit” be tor
tile most determined and malignant enemies ' mented in flame ? Mas it a tongue that can 
of the principles of the Christian faith. The 1 be cooled with water? It is Christ whotesti-
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4 * fies, “ a spirit hath not flesh and bonesbut that he was on the day of his death with the
here are spirits (according to your corre- thief in heaven ?
spondent) who have both. So much for your correspondent’s confident

The state of the dead was not the subject assertion that this text clearly proves his po
of the discourse in Luke 16 ch. The para- sition ! We see that, when fairly interpreted 
ble was spoken to convince the Jews that in the light of Scripture facts, it is directly 
“ if they hear not Moses and the prophets, opposed to his theory. The same conclusion 
neither would they be persuaded, though one awaits a fair exegetical examination of his 
* rose from the dead.' ” Sec 31st verse. An J other quotations. St. Paul’s “ desire to de
intermediate disembodied state is plainly and I part and be with Christ” is admitted by Dr. 
necessarily excluded by the very drapery of | McKnight, in the notes to his version of the 
the figure. J Epistles, (see in loco,) to be a defective ren-

Thc Thief on the Cross, Luke 23 ch., 43, \ dering of the Greek word translated “ de- 
“ To-day shall thou be with me in Paradise,” part," which be says is better rendered “r«- 
is cited. Its pertinency and authority as | turn,” which would give us Paul’s earnest 
proof is effectually annulled by either one of > “ desire for the returning and being with 
the three following considerations : Christ”—of course on earth, and not in hea-

1. The words quoted, which are supposed j ven. So, too, his citation of Matthew 22d, 
to favor the current opinion, are spoken fra j 31, 32, where Christ confutes theSadducees

,' reply to the petition of the thief—“ Lord, j who denied the resurrection, is most unfortu- 
remember me when thou co.mest (notgoesO \ nate for him. See the passage, 23d to 46th 
into thy kingdom.” The reply is responsive verses. The subject of controversy was not 
to this question. It is, “ On this day (of which the state of the dead, but the (ruth of the re- 
you speak—the day of my coming) thou shall surrection. The Saviour’s language in verse 
be with me in Paradise.” The Greek ad- 31 is: “ But as touching the resurrection of 
verb isli seenieron," which Donnegan’s Lexi- the dead, have ye not read that which was 
con defines to mean “ on this day"—in the spoken unto you by God, saying, I am th< 
sense of this or that very day—the day of God of Abraham, of Isaac, and" of Jacob 
which you speak ; and this is a better ren-) God is not the God of the dead, but of th 
dering than the “ to-day" of King James’s \ living.” What is the import of this but as 
version. Thus understood, the promise of j if lie had said in so many words, “Abraham, 
Jesus to the thief is, that he shall bo with \ Isaac, and Jacob are dead, but God is not 
him in Paradise on the day of his coming, the God of the dead ; yet, as He is their God, 
and not at death, when he certainly did not j they must come to life by a resurrection, that 
l'come into his kingdom.” j this Scripture may be fulfilled, and He may

2. Again: Where was Paradise ? Your) be proved lobe their God." As the quota-
correspondent will probably answer, “Jra/ica-) tion from the law of Moses was to prove the 
ven, of course.” But where is the proof of j resurrection, or to show “ that the dead are 
this? Milton, in “Paradise Lost,” and \ raised," unless you give the above construc- 
Moore, in “Lalla Rookh,” will sustain his j tion to the passage.it is wholly inconclusive 
assertion ; but the Bible utterly repudiates it. J and irrelevant Your correspondent says it 
Paradise or Eden was certainly located in was used to prove that Abraham, &c., were 
Assyria. It was bounded on one side by the still alive; but would that have proved the 
river Euphrates, and on another by the Ti- doctrine of the resurrection—the point in dis- 
gris—Gen. 2 ch. 4. It was on the earth, and j pute ? Let candor dictate the answer. 
not in or above the heavens. Adam and Eve > Having thus disposed of the formidable 
were in Paradise, undeniably. Were they array of authorities which “ Scrutiny " has 
then in heaven? When Christ “comes in presented so complacently, I fear to extend 
his kingdom” he will restore the righteous to this article to a greater length by any refer- 
Paradise—thus fulfilling the promise in Rev., ence to Scripture texts, additional to those 
2dch.,7—“To him thatovercometh will I give cited in my communication to the Intelli- 
to eat of the tree of life which is in the midst gencerof the 18th of July, to which the reader 
of the Paradise of God." The Paradise pro- is referred. I will content myself, for me 
mised to the thief, then, wa's on earth, where present, with asking attention to the palpa- 
only the Bible testifies it ever existed. bly inconsistent and irrational, not to say

3. The undisputed facts connected with absurd, consequences to which his position 
the transaction prove conclusively that Christ that “ the dead are conscious” must conduct 
was not himself in heaven on the day of his him.
death, for it is three days afterward that he ( 1- As, on his theory, the righteous arc re
says to Mary, “ Touch me not, for lam not \ warded and the wicked punished at death, 
vet ascended to my Father"—Jno. 20,17. there is neither necessity nor propriety in a 
Now, if three days after his death he had future resurrection-day. If the righteous are 
not ascended to his Father, how can it be in heaven, with God, “ in whose presence
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there is fulness of joy, at whose right hand $ Think you, Mr. Editor, that such palpable 
there are pleasures evermore,’’ there can be j delusions as these could gain currency in 
neither sense nor reason in reuniting them j the world—amongst those, too, reputed to be 
by a resurrection with the body. They can- \ wise and conscientious—if they really un- 
not be more than “ full of joy”—cannot en- s derstood and believed the wholesome truth, 
joy more or higher pleasures than those j so plainly revealed in the blessed Bible in 
“ evermoreand so the resurrection-day is j such express declarations as these ?—'“Man 
at least a useless arrangement. \ dictJi, and wasteth away : yea, man yieldeth

2. On the same hypothesis, a future judg-1 his breath, and where is he ? As the waters 
ment-day, in which all shall give an account j fail from the sea, and the flood decaycth and 
of the deeds done in the body, is also vain, if \ dricth up, so man licth doxen and riscih not; 
not absurd; for if the fate of the dead is ' till the heavens be no more, they shall not 
determined atdoath. as it must beif rewarded j awake nor be raised out of their sleepJob 
or punished at that time, what need of ano- \ 14th ch., 10—13.
thcr judgment ? Will you try them over | “And many of them that sleep in the dust 
again ? Will you reward and punish first, \ 0ftiie tarlh s|ian awake, &c.” Daniel 12th 
and then institute a tribunal for inquiry into \ ch., 2.
merits or vices, on account of which they \ «/n death, 0 God, there is no remem-
have already been visited—for hundreds of j I,ranee of thee. In the grave who shall give 
years, it may be—with a just retribution ? \ thee thanks ?” Psalms 6 ch., 5.
What would your correspondent think of the j “ The living know that they shall die, but 
wisdom or righteousness of a human law j the dEAD know not any thing ;* . 
which first rewarded the good and punished n also their love, and their hatred, and their 
the evil, and long afterwards gravely sum- j envy, is now perished, neither have they any 
moned the parties before the judge lobe tried j m0re a portion for ever in any thing that is 
for offences of which the good had already j done under the sun.” Ecclesiastes, 9 ch., 
been acquitted, and the guilty already con- \ 4—7.
victed and punished? And yet this is the } » Wilt thou show wonders to the dead?
folly his theory fastens on '■'‘the Judge of all \ shall the dead arise and praise thee ? Shall 
the earth" \ thy loving-kindness be declared in the grave,

3. To this ’hypothesis of your correspond- J 0r thy faithfulness in the land of fo'yetjul-
enl—“a dogma,” I repeat. “ which can claim \ ness." Psalm SS.
no higher origin than the weak and beggarly < « 'fhe dead praise not the Lord, nor any
philosophy of the Greeks and Romans,” mere * that g0 down into silence.” Psalm 115. 
heathen mythologists, without the light of ; “The Lord pitieth them that fear him, for 
Revelation, and so necessarily ignorant of ^ he knoweth our frame—he remembereth we 
the truth as to man’s constitution and desti- \ ure (iusip P.salm 103 13. 
n>—to these vain traditions about immortal j « Dust tjinu (not Viy' bo^ ar/> and unto 
souls and disembodied spirits, in regard to j dust shalt thou return.” Genesis 3 ch., 19. 
which the Bible is as silent as the grave, we \ «« The jl0Ur js coming in the which all that
may refer the occasion of all the pernicious ; arc their graves (not in heaven or hell) 
delusions, the infidelity and superstition j shall hear his voice, and shall come forth,” 
which preeminently distinguish the present j jesus jn John, 5 ch., 28. 
age—an age, as has oeen well said, at once { With this sample of Scripture texts in dis- 
the most sceptical and the most credulous - pr0of of “Scrutiny’s” orthodox though un- 
the world has ever witnessed—almost en- j scriptural position, which might be accumu- 
tirely deaf to the voice of truth, but of most j ]a^ed to almost any extent, 1 am content to 
easy faith as to the most arrant impostures j refer the controversy, for the present, to the 
and the most childish and absurd inventions. J candid judgment of the reader. In the face 
Witness the vagaries of Swedenborg the j sucj, pjajn testimony as that cited above, 
invocation of saints—prayers and masses for j especially Job, 14 ch., Dan. 12 ch., 2, and 
the dead—the adoration of the Virgin Mary } j0|in> 5 ch., 28, your readers will be able to 
and the pretended saints of the calendar,and ' appreciate the worth of his assertion that 
their shrines and images—the dreadful pic- j <1 not a 8infrie text jn the Bible can be ad- 
tures of distempered imaginations, represent- ducecl to s£ow tlial t|ie soui 8ieeps with the 
ing the horrible agonies of the damned in ; bo(j in the grave>» 
hell, long before the judgment is pronounced j J b
on them—and last, and not least, the false j 
and pernicious rapports of pretended spirits of <4 
the dead, who are, however, not dead, after :
all but manifest their vitality by tapping ta- [ * if your correspondent “Scrutiny” can convince
hies and skulking under the wainscoting and j wtSd? ‘5? tliml S
in the walls of our houses, sending us mes- , p|ajn <icC|uration of Holy Writ, he wight save them 
sages from the so-called spirit world ! 1 some trouble.
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HiSACRIFICE IN THE AGE TO C0.IIE. great among the nations, (B^iaa baggoyim,) 
and in every place incense shall be offered 

Brother Thomas:—Will burnt-offerings j to my name, and a pure offering; for my 
and sacrifices be offered in the Age to Come ? name shall be great among the nations,
Paul says, in Heb. x. 6 In burnt offerings (q«v^3) saith the I-shall-be of armies.’*
and sacrifices for sin thou hast had no plea- This is evidently in the future, because it 
u »” again, he says, in Eph. ii. 15, that has never obtained in the past. Now, when 
“ Christ abolished in his flesh the law of the time for the offering of this incense 
commandments contained in ordinancesand pure offering in every place shall have 
and in Col. ii. 14, that “ Christ blotted out ; arrived, a purified priesthood will have been 
the handwriting of ordinances that was prepared to offer it among the nations: for 
against us, and nailed them to the cross.” the same witness testifies, saying, “Th, 
If you have light on this subject, I hope you Messenger of the Covenant shall sit as | 
will let it shine through your very valuable ; refiner and purifier of silver: and he slia 
paper. The truth is what I want. ; purify the sons of Levi, and purge them a-.

Peter H. Bodk. ; gold and silver, that they may offer to Jeho-
Pelham, C. W.f March 6,1854. ! vah an offering in righteousness. Then

shall the offering of Judah and Jerusalem 
be pleasant unto Jehovah, as in the days of 
old, and as in former years.’7

The next witness we shall call up is 
Isaiah. He testifies that at the time when 
“ the Lord God gathereth the outcasts of Is
rael, the sons of the stranger that join them
selves to the Lord to serve him, and to love 
the name of the Lord, to be his servants, 
every one that keepeth the Sabbath from 
polluting it, and taketh hold of my covenant 
even them will I brings to my holy mountain, 
and make them joyful in my house of prayer: 
their burnt offerings, and their sacrifices 
shall be accepted on my altar; for mine

HiMiHicJ *1
’isure

RE PLY. V j!;
The answer to the question—Will burnt 

offerings and sacrifices be offered in the Age 
to Cornel—must be sought for in the testi
mony of God. He only can tell; and I 
am gratified in being able to inform our 
correspondent, for his satisfaction, that He 
has graciously condescended to do so. He 
instructs us in his Word that the sacrificial 
offering of beasts shall be a part of religious 
worship or service in the VVorld or Age to 
Come. Of this there can be no doubt with 
those who believe the prophets; but, whether 
we can reconcile the restoration of sacrifice $ house shall be called an house of prayer for 
with the sayings of Paul without being led j all peoples.” When these words were writ- 
to a denial* of either, or to the affirmation j ten, the temple of Solomon was still sland- 
that a contradiction exists, is another thing, > ing as the house of prayer for Israel. But 
and a question to be settled, not by the opin- the prophet speaks here of a future temple, 
ions of the learned, but by reason enlight- which should be a house of prayer, not for 
ened by the handsvriting of God. ! Israel only, but for all peoples. Tiiat house

The first witness to be summoned in the has not yet been erected, but will certainly 
case is Malachi. He testifies that a time be, for Zechariah testifies that the man 
shall come when, “from the rising of the whose name is The Branch shall build the 
sun even to the going down of the same, ! temple of Jehovah”—a temple very minutely 
my name, saith Jehovah of armies, shall be described by Ezekiel. Upon the altar of
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this temple, then, the burnt-offerings and sa- ever, cannot be kept without sacrifice. Jesus 
crifices of the sons of the stranger will be said to his disciples, “I will not any more 
accepted : offerings which shall be selected eat of the Passover, until it be fulfilled in 
from the flocks of Kedar, and the rams of! the kingdom of God.” This was equiva- 
Nebaioth. For, says Isaiah, the Gentiles lent to saying, “ When the Passover is ful- 
shall come to the Light of Jerusalem, and filled in the kingdom of God I will eat of 
kings to the brightness of her rising, when it.” Hence we find its restoration testified 
she shall arise and shine, and the glory of by Ezekiel in these words: “On the four- 
the Lord is risen upon her; and “ they shall teenth day of the first month ye shall have 
bring gold and incense ; and they shall show the Passover a feast of seven days ; unleav- 
forth the praises of the Lord. All the flocks ened b?ead shall be eaten. And upon that 
of Kedar, shall be gathered together unto day shall the Prince prepare (by the priests 
her, the rams of Nebaioth shall minister who offer his burnt-offerings and his peace- 
unto her; they shall come up with accept- offerings, c. xlvi. 2) for himself and all the 
ance on mine altar and I will glorify the people of the land, a bullock for a sin-offer- 
house of my glory. ing. And seven days of the feast he shall

Again, Isaiah tells us that in a time, prepare a burnt-offering to Jehovah, seven 
which has hitherto never obtained, when bullocks and seven rams without blemish, 
“ the Egyptians shall serve with the Assy- ■ daily the seven days; and a kid of the goats 
rians, and Israel shall be the third with daily, for a sin-offering. And he shall pre- 
Egy^t and Assyria, a blessing in the midst j pare a meat-offering of an ephah for a bul- 
of Palestine—then shall there be an altar to lock, and an ephah for a ram, and a hin of 
the Lord in the midst of the land of Egypt, oil for an ephah. And in the next verse the 
a pillar at the border thereof to Jehovah, feast of tabernacles is thus referred to: “In 
And it shall be for a sign, and for a witness the seventh month, on the fifteenth day of 
unto Jehovah of armies in the land of Egypt, j the month, shall he do the like in the feast 
for they shall cry unto the Lord because of of the seven days, according to the sin-offer- 
oppressors and he shall send them a Saviour, j; ing, according to the burnt-offering, and ac- 
and a Great One, and he shall deliver them, cording to the meat-offering, and according 
And Jehovah shall be known to the Egyp- to the oil.”
tians, and the Egyptians shall know Jehovah The reader will observe, however, that the 
in that day, and shall do sacrifice and obla- Passover is a feast for Israel’s observance, 
tion; yea, they shall vow a vow unto Jeho- not lor that of the nations. The Prince, or 
vah, and perform it.” High Priest, is to prepare it, “ for himself,

When they do Lacrifice and oblation thus, and for all the people of the land,” that is, 
it will be at the yearly festival of Taberna- j of Palestine; because the passover is the 
cles; for “every one that is left of the na- memorial of the deliverance of the Twelve 
lions which came against Jerusalem shall j Tribes and their rulers from the power of 
even go up from year to year to worship the all that hate them. In this deliverance, 
King, the I-shall-be of armies, and to keep j when it is fulfilled in the Kingdom of God, 
the feast of Tabernacles.” Now the feast \ the nations are punished after the manner of 
of Tabernacles cannot be kept without sa-j the Egyptians; becoming a sacrifice at the 
crifice as will appear by consulting the law hand of the destroyer, while he passes over 
by which the festival was decreed, which Israel whom he comes to save. The Pass- 
reads thus; “The fifteenth day of this sev- over is the Fourth of July for Israel—the 
enth month shall be the feast of Tabernacles, anniversary of the independence of their 
seven days unto Jehovah. On the first day nation ; which can only be celebrated by 
shall be a holy convocation ; ye shall do no those Gentiles in the Age to Come who ac- 
servile work therein. Seven days ye shall quire citizenship in their land, 
offer an offering made by fire unto Jehovah. ; In respect of the feast of tabernacles, or 
on the eighth day shall be a holy convoca- feast of ingatherings the nations may well 
tion ; ye shall offer an offering made by fire rejoice with Israel in the celebration thereof; 
unto Jehovah ; it is a solemn assembly, and for it will memorialize their ingathering into 
ye shall do no servile work therein.” For j the Abrahamic fold when they shall all be 
the Gentiles to keep this feast, they must ob-1 blessed in Abraham and his Seed. But the 
serve it as the Israelites did before them, I possibility of national ingratitude for so great 
according to the law ; and not a3 they “keep a benefit is implied in the following words of 
the Sabbath” now, observing the first or the prophet: “And it shall be, that whoso 
eighth instead of the seventh day, after a j will not come up, of the families of the earth, 
fashion of their own, and omitting those re- j unto Jerusalem to worship the King, the I- 
quirements which are inconvenient. shall-be of armies, even upon them shall be

The Feast of Passover is also to be ob- j no rain.” But this would be no punishment 
served in the Age to Come ; which, how- ' to Egypt, because rain does not fall there:
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her fertility is maintained by the inundations children of Israel return (to Palestine) and 
of the Nile. It is therefore decreed that, seek Jehovah their God, and David their 
“If the family of Egypt £ro not up and come king: and shall fear Jehovah and his good- • 
not, that has no rain, there shall be the !; nc3s in the latter days.” These latter 
plague wherewith Jehovah shall smite the j days,” then, succeed the “ many days” which 
nations that come not up to keep the feast of have not yet expired. When they arrive, 
tabernacles. This'shall be the punishment of Israel will again have a king, a prince, and 
Egypt, and punishment of all nations that a sacrifice; and that king will be David II., 
come not up to keep the feast of tabernacles.” who will be a prince, likewise, after the order 

This same witness concludes his testimo- of Melchizedec for one thousand years. And 
ny relative to the constitution of things in to this agrees the testimony of Jeremiah, 
the Age to Come, by declaring that sacrifice \ who, speaking of the perpetuity of David’s 
shall be offered in a temple in Jerusalem. j throne from the commencement of the reign 
His words are, “ The pots in the house of j of the man whose name is The Branch, 
Jehovah shall be like the bowls before the < saith, “ In those davs shall Judah be saved, 
altar. Yea, every pot in Jerusalem and in j [which cannot be affirmed of Judah yet,] and 
Judah shall be holiness to the Lord of J Jerusalem shall dwell safely ; and this is the 
armies: and all they that sacrifice shall name which shall be proclaimed to her—

. come and take of them, and boil therein ; “lCK HTi vezsh asher yigurah-lah•—
and in that day there shall be no more the Jehovah our Righteousness.” And here is 
Canaanite in the house of the I-shall-be of the reason given for Judah’s salvation and 
armies.” This can only relate to the fu- Jerusalem’s safely, “ For,” continues he, 
ture; because the sacrificing is to be prac- “ David shall never want a man to sit 
ticed at a time when the Canaanite no more upon the throne of the house (or king- 
intrudes where it is unlawful for him to go. dom) of Israel : neither shall the priests the 
“The Canaanite” is a phrase put for the en- Levites want a man before me to offer burnl- 
emy of Israel—the enemy shall no more be offerings, and to kindle meat-offerings, and to 
in the house of Jehovah. But the enemy is do sacrifice continuallyHere is an offer- 
now lord of Jerusalem, and has established ing of sacrifices by Levites contemporarily 
a temple of his superstition upon the site with the reign of a son of David upon the 
chosen of Jehovah for the house of his name. ; throne of Israel. It is evident, therefore, 
The Ottoman is for the present the Canaanite that the “ never” in the text commences with 
of the Holy City—the desolating abomination a henceforth, which is yet in the future. The 
of the glorious land. But better times are fast! epoch of that henceforth is the salvation of 
approaching, when the last of the Canaanites Judah, and the placing of Jerusalem in such 
shall be ignominiously expelled. Hear what a position that she may be safely inhabited, 
Zephaniah savs upon this subject, “ Sing, O which cannot be till her enemy is cast out. 
daughter of Zion ; shout, O Israel; be glad / From that time David shall never be without 
and rejoice with all the heart, O daughter of a successor in the throne of Israel; and that 
Jerusalem. Jehovah takes away thy judg- / successor shall be Messiah, during whose 
ments, he casts out thy enemy; the King of i priestly reign Levites shall do sacrifice con- 
Israel, Jehovah, is in the midst of thee : thou 1; tinually. 
shalt not see evil any more. Then shall the Reader! Canst thou break Jehovah s; co
stone refused of the builders have become !; venant of the day and of the night, that there
the head of the corner; and those of the city !; should not be day and night in their season . 
who behold him shall say, “ Blessed be He If thou canst, “ then also may my covenant, 
that comes in the name of Jehovah! The !; saith Jehovah, be broken that I have made 
mighty one is Jehovah whoehoweth us light: I; with David my servant, that lie should not 
bind the sacrifice roith cords to thehurtisof the have a son to reign upon his throne : and 
altar. O give thanks unto Jehovah, for he !; with the Levites, the priests, my ministers, 
is good ; because his mercy is for the age!” This is equivalent to saying that no combi- 

VVhen the daily sacrifice was taken away nation of powers on earth or in heaven can 
by the Fifth Horn of the Grecian Goat in the prevent the Messiah, who is David s son, 
days of Titus, it was only an interruption, | reigning on Mount Zion where David reign- 
not a final abolition, of sacrifice. It was a j ed ; or the Levites superseding the Moham- 
suppression of it for “many days,” at the j medans, Greeks, Latins, and Protestants in 

. expiration of which, it will be restored with Jerusalem, and doing sacrifice there contin- 
other things suppressed. This is apparent ually.
from the testimony of Hosea. who saith,“The From the evidence, then, of these witnes- 
children of Israel shall abide many days with- ses it is clear that sacrifice and offering will 
out a king, and without a prince, (or High be elements of divine service in the Millea- 
Priest,) and without a sacrifice,&c.; afterward \ nial Age. They will be “ pure” and “ pleas- 
(after the “many days” have expired) shall the Sant” offerings to Jehovah; because thev Wl\\
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.

be perfect offerings, and offered in righteous
ness by a purified priesthood. They will be 
perfect, because they will be perfected by 
the sacrifice of Him whose expiatory death 
they represent. They will be pure offerings 
and pleasant, because the offerers will pre
sent them with enlightened faith and purified 
hearts. The Levites, refined as gold and 
silver, will slay the sacrifices of the peoples ; 
while the Sons of Zadoc, once dead, but 
then alive for ever mure, and “ kings and 
priests for God,” with the Prince of Israel in 
their midst, will approach and stand before 
Jehovah to offer unto him the fat and the 
blood : they shall enter into His sanctuary, 
and come near to His table, to minister unto 
Him; and shall keep his charge. Ezek. 
xliv. 15.

Such, however, was not the case in the 
Mosaic Age. The offerings were neither 
perfect, pure, nor pleasant to Jehovah. They 
were imperfect, not having been perfected 
by the expiation they typified ; but keeping 
up a remembrance of unpardoned offences 
every year. This will not be the case with 
the perfect offerings of the Age to Come.
These will not be remembrancers of trans
gressions unforgiven ; but memorials of 'par
don through the sacrifice of Messiah the 
Prince. There is no day of annual atone
ment in the future age. Israel’s offences are 
blotted out once for all as a thick cloud when 
the New Covenant is made with them on 
their re-settlement in the Holy Land when 
that age begins; a forgiveness of national 
offences which lasts for ever, as it is written,
“I will be merciful to their unrighteousness, 
and their sins and iniquities I will remember 
no more.”

But, the Mosaic offerings were not always by his truth, 
unpleasant to Jehovah. It was the abomi- ;! The priests also who practiced this Baalism 
nations of the offerers that made them dis- held a dogma essentially the 6ame as Univer- 
gusting in his sight. The High Priests and salism. They taught that “ Every one that 
their sacerdotal households, who ought to doeth evil is good in the sight of Jehovah, 
have been “ Holiness to Jehovah,” were very ; and he delighteth in them.” This was in 
often men of reprobate character, setting an effect affirming that men woidd he saved 
example to Israel which they were not slow > howevei' evil they might be; for it is only in 
to follow, thus verifying the sayings, “ Like i the saints that Jehovah delights. Such doc- 
priesls, like people,” and “ the leaders of my < trine and practices, then, as these caused Je- 
people cause them to err.’' j hovah to take no pleasure in the sacrifice and

This view of the matter accords with the > ottering he had ordained in the Mosaic law; 
handwriting of Jehovah by Malachi. “ Ju- > and therefore Messiah came to do, or estab- 
dah,” saith he, “hath dealt treacherously, j lish, the Second Will—to bring it into force 
and an abomination is committed in Israel < through the ottering of the body the I-shall- 
and in Jerusalem; for Judah hath profaned s be had prepared for himself. It was not pos- 
the holiness of Jehovah which he loved, and > sible, besides, for the blood of bulls and of 
hath married the daughter of a strange god. > goats offered by the law, to take away sins. 
Jehovah will cut off the man that doeth this, \ They needed perfecting in their antitype— 
the master and the scholar, out of the dwel- < the restored body of Jehovah. “ Therefore 
ling-places of Jacob, and him that offereth ? coming into the world, he saith, Sacrifice and 
^.n offering to Jehovah of armies. And this > ottering thou requirest not: but ears hast 
haveyr done again, covering the altar of the I thou restored to me—^ oznhim
Lord with *"ars, with weeping, and with

268

crying out, insomuch that he regardeth not 
the offering any more, or receiveth it icith 
good will at your hands.** Ye have wearied 
Jehovah with your words: yet ye say, 
Wherein have we wearied him ? When ye 
say, Every one that doeth evil is good in the 
sight of Jehovah, and he delighteth in them.” 
The saying, “ insomuch that he regardeth not 
the ottering any more, or receiveth it with 
good will at your hand,” implies that there 
was a time when he did regard the offering, 
and did receive it with goodwill, or pleasure, 
at their hand. Indeed the Spirit saith so in 
so many words when testifying of the purifi
cation of the sons of Levi: as it is written, 
“ Then shall the offering of Judah and Jeru
salem be pleasant to Jehovah (or regarded, 
and received with good will) as in days of 
old y and as in former years.”

In reading Jehovah’s reasons for taking no 
pleasure in the sacrifice and offering; and 
burnt offerings, and offering for sin which 
were offered in Judah by the law, we are for
cibly reminded of the sectarian practices and 
dogmas of our day. When ecclesiastics 
want to “ bring down the Holy Ghost,” they 
assemble the people to what they call “ the 
altar of the Lord,” which, like Judah’s priests 
of old, they “cover with tears, with weeping, 
and with crying out.” This was the practice 
of Baal’s worshippers, from whom the Jews 
learnt it; and it is the idolatrous custom in 
these times of those who profess to go to the 
Lord to “ get religion !” But the reader will 
perceive from the words of Jehovah himself 
that he despises such religion-getting, and 
turns his back upon it; so that the fruit of 
these ecclesiastical demonstrations are not 
of God, but of the carnal mind unenlightened
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AftariftaZt;* in burnt offerings and sacrifices j citizens in the Age to Come, and to Teign 
for sin thou hast no pleasure. Then said I, j for ever with Messiah over Israel and the 
behold, I come (as it is written of me in the nations for a thousand years. This right is 
volume of the little book) to do that which is ; derived from that Covenant which Jesus es- 
thy will, O God. Saying above, Sacrifice , tablished or confirmed in dying and rising 
and offering and burnt offerings, and offering again. If we take hold of it by believing the 
for sin thou desirest not, neither hast pleas- things promised in it; and also take hold of 
ure, which are offered according to the law; Him, by faith in him, as the confirming sac- 
then said he, Behold, I come to do that which rifice, or Mediator,'thereof: and become 
is thy will, 0 God. He taketh away the first, obedient to the uLaw of Faith,” which com- 
that he may establish the second. By which mands such believers to be baptized into the 
will we are sanctified through the offering name of the Father, of the Son, and of the 
of the body of the anointed Jesus once only.” Holy Spirit, we become the children of the 

Messiah having thus been obedient unto covenant; and through Jesus acquire citizen- 
death, and brought the Abrahamic Will, or ship in the Israelitish Commonwealth of the 
Covenant, into force, will, when he comes Age to Come. To such obedient believers, 
again in power and glory, carry out the pur- “ who have received the knowledge of the 
poses of the New or Second Covenant, and truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for 
in so doing cause to be offered to Jehovah by sins;” but a looking for the Second Appear- 
the sons of Levi in Judah’s midst, pure offer- ; ing of Jesus without blood unto salvation.* 
ings that will be pleasant to him as in the As he comes, however, “ without blood” in 
days of former years; his own one offering himself, the redemption he hath purchased 
having perfected fora continuance the things by the blood which once flowed in his veins, 
which the Mosaic Law could not; for noth- will be represented by the shedding of the 
ing was perfected by it. blood of bulls, rams, &c., in the Age to

As to Eph. ii. 15, the subject of discourse I Come, 
is the abolition of the cause of enmity be-! The text, in Col. ii. 14, relates to the same 
tween Jews and Gentiles, which was “the topic as that in Ephesians; namely, the tak- 
law of the commandments in ordinances” ing away the cause of division between 
which prevented peace between them This Jews and Gentiles, the Mosaic law, or hand- 
ground of enmity he abolished, when by the writing, which made it “an unlawful thing for 
one offering of his body on the cross, he took a man that is a Jew to keep company, or come 
it out of the way, and established the “better unto one of another nation.’’ While this 
covenant” which promised good things to handwriting was in force, there could be nc 
Jews and Gentiles upon the same conditions, union between Jews and Gentiles in “on 
If Christ had not died and rose again, the body,” as members of which they were 
Mosaic law would have continued in force to love as brethren. The law divided them, a 
this day ; and there would have been no un- set them at variance; as the gospel now s 
ion of Jews and Gentiles in “ one body ,” and parates those that obey it from all religiou! 
consequently the Gentiles would have con- fellowship with disobedient unbelievers, 
tinued helplessly, “ without Christ, being The Abrahamic Covenant, which was ra- 
aliens from the Commonwealth of Israel,, tified by God for Christ—sit; XpiCcov—430 
and strangers from the Covenants of Promise, years before the law of Moses was given, 
having no hope, and without God in the knows nothing of that law. The law was 
world.” To enable us to get at Christ, by an addition, not to it as a codicil, but as a 
becoming citizens of the Commonwealth of distinct covenant, or will, additionally pre- 
Israel, it was necessary to remove the Mosaic sented and enjoined upon the natural descen- 
law out of our way, and to introduce another dants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, until 
that would be more favorable. By becoming The Seed, or Christ, should come, to whom 
proselytes of Judaism, Gentiles might come ihe promise of the everlasting possession of 
to be with Moses’ and citizens of Israel’s the Holy Land was made in the Covenant ra- 
Commonwealth under his law ; but as this tified for him.—“ It was added because of 
could not make alive, they would remain un- transgressions” among the Israelites, who 

• der sentence of death ; and enjoy nothing 
beyond the temporal advantages of a resi
dence in the Holy Land in common with the 
natives. It could give them no right to be

* The Common Version has it “ without sin;” but 
some Greek manu-cripts have it haimatos " blood” in
stead of hamartias “ sin.” “It is the llood,” saiih Je
hovah, “that maketh atonement for the soul and 
concerning Messiah he snith, “Thou shall make hu 
soul an offering for sin and again, “ He hath jtoured 
out Ins soul unlo death.” Hence the blooJ, or hie oi the 
sacrifice, was the sin-offering, or “i*n” Jesus “bc- 

sin” in his blood becoming the sin-offering lor the 
“sins of those, who lay hold of the Abrahamic Cove
nant, and confess to his numc. When he comes again, 
he comes without blood,” literally and sacrificially.

• Paul quotes the LXX, Oupa xavrjpfifl*6d floi, 
soma kaUrtiso moi “a body hast thou thyself restored 
for me ;” the Hebrew is as I have given it in the text. 
To restore the cars of a dead man is to restore his body. 
The passage refers to the coming of Messiah into the 
world by resurrection.

came
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while in Egypt served the gods of the Egyp- 5 was the atonement for sin by blood. Being 
tiana; and were fast merging into forgetful* j nailed to the cross as the result of his volun- 
ness of the good things covenanted to their j tary surrender of his life, he may be said to 
nation under Christ. have nailed himself to the cross by the hand

The Abrahamic Covenant contains no of sinners; for, saith he, “ No man taketh my 
cause of enmity between Jews and Gentiles; life from me, but l lay it down of myself. I 
for it promises among other things that “In have power to lay it down, and I have power 
Abraham’s Seed (Christ) shall all the Nations to take it again. This commandment have 
of the earth be blessed.” All nations, in- I received of my Fatherand therefore it 
elude Jews and Gentiles. Not so the law was not suicide, but “ obedience unto death” 
however. It was a “fiery law.” In itself In being without sin and in perfecting the 
“ holy, just, and good but notwithstand- sacrificial righteousness of the law, he nailed 
ing its intrinsic excellence, “ it was weak it to the cross, when he nailed himself there, 
through the flesh” in which, Paul says, “no Now, being Jehovah’s representative in re
good thing dwelleth.” On account there- j gard to the Abrahamic Covenant, he was the 
fore, of this weakness, the holy, just, and j Mediator or Testator of that covenant; and 
good Mosaic law, which was ordained for the 1 had therefore of necessity to die that it might 
life of all under it, saying, “ If a man do it j come into force. Having therefore perfected 
he shall live by it,” was“ found to be death” j the righteousness of the law in himself, the 
to every Israelite ; for it said, “ Cursed be j shadow was no longer necessary as the sub- 
every one that continued! not in all things j stance had come. In dying, consequently, 
written in the book of the law to do them j he proclaimed “ It is finished/” and beinjr 
which was too great a demand upon poor j perfected, in a few years after “ it vanished 
weak humanity to accord. Even Jesus, who j away.” Thus, he blotted out the handwrit- 
was without siD, no fault being found in him, [ ing of ordinances that was against us, which 
lb ’pa'l we-ain lo, was cursed by it, saying, J was contrary to us, and took it out of the 
“Cursed is every one that hangeth upon a j way, nailing it to his cross; having in this 
tree ;” thus he became a curse for us. This S way divested the authorities and the powers 
law, then, was found to be death to him ; j of Israel (for they derived their ecclesiastical 
can it therefore after this be found to be life and civil authority from the law) triumphing 
to any other mortal ? By no means ! Hence over them in rising from the dead, he exposed 
it condemns to death every Israelite, and them with boldness of speech by the apostles, 
every one else that seeks justification by it. The Mosaic Covenant being taken out of 
And if God’s people Israel with their King j the way by the sacrificial death of Jesus, the 
were sentenced to death by it, of what avail j Abrahamic was brought into force by the 

Certainly of none; J same means; for the blood of Jesus which 
and therefore it is written, “ Are we Jews perfected the Mosaic Sin-offerings, also ren- 
better than they the Gentiles? No, in no! tiered purifying or consecrated the Abraha- 
wise: for both Jews and Gentiles are all mic covenant, called “The New” though 
under sin;” so that “all the world becomes made before the law, because it came into 
guilty before God.” force on nailing the Mosaic to the cross.

Here, then, we behold mankind in an aw- The Abrahamic covenant, I say, was ren- 
ful dilemma—naturally, under the sentence !; dered purifying by the blood of Jesus; so that 
pronounced upon Adam, which is death ; and ! “ whosoever believeth” the things of the co- 
Mosaically, cursed to death by a law ordained venant, his faith and resulting disposition 
for life, because humanity is too weak to shall be counted to him for repentance and 
keep it. If the state of the case had continu- remission of sins in His name, 
ed thus “ the gates of hades” would have ! The Abrahamic Covenant, however, does 
prevailed for ever over Jew and Gentile, not exclude the use of sacrifice. It teas iyp- 
patriarch and prophet, from the first trans- ically ratified or confirmed by the sacrifice of 
gression to the natural extinction of the race, animals consumed by fire from heaven before 
Enoch, Moses, and Elijah alone excepted as the Mosaic law was given; so, when the 
exceptions to the rule. things it covenants are fully accomplished in

The wisdom of God in a mystery, how- the Age to Come, sacrifice will be restored, 
ever, devised a happier result than this. The not as typical of the future, but as a memorial 
world “ being dead in sins,” that is, dead of the past. Blood shedding in the Age to 
Adamically and Mosaically because of trans- i Come will commemorate the shedding of the 
gression, he sent Jesus into the world to take i blood of Jesus in the end of the Mosaic Age. 
the Mosaic Handwriting out of the way by j It will occupy the position in “ the Service,” 
nailing it to his cross. And this he did by \ that the breaking of the loaf does now to mor- 
fulfillmg all the righteousness shadowed forth j tal believers of the truth in hope of the glory 
in that law which cursed him on the tree ; a j of God. “ This do in remembrance of me.” 
part of which representative righteousness 1 The broken bread and poured-out wine are

can it be to us Gentiles?
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remembrancers, or memorials, of the body I 
broken and blood of Jesus shed for the remis-1 
sion of the sins of those who should become
his brethren. When he appears a second If we were called upon to work out “ the 
time this form of remembrance will cease; ? end," or final result of the war between 
for it was to be observed to use his words,) Russia and the Western Powers from the 
“ Until 1 come.” Shall we say, that when / data supplied by the campaign of 1824, we 
this unbloody memorial of his sacrificial j might conclude with the North British that 
death shall cease by the statute which limits ? “ no prophetic eye could foresee its results.” 
it, there will be no memorial ordained to l The grounds of this conclusion are, first, 
keep it in remembrance throughout the Age j that so long as neutrality is maintained by 
to Come? If we affirm this we must reject j Austria and Prussia the heart of Russia 
all that testimony adduced in the former part ? cannot be pierced by the lance of the Allies, 
of this article, which declares the restoration ; Will she then give in ? Secondly, the cam- 
of sacrifice. Its restoration is certain. And ; paign in Asia has thus far been in favor of 
when restored, upon what principle will it ; the Russians, and disastrous to the Turks, 
exist? Will it represent the sacrifice of a j Thirdly, the intervention of the Austrians be- 
future Christ? That is impossible. Then ; tween Russia and the Porte, whatever it may 
it will not be typical. Will it be as the pro* j be in appearance, is in effect favorable to 
curing cause of the remission of the sins of; Russia. Fourthly, the revolutionary condi- 
the people living in that age ? That would > tion of Europe is a defence for the Czar in 
be to ignore the death of Jesus, which is in-; being an embarrassment for the Allies, 
admissible. Will it be to render purifying a j Fifthly, the jealousies that may arise be- 
new covenant ? None such exists to be con-; tween them may change the face of affairs, 
firmed and dedicated. Will it be for the ; Sixthly, Prussia, whose sympathies are 
cleansing of the resurrected saints? For j Russian, may declare for the Czar, and so
them, there is “no more sacrifice for sins,” j open a way for him into France, by which 
having been by the one offering of Jesus ; the seat of the war would be transferred from 
sanctified and perfected lor ever. It is upon j the east to the west. Seventhly, the Auto- 
none of these principles. There remains, j crat’s ally, winter, is at hand, which will sus-
then, but one other principle upon which ? pend all attacks by sea and land; and 
sacrificial bloodshedding can be restituted j eighthly,the firmness and endurance of Nicho- 
in the Age to Come ; and that is, the one al- j las may exhaust the patience of his adver- 
ready set forth, even as a memorial of the > saries, and dry up the resources of Turkey, 
consecration of the Abrahamic Will by the ? which may die before he obtain possession 
blood of Jesus, styled “ the blood of the cove-j of the carcase.
nantby the which the future rulers of the j From these considerations we might con- 
world are now sanctified ; and the future > elude that Russia would triumph in the end ; 
nations of that world, Gentile and Jewish, j but then there is to be considered on the con- 
will be made holy through the dedicatory j trary, the bravery of the Turks and the 
offering of Jesus Christ once. Thus will l great wealth and power of England and 
‘‘ God have justified the nations through ; France, whose fleets and armies have all 
faith” as he promised to Abraham, saying,J proved themselves superior to the Russians.
“ In thee shall all nations be blessed.” So ; England has once withstood the world in 
that then “ they which be of faith,” be they j arms, what, therefore, may not England and 
individuals or nations, “ will be blessed with > France combined effect against a single 
faithful Abraham.” > power. When we look at this side of the

But, though this subject is not exhausted > shield we see no prospect for Russia, but an 
by this article, which should be regarded j humble acceptance of peace at the dictation 
more as suggestive of the great theme than j of her imperious foes! Here then are two 
otherwise, enough has been presented for the > opposite conclusions ; whose eye is so pro
occasion, I think, to enable the reader and £ phetic as to foresee which of them shall be- 
our correspondent in particular, to form an > come the truth ? The North British writer 
enlightened and scriptural judgment upon j responds, “ There is no prophetic eye can 
the question of sacrifice in the Age to Come,) foresee the results of the present war!” 
and its congruity with the present sanctifica-; To this conclusion I have no objection 
tion and perfection of the faithful in Christ apart from the word or testimony of God. 
Jesus, who shall be with him kings and | No one could have foreseen the end of Na- 
priests for God, and therefore offerers to Him J poleon I., judging from the contemporary 
of the memorial blood of the world’s sacri- j circumstances that environed him at the 
fices in honor of his goodness, and a hearty £ epoch of Marengo and Austerlitz; neither ' 
thanksgiving for all the blessings they enjoy. j from similar considerations can the issue of 

Novembei' 1, 1854. Editor. > the present war be predicted—the Allies may

The War of the East.
“ In every thing consider the end.”—Proverb.
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Herald of the Kingdom and Age to Come.272
conquer or Russia triumph for any thing we j was all contemplated of God at present, as 
can tell apart from the Scriptures of truth. the result has shown : the Czar, however,

According to these, matters are progress- intended more. He was for pushing on to 
ing finely with reference to the end revealed. Constantinople; but while man proposes, the 
In promoting this the things to be ac- disposal is of God. He could not for the 
complished are— present pass Silistria. Hence the success of

1. To create a war among the powers the Turks, who will, with their Allies, con-
contrary to their inclinations ; tinue to impede the progress of the Russians

2. To develop that war in the west for a southward and eastward, until the Govern-
special purpose; ments of the Papal West shall have agreed

3. To direct the storm against the sove- to give their power and strength unto Gog; 
reign power that governs Palestine ; and and he shall become the High Protector of

4. To turn it against Jerusalem and the European Absolutism against the fierce and
Holy Land. turbulent democracies of the Continent.

1. With respect to the first indication, we The mission of Austria at this stage of the 
have seen it fulfilled in the creation of the business has evidently been to release Russia 
present war, which has originated remotely from active warfare against Turkey, and to 
out of a jealousy between France and Russia act as a break upon the chariot wheels of the 
concerning the Holy Shrines in Jerusalem, Anglo-French alliance, that it might not ef- 
and proximately, out of that jealousy, inten- fectually cripple Russia and put an end to 
sified by the designs of Russia upon Constan- the war which has a higher and more glori- 
tinople and the east. England, France, ous result than any proposed by Lord Aber- 
Turkey, and Russia, were all as anxious to deen and Napoleon III., who are mere sub
avoid war as Austria and Prussia at the pre- j ordinate actors in the play. God’s moves 
sent time, but their fears of what Russia dis-j upon the political chessboard are admirable, 
claims, and their fears of revolution, have j Sinope brought the declaration of war; 
brought them to blows which they deal out j Silistria, theAustriansinto the Principalities; 
with fitful uncertainty. The war is only in this, the invasion of the Crimea, the fall of 
its incipient stage. The whole world is to be Sevastopol (?) What then ? God knows, 
involved in it; so that Austria and Prussia, but the Powers do not, for “all beyond is

chaos” to them !
If the Anglo-French force instead of land

ing in Turkey had left Omar Pasha to con
tend with the Russians on the Danube, and 
had straightway invaded the Crimea, the 
junction of Luder’s battalions with Menschi- 
koff’s would have been effectually prevented 
and the conquest of that peninsula facilitated. 
This would have been a great embarrassment 
for Russia, from which, however, it has been 
delivered and enabled to concentrate its forces 
against the enemy by the intervention of 
Austria. With the sanction of the short
sighted rulers of France and England, Aus
tria has been permitted to make a separate 
treaty with the Porte by which she has been 
allowed to take possession of the Principali
ties as trustee for Turkey, to which she 
promises to restore them at the end of the 
war! The Anglo-French army arrived in 
Turkey, but instead of hastening on to the 
scene of action, it wasted the summer in

Spain,Portugal, Sardinia, Belgium, &c., &c., 
will be unable to escape.

2. The war must blaze up in the west be
fore the end come. There is a special reason 
for this, and that reason is the following.
The power styled “Gog” by Ezekiel is to be 

mishmar, or protector of bodies po
litic occupying certain countries indicated by 
the terms Magog, Rosh, Meshech, Tubal,
Gomer, Persia, Cush, Libya, and Togarmah.
These names indicate peoples of the east, 
south, north, north-west, and west of Pales
tine. Gog is to be a guard or protector of 
these, and to lead them up to battle against 
Jerusalem, that they may be punished there 
for their enormous iniquity at the hand of 
Israel’s king. Now, it must be evident to the 
merest tyro, that before Gog can lead these 
;peoples against the Holy City he must estab
lish his protectorate over the west. This is his 
special mission before he can arrive at Con
stantinople. If the Czar had made a dash at 
the city when Menschikoff and his retinue doing nothing, and at length arrived at Varna 
visited it in 1853, as he might have done where there was nothing for it to do; for 
successfully, he would have arrived at the \ just at this crisis the Russians raised the 
third stage of the crisis too soon. He would siege of Silistria and retired across the 
then have been prepared for the invasion of Danube, while Austria entered like a wedge 
Palestine before Palestine was prepared for 1; between them and the Allies, and persuaded 
him, and before he had any other armies to them very politely not to trouble themselves 
lead against Jerusalem than those of Rosh, any farther in that direction !
Meshech, and Tubal, with which alone he is What then had 70,000 French and English 
operating now. His invasion of the Princi- j come all the way from home to do ? To give 
palities was enough for a casus belli, and this \ their “ moral support” to Omar Pasha and to
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die of the pestilence !*Tbey had marched up possessions in the east may be appropriated 
the hill and seen their friends ‘‘covered with by France and England as “ material guar- 
glory were they to face about and march antees ;” but in the event of France beinjr 
down again ? What awaited them at home ? brought under the Protectorate of Gog, ana 
A general outburst of scornful derision. To Turkey being over-run by the Northern King, 
return would be disgrace and ridicule—revo- Egypt and Syria will fall to England, and the 
lution perhaps in France, and impeachment Ottoman Empire will be no more, 
of the English ministers. Hence orders were 3. It is to consummate this that the war 
received to do something, and that something will enter upon its third stage, which is thus 
is the capture of Sevastopol if they can. indicated by Daniel—“ And the king of the 

But look at Austria ; there she is in the < north shall come against him (the power that 
Principalities—a rearguard to Russia; here- > divides the Land of Palestine for a price) 
after, perhaps, the advance of a Russo-Aus- j like a whirlwind, with chariots, and with 
trian tempest, destined to sweep over the > horsemen, and with many s dps; and he shall 
city of Constantine like a whirlwind from the enter into the countries, and shall overjluw, 
north. It is not probable that Austria will and'pass over. This will be doomsday to the 
ever voluntarily evacuate YVallachia and , Ottoman world. England and France, and 
Moldavia. When the second stage of the all the native indomitability of the Osmanlis 
current war converts Germany, France, and will avail them nothing then. Constantinople 
Italy into the arena of the strife, Austria will fall, and the Turks will be absorbed into 
cannot remain in statu quo. Whatever bear- the armies of Gog as the Mohammedans of 
ing she may now sham towards the Anglo- the Mogul empire are in the battalions of 
French alliance, war in Italy with the French r the Anglo-Indian hosts of Tarshish in 
there can only be Anti-Austrian, and there- the east.
fore a Russo-Austrian contest for supremacy 4. The fall of the French and Ottoman 
over the west. In such an eventuality as empire is the result of this war in the second 
this, the days of Turkey are numbered. The and third stages; events which imply the 
Sultan cannot demand the evacuation of the dissolution of the alliance between England, 
Principalities so long as he is at war with France, and Turkey. My conviction is that 
Russia. Austria can therefore hold Wal- England will have to destroy the French 
lacliia and Moldavia, continue at peace with navy. This will become necessary for 
Turkey, and with Russia, her ally as at pre- self-preservation. France being one of the 
sent, carry on war with France, which may > ten toes of Nebuchadnezzar’s image—“a 
be at the same time in amity with the Sultan tenth of the city’’—cannot continue im- 
and at enmity with Austria. Thus through perial; and that revolution which reduces it 
Austria Turkey may be insulated and kept from the imperial to the regal constitution 
in leading-strings until the war in the west will Russianize it; that is bring it under the 
has given the western Leg and Toes of Nebu- protection of Gog, the natural enemy of Eng- 
chadnezzar's image their last premillennial land in all wars of the east. War still con
form ; and Russia and Austria released from : tinuing between Gog and England, the 
that work; that what remains may be con- French marine will become Russian, and 
sunimated, that namely which consists in ; prepared for operations against the ports of 
bringing Persia, Cush, Phut, and Togarmah, ; Britain ; hence England must either succumb 
with all their bands, under Gog, or the com- to the Lord of Europe or destroy the then 
pleting of the image that it may stand on its Russo-French fleets at her very doors. She 
feet of iron and clay on the mountains of will embrace the latter alternative, which, 
Israel previous to its fall. ! with the defence of Egypt and Syria, will

A refusal to evacuate the Principalities on keep her fully employed until the King of 
the part of Austria may cause the Anglo- Israel appears. Successful by sea sue will 
French to seize on Egypt and Palestine, not be without disasters by land. The 
notwithstanding their agreement not to ap- flourishing condition of Egypt and the Ho y 
propriate the property of others. Treaties Land under her shadowing wings will draw 
will not bind Napoleon longer than it serves down upon those countries the plundering 
his turn to observe them, and his faithlessness cupidity of the Romanoff Chief of the Latin 
will become a plea of justification for the ; and Greek Confederacy then enthroned in 
British government to follow his example. Constantinople. He will “think an evil 
As usual, pretences will not be \yanting for thought,and ivill sag, u I will go up to the 
excusing violence and spoiling their friends, land of unwalled villages ; I will go to them 
The plunder of a traveller is the common that are at rest, that dwell confidently, all of 
Properly of the thieves until an heir is pro- them dwelling without walls, and having 
vided in the rogue who has sagacity and neither bars nor gales, to lake a spoil, and to 
ingenuity enough to escape the halter; so of; take a prey ; to turn mine hand upon the desc- 

e future plunderers of the Turk, whose late places inhabited, and upon the people
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gathered nut of (he nations^ which have gotten > ster’s» where brother Winfrec would find 
cattle and goods, that direll in the midst of the j them, and thence convey them to Fine Creek, 
land ” a,,d from this to Tomahawk station on the

To accomplish this purpose will introduce Richmond and Danville road, by which they 
the belligerents into the fourth stage of the would get to Lunenburg in a short time, 
war, which Daniel indicates in these words, Should they conclude on this, they can write 
when speaking of the king of the north’s in- !; 10 brother VVinfree, whose post office is 
vasion in “ the time of the end”,—**lie shall Jefferson, Powhattan. If Elymas present 
enter into the land of glory, and many shall be hunself (and he has presumption enough for 
overthrown, * * * and the Lind of Egyptj any lh‘ng, his presumption and hardness of 
shall not escape. But he shall hare power ortr \ ,;ice being in proportion to his ignorance, 
the treasures of gold and of si'ver, and over j which is the only thing in which he is pro- 
all the precious things of Egypt; and the fou,,d) they will know how to give a good 
Libyans and Ethiopians shall he at his slips, j account ol him before the people. Of Moses 

And he shall go frrth with great fury antl l,ie prophets he knows literally nothing; 
to destroy and utterly to make away many, j an<^ the New 1 estament consequently, the 
And he shall plant the tents of his camp be- ,iulc lie pretends to know, is mere foohsh- 
tween the seas, even to the mountain, the glory < n^Si- cannot reason. Declamation,

s of the holy.” This invasion of Palestine j «»ecdotcs, and a “ holy tone,” are the sum 
brings the armies of the Catholic and Protes- j his speechifications. Strip him of these by
tant Powers upon the arena where the I confining him to testimony and argument, and 
eastern question is to find its solution. The J >'ou na,i him to the counter for what lie is— 
fate of Sennacherib will be theirs. The j a shain- From a11 such may church and 
Messiah of Israel will descend from the right j world ere long effectually be treed ! 
hand of power and scatter them to the four j '-*n Saturday, September 16,1 met the peo- 
winds of heaven. Then will begin “ the war \ P,c al Temperance, Louisa. The congrega- 
of the great day of God Almighty” which 110,1 wad, soSood that I never wish to meet a 
will not end until the kingdoms of this world bclter- The house was full,and the audience 
become the kingdoms of Jehovah and of Kl)Parentl>r intelligent, more men than wo-

J men, well-behaved, and fixedly attentive. I 
\ say more men than women, not that I do not 
\ like to see a goodly number of women at a 
/ meeting; on the contrary, 1 like to see a fair 
j proportion of each; but 1 do not like to have 
| to speak to a great majority of women with 
;• only a lew men huddled up in a corner as if 

Having passed the two brethren of the \ merely there upon sutferance, or about to 
Corinthian Elymas, Messrs. VVinfree and \ lake to their heels if a parcel of children in 
Harris, through the baptismal waters, brother \ petticoats happen to come in! .Besides, the 
R. K. Bowles and myself returned, as I said, > mind of this generation is of a skim-surface 
to brother VVinfree’s house, having concluded | a,ld frivolous character at best; and gene- 
to defer our journey to Louisa county until } ri‘Hy speaking, even according to the lesli- 
the morrow. It was agreed that our meet- <j mony of the uetier sort of their own sex, 
ing at Fine Creek was highly satisfactory. > women are more liglitminded and unthinking 
We only regretted that the house had not <| than men. Hence, they have crowded the 
been filled, that a multitude might have heard, ( men into the rear; and carried off the tink- 
instead of the comparatively few that were ) bng cymbals and sounding brasses of their 
there; and have witnessed the weakness of ( ^mns—the dear, holy toned, orators of their 
CainpbellismColemanizcJin Elymas, and the j “sacred desks”—and made them their own 
power and invincibility of the truth expound-j Peculiar treasure. This is not the sort of 
ed from Moses and other prophets, and liar- l audience for our doctrine. YVe want men 
monized with the doctrine of Jesus and the ( and women who can think and do think ; and 
apostles. The impression we know to have ( who are not afraid of truth which does vio- 
been made on the people wiio had attended, \ lence to the thinking of the Jlcah. Such an 
encouraged us to make Fine Creek a stand- j audience as this we seemed to have at Tem- 
ing place of meeting on our future visits to J perance. Tney seemed to listen as though 
the State; and we would here suggest, that j they were thinking upon what they heard; 
brethren Magruderand Anderson, when they l and such are the only people that will ulti- 
pass to and fro from Charlottesville to Lunen- l mately be led captive by the gospel of the 
burg, make Fine Creek on their way. Some j kingdom.
friend would doubtless meet them at a sta- j Next morning we left the neighborhood 
tion on the Virginia Central, and take them j of Temperance for Webster’s in Uoochland 
to an appointment at Temperance or Web- i county, where a houseful were assembled to

* * *

his Anointed. Amen ! Editor.

Visit to Virginia’. 
No. 2.
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hear about the New Doctrine; and some, we of Israel, with the idea of his appearing 
are informed, to act the part of the Ephesian dying, buried, and rising, heir of David’s 
crafismen, who delighted in uproar. But, throne. When the Jewish mind compre- 
though the doctrine was too “hard” for hended this, it was most guilefully captivated, 
some iinmersionists, who beat up a retreat craftily prepared, (if we may so speak in the 
as more pleasant to their feelings than hear- best sense) for confessing that the obnoxious 
ing an argument to the end, by the clatter Jesus was indeed both Lord and Christ; for 
whereof they more or less disturbed their ! they had no other objection to him than that 
more candid neighbors who were otherwise ! he died, and was buried; whereas, they had 
disposed, the rest, and among them the pre- been taught t[iat when Messias appeared he ' 
disposed to turbulence, behaved themselves would live for ever without tasting of death, 
as became persons of respectability and de- If on the first sabbath that Paul visited the 
corum. ; Synagogue in Corinth, he had straightway de-

The subject discoursed upon -was, Cor. xv. dared that Jesus Christ was the Son of God, 
1—1, being the point of Mr. Coleman’s hour’s £ as Gentile orators do, they would have op- 
declamation, l had not time to notice on the \ posed him on the spot, blasphemed, and turned 
previous Thursday. I was the more inclined < him out of the assembly, and there would have 
to treat of this, as several who were at Fine > been an abrupt finish put upon his mission 
Creek were to be at Webster’s, and
accordingly. I showed that those who took $ ty- He first laid down his premises—*• rea- 
the words of the third and fourth verses as l soiling with them out of the prophets, open- 
Paul’s declaration of the gospel took a very < »n? and alledging that the Christ ought to 
shallow and limited view of the subject. In s sutler, and to rise from among the dead;” 
these verses no mention is made of Jesus $ which being demonstrated, he then afiirmed, 
except by implication. Paul affirmed aoristi- > saying, “This is the Christ, even Jesus, 
cally, or indefinitely, that Christ dies for our ? whom I announced to you an affirmation 
sins, is buried, and rises again according to i he proved by adducing his own testimony of 
the prophets, the only scriptures then ex’nnt < having seen him since his crucifixion; a 
When lie visited the synagogue in Corinth’S testimony which the Lord himself confirmed 
he afiirmed this, but while so doing, carefully > l,y enabling Paul to do wonderful works in 
abstained from saying any thing about Jesus. ? his name.
Ho confined himself to what the prophets? It is well to inquire, What was Paul about 
testified concerning the sufferings of Christ, j all the sabbaths he visited the synagogue of 
and the sacrificial character of'those puffer- j Corinth, while Silas and Timothy were in 
ings in dying; namely, that it was for the S Macedonia? The general answer is, Doing 
transgression of Jehovah’s people, whose > what he did for three months in the syna- 
iniquity was to be laid upon him. He did > guguo at Ephesus, and in all the other syna- 
not “first of all” affirm, or deliver, that Jesus j ifogues he visited till they expelled him. 
was that Christ, but simply that whoever lie < And what was this in particular ? “Dis-
miglit be, lie would have to die, he buried, < pitting and persuading the things concerning 
and rise again. And that this is true, is $ the kingdom of God. (Acts xix. 8 :)—“ Ex- 
proved by Luke’s narrative of Paul’s pro- > pounding and testifying the kingdom of God, 
ceedings"in Acts xviii. lie there informs us, > persuading concerning Jesus, both out of the 
that “Paul reasoned every sabbath, and per- l l«w of Moses and out of the Prophets;”— 
suaded the Jews and the Greeks but that < “Teaching the Word of God among them,” 
he said nothing about Jesus until Silns and t as Luke says lie did among the Corinthians 
Timothy joined him from Macedonia: when. 5 for it year and six months, 
however, they arrived,“lie was constrained by > This word Jesus styles “ the word of the 
the spirit, and earnestly testified to the Jews ? kingdom” a phrase by which he designates 
that Jesus is the Christ’.” Until Silas and i “the gospel of the kingdom” which he 
Timothy came, all things went on peaceably < began to preach in.Galilee; and which he 
enough in the Synagogue all the sabbaths s ordered the apostles to proclaim to all nations, 
lie reasoned there, because lie made no men-S as a testimony to them. (Mat. xxiv. 14.) 
lion of Jesus, who was “a stone of stumb- ? Concerning this word, Paul says, “ I de
ling, and rock of offence” to them; but as \ clare the glad tidings I evangelized to you, 
soon as he applied his logical conclusions < which also ye received, and in which ye 
about the Christ to Jesus as that personage, s stand ; through which also ye are saved, if 
they begun to oppose and blaspheme. Pa ill’s s yo hold fast to a certain word—mv Xoyw, 
past experience of the Jews had taught him > tini logo—1 evangeliz’d to you, unless ye 
to expect this result, l ie was, therefore, care- ? believed in vain.”' This “ certain word ” in 
fnl to defer the application of his argument < the Common Version is rendered “what," 
to Jesus until he could well indoctrinate $ and relates to “the glad'tidings” he refers 
those who were looking for Christ, the king < to in the first verse. But what glad
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tidings is there in the simple statement that 
“ Christ dies for sins according to the writ
ings of the prophpts?” Suppose it was 
admitted that \yhen he came he was to do 
this, was he to die for antidiluvians, Jews, 
or Gentiles? And what were they to gain 
by his dying for their sins ? And how were 
they to have access to the things procured 
by his dying for sins ? There is not a word 
of this in the third and fourth verses, and yet 
these are said to “ declare the gospel ” Paul 
preached ! The things expressed in these 
verses are not the gospel; for “ the gospel 
was preached to Abraham, saying, In thee 
shall all the nations be blessed.” They 
were only “first things,” as I have shown, 
submitted to the Corinthian synagogue in 
the absence of Silas and Timothy; for he 
Bay6, “ I delivered to you,” not “ first of all,” 
as in the Common Version; but gv c'pucoig 
en prolois, “ among the first things wiiat also 
I received.”

Paul recalls their attention to these “ first 
things,” one of which was, the resurrection 
of the Christ from among the dead, and 
which they had admitted, as premises for an 
argument against a heresy that had been 
introduced among them by ‘‘false apostles;” 
who, teaching the pagan dogma of the exist
ence of an immortal soul in every descendant evermore, 
of the first Adam, said “ there is no resurrec
tion of dead persons ;” or what is the same 
thing differently expressed, “saying that the 
resurrection is past already.” They con
cluded that resurrection was useless, if hu- j theological Bomarsund. The stronghold of 
man ►mils, as they believed, were immortal, human tradition was in ruins. They saw 
and went to heaven at their separation from that Paul does not declare the gospel in two 
their bodies at death. But their premises brief texts ; but only a very few of the “ first 
were false, for Paul teaches that where no ; things” treated of before he was pressed by 
resurrection is there is no future life; and j the Spirit to speak of Jesus. Besides the 
this future life by resurrection he declared to j inherent power of the testimony, they were 
be the result wholly and solely of the resur- j much strengthened when they perceived the 
rection of the Christ, which he had testified weakness of the enemy. “ Never,” said one 
to be scriptural, and which they had admitted, of them, “ have I felt so strong in the faith.

Having settled the question of resurrec- as since I have witnessed the feebleness of 
tion, he went on to “ declare the gospel which Mr. Coleman’s exposition of Campbellism as 
he preached to them.” He “files his decla- the gospel Paul preached, in his attempt to 
ration”as the lawyers say, in what remains convict you of preaching another, and there
of the chapter. In this we find his -points, fore, a false gospel!” Alas, for him; he 
such as, the coming of Christ, at the epoch made a plunge: and sunk like lead, to rise' 
of the resurrection of the saints; His reign no more!
till he has put down all enemies; the deliv- On the morrow, I took the packet boat for 
ering up of the kingdom at the destruction of Richmond en route for King William county, 
death, the last enemy; baptism for the res- where I arrived by the help of brother Davis 
urrection from among the dead, the kind of on Tuesday afternoon, at the hospitable abode 
body with which the dead rise, that it is j of brother J. B. Edwards, under whose sha-. 
glorious, incorruptible, powerful, and spirit- j dow for many years past, we have been re- 
ual; being the image of the Second Adamj freshed after the burden and heat of the day. 
the life-imparting Spirit, the Second Man, \ This is true alike of all the brethren in that 
the Lord from heaven, the Heavenly One : j region; of brethren King, Littlepage, Ed wards, 
the necessity of this, being because the king- Robins, &c., who, under all discouragements, 
dom of God is indestructible, so that they I have firmly defended the faith, and stood by 
who are to inherit or possess it must be in- * it when all but ready to expire under the

corruptible; the transformation of those saints 
who are alive at the coming of Christ, and 
who shall therefore be exempted from death; 
the victory of the saints through Jesus ; and 
so forth. These are the points of the apos
tle’s declaration filed on this fifteenth chap
ter of his letter to the Corinthians; points 
from which the reader may form some idea 
of the gospel preached by Paul; and judge 
whether the pulpit orators of the Gentiles 
have any scriptural pretensions to be in fel
lowship with his teaching. The apostle’s 
points thus declared were sustained by “ the 
testimony of God,” called also “ the testi
mony of Christ;” and many of the Corinth
ians hearing, believed, and were baptised;” 
and being thus obedient, they henceforth 
“ waited for the coming of the Lord Jesus 
Christ,” that “ with Him ” they might pos
sess “the world,” “the kingdom,” “judge 
angels,” and “inherit all things.” This 
was something like glad tidings—good news 
to all who laid hold of them, and acquired a 
right to them in recognizing Jesus as the 
anointed Son of God and heir of all these 
things, and in being united to his name for 
repentance, remission of sins, and resurrec
tion to the kingdom of Jehovah, destined to 
subvert all other kingdoms, and to stand for

Having discoursed thus for some two hours 
or so, the meeting was closed. Our friends 
from Fine Creek expressed themselves as 
well satisfied with this annihilation of this
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i]miasma of rampant and triumphant foolish- 1 Protestant immersionists object because it is 
ness. But here we will rest awhile, as, in not preceded by faith ; rightly judging that 
fact, we did ; for no appointment awaited me without faith no religious act or ceremony is 
till the ensuing Friday. In our next we acceptable to God. But an erroneous faith is 
shall conclude our visit to Virginia for 1854. no more justifying than no faith—they are in

this matter virtually equivalents. We reject 
\ the Campbcllite definition of the gdSpel as 
l erroneous ; and are able to prove that the gos- 

BAPTISM. j; pel patronized by that sect is not the gospel"
It is strange that the action or gospel obe- j °rf C'l,ri6L Now- ‘"en arc j,fifilcd b>'lbcbclief 

diencc should have occupied so much lime,! of th? ‘nie gospel, and not by thcadv.no/rm- 
hnd so'many volumes to define. Water is \ 'b°"Sb'» is true at the same lime,
admitted lo be the medium through which it ! tbal cannot be justified without it. If 
is performed; and that the terms used in i they be ignorant, or faithless, of the true gos-.
connection with its administration are burial,! Pel lbey bav0 ""‘'""S ln ,llelr h.ej>rt!! 10 bo 
planting, birth, “body washed.” Can a man ! collnlcli fof righteousness, justification or 
be buried, or a seed planted, without being I remission of sms in being immersed. Their 
put out of sight? And is not a birth an ! Immersl0n- there ore, goes for nothing; and 
emergence from a cavity in which the thine ! we ray, get faith, get wisdom, get under- 
born was previously concealed ? Then tin- ?,a,ldmS > and "be" ?c<lul!;ed' b<|.
ter baptism is a beingputo.it of sight in tmuierseil and then you will be the subject of
water, and to be born of it is to emerge from the °ne baPtlsm' ]t's lbe "° llle
the bosom of the deep. quantity °{ members, that gives strength to

Editor j a church. We go in iqt quality, being satisfied.
* that as soon as our Campbellite friends come 
. to understand and appreciate the doctrine

Baptism an Obstacle of Progress. j £»“
“ Baptism,” said an unbaptized friend to j siacle to their rendering a ready and hearty 

us the other day, “ 7s an obstacle to your pro- { obedience to the gospel of that kingdom, 
gress. Jf it were not for that (and 1 commend j which Jesus and the apostles preached, and
you for your tenacity) your adherents would j which he has promised to all that love God
increase considerably.” j and “ do his commandments.” ^

“ There arc several of the Campbellite \
Church in this city,” said another, “ who say, < 
they would unite with us if it were not for > 
that second immersion.” ?

To the former friend we replied that we j Ezekiel’s PrOnllCCV of tllC Breaking Of file 
were fully aware of it; but that if another $ 1 J
never united with us because of baptism we \
mnststill maintain the apostolical position, our • (JcrntCS ill tllC Lilllcr Bays, 
object being, not to found and build up a mul- 
‘if.dino.is sect for our own individual profit; f
but to bring men to an intelligent obcdvnte Of < wid be bcol back irlto her own fastness, and Turkey 
ike good message concerning the kingdom as \ ,n,id l,cr "0,,ltfalli? bc crowncd wiUl vic,or>*” n«-° ° ^ u ‘ Icyan paper, May 4..

Mr. Editor :—In the editorial from which
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From the Colonist.

Miglifjr Power of Russia and her Confe-

3;
'Vthe only Scriptural preparation to meet 

the Lord at his appearing.
It would be easy to gather a crowd of pro- | the above is extracted, the writer slates that 

fessors into an ecclesiastical society, provided j “holding the views he does, lie cannot con- 
they were not called upon to obey the gospel: ■ ceive such a calamity”—as the defeat of 
for although Jesus has revealed himself as \ Turkey by Russia, at all probable.” Such 
“the author of eternal salvation to all them j an event would altogether be opposed to his 
that obey him,” and to none else, there is no- j conception of what is right. And, 
thing that carnal pietism revolts from so ! fore, he “ regards the publication of confi- 
instinctively as obedience. It will believe and • dent assertions of Russia’s success, drawn 
do any thing and every tiling not required of from the alleged certainty of unfulfilled 
it; but the thing commanded for the liobedi- ' prophecy, as inopportune.’’ 
ence of faith” is just the thing that it will not < I know of no other articles to which the 
submit to. < Wesleyan can have reference, except those

With our latter friend we.agreed, that an im- j written by myself, and published in your 
mersion founded upon the belief of the Camp- < paper. And I cannot see why these should 
bollite definition of the gospel is of no more ; be regarded as “ inopportune/* that is/un- 
efficacy than infant sprinkling, to which most j seasonable. If there be clergymen—such

IIsVthere- h
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as the Wesleyan minister at Yarmouth, who 1 marches her troops to the scene of the pre- 
“ finds the whole story” of the present war, j sent conflict, the grand passage way of Rais
in the‘‘Prophecy against Gog—Ezek.xxxviii sia—eastward of the Black Sea. Driven 
and xxxix,”—who give perfectly absurd and j back from the Danube, Russia may retreat 
false interpretations of prophecy, in order > to this valley, there make her final stand, 
to prove the defad of Russia in this war, j and sustain her decisive defeat.” “ Such . 
and, if these perversions of the sure Word > are the speculations of brother Wilson,” 
of prophecy are published by the Christian > writes the correspondent of the Christian 
Messenger, and favorably regarded by the j Messenger, who furnishes the sketch of the 
Provincial Wesleyan; what but sheer pro-1 lecture; and the outline being, no doubt, 
judice, or a desire to keep the people in igno- j very much in accordance with the views of 
ranee of unpalatable truths, than cause the ) the Wesleyan editor, he says, “ we should 
latter to regard interpretations of an opposite > much like to see it.” The publication of 
character to those of brother Wilson’s, of j such arrant nonsense, for an'exposition of 
Yarmouth, as so inopportune. No man of j the 38th and 39th chapters of Ezekiel, I 
common sense, the We shy an editor not ex- l suppose he regards as opportune, and well 
cepted, can read the 38th and 39th chapters j “calculated to produce conviction on intel- 
of Ezekiel, and not perceive how remote j ligent minds!” I wish that those who read 
from the plain truth are the speculations of j this, would likewise perusethe two chapters 
the Yarmouth minister, as published in the j in Ezekiel, which brother Wilson has so 
Christian Messenger of the 4th instant. j twisted and interpreted (!) to prove the de- 

He agrees with myself in believing the ? feat of Russia in the present war. Those 
Autocrat of all the Russias, to be the per- j who do so will see, without any difficulty.

• son called by the Spirit, Gog, and the chief that if the house of Togarmah means the 
prince of Meshech and Tubal; and this is Turks, they will, at the time predicted by 
a very material point. Me then proceeds to Ezekiel, be allies of Russia, as will also 
tell us that Russia is described in the 38th Persia, Ethiopia, Lybia, Corner, and all his 
chapter of Ezekiel, as invading “ the house bands, and people with them. The student 
of Togarmah /” that is. as he says, ‘‘the of Ezekiel will also learn that this formida- 
inodern Turks.” But, plainly seeing that ble confederacy of nations, headed by Rus- 
thc invasion is said to be against “ the movn- sia, will, at some future time, when God’s 
tains of Israel.” "my people of Israel,” and nation is dwelling safely in their own land,
11 the land of Israelhe endeavors to wriggle “ ascend and come like a storm like a cloud 
out of his difficulties by asking, “does not to cover the land." “I will bring thee 
Turkey hold Palestine? Would not Rus- against my land," “saith Jehovah, ‘‘that 
sia like to grasp it ? Besides, may we not the heathen may honor me, when 1 shall be 

^ take Israel here in a large spiritual sense ?’* sanctified in thee, 0 Gog, before their eves.” 
And in this wav he satisfies himself, that a Further on he will learn, that five-sixths of 
predicted invasion of the land and people of this immense host of Gentiles, confederated 
Israel, may mean an attack upon Turkey, or with Russia, as the leading power of the 
something else! * day, shall he destroyed—notin a valley on

“ The helpers of Turkey" he finds in verses the east of the Black Sea—but, on the 
5, fi. Namely, “Persia. Ethiopia, Lybia, mountains, and in the land of Israelnot by 
and the binds of Corner,” which latter, lie “Turkey and her noble allies,” but by the 
says, mean England and France. In tins, power of God, who shall “ go forth and fight 
1 believe, lie is correct; and seeing that against those nations, as when he fought in 
Corner was the father of Togarmah, as we the day of battle;” in the days of Joshua, 
read in the 10th chapter of Genesis, I am for instance. “I will plead against him,” 
inclined to think that “ the house of Togar- saith the Lord, “with pestilence and with 
mah of the m.rth ipiarters" means a people blood; and 1 will rain upon him, and upon 
more nearly related to France and England his bands, and upon the many people that . 
than the Turks are, who came from beyond arc with him, an overflowing rain, and great 
the river Euphrates. Is it not probable that hailstones, fire and brimstone. Thus will I 
the Germans may be meant? And if so, magnify myself and sanctify myself; and I 
then the German powers and “all their will be known in the eyes of many nations, 
bands” will be in league with Russia when and they shall know that I am the Lord.” 
Ezekiel’s prophecy receives its accomplish- What astounding changes must occur ere 
ment. “ The conflict is to bo beyond mea- this prophecy can be fulfilled, what an amaz- 
sure awful;’’ this, he who runs may read. !, ing expansion of the power of Russia must 
“ The result, according to his understand- there be, ere she can lead on the forces of 
ing of the prophet, is “the utter overthrow the world, “ to the battle of the great day of 
of Gog in the great valley down which flow God Almighty!” Yet.it must como; no 
the Don and the Volga, down which Russia human power can set aside the decree of
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the Eternal One. “He has spoken and / no disciple of Ignatius Loyola has ever gone 
it shall come to pass.” through severer discipline, in obedience to

The present war will, I believe, give j the will of his superior, and “ for the glory 
Russia possession of Constantinople. Dan. \ of God,” than I did, in the most painful 
11 th chap., 40th verse, proves positively that \ struggle between inclination and destiny. 
Russia will overwhelm Turkey. This must £ . . . Still, or perhaps as a consequence
be the first step towards the subjugation of $ of this, I formed the most brilliant concep- 
all those nations who will give their power l tions of niv future career. I honored, with 
unto her, and be her confederates, when ; all my soul, the ollice of the teacher. I 
they receive the reward of their iniquities jj dwelt, with extraordinary satisfaction, on 
at the hand of God, upon the mountains of j the thought that some word of mine—spoken

\ with authority—might ease an aching heart. 
How lamentable is the ignorance of the ; I wrought myself into the conviction that I 

Wesleyan and brother Wilson, upon' this j had a message to deliver, and that 1 could 
subject, how contrary is the truth to their ' deliver it most litlv, mo*t beneficially, as an 
notions of what is right! The Wesleyan [ ordained minister of the Church of England, 
should remember that° He “ who rules over j 1 was mistaken; and to those who arc in 
the kingdom of men, giveth it to whom so- > the same case as I was, I dedicate these 
ever he will, and selleth vjt over it the basest | fragments. 1 leave it to them to decide who 
of men," Dan. iv. 17. was in the wrong.

t What offends me in the Church of Eng- 
\ land, is its glaring inconsistency. Perpetu- 
t ally, in the liturgy and elsewhere, it says 
{ one thing and means or does another. Very 
$ properly, no one should be presented for or- 

A Clergyman's Experience of Society, j dination who is deficient in learning, or
5 what is called “ godly conversation.” Of 
[ the godly conversation the less said the bet

ter ; but no one who has been in the habit
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[For the satisfaction of the reader, it may [ 
be noted that the papers which will appear J of mixing with the Church of England 
under the above title are not only founded j clergy, will venture to say much to their
upon fact, but are literal records of facts. general proficiency in any learning that
The writer of the diary was, for a conside- ) has the most distant connection with the 
rable time, the curate of a large parish in j requirements of this age. Why, then, per- 
England.J j petuate the farce of sending out men to

It has often been said,let a man but write teach, who lack the very essential quality of 
down his chapter of human experience; in \ knowing what they should leach? Perhaps 
the forcible language of truth let him make { these Oxford commissioners may effect some 
known his struggles; in the battle he has j change, if the government is wise enough, 
waged with ignorance and selfishness, let him j and strong enough, to carry out what I am 
exaggerate no triumph, conceal no defeat, j certain they will recommend, 
and he will not fail to touch human hearts. , Well—with no indefinite conception of 
One hears men talk of eventful lives. Why, I what I was about to undergo, well versed in 
every life is full of events. Seize upon the J the subtle arguments by which men, too 
first wretched pauper that you meet—he weak to face the real difficulty of the ordi- 
could tell you things which should make i nation service, explain it away, and tempt

( your heart throb with pity and indignation. \ the younger clergy to play fast and loose
You — strong in intellect, knowing the : with conscience—l presented myself to the 
world, exalted in social rank — would ac- ; bishop. I do not remember that I was ever 
knowledge that the vilest can claim brother- < so deeply shocked as when I walked through
hood with the noblest..................... \ that noble park to the splendid old mansion

[We omit the rest of this, and pass on to > that lay concealed within its woods. I knew 
the period when the writer was preparing that bishops were very wealthy; but as the 
for ordination.] * member of an ancient university—a Church

It was my fate to be ordained. Honestly, j of England institution—how could I be ex
in looking back to the whole series of events, \ peeled to chime in with the vile denuncia- 
I cannot divine by what exertion of my own ^ tions of the radical press, or the railings of 
will, at any particular crisis, it could have > the fierce democracy? On that day, how- 
been avoided. Of course, I might have j ever, the unconscious indignation of a score 
withstood to the death. But, on the whole, [ of years was awakened in a moment. It 
I can say no more than this—I submitted to > was not the wealth—Heaven knows a bishop 
my fate. Knowing this beforehand, I trained j could find objects for charity that would 
myself into obedience. I am convinced that' swallow up an income teulold that of the
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richest prelate—but it was the pomp of luxu- } town in a manufacturing district, and con- 
ry—the powdered flunkeys, who look down $ tained a population of several thousand souls, 
on humble creatures with the scorn engen- \ To an earnest man, entering upon a work 
dcred by much wearing of purple coals—i so serious as that-of a Christian teacher, the 
the intense conviction that, from all I knew j prospect was appalling. No language 
of the man—this bishop,at least did care for ■ describe the filth, misery, and utter degrada- 

’ and idolize his wealth—it was all this, con- \ tion in which a large proportion of the peo- 
trasted with the thought of the thousand j pie were sunk. Even of the rich there were 
beggars among whom l was to be sent, that \ scarcely a dozen families who could be de
drove the iron into my very soul. j scribed as belonging to the educated class.

We were to be examined. I remember, \ The majority ol them had risen, by dint of 
with painful distinctness, that I was impri- \ honest industry, to the position of considera- 
soned for three hours in a small room, to \ ble wealth; they were sharp-sighted, clever 
answer questions which are answered rea- men of business; but their knowledge was 
dily by National school children. Certainly ; confined to the laws of trade and commerce. 
I was made to write Latin, but I did not j Scarcely one could date the beginning of 
then, nor do I now, understand the con- • his good fortune farther back than the last 
nection between writing Latin prose and ' European war. And vet a more kind-hearted, 
teaching men the way to heaven. At all [ hospitable set of men it would be hard to 
events, 1 know that I was not examined on find. It was some lime before 1 discovered 
the subjects which I was about to teach. » what a depth of selfishness and narrow- 
But, then, the bishop and the examiner had \ mindedness was concealed beneath so fair 
never had the charge of large parishes, and > an exterior. Some of these people belonged 
perhaps did not know what was required of \ to the class of liberal politicians, that is, they 
us. Let me admit, however, that this was j had voted for the free-trade candidate, and 
an exceptional case. I could mention seve- ! were in favor of extending the franchise to 
ral bishops, whoso manage their intercourse $ their workmen. But these were exceptions 
with candidates for ordination, that whole j to the general rule. The rest were obsti- 
years of vexation and disappointment can- \ nately convinced that Sir Robert Peel was a 
not efface the impression. 1 traitor to his country, and at the time of

The examination was over. Often dur- ' which we speak, would have willingly seen 
ing my life, 1 had listened to ordination ser- \ that eminent statesman carried oft’ to the 
mons. I hud been told that, in early times, \ Tower, and imprisoned for life. Hence they 
the candidate passed the eve of his ordina- \ were strongly opposed to all movements in 
tion in prayer and fasting. Wealthy canons i favor of education, or any modern improve- 
had insisted on the necessity of self-denial. \ ment whatever. They were profoundly con- 
They had proved—oh! with how much } vinced, that to promote such objects was to 
force, from the New Testament and exam- 5 conspire against the British constitution, 
pie of primitive saints—that it was only by \ As for religion, it was quite enough to at- 
strict subjection of the body that the soul j tend a Sunday service. There could be no 
could be brought into a fit condition for the > connection between that and the duties of 
Christian ministry. 1 do not mean that we , common life.
were invited to become ascetics. Few men Tradesmen, mechanics, and sailors made 
go so far as‘that. But, most assuredly, I j up the rest of the population. With persons 
have yet to learn that a luxurious banquet j of this class 1 had still to make acquaint- 
is the best preparative for services so intense- \ ance; but, at a glance, I saw enough to try 
ly solemn as those for the ordination of the stoutest heart, the keenest intellect, the 
priests and deacons. For myself, I know most consummate patience. The routine of 
that I was struck with a painful sense of daily and Sunday service was very simple, 
unreality. I thought then, and I think still, but it was impossible to be content with that, 
that whatever may be the customs of society, Had a clergyman no message to deliver ex- 
the clergy should at least endeavor to prac- cept to the soul ? Was it fqr me to witness 
Use what they preach. They should give ! social disorder and hesitate to proclaim the 
that one proof of their sincerity. They j the fact ? Could 1 hold my peace in the 
should stand forth to the world living exam- ! presence of obstinate and wealthy igno- 
ples of Christian virtues. As it is, die -ranee? What was Christianity worth if it 
sight of one indolent priest does away with > had no power to heal the ills of poverty, to 
all the good that might be produced by a \ speak to human hearts from a human point 
thousand sermons. * * * j of view, to tell men something of the laws

1 arrived at mv parish. I was now to test j that should regulate society ? I knew some- 
by actual experience, the truth of theories j thing of the questions which were vexing to 
which, as 1 have already said, l had forced 1 the very heart of English life. I was the 
myself to believe. It was a large seaport 1 appointed teacher of hundreds who would

can
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Hitude. In the neighborhood of the speaker 

stood the tombs of their Prophets and Kings, 
David’s, and Solomon’s, the latter, in whose 
reign the Kingdom reached its zenith, and 
who was a glorious type of Christ, before 
he forsook the God of his fathers, and his 
heart turned after the idob of the surround-

never enter the place where I was to speak 
to them. According to a common theory ; 
among churchmen, I could hold no inter
course with them except on terms which 
they could not except and 1 would not im
pose They were used to instruments for 
making gold—slaves of slaves in this old
land of freedom—and yet, though their mas- ) ing nations. In sad contrast to their former 
ters would not or could not know it, they i glory stood their beautiful Temple with the 
had hearts to love, and brains to think, j Roman abomination placed over it; and the 
■Even more than this—they were “ feeling > three thousand were fully convinced that the 
after’’ mighty truths, which sooner or later >“ Sceptre had departed from Judah, and a 
must change the face of things. Could I j Lawgiver from his feet, until Held, (Cham- 
lend them no helping hand, or would they j pion) come, whose right it is, and God will 
accept the proffered aid from one whose very j give it him.”
office must create suspicion ?—[From the > Matthew gives the genealogy of Jacob

l the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary, 
from Abraham in the line of David, Solo
mon, and Zorobabel; by which lineage it is 

! demonstrated, that Jacob and Joseph were 
descendants of Abraham in the Royal line.

Luke gives the genealogy of Heli, the 
father of Mary, from Adam and Abraham 

; in the line royal of David, Nathan, and Zo
robabel ; thus the families of Jacob and Heli 
were two branches of the royal house.

David’s throne and kingdom were de
creed to the heirs male, as proved by 2 Sam. 
vii. A daughter of David, or female descend
ant could not, therefore, ascend the throne. 
The right of the Princess Mary, derived 
from her father Ileli, of the elder branch, 
would consequently give way to those of 
Joseph, son of Jacob, though descended 
from the younger of David.

The families of Nathan, the elder, and of 
Solomon, the younger of the sons of David, 
by Bathsheba, united Zorobabel, governor 

to prove the correctness of our views. I of Judah under the Persians; from Zoroba- 
When the Apostle Peter addressed the Jews < bel the family again divided into the branches 
on the day of Pentecost, and three thou-< terminating in Jacob and Heli.
6and of them became heirs to the Kingdom, By the marriage of Joseph, son of Jacob, 
and entitled to all the “glory, and honor, with Mary, daughter of Heli, the two 
and unvergangliches wesen, imperishable branches from Zorobabel were again united; 
existence,” which they would hereafter re- so that all right and title to the throne and 
ceivc by a resurrection from the dead, when kingdom of David concentred in Mary’s 
the time for establishing the Kingdom would first born. He therefore became the head 
arrive, by virtue of their then believing the and hope of the family and nation : hence 
Ecangelium, Gospel, of Jesus, preached he is styled “the branch,” and at his decease 
unto them by Peter, and being baptized for the royal house in the direct line became 
the resurrection of the dead, he assured extinct with him.
them that “ David being a prophet, and ! Jesus, the grandson of Heli, being born 
knowing that God had sworn with an oath > of Joseph’s wife, was born hereditary King, 
to him, that of the fruit of his loins, ac- j of the Jews. Heli married the sister of the 
cording to the flesh, he would raise up j father of Elizabeth, the wife of Zechariah, 
Christ to sit on his throne ; He, seeing this j and mother of John the Taufer, (dipper.) who 
before, spake of the resurrection of Christ, j was therefore second cousin to Jesus. Eliza- 
tbat his soul was not left in nolle, Grave, j beth was of the daughters of Aaron ; conse- 
neither his flesh did see corruption; this j quently Mary, daughter of Heli, and mother 
Jesus hath God raised up, whereof we all j of Jesus, was of the house of David by her 
are witnesses.” And we can well imagiue j father, and of the house of Aaron by her 
the irresistible force which such an appeal j mother; so that in her son Jesus was not 
must have made upon the assembled multi- | only vested, by his birth, and the marriage

SI
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“Fftrchtc dich nicht, du kleinc heerde: denes ist 
eurcs vaters wohlgcfallcn, euch das Reich za geben.” 
—Luke xii. 32.
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If one doctrine is held forth more promi
nently than another in the writings of the 
Prophets and Apostles, it is the reestablish
ment of David’s Throne and Kingdom un/ler 
the Lord Jesus Christ. So fully were the 
Apostles impressed with this idea, that the 
very first question they asked our Lord 
after his Avferstehung, resurrection, from 
the dead was, “ Lord, wilt thou at this time 
again au/richten (erect) the Kingdom of Is
rael ?” Notwithstanding the Apostles were 
not at that time endued with power from 
on high, yet, that it was no vain wish, or 
anticipation, we shall bring forward the 
Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments
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of bis mother, all kingly rights, but all rego- J Queen of England may, like her royal sis* 
pontifical as well. In Jesus, therefore, is j ter, go on her pilgrimage likewise. For the 
united the combined kingly and high-priestly \ Psalmist says, “The Kings of Tarshish and

the isles shall bring presents: the Kings of 
Sheba and Seba shall ofter gifts. Yea, all , 
kings shall fall down before him: all na
tions shall serve him." The visit of the 
Queen of Sheba to Solomon throws light 
upon a very interesting incident that oc
curred in Apostolic times. Solomon solved 
all her questions, and it is very probable 
gave her a copy of “ the Law and Testi
mony,” by which a knowledge of the God 
of Israel was carried into her own land. 
This circumstance proved highly beneficial 
in after-times. The country of the Queen 
here named is generally supposed to have 
been Meroe, in Ethiopia, a district abound- 
iug in gold and spices, and accustomed, it 
appears from Acts viii. 27, to be governed 
by women. “Artd the angel of the Lord 
spake unto Philip, saying, Arise, and go to
ward the south unto the way that goeth 
down from Jerusalem unto Gaza, which is 
desert.”—Her. Fut. Age.

“And he arose and went and behold, a man 
of Ethiopia, a eunuch of great authority 
under Candace, Queen of the Ethiopians, 
who had the charge of all her treasure, and 
had come to Jerusalem for to worship, was 
returning; and sitting in his chariot, read 
Esaias the prophet.” The coming of the 
eunuch to Jerusalem to worship was pre

shipped the beast, neither his image, neither > dieted by the prophet Zephaniah. “ From 
' had received his mark upon their foreheads, | beyond the river of Ethiopia my suppliants, 

or in their hands ; and they lived and reigned j even the daughter of my dispersed, shall 
with Christ a thousand years.” But the lo- j bring mine offering.” The eunuch filled an 
cality where Christ and his Saints will reign j office under Candace, similar to that now 
is not defined in this text. The 10th verse ? held by Lord Aberdeen under Victoria; he 
of the 5th chapter in the same book supplies j was prime minister, or what we now call 
it. “And they sung a new song, saying, j First Lord of the Treasury. Philip preached 
Thou art worthy to take the book, and to j unto him the Evangelium von Jesu, (Gospel 
open the seals thereof; for thou wast slain, < of Jesus,) and by him a knowledge of the 
and hast redeemed us to God, by thy blood, < things concerning the kingdom of God, and 
out of every kindred, and tongue, and peo- < the name of Jesus Christ, were carried into 
pie, and nation, and hast made us unto j his native land, and promulgated to his 
our God kings and priests: and we shall ; country.
reign on the earth.” Once more, “the “ Not many wise men after the flesh, not 
Lord of Hosts shall reign in Mount Zion, many mighty, not many noble are called.” 
and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients; But there have always been somo, and the 
gloriously.” When the Kingdom existed eunuch is of the number. The time for the 
under Solomon, it was a type of what it will Saints to possess the kingdom under the 
be under the Lord Jesus Christ. There was whole heaven is near at hand. The present 
universal peace; every man sat under his rupture between Turkey and Russia will 
own vine and fig tree, none daring to make produce that crisis. The sun power of 
them afraid. All the kings of the surround- > Rome was darkened under the pouring out 
ing nations paid tribute to him as lord para- j the wrath of the fifth schale, (cup,) and 
mount, and brought their offerings to j Turkey must be dried up before that great 
Jerusalem. The fame of so great, wise, j and notable day of the Lord can come, 
and rich a monarch, brought the Queen of J “And the sixth angel poured out his schale 
Sheba to Jerusalem to witness his glory;? (cup) upon the great river Euphrates; and 
and it is not improbable, when the greater > the water thereof was dried up, that the way 
than Solomon reigns in Jerusalem, the i of den Konigen von Avfgang dcr Sonne

offices of the nation of Israel: so that when 
the government shall be upon his shoulders, 
he will sit as a priest upon his throne, after 
the order of Melchizedec, being without 
predecessor or successor in the united office 
of King and Priest. Sec Zech. vi. 12, 13.

From all which it is evident, that if there 
lives any one who has a right to David’s 
throne, it can only be Jesus, and therefore 
he must have been raised from the dead; 
so that if the Jews of this age were to agree 
to restore David’s throne, they .could not 
effect it, though all other things might favor, 
because they could not find a son of David 
to occupy it. Hence there is no one can 
reestablish it but God, who retains at his 
right hand the only descendant of David who 
is alive.

From the preceding testimonies, we con
clude we have clearly proved that Jesus of 
Nazareth was the crucified and afterwards 
resurrected King of the Jews, now at the 
right hand of his Father, and shortly will ap
pear in power and great glory. The next thing 
we have to prove is the duration of his reign. 
John says, “I saw thrones, and they sat 
upon them, and judgment was given unto 
them: and I saw the souls of them that were 
beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for 
the word of God, and which had not wor-
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(the kings of the risings of the sun) mighty usual place near the preacher’s stand, and 
be prepared.” It is cheering to the believer was making his response with great admira- 
lo know that he is now living in that small ; lion. After a burst of burning eloquence from 
period of time denominated by Daniel “the the preacher he clasped his hands and cried 
time of the end,” and that probably he may j out in a kind of ccstacy : -‘Yes thank God ! 
live to see the consummation of all the glo- j I have been a Methodist for twenty-five years 
rious verhei>un^icn} (promises,) spoken of by and it hasn’t cost me twenty-five cents !” 
the mouth of all the holy prophets since the J “ Bless your stingy soul!” was the preacher’s 
foundation of the world.—Lnlce. j emphatic reply.

I believe that the second advent of Christ 
is spoken of in Scripture not only as a point, 
but as a period of time; not only as regard-
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... . . . r. Arguments in favor of Romanism.—The

ing the mere fact of his coming, but a ho of s amounl 0f crjme jn Protestant and Roman 
his stay durhig a lengthened period, in j Catholic countries stands in contrast thus: .

—of™ | EngUnd (PrCeManO for each mU,io„ of in- 
of the just,” and dosing with the “ resur- _ per annum ... 4
rcction of the unjust.”-Note by the Rev. (Catholic) .
Mourant Brock, M. A., Chaplain to the Bath j e g,nm w 
Penitentiary.—Bril. North American, llali- .r,inc.e

1)
19

. 18
31

. 36 VJ30»(
i. 100Papal States"

The number of illegimate births per an- 
The AposTOLiciry of Romanism.—This num> jn different cities, are as follows : 

is maintained by the Pope’s “ children,’' but London (Protestant) . 
denied by Protestants. If by “ apostolicity” j parjs (Catholic) . 
is meant existence contemporary with Peter j Brussels “ 
and Paul, let it be granted. Protestantism Munich “ 
gains nothing by the denial, and Romanism j Vienna “ 
nothing by the concession. Romanism in £ Borne 
essence did exist in the apostolic age, and is 
thus indicated by Paul, brother in Christ to

i!4 per cent. 
. 32 “

. 35 “ II
!!

I;
V

. 25 “
. 51 ts

3.500, in the Pope’s own. 
Now does Romanism promote crime? 
Protestants are taught that sin destroys 

“the first pope,” as papists stylo St. Peter— \ both body and soul,while Romanism teaches 
“ The Mystery of Iniquity,” sailh he, “ doth ] that sin does not destroy, provided the perpe- 
already work it was out of this that Ro- s trator of any crime will purchase a pardon
manism, called in scripture “ Mystery,” ( from the priest, which is done by a sum of
sprung forth into hideous manifestation when j money so small, as to render it plain to every 
the pagan constitution of the Roman Empire ( Catholic that for the benefit of the priest, the 
was superseded by the revolution began by j more 8{n t\e letter.
Constantine, the murderer of his son, and \
completed by Theodosius. So long as the \ -----------
Roman government continued pagan, “ the < 
illystery of Iniquity,” which in its full mani
festation is more cruel and destructive of li
berty than paganism, could not openly show 
itself: but all political let and hindrance 
being turned out of the way it displayed it
self as a superstition, which, in the words of ^ reader of this fact, I have the satisfaction of 
St. Peter’s “beloved brother Paul, “forbids \ being able to add, that its position is not worse 
to marry and commands to abstain from s 
meals." Hence the origin of priest’s houses 
for male and female devotees who dedicate 
their bodies to “ the church,” and abstinence 1 friends acknowledge to be it3 merits. I do not 
from beef steaks and mutton chops on Friday J think that its increase has exceeded twenty 
and during “ Lent.”
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CONCLUDING REMARKS. it

Tiie Fourth Volume of the H:rald closes
with the current number. In reminding the j

V

than it was a year ago; though the increase 
of its circulation falls far short of what its 5.

y '
isubscribers; which, however, is better than 

none and discontinuances to boot, which has *
been its fortune in former times.

A book is cheap or otherwise according to 
the importance and excellence of its contents. 
This is not the rule, however, by which book
sellers and the ^unenlightened, judge. These

. iA Free Gostel.—The Louisville Exam
iner tells a story of a church member who 
had always been more remarkable for open
ing his mouth to say amen than opening his 
purse. He had, on one occasion, taken his

t
i
■

;
■
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estimate a volume by the number of its pages, saying to his readers, “ I have some very 
the thickness of the book, and the character important information in my head, which 
of the binding ! But we do not set forth the I will print for your benefit if you will 
Herald with such unenlightening claims as raise my subscription list to 10,000!” No; 
these ; we base its value upon the substantial he brings it out as it comes up, whether he 
and Scriptural aliment it presents for the shall receive enough for the year’s expenses 
mind seeking to know what the truth revealed or not; and one article is frequently acknow

ledged to be worth the price of the wholo 
volume. Is this reciprocity ? Is it coopera
tion ? Is it encouraging ? Still we perse
vere.

Many thanks,, however, to those whose 
promptitude has furnished supplies for carry
ing on the work from month to month, which 
come and go with astounding rapidity. Ja
nuary will soon be here, and with it the first 
number of Volume Fifth. Thenceforth we shal 
be visiting the Post Office for orders and re 
mittances with considerable regularity, al
ways in hope of finding some of the needful 
to pay the printer, who never looks so sweet 
and pleasant as when ho beholds us cash in 
hand.

To my friend, Mr. R. Robinson, in Eng- 
I land, the Herald is under more obligation than 
; I am able to express; if all its subscribers 
; were Robertson, Lemmon & Co, the Herald 

would have nothing to do, but to thank God, 
and go-a-head ; but under the present eco
nomy it has to do this not seldom dubious of 
results. Adieu, then, to 1854, and all its 

by which its continuance has been made pos- ? literary labors, anxieties, and fears ! 1855 is 
sible. Will those who do nothing but sub- j hard upon us, and who knows what its future 
scribe for a single copy, and yet acknowledge may produce? We shall see; and in the 
the value of the Herald, see if they cannot meantime we wish our friends much pleasure 
increase its list? Its editor is not parsimoni* in the contemplation and anticipation of the 
ous of his endeavors to bring out “all the Ago to Come, 
counsel of God.” He does not keep it back,
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in the Bible is, whereby a man may attain to 
an inheritance in the kingdom of God. Its 
success in extracting honey from Paradise is 
acknowledged by its friends; some of whom 
assure me that they consider it a cheap pub
lication, because of the preciousness of the 
instruction they derive from it.

But, notwithstanding this, it appears to me 
that they are too well satisfied with their own 
individual enjoyment; that is, they do not ex
ert sufficiently what influence they may have 
for the extension of its circulation, and mak-

i
f

tli: i!
f
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.. >ii H

■ ing it self-supporting. To sustain a periodi- 
• cal that advocates a system of truth repudi

ated by nearly all the world, is an expensive 
undertaking ; and were the Herald left to de
pend upon the revenue supplied by the single 
copies subscribed for by individuals in this 
country, the present number would of neces
sity be the last.. By scanning our receipts it 
will be seen, that a few of its friends (to par
ticularize whom might appear invidious) by 
more considerateness than others, being more 
liberal of their surplus funds, are the helpers
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